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PREFACE.

THE Gnomon of the New Testament, by John Albert Bengel,
which forms the basis of the present work, is almost too well

known by reputation to require many introductory words,

and too highly valued by all advanced students of Scripture,

to render any apology necessary from those who desire to

present it in an accessible and useful form to the general

reader
;
but the fact that more than a hundred and twenty

years have elapsed since its first publication, and that since

that time, biblical criticism has made such vast advances,

would naturally greatly deteriorate from the value of BengeFs

work, and the reliance the student might place on it, were

some means not taken to supply him with a reliable text,

while setting before him a sound and concise commentary

upon it. The plan has therefore been adopted, of incorpor

ating with Bengel s Gnomon the important results of modern

textual criticism, more especially as represented by the works

of Tischendorf, Alford, and others; which are inserted in

brackets wherever required. It is therefore to be hoped that

the first object aimed at by the present work may be accom

plished, that, namely, of putting in our readers hands a lucid,

concise, and reliable commentary on the teachings and the

text of the New Testament. This plan, so obviously neces

sary and useful, originated with Professor Charlton Lewis,

of Troy University, in America
; who, in conjunction with

Professor Vincent, of the same university, published Bengel s

Gnomon on this basis at Philadelphia, in the year 1862. We
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have, while adopting their method, and making use of nearly

all their additions, produced a work, the distinctive features

whereof enable us to set it forth to the public, not only as

Bengel s Gnomon, but as a Critical New Testament, so com

piled as to enable a reader, unacquainted with Greek, to

ascertain the exact English force and meaning of the lan

guage of the New Testament, and to appreciate the latest

results of modern criticism, while availing himself of a com

mentary so clear, painstaking, and spiritual, as that of Bengel

is universally admitted to be.

The distinctive features I refer to are the following :

I. An entirely new translation of the Gnomon itself, which

is presented without any abridgment or omission, except of

arguments based upon readings since proved corrupt, and

abandoned by the general consent of theological scholars.

The omissions thus necessitated do not probably extend to

as much as one page per cent, of the original Latin work.

II. The adoption of the authorised English version as the

basis of comparison throughout, all variations from its words

being specially noted.

III. The adoption of the English order of the words for

reference, rather than that of the Greek. This feature, so

important for the English reader, has not been followed in

the American edition.

IV. The incorporation by the editors of additional refer

ences both to Scripture and to critical writers
;

of occasional

explanatory clauses where a mere translation of the author s

very terse Latinity would not enable the general reader to

grasp his meaning ;
and of some original notes, which are not

inserted without due consideration, and which it is hoped

may be found neither presumptuous nor useless. The Book

of Revelation has, however, met with exceptional treatment

from the rest
; Bengel s exposition, though for ever valuable

as a commentary on Scripture doctrine, failed, as so many
more have done, in elucidating prophecy, and time has proved

the erroneousness of the calculations which led him to assign
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tte close of this dispensation to the date of 1836. This book,

therefore, has been rewritten on the plan of the rest of the

Gnomon, and the labours of many later writers in the special

field of unfulfilled prophecy have been laid under contribu

tion to make this part of the Critical New Testament accord

in scope and utility with the rest, while avoiding the errors

of too curious computation which disfigured the original.

It remains to state the share in the work undertaken by
each translator. The present writer is responsible for the

four Gospels, (with the exception of from Luke xi. to John

vii. inclusive,) all the General Epistles, and all notes and

additions to these parts marked W. L. B.; and the Rev.

James Hawes for Luke xi. to John vii. inclusive, the Acts

of the Apostles, the Pauline Epistles, and all notes and addi

tions to his portion of the work to which the letters Ed. are

appended. The substance of the annotations upon the Apo

calypse has been furnished to the Editors by the Rev. E.

Biley, M.A., late Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge, who has

devoted many years to the study of the prophetical Scriptures.

In commending this book to the careful study of its read

ers, and entreating the blessing of Him who alone is able to

guide them into all truth upon their use of it, I would ex

press for myself, as I doubtless may for my fellow-labourers,

the earnest hope that its perusal may prove as useful to our

readers hearts and understandings as its preparation has

proved to our own.

WILLIAM LEWERY BLACKLEY.

a

FUENSHAM PAESOXAGE, FAENHAM,

May 1866.

P.S. This Edition is enriched by an Appendix consisting

of the lately published
&quot;

Harmony of the Gospels
&quot;

by the

learned Dr Tischendorf.
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THE

GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW.

THE Evangelists set forth the rudiments of the New Testa

ment, see John xvi. 12. [The Evangelists mentioned in Eph.
iv. 11, and in 1 Peter i. 12, where our version correctly has

&quot;them that have preached the Gospel,&quot; were missionary preachers,
not authors.*] They are four in number. Two of these, John

and Matthew, were apostles, and as such, eye-witnesses ;
the

other two, Mark and Luke, afford in their own persons ex

amples of faith accorded to a Gospel felt by the preaching of

others to be absolutely true. Mark, however, presupposes
and supplements Matthew, as Luke does Matthew and Mark,
and as John does all three. Matthew, the one apostle, was

the first to write, thus affording a precedent for Mark and

Luke
; John, the other apostle, wrote last, further establishing

by his personal testimony those writings of Mark and Luke,
which were already firm in themselves. [Bengel elsewhere

argues that Matthew was the first to write, because he con

stantly calls Pilate governor, Greek, ty\iLwi\ a title given him

by the others only in Luke iii. 1. Also that John wrote be

fore the destruction of Jerusalem, from John v. 2, where he

speaks as if the city still stood Harm.) p. 37. But the

order in which the Gospels were written remains very uncer

tain. Many still hold Bengel s view as above ; Meyer and

*
It is a priceless gift of God, that the deeds and words of the

Saviour, while on earth, were recorded by chosen men, and that their

Gospel or testimony is still preserved. The Evangelists, from the

earliest days of Christianity, were reckoned to be four: very many
pseudo-evangelists, whose writings were not in consonance with the

pure faith, having been rejected. An EVANGELIST, if you desire an ex

act definition, is a holy man of GOD, who publicly, and with an irrefrag

able testimony, sets forth to men a history of Jesus Christ, either orally

or in writing. Harm. Ev., Ed. ii., p. 34, etc.

VOL. I. B
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De Wette place Luke before Mark. With good reason, Alford

supposes the first three Gospels to have been written indepen

dently, no one writer using another, but all resting on a com
mon basis of apostolic oral teaching.] Matthew wrote chiefly
to prove the fulfilment of prophecy, and for the conversion of

the Jews ; this account Mark abridged, introducing many im

portant matters unrecorded by Matthew, more particularly in

reference to the novitiate of the apostles ;
Luke framed a more

strictly historical account, particularly of the office of Christ ;

and John wrote to refute the opponents of his Godhead.
Jesus Christ truly said and did everything recorded of him

by these four men
;
but they each drew from one common

treasury, concerning which they possessed the fullest know

ledge, such facts as best suited, in each case, their own in

ternal spiritual character, and the times and persons whom
they immediately addressed. Chrysostom, in the beginning of

his first Homily on the Eomans, says,
&quot; Moses has nowhere

prefixed his name to the five books he wrote
;
neither have

Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John and why? Because they
wrote for persons present amongst themselves, to whom there

was no need that they should name themselves.&quot;

The GOSPEL means 1. The actual glad tidings concerning
Jesus Christ, which our Lord himself, and his forerunner,
John the Baptist, and the other apostles, testified first to the

Jews, and then to the whole race of man
;

2. The whole office

and purpose of spreading those glad tidings, whether by
preaching or by writing ;

in which sense, St. Paul, for instance,

speaks of &quot; his Gospel/ 2 Tim. ii. 8. Hence the word comes
further to mean the records of those who have committed the

Gospel history to writing. Correctly speaking, to name what
Tertullian calls the Gospel document, we should, except for the

sake of brevity, rather say the Gospel according to Matthew,
to Mark, to Luke, and to John, than the Gospels of Matthew,
Mark, etc. ; comp. use of %ara, Acts xxvii. 7. However, as

the first word in Genesis, Bereshith, gave the Hebrew title to

that book, so the first word of Matthew, /S//3Xo?, the book, of

Mark, do^ }
the beginning, etc., might afford titles, had not

the earliest fathers used the general name of Gospel instead of

that of book By these, Matthew is said to have written in

Hebrew ; but may he not have written the same book to the

very same purport in Greek, without any translation having
of necessity been made from the one tongue into the other.

Comp. Jer. li. 63 -, xxxvi. 28. [It is now generally held by
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orthodox commentators that Matthew first wrote in Hebrew ;

and that his book was afterwards rewritten by himself in Greek,
or else translated under apostolic authority. The former is-

Olshausen s view, the latter Meyer s.]

SYNOPSIS OF THE BOOK.

The Nativity, and events immediately subsequent*
a. The Genealogy : . . . . Ch. i. 1-17
b. The Birth : ..... 18-25
c. The Magi : ..... ii. 1-12
d. The Flight and Return. .... 13-23

II. Our Lord s Entrance on his Ministry.
a. John: ...... iii. 1-12
b. The Baptism of Jesus : . . . . 13-17
c. His Temptation and Victory. . . iv. 1-11

III. The deeds and words whereby Jesusproved his Messiahship.
a. At Capernaum : . . . . 12-16

1. His Preaching,..... 17
2. The call of Peter and Andrew, James and

John, 18-22
3. His Preaching and Healing, the assembling of

Multitudes, ..... 23-25
4. The Sermon on the Mount, . . . v.-vii.

5. The Leper, . . . . viii. 1-4
6. The Centurion and his servant, . . 5-1 3

7. Peter s Mother-in-law, . . . . 14,15
8. Many sick persons, . . . . 16, 17

b. The voyage across the sea
;
two men forewarned

concerning following Christ
;
his authority ex

ercised over the wind and the sea : . . 18-27
Devils passing from the men into the swine, . 28-34

e. Again at Capernaum :

1. The Paralytic, . . . . . ix. 1-8

2. The call of Matthew Intercourse with sinners

defended, 9, 10-13

3. Fasting, . . . . 14-17
4. The dead Girl restored to life, with the inci

dental healing of one with an issue of blood, 18-26

5. The two Blind Men, .... 27-31
6. The Demoniac, .... 32-34
7. Our Lord goes through the cities and villages,

and commands prayer for labourers, .. 35-38
8. He sends and instructs labourers, . . x. 1-42.

and preaches himself,. . . .. xL
9. The messengers of John r 2~G&amp;gt;
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10. John is praised, the obstinate cities are de

nounced, and the heavy-laden are invited : . xi. 7-30

11. The ears of corn rubbed : . . . xii. 1-8

12. The withered hand healed : . . . 9-13

13. The Pharisees lay snares : Jesus departs : . 14-21

14. The Demoniac is healed: the people marvel:

the. Pharisees blaspheme : Jesus refutes them,
15. He rebukes those who demand a sign,
16. He declares who are His, . . . 46-50

17. He teaches by Parables, . . . xiii. 1-52

&amp;lt;1. His doings at Nazareth, .... 53-58

e. At other places.
1. Herod, after the murder of John, hearing of

Jesus, is disturbed : Jesus departing, is sought

by the people, .... xiv. 1-13

2. He heals
;
and feeds five thousand : . . 14-21

3. The voyage over the sea, and cures wrought in

the land of Gennesareth : . . 22-36
4. The unwashen hands

;
.

5. The Canaanitish woman ; . . . 21-28

6. Many sick healed; .... 29-31

7. Four thousand fed
; .... 32-38

8. In the coasts of Magdala, those who demand
a sign are refuted

;
. . . . 39-xvi. 4

9. The warning concerning leaven, . . 5-12

IV. Our Lord s Predictions of his Passion and Resurrection.

a. The First Prediction.

1. The preparation by confirming the funda
mental doctrine of Christ s Messiahship : . 1320

2. The prediction itself delivered; and the rebuk

ing of Peter s interference, . . . 21-28
b. The Second Prediction.

1. The Transfiguration on the Mount
;
the injunc

tion to silence
; . . . xvii. 1-13

2. The Lunatic healed; .

3. The Prediction itself; .

4. The Tribute-Money paidj
6. Who is the greatest ?

14-21

22,23
24-27
1-20

The duty of fraternal forgiveness, . . 21-35
c. The Third Prediction.

1. The Departure from Galilee
; . . xix. 1, 2

2. The question concerning Divorce; . 3-12
3. Kindness to children, .... 13-15
4. The turning away of the rich man

; . . 16-22
And discourses arising thence,
On the Salvation of the Rich, . . 23-26
On the Rewards of following (Christ,) . 27-30
On the Last and the First, . . xx. 1-16

5. The Prediction itself; . . . 17-19
6. The request of the sons of Zebedee

; humility-
enjoined, ..... 20-28

7. The two Blind Men cured. 29-34
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V The Occurrences at Jerusalem immediately precedent to the Passion.

a. Sunday :

1. The Triumphal Entry, . . . xxi. 1-11
2. The Purifying of the Temple ;

. . 12-17
b. Monday :

The Fig-tree, t 18-22
c. Tuesday. Occurrences
A. In the Temple :

1. The inquiry of the Chief Priests,
i. Repulsed,

a. By the Question on John s Baptism. 23-27
b. By the Parables :

(1) Of the Two Sons, . . . 28-32
(2) Of the Vineyard, . . . 33.44

ii. They proceed to lay snares for him, . 45, 46
2. The Parable of the Marriage Feast : . xxii. 1-14
3. The Questions of Adversaries

J. Concerning Tribute, . . . 15-22
ii. the Resurrection, . . . 23-33

iii. the Chief Commandment : . 34-40
4. Our Saviour s question in return concerning

David s Lord, . . . 41-46
His warning against the Scribes and Phari

sees, . . . . . xxiii. ]_12
His denunciation against them, . . 13-36
And against the city itself : . . 37-93

B. Without the Temple.
His Discourse concerning the Destruction of

the Temple and of the World. . , xxiv., xxv.

VI. The Passion and Resurrection.

A. The Passion, Death, and Burial.

a. Wednesday.
a. Our Lord s Prediction, . . . xxvi. 1, 2
b. The Deliberation of the Chief Priests, . 3-5
C. The covenanting of Judas, displeased at the

anointing of our Lord, to betray him, . 6-16
b. Thursday.

a. By Day; The Passover prepared, . 17-19
b. At Evening.

1. The Betrayal indicated, . . 20-25
2. The Lord s Supper, . . . 26-29

c. By Night.
1. The fall of Peter and the Disciples fore

told; 30-35
2. The Agony in Gethsemane

;
. . 36-46

3. Jesus is taken, forbids the employment
of the sword, rebukes the multitude, is

deserted by his Disciples : . . 47-56
4. He is led to Caiaphas : the false wit

nesses break clown : he confesses him-
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self to be the Son of God: is con

demned to death : is mocked. . xxvi. 57-68

5. Peter denies
;
and weeps. . . 69-75

e. Friday.
a. The Passion consummated.

i. In the Morning.
1. Jesus is delivered to Pilate. . . xxvii. 1 , 2

2. The death of Judas. . . . 3-10

3. The kingdom of Jesus : His silence. . 11-14

4. Pilate, in vain warned by his wife, re

leases Barabbas, and delivers Jesus

to be crucified. . . . 15-26

5. Jesus is mocked and led forth. . 27-32

ii. The Third Hour.

The Vinegar and Gall : the Cross : the

Garments parted : the Title on the

Cross : the two Thieves : Blasphe
mies. ..... 33-44

iii. From the Sixth to the Ninth hour :

Darkness: Abandonment. . . 45-49

&. The Death. .... 50

The Vail Rent, and the great Earthquake. 51-53

The Centurion wonders : the Women be

hold 54-56

c. The Burial. .... 57-61

d. Saturday. A watch set on the Sepulchre, . 62-66

B. The Resurrection :

a. Announced to the &quot;Women.

1. By an Angel, .... xxviii. 1-8

2. By the Lord himself, . . . 9, 10

b. Denied by his Enemies, . . 11-15

c. Manifested to his Disciples. . . . 16-20

CHAPTER I.

1. The book of the generation A Septuagint expression,

Gen. ii. 4; v. 1. [Comp. Gen. vi. 9 ; xi. 10. The phrase ori

ginally meant table of genealogy : but as history among the

Hebrews grew out of genealogical records, it came to mean
the history itself, Gen. xxv. 19

;
xxxvii. 2.] For the earliest

written books of the New Test, contain most Hebraisms ;
and

the Divine wisdom had provided, in the Greek version of the

Old Test., a language most suited to become the vehicle of

the New Test, doctrine. The title genealogy) however, as

appears from the latter part of the first verse, refers to the

immediate context, though its force extends also to the whole
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book, the purport of which is to show Jesus the son of David
to be the Christ, etc. [In whom, as the promised Messiah,
the Old Test, prophecies received their fulfilment. Whence
the frequent expression,

&quot; that the Scriptures might be
fulfilled.&quot;

V.
r.]

Ver. 20
; chap. ix. 27, etc. For the Scripture is wont

to interweave with the genealogies reasons for their introduc

tion. Gen. v. 1
;

vi. 9. Of Jesus Christ The compound
appellation, Jesus Christ, or Christ Jesus, as well as the simple
term, Christ, [the Greek rendering of the Hebrew Mashiah,
or Messiah, anointed, (the official for the personal name)] came
into more general use after the coming of the Comforter

;

which accounts for the fact, that these names, which occur

everywhere in the Epistles, are found only in the beginnings
and endings of the Gospels. Rom. iii. 24

; Gal. ii. 1 6, note
;

comp. ver. 16. The son of David, the son of Abraham
Christ is called the son of David and the son of Abraham, as

having been promised to both. Abraham was the first, David
the last, to whom this promise was made, whence Jesus is

called the son of David, as his proximate father. These both

received the promise with faith and joy. John viii. 56
;

Matt. xxii. 43. Through this whole descent, all knew of their

progenitors, none of their descendants. How would they have

delighted to read this introduction to Matthew s Gospel, of

which we take such little heed ! There is here an anticipatory
reference to the Fourteens, ver. 17

;
the first of which is dis

tinguished by the name of Abraham
;
the second by that of

David ; while the third, not commencing like the rest with a

proper name, but with the carrying away into Babylon, is

crowned by the name of Jesus Christ himself. For the first

and second Fourteen contain promise ;
the third, fulfilment.

In the first verse the mention goes backwards, from Christ to

David, from David to Abraham
;
and Abraham is here men

tioned, in the second place, with the greater fitness, as being

directly mentioned again in the following verse. Mark, in

the beginning of his Gospel, calls Jesus the Son of God, not

the son of David, inasmuch as he takes up the history at our

Saviour s baptism by John, wherein Jesus was proved to be

the Son of God. Thus either evangelist sets forward the

scope of his book in its very title. The former part of this

verse forms a summary of the New, the latter a recapitulation

of the Old Testament writings.
2. Abraham Matthew descends in his enumeration, not

withstanding his having ascended in ver. 1. He begins, not
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from Adam, but from Abraham
;

this, however, does not ex

clude the Gentiles ; comp. chap, xxviii. 19, for in Abraham
all nations are blessed. And his brethren The brothers of

Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob, are not mentioned
;
those of

Judah are. The promises belonged to the family of Israel.

3. And Zara Twin-born with Phares. Of Thamar
Matthew mentions those women who by any extraordinary cir

cumstances became connected with the descendants of Abraham

[and the ancestry of Jesus.] Thamar should have been taken

to wife of Selah, Gen. xxxviii. 11, 26, and by her Judah begat
Phares and Zara. Eahab was of Canaan, yet she became wife

of Salmon. Ruth was a Moabitess, yet Boaz took her to wife
;

Bathsheba, the wife of Uriah, became the wife of David.

4. Naasson Contemporary with Moses. The silence as to

Moses himself in all this list is remarkable.

5. Boaz of Rahal Some suppose the immediate progeni
tors of Boaz to have been passed over

;
but Ruth iv. 21

accords with the text here, nor is there any generation passed
over in the first Fourteen, which forms the standard for the

rest. Yer. 17. Others account better for such a long period

by the consideration that the parents were advanced in years
when their sons were born. The prefixed definite article (the

Rahab}, shows that Rahab of Jericho is here signified ;
nor

does the spelling make against this view, since Gr. Pad/3 and

Pa%d(3 are both used for the Hebrew Rahab. Rahab was

young when she hid the spies, Jos. vi. 23, and outlived Joshua

and the elders, after whose time she must have, married Sal

mon, since there is no mention of such marriage in the book
of Joshua, but only a statement that Rahab lived in Israel.

In Ruth i. 1 the earliest period of the Judges seems to be

meant, since the (otherwise apparently redundant) word ruled

may have an inceptive force, as similarly the word malak, he

reigned, often signifies, he began to reign. 2 Sam. xv. 10;
xvi. 8. And it must have been before the oppression of the

people by the Moabites, Judges iii. 12, that Naomi went into

Moab. Thus Rahab might have been, as she was, mother of

Boaz, who at an advanced age married Ruth, and their grand
son Jesse also at an advanced age (comp. on Jehoiada, 2 Chron.

xxiv. 15) begat David. 1 Sam. xvii. 12, 14.

6. But David the king Some early editors omitted the

title the king ; but the kingship of David is here mentioned,

as, further on, the carrying away into Babylon. We may un
derstand the same title after the names of Solomon and his
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successors, down to ver. 11, but David s kingship is expressed,
not only because he was the first king of this line, but because

his throne is given to the Messiah.

7. Begat Bad men, though unprofitable to themselves

while they live, still have not lived in vain, since through
them the elect come into being.

8. But Joram begat Ozias Ahaziah, (the Joahaz of 2 Chron.

xxi. 17 and xxii. 1), Joash, and Amaziah (1 Chron. iii. 11, 12)
are passed over. Therefore Joram begat Ozias mediately, even

as, ver. 1, David is called the son of Abraham. So too in

Ezra vii. 3, six generations are omitted between Azariah and

Meraioth. Comp. 1 Chron. vi. 7, 8, 9. Matthew passed
over these, not from ignorance, for the whole context proves
the contrary, but because they were so universally known;
nor on account of their impiety, since he has mentioned other

impious men, particularly Jechonias, while passing over pious
ones

;
nor was it with any fraudulent purpose, for the more

generations enumerated the stronger the argument becomes in

favour of the Messiah s having appeared. But as in describ

ing ways and roads, the direct path needs few remarks as self-

evident, while bifurcations require most attention, so Matthew
in this genealogy specially points out those who had brothers,

to whom they were preferred as progenitors of the Messiah.

And so far does he carry this, that while assigning Jehoiakim s

brothers to his only son (1 Chron. iii. 15, 16
; comp. Jer.

xxix. 30), having reason to forbear naming Jehoiakim himself,

he silently passes over Joash with his father and his son,

who were single links of the descent. Furthermore, as in

geography, distances are noted at one time by shorter, at an

other by longer stages without violation of truth, so also among
the Hebrews degrees of genealogy are computed. The lan

guage of the New Test., with a brevity befitting its earnest

spirit, and in other respects desirable, is wont not so much to

explain as merely to indicate well known and unmistakable

points in the Old Testament history (see Acts vii. 16, note).

[Some suppose that these three kings were omitted, because

descended from the heathen Athaliah ; by marrying whom
Jehoram corrupted his race to the third and fourth generation.

Ebrard.] Oziah was previously called Azariah, but the

omission of the one Hebrew letter
&quot;j, R, makes the name

Oziah.

11. But Josias begat Jechonias Many early and late tran

scribers, nearly all of them Greek ones, have here inserted
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JehoiacMm, both from its being in the Old Testament, and be
cause it seemed necessary here in order to make up the num
ber of fourteen generations, from David to the carrying away
into Babylon. But Jehoiachim cannot be inserted

;
for his

tory could not allow Jehoiachim, who had brothers, to be

mentioned without them, in order that brothers might be

assigned to Jechonias, who had none. Some have thought
to read Jehoiachim in Matthew s first mention of Jechonias

;

this was specially the view taken by Jerome, in answer to

Porphyry s objection drawn from the hiatus in this verse. But
no alteration of letter can make Jechonias and Jehoiachim the

same name ;
nor have we any more right to assume that the

naming of Jechonias twice means once Jechonias, and once

Jehoiachim, than that the naming of Isaac twice signifies two
different Isaacs, and so on. It is the same Jechonias who is

twice mentioned under his own name
;
he descended from

Josiah through Jehoiachim (whose name is not mentioned);
and Matthew very elegantly calls the uncles of Jechonias his

brethren
; for, after the commencement of the captivity,

Zedekiah, who, though eight years younger than, was uncle

to Jechonias, succeeded to the throne, to the exclusion of the

sons of Jechonias. The brothers of Jehoiachim are therefore

fitly mentioned after Jechonias as his brethren, the chief of

these being Zedekiah, who is expressly named the brother,

instead of the uncle of Jechonias, 2 Chron. xxxvi. 10, and 2

Kings xxiv. 17. About the time they were carried away
The prep, vtrt at or about, contrasted with [Lira, after, ver. 12,

is sometimes used to signify the proximate concurrence of two

events (see note on Mark ii. 26
;
so the ^ is prefixed, Gen. x.

25). The carrying into captivity followed close upon the birth

of Jechoniah ;
this carrying away is called by the LXX. both

9ro/jeg&amp;lt;r/a,
the migration, in reference to the Holy Land, and

ftsroixsaia, the removal, in reference to Babylon. To Babylon
lit. ofBabylon, that is, into Babylon, as o&amp;lt;3o; A/yuwrou, the way

of, that is, into Egypt, Jer. ii. 1 8. [Greatness, power, and human
wisdom appear among the ancestors of the Son of God; but he

^vill not enter the family till all those are first gone out. Q.]
12. After After he had migrated to Babylon. And (but)

Salathiel begat Zorobabel Pedaiah intervening. Another

Salathiel and another Zorobabel, father and son, are mentioned

as living about the same period, Luke iii. 27.

13. Begat A bind Identical with Hodaiah, who also traced

descent from Zorobabel through intervening ancestors
; (1
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Chron. iii. 19, 24), as Hiller shows in proving that the Jews

regarded the genealogy here given as that of the Messiah, and
that there was no object in tracing any other. It is therefore

beyond doubt that this very passage was familiar to the Jews,
and required no repetition at Matthew s hands. This is the

latest generation which the Old Testament records ; Matthew
doubtless supplied the rest from later authentic and public
records.

16. The husband of Mary This deviation from the di

rect genealogical line is peculiar, and calls for several remarks.

I. The Messias or Christ is the son of David. This was

universally admitted. Matt, xxii. 42
; Acts ii. 30.

II. Both Matthew and Luke, in their genealogies, show
Jesus to be Christ. Matt. i. 16 ; Luke iii. 22.

III. At the period when Matthew and Luke wrote, the

descent of Jesus from David had been placed beyond question.
Matthew and Luke wrote while the city was still standing,

and while the whole genealogy, more particularly that from

David, could be traced in public records
; yet no opponent of

the gospel took exception to the fact of Jesus being conti

nually named the son of David.

IV. The genealogy in Matthew from Abraham, in Luke
from the creation down to Joseph, the husband of Mary, is

traced not through mothers, but through fathers, and those

natural fathers.

This is manifest in the case of all those fathers whose names
are repeated from the Old Test, by Matthew and Luke.

Thus there is no mention as to whether Ruth was wife of

Chilion or of Mahlon, but only that Obed was her son by
Boaz, [though his legal father was Mahlon. See Euth iv. 10.]

Matthew and Luke evidently mention the same fathers from

Abraham to David
;
wherefore there can be no doubt but that

they both mean, not mothers, but fathers, and natural fathers,

in the further descent from David to Joseph. Thus in the

books of Kings and Chronicles, wherever the mother only of any

king is mentioned, it is a sign that the person whom that king
is said to have immediately succeeded was his natural father.

V. The genealogy is traced down to Joseph, in Matthew,
from Solomon ;

in Luke, from Nathan j not in the same, but

in different ways.
This is plain from the preceding section.

VI. Jesus Christ was the son of Mary, not of Mary and her

husband Joseph.
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This appears from Matt. i. 16.

VII. It was essential that the pedigree of Mary should be

traced.

Without such pedigree, the descent of Jesus from David
could not be shown, as appears from Section VI.

VIII. Joseph was for a long time regarded as the father of

the Lord Jesus.

The mystery of the Redeemer s birth from the Virgin was

gradually, not immediately, revealed, and the honorable title

of wedlock was required as a protection for her. Thus Jesus

was accounted the son of Joseph ;
for instance, by Philip after

his baptism, John i. 45
; by the Nazarenes at the time of his

public preaching, Luke iv. 22
;

Matt. xiii. 55 ; and by the

Jews a year before his passion, John vi. 42. This opinion
was still entertained by many even after the Lord s ascension,

and doubtless also a few years after the ascension, when
Matthew was writing his Gospel.

IX. Therefore it was essential that the pedigree of Joseph
should also meanwhile be given.

It was necessary that all who regarded Joseph as the father

of Jesus should be clear on the point of Joseph s descent from

David. Otherwise they could *ot have recognised Jesus as

the son of David, and so as thb Messiah. For this reason,

when the angel first appeared to Joseph, commanding him to

take his wife unto himself, he addressed him as thou son of

David, ver. 20
;
because the son of Mary was for a time to

bear that title, as if deduced from Joseph. Likewise it was
essential that, as Jesus was the first-born of Mary, Luke ii.

7, 23, so he should also be reputed the first-born of Joseph.
Wherefore those mentioned as the brethren of our Lord were

his cousins, not his half-brothers. The endeavour is quite
needless to show a kinship between Joseph and Mary to have

existed from the fact of their marriage ;
for the object of

Matthew is attained by showing that they had a common an
cestor even as far back as David. Matthew, therefore, with

out the slightest sacrifice of truth, traces the pedigree of

Joseph, but declares Jesus to be the son of Mary, not of

Joseph ; and, in this very 1 6th verse, he implies that the

pedigree of Joseph should become obsolete when it had served

its temporary purpose. The descent of Mary from David was
no less generally known in Matthew s time, as is manifest

from Luke s Gospel.
X. Either Matthew gives the genealogy of Mary, and Luke
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that of Joseph ;
or Luke gives that of Mary, and Matthew

that of Joseph.
This follows from the preceding section.

XI. Matthew gives the genealogy of Joseph ; Luke that of

Mary.
Matthew traces the descent from Abraham down to Jacob,

and calls Jacob the father of Joseph, whom he expressly calls

the husband of Mary. It is therefore Joseph as Joseph, not

as Mary s husband, who is mentioned as the descendant of

those whom Matthew enumerates
; Luke, speaking less strictly,

simply mentions Heli after Joseph. If, therefore, Joseph is

described in Matthew as the actual son of Jacob, it is impos
sible that he can be described in Luke as the actual son of

Heli
;

it must be under another title viz., in right of his

wife, that he was the son of Heli. Therefore Mary was the

daughter of Heli. A Mary, daughter of Heli, is mentioned in

Jewish writings, whom they state to suffer most violent tor

ment in the lower regions. (See Lightfoot on Luke iii. 23.)
The reason why Luke did not name Mary in his genealogy

was, from the strangeness, especially to Jewish ears, which the

sound of Jesus, the son of Mary, of Heli, of Matthal, etc.,

would have had. Therefore he names the husband of Mary,
but only after making it abundantly plain from his first two

chapters that it was Mary s descent he was interested in

tracing.
XII. The genealogy of Luke is the principal, that in Mat

thew the secondary one.

Where a pedigree is traced through both male and female

ancestors, descent may be variously traced to a common origin ;

but a pedigree in the male line only can follow a single and
certain course. In the genealogy of Jesus Christ, however, his

mother, Mary, is included amongst the fathers by an incom

parable claim of right. In ordinary descents, the fathers take

precedence of the mothers, but Mary alone, by the strongest

right, takes her place in the genealogy pre-eminently before all

the fathers of all the human race. For it was altogether

through his mother that Jesus received whatsoever share he

had in the descent of human nature, from Abraham and from

David. This was the only seed of the woman without the

man. Other children owe their origin, partly to their father,

partly to their mother. Therefore the genealogy of Mary,

given by Luke, is the primary one; nor can that of Joseph,

given by Matthew, be other than a secondary and temporary
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one, set forth until It should become clear to all that Jesus was
the son of Mary, but not the son of Joseph. Matthew men
tions Jechoniah, whom, however, the primary genealogy, (that
of Luke), passes over. Jer. xxii. 30 ; comp. Luke i. 32, 33.

XIII. Any further difficulty in the whole matter, not only
does not weaken, but actually confirms our faith.

The family of David at the time of Jesus of Nazareth had
become so few in number (Rev. xxii. 16), that for this very
reason the title son of David was used as an epithet betoken

ing the Messiah. And this descent was so limited to Jesus

and his immediate relatives, that no one, who knew the fact

of Jesus being so descended, and that no relative could be

compared with Jesus, need have had any difficulty, even with

out the light of faith, in recognising Jesus as the Messiah,
the time of whose appearance had arrived. Our Lord s de

scent, therefore, from David, and his birth at Bethlehem, were

matters not generally known ;
in fact, he was rather veiled

under the name of the Nazarene, to leave some room for the

exercise of faith. John vii. 27,41, 42. And men, led by proof
to believe in Jesus as the Messiah, drew from those proofs
the conclusion that he was the son of David. Matt. xii. 23.

Besides, the proper public records were not wanting ; and,

therefore, the chief priests, when opposing Jesus in every

possible way, never presumed to call his pedigree in question.

Moreover, the Romans themselves obtained proofs of his de

scent from David. Luke ii. 4. At first the very ease of prov

ing his descent, was an argument for Jesus being the son of

David ; and from the time when, with the city of Jerusalem,
the public records were destroyed, the difficulty of proving

any such descent, has become an argument (at least against
the Jews) in favour of the Messiah being already come. There

is no possibility for them to prove the descent from David of

any one whom they may ever acknowledge as the Messiah, in

any other way than Jesus s descent is proved. With the in

crease of our enlightenment, the relations of this question
have greatly changed. Jesus was called the son of David by
the multitude (chap, xil 23; xxi. 9); by children (xxi. 15); by
the blind men

(ix. 27 ; xx. 30) ; by the Canaanitish woman

(xv. 22) ;
but he never set himself forth to his disciples as

the son of David; nor did his disciples, in their confession of

him, call him the son of David, but the Son of God. Those

who styled him the son of David, he led on to farther know

ledge (Matt. xxii. 42, 43; ix. 28). Our Lord s descent from
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David, which at first was a ground, became afterwards an

object of faith. There is no difficulty which can now prove a

hindrance to believing (2 Cor. v. 16). Jesus is the root and

offspring of David, and the bright and morning star.

XIV. Matthew and Luke combine other advantages with

the genealogy itself.

Had they only desired to show the descent from David of

Mary and of Joseph, it would have been sufficient for them,

taking the Old Testament Scripture for granted, to have begun
where this left off, with Zorobabel, or, at all events, with

David, and to continue the succession through Nathan, or

Solomon, down to Jesus Christ. But Matthew begins still

further back, with Abraham, and traces the descent down

through David and Solomon; Luke ascends to Nathan and

David, and thence past Abraham to the furthest origin of the

human race. Therefore both Matthew and Luke had, at the

same time, some ulterior object in view.

Luke, as is evident from the first glance, draws up a com

plete recapitulation and summary of the human race, and
shows the relationship existing between the Saviour and the

whole race of man
; but Matthew, who writes to the Jews,

begins from Abraham, reminding them of the promises they
had received. Again, Luke simply enumerates the succession

through more than seventy degrees ;
but Matthew, besides

interspersing some important statements concerning women,

brethren, and the Babylonian captivity, divides into three

periods the whole succession which he enumerates, and, as we
shall presently see, places fourteen generations in each period.
And hence appear the convenience of the descending scale used

by Matthew, and of the ascending one used by Luke. For by
this means the former could better introduce his observations

and divisions, and the latter was able to dispense with the

strict expression begat, and to introduce the useful formula, as

was supposed, and in an exquisite manner to terminate the

whole series in God.

Who is called Matthew s object was, in the genealogy, as

in the rest of his Gospel, to convince the Jewish reader of the

Messiahship of Christ. He therefore continually asserts and

proves matters which the rest of the evangelists take for granted.
The force of the word Christ recalls the promise given of the

Messiah s kingdom, made to David; the force of the word

Jesus, the promise of the blessing of all nations in his seed,

given to Abraham.
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[We retain the above argument entire, because it gives

Bengel s mature view, is in itself as plausible as any other

attempt to explain these lists, and even where it is unsatisfac

tory, often contains valuable suggestions. Olshausen and

Ebrard also maintain that the genealogy given by Luke is that

of Mary, but Alford, Meyer, and others, more correctly reject

this as an unfair wresting of Luke s words. Alford, on Luke
iii. 23, well says that every attempt to reconcile the two

genealogies has violated either ingenuousness or common
sense

;
not because they are contradictory, but because the

means of explaining them are lost. Luke may, like Matthew,
have omitted many ;

the same man often bore two or more

names
;

the children of a levirate marriage (Deut. xxv. 5
;

Matt. xxii. 24) might be accounted to either husband. &quot; With

all these elements of confusion, it is quite as presumptuous to

pronounce the genealogies discrepant, as it is over curious and

uncritical to attempt to reconcile them,&quot; p. 427.]
17. All A comprehensive summary, the force of which we

set forth by the following positions :

I. Matthew wrote this clause with the utmost deliberation.

The Messiah descended from David through Nathan ;
but

Matthew traces a descent from David through Solomon to

Joseph. Those, therefore, who knew Jesus not to be the son

of Joseph, cared little for Joseph s pedigree. Matthew, there

fore, draws up this pedigree in order to benefit both those who
considered Jesus the son of Mary without Joseph, and those

who thought Him the son of Mary and Joseph, by leading

both classes to Christ, the son of David.

II. Matthew makes three Fourteens ; which we thus ex

hibit :

1. Abraham. David. Jechoniah.

2. Isaac. Solomon. SalathieL

3. Jacob. Rehoboam. Zorobabel.

4. Judah Abia. Abiud.

5. Pharez. Asa. Eliakim.

6. Hezrom. Jehoshaphat. Azor.

7. Aram. Jehoram. Sadoc.

8. Aminadab. Ahaziah. Achim.
9. Naasson. Jotham. Eliud.

10. Salmon. Ahaz. Eleazar.

11. Boaz. Hezekiah. Matthan.
12. Obed. Manasseh. Jacob.

13. Jesse. Amon. Joseph.
14. David. Josiah. JESUS, who is called CHRIST.

III. Therefore Matthew lays down three periods.
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Luke enumerates every step, ascending to God
;
but so far

is he from counting the steps in each period, that he makes no

division into periods whatever : but Matthew marks three

periods : from Abraham to David, from David to the cap

tivity, from the captivity to Christ
;
and in each of these

periods we shall remark fourteen steps.

IV. Matthew reduces each period to fourteen generations.
Matthew does not mention all direct ancestors

;
but those

whom he does mention, he classifies in certain numbers.

Some divide these into sevens
;
but fourteen, not seven, is the

number adopted by the evangelist. Again, he does not add

together all these fourteens
;
nor does he say whether their

sum amounts to 40, 41, or 42, nor is this our business either.

In the chronicles of the kings of Israel, for instance, the last

year of one king is often counted as the first year of his suc

cessor
;
and we must admit the same sort of computation in

Matthew, as being simple matter of fact. Thus King David

occupies the last place in the first fourteen, and the first place
in the second. He must be one of the first, otherwise it

would contain only thirteen descents
;
he must be one of the

second, for as the first is counted from Abraham inclusive,

and the third from Jechoniah inclusive, so the second must be

counted from David inclusive. Jechoniah is not, however,
counted a second time, as last of the second and first of the

third fourteen, simply because the fourteen generations are

reckoned from David, not to Jechoniah, but to the captivity.

Vallesius regards Jechoniah as a double personage ;
but this

might be better applied to David.

V. In either division the object of Matthew was to show that

Jesus both was, and was rightly called, the Christ.

He advances in a marked manner from the name Jesus to

the surname Christ (ver. 16-18), and he notes a dissimilarity

in the periods, and an equality in the number of generations.

This dissimilarity and equality separately and collectively, as

we shall directly perceive, appertain to the one great subject

of Jesus being Christ.

VI. The three periods are dissimilar.

Had Matthew merely designed to trace a descent, he might
have altogether omitted this enumeration, or have merely re

cited the proper names, from Abraham to David, from David

to Jechoniah, from Jechoniah to Jesus. But, instead of this,

he says, after mentioning other things to the captivity, and

from the captivity to Christ. Therefore the aim, end, and

VOL. i, c
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limit of the first period was David; of the second, the cap
tivity ;

of the third, Christ. The first, a period of patriarchs;
the second, of kings ;

the third, of private men.
VII. This dissimilarity strikingly proves Jesus to be Christ.

The different titles under which Matthew ranges the three

periods, prove that the time of Jesus s birth was the Messianic

period, and that Jesus was himself the Christ. The first and
second fourteens have illustrious commencements

;
the third,

as it were, one nameless and obscure. Hence, Christ, as the

goal and conclusion at once of the third, and of all the three,
is both inferred and gloriously manifested. The first is the

period of promise, wherein Abraham is the first, arid David
the last, each of them having received the promise ;

the

second, the period of administration, by means of the kingdom
of David

;
the fact of which period embracing fewer years than

either the first or third, affords ground for assuming that the

kingdom of David will hereafter be far more glorious and last

ing in Christ. Luke i. 32. The third is the period of ex

pectation. The principal persons in the first period are Abra
ham and David, who open and close it

;
in the second, David

again, who opens it, is the principal person ;
the first person

of the third is the chained Jechoniah, 1 Chron. iii. 17, who
not only had no promise of an heir to his throne, but against

whom, as against his father, and his uncle, all the woes men
tioned in Jer. xxii. 11, 18, 24, were denounced; so that,

though not actually without offspring, he yet was written

childless, Jer. xxii. 30, that is without a successor to his

throne, and against these three kings the witness was invoked,
&quot; O earth, earth, earth, hear ye the word of the Lord !

&quot;

Jer. xxviii. 29. Hence, Matthew mentions the captivity, not

the name of Jechoniah, as closing the second and opening the

third period. The weight of this argument is greatly in

creased by Jeremiah. For, in the time of Moses, between the

days of Abraham and of David, the covenant with the people
was made, which was abrogated in the days of Jechoniah at the

time of the captivity. Jer. xxii, 1
;
xxxi. 31

;
Heb. viii. 8, 13.

The promise of Christ was given in the times of Abraham and
David

;
after David s days,, the kingdom lasted but a short

time, and was overthrown at the captivity ;
but then a new

covenant was promised, the surety of which was Christ. The

condition, therefore, of the people after the captivity, was that

in which the Christ should come. In the time when the

psalms and prophecies were written, the future state of the
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people was set fortli by comparison, but after the captivity,

by contrast, with the condition in which they stood,

VIII. Matthew equalises his three periods. This is manifest
from his threefold repetition of the number fourteen. See
Section IV.

IX. He makes up the second and third period to this num
ber, by omitting individuals ; but in the first he omits
none.

In the second, Ahaziah, Joash, and Amaziah, are omitted
after Jehoram

;
and Jehoiakim after Josiah. In the third,

Pedaiah is omitted after Salathiel
; nor was Zerubbabel the

immediate progenitor of Abiud
;

for the sons of Zerubbabel
were Meslmllam and Hananiah, neither of which names coincide

with Abiud. Hiller enumerates nine names as omitted after

Zerubbabel, and shows Hodaiah and Abiud to be the same

person. The descendants of David, from Solomon down to

Hodaiah, are given in 1 Chron. iii. 5, 10-24. Now, as neither

the second nor third periods contain in themselves fourteen

generations, the first must, or there would be no foundation
for the use of the number fourteen as the measure of the gene
rations, since fifteen or some larger number would be more
suitable. In the Old Testament fourteen distinct generations
are counted from Abraham to David. 1 Chron. i. 34

;
ii. 1,

415. Whence Rabbi Bechai calls David the fourteenth from

Abraham, according to the number XIV., which the name

David, &quot;pn, represents. The more remote the period, the

later in life men became fathers
;
and vice versa. Hence the

first fourteen undergoes no alteration
;
the second experiences

a considerable
;

the third a still greater, omission. And
though Matthew passes over some generations which are

known from the Old Testament
; yet none is omitted in the

New Testament which the Old cannot supply, and none what
ever is omitted in the Old. The first fourteen, therefore, is

exact in fact, the second and third in form only.
X. The number of generations which Matthew omits accords

with those quoted by himself and Luke.

Between Jehoram and Abiud Matthew omits in all fourteen

generations ;
thus implying four, though he only expressly

mentions three fourteens, in order to match them with his

division into three periods. Thus Matthew implies fifty-five

generations from Abraham to the birth of Christ; Luke ex

pressly enumerates fifty-six from Abraham till Jesus ivas thirty

years old. Thus they agree.
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XL The true equality of the fourteens does not consist in

their containing the same number of generations.
The Talmudists are fond of reducing different filings to

systems of parallel numbers. Lightfoot, on this passage, col

lects examples of this, which furnish a good answer to any
Jewish objections against the fourteens of Matthew

,
but he

is too slack in defending the actual truth of the fourteens.

James Ilhenford s observation is more to the purpose, namely,
that the fifteen generations before, and the fifteen generations

after, Solomon, were associated by the Jews with the days
of the moon s waxing and waning. But this is also but a

weak explanation. Matthew availed himself neither of mne
monic nor traditional aids to memory. What could have

been the use of retaining in memory these particular names
to the exclusion of others, or of impressing them upon the

recollection of the Jews, who already knew them perfectly, by
some new method, never before employed in the many genea

logies and most important chapters of the Old Testament 1

For if he had wished to protect the entirety of this enumera
tion by any sort of masora (traditional formula) it would have
been better to have made one sum of all the generations.

Finally, it would have been little consonant with the dignity
of the apostle to have first classified the generations at his own
arbitrary will, and then to have set about admiring the sym
metry of his arrangement. It is not for its own sake, but for

some other reason that the number fourteen is mentioned
; it is

not an end, but the means to an end of greater importance.
XII. It is a chronological equality which is here intended.

The apostles, looking back from the New to the Old Testa

ment, pay the strictest regard to the fulness of time ; and the
Jews are wont, as, for instance, in Leder Olam, to class the
chief heads of their chronology under numbers of generations.
Matthew therefore skilfully supplies the reader with a chro

nology in the form of a genealogy, combining both these in
the summary under consideration. The particle OUP, so, has an

inferential, and the article a/, the, a relative, force, as indicating
the particular generations enumerated in the preceding verses.

Moreover, each clause of this verse has the word generations
both in its subject and predicate. In the subject, this corre

sponds with the Hebrew word j-n^fi, generations, as in Gen.

xxv.^12;
but in the predicate it corresponds with the Hebrew

Tf^.^n a generation, an age, and has
(as appears from the

addition of the numeral
fourteen), a chronological force;
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comp. Gen. xv. 16. Thus the same G ^ek word answers to

two different Hebrew ones
;
and so we m y paraphrase thus :

Therefore all those genealogical generations, for system s sake,

reduced to fourteen, are actually fourteen chronological gene
rations from Abraham to David, etc. This being the case, we

may see sufficient reason for Matthew s having reduced to such

numbers a genealogy which would have been simpler in

itself without any so constructed enumeration. Well does

Chrysostom remark, that Matthew enumerates generations,

periods, and years, and places them before his hearers for ex

amination. (Chrys., 4th Homily on Matt.) Let us consider,

then, in what the chronological equality consists ? Not in the

number XIV., assigned for system s sake to all three periods,

(Sect. XL), nor in the years of the generations, in each sepa
rate fourteen

;
for the generations are of far longer duration in

the first than in the second and third periods ,
but the equality

consists in the periods themselves. Consider this scheme

Year of the World.

1946 Birth of Abraham.
2016 The Promise, I.

2121 Death of Abraham.
2852 Birth of David.
2882 David becomes King, II.

2923 Death of David.

3327 Birth of Jechoniah.

3345 Jeehoniah Bound, III.

8939 Birth of Christ.

3969 Baptism of Christ.

Now, firstly, take the sum of the years contained in eacli four

teen, and divide it by fourteen, the number of generations,
and you will have the average length of the generation for

that period. Thus, in the first period, the duration of a gene
ration was sixty-two years, in the second thirty-three, in the

third forty-two. The average duration is about forty-six ;

this point, however, I will not press. Secondly, what is more
to the purpose, take the nineteen hundred and twenty-three

years from the giving of the promise to Abraham till the birth

of Jesus Christ, and divide them by three, the number of the

periods. The average length of the periods will then be less

than the first, more than the second, but will remarkably agree
with the third. The third then takes a sort of middle place
between the excess of the first, and the deficiency of the

second
;

as the standard to which they are referred. The

evangelist has, in fact, done as every chronologer does, who, ia
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his calculations of years absorbs the mutually compensating
excesses of deficiencies of months and days. In a word, the

sum of the years of the first two perLds are double the years
of the third. In just the same way, Moses, by simply omit

ting the years in which Levi, Kohath, and Amram became

parents, has reduced to four chronological generations, or cen

turies, the times of Isaac, Jacob, Levi, Kohath, Amram, and
Moses. It is difficult to express in words the design either of

Moses or of Matthew, and the interpretation of such a point
must at first appear crude and strained

;
but this impression,

will be modified by examination.

XIII. The, chronological equality of the three periods is an

argument in favour of Jesus being Christ

There is a standing analogy between divinely-defined

periods ;
and these three most important periods have a

peculiar inter-correspondence. From the captivity to Christ,
Matthew says, are fourteen generations, just as Gabriel

reckoned from the command to build the city unto Messiah

the prince, in announcing the seventy weeks to Daniel, Dan.

ix. 25. And Matthew had this mode of calculation in his

mind. The captivity, the revelation to Daniel, and the re

turn (which was the beginning of the seventy weeks), were
events separated by short, but striking intervals. These weeks
in their long course accompany the third period until Christ

fulfils first the period, (in his birth), and then the weeks, (in
his crucifixion). The seventy weeks comprised less than 560

years, (as is shown in the Ordo Temporum), and take up
about twelve generations averaging (according to Sec. xii),
about forty-six years. Christ was to appear within the

seventy weeks, therefore the expectation of Israel could not
have been delayed more than fourteen generations after the

captivity.
XIV. The dissimilarity of the three periods, and the equality

of the fourteen, considered together, give cumulative proof of
this important conclusion,

A comparison and combination of Sections vii. and xiii. will

show that those arguments are mutually confirmatory. The
first and second period were far more glorious than the third

;

the third, therefore, after so long a cessation both of the

kingdom and of the promise, could not fail of having the most

ardently-desired issue.

[The views above expressed were attacked by S. I. Banm-

garten, in a &quot; Treatise on Christ s Genealogy,&quot; Halle, 1749,
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and were elaborately defended by Bengel in his second edition.

The controversy adds no strength to arguments already ad
duced in favour of Bengal s views. Baumgarten well objects
to his scheme that it is purely arbitrary, and does great
violence to the obvious meaning of the text. Yet he suggests
no better view. Instead, therefore, of reproducing this obso

lete discussion, we collect in the following remarks, the results

of the best modern criticism on this difficult passage.
1. Bengel s arrangement of the periods of fourteen, by re

peating David s name, etc. is almost certainly that intended

by the evangelist. (So A//., De W., Frilzsche, Delitzsch, and

many others).
2. The correspondence between the three periods of fourteen

is in the number of generations alone, and not in duration.

(De W.). But the omission of several names shows that the

number fourteen is not to be pressed as important ; (Ols. and

others) ;
and it is now impossible to determine whether it is

mentioned simply as an aid to the memory, (Michaelis, Eich-

horn, and many), or to suggest a development of God s pur

poses by measured periods (Ols.), or for some unknown rea

son. The word all, (Gr. ir&sai) at the beginning of the 17th

verse, probably refers only to the first period, as some names
are omitted from the other. (See Mey.).

3. The origin of this list is unknown
;

but it may have

come from the family of Joseph. The preservation of such a

record through so many ages is unparalleled in any other nation,

and is due to the constant expectation of Messiah in David s

house. (Ols) This, with the paramount character of the

family institution among the Jews, made them the most care

ful genealogists ever known.
4. This genealogy is that of Joseph, the reputed but not the

real father of Jesus. Hence it seems to have been designed

chiefly as an answer to Jews, who might deny that Jesus was

of David s house; and who would of course recognise no claim

derived through a female. But that Jesus was himself, that

is, through his mother Mary, descended from David, is plain
from other passages. Rom. i. 3

;
2 Tim. ii. 8; Heb. vii. 14;

John vii. 41
;
Rev. v. 5

;
xxii. 16. (See Mey.).

5. All difficulties remaining in this passage may be solved

by any one of many suppositions, between which, however,
we have no sufficient means of deciding. Alf. See note on ver.

16 above].
18. Now the birth of Christ [not of Jesus Christ, for the
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word Jesus is properly rejected by Bengel. So Tisch.]. By
this, the most ancient reading, the text refers to ver. 17, and
the advent of the Messiah expected through so many genera
tions, is distinctly declared. So also, the word birth [Gr. yi^ac,
the true reading ;

Tisch. not
ylv&amp;gt;jff/, generation, with Beng.

and Rec. T.] refers to the words was born, ver. 16, as appears
from the use of the particle now

(8s). Similarly, the name
Jesus is repeated, chap. ii. 1, from chap. i. 25. Most of the

later Greek copyists added Jesus before Christ, the effect of

which is to diminish the force, by making it referable either

to ver. 1 or 16. It was the Christ, conceived by the Holy
Ghost, which Mary at that time was bearing in her womb,
and to whom, at a later period, Joseph, by the angel s direc

tion, gave the name of Jesus. The mention of the name Jesus

is elegantly, and, chronologically speaking, properly, withheld

till verse 21, 25. Comp. Luke ii. 11, note. The word birth

(ygigrf/?, origin) includes both the conception and the nativity.

For this verse introduces the subject of what follows, down to

chap. ii. On this wise, (thus) refers to all these eight verses
;

and the particle yap, /or, (omitted in Eng. vers.) enters on the

treatment of the subject proposed. Compare the use of y0,
for, Heb. ii. 8. The expression, on this wise, guards against
the supposition, from the insertion of Joseph s genealogy, that

Joseph was the natural father of Christ. When as his mother

Mary was espoused betrothed, the Greek word /^7j&amp;lt;7rguo,aa/ is

used in this sense by the LXX., Deut. xx. 7, etc. Before they
came together Joseph had not as yet brought Mary home,
ver. 20, but the fact of marital intercourse is here with all

requisite expressness denied, in order to assert the fact of the

miraculous conception. Nor does the word before imply
marital intercourse after our Lord s birth. [But the phrase
&quot;

before they came together
&quot;

rather means before he took her

to his own house. De W.. A If., and many. After betrothal

the bride remained in her father s house, often a long time,

until the bridegroom took her home. Deut. xx. 7. Alf. \

She was found ivith child of the Holy Ghost Mary doubtless

disclosed to Joseph her sacred pregnancy, which was concealed

from all others. Of, w, so used also ver. 20. Comp. John
iii. 6.

19. A just man The sense in which Joseph is here called

just, has given rise to controversy ; yet the matter is plain.

Joseph was minded to put Mary away, arid to put her away
pi*ivily. The evangelist assigns a reason for each wisii. Why
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privately ? Because he was unwilling to publish, the matter
and exact the penalty denounced by the laws against a woman
guilty or suspected of adultery, and by so doing to make a

public example of one in whose piety in every other point he

placed full confidence
;
and why he was minded to put her

away at all, is told us in the context
; because he was just, and

did not think it honourable to keep a wife who appeared to
have broken her marriage vow. Many other thoughts occu

pied and disturbed his mind at the same time. This inde
cision is well expressed by the ambiguous brevity of the sen
tence

;
for the expression not being willing (Gr. w 0gXft/) may

bear the sense &quot;

although unwilling,&quot;
&quot; because

unwilling,&quot; or
&quot; since

unwilling.&quot; [The better sense is,
&quot;

although a just man,
i.e., a strict observer of the law, yet was unwilling to disgrace
her in public, and determined,&quot; etc., De JF, Alf. See Mey.~\
Elsewhere the word d/xa/oj, just, signifies kind, gentle, just as

the Latin injustus, unjust, often means severe. To make an

example of Gr. vaga.d-iyi&a.riffai. This word is used by the

LXX. of persons hanged, Numb. xxv. 4, Make an example
of them to the Lord before the sun. The uncompounded verb,

yiidfj,aT/fyiv, to make a show of, occurs Col. ii. 15. The roots of

both verbs, defyu.a and Kaiddtiypa, imply public exhibition.

To put her atvay as fearing to take her unto himself.

Privily that is, without public process, or the entering of

any cause on the bill of divorcement. Two witnesses were
sufficient (to a legal repudiation).

20. Behold He was not left long in doubt [God shows
his own, at the right moment, what to do, V. G.] In a dream

In Acts ii. 17, a mention of dreams is quoted from the Old

Testament, otherwise Matthew is the only New Testament
writer who mentions them. He relates that of Pilate s wife,

chap, xxvii. 29, that of the magi, and those of Joseph, in this

passage, and in chap. ii. 12, 13, 19, and 22. This method was

appropriate to the early course of Christianity. (At a later

period men spoke the oracles of Christ
;
at that which we are

now considering Christ himself revealed them, V. G.) To him
Gabriel was first sent to Mary ; afterwards the further revela

tions were made to Joseph ;
thus certainty was afforded to

both. [The announcement was made to Mary openly, but to

Joseph in a dream ; for in her case faith and concurrence were

necessary t
and the communication was of a higher kind.

Gen. xx. 3. Alf.] Joseph Apparitions generally address

those whom they visit by name, as if acquainted with them,
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Acts ix. 4, 10; X. 3, 13. To take unto thee To partnership
of life and board, under the name of wedlock, wherefore the

words thy wife are added. Mary (Gr. Ma^/d/a.) The name
at first was more frequently Mariam, from the LXX., and
Hebrew uses, but the form Maria obtained later. Matthew,

therefore, gives the old form here, as that actually used by
the angel in his address to Joseph, but the newer one when

speaking of her in his own person, and in mentioning at any
time other women of the same name. Luke, for the most

part, does the same. According to Hiller, the word Miriam

signifies rebellion, that is, of the Israelites in Egypt. Scripture

lays stress upon the etymology of the name Jesus, not upon
that of Mary. That which An unborn child is generally

spoken of in the neuter gender, see Luke i. 35, note.

21. Shall bring forth Not to thee, as is added in the ad

dress to Zachariah, Luke i. 13. Thou shalt call Second

person singular, as charging Joseph with the functions of a

father. Matthew gives the greater prominence to Joseph ;

Luke in his Gospel, chap. i. 31, to Mary; the truth, at the

time Luke wrote, being more widely divulged. Jesus Many
epithets of the Messiah were set forth in the Old Testament,
but not his proper name, Jesus. Its meaning and force, how

ever, (salvation,) are everywhere implied. And in this passage
the name was divinely foretold before the nativity, as we find

(Luke i. 31), it to have been also before the conception. The
name Jeskua, Neh. viii. 7, is the same as Jehoshua, commonly
called Joshua; and these are both rendered Ijjffofc, Jesus, by
the LXX. And, so far, scholars are right in stating that the

name Jesus contains the Tetragrammaton, or Ineffable Name.
Hiller interprets it HE WHO is, is SALVATION

;
and the angel

interprets it, He shall save, where the He, AUTOS, stands for

the name of God. See Heb. i. 12, note. Nor is there any
difference between the name Jehoshua and its original Hoshea,

(Num. xiii. 16), except the fact, that the addition of the

Divine name changes its meaning from the entreaty, save, to

the affirmation, Jehovah salvation. And, since the name
Emmanuel contains express mention of God, as well as of

salvation, the name Jesus itself, which the evangelist of the

Old Testament, Isaiah, expresses by Emmanuel, must have the

same signification, for Jesus and Emmanuel are synonymous
terms. See ver. 22, 23, note. Nay, if even the prefix Je, in

Jehoshua [which Bengel properly derives from Jehovah] be

only regarded as the sign of the third person, still, as was the
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case in many Hebrew names, God must be understood, and
here with peculiar force. He The Greek word Aurig, he, is

always emphatic in the nominative, and here particularly so.

[Re alone, Mey., Alf.] In its other cases it is often merely
relative. SJw.il save Whenever, therefore, we meet references

to Christ as to save, Saviour, salvation, saving, we shall think

of the name of Jesus. His and God s, chap. ii. 6 people

Israel, and those who shall be joined to Israel. [For at that

time the bringing in of the Gentiles was still a mystery even

to the angels, F.
.]

22. All this was done This phrase recurs chap. xxvi. 56.

There are many points wherein, the evangelist points out an

exact accordance between the event announced by the angel
arid Isaiah s prophecy. 1. A virgin with child

;
2. Bringing

forth a son, comp. Rev. xii. 5
;

3. The child s name
;

4. The

interpretation of the name. That it might be fulfilled So

chap. ii. 15, 17, 23
;

iv. 14
;

viii. 17 ;
xii. 17 ;

xiii. 35
;
xxi.

4
;

xxvii. 9, 35. Not only were those things fulfilled which

our Lord accomplished Himself, and which might be regarded
with suspicion by unbelievers

;
but other things, external to

Himself were also accomplished. Therefore, wherever we
meet this expression, we must recognise the authority of the

evangelist, arid though our own perceptions be dull, must

believe that he is not merely remarking the concurrence of an

event with some old formula of speech, but citing a prophecy
to the fulfilment of which, in New Testament times, the truth

of God had been pledged. [This phrase, that it might be ful

filled, passed into a common formula with the evangelists,

(esp. Matt
) implying that the prophecy and the event were in

each case ports, closely linked together, of the great scheme in

the Divine mind, each of which implied the other. Mey., Ols.]

Prophecies, however, are often cited by the evangelists which

at the time of their first delivery, must have been interpreted

by their hearers as referring to events then occurring. But

the same Divine intention by anticipation so framed the reve

lation as to make it also apply, even with fuller fitness, to the

Messianic times
;
and it is this hidden intention (some notion

of which, as the learned remark, the Jews had got hold of)

which the divinely-instructed evangelists disclose to us, and

claim our faith in their interpretation on the ground of the

exact correspondence between the prophecies and their fulfil

ment. This may suffice any one in support of the evangelists

truth, pending his conviction of it upon other grounds. At
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all events, their sincerity is herein evinced, that in proportion
as they have amplified the number of Messianic prophecies

they have added to the burden (happy though it be
!)

of prov

ing the Messiahship of Jesus. The Jews, on the other hand,
take such pains to explain away all Messianic prophecies, that

it becomes a marvel how they can any longer believe in or

expect a Messiah at all. By the prophet Matthew continually

quotes the prophets, to show the agreement between the pro

phecies and their fulfilment
;
a point which the other evange

lists seem rather to take for granted. Saying^-Construe with

prophet, chap. ii. 17. Isaiah is not named. The ancients

being versed in the Scriptures, rendered the citation of books

or sections less necessary.
23. Behold (V (lit. the) virgin shall conceive and bring

forth a Son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel.
Tiie LXX. thus render Isa. vii. 14. Behold the virgin shall

conceive in her womb a Son, and t/iou shalt call, etc. Behold
&amp;lt;in exclamation most appropriate to a miracle. Isa. vii. 14.

TJie virgin. [In Hebrew, the word is almah, nQ^ which
means young woman, being simply the feminine of elem, Q^,
a young man, and is wrongly translated virgin by the Sept. ;

the Hebrew having the special word bethulah, n/lHX ^or

virgin. Gesenius. Bengal s view, that almah properly means

virgin, is now generally abandoned. Alf., Mey., and many.]
The definite article the (occurring both in the Greek and

Hebrew, comp. chap, xviii, 17, note) indicates the fact of a

special individual being present to the Divine foreknowledge.

For, a miracle being spoken of, the exclamation Behold! is

prefixed, and then the discourse is immediately addressed to

the virgin, Thou shalt call. The primary reference was to

some virgin in Isaiah s time, of whose fruitfulness there could

naturally be no certainty; who should become a mother, and
the mother of a son

;
but this person, as the sublimity of the

language betokens, was also a type of that virgin, who, while

still a virgin, brought forth the Messiah. This sign, there

fore had a double application, one proximate, the other re

mote. [This prophecy seems to be referred to in Isa. ix. 6
;

Micah v. 3.] The virginity of our Lord s mother is not proved

by the words of the prophecy, taken alone
;
but the setting

forth of its fulfilment reflects a ray of light upon the prophecy
which illumines its meaning. A S&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n The Messiah, to whom
the earth belongs, Isa. viii. 8. They shall call Hebr. and
LXX. have, Thou (virgin-mother) shalt call. This also occurs
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in ver. 21, addressed to Joseph ;
whence now is substituted

the word they (all, henceforth) shall call. The angel said to

Mary (Luke i. 28), the Lord is with Thee; but it is not one

or other parent, but all who call upon His name who can say
Emmanuel, God with us. Which is, being interpreted, God
with us. This interpretation of a Hebrew name proves
Matthew to have written in Greek. [But see note at the

beginning of Matthew, pp. 2, 3.] Such interpretations,
added to Hebrew words, prove the writers of the New Test,

not to have considered a knowledge of Hebrew indispens
able for a reader of the Bible. The same word ^.0-^^
wtiffft/, is used by the son of Sirach in his preface. The ex

pression, God with us, regarded as a statement, is not the

name of God. It was given to a child in Isaiah s day ;
as

also the name Jesus was
;
but in so far as both these names

apply strictly to Christ, they signify God-man. [Yet Heng-
stenberg, in his Christology on this passage, ably argues that

the prophecy had no reference to any contemporary virgin,
but referred God s people forward to Messiah directly. But
this view has obtained few adherents.] For the union in Him
of the human and divine nature is the basis of the union be

tween God and man, nor, in treating of the nativity of Christ,
can one be thought of without the other.

24. Did Without delay. As Thus the angel s command
and Joseph s conduct are described in the same words in this

passage, and in chap. ii. 13, 14, and 20, 21. Took unto him
his wife Ostensibly as if to ordinary cohabitation.

25. And
&quot;And,&quot;

not &quot;but.&quot; He both took her, and
abstained from intercourse

;
both by the command of the

angel. Knew her not until It does not follow that he did

afterwards. It suffices that the fact of virginity up to her de

livery be proved. Beyond this point it is matter of opinion. The

angel gave no express command against conjugal intercourse
;

but the husband held it implied by the nature of the case.

Until she brought forth the son A very ancient Egyptian ver

sion contains only these words, without &quot; her first-bom.&quot; Ac

cording to which reading, there is a remarkable correspondence
between the speech of the angel, the word of the prophet, and
the conduct of Joseph. She shall bring forth a son, and thou

shalt call his name Jesus. She shall bring forth a son, and

they shall call his name Jesus. She brought forth the son, and
he called Ids name Jesus. The force of the article the (Gr. re?;,)

is here relative, and refers to ver. 21, in the sense, until she
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brought forth the son (who was promised). This is also the

reading of the Vatican MS., arid was unquestionably that of

the old Latin version
;
for Helvidius, and Jerome in answer

to Helvidius, both quote thus the words of Matthew : and
knew her not till she brought forth her son; but more frequently
thus : until she brought forth a son, without mentioning either

the her or the first-born. And that this was not done for the

sake of brevity appears from the fact that Jerome thus quotes
the pass;ige in full in one place,

&quot;

Bui, rising from sleep, he

took unto him his wife, and knew her not until she had brought

forth a son ; and he called his name Jesus&quot; The words &quot; her

first-born
&quot; seem to have been introduced into Matthew from

Luke
;
and the very expression, son of a virgin, implies in a

pre-eminent and evident way the fact of his being \\wfirst-born.

[The oldest and best authorities gave the reading
&quot; until she

brought forth a
son,&quot;

ersxev viby, which Tisch. adopts. The

phrase first-born son, so familiar in this connexion, was natu

rally introduced by copyists.]

My present criticism varies in some points from my previous
one. Yet no one can reasonably blame me for inconsistency ;

for though not rejecting ancient usage, so far as it is justified

by truth, I do not bind myself by its interpretation ;
but

I proceed to draw forth from their obscurity points which
have hitherto been hidden from view. He Joseph, ver. 21.

CHAPTER II.

1. In Bethlehem of Judea Thus distinguished from
Bethlehem of Zebulon. Josh. xix. 15. Of Herod the

Great, a foreigner, native of Ascalon; for the sceptre was
even now in the act of passing from Judah. Amongst his

sons were Archelaus, ver. 22, Herod Antipas, and Herod

Philip, Matt, xiv., Luke xxiii., and Aristobulus, the father of

Herod Agrippa, Acts xii.* Behold This particle is often

used to draw attention to something unexpected. The coming
of the Magi to Jerusalem had not been announced beforehand.

[Magifrom the East, i.e., Eastern Magi; not came from the

East ; as the order of the Greek shows. De W., etc.]
Wise

men Magi. Mayog often occurs in the LXX., in the sense

of the Hebrew Asaph, magician, and in Persian signifies

Wise man, or Philosopher [by profession]. Matthew thinks

* Th.e following genealogy of the Herodian family, extracted from
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it sufficient to describe them by this character, he does not

define further their number or dignity ; nor does he tell us

whether or no they practised curious arts, nor from what part
of the East they came

;
this last omission implies the univer

sality of redemption. The word magus is one of equivocal

meaning, and widely used in the East. They seem to have

been descendants of Abraham, but not of Isaac. For the

name Magi was not applied to Jews
;
but the mention of the

gold and frankincense refers us back to Isa. Ix. 6, where the

gathering of the Gentiles is foretold
; so that already in this

passage we have an indication of the fact that the Messiah

should be more readily embraced by the Gentiles than by His

own people. Luke iv. 26, 27. [Thus often we shall find

those near Christ not to know him, while the distant seek and

worship him. Q. Comp. chap. viii. 11, 12. The Church has

always regarded these Magi as the first-fruit of the Gentiles

Lewin s Life of St Paul (as quoted in Clark s edition of Bengel), will be
useful to the student I

FAMILY OF HEROD3.

Antipater
m. Cyprus,
d. B.C. 43.

Phasael. HEROD THE GREAT. Joseph. Pheroras. Salome.
d. B.C. 4. Married. d. A.D. 10.

Doris. Mariamne Pallas, Phaedra, Mariamne, Maltbace, Cleopatra, Elpis,

|
D. of Alexander.

| |
D. ofSimon, d. B.C. 4.

Antipater I Phasael. Roxana.
B.C. 4.

% Philip, alias Herod,
Iristobulus Alexander, Herod, Salamp- m. Herodias.

m. Beruice, in. Glaphyra [so, Cyprus. |

d. B.C. 6. d. B.C. 6. Salome,
m. 1. Herod Philip ;

2. Ari^tobulus.

!

SaloES

HEF.OD PHILIP,
Tetrarch oi Trachonitis,

d. A.D. 34.

ARCHELAUS, ANTIPAS, Olympia.
Tigranes, king of Armenia. Ethnarchot Judea. Tetrarch of Galilee.

| Deposed A.D. 6. m. 1. D. of Aretas; 2. Herodias.

Alexander, king of Cilicia. Deposed A.D. 40.

AGRIPPA I. Herod, Aristobulus, Herodias.
&amp;gt;

Mariamne.

King of Judea, King-of Chalcis, m. Jotape. m. 1. Philip, alias m. Antipater.
. Cyprus D. of m. 1. Mariamne; 2. Bernice Herod ; 2. Antipas.

Sampso; d. A.D. 48.
|

d. A.D. 44.

|
Aristobulus, Bernicius, Hyrcanus.

Drusius, AGRIPPA II. Bernice, Mariamne, Drusilla,

d. young, king of Trachonitis, m. I. Marcus; m. 1. Arcbelaus
; TO. 1. Azizus

;

d. A.D. 95. 2. Herod of Chalcis; 2. Demetrius. 2. Felix.

The last of the Herods. 3. Polemo. !

Agrippa,
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coming to Christ, comp. Isa. Ix. 3
;
and an early tradition

makes them three kings. Ols., De JF.]
The king of the Jews

;

they do riot say, Our king. Many valuable observations may
be deduced from a classification of the receivers and rejectors
of Christ mentioned throughout the New Testament, and a

consideration of their varieties. From the East see chap,
viii. 11 (cuaroXwv, as here). Came After He received the

name of Jesus, and therefore after His circumcision, nay, the

visit of the Magi, and the flight into Egypt, so closely con

nected with that visit, no doubt took place after the presen
tation in the temple, Luke ii. 22, etc. Thus the poverty of

Jesus parents (shown by their offering, see Lev. xii. 68) was,
in God s paternal forethought, relieved by the gifts of the

Magi, so that they were provided with means of subsistence

during their flight. Jerusalem, the metropolis, appeared the

natural place for them to ascertain the truth
;
and doubtless

they supposed the king to have been born in that city.

2. Where They are so certain of the event and of the

time, that they only inquire the place. The scribes only
knew the place, and only learnt, or were led to inquire into

the time, through the Magi. The knowledge of time and

place should have been joined together. Born king They
affirm at once the fact of His birth and His kingly right ;

an announcement beyond their conception terrible to Herod.
He is said to be born king, who is of kingly origin ; as

1 Chron. vii. 21, who were born in the land. Of the Jews

After the captivity the name Jews embraced all Israelites, in

contradistinction to Greeks or Gentiles. Whence this name is

also given to Galileans, Luke vii. 3, John ii. 6, Acts x. 28,
etc. The Jews, however, or Israelites, called Christ the king

of Israel, the Gentiles called Him the king of the Jews,

chap, xxvii. 29, 37, 42; John i. 50
;
xii. 13

;
xvrii. 33. For

Omens both true and false fall chiefly on nativities. His
star Peculiar to him. The more the Magi knew of the

ordinary course of the stars, the better were they a.ble to

assign the phenomenon and reference of the star they had
observed to the new-born king. Who can say, at this dis

tance of time, what their method of procedure was ? The star

must have been either one altogether new, or in some new

position, or with some new, and perhaps varying motion
;

whether it be still in existence, or shall ever appear again,
who can tell ! [The favourite modern theory of this star

identifies it with the conjunction of the planets Jupiter and
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Saturn, which, according to careful astronomical calculations,
first made by Kepler, more accurately by Schubert and Ideler,
took place in the year of Rome, 747, or 5 before the common
era; first on May 20th, and again Oct. 27th and Nov. 12th.

During the interval of some six months, the planets remained

very near together. The coincidence of this most rare and
brilliant phenomenon with the probable date of Christ s birth

is striking. There are indications that the Jews expected a

sign in heaven of Messiah s birth, Numb. xxiv. 17, and that

the quarter of the sky in which this conjunction took place,
the Fishes, was supposed in the East to be connected with the

Jews. Hence Wieseler, Ebrard, Alf., Win,, and with Jess con

fidence Ols. and Nean., conclude that this was Messiah s star
;

but Mey. and De Wet. object to this verse 9, which certainly
shows that Matthew was not thinking of a conjunction of

planets. The speculation is beautiful, but unproved. See

esp. Win. ii. 523-526, Alf., De W.] Doubtless they had
some ancient revelation from the prophecy of Balaam, or that

of Daniel, etc., or else some new one, as in a dream, comp.
ver. 12. [The method of a Divine revelation is often known

only to him who receives it. V.
(?.]

The Magi are led to

Christ by a star
;
the fishermen by their fishes. In the East

that is, We in the East, saw it. They while in the east

saw the star in the west, in the direction of Palestine,

See ver. 9. To worship Him Kgosxuveiv, to worship, in the

New Testament as well as in profane authors, generally gov
erns a dative, sometimes an accusative. The Magi acknow

ledged Jesus as the king of grace, and as their Lord. Luke
i. 43. These words throw light on the whole account, it

could have been no mere political homage which men on the

eve of returning home after accomplishing so arduous a

journey, should have offered to a remote and infant king and
have withheld from Herod

;
nor could it have been any

political worship wThich Herod spoke of desiring to offer. It

was (religious) adoration.

3. Was troubled The septuagenarian king had the more
reason for being disturbed, because, as Josephus informs us,

(Ant. xviii. 3),
the Pharisees had a short time previously fore

told the departure of the kingdom from the Herod family.
The king s trouble testifies against the carelessness of the

people ;
if Herod were troubled, why did not the Jews in

quire, and believe. All [Gr. vaaa, agreeing with aoX/c, the

city, implied in the IsgoffoAu.aa]. The city [Which had been

VOL. i. ]&amp;gt;
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expecting the Messiah so long. V. 0.] With him The

people followed the king, as had !ong been their wont. Men
are apt to be startled even at the announcement of good tid

ings. [But perhaps the trouble of the people arose from ap

prehension of wars, by which the temporal kingdom of Messias,
then expected, should be gained. Mey., A If. Christ is the

peace of the righteous, the trouble of the wicked. $.]
4. All Who were within reach. Chiefpriests In the New

Test, the use of the word priest is rare, that of chiefpriest com
mon. The word A^iswc; in the singular means high priest,

in the plural chief priest, that is, those whose kinship to the

high priest made them more influential. Acts iv. 6. [or the

plural includes, first, those who Jiad been high priests ; for under

the Romans the office changed hands often. Second, the

chiefs of the twenty-four courses. 1 Chron. xxiv. 4, 6, etc.

MeyJ] Scribes of the people The LXX. use of the word

scribe, corresponds with the Hebrew *}]}, [a

tvriter, hence a magistrate,] in which sense the scribes of the

people occurs, 1 Mace. v. 42, comp. with Deut. xx. 5. They
also use yga^c&arei); for ^FJQ [a scribe learned in the Scripture,]
and this sense accords with the context, which implies a theo

logical reply. The scribes of the people are mentioned in con

trast to the chief priests ; they were private individuals, or

teachers, versed in the Scriptures. See chap. xxii. 35, note.

Inquired As he should have done before. Where Christ

should be born Lit. is born. He adopts the question of the

Magi. The use of the present tense agrees with the high-

wrought expectation of a Messiah entertained at the time.

5. Bethlehem The knowledge inherited by the scribes who
did not go to Christ, proved useful to the Magi, who did.

For The council actually assigned this cause, which Matthew
corroborates.

6. And thou Mich. v. 2. LXX. reads, &quot;And thou Beth

lehem, house of Ephrata,. art least among the thousands of

Jiiclah
;
out of thee shall come for me one to be ruler of Israel.&quot;

We may paraphrase both the prophet and the evangelist thus :

And thou Bethlehem Ephrata, or, district in the tribe of

Judah, which art little, (or, forasmuch as thou art small,
Hebrew JlPnS) among the thousands of Judah, [the thousands

were smaller divisions of the tribes : and each had its chief

city, and its prince. Gesen. Thes. 106. Mey^ if this dig

nity, not otherwise despicable, which, almost exceeds thy
share and measure, be compared with the peculiar dignity
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which, makes thee so far from being the least, to be the very

greatest among the princes and thousands of Judah
; for, from

thee shall go forth for me, who shall be ruler in Israel. A
similar expression is found in 2 Sam. vii. 19; Isa. xlix. 6.

The greater honour obscures and absorbs the less. Thou land

of Judah Eng. Vers., in the land of Judah. Land is used

by synecdoche for toivn. Judah the tribe of the Messiah.

Both these words stand for the Hebrew Ephrata. In Josh.

xv. 59, the Sept. has Theko and Ephrata, which is Bethle

hem, etc. This passage may have dropped out of the Hebrew,
or have crept into the Greek text, in which case we have

proof that at the date of the partition of the Holy Land Beth
lehem was not counted among the cities. Comp. John vii.

42; but from Kehoboam s time at least it was a city, 2 Chron.

xi. 6. Micah addresses it in the masculine gender, with an

implied reference to thousands. For this reason, Matthew,
after putting least in the feminine (agreeing with yq, land),
mentiona instead of thousands, princes of thousands (the
Hebrew words thousands and princes of thousands being cog

nate), over whom one is set as ruler, even Christ
;
nor does

he so much give the pre-eminence to this city or thousand

over others, as to the prince issuing thence over all princes
of thousands of the land of Judah. For out of thee shall come

The LXX., following the Hebrew, read, shall come for me

(l^fji),
and thus //.o/ is found in one or two MSS. The words,

for me, distinctly show God the Father as speaking of his

Son, Luke i. 32, comp. ver. 13. But the conjunction ydo,

for, points with more significance to the birthplace of Christ.

Shall come is synonymous with shall be born. The Hebrew
verb yatsa W, to go forth, is the root of /IK^ft, motsaoth,

Micah v. 2, which is rendered by the Sept. literally s^odoi,

goings forth, and ought to be understood of birth, and that

from everlasting : Comp. N^lft, springing up, (with grass,)

Job xxxviii. 27, and Numbers xxx. 13. The Sept. renders

D K^K^ more than once by rtwa, children. A Governor ivho

shall rule Lit. who shall pasture. In 1 Chron. xi. 2, the LXX.
read concerning David Thou shalt pasture my people Israel,

and thou shalt be a leader (prince) to my people Israel. As to

the word pasture (shepherd), see Ps. Ixxviii. 71, 72. An ex

pression both befitting a king, and also the occupation of

David as a youth at Bethlehem. In the word pasture (feed),

Matthew condenses Micah v. 4, where the LXX. uses the

same word. My people This implies the expression iu
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Micah, shall go forth for me, i.e., God. Israel (Lit. the Israel}
The definite article is prefixed to the name of the individual

when the nation is signified. Israel All the tribes. Beth
lehem is never mentioned again in the gospel history ;

whence
it appears doubtful whether our Lord ever returned there.

7. Privily Lest anything of the matter should ooze out.

An evidence of his evil purpose. Inquired diligently (lit.

ascertained accurately, May., Alf.) As to the exact moment
of time

;
hence appears the craft of Herod and the simplicity

of the Magi. Appeared (lit. appearing) Herod inquired the

time when the star, now visible, first appeared.
8. Search diligently The LXX. use the same phrase, Deut

xix. 18. And when
(lit.

but whenever}) the but establishes a

contrast with Luke xi. 22-34. Herod did not hold the tidings
of the Magi as true, but as possible, hence it is not extraor

dinary that he did not immediately set forth himself (as he

said) to worship.
9. When they had heard The Mng ought rather to have

heard and assisted them. Nevertheless the Magi [undeterred

by the torpor of the Scribes and Jews, F. G.,] obtained the

answer they had desired. Lo They had not seen the star

throughout their whole journey. Game We may conjecture,
from the use of this word, that some intelligent cause guided
the star. Comp. Come, ver. 8. [Idler supposes that they went
to Bethlehem in November, when the double star, see on ver.

2, would be before them in the direction of that town from
Jerusalem. So Alf.]

10. When they saw It must have been night [the usual

time for travelling in the East May.} The star Both the

Scripture and the star point out to them both time and place.
The Scripture, indeed, states the time rather vaguely, in gene
ral terms, such as gave rise to the then prevalent expectation
of a Messiah.

11. [Into the house Comp. Luke ii. 7. But, perhaps the

parents thought it their duty to remain in Bethlehem, and

bring up the child there. Alf.] They saw Their gradual
advance in joy from their seeing the star till they saw the

King himself, is beautifully expressed. The inferior reading,

they found, corresponds with Herod s injunction,
&quot; Search

diligently, and when ye have found,&quot; etc. But the standing
Btill of the star saved the Magi the trouble of searching. They
rather beheld than discovered. Comp. Luke ii. 17, 20, 26, 30,

[Jdov, they saw, is the true reading; so all editors.] Wor-
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shipped him Mary was not an object of their worship. Even
if, us the greater part of the Roman Church holds, she had been
conceived without sin, why should she be worshipped now, if

she were not worshipped by the Magi, since even at that time
she was mother of the adorable King 1 Treasures The LXX.
use Qwctvobg as a treasury, a chest, even a movable one. See
Prov. viii. 21. They presented As to a king; they stumbled
not at his actual poverty. Gold and frankincense and myrrh

Productions of their own land. The gold and frankincense

were predicted, Isa. Ix. 6. These first-fruits betokened how all

things should be Christ s, even the mineral and vegetable king
dom, etc. See Hag. ii. 8.

12. Warned of God Either separately, or through one of

their number. They had desired or asked for such instruc

tion
;

for the word xgiit&arifff&bf, signifies an answer, and

ftoqf/tariaQevfet, warned in reply. The same word occurs, ver.

22. That they should not return They had therefore intended

to do so. They departed By a road in a different direc

tion.

13. Arise Immediately. The child Greater regard is

paid to the child than to the mother. [And it is rather of the

name and kingdom of Christ than of any power external to

him, that the world is envious, V.
G.~\

Until Thus Joseph s

faith was exercised
; everything was not at once revealed to

him
;
but he had to await the time of his return, without

intermediate communication with the angel. Herod Expec
tations of good from whom Joseph seems to have conceived

from the report of the Magi.
14. By night [Immediately on the command, F.

.]
In

time of persecution the advantage of night is great.

15. Saying Construe with the prophet, ver. 17. Out of

Egypt have I called my son Thus Hos. xi. 1
,
but the LXX.

read out of Egypt have I summoned his children. Aquila&quot;*

renders From Egypt I have called my son. Hosea s meaning,
as appears from the parallelism of clauses, is this

&quot; When
Israel was a child, then I loved him, and from the time that

he was in Egypt, I called him my son.&quot; The expression,
&quot; from the land of Egypt,&quot; occurs in like sense, Hos. xii. 9

;

xiii. 4. And it was from the Egyptian period that Israel

began to be called Son of God; Ex. iv. 22, etc.
;
moreover

God is always said to have led forth not to have called his

* A Jew of Sinope, author of a Greek translation of the Old Testa

ment, in the second century.
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people out of Egypt. Matthew, also, in interpreting this pro

phecy of the Messiah s infancy, makes it refer rather to his

sojourn in than to his return from Egypt. Comp. Isa. xix. 19.

Jesus from his very birth was Son of God, and was actually in

Egypt immediately after his birth. It was necessary that

both the Messiah and the people should have returned from

Egypt into the land of promise, since God had loved them

both, and had called them both His son. The sojourn of

Christ in Egypt was the prelude of Egyptian Christianity.

Deut. xxiii. 7. In the early Christian ages there was a

most nourishing church in Egypt, as there may be again.

Comp. Isa. xix. 24, 25. Concerning the double fulfilment in

the same sense of a single prophecy, comp. note on chap. i. 22.

In fact, God comprehended in a single utterance, as in a single

love, both the Messiah, in whom he is well-pleased, and the

people, for the Messiah s sake. The Messiah resembles his

people, in adversity. His people resemble the Messiah, in pros

perity. The head and the body make up one Christ. Moreover,
even when the people were in Egypt, Jesus Christ was there also

in (the loins of) one of the fathers mentioned in chap. i. 4. Comp.
Heb. vii. 10. [The words in Hosea refer not to Christ, but

to Israel. This transfer of them to Messiah staggers many
writers. A If. says it shows the almost universal application
in the New Testament of prophecy to Christ ; the Holy Spirit

thus sanctioning the view that HE was the subject of all allu

sions and dark sayings.]
16. Was mocked So the king supposed, though the Magi

had not meant it. In fact they regarded the king s command
ment as nought in comparison with God s. Herod was in

ignorance of what was taking place. Sent forth Executioners,

suddenly. Slew This was the crying sin, ver. 18. All There

is a tradition that 14,000 were slain. The children Lit. boys,

male children, not girls, Ex. i. 16. Time The time indicated

by the Magi was perhaps a little over a year ;
therefore Herod

fixed the limit of two years. [To this account it is objected
that Herod s order of a massacre was superfluous, as the visit

of the Magi would surely make Jesus known in the village ;

and impolitic, as there was no certainty of reaching the young
king. Mey. True, but not therefore improbable in Herod, a

tyrant seventy years old, drunk with blood; the same who
soon after gave a secret order that all the chief men of Jeru

salem should be slain when he died, to make the people mourn
his death ! Amid Herod s greater crimes, it is no wonder that
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the slaughter of a few infants in a small village is not recorded

by profane history. Neand., A
//.]

18. Was heard ^ So that it reached the Lord. Jeremiah
both prefixes and subjoins the words &quot; thus saith the Lord.&quot;

Weeping and much mourning [This shorter reading is the

true reading of the text of Matthew, the words lamentation

and, Gr. O^vog nai\ before weeping, being probably an insertion

by a copyist from the Sept. A If., Tiscli].
The Sept. reads,

of weeping and of lamentation and of mourning ; the original,

lamentation, weeping of bitterness, that is, lamentation and
bitter weeping.

The Hebrew by the words and accents gradually indicates,

first, a shrill wailing, indefinitely ;
then the waller and what

she bewails
;
next the fact of her refusing comfort ; and lastly,

the reason of such refusal.

The 31st chapter of Jeremiah bears much reference to New
Testament times, and doubtless, whether Jeremiah had the

Babylonian captivity in view at the same time or no, refers to

this New Testament event. Greater arid less events of differ

ent periods may be referred to by the same prophecy in the

same sense until the prophecy is exhausted, liachel Antono-

masia, (one person s name used as name of a class), i.e., both

the daughters of Rachel and other mothers, who thus had sons

of sorrow. Comp. Gen. xxxv. 18. Sons of Rachel are ex

pressed, sons of other mothers understood, in the same way as

in 1 Cor. x. 1
;

the Gentiles also are included under the

fathers of the Jews. And even the babes of Bethlehem might
have been called sons of Rachel, from the proximity of her

sepulchre to that town, Gen. xxxv. 19, even as the Samaritans

who lived in the place formerly inhabited by Jacob spoke of

their father Jacob. John iv. 12. But Rama also belonged to

the tribe of Benjamin, the son of Rachel, Josh, xviii. 25. It

may be that the murderers so suddenly sent to the coast of

Bethlehem may have gone as far as to Rama, for the towns were

very near each other. Judges xix. 2, 9, 13
;
Ezra ii. 21-26.

Whence Jeremiah, a priest of Benjamin, named Rama as the

limit of the slaughter. Weeping A Hebraism for weeps.

Would not be comforted A phrase expressive of intense grief.

They are not So Gen. xlii. 36
;

1 Kings xx. 40. The

Hebrew is in the singular number, placed distributively. The

mothers wail each their own children, or rather child; for even

an only child would be classed in the number of the children;

they were of two years old and under, wherefore it is not
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likely that one mother should have been bereft of two. The
circumstance was accurately foretold. Some refer the use of

the singular number to the Messiah, whom the women sup

posed slain, or whose expulsion they lamented.

20. Into the land The choice of town and of district was
left free to Joseph ;

but it was essential that the Emmanuel
should grow up in his own land. They are dead The use

of the plural concisely implies that Herod is dead, and that

no others are seeking the child s life. [How great a host of

foes since then have risen against Christ, but have utterly

perished ! V.
.]

The child s life lit. soul, a forcible ex

pression, used by the LXX.
22. lleifjned Archelaus was reigning, whether he obtained

the name of king or not. He was afraid Anxious for the

child
; fearing lest Archelaus [who was indeed a cruel tyrant,

Josephus] should imitate the hatred of his father. To go

Mary, and doubtless Joseph also, had formerly dwelt at

Nazareth. Thither Gr. lx.i&quot;i. So the Sept. frequently render

the Hebrew. Parts Hence we may gather the poverty of

Joseph, as not having any settled domicile. Of Galilee

This did not hinder inquiring souls from knowing what
Christ s birthplace was.

23. He came and dwelt in So chap. iv. 13. That is, he

came to dwell at Nazareth, Gr. Naosr Heb.
J&quot;HtJ.

The
final ;-) is rendered by r in Greek. A Nazarene All his

private life, that is, nearly his whole life on earth, was passed

by Jesus at Nazareth
; whence, in the common language both

of friends and foes, the epithet the Nazarene^ or, of Nazareth,
was given to him, and formed even part of the title on his cross.

And this was the prime meaning of the text cited by Matthew.
Some place its whole fulfilment in the allegorical sense of the

word Nazareth. Its root should clearly be sought, not in *|^j
to keep, as Jewish animosity would wrest it, but in ifj a dia

dem. For the Hebrew \j is always expressed by the Greek 2,

and Z always, even in va^uga?Gf, answers to the Hebrew f.

This is an unvarying rule which no one has any right to op
pose unless he can bring forward examples to the contrary.
This appertains to the etymology, but does not establish the

allegory of the word Nazareth. For there is neither any rea

son for our assigning to Christ the character of a Nazarite, in

the Levitical sense, nor for our supposing the scope of the pro

phecy to be exhausted by any signification of the word
-|f&amp;gt;

Micah predicted that Christ should come out of Bethlehem.
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Bethlehem derives its name from bread; Christ is the bread
of life. But would any one thence say that Christ, in being
the bread of life, fulfilled the prophecy of Micah. We ac

knowledge the city of Christ s birth to have been indicated by
the prophecy. In like manner the town in which he grew
up, and whence he received his ordinary epithet, was indi

cated by the utterance He shall be called a Nazarene, and
therefore to these words on (in Greek equivalent to our marks
of quotation) is prefixed by the evangelist. But who can

tell, or what avails it to know, when the prophet flourished

who uttered this prediction, whether the town of Nazareth,
of which there is no mention in the Old Testament, was
even then of any importance, or no ? Whether the prophet
himself was one of its inhabitants, and deposited this prophecy
there ? Whether he transmitted it orally or in writing 1 (for
the prophets uttered many things not comprised in their

writings), and whence Matthew received it ? In the sky differ

ent stars illumine different hemispheres, and each has its own

rising and setting. On earth there are rivers which suddenly

disappear from mortal sight, and after hidden wanderings
burst forth in other places ;

even so the Divine oracles are

vouchsafed in wonderful variety.

[Bengel proceeds to claim that this was a fragment of pro

phecy long before uttered, and traditionally preserved in Naza
reth

;
an hypothesis which can satisfy nobody. The best view

is that as Matthew does not quote a prophet but the prophets,
he means not to give the words but the general sense of pro

phecy; referring to all passages which speak of the Messiah as

despised. Psalm xxii., Isa. liii.
,
etc. So Ols. and many. Bengel 3

etymology of Nazareth, below, is at least as probable as any.]

Having proved the controlling and peculiar force of the

name Nazarene to lie in its reference to the town of Nazareth;
we now lay down as a corollary, that the etymology of the

country and of the surname of Christ, is not an important
matter. Christ, the son of David, the Bethleheinite, was

not called the Bethlehemite
;

wherefore no mystery is to

be sought for in the etymology of the word Bethlehem,

Christ was called the Nazarene; this was done by the speech
of man, but also by the providence of the Father. It was

not under the guidance of mere chance that Pilate wrote

point by point in the three leading languages, Jesus, Icing of
the Jews, and that he insisted on retaining what he had writ

ten. Nor was it by mere chance that he at the same time
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wrote him down the Nazarene, nnd that others, before and

since, called him so. The names, Jesus, Christ, Emmanuel,
and others, all imply the existence of the qualities their

sounds signify. We cannot be wrong in denying that that of

Nazarene alone is without significance -. 173, Nezer, is the

emblem of a royal head
; and, according to Hiller, Nazareth is

a town crowning a hill. Therefore the name of Nazarene

might be thus Englished : The crowned one dwelt at Crown-
mount. See Psalm cxxxii. 18. Names of places are often

put for the things such names signify; not to mention in

stances amongst the Latins, such as Veronenses, Placentini,

Laudiceni, etc.
;
the Scripture carries more weight. Simon

the Canaanite had a second name, Zelotes, the one from his

country, the other from his zeal. Matt. x. 4; Luke vi. 15.

See particularly Isa. Ixiii. L

CHAPTER III.

1 . In those days In the Evangelistaries
* this formula has

merely the force of introduction to an extract
;
but has more

meaning in the Gospels. In this passage it means, in the

days when Jesus dwelt at Nazareth, chap. ii. 23. [But the

reference here is not to Joseph, who was probably dead, but to

Jesus ; who lived at Nazareth from his return, chap. ii. 23,

24, until John s preaching. Harm., p. 63
;
so Alf.] This de

notes an interval considerable in time, but unmarked by any

important variety. Came Lit. cometh. This word is simply

repeated, ver. 13. The LXX. often place it in the present
tense. [The Baptist Matthew gives John this name as a

person well known to his readers. De W. John s preaching
and death were notorious facts, to which even the Jewish his

torian attributes importance. Jos., Ant., xviii. 5, 2.] Preach

ing Loudly, as the voice of one crying. A baptizer, and

preaching ; the two parts of John s office. In the wilderness

See ver. 3. [where also he had been brought up. Luke i. 80.

Not a desert, but a thinly-peopled tract, with much pasture.
A

If.]

2. Repent ye A lovely word, (see ver. 8, 11,) change your
minds, put on a heavenly, kingly disposition, worthy of the

kingdom of heaven. So Jesus Christ himself, and his apostles,

commenced their preaching ;
so the Lord commanded John to

* The Evangelistaries were selections made from the Gospels, for the

purpose of public reading in the churches.
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write in the beginning of the Book of Revelation. Kingdom
See on chap. iv. 17, Of heaven Lit. of the heavens. This

phrase,
&quot; the kingdom of the heavens,&quot; is only found in.

Matthew, who used it to do away with the notion of an

earthly kingdom, held by the Jews, to whom he was writing.
3. For The fact of its having been so predicted was the reason

for John s appearance at the time and in the manner described

in ver. 1, 2. This [This verse, originally part of John s preach

ing, John i. 23, is adopted here, and thus endorsed by the evan

gelist. Bleek.~\ Many particulars predicted in the Old Testa

ment are recorded in the New. The voice, etc. Isa. xl. 3.

See Luke iii. 4. The voice (supply before this, there is) of one

crying Of John. A like phrase occurs in Rom. x. 15. The

feet of them that preach. In the wilderness Not in the temple,
or in the synagogues. The requirements of the accentuation

in Isaiah induce some to construe this, Prepare ye in the wil

derness ; but, had this been Matthew s purpose, he would
have the parallelism of the Hebrew, and added in the desert.

But as it stands, the expressions preaching in the wilderness,
ver. 1, and the voice of one crying in the wilderness, correspond.
Both readings amount to the same thing : the place where the

voice is, is the same where the hearers are commanded to

prepare the way, and where the Lord is to come. In chap.
iv. 15, we shall find Matthew again deviating in some respect
from the Hebrew accents. See note on Heb. iii. 7. The way

There is one high way, and this combines many paths. Of
the Lord The Hebrew, Jehovah, for which the later Hebrew
used Adonai, is rendered Kuwos, Lord, by the Sept. The
Lord here, means Christ. The word Lord, applied to Christ

in the New Testament, differs in meaning according to the

differences of circumstances, occasions, and speakers. In Old
Testament quotations it often corresponds with the words
Jehovah and Adonai, the former of which expresses Christ s

majesty as Son of God, the latter His glory as Messiah. Men

amongst whom he walked addressed him by this title, with a

meaning proportioned to the degree of their faith. Afterwards

the apostles and believers called him Lord, in respect of his

dominion and power over his own, and over all things, even

in his humiliation, but above all in his exaltation, and some
times with the addition of the pronoun my, which is never

joined with Jehovah.

4. The same A striking personal sketch. Both John s

garb and mode of living preached, in accordance with his
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teachings and his office. That which should be the dress and

diet of penitents, was the constant dress and diet of the

preacher of repentance. Comp. chap. ix. 14
;

xi. 18, note.

Of earners hair His dress was mean, rough, and of coarse

texture. Cornp. Mark i. 6. And a leathern
(lit. skin) girdle

about his loins. So the LXX., 2 Kings i. 8, describe Elijah
as girt round the loins with a girdle of skin. John s girdle,

like Elijah s, was not of leather, but of roughly-dressed skin.

It is not without purpose that the Scripture records the dress

of many saints, of the Baptist, and of Jesus Christ himself.

Meat Lit. food, Luke i. 15, implies what his drink was.

Locusts Mentionea Lev. xi. 22 as fit to be eaten. (And
still sometimes eaten. De W.) Wild honey Self-run. [That
is. tree honey, a honey-like substance, which exudes from

palms, figs, arid other \rees. So Hey. and many.] 1 Sam,
xiv. 25. The supply of locusts might sometimes fail.

5. All From all parts.

6. Were baptized Or. Ij3arr/ovro, middle voice, received

baptism. [Many authorities add KorapCj, river; reading, in

the river Jordan. So Tisch., 2d Ed. But Tisch. now omits

it.] Confessing Freely and openly, (not merely in John s

ear.) A free confession may enumerate particular sins, as

used to be done in the presentation of sin-offerings, but not

categorically. It holds the simple mean between the lax

abuse of merely general and the stringency of auricular con

fession. Thus it relieves the soul. In the baptism of repent
ance men confessed their sins

;
in Christian baptism they

confessed Christ.

7. Many Some of whom persevered and received baptism;

comp. ver, 11. While some, deterred by John s just rebuke,

appear to have gone back; others, by far the majority, did

not come at all. Chap. xxi. 25; Luke vii. 30. Of the

Pharisees and Sadducees Opposite sects. [The Pharisees,

the orthodox Jews who believed the church doctrines and

traditions, but had grown formal, and though strict in life

were mostly hypocrites ;
the Sadducees rejected tradition, in

terpreted Scripture in a gross and sensual spirit, and denied im

mortality and the existence of angels. A If.,
and others.] Unto

them To the Pharisees principally, but also to the multitudes

before they received baptism, ver. 1 1
;
Luke iii. 7. The words

which accompany an action are often recited after it, 2 Sam,
i. 1C, 15. Generation lit. brood, various families. Ofvipen

In contrast to their boasted descent from Abraham. Comp
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chap, xxiii. 33. Who ? That is, you seem to be showing the

way to others
;
but who has shown it to you ? He takes for

granted the fact of wrath to come, and of the existence of a

ready means of escape from it
;
but implies that the Pharisees

and Sadducees are strangers to it. Hath warned lit. showed.

He approves their coming, but imposes a weighty condition.

To flee By baptism. To come Which those shall incur who
reject the kingdom of heaven by their impenitence. The same
wrath is afterwards spoken of as to come, 1 Thess. i. 10. At
the same time the error of the Sadducees, who denied a re

surrection, is refuted. Wrath Manifested both in the

destruction of the city, and in the last judgment.
8. Bring forth fruits Lit. fruit. Origen observes that in

Matthew fruit is required from the Pharisees and Sadducees j

but in Luke, fruits from the people. The sense is quite
identical. The word fruit is often used collectively ;

and in

the preaching of John, where it occurs&quot; in the singular number,

may be opposed to barrenness, while in the plural number it

signifies abundance. The trees are men, and so their fruits

are repentance. \_Beng. adds that the construction is worthy
fruit of repentance. But the Eng. Vers. is right, fruit worthy

of, or meet for, repentance, MeyJ] Of repentance Repent
ance is a complete change of mind, and a renunciation of all

our sin, which leads us to wish it annulled or uncommitted.

9. Think not The word OGK&, to appear, imagine, like

many Greek or Latin phrases, signifying to seem, show, think,

etc., sometimes denotes an actual, visible object, sometimes

the mere empty appearance which one presents either to

one s-self or to others. Thus the sense here is : you may, indeed,
in some sort style yourselves Abraham s children; but you have

no ground for satisfaction in this. [Men, and specially self-

righteous men, do their utmost to claim God as theirs with

out repenting, V.GJ] To say carelessly. Abraham As
one whose seed has not failed. For I say unto you This

formula, used by so great a man in the most important
of all concerns, is very solemn. Comp. note on chap. v.

18. Is able The Jews considered it impossible that they
could fall away, (and, as Abraham s children, considered them
selves necessarily heirs of Messiah s kingdom, Mey.) Of these

stones And of anything else, as he raised up Adam from the

dust. God is not restricted to any law of succession in his

Church. Of these John certainly pointed to some stones, and

possibly to those identical ones set up in the days of Joshua
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as a witness that the people of Israel had entered the Holy
Land through the Jordan, and that they owed that land to God
and not to themselves. The words sound proverbial, as Lake
xix. 40. Children Spiritual ones. [Comp. Rom. iv. 9

;

Gal. iv. 6, 7
;
John viii. 39, 40. Mey.~\ For though they

were children of Abraham, according to the flesh, they were

called a generation of vipers.

10. Noiv In contrast to to come, ver. 7. Also where

grace manifests itself, wrath also is revealed upon the ungrate
ful. Your punishment is not only possible, but imminent.

[But also, nai, is not genuine, TischJ\ Is laid lit., is lying ;

although the blow is not yet struck. Root The axe is not

laid against the branches only. Of the trees The Jews, Luke
xiii. 79, compared with whom the Gentiles are spoken of as

stones, ver. 9. Is hewn down Present tense, without de

lay. Fire Heb. vi. 8.

11.7 indeed baptize you Therefore John did not exclude

the Pharisees from his baptism. With water The last part
of the verse corresponds with this. Although it is not so

much his baptism as himself that John depreciates ;
and again

fire is contrasted with water only in this one passage, while

the Holy Ghost is throughout. (Mark i. 8
;
Luke iii. 1 6

;

John i. 2G, 33; Acts i. 5; xi. 16.) Unto repentance Ver.

12 answers to this part of the verse. [John s baptism was a

washing of repentance, not a washing of regeneration. Luke
iii. 3

;
Tit. iii. 5.

Ols.~\
But The contrast here is not only

between the baptizers, but also between the baptized, Acts i.

5, and between different occasions. That comtth Immedi

ately, ver. 13. After me It was fitting that John should have

been born a short time before the Messiah. Mightier than 1
Whom ye should fear and reverence more than one so weak

as I. John shows how little his own power is, and how
boundless that of Christ, as being divine. [Which power
every soul shall experience either to salvation or to terror.

V. GJ] He does not directly say, Messiah comelh after me,
but expressed the same idea more mysteriously and more

solemnly by the paraphrases he uses. John made this declara

tion at the moment of his greatest success, Acts xiii. 25. To
bear As a servant carries the shoes which his master either

asks for, or orders to be taken away, Ps. Ix. 8. He Believe

in him, Acts xix. 4. You as many as receive him. Shall

baptize Shall impart to you abundantly, Tit. iii. 6
;
Acts ii.

3, 4, 17 ; x. 43
; and thus prove himself mightier. The Holy
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Ghost and fire have the utmost power. With lit., in the

difference between John and Christ; see John i. 33. The

Holy Ghost See Luke iii. 16, note. And with fire These
words occur in Luke, but not in Mark. So that, even were
the reading uncertain in Matthew, Luke would establish it

;

it is, however, undoubted. The Holy Spirit, wherewith Christ

baptized, has a fiery power, and that fiery power was displayed
in the sight of men, Acts ii. 3. [Many understand by the

baptism of fire, the punishment of the wicked
;
in contrast with

the baptism of the Spirit, Neand., De W., Mey. But this is

very harsh, and most agree with Beng. SoA If., Calv., Ols., Ew.~\
12. Whose This word, arid his used thrice in this verse,

shows the power of Christ
;

oy aurov, whose his, is a Hebra
ism. Fan The Gospel. In his hand Even at this moment,
John s whole address, forming, as it did,

&quot; the beginning of

the Gospel of Jesus Christ,&quot; Mark i. I, exactly corresponds
with that concluding prophecy of the Old Testament, Mai.

iv. 1-6, which so exquisitely and solemnly declares the con

nexion of events from Moses to the close of Old Testament

prophecy, from thence to the forerunner arid to Christ him

self, and from Christ to his great day of general judgment.
His Neither the forerunner nor any of the apostles held this

fan in the same sense as the Lord Jesus did. It may console

ministers for their want of strength to feel that &quot;

the Lord
will work.&quot; Their wrath is not in vain though they themselves

be weak. Floor Lit., Threshing-floor. In the threshing-floor
we are wayfarers, but victors in the garner. His Heb. iii. 6.

And gather his wheat into the garner. [Aurou, his, seems to

be genuine. Tisch. Eencj. doubts
it.] Comp. Matt. xiii. 30,

but gather the wheat into my garner. The same is Lord of

the wheat and the garner : of the garner and of the thresh

ing-floor. Luke iii. 17. Chaff Chaff is held of no value,

[though sometimes not unlike wheat. V.
Gr.~\

With fire

Every one must either be baptized or consumed with fire, there

is no middle state. Unquenchable Take care, therefore, that

your sins be first blotted out. In Job xx. 26, the LXX. read

*\)o uxavff-ov, inexhaiistible fire, or rather from the Alexandrine

MS.,
&amp;lt;x\J%

affjSsffrrjv, unquenchable fire, (shall consume the un

godly). The word
ufff3e&amp;lt;rrov does not occur elsewhere in the

Sept., so that H33 tfh t#N&amp;gt; signifies fire never to be ex

tinguished. [Comp. Mai. iv.
1.]

[13. Then While John was thus Heralding the Messiah

and baptizing the people. Mey.]
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14. Forbade John had not yet known Jesus to be the

Christ. He knew, however, that the Christ was at hand, should

come to his baptism, and should be designated to him by an
evident sign, John i. 33. Meanwhile, at the first sight of

Jesus, from that sympathy which had made him leap in his

mother s womb, and from the Lord s most gracious aspect, he

judges this candidate for baptism to be the Christ, and skil

fully declares his opinion by a previous protest [whereby the

possibility of the humiliation of baptism derogating from the

honour of Christ was providentially obviated. F. G-J]
/

We may suppose that John himself was unbaptized, Luke L
15. Need For in other cases it is the part of the greater to

administer, of the less to receive baptism, and for this pur

pose to go to the ministrant. To be baptized of thee With thy

baptism, with the Holy Ghost and with fire. If one of us is

to be baptized by the other, I should be that one. Comest

ikou as seeking baptism.
15. Suffer He courteously silences John. To this then he

suffered him refers. Now Without delay, for this once. [Gr.

agn, just now. As to say, this relation will not last long ;

thou shalt soon see me in my true character, as thy master.

Some church fathers inferred from this word that Christ

baptized John afterwards. Me?/.&quot;]
Thus As I have come

to thee. It becometh us Lit., It is becoming. Th.it which

appeared unbecoming to John, was, in fact, most becoming,
as a matter of righteousness. There is an admirable pro

priety manifested in all the counsels and works of God.

Heb. ii. 10; vil 26. In the words and works of Christ

especially, this propriety is apparent, the excellent setting
forth of which, by the apostles, is a proof of their having
written under the influence of the Holy Spirit, inasmuch
as such a result was not within the reach of the highest

merely human talent. Us He speaks as if not yet com

pletely recognised by John. It becometh me, as principal,
thee as minister. This idea may have been in the mind of

Jesus
; my fulfilling of all righteousness is becoming to me

and to my Father. (That is, the us may have meant Jesus

and the Father. Ed.} Ver. 17. Comp. Heb. ii. 10. To fulfil

all righteousness. This is done, not by John and Jesus,
but by Jesus alone, who undertook that very thing in his bap
tism; whence, also, the term baptism is transferred to his

passion, (Luke xii. 50.) All righteousness Every part of

(the work of) justification, and therefore this rite also, the
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earnest of other and greater things. In a limited view of

justification, it would seem as if John should have been bap
tized by Jesus : in a comprehensive one, however, the con

trary is the case. Jesus spoke these words instead of the con

fession of sins, which the other candidates for baptism made
;

and such words were suited to the lips of the Messiah alone.

Even in his deepest humility the Son of God guards His royal

prerogative. John xiii. 7, 8
; xiv. 30

; xviii. 5, 36. Then

Immediately. [Why did Jesus come to a baptism of re

pentance, a rite belonging to sinners 1 He was made sin for
us, he was numbered with the transgressors. Comp. Ps. xl.

12. Alf.]
16. Straightway There was nothing to detain him longer ;

so, also, he rose straightway from the dead. La ! A great
and strange event. Unto him This means more than the

words above him would have done. The heavens Plural.

16, 17. And A most glorious appearing of the Holy

Trinity, and a proof of what occurs in our baptism ;
since it

was not for his own sake that Christ was baptized. And he

received the Holy Spirit wherewith to baptize us. John i.

33. [For Jesus, this opening of heaven at the inauguration
of his Messiahship was permanent. Ols.~\

He saw Jesus,

Mark i. 10; also John, John i. 32. Like a dove Comp.
Gen. viii. 10, 11. [The likeness is not merely in the mode of

descending, but in the form of a dove. JDe W., Alf. ]

17. Voice A most open manifestation of God. Of like

sort are those mentioned in Acts ii. 2, 3
;
Ex. xix. 4, 9, 16

;

xl. 34, 35; Numb. xvi. 31, 42
;

1 Kings viii. 10, 11
;
xviii. 38.

This is Mark and Luke give the exact words spoken. Thou

art Matthew gives the sense. The whole utterance occurs

again, chap. xvii. 5. Faith asserts, Thou art the Son of God,

xvi. 16. (Lit., The Son of me, the Beloved.} Tne double use

of the article is most emphatic. Son John i. 18; iii. 16.

Beloved It might seem as if this were a proper name, (comp.

chap. xii. 18), and that two points were here asserted, that he is

God s Son, and that he is the Beloved, in whom God is well

pleased ;
but Luke iii. 22 proves the word beloved to be only

an epithet. The love is something natural
;
he being a son,

the well pleasing, something consequent on His doing the

Fathers pleasure. Tlie beloved, the only (Son), who shares

the Father s love with no other. In whom The preposition

in signifies, primarily, the object ; and, secondarily, the cause

of the Father s being well-pleased. Of this good pleasure

VOL. i.
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the Son is the object in himself, and all things and persons
become so in the Son. A Sept. phrase, comp. note on Col. ii.

18, / am well-pleased. The verb guiSoxw, / am well phased,
and the noun fudoxia, are used to express pleasure caused to a

person either by himself or by others. Either part of this

idea, suits this passage, as applied to the Father s good plea
sure in the Son. There exists an eternal affection towards

the Only-begotten, and a ceaseless graciousness towards the

Mediator, and in him towards us, as reconciled children. In

chap. xvii. 5, the words hear him are added, as he was then

about to speak of his passion. This is not added here
; for

in the beginning of his ministry he only set forth the same

thing which the Father uttered This is my Son. [A mas

terly view of John the Baptist s work, and his relation to

Christ, is given in Neander s Life of Christ.
]

CHAPTER IV.

1. Then From his baptism. Was led up Towards

Jerusalem, by simple impulse. Into the wilderness Some
wilder part than that mentioned in chap. iii. 1. [Possibly the

Arabian desert of Sinai, Alf., more probably of Judah, as

Beng., De W., Mey] Of the Spirit The Holy Spirit, chap,
iii. 16. [Comp. Acts. viii. 39

;
2 Kings ii 16.] To be tempted

This temptation is a sample of Christ s whole state of hu

miliation, and forms an epitome not only of all the moral, but

even more, of all the spiritual temptations which the devil has

ever contrived. [To the Saviour we must ascribe & possibility

offalling, as viewed from without
;

else there is no merit, no

temptation. To God made man we must ascribe the impossi

bility offalling. The union of the two is a mystery, which is

essential to the idea of Christ, the God-man. His human soul

had power to fall
;
his infinite Spirit necessitated a victory.

By the former, he is like us, our pattern ; by the latter, he has

power to make us like him, and is our Saviour. Ols.] Of
the Devil The Heb. word here rendered Devil, is always ren

dered by the Sept. A/aj3o&amp;gt;.oc, Devil, or Accuser, except in

1 Kings xi., where they render it two or three times lay Satan.

[To be tempted during theforty days offasting, Mark i. 13. So
that the threefold temptation recorded by Matthew is but the

acme, the last and most terrible of many. Graul in De W.]
2. fasted Doubtless in the strength of his baptism. The

word fast implies abstinence from, drink as well as from food.
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[Not merely a fast in the common and loose sense, but entire

abstinence from food. Luke iv. 2, Alf. Christ s fast cures
Adam s greed. Q.] Forty A period also memorable in the

lives of Moses and of Elijah. But the condition of Moses in

his fasting was one of glory ;
that of Christ, which makes it

more wonderful, one of humiliation. An angel had supplied
food to Elijah, before his fast

;
it was only after his, that

angels ministered to Christ. Jesus passed forty days before

entering on his public ministry, and forty more as if of prepara
tion, before his ascension. Days In those days and in that

seclusion most important matters passed between the Mediator
and God. Aftei-ward Up to this point he had not been so

much undergoing as preparing for temptation Comp. be

ginning of next verse. [So Mey., but see note from Grault

preceding verse.] Hungered Hunger is a very keen trial.

He experienced thirst in his passion. This temptation may
be compared* with that of our first parents, Gen. iii. The

tempter used the same art
;

but Christ restored the cause

which the first pair had lost.

3. Came In visible shape. The tempter seized upon his

opportunity. [Jesus passed that time of year in the wilder

ness, when the nights are longest, beasts of prey most

ravenous, the weather most inclement, and no supply to be

found from field or forest. Harm.] The tempter Who
did not wish to be recognised as Satan. And Christ calls

him Satan at last, on the conclusion of the temptation,
ver. 10, after he had clearly exhibited his peculiar satanic

characteristic of pride. So by Divine skill he defeated dia

bolical skill. The tempter seems to have appeared to him in

the shape of a scribe, since he is thrice refuted with the

answer, It is written. [Better De W. The appearance of the

devil in person, even in human disguise, would have taken all

force from the temptation ;
for the Son of God would know

him at once. Evil, to be attractive, must not appear in its

own hateful form.] // So also, in ver. 6, Satan both doubts

himself, and endeavours to tempt to doubt, trying to remove

truth from view and to suggest falsehood. He solicits Jesus

with a condition positively declared from heaven. [As if to

say, Thou art hungry; how unworthy the Son of God! If
he, free thyself from this weakness and wrant. Else no man
will believe thee. De TT.] Command The tempter thus

*
Ilather, contrasted ; Adam, in the garden, with abundance ; Christ

in the wilderness, an Jatnfjercd. Ed,
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acknowledges the Son of God to be omnipotent. These That

is, that any one of these stones become a loaf, see Lnke iv. 3.

Stones [comp. iii. 9, Mey.~\ As much, as to say,
&quot; Thou art IB

a wilderness, containing many stones, but no bread/ Nay.
but, tempter, thou shalt soon be convinced in another way
that this is the Son of God. He shall soon inaugurate thy
destruction. Luke iv. 34-41,

4. It is written Jesus does not appeal to the voice which

spoke from heaven
;
nor does he answer the tempter s argu

ment
;
he only opposes the simple Scripture to his adversary s

conclusions. He does not enter on the question of his being
the Son of God. Our Saviour often made use of the Scrip-
ture in arguing with men

; using, however, the expression, I

say unto you ;
but to Satan he only says, It is written; that

is, whosoever I be, I hold fast to the Scripture. Every state

ment he made was in itself indisputable, but he only holds

fast to one point, It is written. Whereby he expressed the

fact, that he himself was come to fulfil all Scripture, and at

the same time proved the overwhelming authority of Scripture
which Satan could not confute. Man shall not live, etc.

The Sept., in Deut . viii. 3, has the same words, only prefixing
the definite article to man, and adding, shall man live after

out of the mouth of God. Even in the wilderness, the people
of Israel had experienced the truth of this saying. The 6th

chap, of Deut. is quoted in verses 7 and 10
;
so that two con

secutive paraschce (synagogue lessons) contain the three say

ings spoken to the Israelites in the wilderness, and used by
Christ, also in the wilderness, as a weapon against his tempter.

Jesus, in his temptation, used these words at the same season

of the year in which they had been used by Moses. Shall

live Jesus had proved this in the forty days preceding. It is

as easy to live without bread as to make stones into bread.

To ask for nothing but life itself, is true contentment, ready

peace of mind. Jesus knew that he should live. Man He
makes no reply to the tempter s addressing him as the Son of

God, but speaks as one of a multitude who are bound by the

word of Scripture. [In answer to the tempter s challenge,
Art thou, he but binds himself more closely to us; I am man.
Stier\. And even in the days of Moses, the Divine wisdom
had dictated this entire argument whereby the Saviour should

smite the tempter. Jerome says,
&quot; It was the Lord s object

to smite the devil, not by majesty, but by humility. By every
word which proceedeth So, in Ps. Ixxxix. 34, the Sept. has the
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things passing through my lips, speaking of a Divine promise.

Comp. LXX.
;
Numb. xxx. 13

; Deut. xxiii. 23, with refer

ence to vows; also Jer. xvii. 16, and Numb, xxxii. 24. Out

of lit. through, the mouth, and so from the heart. [The
meaning of Christ s reply is, God can sustain life without
common food, as he taught the Israelites with manna. I will

work no miracle to satisfy my own will, and destroy this

sense of human weakness, but will trust him. Neand. The

self-denying love of Jesus never wrought a miracle for his own

gratification : always for others good. Ols.]
5. Then Matthew describes the assaults of Satan in order of

time, ver. 8, note. Luke observes the order of place, and de

scribes first the desert, then the mountain, then the temple,

chap. iv. 1, 5, 9, which difference of order is in itself not

only harmless but useful as affording proof that the one evan

gelist did not copy from the other. Perhaps, too, the tempter

appearing in various disguises assailed Jesus with some part of

the third temptation before the second. Taketh him up A
concise expression for taketh and leadeth

,
and so, ver. 8, Luke

uses the word lead, chap. iv. 9, 5. A wondrous power was

permitted to the tempter, up to the moment when Jesus said,
&quot; Get thee hence, Satan/&quot; ver. 10. Gregory says, &quot;We need
not wonder at Christ permitting the devil to lead him about,
if he permitted the devil s servants to crucify him.&quot; Satan is

tempting everywhere. Comp. as to change of place, Num.
xxiii. 13,27. Christ was tempted everywhere ;

in every kind

of place where he was afterwards to exercise his ministry.
Into the holy city Where there would seem most reason to

hope for an angelic guard. On Jesus was as truly on the

pinnacle and on the mountain as he had been in the wilder

ness. Pinnacle To ascend which was far easier than to de

scend. Aiitiquaries are uncertain as to what this pinnacle was.

[Gr. Krsgvytov, wing, most probably not the sanctuary itself,

but an out-building of the temple. De W. And so perhaps
the royal portico of Herod overlooking, at fearful height, the

valley of Jehcshaphat. Mey., Alf.] Christ was tempted by
heights and depths.

6. It is written That temptation is the most specious
which appears to cite scripture appropriately. No doubt,
Satan had often experienced the power of this text in the

angelic defence of the righteous against his attacks. He shall

give, etc. Ps. xci. 11, 12. The Sept. read, For he shall give
his angels charge concerning thee, to keep thee in all thy ivays,
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etc. It is rather in the misapplication than in the curtailment

of the quotation, that the fraud of Satan appears. In their

hands
(lit.

on their hands, which has become in German a

proverbial expression for particular care of a person. Ed.)
that is, they shall guard thee with the utmost care. A stone

Whereof the temple was built. The tempter plausibly cites

the psalrn. [Ols. thinks Jesus, abandoned of the Spirit, was

tempted as a man only; but the Spirit himself led him, ver.

1, and he was tempted as the Son, of God, ver. 6. De W.
The contradiction, however, is only verbal. See on ver. 1.]

7. Notwithstanding Satan s retort of the &quot;

it is written,&quot;

Jesus did not allow it to be wrested from him as a trite argu
ment, but applied it thrice. For Scripture must be inter

preted by, and reconciled with, Scripture. Thou shalt not

tempt [Uncalled reformers and fanatics have sinned through
presumption, from forgetting this word of the Lord. Stier.]
So the Sept., Deut. vi. 16. According to their own inter

pretation, the word Ixvioafyiv, which they use, means no
more than vuodfyiv. Jesus meaning is,

&quot;

It is not for me to

provoke God by tempting him.&quot; The Lord Put as a proper
name (and equivalent to Jehovah).

8. The third (that is, the last) conflict
;
as appears from

the
&quot;get

thee hence,&quot; ver. 10. Mountain A new scene of

temptation. Showeth To his eyes as far as the horizon
;
the

rest possibly by enumeration and indication. Satan is a sub

tile spirit. [World Not Palestine, but the heathen world,
where Satan s power is. Mey., De WJ\

9. / will give But the Son is heir
;
and whatever power

Satan had, as resulting from man s defection from God, Christ

as the mightier hath taken from him, not by treaty but by
conquest. What Satan in his temptation could not prevail on
Christ to do, he will effect hereafter by his vassal the Beast,

ilev. xiii. 2. And those kingdoms of the world which he
offered to Christ, he will confer upon that adversary of Christ s.

[Thus those who educate children to think this world s glory
the chief thing do the devil s office. Q.] It Stupendous
pride, to offer the kingdoms of the world as a gift, for the act

of homage in acknowledging such a gift. [What the angel,
Rev. xxii. 8, 9, would not permit John the disciple to do, the

tempter demands from Jesus, the Lord. V. &.] Without
doubt Satan appeared in some venerable guise.

10. Get thee hence [Tisch. reads here also
&quot;Tveayt

ocr/ffw

pov, behind me. So mo*;t editors; but Alf. and Mey. with
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reason defend the received Text.] &quot;When Peter took and re

buked our Lord, on his foretelling his passion, the Saviour,
to put the too presumptuous apostle back into his fitting

place, said unto him, Get thee behind me, Satan/ But to

Satan himself he says here, Get thee hence, Satan
; not, Get thee

behind me, but awayfrom me. Satan Thou hast endeavoured
to find out who I am ; I tell thee, who thou art. When the.

tempter wishes to appear most friendly, the Saviour addresses
him as Satan. [For his pride had evidenced his being Satan.

V. G.] Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God The Sept., in

Dent. vi. 13, read, Thou nhalt FEAR the Lord thy God, for which
the Saviour fitly substitutes the word worship in the text.

Comp. v. 9. Only So the Sept., which inserts the word paves,

only, without violence to the sense, in Gen. iii. 11, 17.

11. [Leaveth him For a season, Luke iv. 13.] Angels
Who had probably been spectators of the contest. Comp. 1

Cor. iv. 9
;

1 Tim. iii. 16. Ministered unto him Doubtless

by supplying his immediate need, that of food. Comp. 1

Kings xix. 5, 6.

1 2. [Between vers. 1 1 and 1 2 a long interval ensued. A If. See
John i. 29; iv. 1. So all harmonists.] Noiv when Jesus had
heard lit., when he had heard. [The Text Rec., and Eng.
Vers. have Jesus, but it is rightly omitted by Bengel. TischJ]
The name Jesus occurs in ver. 17, but not here

; for the pas

sage, vers. 1216, in connexion with what precedes, implies
how John made way for the Lord ; but in ver. 17, etc., a de

scription is given of the actual commencement of our Lord s

ministry, including the call of the two pairs of brethren.

Wherefore in ver. 18 the word Jesus is again understood, not

expressed. Cast into prison lit. delivered up (to custody);

chap. xi. 2
;
Jesus must increase, John must decrease. [The

captivity of John, in this passage, and his death, chap,
xiv. 3, are with the utmost fitness mentioned in an inci

dental way, with reference not to the exact time of their oc

currence, but to the time they reached the ears of Jesus. No

long period could, however, have elapsed between John s im

prisonment and our Lord s hearing of it, John iii. 24. And
though not yet in bonds, John was in the act of decreasing,
John iii. 29, 30. Nor is there, in John iv. 1, any mention of

his imprisonment ;
and although in John v. 35, it is said

(John) ivas a burning and a shining light, yet it does not fol

low that at the time our Saviour spoke those words John had
been cast into prison ;

since even there he might have been a
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burning and shining light. In fact, the mention in the past

tense, John was, etc., was owing to the fact that the Jews

were already weary of the joy they had sought from John,

and that Jesus Christ, the true light, was already, by his in

finite brightness, outshining John, as day does a taper. Harm.]
He departed The same word is used, chap. xiii. 14, on a

like occasion. Into Galilee Arid, in fact, into the part of Gali

lee which lay farthest from Herod, and from John s prison.

Matthew speaks of all Galilee in contradistinction to Judea,

in which the temptation had taken place. This departure to

Galilee was the act whereby Jesus left a private for a public
life.

13. [Leaving Because the people rejected him. Luke xxiv.

29-31. Ols.] Nazareth Where he had hitherto dwelt, which

is upon the sea coast, ver. 15, 18, a place much frequented.

15, 16. The Sept. in Isa. ix. 1, 2, Region of Zabidon, the

land of Nephthalim, and the rest on the coast, and beyond Jor

dan, Galilee ofthe Gentiles. The people which walketh in dark

ness, ye behold a great light ; upon you who divell in the region
and shadow of death, a light shall shine. The two verses are

most closely connected together in Isaiah, for which reason

the evangelist takes part of the topography from the former.

Many of the apostles were from this region. Ps, Ixviii. 18
;

Acts i. 11
;

ii. 7. Land and people are in apposition. The

ivay Understand by. The prophetical topography is mar

vellous, latitude and longitude agreeing with the utmost

exactness. Of the sea Ver. 18. Beyond Jordan The
Hebrew 13^? rendered by the Gr. Keeav, is used to denote a

boundary either on the near or the far side. Galilee of the

Gentiles Galilee (particularly the part belonging to the tribes

of Zebulun and Naphtali), lay close to the Gentiles. Galilee

had hitherto had less culture than Judea
;
Jerusalem was the

citadel of Levitical worship ;
for which reason the dwellers in

Judea ought the sooner to have acknowledged Christ; the

Galileans were now compensated for what they had previously
lacked.

16. [Which sat Bengel reads, which ivalketh, xogeuouevog,

and contrasts it with sitting, but the common reading is right.

So Tisch., and all editors.] There is here a gradation, or

climax. In darkness, In the region and shadoiv of death ; Hath
seen great Light; Light hath arisen. Hath seen Light

[Which illumines the whole world. V. G
]

No one is saved

unless illuminated. Acts xiii. 47. And to them which sal -
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Ps. cvii. 10. The word sitting well expresses a slothful lone

liness. Region and shadow i.e., shadowy region. The land
was naturally low-lying, a type of its spiritual condition. Is

sprung up Heb. shines on them. The adjective great in

the preceding clause, corresponds with the extension of ex

pression here.

17. Began Gr. #?ro, a word in frequent use, signifying
the commencement of an action either to be often repeated or

deliberate and ample, or even protracted. [Jesus had already

begun to teach in the schools before coming from Nazareth to

Capernaum; Luke iv. 16; but now, with a loftier voice, he

began to proclaim: the kingdom of God. The King was his

own herald. Harm.] The kingdom It exemplifies the ex

cellence of the Divine style, that the abstract, kingdom, is

mentioned as having arrived, before the concrete, King, or Mes
siah. The former was appropriate to its secret beginnings,
the latter to its glorification. Comp. on Luke i. 35

;
2 Thess.

ii. 3. The kingdom of heaven lit., the kingdom of the heavens,
that is, the kingdom of God. Comp. chap. v. 3, with Luke
vi. 20. It is so called by Matthew in the course of his Gospel,
and always in the other New Testament books. See Acts i.

3
;

xxviii. 31
;
Rom. xiv. 17. The substitution of the word

heaven for God is very frequent, and appropriate to the pri
mitive Gospel times. Chap. iii. 2. By the expression (al

most limited to the New Testament), the kingdom of heaven,
all expectation of an earthly kingdom was abolished, and all

were invited to a heavenly one, It is called thus in reference

to the consummation referred to in Luke xxi. 31
;
Acts i. 3.

18. [The word Jesus, Gr. o Iqgots, here is spurious. Tisch.,

etc. Read, And he walking } etc.] Sea of Galilee See ver.

15, 23. [Seventeen miles long, five broad. It abounded
with fish. Joseph.] Simon He who was the first to follow

remained first.

19. Follow me lit., come ye behind me. This imperative
has the force of an immediate call

; chap. xi. 28
;

xxi. 38.

/ will make observe the absolute power of Christ. Fishers

Jer. xvi. 16.

20. Straightway An immediate readiness to follow is im

plied in ver. 22, where this word occurs again applied to

James and John. The same readiness on the part of James
and John is signified by the word b-\JTi in ver. 19. They re

ceived their call when in the eager pursuit of their profession.
Blessed moment ! They followed Trustfully, without any
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hasty stipulation for reward. [To pass at once from distract

ing toil to the ministry of peace, this is to follow Him.
Q.~\

21. With Zebedee Therefore they must have been youths,
their father, Zebedee, being in full vigour, and their mother
alive. John lived seventy years from that date, long surviving
James, who was the first of the apostles to die. [These two
are more frequently mentioned together in the New Testament
than Peter and Andrew. V.Cr] Mending Lit., arranging.
The word Karaori^u is used to signify the making ready of

implements before, or their repair after, use. The first signi
fication seems the more appropriate here. Both pairs of

brothers left their different actual occupations with the utmost

promptitude and obedience.

23. [Ver. 23, 24, 25, are an introduction to the Sermon on
the Mount. Mey. Stating the character of Christ s ministry,
before giving an example. Ols.~\

And he went about, etc.

[The word Jesus, 6 Iqffovc, is probably spurious. So Tisch]
The same statement, chap. ix. 35. [See also Mark vi. 6

;

Acts x. 38, etc. It was by thus going about that he in so

short a ministry benefited a vast multitude of men by his

teaching and miracles, gave his disciples a better training, and
moreover caused men, so far from being weary of him, to feel

a continually stronger longing for his presence. Harm., pp.

235, 236.] Preaching His teaching in the synagogues was

public ;
his preaching still more so, chap. x. 27

;
xi. 1

; comp.
also Luke viii. 39

;
Jonah iii. 2, 4. [Synagogues, houses for

gathering on Sabbaths and feast-days, to pray and hear the

Scriptures read and expounded. Mey] The Gospel Our
Saviour s main teaching was the Gospel ;

all else only tended
to remove obstacles to its reception. [See for this preaching,
Luke iv. 1 6-30. A

If.] Of the kingdom Of God. In Holy
Scripture, God is always kept in view. All manner of No
one sick, no one dead, whom Jesus met, remained in sickness

or in death. Sickness, disease The Gr. toffog, sickness, signifies
an ailment affecting the whole frame

; ^aXajt/a, (Eng. Vers.,

disease), an ailment of any part, attended with pain ; /Saoavo?,

v. 24, (Eng. Vers., torment), some excruciating ailment; and

/Aocffr/g, a scourge, infliction, Luke vii. 21. Among the people
Of Israel

; and it also means the public healing of persons
whose ailments were matters of public notoriety. John ix. 8

;

Acts iv. 10. But the men or the images set forth as subjects
of modern miracles are dragged by collusion out of some
obscure corner.
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24. His fame went afar. Syria The (Roman) province,
of which Palestine was considered a part. They brought unto
him. Even the Syrians. Side people Christ s miracles were

wrought for the cure of men. John vi. 2
;
Matt. xi. 5 Acts

x. 38. [And, Gr. x/, after torments, is probably spurious.

Tisch.~\ Possessed with devils The mention of the sick, and
the possessed with devils, is often combined. Acts v. 1 6.

25. Multitudes In the plural, from the number of places
whence they came. Decapolis [i.e.,

a district containing ten

cities] lying on both sides of Jordan. Samaria is not men
tioned. Beyond that is, from the country beyond.

CHAPTER V.

1. Seeing At a distance. Mountain And the upper part
of the mountain. There he prayed and chose his apostles.
Mark iii. 13-19

;
Luke vi. 12-16. Afterwards he came down

to the middle of the mountain
; he and his disciples descending

to meet the ascending multitude
;

there he sat down and

taught. See note on Luke vi. 17. A mountain, an elevated

point, and nearer to heaven, was well fitted for the holiest

actions. [Disciples not only the twelve, but others also.

V.
G-.\ Came unto him Observe the close access permitted

to, and the docility shown by his recent disciples.
2. Opened A deliberate beginning is an important part

of any important action. The Scripture, in introducing great
and deliberate acts, uses such phrases as, he turned him about,
he raised his feet, he lifted up his eyes, he opened his mouth.

See Acts x. 34. Here the fountain began to flow. Comp. .

Matt. xiii. 35. [His mouth Man is the mouth of creation,
Christ is the mouth of humanity. Lange in StierJ\ Taught
He taught by doctrine, by consolation, by counsel, by warn

ings. Them The disciples, whom he addressed in the hearing
of the multitudes. [But the multitudes, too, ver. 17, V.

.]

The evangelists have given at full length two of our Lord s

discourses as samples of them all
;
the one delivered in public

at the beginning, the other in private at the end (of his

ministry.) John xiii.-xvi. The Lord s purpose in the present
discourse was to teach true righteousness, Isa. Ixiii. 1, at the

same time that, declaring himself come to establish the law

and the prophets, he exposes the self-styled righteousness of

the scribes. The introduction contains a beauteous invita

tion, Istly, to a participation in true righteousness, and bleoa-
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edness therein, ver. 3, etc.
; 2dly, to a communication of this

righteousness to others, ver. 13, etc. The body \A his dis

course extends from ver. 17, to chap, vii., ver. 12, inclusive,

and ends exactly as it begins with a reference to &quot; the law and

the prophets.&quot; The conclusion, Istly, sets forth the gate of

righteousness, chap. vii. 13, etc.
; 2dly, warns against false

prophets who mislead men in every direction, ver. 15, etc.
;

Sdly, exhorts to fulfil these counsels of righteousness, ver. 24,

etc. The heavenly teacher prevailed, see ver. 28. [His whole

subsequent life and discourses may be called a commentary on

this sermon
;
which is a magnificent porch to the temple of

our Lord s ministry. Ols.~\

3. Messed [Spoken with a glance at the poor around him,

Neand.~\ The frequent repetition of this word shows the

purpose of Christ s teaching. [A great blessedness is here set

forth by the Lord. V. 6?.]
Not only blessedness in itself, but

blessedness as actually present in Christ s person to all souls

able to receive him, is here set forth, by striking paradoxes.
Such souls, even though unrecognised, there were amongst the

people ; chap. ix. 36, etc.
;
xi. 28

;
Isa. xxix. 19, though their

number was proportionably small
;
for the word blessed often im

plies the rarity of some great possession. Ecclus. xxxiv. (xxxi.)

8, from which the words theirs, they, exclude those otherwise

minded. Comp. Luke vi. 24, etc., where the woes are

denounced. There are seven absolute beatitudes, expressing
the condition of the godly as godly; and two relative, as

referring to their treatment by men. In both these classes

the possession of the kingdom of heaven is set forth as the

chief blessing, which comprises all others. They are all enumer

ated in a most beautiful sequence. The eight woes denounced

against the Scribes and Pharisees, and the order in which they

stand, may be compared with these, chap, xxiii. 13-16, 23, 25,

27, 29. In each case the kingdom of lieaven is mentioned, chap.
v. 3; chap, xxiii. 13; mercy, chap. v. 7; chap, xxiii. 23; purity,

chap. v. 8
; chap, xxiii. 25; and persecution, chap. v. 10, 11

;

chap, xxiii. 29, 30, and the other clauses also doubtless admit

of comparison. In the subject of each the saints are described

as they are in this life
;
in the predicate, as they shall be in that

day, Luke vi. 23. But the Lord so words his discourse as to

imply both that the blessedness of individual saints com
mences at the present time, and also to give a prophetical
intimation that the holy nation shall be blessed even on eartli,

ver. 5. The poor The vocative, if not actually, at least by
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implication, (comp. ver. 11, and Luke vi. 20), nor does the

pronoun theirs, which follows, make against this view. (Comp.
chap, xxiii. 37, note.) ^Poverty (of spirit) is the first foundation.

He is poor who has nothing that he can call his own
;
or who,

whatever he have, does not calculate on gaining more, but

depends on the liberality of another. The riches which such

poverty disclaims may be either spiritual or natural
;
we may

have them or may not. Such cardinal and fundamental vir

tues are despised by the world
;
but the virtues the world

admires, are either no virtues at all, or mockeries of virtues,

or only virtues in so far as they are offshoots and appendages
of Christian ones. [The meaning is, Ulessed are they who feel

a deep sense of spiritual poverty. Thol^\ In spirit That is,

in their inmost being. This must be understood also in the

following verses up to the 8th, where the words in heart are

expressed. For The reason given for each beatitude corre

sponds with the previous description of its subjects, and is

drawn either, 1, from its opposite, since God works by opposites,

2 Cor. iv. 6
;

vii. 6
; xii. 9

; or, 2, from a gracious requital,

or somewhat very like it. Is Even now. The present tense

here, and the future, in the following verses, mutually imply
one another. The kingdom of heaven [A community ruled

by God, not with force, but free will and affection, the parties

being closely united in the free interchange of offices of love.

TholJ] Which, promised in the Old Testament, is conferred

by the Messiah. (This part of the discourse is opened here,

and closed, ver. 10, in the same words. V. G.)

4,5. They that mourn .... the meek The Latins for the

most part transpose these. [So, after many manuscripts, Tisch.

and other eds. But the change is very doubtful
;
and De W.,

Mey., Alf., retain the common order.] And a connexion does

exist between verses 3 and 5. Blessed are the POOR, for theirs

is the kingdom of HEAVEN ;
Uessed are the MEEK, for they shall

inherit the EAKTH. But this does not affect the order of the

verses
;
for ver. 4 is subordinate to ver. 3, and ver. 6 to ver.

5. To mourn has a wider signification than that of only

sorrowing for ones own sins. See 1 Cor. v. 2, note.

4. [They that mourn Especially at the sense of spiritual

poverty, ver. 3, and with an eager desire for righteousness, ver.

6
j
but also, all mourners, even in earthly sorrow, who hope

in God. 2 Cor. vii. 10
;
Eccl. vii. 3, 4. Thol] Shall be

comforted [They shall Gr. avroi, that is, they only; implying
the opposite *-** for others. V. G.} The future tense applies
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to the Old Testament promises now to be fulfilled Luke
xvi. 25

;
2 Thess. ii. 16. [Christ was the consolation of Israel.

Luke ii. 25. AlfJ\ The poor and the meek are joined together
in ver. 3, 5, as in the frequent 1VHN1 *}y, poor and needy.

Comp. also chap. xi. 29. [Sometimes one seems unable to

believe, while there is faith in his very longing and complaint
before God. Such mourners have already pressed forward

into the second benediction.
Stier.~\

5. The meek The classes chiefly mentioned here (in the

beatitudes) are those on whom the world tramples. [The
meek are the bowed down in meekness and humility. Thol.~\
Shall inherit Future tense. The meek everywhere seem to

yield to the pressure of the inhabitants of the earth, and yet

they shall obtain possession of it, not by the right of the strong
arm, but by that of inheritance, with the Father s aid. Goiim.

Eev. v. 10. Meanwhile, even though the usurpation of the

wicked remains, all the earth s good is appointed for the benefit

of the meek. In all these statements blessedness in heaven
and blessedness in earth imply each the other. See Psalm
xxxvii. 11. The meek shall inherit the earth, and shall delight
themselves in the abundance of peace, which is in fact the gist
of the whole psalm ;

see ver. 3, 9, 22, 29, 34.

6. Which do hunger and thirst Who feel their need of, and

earnestly desire, a righteousness, whereby they may approve
themselves before God and man. Faith A description of

faith, suitable to the commencement of the New Testament.

Righteousness Our Lord here plainly sets himself forth as the
author of righteousness, ver. 10, 11, 20, etc.

; chap. vi. 1, 33;
that is, of righteousness before God, not before man. This
verse is the central point of this passage, and the theme of the

whole discourse. He does not say, Blessed are the righteous,
as he does, Blessed are the merciful, etc., but Blessed are they
which do hunger and thirst after righteousness. Pure righte
ousness shall be vouchsafed them in due time. 2 Pet. iii. 13

;

Isa. Ix. 21. They shall be filled With righteousness, Rom.
xiv. 17. This was the meat of Jesus himself; John iv. 34,

comp. with Matt. iii. 15. This satisfying he was supplying
to his own through his whole discourse, and in this particular
verse he promises and distributes it to them.

7. Merciful Gr. efajjpovtc, from gXsog, answering to the

Hebr.
&quot;TDn&amp;gt; [benevolence, kindness, mercy. Gen. xxi 23 ;

2 Sam x. 2. /.
B.~\

not merely due to miserable objects.
8. The pure in heart Ceremonial purity is not sufficient.
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Jesus teaches virtue of heart. Purity of heart includes both
&amp;lt;;hasti

fy and freedom from other pollutions of sin [though
the primary allusion in the word pure is free from hypocrisy,
from double mindedness. Jas. iv. 8. Thai.] /Shall see God
A clear knowledge of God is promised even in the present

life, but in words which still more fitly promise it in the life

to come, 1 John iii. 2, 3, 6. Comp. the opposite of this,

1 Thess. iv. 5.

9. Peacemakers The makers of legitimate peace between
those who disagree, dispute, or contend. [First of whom is

Christ. Col. i. 20
; Eph. ii. 15. The position of this blessing

shows that it refers to those also who enjoy and diffuse peace
with God ; spiritual peace. Comp. John xiv. 27

;
xx. 19,

etc. Thai] Sons How great dignity ! Of GodHie God
of pence. Shall be called Shall both be, and be called.

10. Which are persecuted Gr. dtdwyfAsvoi, which have

undergone persecution. Herein our Saviour already declares

what he himself and his followers must undergo at the

world s hands. All this he unfolds by degrees ; speaking of

the yoke, chap. xi. 29
;
of the cross, chap. xvi. 24 (comp.

Mark viii. 34); and of the cross, to his disciples in private,
Matt. x. 38. For righteousness sake ver. 11. For my
sake. Comp. chap. x. 39, 42; xvi. 25; xviii. 5; xix. 12, 29.

11. Shall revile you In your presence. Understand men
before this. They insult by word, they persecute by deeds.

You Jesus sometimes, in treating of himself with others,

concerning some external thing (as John xi. 7), or of himself

as unknown (chap. iii. 15
;
John iv. 22), uses the first person

plural ;
but otherwise almost always the second, thus im

plying a difference between himself and the mass of mankind,
ver. 12, 13, 20

;
John vi. 49

;
x. 34

;
xiv. 9

;
xx. 17. Shall

say In your absence. [The word falsely, Gr. ^suftoftsvoi,

seems to be an insertion. Tisch. omits, so Mey.\
12. Rejoice Joy is not only a Christian feeling, but a

Christian duty, Phil. iv. 4. And in adversity is the highest

degree and proof of patience. Re exceeding glad That
others also may feel your joy. For Therefore we are right
to rejoice in our reward. Reward Of grace. The word
reward signifies something besides the blessedness which

springs from the very nature of the righteous ; therefore

rejoice is said. The prophets Who endured hatred for

testifying of Christ (Acts vii. 52), and whose reward ye
know to be great. Persecutions have taken place, not only
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among savage nations, on the introduction of the gospel

among them, but at all times, both of Old and New Tes

tament history, 1 John iii. 12, 13. [Before you He says
not before us. He was before the prophets. F. 6?.] .

13-16. [The connexion is, And ye have the less right to

let disgrace and persecution dispirit you and destroy your

allegiance, because your calling is so important and control

ling ; ye are the salt, the light. MeyJ\
13. 14. Ye The first disciples and hearers of the Messiah.

Christians, sons of God, ver. 16. F. G. All who, like the

apostles, are filled with the Spirit. Comp. Phil. ii. 15.
Thol.~\

Salt and light are things essential in nature, and most exten

sively used. In Scripture we constantly find a matter set

forth in metaphorical words, to attract our attention, which is

afterwards plainly stated, on our failing to take it in the sense

intended, and feeling thus our own blindness. Of the earth

. . . Of the world. The earth itself is without salt, the world

without light. If It is not here asserted that salt can lose

its savour, but only what the salt of the earth would come to,

were this possible. Lost his savour Galen assigns to the

Greek word thus translated the sense of losing feeling.
Mark ix. 50, uses the expression have lost its saltness, lit., have

become saltless. It is in the nature of salt both to possess and
to impart flavour

;
with this flavour, saltlesmes*, want of

taste, and loss of savour are contrasted. Shall it be salted

[That is, the salt. The verb is not impersonal, as Beng. thinks,
but must have the same subject as the following verb. De
W., ThoL, Met/., etc.] Neither the salt itself nor the earth

can be salted from any other source. To be cast out Far

from all household use. And Therefore. To be trodden

underfoot Nothing deserves trampling down more than he

who desires to be esteemed holy, and is not. [The vanity of

the mere worldling is not so disgraceful to him as this. F. G.]

Of men Whoever come in its way ;
the article (not expressed

in Eng. Ver.) gives this force.

14. On an hill Appropriately; comp. ver. 1, and, as to

the matter of fact, Kev. xxi. 10.

15. [Salt denoted the new power of life, which Christ s

disciples give the world
;
the next image, light, denotes the

new power of knowledge. Thol.~\ Do men light Comp. vii.

16. Under That is, behind. In Luke viii. 16, i

underneath, occurs.

16. \So shine As a candle upon a candlestick.
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Before men All men. That Not so much that they may
see, as that they may glorify. Your works Not yourselves ;

the shining, not the candle. [And your Father follows, not

yourselves. Comp. VL 2. V. G.] Your Father Who hath

begotten you in his own image. [Wheresoever thou be-

holdest a good work, glorify God for the holiness of his chil

dren. V. 0.] 1 Pet. ii. 12. Through this whole discourse

the Son displays God to us as a Father, and that with greater
fulness than all the prophets before Him had done.

17. Think not An elliptical passage, by substitution of

the consequent. Think not, hope not, fear not, that I am
like the teachers to whom you have been accustomed, and
that I shall set aside the law as they do. One who fancies the

one may easily fancy the other. [And this is a very common
notion. V. G.] I am come Therefore Jesus existed, before

he came. So &quot; I have not found&quot; chap. viii. 10. To destroy

(lit.
to

dissolve&quot;).
The compound Greek word xaraXus/f, to

dissolve, is opposed to vi.qoSvv, to fulfil ; the simple words do

and teach are opposed to the simple word loose (Eng. Ver.

break} in ver. 19. This shows the relative force of the words
;

the former referring to the whole law, the latter to its separate

precepts. To destroy and to break both signify to make of
none effect. The law or the proplitts Some of the Jews held

the prophets in. less esteem than the law. They are men
tioned together also in chap. vrt. 12. [The Laiv and the

Prophets were the essential parts of the Old Testament

economy ;
the law awakening the sense of need of salva

tion, the prophets pointing to its future satisfaction. TkoL]
To fulfil To bring to pass, by word and deed, all the re

quirements of the law. See following verse. [He was not

the founder of a new law
;
but by His own obedience, him

self fulfilled the law, and taught His disciples to fulfil it.

V. G.] The Rabbins acknowledge the fulfilment of the law

to belong to the Messiah.

18. Verily lit. a/Mqv, amen. Jesus alone used this word
as an asseveration in the beginning of a discourse. His

apostles never did. Wagenseil shows that it sometimes had
the force of an oath. Kimcho interprets it as signifying sta

bility. In the New Testament, however, it has not neces

sarily the force of an oath
; corresponding as it does with the

words vaij yea, and K\r
t 6uc, truly; Luke xi. 51

;
xxi. 3.

Comp. Matt, xxiii. 36; Mark xii. 43. It is, however, a most

forcible asseveration, well befitting one who appeals for con-

VOL. i. F
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Urination to his own character and truth
;
and from the dig

nity of him who used it, has the force of an oath, especially
where reiterated, Amen, amen. See John i. 51, note. The
Hebrew word is retained in all languages. [And should, in

our translations, be retained in the beginning as well as at the

end of sentences. The same remark applies to other Hebrew
words in the New Testament. Not.

Crit.~]
I say unto you

This formula, very usual with and fitting for the Lord, is of

the utmost force, and frequently denotes something asserted

by himself, which, for special reasons, is neither distinctly

expressed in the Old Testament nor follows by plain de

duction from any other source
;
but which is first brought

forth by his own lips from his secret treasuries of wisdom
and knowledge, so as to make the assent of his hearers rest

on his sole assertion, and to take away, for the future, all ex

cuse from the slow of heart. The prophets were wont to

say in the third person, Thus saith the Lord ; the apostles, It

is written; but Christ in the first person, / say unto you.

Paul, when occasionally obliged to write in the first per

son, expressly limits it to himself, Rom. xii. 3
;

1 Cor. vii.

C, 12. Faith is correlative to / say unto you ; and thus by
this very expression, at the commencement of the New Tes

tament dispensation, faith is made the fundamental point.

Christ appealed but seldoti, except for special reasons, to

passages of Scripture, depending, with great fitness, on his

own authority. Heaven and earth The entire created sys

tem. Pass away The Gr. word cragg/.fy, thus translated,

leaves the manner of this passing away undetermined. Jot

Yod, the smallest letter in the Hebrew alphabet, concerning
which the Hebrew text and margin differ so frequently as to

make it almost immaterial whether it be used or not. The
Hebrew text contains 66,420 yods. In Greek the letter iota is

often either written underneath another or altogether omitted.

Tittle Any appendage to, or portion of a letter, any distin-

.guishing mark between two letters (as that which distinguishes

2, B, from J, K, or -), R, from -j, D), or between two sounds,
as vowel points or accents

;
in short, any thing which in any

way pertains to the declaration or explanation of the Divine

will. In no wise Gr. ou w, which always takes a subjunc
tive mood, and must not be made too emphatic. Comp. ver.

20, 26. Pass away Hence we may infer the completeness
of the Scripture ;

for were it not complete its fulfilment

could never be perceived. From the law (Supply, and the
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pro/Jiets). The minutest part of the law is set up against the

whole ivorld. Till For it is in a new heaven and a new
earth that righteousness dwells, 2 Pet. iii. 13. All The
law. Contrast this with one in the next verse. Be fulfilled

They have been fulfilled by Jesus Christ, and are still being
fulfilled in him and in Christians. They had not been ful

filled previous to His coming. [The apostle Paul is entirely
in harmony with this passage. His writings are full of the

fulfilment of the law, in the same sense with Christ s words
;

rnd his doctrine of its insufficiency and removal refers only to

its power for justification. Mey]
19. Shall break In contrast to shall do, further on. The

scribes, who considered themselves great, used to break the

commandments. The same Greek word occurs in John vii.

23 ; x. 35. These which follow, ver. 22, 28, etc. Least

The commandments, Thou shalt not kill, etc., are not least in

themselves, since the whole law is contained in them
;
but in

asmuch as, properly explained, they rule the most subtle feel

ings and motions of the mind and of the tongue, they seem

least to men, in comparison with other precepts. And and is

used, not or, since teachers is the subject of discussion, ver. 20.

[Every man, in a lower sense, teaches by his acts. No false

teacher has reached such a pitch of folly as to pronounce evil

no evil, and good no good. V. .]
Least Keferring to least

commandment. According as we deal with the Word of God,
God deals with us. John xvii. G, 11

;
Eev. j|i. 10. A little

signifies almost nothing, and so the least may mean none at all.

(They thought anger, for instance, of no consequence) ; comp.
ver. 20. Ye shall in no case enter. The word least here used,

Gr. s^a^iffToc, is different in sense from the least, Gr. iux-

gorsgcs, used in chap. xi. 11. In the kingdom of heaven

Which admits none of the unrighteous. Shall do and teach

These words occur in the same order, Acts i. 1. Shall do

All, ver. 18; for it is not allowed to break even one.

He Emphatic pronoun, comp. chap. vii. 21, note
;
Luke xi.

24; John vii. 18. Great All the commandments are great
ones to him, especially in their scope, ver. 18; therefore lie

shall be called great.

20. Shall exceed Our righteousness, supposing it to satisfy,

could never exceed the requirement of the law. Yet the scribes

and Pharisees, whose righteousness ours should exceed, imagined
theirs to surpass what was needful. Comp. Gr. Kssiffffsvffy, exceed,

v,ith a-so/wto, more thanotjiers, ver. 47, 48, showshowmuch furth^
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than the scribes and Pharisees we should endeavour to reach.

Your righteousness [The order in the best authorities is q &&amp;gt;:a/o-

(WMJ C,u,fi) i/. Tisch., etc.] The pronoun your is emphatically
contrasted with the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees

[which, at that time, was considered the highest, V,
G.~]

Such

righteousness is meant, as is illustrated by vers. 19, 22, etc.

[Moral rectitude, not the righteousness of faith, which would
be unintelligible here

; yet on faith must the true Christian

morality, in contrast with the Pharisaic self-righteousness, rest.

MeyJ] This language in no way makes against the righteous
ness of faith

;
but the language of our Lord, before his glori

fication, holds, as it were, a middle place between the teach

ing of Moses and that of the apostles. Literally, wore than,
that is, more than the righteousness of the scribes. Of the

scribes Jesus does not require the righteousness of his fol

lowers to exceed that (required by the law) of Moses, as if the

law which promised life to those who kept it could have been

faulty ;
for that law was hol}

r

, just, good, and spiritual, Rom.
vii. 12, 14. But their righteousness was to exceed that of the

scribes and Pharisees, who, laying aside the morality, upheld
the ceremonial and judicial power of the law. The Pharisees

laid stress upon traditions
;
the Scribes or Karaites on the letter

of the law, wJiich was continually written and read. T uo

special business of the scribes seems to have been teaching ;

that of the Pharisees, observance. Our Lord does not name
Moses

;
he say^mpersonally it was said. Ye shall in no case

enter chap, xviii. 3
;
John iii. 5 ; 1 Cor. xv. 50.

21. [Christ begins his spiritual exposition of the law with

the second table, containing duties to our neighbour, because

this part of our disposition lies most open to conviction. The
discourse afterwards reaches also the heart s idolatry. Chap.
vi. 24. Stier.

]
Ye have heard Read in public, and without

dissenting. [As the people knew the law only by these public

readings, the expositions of the scribes, which accompanied
them, partook of the authority of the Scripture itself. TholJ]
In the &quot;New Testament teachers are referred to their reading,
the multitude to their hearing, of the law. John xii 34

;

Rom. ii. 13, 18. 3 hat it was said Impersonal; in striking
contrast to, / say unto you. Moses did say this

;
his exposi

tors repeated it, but with an altered meaning ;
the people drew

no distinction between Moses meaning and that of his exposi
tors. In chap. xix. 8, 9, there is an express, but mild contrast

drawn to Moses, Moses suffered you ... 7 say unto you,
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wherein the word 7 is not expressed in the Greek. There
is no discrepancy between Moses and Christ

;
but the Jews had

wandered away both from Moses and Christ. Our Lord s

language did not exceed that of Moses, chap. vii. 12. For lust,

ver. 28, is also forbidden in the law
;
Horn. vii. 7. But the

Lord restored to the law what the scribes had abrogated from

it; and blotted out the fictions they had appended to it. In

the antithesis, But I say unto you, the Saviour simply decides

everything of his own authority (apart from the very existence

of Moses, who, as a servant, yields to his Master), not in the

guise of a lawgiver or of an expositor, but as a Son, declaring
his Father s will

; comp. chap. vii. 21; iii. 17. The law is

perfect ;
whatsoever the Saviour here forbids or enjoins the

law also forbade or enjoined. It judges the secrets of the

heart, Rom. vii. 14, but usually refers to externals, by reason of

the hardness of men s hearts. Therefore it is that our Lord, in

stead of saying,
&quot;

J\foses, however, said unto you&quot; says, &quot;JButI

say unto you&quot;
The Jews in the Pharisees days were in many

respects very differently disposed from those of Moses time.

Them of old time The fathers, in the days of Moses. The
scribes wished to be thought in conformity with the ancient

primitive rule. Antiquity should be upheld ;
but then it must

be genuine antiquity. [It was not in the time of Moses, but

in that of the scribes and Pharisees, that a laxer interpre
tation of the law than that held by the ancients had been intro

duced. As is often done in religious disputings, or in defence

of immorality, they arrayed their very innovations in the false

garb of antiquity. V. G.]
&quot; Them of old time&quot; is contrasted

with,
&quot; I say unto

you&quot;
next verse

;
which shows them to be

the dative, not the ablative case, and therefore we should

translate It was said TO (not by, as Eng. Yer.) them of old

time; and this is the simpler construction. Thou shalt not

kill Our Lord begins with the most obvious command. The

judgment The Hebrew word, rendered in Gr. xgieic, and here

judgment, signified the lower tribunal in the towns, consisting

of twenty-three judges, who had power of life and death. The

dative case, Gr. rf *
s &amp;lt;?/, signifies, in respect of the judgment ;

as in the next verse, ru awsdoiff), of the council, signifies in re

spect of the Sanhedrim, or council
;
the word evokes, criminal

(Eng. Ver., in danger) being taken absolutely.

22. \But I say Of outward acts of violence and murder

he does not even speak ;
for these are unheard of in his king

dom. De IF.]
Whosoever This attacks the laxity sane-
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tioned by the scribes. Is angry At all, either in sudden

passion or in bearing malice. With his brother [Not
merely his fellow Jew, but his fellow man. See Luke x. 29,

seq. Mey.]
This expression shows the unworthiness of anger.

Without a cause This gloss evidently savours of human

origin. [Gr. s/ xJj, which Tisch. omits. So De W., Ols.,

Mey., 4th ed., etc. But the reading is not free from doubt.]
He who is angry without a cause is worse than choleric

;

not even the Pharisees held it right to be angry without a

cause; but even with cause we ought not to be angry. Ter-

tullian says, &quot;God, in commanding us to love our enemies,
forbids our hating even with cause for hatred.&quot; [Yet there

is an anger of holy love in God and in men of God ;
and

perhaps Jesus expressly left room for this, to avoid perplex

ing consciences. StierJ] On the other hand, a magistrate
does right in putting to death those who deserve it

;
and yet

the commandment does not say, Thou shalt not kill without a
cause. /Shall be in danger of the judgment As a murderer,

comp. ver. 21. As he who looketh on a woman, to lucfc after

her, is an adulterer, so he who hateth his brother is a mur
derer. 1 John iii. 15. This verse does not imply three

degrees of human punishment, for it neither appertained to

the judgment (municipal court) nor to the council (Sanhedrim)
to take cognisance of anger, or of the saying Raca. Nor was
the valley of the son of Hinnom a place of punishment at

all, much less of punishment inflicted by any power besides

those cited, less than all of punishment inflicted for saying
Thou fool. Therefore the judgment and the council are

assigned to Anger, and the saying Raca to the first and
second degrees of murder, deserving the first and second

degrees of punishment in hell, (see ver. 30); and hell-fire is

assigned to the third degree of murder, the saying, Thou

fool, and implies a more fiery punishment in hell. There
fore there is here a substitution of the consequence for the

cause
;
that one is in danger of the judgment, the council,

or hell-fire, signifies that he is a murderer in the first, second,
or third degree. The spiritually guilty is described, as re

gards his fault and his punishment, in terms of civil proce
dure. Shall say In thought or in word, once or con

tinually. Raca A word, according to Lightfoot, commonly
used in Hebrew, but untranslatable in Greek. It implies
somewhat more than anger, and less than calling one fool.

[It was used to censure indolence and headlong rashness.

V. GJ\ Chrysostom says that in Syriac it has the force of
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the contemptuous thou. Some derive it from a Syriac word

signifying to spit ; an ancient English version renders it by
the word fie I In Judges ix. 4

;
xi. 3.; 2 Chron. xiii. 7,

ligM persons, vain men, are described by the Hebrew word

Rikim, as James (chap. ii. 20) uses the Gr. xsvs. vain

man! \_Raca is probably from a root meaning to be thin;
and was a term of reproach, equal to stupid. TIiol, etc.]
Even the trivial expressions and common manners of men
require special rebuke. See ver. 34, 35, etc. ; 1 Cor. xv. 32

;

Jas. ii. 3
;
iv. 13. The council The highest national tribunal,

at Jerusalem, consisting of seventy-two judges, and decreeing
the severer punishments. Thou fool A most bitter taunt,

[and one still too common, comp. ver. 34. V. 0.] denying
one the possession of reason, without which he is incurable

and pitiable. Comp. note on have lost its savour, ver. 13.

The Sept. use the word (/-^oc) very sparingly, the Son of

Sirach often. [It is used here and often in a moral sense.

Comp. Ps. xiv. 1. Mey.~\ Shall be in danger of hell-fire

lit., shall be liable to the Gehenna of fire ; an elliptic ex

pression for, shall be liable to be consigned to the valley of

Hinnom, where carrion and unburied corpses lay, and were

afterwards burnt. [And where the idolatrous Israelites offered

their children to Moloch. Mey.~\ The word Gehenna does

not occur in the Sept. In the New Testament it is used by
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and James

;
not by John, Paul, Peter,

or Jude. As to the fire of Gehenna, see Jer. vii. 31, 32, etc.

23. Therefore if It is not said that reconciliation only
then becomes necessary ;

for the word there implies that it

should have been remembered before
;

but the meaning is

this,
&quot; Whatever you may be about, the best, the holiest,

the most important business, leave all till you are reconciled

to your brother.&quot; Eph. iv. 26. They, for instance, are wrong
who only make up quarrels with their brethren when desirous

of receiving the Lord s Supper ;
but when about to enter on

a holy act, reconciliation and self-examination as regards it

become especially necessary. To And, further on, before the

altar ;
for to offer the sacrifice on the altar was the priest s

function. And there rememberest The word of God inter

prets the deepest springs of the human heart. The remem
brance of points wherein we have offended is more apt to

recur to our minds amidst the exercises of religion than in the

turmoil of business. Thy brother hath ought As offended

by thee. [It is not enough to say, / have nought against him,

and so justify myself. Stier.&quot;\
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24. Go thy ivay, first Opposed to Then, having come, (Eng.
Ver. come.} Be reconciled to thy brother That thou mayest
be reconciled to God. Come [Yet the important thing is

to go to thy brother, not with the feet, but with the heart.

August, in Thai.] Not return, for the first coming was vain.

25. Agree with lit. be friendly. Court kindness by
active kindness. Thine adversary To whom thou art in

debted, comp. ver. 26. Parabolical language, specially apply

ing to an adversary who carries his resentment beyond the

grave. Quickly The pride of the human heart is slow to

deprecate and appease wrath. In the way To the tribunal.

With him The plaintiff himself used to arrest the de

fendant. Deliver Great is the power of the adversary.

God, as judge, prosecutes the plaintiff s claim. Into prison
Where thy person is pledged for the satisfaction of the debt.

26. The debtor is abandoned to himself, chap, xviii. 34.

It is singular that those who infer hence the power of paying,
should lay more stress on the word until than on the last

farthing. The last So justice demands all; no farthing

more, no farthing less than what thou owest. [Oh, vain and
delusive persuasion of the natural man, that God will not be

strict in requiring His debts. Unless some remission interpose
to remove his immeasurable sins, the utmost avarice of man
can show no such rigour as the Divine justice must right

eously and deservedly enforce, V. G] Farthing The Greek
word is adopted from the Latin, as expressing the name of a

Latin coin.

27. It was said Murder and adultery are sins against our

neighbours as well as revenge ;
therefore the words &quot;

by (to)

them of old
time,&quot; ver. 21, though not repeated, are understood

in verses 27, 31, 38, 43. [The common text has them, ro%

app/a/o/g, in this verse
;
but Beng. properly omits them. Tisch.,

etc.] They are expressed, however, in ver. 33, when swearing,
and therefore duty towards God, is being considered.

28. Looketh Refer this to the eye, next verse. On The

particle determines the character of the looking. A Iready
In the very act of looking. [For God beholds the heart, in

which, alas ! what thoughts will not arise, F&quot;. GJ\
29. [And if Unconditional self-renunciation is demanded,

in order to escape such inward adultery. Better to lose the

dearest thing of earthly life, that which it is hardest to sacri

fice, than to be seduced by it into sin, and so be lost. This

thought is expressed figuratively, by the eye and the hand.
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Mey.~\ JKighl From the right hand being the most service

able and precious, the idea is carried on to the eye and the

foot. Zech. xi. 17; Ex. xxix. 20. Offend thee By lustful

looks, as the right hand by evil actions. Pluck it out Not
the eye, but the offending eye (the offence it gives.) That is,

undergo every possible hardship till it cease to cause thee

offence. It is not the organ itself, but the concupiscence

actuating it, which is referred to. In sins of sight lust is the

ruling spirit of the eye ;
even as, further on, the body is used

to signify the entire man (body and spirit.) He who averts

his gaze so as to avoid offence of the eye, virtually blinds him
self. On the other hand, a man might actually pluck out his

eye, and still indulge lust at heart. A like phrase is that in

Col. iii. 5
; Mortify, (put to death,) your members, etc. A

negative is often expressed by the affirmation of its opposite,
ver. 39, 40

; chap. vi. 17. Cast Earnestly. This word

corresponds with be cast, at the end of the verse. It is pro

fitable For thy salvation. Not only is it harmless, but it

shall be glorious. Should perish True self-denial must not

stop short even at the loss of an eye ;
this is so essential, that

unless sin can be removed from sight, it were better to be

deprived of an eye, than to sin while retaining it. An eye

actually plucked out. (as for instance in a case of martyrdom),
is restored in the resurrection. One To neglect mortifying
a single member, (as for instance, appetite,) proves the destruc

tion of many. Whole When one member sins, the whole man
sins with it, and incurs penalty. Hell Of eternal fire, see

chap, xviii. 8, 9, etc. [He who embraces this saying in all

its rigour will find the way of life through many such morti

fications. They ever begin anew, advancing from hand to

arm, from arm to heart, till all the members, even the ivhole

body is given up, to save it from being cast as the body of &in

into hell. Such dying attains true life. Siier.~\

30. Hand The subject is carried on from sight to action.

[Instead of be cast into hell, Gr. (3hr,dff tig ysswav, should be

read here depart to hell, tk yhwow uriXfy. Tisch., A If., etc.]

31. Whosoever shall put away They looked upon divorce

as an arbitrary matter. [Let him give her, is a permission, not

a command. V. GJ\ A divorce A writing of divorcement.

A metonymy. So chap. xix. 7, and the Sept. [As if Moses

had had nothing in view but certain formalities. V. G.]

32. For the cause The word thus translated implies a valid

reason. [Adultery is a sufficient ground of divorce, as being
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an actual breaking of the marriage tie, De W., etc. These

words, saving for the cause, etc., apply also to the second

clause, and whosoever marrieth, etc., F.
6r.] Causeth her to

commit adultery By another marriage, which the divorce

permit her to contract. That is
t
divorced In the lax way

the scribes permitted.
33. Perform lit. render. Therefore to fail in a promise is

toforswear oneself; for which reason Christ particularly forbids

promissory oaths
;
since men thus attempt to give assurance

concerning the future which is not in their power. See ver.

36. The oaths taken by righteous men, which Moses men
tions, generally refer to affirmations, and very rarely to pro
mises. And true men are more apt to forswear themselves as

to the future than the past. Wherefore the Romans, with good
reason, preferred administering an oath to a retiring than to an

incoming functionary. Oaths Things promised by oath.

34. Swear not at all The at all refers both to true and
false swearing ;

but is not a universal prohibition of all

swearing. For the right use of an oath is not only a matter

of permission in the law, like a divorce, but of appointment,
which is not destroyed by Christ, ver. 17. The abuse of oaths

was very general among the Jews, as appears from the for

mulas here cited, while their legitimate use was lost sight of
;

nor was he considered a perjurer who swore falsely by any
created thing. In Elle Schemoth Rabba (a Rabbinical com

mentary on the book of Exodus), sect. 44, the following decision

of the Jews is to be found : As heaven and earth shall pass

away, so an oath taken by them shall pass away. Our Lord s

prohibition evidently tends to the removal of the gross abuse,
and the restoration of the proper use of such an institution.

Many of the early Christians took this injunction literally,

and thus were encouraged in refusing heathen oaths. See,

however, Rev. x. 6
;
Jer. xxiii. 8 : and Isa. xlv. 23, a passage

referring to New Testament times. The danger in present
times is, of there being too few true oaths among the many,
and too few needful among the true, and too few frank, cheer

ful, holy, and useful among the needful. Many are taken for

purposes of show, of calumny, or of silencing reasonable sus

picions. By That by which one swears is pledged, and there

fore should be in the swearer s power. The false swearer is

guilty of sacrilege, ver. 34, 36. Therefore I may not swear

by God, for it is equivalent to wishing myself abandoned by
liiin if my oath prove false ; and this is not a thing in my
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own power. But we must swear in the way established in

the law of God itself by invocation of the name of God.
Even in using the common form so help me God, we should

emphasise the word God, and not use it in the sense of swear

ing by God. At least this interpretation is in the swearer s

favour, and simplifies the matter. [It is better to say that

Christ, for his kingdom, forbids all swearing. A complete

Christianity excludes it, as the Christian s consciousness of

God s living presence makes his yea and nay as reliable as

oaths can be. If they must be tolerated now, in the relation

the Church bears to the world, it is a concession to outward

constraint, and with a view to their ultimate extirpation.

Ols., Mey^\ Heaven How much graver the sin of those

who swear by God himself ! Throne How great the majesty
of God ! The whole heaven comprehendeth him not ;

but

in heaven his glory is most widely manifested.

35. By lit. upon, different from the previous by, lit. in.

They were wont to invoke the highest blessings on the city of

Jerusalem
;
so the sense of such a form of oath would be, by

the safety of the city, so may it befall the city, as The city

a royal abode, of the Great King. [The article points to

his supremacy. Not. CritJ\ Ps. xlviii. 3, that is, of the

Messiah, whom heaven and earth (ver. 34, 35), obey. It

was right he should thus speak of himself, chap. ix. 38
;

xxii. 43.

36. Head And their sin is greater, who swear by their

life or their soul. Make one hair white or black The dye of

human art is not true whiteness or blackness. Neither one of

his hairs, nor its colour is in a man s power. [The general
sense is, Thou shalt swear by none of these things ;

for such

oaths are no less solemn than an oath by God ;
because of the

relation these things bear to Him. Meyl\
37. Your communication Your daily, ordinary discourse.

Yea, yea, nay, nay Let your yea be the yea of fact, your

nay the nay of fact. [The more sincerely we speak, the more

simply may we speak, for others will learn to believe our

word alone. Stier.] Comp. 2 Cor. i. 17, 18
;
James v. 12,

note. More lit., in excess of excess is faulty. Of evil

Not, of the evil one. See ver. 39.

38. An eye for an eye Supply, thou shalt require; Exod.

xxi. 24. Retaliation was the most suitable punishment, as

well in cases of theft or murder, as in injuries ranging between

these decrees. Lev. xxiv. 20. Mutilation was freouent as a
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punishment, even wnen not a retaliative one
; why riot then

as retaliation too ? Comp. Judges i. 7. [The scribes con

ceded to private revenge what was permitted to the magistrates
as civil penalty. F.

&amp;lt;?.]

Punishment would prove more effi

cacious, if the judgment of man did not fall so short of the

wisdom, justice, and severity of the law of God.
39. That ye resist not Retaliation is a resisting of evil [in

the strict etymological sense. Ed.~\ Bat Our Lord cites

instances of private, judicial, and civil injury, ver. 30-41.
Shall smite The word thus translated properly means to strike

with rods
;
but the mention of the cheek seems to imply that

a blow with the open hand is here meant. Thy right cheek

Or the left either. See Luke vi. 29. A synecdoche. Turn
It is sometimes well to do so actually. [Which spiritual

prudence teaches the children of God when to do. Christ s

words are the words, not of human, natural life, but of eter

nal life. Things which appear foolish to the world have a

different aspect in life eternal. F. 6?.] The world says the

opposite,
&quot; Prove thy courage by a duel.&quot; All who can

should resist such an evil as this, and to the best of their

power to oppose this disgrace to the Christian name. One
murderer in a duel involves the whole (Christian) camp in his

guilt. Some so far dilute and explain away the doctrines here

laid down by our Saviour, as to bring their righteousness to

as low, if not to a lower level than that of the scribes and
Pharisees. [Yet Christ, by his own conduct when smitten,

John xviii. 23, teaches us not to understand them too literally.

Comp. Acts xxiii. 2-4. Thol. The Spirit of Jesus in the

heart is the best interpreter.]
40. Coat lit. tunic, or under garment. Cloak or upper

garment. These two words are transposed in Luke vi. 29.

As in the same chapter, the grapes and the figs are transposed.

Comp. Luke vi. 44, with Matt. vii. 16. The sense remains

the same : give up both. The cloak was more valuable than

the coat. Mark xiii. 16.

41. Compel The word ayyaozvfci thus translated, is of

Persian origin. This compulsion was permitted to persons

travelling on public business.

42. Give As God gives. Luke xi. 10. To him that

asketh Who is desirous of, without having just claim to, a

gift. [What! a knife to the murderer? No. The Spirit
teaches the exception. Thus the broad, plain terms of our

Saviour s popular language count everywhere upon the Spirit
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for an interpreter, and are not otherwise to be understood.

Thol.~\ Him that would Even though he venture not to

importune thee. Turn not thou away Even under a good

pretext.
43. Thy neighbour Gataker remarks, that in Sophocles

and Aristotle the term neighbour is used for fellow-man, in

general. And hate thine enemy [A villainous gloss!

V. G.] The Jews strained to this effect some command

respecting their treatment of accursed nations, such as in

Deut. xxiii. 6, for they had been commanded to love even

their enemies.

44. Love, bless, do good to, pray for Of these four clauses

the second and third are not found in some of the ancient

copies ;
the second is wanting in the Vulgate, the third in

Tertullian, (De Patentid, chap, vi) They should all be read,

though the third is comprised in the first, and the second in

the fourth
;
for which reason Luke transposes the second and

third. [Tisch. reads, But I say unto you, Love your enemies,

and pray for them that persecute you ; omitting the rest in the

Greek, with the most ancient authorities. So A If. But Mey.
and others retain part or all.] The word love recurs in ver.

46, and the word salute, ver. 47, corresponds with the word
bless here. Despitefully use you The exact meaning of the

word thus translated, (eKyziufyvrw), is to inflict an injury
rather for another s hurt than for one s own advantage.
Therefore it is a sign of great hatred. The antithesis is

striking, pray for such. Seek by your prayers to obtain good
for those who spoil you of your goods.

45. That ye may be lit., may become. In loving their

enemies they become sons of God, though God was already
their Father before. Sons become sons, as disciples become

disciples. See John xv. 8. The God of Israel became the

God of Israel, 2 Sam. vii. 24. God s condescension is great
in deigning to invite his sons to resemble him. Because The
sense in which God is to be imitated. As God treats and

directs us, so should we treat and direct each other. His sun

A magnificent epithet. He made and rules the sun, and

holds it in his sole power. To rise sendeth rain It is a

pious use, instead of speaking impersonally, it rains, it thun

ders, to speak of the acts of nature as sent from God. See

chap. vi. 26, 30 ; Job XXXVL 27, 28
; chaps, xxxvii.-xli ;

Ps. civ., etc. Rain a great blessing.

46. What reward God seeks occasion for conferring a
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reward upon us. Publicans Who turn everything to gain,
but have none in heaven. [These were under-revenue-officers,
Gr. T&XMKI, both Jews and foreigners, who, under Roman
farmers of the customs, exercised much petty tyranny, and
became thoroughly hated by the Jews. Winer., ii. p. 739.]

47. If ye. salute Corresponding with bless, ver. 4-4. The
verb love is repeated in ver. 46, from ver. 44

;
but as the

heathen do not bless and pray, the word salute is put here

instead of blessing and praying. Your brethren [Some of

Bengel s editions of the text read friends, GiXovg for brethren,

&amp;lt;x3sXpoug. But the common text is right. Tisch., etc.]
The

publicans [Properly, the heathen, Gr. sQvixoi. Tisch.] The

publicans study their own interest. The heathen, too, perform
kind offices to their neighbours and friends, and still more so

to their brethren. Therefore the publicans are mentioned in

ver. 46, and the heathen in ver. 47. What do ye more ? lit.,

What surpassing deed do ye, specially befitting sons of God ?

[He has no right to feel secure who does nothing more than

the everyday doings of ordinary men. F. G.]
48. Ye Beyond them. Perfect In love to all mankind.

Col. iii. 14. [Nothing less than perfection can fully accom

plish one of these commands of Jesus.
Ols.~\

CHAPTER VI.

1. Take heed [Many read, but take heed, Gr. &, etc. So

Tisch.~\ Take heed to thyself Gr. a-coV^s GSU-JTU, was a fre

quent exhortation with the early Christians ;
for so the Sept.

rendered the Hebrew &quot;iftt^iT ta^e heed, which occurs frequently
in Deuteronomy. [Many dangers menace us from our own

hearts, from Satan and from the world, F.
.]

Your alms

Properly, your righteousness [5/xoc/oou^v, the true reading ;

not aims, i\si)f&offvvvivt
as Rec. Text. So Tisch., Alf., etc.]

Righteousness The treatment of the clauses which follow re

specting almsgiving, praying, and fasting, shows a parallelism,

which, on comparison, proves the warning in this verse not to

be limited to almsgiving, but to apply to all three religious

offices. The intention of this general proposition is to set

forth true righteousness. Chap. v. 6, 10, 20; chap. vi. 33.

And the reading here given accords with that intention.

Others, (and amongst them Eng. Vers.), read alms. Righteous
ness is a whole

; comp. note on chap. v. 6. Three of its parts
follow almsgiving, as our principal duty to our neighbour;
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praying, as our duty towards God, ver. 5
; fasting, as our

duty towards ourselves, ver. 16. These three directions of

duty, to our neighbour, to our God, and to ourselves, are often

referred to in Scripture. [Bom. ii. 21, 22; vii. 12
; xix. 17;

1 Cor. vi. 11
;

xiii. 5, 6, 13
; EpL v. 9

;
1 Tim. i. 13

;
Tit.

i. 8; ii. 12; Heb. xii. 12, 14.] To le seen As a spectacle.
Gr. factorial. The word theatre, and hypocrite, ver. 2. are

cognate in signification.

2. Do not sound a trumpet before thee The affected and

arrogant ostentation of actually blowing a trumpet before

them was not repugnant to the notions of the hypocrites

among the Jews. Comp. v. 5, 16. The sounding of a trum

pet might have been for the purpose of summoning the poor ;

but hypocrisy turned it into a means of ostentation. [Rabbi
Abba is held up as a pattern in the Talmud. To avoid sham

ing the poor, he carried a bag of alms on his back, from which

they might help themselves ! This ostentatious spirit is for

bidden under the figure of a trumpet. Thol. But perhaps
not a mere figure, but an otherwise unknown Pharisaic cus

tom; for our Lord is here drawing hypocrites from the life.

Stier.~\ Hypocrites Hypocrisy is a mixture of evil disposi
tion with holy appearance, whereby a man deceives others, and
sometimes even deceives himself. Verily Jesus knows the

secret judgment of God. They have their reward A metony
my of the antecedent for the consequent ; equivalent to : They
shall receive no reward from their Father in heaven. [They
have their reward, the praise of men. V. G. To do alms in

secret is to offer a double sacrifice.
Q.~\

3. Let not thy left hand know So far from sounding a,

trumpet, avoid even reflecting on the good you may do.

4. In secret The godly shine, although themselves unseen.

Tliy Father-^D Espagne remarks that to say My Father, in

the singular number, was peculiarly suited to the only-begotten
Son. But Thy Father, as here, is only said in the singular,

of the faithful
; and, Father, or, Our Father, by the faithful.

Comp. John xx. 17. In secret He both is in secret, acts in

secret, and approves things done in secret. Himself shall re

ward This statement, even if the av-oc, himself, be, as many
think, unauthentic, indicates God and not man as the source

of reward. This reward is certain, ver. 1. The word himself,
in this place, and openly, in ver. 1, 4, 6, 18, seem to have been

added, to prevent the erroneous interpretation, in secret, sJiall

reward you. [Tisch. retains himself, avrlg, which is of very
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doubtful authority; and properly omits openly, sv r $avs*f.
So too A If., Mey.]

5. They love And therefore are wont. Corners Where
streets meet. Standing To be better seen. [Standing was
the usual posture, and this favoured their ostentation. De
W., Mey.}

6. In secret God both is in secret and sees in secret.

[Openly. Again omitted by Tlsch., on strong evidence.

Mey., AJf. retain it. The heart is the closet to which we
should retire, and shut the door, even in public prayer. $.]

7. Use not vain repetitions, Gr. /^ /SarroAcy^ff^rs Gataker

instances from antiquity many persons named Battus, known
and thus called from their stuttering, and so reiterating their

words, Hesychius gives j8arroX.oy/a agyoXoyia, vain talking,

axa/eoXoy/a, unseasonable talking ; and considers the word to

have arisen from its imitation of the sound of stuttering.
Hence /SarroXoysw here has the same meaning as the word

croX,uXoy/a, much speaking, which presently occurs, and signi
fies the continual reiterations which a stammerer uses in endea

vouring to correct one utterance by another. A s the heathen

In all things, the practice of hypocrites must be avoided
;

in praying, that of the heathen too. For their much speaking

lit., while they speak much They consider many words
needful to inform their deities, and to enable them to hear at

one time if they do not at another. In contrast with this

comp., Your Father knoiveth, ver. 8. Much speaking The
same word occurs in the Sept., Prov. x. 19. Ammonius de

fines fjt.a.KPoXo yog as one who speaks much concerning few

things, TT&XuX^oc, as one who speaks much concerning many
things. Christ, however, commands us to pray even for

many things in few words, ver. 9, 10, etc. [Let there be not

much speaking, yet much prayer ; not superfluous words, but a

continual pious affection of heart. August, in Mey. Christ

passed whole nights in prayer, and prayed in the same words

repeatedly in his agony in the garden. But number and

length are not to be made a point of observance. AlfJ]
8. Before ye ask him Therefore let us pray as an act of

worship, not to inform the Father.

9. After this manner Lit, Thus ; that is, in these words, to

this effect ; with a brief invocation of the Father, and a brief

enumeration of our needs. Such a prayer, sincerely offered,

is sufficient. Thus should we pray in effect, using one part or

another as suits with our wants
j
but thus, too, should we
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pray in words. For this form of prayer is the very contrast

to &quot; much speaking,&quot;
uses words most suited to our circum

stances, and presents so perfectly wise an arrangement, and

such a wondrous fulness in its brevity, as to contain, if we
examine it, a summary of this whole sermon of our Lord.

The subject-matter of this prayer forms the foundation of the

whole First Epistle of Peter. See 1 Pet. i. 3, note. [As a

whole, the Lord s prayer is one thought, the desire for God s

kingdom, into which all the prayers of his children may be re

solved. Luther well says that the Christian prays an everlasting

Lord s prayer ;
his whole desire centering in God s kingdom.

Ols.~\
Our Each son of God prays for all the rest

;
but their

united prayers are commended as better than prayers for self

alone by this little word. Chap, xviii. 19. Father An invo

cation never used in the Old Testament
;

for the instances

adduced by Lightfoot are either not in point, or modern, and

only prove that the Jews called God a Father in heaven
;
to

which formula Christ here first gives real life. It is the glory
of the faithful under the New Testament dispensation to pray
thus. Here the foundation of prayer in the name of Christ is

laid. John xvi. 23. He who can call upon this father can

pray for all things. Which art in heaven that is, Greatest

and Best ! \_Maxime et optime 1 The Latin invocation to

Jupiter.] Chap. vii. 11. Lit. Which art in the heavens. In
ver. 10, heaven is in the singular number. Nor is this

variation (otherwise frequent ;
see chap. xxii. 30

j
xxiv. 36)

without good grounds. Heaven means that place where the

Father s will is done by all who minister to him. The heavens

mean the entire creation, comprehending and including heaven.

Comp. Luke ii. 14, note. Hallowed -There are seven peti

tions, divisible into two classes
;
the first class comprises the

first three petitions, reft rring to our Father thy name, thy

kingdom, thy will
;
the second class consists of the four last

petitions, which concern ourselves. In the former, we set forth

our sense of sonship, recognising the right, the worthiness,
and the good-pleasure of God, like the angels in their praises,
Luke ii. 14

;
but in the latter we both sow and reap. Both

classes of petition display the efforts of the sons of God to rise

from earth towards heaven, or to draw down heaven to earth.

The first petition is for the hallowing of God our Father s

name. God is holy, as being God
;
therefore his name is hal

lowed in our acknowledging, worshipping, and glorifying him
as he is. The imperative mood, has the same force here as in

VOL. I. o
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the two next petitions, namely, that of entreaty, not of mere

ascription of praise. [Name Thy divinity, thy complete

being, as the object of human thought and worship. So the

name of Jehovah. Ps. v. 11
;

ix. 10, etc. Mey.]
10. Thy kingdom See note, chap. iv. 17. The hallowing

of God s name is in some sort introduced from the Old Testa

ment into the New, for us to continue and promote it. But
the coming of God s kingdom is, in a certain sense, peculiar to

the New Testament. Therefore comp. Rev. iv. 8
;

v. 10, with

both these petitions. [This petition includes both the spread
of Messiah s kingdom, and his final victorious coming to judg
ment. The two are inseparable, for the more Christ becomes
ruler in humanity, the closer comes the consummation. ThoL
If we really desire his kingdom, we should be able to expect it

with confidence. Q. Comp. 1 John ii. 28.] Thy will Jesus

always kept in view the accomplishment of the Father s will,

both in himself and in us, chap. vii. 21
;

xii. 50. As The

following extract is from the Romish Catechism :

&quot; It will be

the duty of the pastor to instruct believers, that the words in

earth as in heaven may bear reference to each of the three first

petitions, as, Hallowed be thy name in earth as in heaven
;

thy kingdom come in earth as in heaven
; thy will be done

in earth as in heaven.&quot; The manuscripts, however, which
omit thy will be done, from St Luke s Gospel, also omit the

in earth as in heaven. In heaven There is no prayer here

that God s will may be done in heaven
;
but the way in which

it is done in heaven is taken as the pattern for its doing in

earth, where all other things are so differently done.

11. This day Luke xi. 3 has day by day. Each day that

comes we speak of as to-day. Our confidence and satisfaction

are thus expressed. See James ii. 15. Comp. Prov. xxx. 8.

Thus was the manna given. Our Earthly. Our spiritual

bread is the bread of God, i.e..,
from God and of God. Daily

The phrase d-o r^c, ewjgyjs, means on the day after; the word
is compounded of \&amp;lt;zl and /oD&amp;lt;ra

;
for if from /.,/, to be, or

from o jff/a, being, it would be evo jffios, in the same way as

faovo&viost etc.
;
since evi loses the / when compounded with

ioriv. Our heavenly Father gives for every day what every

day requires ;
nor is it necessary that he should give earlier.

This most providential paternal distribution infers the expres
sion for the coming day, which implies that our necessities

and our heavenly Father s bounty alike continue as well from

day to day as from year to year. Comp. 2 Kings xxv. 30
;
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Acts vi. 1. Bread, sustenance, as a whole, is provided for us

through our whole life, but its distribution is from day to day.
The word sviovGug implies both these. The sustenance neces

sary for me to-day need not have been given me yesterday,
but to-day ;

and that necessary for to-morrow is given soon

enough if given to-morrow. Therefore the word JaYo^tr/og has

a wider sense, both in reference to the past and the future,

than for the following day. [This very difficult word is still

explained by many as by Beng. above
; esp. Mey. But the

better derivation is from sifl and ouff/a, the bread required or

proper for our sustenance, the needed or sufficient bread. Our

daily bread, says Augustine, includes all that soul and body
need in this life. ThoL, A If. Our points to needful labour,

Gen. iii. 19, without which we eat not our own bread, but

another s
;
and to the duty of communication and fellowship,

since our prays not for self alone, but equally for all. Stierl\
Bread Bodily nourishment. Verses 19 and 25 show that

the disciples were not as yet raised above the anxieties of life.

This short petition is contrasted with the much speaking of

the heathen, which generally had the same object in view, and

comes first of the petitions which refer to ourselves, inasmuch

as physical comes before spiritual life. Every need we can

have is included in this entreaty.

12. And The three remaining petitions bear reference tc

the commencement, course, and end of spiritual life in the

world. And those who utter them confess not only their neces

sity, but also their guilt, their dangers, and their difficulties.

Once these are removed, God is all in all to them, through
the first three petitions. Debts Ver. 14 has trespasses; Luke
xi. 4, sins. Comp. Matt, xviii. 24. [We ought not merely to

pray generally for deliverance from the guilt contracted by our

sins
;
but whoever offends God in this or any other peculiar

manner, is bound also specially to acknowledge and entreat de

liverance from such offences, and so to give the honour due to

him. V.G.] As Before, it was as in heaven so in earth, but

here it is as in earth so in heaven. [As we forgive, Gr. dpit/j,tv ;

but Tisch. reads have forgiven, u&amp;lt;pi}x.a(j*iv.
So Mey., etc. Im

plying that the forgiveness of others is complete before we

approach the throne of grace. Alf. He asks eternal ven

geance on himself, who offers this prayer with hatred in his

heart. Q.]
13. Lead us not into Temptation is ever in our way.

Therefore we pray not that it may cease to exist, but that it
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may not assail or vanquish us; chap. xxvi. 41
;

1 Cor. x. 13.

But The sixth and seventh petitions are so closely connected

as to make many regard them as one. Deliver 2 Tim. iv.

18, from the evil one, Satan. Chap. xiii. 19, 38. [The Temp
ter, V. 6r., Me?/., De IF&quot;., etc., but this seems quite inappro

priate here. Better as our version, from evil in general, in its

widest sense
;
a seventh petition, reaching far beyond the last.

So ThoL, Stier, A If.]
For thine is the kingdom and the poicw

and the glory, for ever. Amen. The purpose of the Lord s

prayer is to teach us to ask, in few words, for what we need
;

ver. 8. And the prayer itself, even without the doxology,

partakes of the fulness of Divine praise. For in it our heavenly
Father is glorified, by our invocation of him as our heavenly

Father, by our entreaty from him of so great blessings, by
our referring all things unto him alone. We celebrate him

now, however, in such a way as should content pilgrims and

warriors. When the whole assembly of the sons of God shall

have reached the goal of their journey, their prayer will turn

to praise in heaven. Hallowed be the name of our God; his

kingdom is come, his will is done ; he hath forgiven us our tres

passes; he hath destroyed temptation, he hath delivered us from
evil ; his is the kingdom the power and the glory for ever. Amen.
A prayer was more suitable than a hymn, particularly at the

time when our Lord appointed this prayer to his disciples.

Jesus \vas not yet glorified ; his disciples had not yet grasped
the whole fulness of these entreaties, and still less the degree
of gratitude which they call for. In fine, no one denies the

whole tendency of this clause to be pious, holy, and consistent

with the many ascriptions of praise which occur in Scripture ;

but the question is, did our Lord appoint this doxology in

this passage and in these words 1 Honest criticism cares little,

in more disputed cases, what the readings may be of Greek

manuscripts generally, which are in fact fewer in number and

later in date than most persons imagine. The point is rather,

what was the reading of the first Greek manuscripts, and so

of the author 1 The Latin Vulgate, which does not contain the

passage, stands and will ever stand nearest to the source of

antiquity; but it takes a long time to become convinced of the

force of this testimony. The evidence, however, of some
Greek manuscripts, excellent if not numerous, confirms the

Vulgate in its omission. [Bengel refers to his Appar. Crit.,

where the question is discussed at length, but with caution.

The doxology is certainly an insertion into the text, probably
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from an ancient liturgy ;
is unsupported by ancient authorities,

and interrupts the connexion of the thought. It is omitted

by Tisch., and all editors.]

14. For The reference is to ver. 12. Observe the impor
tance of forgiving our fellow-men. The fifth only of the seven

petitions has a condition annexed, as we forgive; and therefore

a reason is given for its annexation.

15. Their trespasses The copies which omit these words

imply that the trespasses of fellow-men against us are as

nothing in comparison with our trespasses against God.
Some Latin commentators also omit the word men. [Tisch.
omits their trespasses, roe. Ta0T-w,a&amp;lt;ra avruv j but Mey. and

Alf. with more reason retain
it.]

16. When ye fast Fasting also ought to be a matter of im

portance with us
;

it is no part of the ceremonial law. [The
essence of piety is the inward reference of the whole life to God.

This thought that God himself must be the end of human

striving, is the thread by which the different sayings are con

nected, from here to the end of the chapter. Ols.~\ They
disfigure By neglecting daily care of their person, washing,

anointing, etc. A striking oxymoron in the Gr. apa^^r/jcT/,

&amp;lt;potvu8it they disfigure, that they IQ&J figure.
17. Anoint . . . wash The middle voice. Anoint and wash

in private. The Jews used unguents on festive occasions.

[The sense is, abstain from over severity. V. 6r.]

18. Unto thy Father Supply, mayest be manifest. [The
word openly in this verse is spurious. See ver. 6. Tisch., etc.]

19. Where On earth. This has a causative force, equiva
lent to, because there. [Many men live in such a way as to justify
the idea that their only use on earth is to amass riches. V. GJ]

20. Rust As coupled with moth, rust is meant to signify

every injurious quality whereby a thing can be rendered useless.

[Gr. (3susig, which Thol. explains by decay. Alf. well renders,

the ivear and tear of time, which destroys the fairest posses

sions.] And thieves break through And thus steal.

21. Your treasure . . . your heart Some read thy treasure

thy heart. The objects which follow are in the singular num
ber, those which precede, with which this verse is connected,
in the plural ;

for which reason, the plural number is retained.

[The singular is much better supported, and is adopted by
Tisch., Alf., etc.] Whatsoever you collect is called your trea

sure, Luke xii. 34. Will be In heaven or on earth, as is

natural.
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22-23. The eye This (not the light of the body. Ed.} is the

subject of the proposition. [That is, we should read, The eye

is the light of the body. A capacity for receiving light im

plies a partaking of the nature of light. Gbthe says, with

profound truth, &quot;Were thine eye not sunny, how could it ever

see the sun ?&quot; Ols.] If therefore The particle therefore be

longs to the argument, and though easily omitted by some,

cannot but be implied. We need not delay to discuss the

point. [By the eye, Christ means whatever rational insight

remains in men since the fall. Calv. The Greeks called the

understanding voug, the light in men
;
and Solomon yet more

truly says, the spirit of man is the candle of the Lord, search

ing all the inward parts. Prov. xx. 27. Stier.
] Single (or

simple). The word simple is never used in the Scripture in a

bad sense
;

it only means, good, intent on heaven, on God.

It is opposed to two (masters), ver. 24. What is figuratively

set forth in this and the following verse is declared in plain

words further on. Full of light As if all eye.

23. Evil Cunning, double, shifting, jaundiced by selfishness.

The light Which should be there. How great As great as

the body itself. That darkness How great must darkness of

the whole body be ! [For when the pilot is drowned, the light

quenched, and the captain taken prisoner, what hope is left

the crew 1 Chrysostom in Thol.~\

24. Serve (With all one s might. V. G.)be a slave to.

[Serve must be taken in its fullest sense
;
for in the common

usage of the word, a man may serve two masters, dividing his

time between them. De W.] Masters Both God and mam
mon indeed exercise mastery over their own, but in very dif

ferent ways. For either Each part of this disjunctive has

the word and used with the consequential force of and so.

The heart of man can never be so independent as to serve

neither God nor mammon ;
nor can it serve both together.

[Although many fancy they know how to combine both ser

vices. V.
6?.]

For it either remains in its natural state of

enmity against God, or arrays itself on God s side. If the

former, then (and) it cannot but love mammon ;
if the latter,

then (and) it cannot but despise mammon ;
and vice versa.

[The frequent explanation, will prefer one to the other, is far

too weak. The two masters differ essentially; one must be

loved and the other hated : there is no middle relation, nor

can man s unity of nature be divided between them. Mey.,

A
If.]

And our love and zeal will go with our service; see
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ver. 21. Serve God Described in Luke xii. 35, 3G. [The
servants of mammon, according to their natural instincts, hate

Him who alone is good. V. G.] Mammon It is not only
wealth which he thus designates, but worldly things, however

few in number. See next verse. [And even most needful

things, see ver. 32. If then even such service of mammon
hinders our serving God, what must the service itself be, but

to be borne along in a full and unintermitting love and rever

ence for him 1 V. GJ\ Augustine remarks that gain was

called mammon by the Phoenicians and Chaldeans.

25. Take no thought for [Gr. /&nj (Aiv^ars, be not distracted

with care, etc. Our version exaggerates the command. Alf.]
The disciples had given up all things that could have caused

them anxiety. Life Gr. Yvyji, soul [principle of life in the

body. Mey.~\ The life of the body is sustained by the food

which the body receives ; the body alone is protected by

clothing. What ye shall drink These words may, with

equal facility, have been omitted by copyists, or inferred by
readers. Ver. 31 requires the express mention of drinking,
more than the present verse. For in ver 31, the anxious are

represented as speaking, while here the language is the Lord s

own. The life the body Which God hath given, and for

which he careth. There is nought common or paltry enough
for his omniscience to neglect. V. 6r.]

26-28. The fowls of the air the lilies of the field For

which men care nothing, and which they often even perse
cute

;
for instance, the ravens, Luke xii. 24. [The ant is

made an example against sloth, Prov. vi. 6
;
the birds, against

anxiety. V.G.~\
26. Nor gather For instance, by purchase, as provision.

[Into barns nor into other receptacles, as many animals do.

V. 6?.]
Your heavenly Father He says your, not their.

Much better Ye, as sons of God, excel (these creatures) much
more than other men; or else, ye excel much more than,
while harassed with anxieties, ye are able to imagine. There

is no redundancy in this language. In this passage he argues
from the less to the greater ;

in ver. 25, from the greater to

the less.

27. Which of you A popular style of address, though full

of dignity, and frequently used by our Lord. Stature [Pro

perly, which of you, by care, can add a span to his life 2 The
force is destroyed by our version, a cubit to his stature, for a

cubit, or eighteen inches, would be a very great addition.
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So ThoL, Mey., De W., etc.] A cubit So as to become

gigantic.

28. How they grow To what a height ! They toil not,
neither do they spin Toiling is remotely, spinning imme
diately connected with the preparation of raiment, as sowing
and reaping with the preparation of bread.

29. I say And Christ knew what Solomon s apparel had
been. As supply is, or is arrayed. One Any one, not to

say a garland of many. [Kings were arrayed in white gar

ments, but the lily exceeded these in whiteness. V.
6?.] Of

these Demonstrative. (Doubtless they were before his eyes.

Ed.)
30. Wherefore Epitasis, i.e., additional argument. Gar

ments are required, both for appearance and necessity. The

arraying of the lilies refers to the former ;
the clothing of the

grass to the latter. Clothe A garment, properly, is that

without which a body is naked. Although grass has no
external covering attached to it, it is covered by its own
surface, and becomes a garment to itself,* especially in its

upper and flowering part, which is put off when it dries up.

[The same observation applies to ripe grain, which gleams
with a colour of gold. F.

6?.]
Grass Blade, as, for instance,

of sprouting wheat, chap. xiii. 26. Which to-day is But
lasts a very short time. [C. W. Liidecke says of the neigh
bourhood of Smyrna,

&quot; At Pentecost all these regions are clad

in green verdure
;
but when the south wind suddenly arises,

in twenty-four hours, or two or three days at most, there is

nothing that does not become white and blanched.&quot; E.
JB.~]

To-morrow In a short time
;
the ears having been threshed,

the straw serves for fuel. The oven
[stove, EdJ] To produce

warmth. He does riot say into the jire, as John xv. 6, comp.
with 1 Cor. iii. 12, but into the oven. Therefore this is done,
not for the mere object of consuming it, but for some useful

purpose. Much more In this life few attain to the array of

Solomon, much less to that of the lilies. Our Lord s words,

therefore, apply rather to the certainty than to the degree of

adornment. But in a future life we shall be more nobly

arrayed than the lilies of the field. We should not, even in

* But may not this mean, if God so adorn the grass by the lilies

growing through it ? This seems at least less strained than to make out

the grass to be a glorious covering to itself. The simplest interpreta
tion would be to take grass, as meaning vegetableproductions in general.
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perishing things, cast aside true adornment. ye of little

faith Want of faith was manifestly unfelt by and hateful to

Christ ;
for he knew the Father. In this passage he incul

cates faith. [This is the only epithet of reproof which Jesua

applied to his disciples. V.
G.~\

32. After all these things And nought else. The Gentiles

The (heathen) nations. The faithful should lay aside the

anxieties, not only of covetous Gentiles, but of all Gentiles.

But many in these days have not even the contentment of the

heathen. Seek Search for, as difficult to find. Gr. SKIRTS?.
In the next verse the uncompounded verb jjrg/rg is used.

For your heavenly Father knoweth An argument based on

the omniscience, goodness, and omnipotence of God. Your
Above the heathen.

33. Seek ye The kingdom, now at hand
;
and not difficult

to find. First He who makes that his first object, finds it

his only object. Kingdom . . . righteous/less Heavenly food

and drink are contrasted with earthly, and in like manner

heavenly raiment. Therefore Luke, in his xii. chap, leaves

clothing (ver. 29), and righteousness, (ver. 31), to be un
derstood

; although righteousness also filleth, chap. v. 6.

His See Rom. i. 17 j
note. [His righteousness Both that

which he requires and that which he imparts ; for he feeds us

with the fulfilment of his will in us, as with the true bread.

Rom. xiv. 17. Stier.~\
These things shall be added unto you

They appertain to the life and the body, ver. 25, and still more
to the kingdom. Luke xii. 32. [Comp. 1 Kings iii. 9-13,
where Solomon asks only for wisdom, but riches are added to

him. Thol]
34. The morrow The form of warning is strikingly made

to command postponement of anxiety to the morrow, while

meaning that it should be laid aside altogether. The anxious-

minded make present cares of future ones, wherefore by post

poning, they lay them aside. The day is also personified.

(Comp. Ps. xix. 12.) It is the day, not you, that shall take

care. He who learns this, in ceasing to care from day to day,
will cease to care from hour to hour, and learn to cast all care

away. Shall take thought for the things of itself Properly,
shall take care of itself. [Gr= gaurSjf, the true reading, not rd

gaynjc, the things of itself. So Tisch., Alf., etc.] Sufficient

God has wondrously attempered prosperity and adversitj
7
-

to

the course of our existence. The evil The soriow; therefore,

in the beginning there was no care. The word xax/a, pro-
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perly ladness, here signifies sorrow, as the Hebrew
in Prov. xv. 15, means joyful. Thereof Sufficient, even

though unaugmented by the cares of the day before or afteiv

CHAPTER VII.

1. Judge not Unwisely, unkindly, needlessly. Yet a dog
is to be esteemed a dog, and a swine a swine

;
see ver. 6. [It

is a sad abuse, to make this passage teach us to be as tolerant

of falsehood and wrong as of truth and right. It would then

contradict the prophets, Isa. v. 20
;
Ezek. xiii. x.

;
and con

demn Jesus himself, Matt, xxiii. 14, 33. Thol. But he here

forbids the evil eye, which ever prefers to apply the inward
rule of right to others rather than to self. As ye have not

been judged, but forgiven, so deal with others after God s for

giving love. Stifr. Do not constitute yourselves judges of

others faults. Mey. The way to righteousness lies in finding
not others sins but our own. OU.]

2. With what measure Retribution. [So it is not hard to

judge what retribution hereafter each one will have. V. G.

For a.vTi
lutre7}Qriffs7ai)

shall be measured in turn, Tisch., with all

good authorities, reads the simple ^T^^ra/, shall be mea

sured.]
3. \Belioldest thou A voluntary looking. Why starest thou

at thy brother s faults? A If., Thol.] In thy brothers eye
The noblest, the most delicate, and the most conspicuous part
of the body. In thine own eye Rom. ii. 21, 23. [The
leading thought is, that our own sinfulness destroys the

-spiritual vision which alone can rightly judge sin in others.

Thol]
4. How Can it be becoming in thee 1

5. Thou shalt see dearly When the beam is removed, the

sight is clear. He is no perverse judge who first corrects him
self and then his brother. [For who is not glad to have a

thorn extracted from even a finger, not to say an eye, by a

skilful hand ? The same argument applies to the gnat and
the camel, chap, xxiii. 24. V. G]

6. Give not A fault in the other extreme. To judge
those whom we should not, is an error of severity to give
that which is holy to the dogs, an error of laxity. [This
admonition applies especially to our daily conversation.

When holy things are set before such men in public, they

lightly pass them by. V. G. Comp. chap. v. 45. God
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gives to the evil, not his spiritual gifts, but sun and rain. So be

ye liberal in common earthly goods, but cautious and reserved

in the holy things of God. Anon, in TholJ\ Dogs, swine

Dogs eat their own filth, swine that of others. See notes on
2 Pet. ii. 22 ; Phil. iii. 2. That ivhich is holy is contrasted

with dogs. Ex. xxii. 31. Though not a wild beast, the dog
is an unclean animal. Your An implied antithesis between
that which is holy, belonging to God, and pearls, belonging to

believers, the hidden treasures intrusted them by God. [The
allusion is first to sacrificial meats, which no unclean person,
much less dogs, might touch. Lev. xxii. 6, etc. Thol., Alf.

Dogs are not esteemed, but despised as unclean.
Stitr.~\

Mend This seems also referable to the suine. Swine

trample the pearls with their feet
; they rend the persons

who cast them. [A well-disposed man, until a contrary

experience teach him caution, will frequently fancy that

things which are precious and holy in his own eyes must

appear so also in the eyes of others. V.
6r.]

You From
whom they expected something else, as husks, etc. [Turn
again They would have remained at rest, but you have

provoked them to sin. Stier.]

7. Ask Gifts to supply your wrants. Seek The hidden

things which ye have lost, recovering yourselves from error.

Knock Ye who stand without, knock, that ye may gain an

entrance, 2 Cor. vi. 17. Ask, seek, knock, without ceasing.

[Reader, cease not at every opportunity to turn such a pro
mise as this to profit. V.

G.~\

8. Every one that asketh From man, much more from
God. [This is of course limited by the spirit of the gospel.
De W. Ask only what is truly good (com]). 1 John v. 14), and
in faith. Mey. See James iv. 3. A1/J\

9. Or Gr. #, interrogative particle. Man Who is not

inhuman. Of you Parables for the most are personal
in application while popular in form. Bread A stone, use

less for food, looks like a loaf, and a deadly serpent like a

fish. A child can better do without fish than bread
; yet

even fish he gets by asking for it. Fishes were given to

children as apples now-a-days. A stone For a parent, when
asked, will give something.

11. Ye Christ rightly excepts himself, but none other.

What man of you, ver. 9. Being evil An illustrious testi

mony to the fact of original sin. Comp. evil, chap. vi. 13.

The Scriptures imply man s evil condition in chap. x. 17 j
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chap. xvi. 23
;
John ii. 25

;
Rom. iii. 4, etc. It is marvellous,

therefore, how the holy Scriptures can have been received by
mankind. Bread and fish are good things ;

man is evil,

ready to inflict injury. [The wonder is, that no father gives
a serpent to his child who asks a fish. V. G.] Know how

Distinguishing the bread from the stone. It is wonderful

that so much knowledge has remained in us
;
so evil is our

nature. Comp. Job xxxix. 17. Good gifts Both innoxious

and beneficial. [Good things and therefore also the Good

Spirit himself. V. G.~\
To your children Especially to

those who ask. Your Father in heaven In whom is no evil.

Them that ask him His children. Where true prayer begins,
true sonship exists.

1 2. There/ore This summarises the chapter from ver. 1 . [The
sum of all duties to our neighbour. Mey., etc. Sayings resem

bling this occur once or twice in the Jewish and even heathen

writers. It is the primitive command of Christ, in the hearts

of all nations
;
and Christ propounds it, not as new, but as the

essence of the law and the prophets. StierJ^ He at once con

cludes this subject and reverts to chap. v. 17. The end ac

cords with the beginning. And we should imitate the Divine

goodness, referred to in ver. 11. Ye would that Emphati
cally ;

for they often do as we would not
;

this we should

avoid. Men The unrestricted appellation, so often used by
our Lord, men, bears reference to the future propagation of the

Christian faith throughout the world. Should do For your

benefit, not for your injury. So Either, the same things, in

the same manner
;
or so, as I have been enjoining you. This

The law and the prophets conjoin many other things beside
;

as, for instance, the duty of loving God. Yet the law and the

prophets tend also to this as a prime point, that we should do
as we would be done by ;

and he who fulfils this, easily ful

fils the rest, chap. xix. 19.

13. Enter ye in Make it your object to obtain sure en

trance, [into life, into the kingdom of heaven. V. G.~\
This

supposes an endeavour to walk in the narrow way ; and is

contrasted with which go in thereat, further on. Strait

gate Of righteousness. Gate This is mentioned before the

way. Therefore the gate, in this verse, is that whereby a man
enters in earnest upon the subject of his soul s salvation

;
as

in the next verse, the gate is that through which true Chris

tianity is received. Leadeth lit., leadeth away, from this

short life
;
so next verse. Many [Although most of them
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persuade themselves to the contrary. V. G.~\
2 Es. ix. 15,

1 7. Which go in There is no need to say which find it ;

they fall into evil of their own accord; comp. next verse.

Thereat Through the wide gate.

14. Because strait Many read, How strait, Gr. ri ffrsvr^ as

in 2 Sam. vi. 20. Sept., where ri bears this meaning; the

passage, however, is expressive of irony ;
the true reading

here is doubtless because. [The true reading is very doubtful.

Tisch., Alf., ThoL, retain on because ; Mey., De W., Ols., with

most editors, and far greater weight of ancient testimony, read

r/
,
how. Beng. defends the former on grounds now abandoned.

Unto life He says, for the present life is not life at all. F.

6%] It The strait gate, comp. v. 13.

15. But While ye are striving to enter in, beware of those

who shut the gate, chap, xxiii. 13. Beware of Dangers are

manifold, therefore we are often warned, chap. vi. 1
;
xvi. G ;

xxiv. 4
;
Luke xii. 1, 15, etc. False prophets Who have a

different doctrine than the true ones, chap. v. 17. [Comp. ver.

12. A worker of iniquity, though he prophesy in the name
of Christ, (ver. 22), is a false prophet. In our days, many
who love to condemn others as Pharisees and false prophets
are such themselves. V. G. Yet the fundamental reference

here is to false teachers in general, as opposed to teachers of

Christianity, De W., and perhaps the Pharisees especially.

ThoL He who truly seeks God, trusts no guide until

sure that he will lead to God.
Q.~\

Which come See

Luke xx. 45-47. In sheep s clothing In the garb of sim

plicity. [Inwardly True judgment searches the heart.

V. G.]
16. By This is impressively repeated, ver. 20. Fruits

Fruit is that which a man, like a tree, produces through the

good or evil nature which pervades all his inward powers.

Learning, however widely gathered, if only confined to talk

ing, is not fruit ; but all that is fruit, which a teacher pro
duces from his heart, and sets forth both in word and deed, as

something flowing from his very constitution, as milk from a

mother s breasts, chap. xii. 33, etc. This is the meaning of

bringeth forth, ver. 17, 19. Comp. ver. 21, 23, 24, 26.

It is not his speech alone which proves the prophet true or

false
;
but his whole course of conduct, and his leading of

others with himself by one or other way, through one or other

gate, to life or to destruction, chap. xv. 14, 13. Thus pro
fession and practice must go hand in hand, chap. v. 19.
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Hence fruits become the credentials and tests of the truth or

falsehood of a prophet himself, as well as of the doctrine he

propounds. Therefore a prophet s doctrine is not the fruit by
which he is known

;
but a pattern, which shows his truth or

falsehood, and which is itself known by its fruits. Th good
ness of the tree itself is inward truth and light, etc.

; goodness
of its fruit, is holiness of life. If fruits consisted merely in

doctrine, no orthodox person could be lost, or be the cause

of another s ruin. [The fruit is mainly the life, in which their

error is plain ;
for their sheets clothing is mostly woven of

words. Stier, etc.] Of thorns Although their berries re

semble grapes, as thistle-heads do figs. The same comparison,
with a slight variation, occurs in Luke vi. 44, the thorn and

the bramble being of kindred nature. The bearing of grapes
is therefore denied to them both.

19. Tree The allegory is continued. [No true prophet
enters hell, no false one heaven. F. (?.]

21. Not every one For all in some sort say or will say so,

ver. 22, comp. Luke ix. 57, 59, 61. That saith In contrast

to that doeth. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 27 j xiii. 1, 2. Unto me

Meaning, unto me and my Father; as further on in this verse

the ivill of my Father, means, my will and my Fathers. Lord
Jesus acknowledged that this divine title was due to him.

Many, even of the highest rank, called him Lord ;
he himself

used the title to none, not even to Pilate. Who doeth

the will, etc. In contrast to ye that work iniquity, ver.

23, comp. chap. xxi. 31. The will Which I preach, God s

righteous will, set forth in the law, comp. chap. v. 19. Which

is in heaven Therefore no opposer of God shall enter hea

ven. Supply shall enter into the kingdom of heaven The
sacred writers generally express such an antithesis as this

in full.

22. Many Possibly many of those whom posterity has

accounted blessed and canonised as saints; assuredly many
rarely gifted ones, who at times had shown a good disposition,

Mark ix. 39
; many who apprehend the power and wisdom,

but not the compassion of God. Shall say In full persua

sion, self-deceived. Many souls shall cling to the last to that

error into which they have deluded themselves, chap. xxv. 1 1 .

[A miserable expectation beforehand
;
an awful judgment then!

V. G. Indeed, they may be as assured of salvation as Rabbi

Simeon in the Talmud, who says : If there are but two righte

ous in the world, they are / and my son; if but one, it is
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myself. StierJ] From this passage the doctrine of a future

state can be illustrated. In the judgment, all things at length
shall be revealed, Eom. ii. 11

;
1 Cor. iii. 13. \T1w day shall

leclare it, often to-morrow, but always the last day. Stier.]
In that day That great day, compared with which all

other days are as nothing. Thy The emphasis in all three

clauses falls on this word
; Thy the Lord s. We have pro

phesied And there may be added, We have written commen
taries and criticisms on passages and books of the Old and
New Testaments, we have preached striking sermons, etc.

Devils Gr. daif^ia, demons, not dia(3oXovz, devils, for this

word, in the sense of devil, only occurs in the singular num
ber.

23. Then Though they had not thought so before. Will

I profess
-

Openly. A word of great authority, see ver. 29.

Never Though ye cite my name. Ye that work Not even

then shall their iniquity be laid aside. Iniquity However
much they may make their boast of the law. Unbelief in

itself condemns, and yet in the judgment the breaking
of the law is rather assigned as damnatory ; chap. xxv. 35,

42; Eom. ii. 12; because the reprobate, even in the pre
sence of Christ, shall not be able to comprehend the principle
of faith.

24. [These sayings of mine These words seem to bind to

gether the whole discourse, and exclude the idea that it

is a collection of unconnected sayings. Alf.~\ I ivill liken

Ver. 26, He shall be likened. Things accompanying salva

tion God refers to himself
; pernicious things he removes

from himself; chap. xxv. 34, 41. Wise True prudence

spontaneously accompanies true righteousness ; comp. chap,
xxv. 2.

25. A nd and and Trials shall throngtogetherin the last

days of mankind and of the earth. Rain above, and floods

below, anci ivinds around. [Every sort of judgment is here

implied, especially the final one. The righteous is saved, even

though it be scarcely. V.Gr.&quot;\
Beat upon Gr. &amp;lt;7reoffs-~sffov To

test it; in ver. 27, rgtfixo^*r, as if at random. [We must hold

in view the terrible suddenness and severity of storms and
floods in the East. Thol]

26. That heareth He who neither heareth nor doeth, mani

festly does not build his house at all. On the sand [At as

much trouble as the wise man, V. G.] The sand often looks

like rock, but has no solidity. [How many fools pass for
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men of true wisdom ! And how often be who pities them is

of then/ ! Q.\
27. Great Yea, utter ! We see from this example of onr

Lord s, that it is not necessary for every sermon to end with

consolation.

28. Ended The Lord did nothing abruptly. Chap. xi. 1
;

xix. 1
;
xxvi. 1. Astonished Admiration of true doctrine is

well founded, Acts xiii. 12
;
that of profane, is absurd. Per

haps it may be wondered why Jesus did not speak more

plainly as to his own personality in this sermon
;
there are

three reasons why. 1. He so excellently set forth his doctrine

as to enable men to infer the excellence of him who preached
it

;
2. His personality was already sufficiently declared

;
3. In

the sermon itself he sufficiently implies who he is namely, he

that cometh, the Son of God, the Judge of all men. Chap. v.

11, 17, 22; chap. vii. 21-27.

29. As having authority Whence they could not withdraw
themselves. [They felt the majesty of the teacher and the

power of his teaching. V.G.~\
It is a mark of truth that men s

minds welcome its persuasion. See instances of our Lord s

authority, in notes on chap. v. 3, 18-20; vii. 22, 23; viii.

19
;
John vii. 19. Scribes Their ordinary teachers, who

had no authority. [Tisch. with good authorities adds avruv

reading, and not as their scribes. So Mey., Alf., etc. These

scribes, indeed, often uttered truth; yet so that it had no

spiritual power. Ols.]

CHAPTER VIII.

1. Followed They did not immediatelywithdraw. [Matthew
now treats of Christ s miracles. He was himself the wonder

;

miracles were but his natural works. Ols. Having taught as

one ivith authority, he proceeds to show that authority, and to

confirm his words by works. Enthym. in A
If.]

2. A leper Leprosy was a terrible disease [This terrible

disease was a poisoning of the springs of life, and a gradual

decay of the whole body, and was deemed one of the Lord s

most fearful visitations of wrath. Numb. xii. 6, 10 ;
2 Chron.

xxvi. 19. Incurable by man, though certainly not contagious
in the usual sense, it was viewed by the law as the parable of

death, the most striking emblem of inward sin, the essence

and type of all uncleanness. See Lev. xiii. xiv., Trench, Win.]

Comp. with this passage 2 Kings v. 7, palsy, ver. 6
; comp.
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Mark ii. 3, and fever, ver. 14. It is probable that the leper

[whose cure Matthew places in the true order of time between

the Sermon on the Mount, and the cure of the centurion
:

s

servant, Harm.] had been listening from a distance. If This

implies on the part of the leper, not doubt, but a modest sense

of total dependence on the will of Jesus. Faith says, If thou

wilt, not If thou canst, Mark ix. 22. Thou canst The om

nipotence of Jesus was the first essential point to believe
;
this

the leper may have gained from the sermon.

3. His hand To which the leprosy, which would have

contaminated any other who touched it, had to yield. / will

The answer to If thou wilt. A ready answer to the leper s

ready faith. The leper s entreaty supplied the words of the

reply which he des .-ed. [The name 6 iTjff&Dc, Jesus, is omitted

by Tisch. Read, and he put forth, etc. This talcing hold of
the leper seems to symbolise Christ s taking hold of our nature.

Comp. Luke xiv. 4, Heb. ii. 16, margin. AlfJ] I will Great

is Christ s power ! The Lord performed his first miracles

instantaneously, to prevent his seeming to require any effort
;

but after his authority was established, he sometimes inter

posed a delay for men s own good.
4. See tliou tell no man Until thou showest thyself to the

priests, lest they, if they heard first (the manner of the heal

ing, Ed.) should deny the cure. For a testimony John v.

06. So the Sept. use the Greek word
/&a0rug/oi&amp;gt;,

Ruth iv. 7.

There were no priests following Jesus. Jesus therefore sends

the man to them, from Galilee to Jerusalem. He was much
in Galilee at that time. Unto them For a testimony to them
of the Messiah s being come, and of his not setting aside the

law
;
and to enable them also to testify of him.

5. [Tisch., etc., with the best authorities, reads, instead of

rZi Ir.aov, when Jesus, avrti, when he, etc.]
There came unto

him a centurion Probably not in person ;
as Jesus would not

have so praised him to his face
;
ver. 10, cornp. with chap. xi.

17. Our Lord, indeed, praised others to their face
;
but not

before they had given previous proofs of humility, and not

even then so exceptionally and by such comparison as he did

the centurion here, in contradistinction to all Israel. [Stier

regards this as a refinement foreign to the evangelist s

thoughts.] And the same feeling of reverence which led the

centurion to pronounce himself unworthy of the Lord s coin

ing under his roof, (ver. 8,) restrained him from approaching
him in person ;

Luke vii. 7-10. [All commentators identify
VOL. L H
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this event with that described in Luke.] He appeared to have

gone forth from his house, but to have returned before reach

ing Jesus. The will, in his case, was regarded by God as

equalling, if not surpassing, the deed. And this regard is

expressed by Matthew in the higher style, which belongs rather

to divine than human narration. Jesus and the centurion

truly conversed in spirit.

6. Saying Com p. chap. xi. 3 ; Luke xiv. 18. Sick of the

palsy A disease difficult of treatment to physicians.
7. [Here again Tisch. with good reason omits arid, and the

name Jesus. Bead he saith to kirn, etc.] I will come In his

divine wisdom Jesus speaks so as to elicit the confessions of

believers, which he anticipates. This is one reason why the

effect of heavenly words was more immediate, more powerful,
and more frequent on the men of that day than of our own.

Jesus declares himself ready to come to the centurion s servant,

not to the rulers son. By his course in each case he excites

faith, while proving himself no respecter of persons.
8. Roof Though not a mean one

; comp. Luke vii. 5.

There were others whom reverence did not restrain from see

ing and touching our Lord. See chap. ix. 1820. One and
the same inward feeling may display itself in various ways,
which may all be good. Speak the word only [Gr. Xoyw, by
word. So Tisch. with all the best copies, instead of hoyov, the

word.] Thus the centurion expresses his belief that the

disease must yield at the Lord s command. Others say,
u
Speak the word.&quot; more carelessly. Healed The centurion

uses a glorious word
; Gr.

/Y/tf&amp;gt;;&amp;lt;7:ra/,
where our Saviour had

used an humbler one, QsgatrsvffUj
I will cure. My servant He

speaks kindly ;
he does not say my slave. [His state of heart

was that of all who are capable of embracing Christ ;
a con

sciousness of Christ s loftiness and our unworthiness. Neand.
While owning himself unworthy that the Lord should enter

his house, he was accounted worthy that that Lord should

enter his heart. August, in Trench.
.]

9. For Beason might object, that the servant and the soldier

are able to hear, but that a disease is not
;
but the wisdom

which is of faith, shining brightly through the centurion s

military abruptness, evaporates this objection ;
and he looks

rather to the circumstances which confirm than to those which
weaken his hope, trusting in the supreme dominion and autho

rity of Christ, who could command disease as well as winds

and seas. Yer. 26 ; Luke iv. 39. HE commands, and it is
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done. The centurion could command his soldiers or his ser

vant, but not the disease. But the Lord is able to command
disease ;

and that, humanly speaking, with more ease than the

oftentimes rebellious will of man. [/ also Like thee, know
what it is to be obeyed. I have soldiers under me, as thou

hast spiritual powers, healing angels, or disease and death.

De IF., etc.]
Am a man under authority He does not say,

/ am a commanding officer, but, when necessary to intimate

the subjection of others to himself, he has the consideration to

say, / also am under authority. There is also an implied con

trast between himself and Jesus, who is supreme. Under
. . under The meaning of the modern word, subaltern.

10. He marvelled Christ marvelled at unbelief {Mark vL

6) as well as at faith. He highly commends his friends,

when occasion offers, chap. xi. 6 ;
xv. 28

;
xxv. 35

; xxvi. 10;
Luke vii. 44

;
xxi. 3. So great Especially from the little

intercourse the centurion could have had with Jesus ; this

was a sample of that faith wherein the Gentiles should surpass
the Jews. Faith From this earliest mention of faith in the

New Testament, may be inferred that faith, like unbelief, is a

matter of comprehension and will, implying deliberation, and
free choice. Comp. the concordances on the word Kti&w.

Faith was the only virtue displayed by those who approached
our Lord, which he was wont to commend. Chap. xv. 28 ;

Luke vii. 50. [The greater humility is, the greater is faith, ver.

8; Luke xvii. 10. V-G-. The two are by their nature insepa
rable. Hey.~] Not found Though I have sought it at my
coming. In Israel In the people of Israel. Neither the cen

turion nor the Canaanitish woman were Israelites
\
but to the

latter, the Lord may seem afterwards to have given a stronger

testimony ;
for she actually came from a Gentile district, while

the centurion had been resident in Israel. And the centurion

himself forestalled the objection of his being a stranger by his

declaration of his own unworthiness, and by his deputing the

elders of the Jews to make his request. Luke vii. 3, 4.

11. Many Like the centurion, not Jews. This is said to

stimulate the emulation of the Jews. Shall come A prophecy.

They shall come, in spirit [and by faith. V. GJ\ From the

east and from the ivest A euphemism for from the Gentiles.

With Heb. xii. 23. [With the fathers in faith
; Heb. xi. 9.

V.G-. Christ shames the Jews, who would not eat with

Gentiles.
Stier.~\

In the kingdom Both in this life and the

next.
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12. But the children of the kingdom Nearest the throne.

The same expression is used in another sense, chap. xiii. 38.

Outer The unbeliever already has inward darkness ; and
receives outer darkness too, as his fitting home. And in pro

portion as he might have been near the kingdom, shall the

distance be to which he is cast forth into the depths of gloom.

[This outer darkness has its first fulfilment in the obdurate

blindness of Israel on earth
;
but reaches also beyond it :

chap. xxii. 13, etc.
Stier.]

Darkness Whatsoever is not in

the kingdom of God, is outer. For that kingdom is both the

light of God, and a kingdom of light. This darkness shall

not only shroud the eye, but the soul also, with terrific gloom.
There Sooner or later, outside the dwelling where the feast

is held, which is all brightness. Wailing Lit. the wailing.
The article is emphatic. Sorrow in this world is not the

sorrow. Then even heroes shall weep who now would blush

to shed a tear
;
shall weep in sorrow for the good they have

lost, and the evil they have gained. How dread the sound of

so many mourners ! How far happier to listen to the hea

venly acclamations ! Rev. xiv., etc. Gnashing Lit. the

gnashing. From impatience, from the bitterest sorrow, from
detestation of themselves as authors of their own damnation.

[And from hatred against others whose salvation they envy ;

comp. Ps. cxii. 10. F.^.J That love of self which the sin

ner has fostered, shall change to self-abhorrence, which shall

nevermore depart. Nor is this wailing and gnashing of teeth

combined with darkness only, but with fire, chap. xiii. 42-50 ;

Luke xiii. 28. Or we may assign the wailing and the gnash

ing of teeth to the two temperaments of the soft and the stern.

The same phrase occurs, Acts vii. 54.

13. As thou hast believed so be it done A bounteous grant.

1 4. Wife s mother Peter had not been long married, and

they mistake who represent him (in paintings, etc.) as hoary-
headed. [Though it is not unlikely that he was senior to

the rest. Harm.] For all the disciples were young, and
had a long earthly course before them. John xxi. 18. [On
Judas Iscariot, comp. Ps. cix. 8, 9. Zebedee and Salome,
the parents of James and John, were still living. Harm.]
This must be well kept in view in the study of gospel his

tory. [For any one who considers the youth, the circum

stances, and the condition of the disciples, will find it easier

to make allowance for the many errors they committed in

their discipleship, and by not expecting more from them
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than belongs to their time of life, will find himself beset by
iewer difficulties. HarmJ] Sick of a fever In the very

paroxysm.
15. Ministered unto them Lit. unto him. [Gr. adrj,

him; so Tisch. and all best authorities, instead of the common

auro?c, them.] She discharged the duties of a housewife, in

joyful testimony of her complete restoration. Mark and Luke
mention the fact of the disciples telling our Lord of Peter s

wife s mother being sick, and therefore add, she luinistered

unto them ; Matthew only mentions our Lord himself in the

matter, and therefore says, She ministered unto him. On them

was inserted from the parallel passages.
16. Even Of that day on which he had spoken and done

so many things. Diseases are generally more violent towards

evening. [Better Ols., they avoided the heat of the day; or

Neand.) after sunset, to avoid breaking the Sabbath. Comp.
Mark i. 21, 29, 30.] The spirits That is, the devils. With
his word Alone. All Without exception; whilst some
men are at best said to exercise a healing power only over

some special ailments.

17. That it might be fulfilled It was fitting that a spiritual
healer should also expel diseases of the body from those who
came to him. [Great multitudes of whom are sometimes

mentioned, Matt. iv. 23; ix. 35, 36; Luke iv. 21; Matt. xii.

15
;
xv. 30

;
xxi. 14. Harm] Therefore the prophecy of Isaiah

was fulfilled in this sense also. Soul and body make one

man
;
one corruption pervades soul and body ;

the great

physician brought one remedy, alike to body and to soul.

Took Away from us. [But the original will not easily bear

this sense. It represents Christ, not as our physician, but as

sufferer for us. His burden was less the healing, than that

there were sicknesses to heal. He bore them by bearing our

suffering life, in order to remove them. Trench. Notice

that by his death Christ fulfilled this prophecy in another

sense. Mey. But all the miracles were types and parts of

the great work of salvation. Comp. Mark vii. 34
; John xi.

35. Alf.]
18. To depart Thus Jesus sought rest, leaving the people

time to bring forth fruit from his teaching, and kindling
their interest for the future.

19. A certain Lit. one. [Gr. sic, one, expressly, because

scribes rarely came to Jesus. Stier.] Out of so great a mul
titude this man alone displays an emotion of heart; he seeins,
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however, to have loved his ease, being, as a scribe, less hardy
than the fishermen. Scribes often came to tempt the Lord,
19-21. The doctrine of Jesus Christ is plainly repugnant to

the natural will of man. He wisely dissuaded those who
endeavoured to follow him, either from wrong motives or on

unsuitable occasions, Mark v. 19
;

while he commanded
hesitators to follow him. fie treated the scribes in one way,
the disciples in another, Luke ix. 57-62. Master Lit.

teacher. Jesus did not address as rabbi and master persons
who bore those titles among men

;
but he himself was rightly

thus addressed by them. Mark v. 35
;
John iii. 2

;
iv. 49

;

Matt. viii. 6. The apostles, but not our Lord, addressed

their hearers as brethren and fathers.
20. And Jesus does not repulse this man, but sets before

him a condition to reprove his motive, which was either to

obtain worldly ease and wealth, or possibly the power of

working miracles. [The word xaraaxwtofftif, rendered usually

nests, means dwellings, abiding-places. Conip. chap. xiii. 32.

De
IF.] The Son of man See chap. xvi. 13, note. Hath

not Wondrous poverty and endurance, ceaseless wandering !

[He had neither a home of his own nor any fixed abode.

Mark i. 4. 3. The scribe too lightly deemed what it was to

follow him whithersoever he went. Harm.
]

21. \Tisch. omits auroD his, with disciples ;
but A If., with

better authorities, retains it.] Of his disciples Not of those

who continually accompanied him.

22. [Tisch. reads Xsys/, saith, for sT-tv, said. So Alf., etc.]
The dead An expression strongly urging the man s following

him, and therefore involving much. Both the dead who should

bury, and the dead whom they should bury, require to be

considered. The dead who are to be buried are doubtless the

literally dead, whether the father of this disciple actually lay
dead at the time, or was an old man at death s door, and with

no near relative save this only son. Comp. Tob. xiv. 12. The
dead who are to bury, or those to whom the burial of the

already dead is to be left, are 1. Partly men themselves soon

about to die, as being mortal and bound by the law of mor

tality (comp. Rom. viii. 10), as distinguished from the hope of

a better life, that hope, however, not being taken altogether

away. The appellation must be limited by the context
;
as

in Luke xx. 34, persons who may still be saved are called the

children of this world. So those here are styled dead who aro

in a fitter state for burying than for proclaiming the kingdom
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of God. As in chap. ix. 24, he says of the maiden about
to be restored to life, she is not dead, (comp. John xi. 4),

so here he speaks of those who soon should die as dead

already. [The dead are in their long home, whence the

mourners are not far removed, but wander round about it

till their time be come to enter in. See Eccles, xii. 5. F..]
In time of pestilence the dead are buried by thoye who soon

shall die themselves, and through the course of ages the

state of successive mortal generations much resembles this.

2. Partly they are the already dead, and with regard to

them the language is hypothetical, in this sense : Follow thou

me, and leave the burial of the dead even to the dead
;
that

is, let them remain unburied, as far as you are concerned. A
like expression occurs in Ex. xxi. 14, Thou shalt take him

[the murderer] from mine altar, that he may die, that is, let

him be slain, even if he fly to the altar for refuge. There

fore let the dead bury their dead is an abrupt expression,

appropriate to a command which brooks no delay, is based

on the holiest grounds, and emanates from the divine

wisdom of the Saviour. We must surrender ourselves at

once and entirely. [He who follows Christ must fear the

world as the infection of a burying-place. Q-] Their Re
lations. Gen. xxiii. 4. In this case the disciple must deny
his father. [In these instances wind and sea obeyed Christ

more readily than men did. Harm.]
23. A ship Lit. the ship; implied in ver. 18. Jesus

had a peripatetic school
;

wherein his disciples received

a far sounder instruction than if they had dwelt far

from all anxiety and temptation beneath the roof of a single

college.

24. Great In these perils of waters, the faith of the dis

ciples was much exercised. Was covered When the danger
reached its climax, the help was given. [Gr. xaXfomff&x/, in

the true imperfect tense, ivas becoming covered. Alf.] Was

asleep No fear could affect him
; nay, in ver. 2G, he mar

velled that the disciples feared, even in the height of danger.
He was sleeping, weary with the manifold labours of the day.

[The Lord with his disciples, tossed on an angry sea, is a

natural antitype of the ark containing the infant race of men
;

and prefigures the church in the world-ocean of evil. Ols.

Jonah slept in the storm from a dead, Christ from a pure con

science
;

the prophet s presence made the danger, Christ s

was the surety for deliverance. Trench.]
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2-1
[avroij,

his, is certainly spurious. Read, and the disciples.

Tisch., etc.] Save An abrupt entreaty. [Omit f),u.as us.

Tisch., A If., etc. Save Even little faith is faith still ; the

weak, trembling hand holds fast the Deliverer. Stier.] We

perish This record of their own weakness is a proof of the

evangelist s candour
;
which became an easy virtue to them,

inasmuch as they became changed men after the coming of

the Holy Ghost.

26. Fearful . . . of littlefaith Synonymous terms
; comp.

Mark v. 36. It is only flie disciples fear, not their importu

nity in disturbing his rest, vhich the Lord rebukes. [In all

the occurrences of his own life, O v st showed no trace of fear

of any created thing. V.G.~\ Then First he calmed the

disciples minds, and then he calmed the sea. Rebuked We
may believe that Satan had been ruling in the storm.

27. Obey Comp. Mark i. 27. Winds and sea being other

wise uncontrollable. [So he works in all ages ; speaking peace
to the soul amid life s tempests, and bringing all his foes to

obedience. Nc.and.
\

28. Of the Gcrgesenes Gerasa (Gergesha) and Gadara
were neighbouring towns. [For Tigyiffwuv, Gergesenes, Tisch.

reads ra3a*jjvwv, Gadarenes. Mey. prefers Teoaitqvuv, Gerasenes.

Alf. doubtfully retains the common text. So De
IF.] Out

of the tombs The possessed fly from publicity, wherein exer

cises of piety flourish best. Invisible guests also have their

dwelling in the tombs, Mark v. 3, and malignant ones chiefly
in the sepulchres of the wicked.

29. What- have we to do with thee ? A form of repulse,

[as if recognising already in Jesus the Messiah, their almighty
and most dangerous foe. Mey.~\ See Sept. 1 Kings xvii. 18;

Judges xi. 12; 2 Kings iii. 13. They here give utterance to

their despair and terrible expectation, at the same time seem

ing to mean, We desire to have to do, not with thee, but

with men prone to sin. \Tisch. omits l^o-oD, Jesus. So Alf.]
Son of God Men, in asking his aid, addressed him in their

confidence as Son of David ; devils in their fear, as Son of God.

[The devils recognised him as the Son of God, more readily
and more fully than men could do. Stier.]

Hither The

devils, as it were, claimed some right over the place where they
were, and specially over the swine to be found there. Before
the time This may be construed either with, Art thou come,

or, to torment us, or with both. Jesus came in the world s full

time, but yet earlier than the enemy desired. Comp. in due
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time, Rom. v. 6. To torment It is torment to devils to have

no body either of man or beast to possess, in their desire of

quenching their own consuming fire, ver. 31. This was a fore

taste of their future subjection under the feet of Jesus.

30. Of swine The owners either were Gentiles dwelling

amongst Jews, or Jews greedy of gain.

31. Besought It is one thing to ask in an ordinary way,
as men or devils may do

;
another thing to ask in faith.

Coinp. Mark v. 10, 12. Somewhat is occasionally conceded,

even to the Enemy; Job i. //They were preconscious
of their casting out. Suffer The injury was due to the

devils, not to the Lord
;
who could compel him to restrain

the devils? [Instead of fairgrfyov ^f^v a-sA^/v, suffer us to go

away, Tisch., Alf., etc., properly read d TroGrtiXov //{tag, send ws.]

32. Were come out Jesus did one work injurious to the

figtree, one to the swine, one to the men who bought and sold

in the temple ;
these are examples of future vengeance. All

his other works were full of grace ;
and even in these were

benefits conferred : as in the instance before us, where we ob

serve that the road was rendered safe
;
the region was freed

from the evil spirits which infested it ; these were cast into the

sea, the possessed were healed, and the great herd of animals,

whose flesh was forbidden food, was swept away. Moreover the

Gergesenes were guilty, and merited the loss of their flock.

The act itself displays the authority and power of Jesus.

Perished A devil-possessed brute seems incapable of living

long ;
it is of God s goodness that possessed men do not like

wise directly perish.

33. They that kept them Although not herdsmen by pro
fession. Fled The devils were not able to seize upon them.

34. [The whole city &quot;What a powerful motive worldly in

terest furnishes ! V.G.] Besought People whose minds are

set on worldly advantage are more ready to repulse than to

persecute. Moreover, avarice is timid, [and chooses rather to

lose Jesus Christ than worldly goods. Q] Or they might
have made the request without any ill feeling ;

Luke v. 8.

[At all events, though the Gergesenes, and their neighbours,
the Gadarenes, made this request, our Lord left the chief of

the demoniacs behind, as a preacher of the gospel (Mark v.

19, 20.) He may have been a Gadarene, and his companion
a Gergesene. Harm.]
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CHAPTER IX.

1. Passed over At the request of the Gadarenes. The
Lord does not obtrude his blessings on the unwilling. [And
he caused a greater desire for his presence by not remaining
too long together in any one place. Harm.] His own city

Capernaum, honoured by his residence.

2. They brought to him Many such presentations were

made to the Saviour, who welcomed them. Their faith That
both of him who was brought, and of those that brought him.

Son, be of good cheer Be confident, neither thy sins nor thy
disease shall stand in thy way. So, ver. 22. Areforgiven thee

[Tisch., with the oldest authorities, reads simply thy sins

are forgiven ; omitting Got thee. So also ver. 5.] Doubtless

the man was under an oppressive sense of sin. [This was the

main boon, the conferring of which gave Christ occasion to lay

open the thoughts of the beholders, ver. 3-8. Harm.
]

Thee

The pronoun here is emphatic, but not in ver. 5. [Such an

utterance, in such a sense, had never been heard since man was
on earth. V.G.]

3. Said within themselves, this man blasphemeth Blasphemy
consists 1. In attributing unworthy things to God ;

2. In de

nying worthy things to God ;
3. In attributing to others the at

tributes of God alone. [But the awful and profound meaning
which the Scriptures give to the word blaspheme, Gr. B&amp;gt;.o-

iprifteTv, is unknown to profane writers, and can only be con

ceived by those who worship the ONE GOD. Ols.]
4. Knowing The Gothic version, and the margin of Cour-

celles, besides many Greek codices, first noted by Mill, have

this reading, Gr. stduv, id&$, seeing, appears to been introduced

from ver. 2, by some copyists. Mark and Luke in the paral
lel passages have swytovs. EI&WS, knoiving, occurs also in

chap. xii. 25. Ye Emphatic. [Many a one sins in the very
act of accusing another of sin

;
and the most monstrous sins

may be perpetrated in the heart alone. F.6r.]
5. For whether is easier Either act is in itself an exercise

of divine power and might ;
and disease and sin are closely

connected. It is the same power which removes both. Ac

cording to human notions it is easier to say,
&quot;

Thy sins be for
given /&quot;

and this, which seems the lesser work, is in the power
of any one who can say, Arise and ivalk, which seems the

greater. [If the saying be all, it is easier to say, Thy sins be
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forgiven, for there is no obvious lack of result to convict an

impostor. But he who says, Arise, must have the power to

heal, or be instantly rejected. Corn, a Lapide, in Trench.
]

6. Ye may know This word also savours of authority. On
earth As the place where sins are both committed and for

given. This earth has been the scene of Christ s works from
the beginning, [in fact the battle-ground of sin and grace. V.

G.] Prov. viii. 31
;

Ps. xvi. 3
; Gen. vi. 5

;
Jer. ix. 24 ;

John xvii. 4
;
Luke ii. 14. I have, says Christ, all power in

heaven, and why then not on earth 1 chap. xvi. 19
;

xxviii.

18. [And it is ours in turn to say,
&quot; If when alive upon earth

he had this power, why not now that he is risen, and received

into the heaven?&quot; Acts v. 31. V.G.] This address savours

of his heavenly origin. Power Lit., authority, Gr. e^ovaiav.

An argument from power to authority. Saith A similar

change of person occurs in Num. v. 20, 21
;

Jer. v. 14.

8. [Instead of sQuvftaijay, they marvelled, Tisch., A If., etc.,

rea&amp;lt;rpfcj3jj0jj&amp;lt;rai&amp;gt;, they were afraid ; with the best authorities.]
Such Such saving power, (ver. 6), and that so near them in

the man Christ Jesus. To men So long tormented by sin.

[Gr. drfptovois, dative of advantage, not to men, but for men.

V. G. Better Trench : to men indeed, because to Christ as

their head and representative.] A comprehensive word, as in

ver. 6. They rejoiced that there should be one member of

the human race gifted with this power.
9. Matthew A Hebrew by birth and yet a publican. By

Mark and Luke he is called Levi. It may be that Matthew
disliked the name he had borne as a publican. Sitting Ac
tually engaged in business

;
and yet he followed Christ. A

great miracle and example of Christ s power ; and a noble

obedience on Matthew s part, [productive of eternal joy.

V.G.].
10. In the house Comp, ver. 28. Or, if understood of

Matthew s house, (Mark ii. 15
;
Luke v. 29), it would appear

as if this were a feast wherein Matthew bid farewell to his

former associates. He no longer calls it his house. Publicans

and sinners Who had grossly transgressed the sixth and
seventh commandment. Sat down ivith Most gracious was
the condescension of Jesus ; [in whose honour the feast was

given, and who had not himself invited the publicans and

sinners. Therefore, if rightly viewed, the objection of the

Pharisees was unreasonable. V.
G.~\

11. Unto Ids disciples The Pharisees acted in an under-
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hand way, either from craftiness or timidity. They asked of

the disciples at one time, Why doeth your Master thus ? and
of Jesus at another, &quot;Why

do thy disciples thus ? chap. xii. 2
;

xv. 2
;
Mark ii. 16, 18. Why All men, even his adver

saries, had the highest opinion of the sanctity of Jesus ; Luke
xix. 7.

12. [He said The faithful Master comes to his disciples
aid. V.G.] Need not Needs are everywhere to be seen.

Sick As sinners are. [Feelest thou sickness of soul in

stead of strength ? Turn to that great Physician for relief.

V.0.]
13. Go ye Into the synagogue, where you may refer to

Hosea vi. 6. Jesus often said &quot;

Go&quot; to those not wholly his,

John viii. 11. His method of quoting Holy Writ is most
full of dignity and grandeur, and different from that of his

disciples. He quotes them, not for the establishment of his

own statements, but for the conviction of his hearers
;
and

therefore adduces them more frequently to his adversaries

than to his believing apostles. Learn Though ye imagine

yourselves already consummate teachers, I will have mercy

[God s will is, not sacrifice instead of mercy, but mercy in

stead of sacrifice. Mey.~\ This supplies us with an axiom of

interpretation ;
it is in fact a summary of the theology of con

science. Cornp. on the word mercy, chap, xxiii. 23. Sacri

fice Synecdoche for all ceremonial observance. It was an

act of mercy to eat with sinners, that they might be won to

salvation. [So far from right is it to contemn repentance,
which is the healing of the soul. V.GJ] Come From hea

ven. To call Summon, see the authority of Christ. Sinners

He adopts the expression of the Pharisees, ver. 11.

[The words to repentance, g/ g fLsruvoiav, seem to be an inser

tion from Luke v. 32. Tisch., A1f. t etc., omit them. But who
are the righteous who need not to be called to repentance ?

The sequel shows that Christ recognises on earth none as

righteous but those who think themselves so. Stier.~\

14. Then At the time of the feast. [And apparently on
a day of public fasting, appointed, not by the Divine law, but

at the private caprice of some.
Harm.&quot;]

Came With express

purpose. The disciples ofJohn These stood half-way between
the Pharisees and the disciples of Jesus. They appear in this

place to have been instigated by the Pharisees. [For Matthew
in this passage calls them &quot;the disciples of John;&quot; Mnrk

(ii 18) speaks of &quot;the disciples of John and of the Phari-
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sees.&quot; Harm.] Comp. Luke v. 33. Thy disciples They act

modestly, not inquiring the practice of John or of Jesus

himself.

15. And Our Lord answers with great calm and readi

ness, drawing cheerful illustrations from the garments and the

wine used in the feast, to confute the asceticism of his ques
tioners. The children of the bridechamber The bridegroom s

associates. [The Bridegroom himself is never recorded to have

fasted, except during the forty days in the wilderness. V.GJ\
Parables and riddles are appropriate to feasts and weddings,
and are brought forth at such seasons. Mourn Fasting
seems to imply mourning. Will come He refers to his

future departure. And then Neither before nor after. Shall

they fast From necessity as well as choice. [This is the very
nature of Christianity ;

at one time the nuptial season, at

another the days of fasting. V.G. His presence with them

was short
;
the cross was before him in full view. Well may

Wizenmann ask, What man ever looked from such a height
to such a depth, so calmly, so cheerfully

1

? StierJ\

16. No man Jesus chose as his disciples, unlearned, inex

perienced, but honest men, unimbued with any peculiar teach

ing, chap. xv. 2, comp. Luke vii. 20, note. The old garment
was the doctrine of the Pharisees

;
the new that of Christ.

That which is put in Lit., his filling in. Taketh from
Both itself and more. And the rent is made ivorse So a rent

already existed. He is evidently speaking of a ragged gar
ment.

17. Bottles Of leather, which were used instead of casks.

The old bottles represent the Pharisees
;

the new, Christ s

disciples ;
the wine, the gospel. Perish So as no longer to

contain any wine. Both Masc. gend. as in r/;, wlwtJier,

chap, xxiii. 17.

18. [Instead of s^Quv, etc., came and worshipped, Tisch.,

Alf., etc., read siae\&uv, came in, etc.] Worshipped him

Though in worldly position Jairus was greater than Jesus.

[Bashfulness is no hindrance to faith. V.G.] Is even now
dead This he either conjectured, or learned by a messenger,
after having, in his strong faith, left her at the point of death.

Mark v. 23. Come comp. John iv. 47.

20. A woman which ivas diseased, etc. Eusebius mentions

that a statue of this woman and of Jesus healing her still

existed in his day, A.D. 300. Came behind him Out of

modesty. The hem See Numb. xv. 38, Sept. Even this
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point of the law was observed by the Lord. No argument
in favour of the wearing of relics can be drawn from the dress

worn by our Saviour.

21. His garment The woman, amidst the sense of her own

pollution, could recognise the absolute purity of Jesus. [Of
whom there is nothing that is not sanctifying. Q.] I shall

le whole Lit., / shall be saved. The word thy faith hath

SAVED thee (ver. 22), beautifully answers to the woman s

thought. [It is marvellously profitable to do simply and im

plicitly what the spirit of faith and love teaches, chap, xxiii.

7. V.G.]
22. Daughter Hence she was not by any means advanced

in years. [The good Saviour attributed no blame to her for

gaining his aid, as it were, by stealth, without express solicita

tion. V.G. Yet there was surely a superstition in her

thoughts, though true faith in her heart, Oh. There was

something in her of the false philosophical notion that God
works all things by his nature, not by his will; this Christ

corrected. Grotius in Stier.
] Thy faith hath made thee

whole Lit., hath saved thee. Such words the Lord was wont
to speak to those who, as it were, spontaneously grasped at

safety for their bodies or their souls, Luke vii. 50
;

xvii. 19 ;

xviii. 42. And in such words he implies, that he recognises,

approves, and confirms their faith, and that he ratifies and
renders permanent the blessings sought by them; on the

other hand, he assigns want of faith as the sole cause why any
fail to obtain his aid. [More than once a person first learned

that he had faith by the Saviour s telling him of it. V.G.

This delay, and the conversation with the woman, Mark v.

25-34, must have tried the ruler s faith sorely, while in sus

pense for his dying daughter ;
but we see no impatience nor

doubt in him
; comp. the trial of the sisters of Lazarus by de

lay, John xi. 6. French.
]

23. The minstrels Lit., /lute-players. The employment of

flute-players was common at funerals, especially of the young.
The people Lit. the crowd, Luke vii. 12.

24. [For Xsysi alruz, he saith to them. Tisch., Alf., etc.,

have eXsysv, he saidJ] Give place That is, no aid of yours
is needed here. He advances with certainty to work the

miracle, comp. xiv. 19. For the maid is not dead This

Jesus had said before entering where the corpse lay. All the

dead are alive to God ; Luke xx. 38. And the damsel, in

view of her resurrection, which was just about to be accom-
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plished with sucli speed, certainty, and ease, was rather to be
counted with those who sleep than with the dead who are to

rise hereafter. \0h. thinks these words are to be taken liter

ally, and that the girl was simply in a trance so deep that

her friends could find no signs of life. But others well

object Luke s positive assertion, viii. 5355, that she was

dead, and Christ s similar remark concerning Lazarus, John
xi. 11. Mey., etc. Our Lord rather means to teach that

bodily death is not essentially death, but in his hands is but

sleep to all the children of men. Cornp. Matt. viii. 22. StierJ]

They laughed him to scorn The very fact of this ridicule

proves the truth of the girl s death, and of the miracle

wrought. These persons seemed to have feared losing their

funeral fees.

25. Arose Jesus raised the dead from the bed, in this pas

sage ;
from the bier, Luke vii. 14

;
and from the grave, John

xi. 44. [An ascending scale of difficulty, which has one stage

more, the final summoning of all the dead by the same voice

of quickening. Trench.] It would be over-curious to consider

the state of souls while parted for these brief periods from
the body.

26. The fame, ver. 31. All that land Therefore it was
not in that land that Matthew wrote this book. chap. xiv. 34,
35 ;

iv. 25.

27. Mind men Many blind men obtained faith, and
afterwards sight. [Blindness being much more common in

the East than here. Trench.] No doubt they chiefly longed
to see, that, as living in his day, they might behold the Mes
siah

;
and they did behold him with joy unspeakable. Have

mercy on us Lit., pity us. A pithy prayer ; containing a

declaration of their misery, and an entreaty for a wide com

passion. Even aliens used the same form of supplication, [as
the Canaanitish woman, the father of the lunatic, the ten

lepers, etc. V. G.] Son of David That is, Christ, chap,
i. 1

;
xxii. 42. [It was a grief to them, that, living at the

very time when the so-long expected son of David was

actually upon earth, it should be denied them to behold

him. 7.G.]
28. When fie was come in They were persistent in their

entreaties. / am able This was the object of their faith.

29. According to He affirms, but does not restrict his

gift. Be it Heb. -jj-p. [As Gen. i. 3 : Let there be light]
30. Wei^e opened Thus were ears opened, Mark vii. 34,
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and lips, Luke i. 64. Straitly charged them Possibly to re

move occasion from the Pharisees; comp. v. 34. [Implicit
obedience to his injunction would have been better

; yet their

conduct shows the influence which Christ s power exercised

over those who experienced it. V.G.] See that Properly

see, without that. Use your sight; let no man know. [Liter

ally, See, let no one know. The disobedience of these men is

praised by nearly all Roman Catholic expositors ;
a most

characteristic fact, based on deep differences. Trench.]
32. They brought to him One who could scarcely have

come of himself.

33. Israel The people of Israel, among whom so many
wonders had appeared.

34. Through the prince of the devils The Pharisees could

not deny the greatness of his miracles
;
therefore they attribute

it to a great, but the worst possible, author. [At a later

period they poured forth such bitter sayings more wantonly
still

;
but however great their malice, their discernment was

superior to that of those who deny the existence of, possession

by, and casting out of, devils.
F.6r.]

35. Of the kingdom Of God. The people Brought unto

him. [Tisch., A If., etc., omit h rti Xa&, among the people.]
36. He was moved with compassion The disposition of

Jesus was most fruitful in works of compassion. [It was a

glorious work of compassion to lead unhappy souls to safety

by exhortation or by instruction. F.6r.] Fainted Gr. sffxt/X-

[Asvoi, not lx\sXv/j,*v)i ; were exhausted, ivorn out (properly with

a journey), see Mark vi. 34. Scattered abroad Lit., cast

down, lying down in different spots. A further stage of

wretchedness. [These are properly persons destitute of the

knowledge of Christ. V.G.] And yet such a state is the pre
lude of coming aid. Comp. on the harvest, John iv. 35. As

sheep having no shepherd See Numb, xxvii. 17. On the

s/ieep, comp. chap. x. 6.

37. The harvest, etc. He said the same words again [a year

later, Harm.] to the seventy disciples. Luke x. 2. The har

vest The New Testament dispensation ;
the Old was the seed

time
;
see John iv. 35 : again, the present is a seed time, the

harvest whereof is the end of the world. Plenteous chap.
x. 23. Labourers Worthy of the work.

38. Pray ye Remark the importance of prayer, whereby
the Lord of the harvest himself desires to be moved. Doubt
less many more blessings would accrue to the human race, if
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more men, for the sake of their fellows (those nearest to, for

those furthest from grace, V.G.) would meet in prayer the

ever ready will of God. 1 Tim. ii. 3, note. Both the sowing
and the reaping is for us. The Lord himself urges us to

entreat him. He meets with us to teach us how to meet with

him, comp. John xvi. 5, and in the moment he commands
our entreaty, implants within us the desire which he delights
to hear, chap. x. 1. Those very persons whom he commands
to pray for labourers, are presently sent forth as labourers ther*

selves, chap. x. 1. The Lord of the harvest Christ, chap. x.

1 ;
xiii. 37. That he will send forth Gr. lx/3aX&amp;gt;.?j,

a word
which does not always signify a forcible casting out, in which

sense it occurs, ver. 33. \_Mey. renders thrust forth the

forcible expression springing from the sense of pressing want.

Labourers not those who would be lords of the harvest. Q.]

CHAPTER X.

1. And This is in close connexion with the close of the

last chapter, as the repeated mention of the word sheep implies.

He sends forth (labourers into his harvest) before being ear

nestly prayed to do so. When he had called Solemnly.

[This is that remarkable mission to which the Lord refers in

Luke xxii. 35. It is true that he also sent the seventy with

out purse, scrip, or shoes, Luke x. 4
;
but in chap. xxii. 35,

Luke is speaking, not of the seventy, but of the twelve apos
tles. Their return is recorded in Mark vi. 30; Luke ix. 10.

That our Lord in the interim had some disciples present with

him on various occasions appears from Matt. xii. 1, 49
;

xiii.

10; Mark vi. 1. It seems plain to me that no considerable

portion of that time elapsed without the Saviour having some

of his apostles present with him, as witnesses of the import
ant things which he then spoke and performed. Nor were

they all absent any very long time, comp. ver. 23. Meanwhile

they had returned one by one
;

so that some of the twelve,

might have been spoken of as the twelve.* Or they took their

turns of itinerating with the Lord, until they all met together

again. IlarmJ] They were not all ear and eye-witnesses of

*
[Or the same report might have been brought, at separate times,

by each individual of the twelve. ED.]
VOL. I. I
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all his doings. The twelve disciples [Whose appointment,
before the Sermon on the Mount, is assumed by the sacred

writer. V.G-. Though he has only recorded the call of five of

them; chap. iv. 18, etc.
; ix. 9. MeyJ] In the following verse

they are called the twelve apostles. The apostle Matthew calls

them apostles in one passage namely, this one, when speaking
of their being sent forth. Mark also once, chap. vi. 30, where

speaking of their return; the apostle John nowhere, only using
the word in a general sense, chap. xiii. 16. Luke calls them
so in his Gospel, but only occasionally, in the same connexion

as Matthew and Mark, or for other weighty reasons, in a later

period of the narrative; chap. vi. 13
; ix. 10 ; xi. 49

;
xvii.

5
; xxii. 14

; xxiv. 10. For, throughout the Gospel history

they were disciples, and therefore so described. But in the

Acts and the Epistles, after the descent of the Holy Ghost,

they are never styled disciples, but always apostles. Those
called disciples in the Acts, had either been fellow-disciples
with or actual disciples of the twelve apostles ;

and were apos
tolical men, the germ of all Christian posterity ;

Acts vi. 1
;

xxi. 1 6
;
after which passage the word disciple does not recur

in the New Testament, its place being taken by the titles

brethren, Christians, believers, saints, etc. Gave The apostles
advanced by degrees. To confer authority implies its posses
sion in a high degree. Them The disciples, in the Lord s

presence, were only in a vague sort employed in his miracles,

chap. xiv. 19; xvii. 27; but they wrought none, chap, xvii

18, unless when sent forth by Christ, Luke x. 17, or after his

departure. John xiv. 12. Unclean A frequent description
of spirits elsewhere frequently called evil spirits. To heal

In his name ; chap. ix. 35.

2. The names Scripture, in its enumerations, observes an
accurate order. See Gen. xlviii. 20

;
Numb. xiii. 2

; Ezek.

xiv. 14, 20. Therefore the order of the apostles, princes ot

Christ s kingdom, is more important than any order of pre
cedence among the kings of the earth, (since, for example, it is

not without an indication of rank that Peter is styled the

first) and is no matter of accident. They are not mentioned

indiscriminately, and we have to note those four different

arrangements of them :
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(I.)
Matthew x. 2.
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however, first among the apostles, not placed over the apostles;
in the apostolic office, not beyond it. What has this to do
with the Pope of Rome ? Not more than with any other

bishop ; nay, even less. Who is called Peter A surname

afterwards better known. The son of Zebedee To distinguish

him from James, the son of Alphaeus.
3. Matthew the publican A statement of the evangelist in

duced by humility; he does not designate Peter, Andrew, etc.,

the fishermen, though he calls himself the publican. Lebbaeus

According to Hiller, Lebbaeus and Thaddaeus are synony
mous terms, both denoted large-hearted; so Thomas and

Didymus are synonymous. Whose surname was Thaddaeus

This seems a gloss. Beng., Tisch., Alf. This apostle s name
was Judas ; he was brother of James, but was called Lebbaeus,
in contradistinction to Judas Iscariot.

4. Iscariot [Best explained by Heb. JlVlp ItfM man f
Kerioth, from his birthplace in the tribe of Judah ; Josh. xv.

25. Mey., Alf.; or in the tribe of Ephraim, as Jerome says on

Isaiah. JBengel s rendering, he that hath the bag, is inde

fensible.] A Iso The use of this word implies that the be

trayal was the act whereby Judas was most known. Be

trayed By the mention of the betrayal, tacit reference is

made to Matthias succession to Judas apostleship, as men
tioned by Luke in the Acts.

5. 6. Way of the Gentiles . . . city of the Samaritans . . .

house of Israel They were obliged at times to go into the

way of the Samaritans [which lay between Galilee and Judaea.

F. GJ\ But there was less need for them to enter and sojourn
in their cities, since our Lord had already done so in his

journey (John iv.),
and the apostles were afterwards to come

there (Acts viii. 14). [But bdbv sdvuv, literally ivay of the Gen

tiles, means way to the Gentiles. Mey., De W. The first con

sideration with one sent of God must be to know precisely

where to go, where not to go. Stier.] The first part of these in

structions refers to the first sending forth ;
the rest to the

full apostleship into which the disciples were now admitted.

Comp. ver. 18. He gave almost identical instructions to the

Seventy, Luke x. 1-11.

6. Lost A stronger term than gone astray, comp. chap,

xviii. 12, 14. [The lost sheep were those who were astray in

mind and life
;
that is, all who had not faith in him. Mey.~]

Sheep Chap. ix. 23. These gave the a,postles enough to do.

Israel Whence the Samaritans had seceded.
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7. As ye go Answering to go, ver. 6. [Apostles are

always itinerant preachers; they found churches, but do not

govern them. Stier.~\
Preach Here were the disciples, like

divinity students, essaying ministerial functions, and under

taking the duties of curates, but still requiring to return for

fuller instruction. [For they themselves were still destitute

of any perfect knowledge of Jesus Christ, such as he was after

wards to confer on them with greater clearness in speaking of

his passion, death, and resurrection. Meanwhile their preach

ing, confirmed as it was by many miracles, prepared men s

minds to receive at his coming him who was thus proclaimed.

Harm.] Is at hand The substance of their preaching [while

urging men to repentance. V. G.]
8. The sick . . . devils An ascending gradation, in con

trast to the descending one in ver. 1. Freely This does not

make against the end of ver. 10. The labourer is worthy
of his meat, but miracles and graces should be no matter of

merchandise.

9. Provide Lit. acquire. Thus the apostles learned con

tentment. They might use things which they already pos

sessed, but not procure others. GoId, silver, brass Money,
more or less. In your purses Lit. belts, which were used as

purses. [And are so still in the East. Ed.~\
10. Scrip Wherein bread and other provisions were kept,

Mark vi. 8. Nor staves- In Mark vi. 8 we read save a staff

only. They might take one staff each
;
he who had none need

not trouble to get one, since the Lord said, Procure not ; he
who had one might use it, for convenience, not for defence.

Worthy [This general statement implies here, that they might
be sure their wants should be supplied, without these pre

parations. Mey.~\ Thus the very prohibition of provision is

a glorious equipment, for it implies the promise of Him who
forbids it, that they shall want nothing. Stier.~\

And vice

versa, the hire is worthy of the labourer. Meat Lit. food.
This word comprehends all the matters mentioned in

vers. 9, 10.

11. Inquire By questioning, and by spiritual scrutiny.
The godly easily find out the godly, as the wicked do the

wicked. Is worthy Of your abiding with him. There abide

In that man s house till ye leave the city. [Thus the first

fruits of their ministry were highly privileged. V.G.] Any
change of residence might have caused an appearance of fas

tidiousness.
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12. Salute Saying Peace (be to this house), that is, salva

tion. See next verse. Our Lord adopted ordinary forms and

customs, while giving them a higher significance.
1 3. If Lit. if indeed. That is, if they receive you. Your
That peace whereof ye are heralds. Come upon it . . .

return unto you The imperative may be here taken strictly ;

Let it come at your entreaty, let it return at your will. Con
duct yourselves so that it may either come upon the house or

return to you. Bestow your salutation with cheerful will, or

receive it back to yourselves. [This seems a sort of prelude
to the power of loosing and binding. V.G.~\ But if Contrary
to your hope. Let your peace return As evidence of your

duty having been done, and to increase your peace and spiri

tual power. No bounty once gone forth from God is wasted;
it is sure to find some one to whom it proves a boon. This

may give comfort to ministers who seem to themselves to

effect nothing. The Lord speaks thus to them :

&quot; Men have

despised your peace ;
retain it for yourselves.&quot;

14. Whosoever Householder or magistrate. When ye go

forth As yet there was no such thing in man as invincible

ignorance. Now-a-days there is no need of departing, so great
is the number of hearers and of labourers. Or city If ye fail

of admittance into any house in it. Dust Because the very
dust of the land trodden by such wicked ones should be

visited (ver. 15) with a punishment, from which the apostles
would desire to be entirely exempt. See Acts xiii. 51

; comp.
with chap, xviii. 6; Mark vii. 11, for a testimony against

them, that seeing your constancy, they may feel themselves

signified by the gesture, which would impress seers and
hearers. Neh. v. 13. Of your feet From jour feet. Guilt is

looked on as adhering to the feet or the sandals
;

1 Kings
ii. 5. Therefore by shaking the dust from their feet, the

apostles were to signify that they declared themselves free

from the guilt of those who refused to hear.

15. More tolerable [For the guilt of resisting God s will

is the greater, the more clearly that will is known. Mey.~\
Therefore to disbelieve the gospel is worse than the sin of the

men of Sodom, chap. xi. 22-24. An hypallage; that city
shall suffer a greater punishment than the land of Sodom and
Gomorrah either suffered long ago, or shall suffer in the judg
ment. And if a brief refusal be so heavily visited, what shall

become of those who persistently refuse 1

16. Behold This word often tends to demonstrate some-
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thing actually present. 7 Your Lord
;
hesitate not. These

words constitute a safe-conduct. Sheep Defenceless. In
the midst Not into the midst ; ye are already in their midst.

Of wolves Who will oppose the return of the lost sheep, ver. 6,

comp. chap. vii. 15, on false prophets ; though here the ex

pression wolves is of wider signification. Be ye Lit. be

come ye; an expression oftener used in exhortations than be

ye. Go forth and prove yourselves such. As serpents The

godly often seem like serpents to the wicked
; yet thus they

overcome the old serpent. And Thus David was at once

simple and prudent towards Saul. [Not rarely a man accounts

others altogether like himself. But it is a help to remember
that many are worse, and perhaps some better than you.
F.6r. A marvellous and, which connects such qualities. But
to see the wonderful union perfected, look at Him who re

quires and can give it ! Stier. Here, as always, Christ brings
into their higher unity things which elsewhere oppose and
contradict each other. NeandJ\ Harmless, Gr. axspa/o/, [lite

rally unmingled, that is, with evil ; simple, consistent. Ben-

gel s explanation, without a horn, cannot be supported. Mey.,

Stier, etc.] Without horn Hoof, as well as tooth, or sting ;

actively as well as passively harmless. Many such words
have at once both an active and passive force. Comp. note

on harmless, Rom. xvi. 19.

17. But beware This explains be ye wise; and extends the

application of the caution
;
for men is a general term. Comp.

John ii. 24. [The multitude of reasons for being ware of men,

appears most clearly when we associate with them entirely
without restraint. V.G.] Councils . . . synagogues The coun

cils, where the chief men assemble
; the synagogue, where the

main body of the people meet. They will scourge you Hard

things are foretold
; and yet the disciples carried out the work,

as did our Lord himself. In their synagogues They will con

sider the action so holy, as to be permissible in the synagogue
rather than in the council, chap. xiii. 34.

18. And Emphatic. Ye shall be brought The apostles
did not come before the rulers of their own will

; they were

brought. Against them The Jews, as contrasted with the

Gentiles. It is well known what things took place before

rulers and kings. [This testimony was of the person and work

of Jesus ; for they were brought for his salce.
3/&amp;lt;?y.].

And the

Gentiles Hence, this chapter has also a remoter reference,

namely, to the apostles condition subsequent to the ascension.
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19. Take no thought Let your sole care be to avoid caring.
But this does not forbid us to prepare at all. 1 Tim. iv. 15 ;

conap. Luke xxi. 14; 1 Cor. xiv. 26. On a sudden emer

gency now-a-days no faithful confessor need be careful what
he shall say. Or Care is elegantly mentioned

;
but where

the matter is vouchsafed, the means are not withheld. How
or what to speak, embraces the entire ground of anxiety ;

and
therefore specially the words to be used, which may cause

difficulty to some who are clear enough as to their subject.

The spirit does not speak without words, see ver. 20. / will

give you a mouth and wisdom, Luke xxi. 15. And the

same connexion of terms, though in different context, is

found in John viii. 28 ; xii. 49, 50
;
Rom. viii. 26

; 1 Pet.

i. 11. We deduce the fact of the inspiration of words, not

from the how or what here, but from the actual promise
itself. In that . . . hour If not before. Many are most
conscious of spiritual power at times when they have to im

part it to others.

20. That speak Gr. ov Xa^ovvrss. The article is similarly

used, John vi. 63. In you As instruments.

21. brother The closest ties are the soonest severed.

And cause them to be put to death By an atrocious, even

though judicial condemnation.

22. \JBy all men That is, by the whole ungodly world. De
W.] For my name s sake Which the world hates. He that

In truth. This is one of the apophthegms used more than

once by our Lord, see chap. xxiv. 13.

23. [There is much variety in the different manuscripts and
authorities as to the text of this verse. Bengel prefers the

longer reading of the Old Latin, etc., flee ye into the other, and

if they persecute you in the other, flee ye to another. But Tisch.,

Alf., Mey., etc., properly reject the addition. This city, the

other Jesus points in the direction of various cities. MeyJ\
Ye shall notjinish Comp. in 2 Chron. xxxi. 1. Heb. H^D to

end, [used in the sense to go through and destroy. Comp.
English Version, text and margin.] The cities To say no

thing of the villages ;
see ver. 6. He shows that there will

be no danger of their exhausting the sphere of their preaching;
and warns them not to remain too long in one place, as they
will have opportunities of longer sojourn in others. Till the

Son of man be come As to this coming, see ver. 7, and chap,
xi. 1. [The coming here referred to was that wherein this

announcement of his messenger was accomplished in the ful-
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ness of presence, power, and preaching by Him whose office it

was to come, to preach the gospel, and to provide for its

preaching by others. Matt. xi. 3-5. In like manner He
commanded the seventy disciples to proclaim the kingdom of

heaven as at hand, and followed up this proclamation by his

own presence in the places where they had preached. Luke

x. 1-9. Harm.]
. 25. Have called See chap. ix. 34

;
Mark iii. 22. They

called him Beelzebub, that is Beelzebub s confederate. Master

of the house Gr. otJiodiff-Tror^v. In truth, Jesus was the head

of a family, and supported a large family of disciples, Luke
xxii. 35

; displaying a perfect example of a domestic, as well

as of a solitary life. And he is also head of the whole family,

the Church. JBeehebub A god of Ekron, see 2 Kings i. 2.

[The proper form is Beelzebul, and the most probable deriva

tion is from b^ JBaal, Lord, and 71HT Zebul, a house ; mean

ing just the same as Gr. oixodsff-Trorqs, master of the house. The
name may have been given to Satan as prince of his own region.

Mey., Alf., etc. after Paulus.] How much more The world

hated Christ first, and worst
;
and he wished the disciples to

understand that they should accept such hatred still more

readily, and shrink from it still less than he, (were that pos

sible). [They of his household have less strength than he, and

are not free from blemishes, which the world well knows how
to turn to reproach. F.6r.]

Them of his household They shall

call them the household of Beelzebub.

26. Therefore Even though ye be hated. For The world

shall not so quickly succeed in destroying you, by whom the

truth is to be far and widely spread. Nothing Comp.
Mark iv. 22

;
Luke xii. 2. Covered Remote from view.

That shall not be revealed Especially in the day of the Mes
siah. Hid From hearing, comp. next verse.

27. In the ear Singular, in one ear, privately. Upon
the housetops Which were flat, and on which speakers, and

even their hearers too, might move about. Comp. 2 Sam.

xvi. 22. [He commands them to cast off all fear. V.G.]
28. And fear not The connexion is this, he who publicly

preaches the hidden truth is assailed by the world. He who
fears God, has nothing else to fear

; he who fears not God, has

everything else to fear. 1 Pet. iii. 14, 15. [The world ad

mires the courage of the fearless, thinking it manly and heroic ;

but the fear of God is the only heroism worthy of the name,
without which all so-called courage is fallacious, and a mark
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of inconsiderate rashness. F.6?.] Fear him which -is able

Ay, with the utmost power. Luke xii. 5. That is, God;
Jas. iv. 12. [Ols.,Stier, etc., refer these words to Satan; but

Mey., Alf., and most others, with better reason, agree with

Beng. The sense is, The shrinking from bodily death must

yield to the reverential fear of the eternal Judge. De IF]
Both soul and body The two essential parts of man. To de

stroy He does not say to kill ; for the soul is immortal. In
hell To preach the truth is no easy task. Nor are sterner

precepts enjoined upon any than upon the ministers of the

word, as appears from the epistles to Timothy and Titus.

Therefore the most powerful incentive is applied. Very many
witnesses of the truth have first been divinely stirred up and

compelled to their work by fearful terrors. \My God is my
life ; I cannot die but by losing him.

().]

29. Two sparrows . . . for a farthing In Luke xii. G, Five

sparrows for tivo farthings. A reason why men should not

fear. One One rather than another. Shall not fall on the

ground That is, die. The future thus implies the condition ;

if it fall, it falls not without the Father. Without your Father
He says your, rather than their. [Yet the confessors die,

and that often by the enemy s hand ! Yes ; but not without

the Father. Stier.]
30. Hairs Of which ye yourselves are heedless

;
who cares

for the hairs once dragged out by a comb ? A hair is a pro
verbial expression for an utter trifle. Your Contrasted

with sparrows.
31. Ye Collectively or individually. Many Contrasted

with one, ver. 29.

32. Shall confess me Gr. on me ; that is, when the sub

ject is brought forward. This differs from the me and him,
ver. 33. Comp. Luke xii. 8, 9. Men The Lord is speaking
specially of persecutors.

33. Him will I also deny The Latin and Gothic versions,
the Byzantine Codex, and possibly many others, give the

Greek words in an order most accurately expressing the idea

of retributive justice ; thus, / will deny, even I, also him.

Collators of manuscripts have generally overlooked such points
as this.

34. Peace Between good and evil. A sword That is, a
violent division ; see Luke xii. 51 ; xxii. 36 ; progressing from

family discord, ver. 35, to wars and slaughter.
35. To set . . , at variance As a consequence of ver. 34. A
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man against his father A son, who loves me, see ver. 37.

Against Persons are here spoken of as hostile, who generally
are most affectionate.

36. Foes A man will consider them of his own household,
his kindred, his servants, his intimate friends hostile to him
if they believe in me. Mic. vii. 6.

37. He that loveth In order to escape the sword. There

is here a gradation, from the loving of parents, children, etc.,

more than Christ, to the loving one s self more than Christ in

the next verse. [Worthy To call me Master. Comp. Luke
xiv. 26. Mey.]

38. Tdkeih not Voluntarily. The cross, an implement of

death unused by the Jews, was not a proverbial expression
for adversity. Therefore in this passage our Lord alludes to

his cross, which he was already secretly bearing.
39. Life That is, himselft man, in respect of his natural

life. Comp. Luke ix. 24, 25. [Two kinds of life are implied,
between which man may choose

;
a higher and a lower. If one

is preserved, the other is lost. Ols. For that which takes

place in the great world must also occur in each disciple ;
the

removal of the sinful. He who refuses this, and thinks to

ind his life in his old self, is lost
;
but he who, in the fellow

ship of Christ s cross, gives up all that must perish, gains life

eternal. Stier.~\
For my sake Many lose their life for the

world s sake.

40-42. [A consoling assurance for the apostles ; in all your
trouble, you may be the less anxious concerning your reception
and support, since the reward of those who receive and sup

port you is to be so glorious. MeyJ]
40. You A descending gradation. You, (apostles) ; a

prophet, a righteous man, one of these little ones. Me Not

only is it equivalent to receiving, but an actual reception of

me. [Thus, though not every one can exercise the sacred

ministry, yet every one may share its grace, its spirit, and its

reward.
Q.~\

41. In the name For that simple reason, apart from any
other. A prophet . . . a righteous man A prophet speaks, a

righteous man acts, in the name of God, and shines prominent
in righteousness, chap. xiii. 17 ; xxiii. 29

;
Heb. xi. 33.

Reward For he proves himself as obedient to God as if he
were himself a prophet. It may be asked how one, not him
self righteous, can receive a righteous man in the name of a

righteous man; the answer is, that by that very act he
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comes to his right mind, and ceases to be a foe to righteous
ness.

42. Little ones Chap. xi. 11
;

Zech. xiii. 7. A gentle

epithet for a disciple, comp. ver. 41, for a double mention
of a prophet, etc. The world cares nothing for such. Yet
of these little ones prophets and apostles are made. Cold
water An inexpensive kindness, which may be shown even

on a journey. The expression is proverbial, and in contrast

to receiveih, ver. 40, 41. Shall not lose Even amidst subse

quent misfortunes comfort may be taken from former good
deeds. [Oh boundless wealth of God, who both is able, and

delights to confer such rewards! V.GJ] His That is, of the

little one ; or possibly his own. To receive is more than to

give a cup of water, and therefore has a greater reward. [Thus
the little ones bestow blessings everywhere ;

&quot; as poor, yet

making many rich
;
as having nothing, and yet possessing all

things,&quot;
2 Cor. vi. 9, 10.

Ols.]

CHAPTER XL

1. Had made an end Jesus did nothing abruptly; chap,
xxvi. 1, note

;
Luke vii. 1. To preach Everywhere, comp.

John iii. 2, etc. [To teach implies private, to preach, public,
instruction. V.G.] Their Of the Israelites. [A people worthy
of compassion, chap. ix. 36. V.G.]

2. Of Christ Lit. of the Christ, the works which it was
the province of the Christ to do. [Such works Jesus already
had been doing before John was cast into prison ;

but was
now doing them in much greater number. V.G.] Two

[Tischendorf rightly reads here di&
9 by, instead of duo, two.~\

Disciples Whom he wished to confirm and consign to

Christ. [For he does not himself seem to entertain any
doubt of Christ. V.G. But the question is asked in John s

name, and the answer, ver. 4, is directed to him. Yet it is

difficult to determine what John s own motive for the question
was. Ols. and Neand. suppose his Jewish notions of Messiah

and his imprisonment together to have confused and dimmed
his mind

; though still he went only to Christ for light. His

inquiry was the prayer, Lord, I believe, help thou mine unbe

lief ! Ols. Alf. thinks that John simply wished a public
avowal from Jesus of his Messiahship ; but this is forced.]

3. He that should comeT&amp;gt;s. xl.
;
Heb. x. 37. Or There

was then no other ; John excludes himself by the use of this
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disjunctive. Do we look At some later period. [The time

of expectation was drawing to an end, the 70th week of Daniel

was at hand. V.O.] Another They acknowledge that some

one must come.

4. Those things which ye do hear and see The evidence of

facts, of seven kinds, ver. 5, 6. The working of various mani
fold and beneficial miracles. [In ordinary cases seeing precedes

hearing; but the words of Christ corresponded even more

exactly to the desires of faith than his works. John xiv. 11.

Even here, as in chap. xii. 17, 41, 42, the Lord speaks with

humility j
he does not say the things which / speak and do.

V.G.]
5. [At that very time the works peculiar to the Christ were

being done, Luke vii. 21. In ancient times sinners were

punished by blindness, leprosy, and death. The dead are

raised As had just been done in the case of the young man at

Nain; Luke vii. 14. V.G.] The poor have the gospel preached
to them Lit., The poor are evangelised. Comp. Lukexvi. 16.

He speaks of the actual works of Christ Jesus himself, whereof

the disciples of John were eye-witnesses. Comp. Luke iv. 18,

on the prediction of these works. [Of Christ, anointed to

this very function, Isa. Ixi. 1. V.Gr. Tisch., with good autho

rities, inserts r.ai before
vsxgo/, and the dead, etc.]

6. Blessed is he Rare blessedness ! An actual mark of the

Messiah was that many should be offended in him. [Isa. lii.

14, and to that very thing the disciples of John may have
been specially liable. See ver. 18, comp. with ver. 19. V.Gr.]

He loaded others with benefits, who himself was weak, de

spised, and poor. Whosoever Specially of the disciples of

John who saw the difference between his and Jesus mode of

life. [But it is now generally admitted that this is a reproof
to John himself. De W.} Ver. 18, 19.

7. As they departed Otherwise they might have been

puffed up. The world praises a man to his face, and reviles

him behind his back
; heavenly truth does the very reverse.

Began The people would not have begun this subject had
he not done so first. Concerning John Whose position with

respect to men, to himself, and to God is described in vers.

79. To see Out of idle curiosity. John v. 35. A reed

In which the shallows of Jordan abounded. They would have
liked.to find John such a character as they themselves loved

to exhibit
; they expected an easy-going man willing to yield

to their wishes
;
such a one as they themselves would never
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have called a reed, but whom Jesus called a reed, a reed. For
truth often puts expressions in men s mouths not of their own
making, but actually according with facts, Jer. xviii. 12. The

people themselves hardly knew why they had gone forth. On
the other hand, John s true character is set forth, (comp. ver.

18,) and at the same time any objection which might be raised

from the fact of Christ s precursor being imprisoned, is re

moved. Shaken The Gr. is in the middle voice
; lit., suffer

ing itself to be shaken. As this idea refutes itself, it is not
here refuted, as the subsequent ones are. By the wind
Either of persecution, or of the favour which might accompany
his being taken for the Messiah.

8. But This word implies the dismissal of the preceding
notion. A man clothed in soft raiment This was the sort of

precursor, and even the sort of Messiah they wished for.

[Tisch., Alf., etc., omit l^arion;, raiment, which is then im

plied.] Who wear John might have been a courtier had he
chosen. Soft clothing Lit., the soft things, just spoken of.

Kings houses Esth. iv. 2. Not in the desert or in a prison.

[Kings The true reading, Tisch., Alf., etc. Beng. reads in

the halls of the palace, Gr. o7/co/ r&v
/Sceff/Xg/flw,]

9. A prophet It was long since they had had one.

[Nor can one be esteemed such who is not free from
fickleness and effeminacy. V.G. Tisch. transposes i8e?v after

TT&amp;gt;op ?)77)v ; and punctuates thus : But why went ye out 1 To
see a prophet ? Yea, etc. So Mey. But Alf. retains the

common reading.] Yea A prophet, I say unto, and more
than a prophet. More In the neuter, as the what ! With
out knowing it, ye have seen somewhat more than ye went
out to see. Than a prophet For a prophet is a proclaimer
of remote events.

10. For this is he [Tisch. omits ya%, /or.] This gives John
far more importance than anything mentioned in vers. 7, 8.

Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, which shall pre

pare thy way before thee. In Mai. iii. 1, the LXX. read, Be

hold, I will send out my messenger, and he shall survey the way
before thyface, etc. / The Father, addressing the Son. My
messenger John was the messenger sent from God, after whom
came the messenger (angel) of the covenant himself. Before

thy face Immediately before thee. The LXX. have suddenly
in the parallel passage of Malachi. John was not a foreteller of

remote events. The coming and the word of the Father and of
the Son are one. The clearest proof of the divinity of Christ
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is that the expressions used of him in the New Testament are

in the Old specially applied to God. See notes on John xii.

41
;
Acts ii. 33 ; Rom. ix. 33 ; xiv. 11 ; 1 Cor. i. 31

; x. 9 ;

Eph. iv. 8 ;
Heb. i. 6, 8, 10, 11

; Rev. i. 8, 17.

11. There hath not risen Lit., hath not been raised up; as

yet. The verb Jyg/egotfa/, implies the appointment to an office.

Among them that are born of women A universal term. So,
blessed art thou among women, Luke i. 28. [Born of women
has for its contrast born of God, Johni. 13. Ols.] A greater

Prophet, Luke vii. 28; i. 15, even in comparison with

Enoch, Moses, or Elias. The Baptist John had already re

ceived this name from the novelty and importance of the

office he introduced
;

it was not given him at a later time

to distinguish him from the apostle John. He that is least

Lit, he that is less. [The comparative, not as Beng.,
for the superlative, but less than the rest, therefore, least.

Win. in A
If.]

As far as John excels all, even the greatest, of

the old prophets, so far the least one in the kingdom of hea

ven, whether preacher of Christ, or simple citizen, excels John.

John himself was not yet in the kingdom of heaven, but was
its precursor. [Even then the apostles themselves were

superior to John in their baptism and teaching, John iv. 2
;

Matt. x. 7. Harm.] Jesus is not the least in the kingdom of

heaven, but is himself its king, as the very words kingdom
of heaven imply, ver. 10; chap. iii. 11. In this utterance

of our Lord the ideas of great and less are set forth as they
exist in fact, not as they exist in the opinion of the world, 1

Pet. i. 12. Considerations drawn from external appearances

(ver. 6) have no place here. Jesus was despised and rejected of

men, but was not the least in (respect of) the kingdom of
heaven; all the citizens of which kingdom already were

acknowledging him as their king. Comp. chap. v. 19. He
is nowhere called less than John, or least in the kingdom of
heaven. The least in the kingdom of heaven is the lowest

subject of that kingdom. In whatever respect John is greater
than others born of women, in that respect he that is least in the

kingdom of heaven is less than the other subjects of that king
dom. John did not yet know all those matters which a cate

chumen learns now from the apostles creed. A splendid

gradation prophet, John, apostle, Christian ! So far as a

comparison between the Old and New Testaments is con

cerned, it is a greater thing to know things present than

things to come, however proximate their fulfilment may be ;
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but in other respects a knowledge of things to come is a

peculiar honour from God. [Many older interpreters under

stand this clause to mean, yet I who seem less am greater in

the kingdom of heaven than he. Beng. answers this conclu

sively, and is followed by Mey., De W., A If., etc. Thus this

verse shows strikingly Christ s view of the vast distance

between the Old Testament and the New ;
and answers those

who expect to find in the former the truth revealed by him.

12. And Lit., but, antithetically used in this sense:

Though John be less than the least in the kingdom of heaven,

yet from the beginning of the days of John, the kingdom of

heaven exercised power. It was not in, but immediately

after, John, that the kingdom of heaven came. [From For

John s days of work were over. Mey. Beng. renders j3/ag-

rai, thrusts itself forward. But the context shows that the

English versions suffereth violence, is right. Jesus mentions it

as a proof that Messiah is come, that the longing for his king
dom is aroused and in activity ;

no longer in quiet expectation.

Comp. Luke vii. 29. Mey., De W., and A If.,
who render

The kingdom of heaven is pressed into, and violent persons

eager, ardent multitudes seize upon it.]
The violent Luke

xiii. 24. There is no complaint made here, as of a hostile

violence
;

words of censure only begin with ver. 1 6. The

words sufferetli violence, and the violent are correlative. [Thus
the work grows warm, and prospers as desired. V.G.] Take

it by force Bursting through all obstacles, and snatching at

it with violent haste, in order to procure the blessings it con

tains. [Just as with merchandise. F.6r.]
Luke vii. 29.

13. For All which had been foretold up to John s time

was now accomplished. Prophets, the law, John Comp.
Mai. i. 1

;
iv. 4-6

;
see note on Matt. iii. 12. There is here

a proper gradation, inasmuch as there were prophets before

Moses, and Moses being the greatest of the Old Testament

prophets, the law is mentioned in the second place as his pro

phecy. The New Testament begins, in Mark, where the Old

ends, in Malachi. The words here prophesied until John,

applies to the prophecies of Scripture ;
but applies besides to

prophecy, subsequent to Malachi, even that of John s own

father, Zachariah, Luke i. 67. Until Without change.
John s coming was the limit of the Old Testament dispen
sation and prophecy ;

and from this point fulfilment begins.
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Prophesied This was the sum of their office, to testify of

future things ;
John s duty went beyond this, ver. 9.

14. If ye will receive it It is your own affair; the sense of

the violent is explained ;
the willing are assembled ; the bless

ing is ready ; your will only is wanted. Elias The absence

of the article shows this to be an Antonomasia (that is, that

he is the typical, not the actual, Elias.) John represents the

fathers with their children as the violent; comp. but, ver. 16.

The Old Testament prophecy ends in Malachi with the an

nouncement of Elias. John, from community of office as a

forerunner, is called Elias. Which was for to come The

language is that of one looking from the Old into the New
dispensation. [And it is not expressly said that John was to

come, but Elias. V.G.]
15. To hear So the Septuagint, Deut. xxix. 4; comp. Kom.

xi. 8. Tisch., Alf. omit dxoviiv, to hear. This was a form of

conclusion peculiar to our Lord
; implying that from what

was already said much more might be deduced.

16. Generation The evil men of those best days. Children

Jesus, with a wondrous personal condescension, not only

compares the Jews, but himself and John also, to children.

[Instead of their fellows, ro?g STU/OQIZ avruv, Tisch. reads, the

others, roTg sregois. So Mey., who says, the children are the

Jews, the others are John and Jesus. The first was too ascetic

and severe, not dancing to their fluting ; the second too lax,

not lamenting with their mourning. Similarly Alf. who re

tains sraiootc, fellows.] Market A large city generally has

several markets. The preaching of John and of our Lord was

public.

17. [Tisch. omits xa/, and, at the beginning, and v,u,?v,
vnfo

you, in the second clause of this verse.] We have piped Ver.

19. We have mourned Ver. 18, parallelism of classes in pairs.

18. Neither eating John did not eat along with, or in the

presence of, others. The mode of life pursued by John and by
Jesus corresponded with the special character of their respective

teaching ;
so that the one in each case implied the other. Nor

drinking Luke i. 15. They say The world carps at virtue as

an extreme, and exalts vice to a mean. He hath a devil What
is commonly called a familiar spirit [misleading him into adopt
ing this strange rule of life. MeyJ\ This was a reproach in

common use among the Jews, to denote a man either crazy,

haughty, or over-wise. Those who shun the society of men
easily incur such imputations.

VOL. I. K
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19. A man gluttonous They designate him, as one among
many, by a mark the very opposite of that referred to in ver.

18. Her Gr. aitrr,g. Valla thinks that this refers to genera
tion; but see Luke vii. 35, for further remarks on the present

passage. Comp. ver. 29. Children [Gr. ruv f ezvuv, for which
a few manuscripts have TUV epyuv, works. This Beng. is in

clined to favour, though without sufficient grounds. All eds.

retain the common reading.] [Wisdom is justified, etc., that

is, is recognised by those who really belong to her. NeanJ.
Wisdom is assuredly Christ. The children of wisdom are those

who allow themselves to be gathered together by her. For
this reason wisdom is blamed for ready indulgence towards

such persons, and is therefore at last compelled to justify
herself. Luke xv. 1, 2, etc. V.G.]

20. Then began he He had not upbraided before. This

upbraiding is, as it were, a prelude to that which shall be in

the last day. Any hearer of the New Testament is either far

more blessed (ver. 11) or far more miserable than the ancients.

Mighty works [Repentance and the discernment of Jesus

Christ are conjoined. V.
@.~\

21. Woe The interjection here is declarative, not impreca-

tive; chap. xxiv. 19. Its contrary is the word blessed, which
should always be kept in mind.

21-23. You . . . Thee Two neighbouring cities are com

pared with two from Old Testament history, and one more
wretched than they with one more wretched still. Long ago

In the ancient days, when repentance was a less eaisy matter ;

see Acts xvii. 30. We must not say, What doest thou ?

Comp. Ezek. iii. 6. In sackcloth Supply sitting, or some
such word.

22. More tolerable Inasmuch as they were less impenitent ;

as they would have repented ;
as they had already undergone

punishment. Of judgment When he, in whom they were

then offended, shall himself be judge.
23. Capernaum This city had been more highly blessed than

Chorazin and Bethsaida; its misery from sin should be propor

tionally greater ; therefore it is compared with Sodom, rather

than with Tyre and Sidon. Exalted In the sight of God.

of Christ, and of the angels. Unto heaven For the Lord
from heaven, in fixing his dwelling there, had brought heaven

down to it. [For examples of this exaltation, see John ii. 12 ;

iv. 47
;
Matt. iv. 13; xiii. 53; Johnvi. 24

;
Matt. xvii. 24.]

Unto hdl The lowest depth in the universe. Would have
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remained Undestroyed ;
how forcible a condition ! [For

either they would not have committed such crimes, or they
would have repented of them, and in such case would neither

have been destroyed when they were, nor at any other time.

V. G.] The same expression recurs in John xxi. 22.

25. Answered To that which filled his mind concerning
the Father s counsel, his own thoughts and the disciples

disposition. [He spoke the subsequent words in a spirit of

exultation. F.6r.] / thank thee Nothing said in praise of

God can exceed the fact. Our Saviour gave thanks to God
in the same words for the success of the mission of the

Seventy. Father, Lord of heaven and earth The Father is

often mentioned as Father of Christ ; sometimes as his God
and Father

;
never as his Lord, but as Lord of heaven and

earth. Let us learn by our Saviour s example to address

God by epithets appropriate to the subject of our prayers.
The Jews forbid the aggregation of divine titles in prayer.
In this passage the address is truly magnificent. Because

thou hast hid . . . and hast revealed A double reason for

giving him praise. Comp. v. 27, neither Jcnoweth ; and, he

to whom the Father will reveal. These things Concerning
the Father, and the Son, and the kingdom of heaven. The
wise who arrogate wisdom to themselves. Theprudent Who
arrogate discernment to themselves. Hast revealed Chap,
xvi. 17. Unto babes Such as the twelve and the Seventy
were. Luke x. 21. They must have been young, for they
testified long afterwards. Babes are artless, and ready to

believe. Matt, xviii. 3.

26. Even so Jesus assents to the Father s good pleasure.
Even so, Father, is the acme of filial acquiescence. Father

The nominative case, as more expressive than the vocative.

Seemed good in thy sight The will and intelligence of God
frame his decrees. God s good pleasure is the limit which we
cannot pass in examining the grounds of the divine decrees.

So next verse, of the Son
;
to whomsoever he will (chooses to)

reveal.

27. All things Here the auditors generally are addressed.

After his resurrection our Lord declared more explicitly that

all things in heaven and on earth were delivered unto him.

Chap, xxviii. 18; but the same thing is implied in the present

passage, comp. ver. 25. A II things, and the power of revealing
them

;
all things, and therein all persons. John xiii. 3

;
xvii. 2

;

I Cor. xv. 2527. Are delivered The Father reserved nothing
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to himself apart from the Son. Comp. John xiii. 3
; Matt,

xxviii. 18. The intimate connexion of the Father and the

Son appears from vers. 25-27 ; John vi. 39, 40, and so

throughout the whole Apocalypse. No man . . . neither

Comp. John viii. 19, on the order of the words. But the

Father he does not add, and he to whomsoever the Father will

reveal him, both because he has said so in ver. 25, and is de

claring in this verse what it is which the Father hath delivered

to him. There is no exclusion here of the Holy Ghost, only
he is not mentioned, inasmuch as his nature was as yet im

perfectly known to man. Will reveal The next verse says to

whom.
28. Come At once, chap. iv. 19, note. Unto me If the

Pharisees, if John himself do not satisfy you. All Let not

the restriction in ver. 27 discourage you. That labour To
this refer the mention of yokes. Heavy laden To this refer

learn and burden. Hebrew NttfQ, a burden, that is, doctrine,

discipline. [All ye are then the poor of chap. v. 3, and espe

cially those wearied by outward observance of the law, ver. 30,
and seeking rest therein in vain. Comp. chap, xxiii. 4. De W.
This and the next two verses are a comment on ver. 5, and
the poor have, etc., Ols.~\

And /What ye have vainly sought
from others ye shall find from me, ver. 29. Will give you rest

For the reason mentioned in next verse, for (because), etc.

The expressions / will give you rest, and ye shall find rest, are

correlative.

29. Take To take Christ s yoke upon us is to give our

selves entirely up to his teaching. For This gives us a reason

for gladly learning from Christ. Hence we must become meek
and lowly in heart. / am meek and lowly in heart However
stern his words in ver. 20, etc. The meekness made the yoke

easy ;
the lowliness makes the burden light. The Pharisees

were austere and puffed up. Condescension is a wondrous

grace of God, rather described at length in Holy Writ, than

named in a single word ; its counterpart in the saints is hu

mility, as its opposite, in Satan and the wicked, is pride.

And to this divine condescension it is due that the Supreme

Majesty deigned not only to create man at all, paltry and

wretched as he is, but to regard him without disdain, and

even to unite him to himself. And the Son of God, when in

the flesh, displayed humility in a peculiarly conspicuous man
ner. [Psalm xxxiv. 7

;
cxiii. 6; Luke i. 48, 52, 53; xii. 37 ;

xxii. 27 ;
John xii. 26 ; xiii. 14; Phil. ii. 8; Heb. xi. 16.]
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In heart The word lowly does not in itself denote a quality
of heart, as meek does

;
therefore in heart refers rather to meek

than to lowly. The words in heart are periphrastic. Horn.

ii. 5. And Introduced as in preceding verse, and I. See

Sept., Jer. vi. 16. Eest flows from Christ s heart into our

souls. Ye shallfind rest Hitherto unknown, however sought
for and desired.

30. My yoke For one purpose the cross (chap. x. 38),

for another the yoke of the godly is mentioned. [The one

yoke but gives place to another
; independent and gods we can

never be. Stier.\ Is easy For I am ineek. My burden is

light -For I am lowly. [Light, comp. 1 John v. 3. All

things are light to love, says August. Mey.]

CHAPTER XII.

1. At that time The Pharisees interrupted him at a most
unseasonable time. Began to pluck The Pharisees instantly

interrupted. No little trouble was necessary to rub out

enough grain from the ears to satisfy hunger. [A man then

may be hungry, and yet not forsaken of Christ. The riches of

Jesus and his disciples are all spiritual. Q]
2. Behold Their meaning is, a master should prescribe

what his disciples should do in his presence ;
Behold 1 they

say, expecting an immediate prohibition. Is not lawful This

they declare unhesitatingly ;
and therefore are sternly refuted,

ver. 3, 5, 7. Lawful or unlawful was a common expression.
An ill-founded accusation was less rare in those days than a

well-founded one in these. To do This refers to the plucking,
not to the eating. On the Sabbath-day The subject of the

Sabbath occupies a large part of the gospel history. [There
was no theft in plucking another s corn thus to satisfy one s

hunger, for this was expressly allowed by the law, Deut. xxiii.

25. Hey.]
3. Have ye not read ? They had done so, but not in the

right spirit. Jesus refutes them by the sanction of the Old
Testament. David Whose actions ye do not censure. When
he was an hungred In 1 Sam. xxi. 3, this is left to the

reader s inference. With him Same chap. ver. 4.

4. House of God The Lord dwells upon the grounds which

might have caused hesitation. The tabernacle is here meant,
the temple having been subsequently built. The shew-bread

Lit. Bread of showing forth, Gr. Bread of faces, Heb. The
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observance of the Sabbath is mainly ceremonial
;
otherwise

our Saviour would not have argued from the sheiv-bread.

But only That is, for any others than. [This shew-bread

was a very ancient offering of twelve loaves, laid in two rows

on the golden table, in the Holy Place ; and weekly renewed,
the priests taking the old. Mey.~]

5. Or Interrogative. In the law A gradation from a strin

gent argument to one still more so
;
from the example of the

prince sanctioned by the priest, to the law itself; from the

prophets (even the earlier ones), whose writings were partly
read in public, to the law which was read in its entirety ;

and
from sacred food to the sacred season which was the subject
of discussion. [At the very time of year this discussion oc

curred, the book of Leviticus, containing precepts for sacrifi

cial and Sabbath observances, furnished the synagogue lessons,

V.G.] The priests Those most strictly bound to such observ

ances are yet in this point most specially exempted. There

fore, also Christ s priests are less restrained from Sabbath
labour [in their ministry, Ed.&quot;],

than the mass of Christians.

In the Temple In the performance of their duties. Profane
The word profane is contrasted with consecrated, but does

not always signify impurity or guilt. Lev. x. 10; 1 Sam.
xxi. 4.

6. / say This expression is most authoritative. In this

place \Beng. properly reads ftsifyv in the neuter, a greater

thing, for the common {Ati^cav, one greater man. So Tisch., etc.

The neuter is more emphatic. Mey. A greater thing than the

temple, namely, the true temple of God, the Son of Man. AlfJ]
He does not say, / am greater; Jesus was lowly in heart.

See ver. 41, 42
; chap. xi. 4, 5

;
and compare to-day, Luke iv.

21 ; xix. 9
;
and further, Matt. xiii. 17 ;

John iv. 10
; ix. 37.

Than the temple Wherein the priests officiate. The temple
yields to Christ, the Sabbath to the temple, ver. 5

; and there

fore, the Sabbath to Christ, ver. 8.

7. Mercy See chap. ix. 13. The disciples, [as David had

done, V.G.] claimed this mercy for themselves, while the

Pharisees violated it by their hasty judgment. Sacrifice

More sacred than the Sabbath, ver. 5. Ye would not have

condemned Rashly, hastily, and cruelly. [Men in imputing
sin to their neighbours, are apt unconsciously to sin themselves

by harshness of judgment. V.G.] This argument would have

formed a sufficient reply to any scruples as to the legality of

plucking ears of corn before the passover.
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8. Lord The innocence and liberty of his disciples rests

on the lordship of Christ
;
and this lordship of the Son of

man displays itself in the exercise of mercy. [Also Gr. xa/,

omitted by Tisch., etc.] Of the Sabbath The Lord of the

temple and of all things is Lord of the Sabbath absolutely ;

not merely in the exceptional sense in which David was. [He
means not, I am Lord of the Sabbath law, and therefore may
break it

; but, / am the Lord whose work must be done on the

Sabbath, who also can decide its obligations. Ebr. in Ols. For
to work the works of God belongs to every place and time, and

is the true priestly sanctification of the Sabbath and the sanc

tuary. Stier.
\

10. There was [Tisch., etc., omit %v fqv, so as to read, and

behold, a man with a, etc.]
He had either gone thither of his

own accord, to seek healing, or had been brought by others as

a snare for Jesus. That they might accuse him As a breaker

of the Sabbath, then so strictly observed even by law, ver. 14.

11 [Tisch. omits iarai, shall there be; but without sufficient

authorities.] One sheep No serious loss. Will he not lay
hold on it ? An expression specially suitable to the healing
of a hand. Such an action was then permitted ;

but the Jews

afterwards forbade even that.

12. To do well Either to a man or to a sheep, and to a man
rather than a sheep. On the Sabbath days For a deed which

is good should not be postponed. [One might imagine that

delay was dangerous in the case of the sheep, while the cure

of a man so long afflicted with a bodily disease might have

been postponed for a single day. But the moment when the

sufferer met the physician was the fit time to be healed.

Moreover, on the Sabbath-day a greater number of persons
were assembled, who might witness and be won over by the

act. V.G.] We may not on the Sabbath-day perform for

lucre s sake our daily, ordinary work
;
but we may perform

such works as time and opportunity invite us to, for the good
of our neighbours and of all living things, and especially for

God s glory.
15. [It was not even by an effort so great as might be

needed to pluck ears of corn or to drag a sheep from a pit ; it

\vas by his word alone that Jesus performed the cure. It

was a simple benefit performed without any exertion
;
and yet

these blind creatures considered it a profanation of the Sab
bath. V.G.] He departed To this ver. 19 specially refers.

Our Lord avoided noise.
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1 6. That they should not Such was the power of Jesus that

he could impose silence on a multitude [to avoid attracting

too much attention from his opposers before the time. Hey.~\
17. [These words illustrate our Saviour s most salutary

gentleness of manner. V. G. What a contrast to that of his

opponents. HarmJ\
18. Behold my servant, etc. [These verses, 18-21, are a

very free translation from the Hebrew of Isa. xlii. 1, etc., in

fluenced somewhat by the Sept. Mey.~] Is. xlii. 1, 4, is thus

rendered by the LXX. Jacob is my servant ; I will defend
him. Israel is my chosen ; my soul has accepted him : I have

given my spirit upon him; he shall bear forth judgment to the

Gentiles. He shall not cry, nor lift up ; nor shall his voice be

heard without. A bruised reed shall he not crush, and smoking

flax shall he not quench; but he shall bearforth judgment unto

truth. My servant Hebrew vojp, Isa. xlii. 1. And the

Sept. frequently expresses that Hebrew word by naTs, child or

servant, as applied to Moses, or even to the Messiah. Comp.
Acts iii. 13-26

;
iv. 27, 30. Except in which passages the New

Testament does not apply the term to the Messiah; either

because neither this nor any other Greek word precisely trans

lates the Hebrew one which the apostles also used at first
; or,

because neither word befits this state of exaltation. Servant

and beloved are parallel terms
;
as also have chosen and well-

pleased. Have chosen Gr., equivalent to have set apart as

chosen. In whom Lit., towards whom, expressing the cease

less yearning of the Father towards the Beloved, 2 Pet. i. 17.

He shall shew He hath both executed and shown it. The
future tense is used here

;
the perfect by Paul, Eph. ii. 1 7.

Judgment Salutary to man, ver. 20, John xvi. 11. The word

implies the separation of righteousness from sin. To the Gen
tiles When he shall have departed from the Jews.

19. His voice in the streets From the house. This instance

of meekness and lowliness of heart in Jesus fitly precedes the

display of his sternness in ver. 34. So also, before entering
the city he wept, and then scourged forth the buyers and
sellers from the temple.

20. A bruised reed Jerome interprets the bruised reed as

Israel ; and the smoking flax as a people collected from the

Gentiles, who, when the fire of the natural law was extinct,

were involved in the errors occasioned by dense darkness, and
a most smarting smoke, injurious to the sight. This he not

only abstained from utterly trampling out and reducing to
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ashes, but, on the contrary, fanned from the faint and almost

perishing spark a mighty flame, making the whole world

bright with the light which the Lord and Saviour came to

earth to kindle, and with which he longs that each of us should

glow. Shall not break shall not quench A modest expres
sion for shall specially foster, comp. ver. 7, chap. xi. 28 ; Isa.

xlii. 3
;

Ixi. 1-3. Unto victory So that nothing can resist

eternally. [The sense is, until he shall have carried out to

victory the judgment preached by him. MeyJ\
20. 21. [After judgment unto victory, the Septuagint has,

He shall shine forth, and shall not be broken, until he set judg
ment upon the earth : and in his name shall the Gentiles hope.]
Jerome thus comments on this verse of Isaiah, (chap. xlii. 4),
&quot; Matthew either did insert the passage He shall shine and not

be consumed until Tie establish judgment upon earth, which
follows the words judgment unto victory in his quotation, or if

he did, the words have been omitted by the transcribers from

mistaking the one mention ofjudgment for the other. Where
fore I would expound the passage thus : He shall not be

dejected or turbulent, but shall always preserve a calm counte

nance. Aquila and Theodotion interpret it : He shall not

darken, and shall not run, till he establish judgment on the

earth
; that is He shall deter none by gloom of countenance,

nor, having reserved to the last day the reality of judgment,
shall he be hasty to punish. [Bengel here seems to hold

Jerome s view, that the passage was accidentally omitted;
but he appears to have abandoned it afterwards, and it now
finds no supporters.]

21. And in his, etc. To these words Jerome refers those

of Isaiah : He shall shine and not be broken till he establish

judgment upon the earth, making them signify
u the light of

his preaching shall shine throughout the world, impeded and

destroyed by no device until he have established judgment
upon earth, and the Scripture be fulfilled which saith, Thy
will be done in earth as it is in heaven.&quot; Name Heb. law.

The name of Christ is the subject of the whole Gospel
22. [Tisch. omits rupXbv xai and Ka&amp;lt; before XaXs/y

; reading,
so that the dumb spake and saw.] One possessed with a devil

Truly miserable. Both spake and saw This appears to express
the order in which the miracle was performed, [But the inver

sion, the blind and dumb both spake and saw, would rather seem
to signify the simultaneity of both cures, which could not be

expressed in a single word. -Ed.]
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24. When the Pharisees heard it From the people. This

(fellow) Said in contempt. [Of liow great moment a single
word may be ! V.Gf.~] But A bold assertion. By Beelzebub,

the prince of the devils So they call Satan. In the Old
Testament this was the name of an idol, comp. 1 Cor. x. 20.

25. [Tisch. omits 6 iqffouc, Jesus, reading, and he knew, etc.]

Thoughts Most bitter ones, comp. ver. 34, 35. Kingdom
Mention is made first of Satan s kingdom, then of his dwelling,
and then, (ver. 26), of himself. His kingdom is the habitation

of the wicked, his dwelling, of devils. Shall not stand Lit.

Shall not be made to stand, by its lord or master.

26. If Satan cast out Satan Satan or the devil is one. I

(saith Jesus) cast out Satan. In the kingdom of darkness

there is none greater than Satan. Therefore if your assertion be

true, Satan is casting Satan out, which is absurd. A single king
dom, a single city, a single house, cannot be divided against
itself. The noun Satan is used for the reciprocal pronoun him

self, as in Exod. xvi. 7; Lev. xiv. 15, 26; 1 Kings viii. 1
; x. 13

;

xii. 21
;
2 Kings xvii. 31. Nor does this prevent our regarding

the word Satan as put bysynecdoche for Satan s associates. How
can his kingdom stand And yet it is all too strong. Satan is

said to have a kingdom, but never to be a king. He is a usurper.

[In one sense, the kingdom of evil is always at war with

itself, but it is yet one as opposed to good. It must always
subserve the good indirectly, but never directly, or it ceases to

be evil, and the kingdom is subverted. Neand. Just as a

nation may be full of dissensions within, but must not lose its

sense of unity in respect to other nations, or it falls to pieces.

Trench.]

27. 28. //. . . But if A. dilemma.

27. Your Whom, as being of your breed and teaching, ye
do not harass as ye do me. Sons [That is, Jewish exorcists,

educated as Pharisees. Comp. Acts xix. 13. Mey.~\ Whom
you cannot avoid accusing, says our Lord, in calumniating
me. See Mark ix. 38, and comp. Acts xix. 13. Cast them

out [In my name, V.G.] chap. vii. 22; Mark ix. 38. They
themselves.

28. If This has the force of since, failing the former alter

native. / cast out devils Jesus in every way destroyed
Satan s kingdom. Then The casting out of Satan, and all that

is his, is the mark arid token of the kingdom of God
;
for to

do this was reserved for the Messiah. The kingdom of God
In contrast to Satan s kingdom, ver. 26. Is come Lit. hath
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come unawares. This word, most pregnant with meaning, is

appropriately placed here. Comp. first, ver. 29.

29. Or else A disjunctive interrogation. House The

world was Satan s house. First Jesus first bound Satan,

then took his spoils. Bind By means of superior strength.

Spoil See Mark iil 27, note.

30. He that is not with me The latter alternative of the

dilemma contained in ver. 27, 28, is confirmed by ver. 29 ;

the former by this verse, which signifies : Your sons are not

against me; they do not scatter abroad; therefore they are with

me, and gather with me. There is no such thing as neutrality
in the kingdom of God. Man s natural activity must be exer

cised either for good or evil
; especially among hearers of God s

word. But Christ s work and cause are pure and spotless;
able without compromise to overcome all adversaries, however

numerous they be. Luke xii. 51. That gathereth not To

gather is the work of Christ, and of all Christians. Chap,
xxiii. 37 ; John xi. 52. [The sense is, he that gathereth, but

not with me, his gathering is itself a scattering. Stier.]

31. Blasphemy Sin of the blackest dye. One who insults

the majesty of an earthly king by revilements, is more severely

punished than one who steals a large sum of money. Shall

be forgiven The punishment being remitted on their repent
ance. Blasphemy against the Holy Ghost Sin against the

Holy Ghost, and blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, are two
different things. Comp. Acts vii. 51

;
1 Thess. iv. 8. The

word sin is not repeated (while blasphemy is).
A wretched

man injures himself by sin
;
a blasphemer irreparably injures

many besides himself. And the Pharisees blasphemed the

Holy Ghost, not in the person of any ordinary holy man, but

in the person of the Messiah himself. [Not a particular act

of sin, but a state of wilful, determined opposition to the Holy
Spirit is meant. 1 John v. 16 ; 2 Tim. iii. 8; Jude 4, 12,

13
;
Heb. x. 26-31 ; vi. 4-8. A

If.]

32. [And whosoever The language immediately preceding
is farther explained. V.G.] The Son of Man A title used

in accordance with his apparent condition, inasmuch as he was

dwelling on a footing of equality with men. Comp. Phil. ii.

7 ; chap. xi. 19; xvi. 1 3. In our day it is less easy to say

anything against the Son of Man, than to commit blasphemy
against the Holy Ghost. [Their contemptuous references to

his coming from Nazareth, to his lowly walk, etc., were words

spoken against the Son of man
;
but their ascription of the
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miracles lie wrought by the Holy Ghost to powers of darkness,
was blasphemy against the Holy Ghost. V.GJ\ Neither . . .

neither Both in this world and the next he shall drain the

cup of most assured and weighty punishment to the dregs.
33. And Understand make; the imperative implying the

future. [That is, make the tree good, and ye will thus make,
etc. These words have a double reference : to Jesus, who
could not be evil, for his works were good ; to the Pharisees,

who could not speak good things, because their works were

evil. AlfJ\ Good The Jews wished to be a good tree with

bad fruit
;
which they must have felt to be out of the ques

tion.

34. Of the heart, the mouth See chap. xv. 18
; Rom. x. 9 ;

2 Cor. iv. 13.

35. In every man there is some treasure and hidden abun
dance. \Tisch., etc., omit r^g x$5/a, of the heartJ\ Good

things . . . evil things. Lit., the good things. The article

has often a relative force, which makes me consider it inten

tionally prefixed to the good things, which are praised in ver.

34, and not to evil things, which are not there mentioned.

But such an article seems to have been indifferently inserted

or omitted.

36. Idle Not only every wicked, but every idle word. If

the treasure be good it bringeth forth nothing idle.
[
Word A

nominative absolute, as in Luke xxi. 6 ; John xvii. 2
;
Acts

vii. 40
;
Rev. iii. 12, 21, and in the Sept. of Psa. xviii. 30.]

They shall give account thereof They shall pay the penalty
for.

37. By Our words show whether righteousness or un

righteousness be in our hearts.

38. Answered [Him Gr. aurw, inserted by Tisch., etc.,

with good reason.] Implying, that without a sign they would
not believe the words he had just spoken. We would Why 1

Merely because we wish it. Thus they ignore his former

miracles. From thee Lit., apart from thyself, as in chap,
xvi. 1, a sign from heaven.

39. Adulterous Literally, see chap. v. 32
;
and also figura

tively, James iv. 4. Generation The offspring of a like age and

disposition. Seeketh after In addition to those it has already
seen ; it keeps asking, as if it had seen none. A sign And a

sign of a definite kind. The triple repetition of this word is

most emphatic. Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 12. The sign of the pro-

phet Jonas That is, such a one as was given to Jonas.
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40. Jonas Jonas was not dead while in the fish
;
but there

was as little belief that he would return from the fish s belly,

as there was that Jesus would return from the heart of the

earth. And yet both the one and the other did return. In
the whale s belly The narrowness of the gullet in some whales

is no argument against Jonas having been swallowed by one.

There are various kinds of whales, in some of which human
bodies have been found in the present day. And even were

this not the case, why should not this have been an excep
tional fish. Jonah ii. 1. Shall be A sign promised, as John
ii. 19 ; vi. 62, 39. Of the earth Thus they shall have a sign
from the earth, not first from heaven as they requested.

Comp. Luke xi. 16. Only earthly miracles done for men s

good befitted the Messiah s state of humiliation. They did

not discern the signs specially suited to their own times
;

Matt. xvi. 3. Signs from heaven were subsequently shown,
and shall still be shown. Acts ii. 19; Matt. xxiv. 30. Three

days and three nights No one doubts that Jesus was three

days in the heart of the earth
;
but he was only two nights, if

by night we mean the darkness intervening between one day
and another. Mark xiv. 13. And yet the calculation holds

good if taken not astronomically, but as it were by synecdoche,

looking on the expression day and night as an ordinary peri

phrasis for an entire day. Three days simply might have
been mentioned, but this would have been contrary to the

Scripture idiom which in expressing continuous time enumer
ates nights as well as the days they separate. See chap. iv.

2; Gen. vii. 4
;

1 Sam. xxx. 12, 13; Job ii. 13. Though
our Lord was laid in the grave on the day of the preparation,
not on the night preceding and belonging to that day, yet
three days and three nights as describing that period is a more
natural expression than three days and two nights. And, apart
from the succession of light and darkness, a night and day is

looked upon as the natural duration of a day ;
so that in fact

the first night and day extended from the tenth hour on the

Friday to the same evening, the second and most complete
one, from the beginning of the Saturday or Sabbath to its

close, and the beginning of the next night ,
and the third from

then to the resurrection of our Lord, and the sunrise on the

first day of the week. [The Hebrew mode of reckoning
counted each of these as a whole. See Gen. xl. 13, 20; 2

Chron. x. 5, 12; Hos. vi. 2. Alf., etc.] In short, there were
more than two nights and days ; there were less than four,
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therefore there were three. \Beng. proceeds to urge that the

language is figurative, not so much in stating the period, as in

asserting the actual remaining in the heart of the earth
; and

that this period includes not only the stay in the sepulchre,

but, at the same time, the whole period of the passion from

the agony in Gethsemane, and from the capture of Jesus by
the Jews. Thus he makes the three days and three nights ex

tend from the dawn of Thursday to the dawn of Sunday.
But this view meets no support.] The middle, or heart of the

earth, is a term which must not be too strictly taken. It is

simply opposed to the face of the earth, on which Christ spent
more than thirty years.

41. Men of Nineveh Whose wives and children followed

their example. In the next verse an example is given of one par
ticularwoman,who hearkened to the wisdom of Solomon,though
the weaker sex is more ready generally to seek prophecy than

wisdom. Shall rise up Of their own accord. In the next verse,

The queen shall be raised up, by the Divine will Comp. Luke xi.

32,31. The one word in each case implies the other. Shall con

demn it Comp. Rom. ii. 27. Therefore those whose condition

has been parallel or contrary shall rise up against one another in

the judgment. A t Lit.
, to, into, which appropriately expressed

the faith of the Ninevites. Jonah iii. 5
; comp. Rom. iv. 20.

Preaching [Like that of Solomon, ver. 42. V.GJ] unaccom

panied by miracles. Of Jonas Also mentioned in ver. 39.

Messengers of salvation were either prophets, wise men, or

scribes
; chap, xxiii. 34. It became not the Lord to act as a

scribe; John vii. 15, comp. with Luke iv. 16, note. But the

Chief of the Prophets selects Jonah from the whole class of

prophets as an instance best suiting his argument ;
and he

who was wisdom itself, selects Solomon as the most eminent

example from the whole class of wise men
;
and then declares

the presence of one greater than either of these. Yet each of

these was believed on without having to work a miracle. A
greater He himself, whom there was greater reason for hear

ing. [Who shall one day be the judge. F.6r.] Is here Pre

sent, in contrast with from the uttermost parts, ver. 42.

42. The south Arabia Felix. A greater than Solomon

Solomon was wise, but Christ was Wisdom. Luke xi. 49.

[Greater than Jonas, than Solomon while it is condescending
love that asks, as it were, Am I less tlian these that you de^

spise me so 1 The propriety of the comparison rests on the

fact that Solomon and Jonah were types of Christ. Stier.]
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43. Our Lord here, having rebuked the iuteri uption of the

Pharisees, continues the subject arising from ver. 30. Comp.
Luke xi. 23-24. Is gone out In the manner mentioned in

ver. 29. He goeth through In all directions. Dry places
Without water, uninhabited. Ps. cvii. 35, 36. Rest

Which every creature desires. These enemies (evil spirits)

imagine their resting-place to be in man. And findeth none

Except in man. How wretched always to seek and never

to find !

44. My house That which the enemy had once usurped
he looks upon as his own. / came out This he says as if

he had not been cast out. Remark the pride of the unclean

spirit, which appears not only from this expression, but from
his entire utterance

;
he speaks as if the coming out or the

returning were in his own power. Our Lord uses the same
word without special emphasis, ver. 43. The fact of a word

being emphatic, or not, in different sentences, depends on the

position and purpose of the speaker. When he is come To
reconnoitre. He findeth Therefore the house is different

from what it was before the enemy was cast out. Empty
Lit. at leisure. Tranquillity, good though it be, is next door

to danger. The same word occurs in Ex. v. 8, 17 ; Sept.,
Ye are idle. Swept Clean from evil things. Garnished

With good things, ver. 28. The enemy specially seeks a clean

resting-place j
not that he may keep it clean, but that he may

pollute it.

45. Then When he has finished his survey. Seven There

fore, counting himself, there are eight. The fathers counted

eight deadly sins. These seven differ from the first in wicked

ness, and perhaps also from each other. The greater number
includes all less than itself, even when mentioned disjunc

tively. Comp. Luke viii. 8 with Matt. xiii. 8, Therefore,

for instance, six evil spirits might enter into one man; five

or four into another. More wicked Working with more

subtlety, not in violent paroxysms. Some unclean spirits are

therefore less evil than others ; some are desperately iviclced.

Dwell there With more persistence than before. Worse

Sevenfold and more than sevenfold worse. So shall it be also

What is described as coming upon the man in a physical

sense, shall come, in a spiritual sense, upon this generation.

[To whom such deliverance was offered by Christ. V.G-J]
46. Mother It is evident that Mary s feeling, in this pas

sage, did not agree with that of her Son. With him As if for
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his own sake. [Their purpose was to stop his preaching ;
see

Markiii. 21, 31. V.G.]
48. Who ? He does not despise his mother, but shows the

preference to his Father
;
for which reason he ignores his

mother and his brethren in this inquiry, which implied a

reproof.
49. And he stretchedforth, etc. With the greatest sternness

[the ground of which appears from Mark iii. 21. E. J3.] our

Lord unites the utmost courtesy and calmness. Behold In

reply to the Behold in ver. 47.

50. Shall do [As a disciple and hearer. V. 6?.]
He does

not say doeth, but speaks as it were conditionally. The will

Whereby we are born again. James i. 18. The same

And none else. Brother This word is very forcibly re

peated for the third time. And sister The plural, brethren,

in vers. 46-49 includes sisters. And mother A climax.

[True relationship with Jesus is spiritual, not by descent.

Mey. But he who does not hear and do Christ, knows him

not, though he were born of his mother ! Stier.]

CHAPTER XIII.

2. A ship Lit. the ship, the article implying that one was

generally kept there. A nd When the people saw him.

Shore A sandy or pebbly beach.

3. In parables [The word parable in the New Testament

is used vaguely to denote any comparison (chap. xv. 15
;

Luke v. 36, etc.),
or even a proverb. (Luke iv. 23

;
the Greek

is Kuoapohtiv.) Expositors mean by it the expression, in

Christ s discourses, of a moral or religious thought, clothed in

a figure more or less complete, borrowed from life or nature.

De IF.] This was a remarkable portion of Christ s teaching,
in Galilee, to the people; as, in Jerusalem, to the chief priests
and elders. St Mark says (chap. xii. 1),

&quot; He began to teach.&quot;

Comp. Matt. xxi. 22. Parables were of frequent use in the

East. He had taught much without a parable, both in Gali

lee and in Jerusalem. In this discourse are seven parables ;

four to the people, vers. 3, 24, 31, 33
;
and three to the dis

ciples, vers. 44, 45, 47. [At his disciples request the Saviour

explained to them the parable of the sower, either on the sea

or on shore, before they returned to the house and out of

the hearing of others. Comp. ver. 10 with Mark iv. 10.

He then propounded the other parables to the multitude,
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Mark iv. 33, and, returning to the house, also explained the

parable of the tares at the disciples request. Comp. ver.

36
;
Mark iv. 34. The barley-harvest began a few days after

the delivery of these parables, which are chiefly drawn from

agriculture ; and, similarly, the parable of the net cast into

the sea was spoken by the seaside. Harm.] The four first

and the three last have each a connexion of their own.
The four are connected by the phrase, another parable put
he forth, etc.

;
the three by the phrase, Again, the kingdom

of heaven is like. And because the seventh refers more

specially than the rest to the end of the world, while the

first, making no such reference, applies the prophecy of

Isaiah to the immediate condition of the people, we may
consider these seven parables to contain, besides their general
and constant reference to the kingdom of heaven or the Church
of Christ, an additional recondite reference to the different

periods and ages of the Church, and that in such wise that

the commencements at least of their fulfilment are successive.

The first and second parables were explained to the apostles,
which the others were not

;
and the words, He that hath ears

to hear let him hear precede the exposition of the first and
follow that of the second. The first, as we have remarked,
was fulfilled in the first days ;

the second in and from the

apostolic times
;

for that was when men began to sleep,

ver. 25. The third and fourth set forth the spread of the

kingdom of God among princes, and the whole human race
;

the fifth indicates the darker condition of the Church ;
the

sixth, the predominance of the kingdom of God; the seventh,
the mixed condition of the Church in later times. [Beng. pro
ceeds to sketch a chronological arrangement, which, however,
is groundless. Stier well answers it

; Christ s aim now was
not prophecy, but

instruction.] He that soweth Christ, who
*&quot;* sowing now. [Went forth At his incarnation, by which,

though a king, he clad himself as an husbandman, to bear rain,

sun, and frost. Salmernn in French.]
4. By the wayside Where the road skirted the field.

5. Stony places That is, not spots loosely covered with

stones, but where rock lay under the surface. [Comp. Luke
viii. 6, Iff/ rr,v xsrcav, on a rock. Ed] Much earth That is,

sufficient. Sprung up Not merely sprouted, but grew tall.

Gr. f^avsTsiXs. [The lack here is not in soil, but in careful

husbandry. Trench.]
VOL. I. L
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6. They were torched To some extent, from without,

They withered away Altogether, from within. [A man in

whom good things have begun, may lose them though he do
not violently fling them away. F.6?.]

7. Sprung up Above the crop itself. The thorns had not

reached such a height before. Hearers of the word who do

not grow in grace, expend their energy on growth in evil.

8. Good Soft, deep, and clean.

9. Who hath ears, etc. Comp. ver. 11, 12, 13, and 43.

Let him that hath an ear hear. To him that hath, shall be

given. [The word axovsiv, to hear, is omitted by Tisch. and

[1017. Jesus spoke the parable to the people, to awaken

the desire for further instruction. Those who were thus led

to him are called disciples, ver. 10, they that were about him
with the twelve, Mark iv. 10. To these he explained the par

able, kmenting the unmoved multitude, to whom he applied
the passage from Isaiah, ver. 14. De WJ\

10. Why The thing seemed new to the disciples, ver. 3.

11. Because In answer to the why. Comp. ver. 13. To

you Who have, ver. 12. The mysteries This word does not

refer to all things which all men should know from revelation,

but to points in knowledge whereof persons to whom secret

things are revealed surpass those who only know necessary
matters. To them Gr. To those (yonder), implying remoteness.

It is not given To know unveiled mysteries.

1 2. Whosoever hath To have signifies to be rich. He that

hath delights in such a test, and from day to day becomes

more confident of perseverance. Shall have more abundance

Lit., Shall be made to abound ; and shall surpass himself.

[This happens in temporal, and still more in spiritual, concerns.

V.G. The application is : you, with the abundant insight

already given you, shall ever grow richer in this knowledge.

Mey.~\ Whosoever hath not To this the word because, ver. 13,

refers, as the phrase lest at any time, in ver. 1 5, does to the

shall be taken aivay, in this. Shall be taken away Even in

hearing, he shall not hear
;
and what he hath heard, shall at

last, especially after the judgment, be so taken away as

to leave him in the condition of one who has never heard.

The damned shall be tormented by ignorance and thirst for

knowledge.
13. Because Therefore it was not without cause that Jesus

spoke to the multitude in parables. In his compassion he had
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often previously spoken to them without a parable ;
but it had

profited them nothing, chap. ix. 36
;
Mark vi. 34.

14. And Therefore. [For Icr avroTs, upon or in them,

Tisch., etc., read avroTg, to them.] Is fulfilled Completely;
the compound Greek word here, ava^X^oDra/, has somewhat
more force than the simple ^Xr^ovTai, used elsewhere to sig

nify the fulfilment of prophecy. This prophecy (Isa. vi. 9)
was undergoing fulfilment, both in and after Isaiah s own

time, and clearly in our Saviour s day. By heating Though
ye fail but by a little, yet still ye shall fail.

15. For So the Sept., there is no causal particle in the

Hebrew
; but the address is suddenly turned from the people

(to the prophet). Heart . . . ears . . . eyes These three words

shortly recur in inverted order, eyes, ears, heart. In the com
mencement the heart is first; in the conclusion, last. Cor

ruption flows from the heart to the ears and eyes ; healing

penetrates through the eyes and ears to the heart. Lest at

any time . . . I should heal them Therefore God had been

willing to heal them, and healing was within their reach, if

they would have turned to it. Mark (chap. iv. 12) adds,
&quot; And their sins should be forgiven them.&quot; Comp. Ps. ciii. 3.

Should understand with their heart The heart, not the brain,

is the seat of understanding (avvsatc), and perception (wr^ti;) ;

as well as of hardening (T&JSWOVC), John xii. 40, and of darken

ing (&amp;lt;rxora&amp;lt;j/AoD),
Eom. i. 21

; also of unbelief (aflvrfr/a),
and

faith (KIGTIS). Conversion (sKrfrcopi) follows understanding.

[The Hebrew accents indicate that the words should le con

verted are more closely connected with understand than with

heal. Thus these accents often indicate the exact force of Old
Testament passages quoted in the New better than the Greek

punctuation. App. Grit.]
16. JHessed are your eyes . . . your ears Your bodily

senses, above those of the Old Testament saints; your

spiritual sense, above that of the multitude standing around.

Their eyes and ears being open was the source of their blessed

ness.

17. Prophets See 1 Pet. i. 10, 12, note. Have desired

With a holy desire
; precious in the sight of God. See John

viii. 56, note. [Yet it is better to see Christ with the heart s

eye than the body s. Q.] Have not seen Heb. xi. 13, 39.

18. [Hear In the same sense as in ver. 15, etc. Hear, in

your hearts, the true meaning. A
If.]

Ye In contradistinc

tion to the people.
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19. Understandeth it not The evil one, or the Devil, (who
himself, rather than his angels, is signified by the foivls,) has

less power over things which we have once understood. Catch-

eth away Violently and speedily, like a rapacious bird, ver.

4. Which received seed Lit, sown, as a field. [Better, the

seed sown becomes the plant, and here represents the man,

being identified with him in word, as it is to be at last in

fact. Alf. The fate of God s seed in him is his own fate.

Lanrje in Stier.]

20. But he Every soul has its own leading characteristic.

Anon Excessive haste and joy is not the best sign; inasmuch

as in such cases the whole energies are apt to be directed to and

expended on externals. Withjay receiveth it Gal. iv. 14, 15.

21. Root in himself The existence of which is clearly neces

sary, and is implied in the very word itself. Dureth for a
time Gr. crgorfxa^oj

sffn
) lit,, is temporary ; believes for a

while, see Luke viii. 13. wgoVxa/cog is used, something good
in itself, but unenduring ;

it is therefore followed by the ds,

but, as in Mark iv. 17, by s/ra, afterwards. Affliction . . .

persecution Affliction is the general condition, persecution its

particular form. [And this may be inflicted even by a side-

Ions glance, or by a derisive remark. V.GJ\ Because of the

word Spread by the lips and illustrated by the life of a be

liever. By and by Lit., immediately. That which was swift

to come, is swift to go. [He is offended And relapses into

unbelief. V.G.]
22. The deceitfulness of riches [Which though it be so

various in form and so ruinous in effect, seems scarcely even

held worthy of a thought. V.G.] Riches draw away the soul

from that calmness here contrasted with care. [Choke Many
handle the word of God, not as if the human heart were a

field wherein the seed remained and grew, but as if it were

a storehouse containing more or less of grain, full or empty,
as the case might be. V.GJ] Becometh unfruitful That is,

the word becometh unfruitful in the man. See Mark iv. 19.

The word within the hearer does not grow to any fit, complete,
and useful fruit

;
the man brings no fruit to perfection, Luke viii.

14. Thomas Magister (Theodulus) says fruit-trees (siJxaear/

8sv8oa) are those which produce fruit capable of being used by
man

;
those whose fruit is not used by man

(axeto-ffoi Sfi/5ga)

are not called fruit-trees. But the word fruitless, axagTrov, is

used by none of the ancients to signify a tree which produces
no fruit at all.
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23. Which He that heareth the word, not the word
itself. This appears from Mark iv. 20. Beareth fruit
Perfect fruit. Some . . . some . . . some Gr. o ^v, o

de, o ds. These words, which are accusatives, refer to the

fruit, not to the hearer, as generally taken. For the one in

dividual cannot represent three classes of productiveness.

[The difference is in accent only, and manuscript authority
does not determine it. Tisch., Mey., etc., read o, with

Beng. The sense is, which also maketh the seed fruit, some

of it an hundred-fold, etc.] The hundred-fold, sixty-fold,

thirty-fold denote the different degrees of progress made by
a hearer from three several grains. [When, for instance, he

turns the same doctrine to the good of himself and others,

even a hundred times, if a hundred opportunities be afforded.

V.
6r.]

As three degrees of unfruitfulness, so also three de

grees of fruitfulness are mentioned, though of course without

being restricted to the exact numbers thirty, sixty, or one hun
dred. There is greater difference between one hundred and

sixty than between sixty and thirty ;
to kirn that hath shall

be given.
24. Put he forth Lit. set before them, as food before guests.

[The kingdom of heaven Every mention of this in our Lord s

discourses and parables may be regarded as a concise summary
of the whole gospel. V.G.] In his field Wherein he him
self is at the time

;
it is not said into his field.

25. Men Whose duty it was to watch. The Lord himself

doth not slumber. [Rather, men in general; the sleeping is

added simply as a living feature of the narrative, not to be
used in exposition. Christ passes it by, ver. 39. MeyJ\
His He does not say their enemy. Tares Gr. fr^dvta.

[Properly, the lolium or darnel, very common in the East as

a weed among the wheat, which it strongly resemb]es. Win.
ii. 30. Beng. retains the Greek wrord zizania; but in English
the rendering tares, though inaccurate, is too familiar to be

changed.] This word neither occurs in the Sept., nor in any
of the early Greek writers. It is therefore assigned to a

Hebrew root, signifying a flower. Many flowers injurious to

husbandry grow amongst corn. Among In all directions,

through the wheat. Went his ivay [To escape notice. V.G.\
For which reason the tares remained some time undis

covered.

2G. Then When good is growing, evil becomes more

apparent.
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27. Lord A title given to the Son of man, see ver. 37.

Whence The servants knew not when or by whom it had
been done. Tares Which resemble wheat more than thorns
or thistles do

;
therefore the toleration of the tares is no

argument for that of thorns and thistles. They not only
often pass themselves off for wheat, but endeavour to have
the wheat rooted up as being tares.

28. [Instead of The servants said unto him, Tisch. and

Alf. read, They say to him, 01 ds aurw
/Jyouff/y.]

29. [For ifpjj, said, Tisch. and Alf. read
jj&amp;lt;r/

&amp;gt;, saith.~\ Nay
The zeal of the godly against the tares is not censured, but

regulated. The loheat Which you might mistake for tares.

30. Grow together In mankind generally, and sometimes
in individuals, growth in evil and in good are contempo
raneous; and the difference between these principles becomes

daily more apparent. [For the state of the field differs from
the final rest of the garner. August, in Trench.] In the time

of harvest The fitting time. First That the just may wit
ness the punishment of the wicked, and the wicked fail to

look upon the glory of the just. So in chap, xxv., though the

Judge first addresses the godly, yet in the last verse the

wicked are first dismissed to eternal fire. [Tisch. and A If.

omit e/V, in, before bundles^] Bundles They shall be bound,
like to like. To burn them Gr. -/.araxauffai, lit. to burn up,
be consumed. But Then the separation shall be complete.
Gather And bring. [The parable means, the visible church
shall always contain persons not members of the invisible

;

the division belonging only to the Judge. But the statement
is but in outline, not affecting the right and duty of excom

municating individuals
; nor the hope that, as Augustine says,

those who are tares to-day may be wheat to-morrow. Mey.~\
31. A man Here a man is instanced, as in ver. 33, a

woman. Comp. Luke xv. 4. 8.

32. Which Seed, not grain of seed. Least of all Not

absolutely, but as proportioned to what it produces. The
mustard-seed was universally and proverbially known. Chap,
xvii. 20. Seeds The world has various seeds of wisdom,
power, and virtue

;
all these the Christian faith, spread

through the world, hath overcome. If the kingdom of

heaven is like a grain, so is the Christian faith and Chris

tianity itself. These things may be variously expressed. The
faith of all those believers who lay hold on faith before others

is meant
;
the others are the subsequent believers, nations,
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kings, etc. Herls . . . a tree Two classes of plants. Tre-

mellius instances such immense trees. It became a tree, for

example, in Constantine s day. [And is now being spread

through the whole earth. V.G.] The birds Ez. xvii. 23.

Branches Gr. x\ddotc, spreading boughs
33. Three measures As much as a man could carry, or as

would be required for a single batch. Gen. xviii. 6. Was
leavened I should refer this rather to the extension than to

the corruption of the Church. [It is unnecessary to regard
this leaven as evil. Evil leaven is spoken of as the old leaven.

1 Cor. v. 7. V.G.] The leaven is the kingdom of heaven

itself, including in that idea both the gospel and the apostles.
The whole [A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump, as in

Gal. v. 9, with evil, so in this passage, with good. V.G.]
The whole of the meal, so powerful is the leaven. The three

measures seems to refer to the whole human race as sprung
from the three sons of Noah. [He who remembers that there

may be a number of reasons for the choice of an expression,
as of three measures here, will scarcely ridicule this conjec
ture. E.B. Perhaps there is here a reference to the three

fold human nature to be sanctified; spirit, and soul, and body.
Ols. We cannot consider these words, the whole, less than a

prophecy that this leaven shall yet pervade all nations and

purify all life. Trench.]
34. [For oux, not, Tisch., etc., read ovdsv, nothing. Spake

he nothing At the time. Mey.~\
33. Which ivas spoken Ps. Ixxviii. 2. By the prophet

Who wrote that psalm. The spirit of Christ was in the

prophets, who therefore could predicate as of themselves those

things which afterwards experienced their fullest completion
in Christ. I will open Which he had not previously done. /
will utter Lit. 7 will pour forth. The Greek word here, egtv-

o,u,ai, is used as an equivalent for the Hebrew one signifying
I will pour out. It conveys the idea of the pouring out of

rushing and abundant water, and is sometimes used by the

Septuagint to signify roaring. Foundation Gr. xarcejSoXfo,

not only the foundation but the construction. 2 Macca. ii. 29.

[Tisch. and A If. omit xosftov, of the world.]
36. [Tisch. and Alf. omit 6 lycoSc, Jesus.] Declare The

teachable disciples ask for further instruction.

37.
[Tisch.

and Alf. omit aoroTj, unto them.]
-38. [Lit. The good seed, these are.] These Of whom most

account is made, or, specially, the disciples themselves, actu-
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ally present at the time. Of the wicked one Gr. tovr^M,
in the masculine, rather than of evil, in the neuter.

39. End of the ivorld . . . angels These words are he&amp;gt;e

the predicate, elsewhere the subject. End Gr. evvrefar/.,

concurrence of ends, see 1 Cor. x. 11. [This comes to each of
us at the end of life. Q.~]

40. [Tisch. omits rourou. A
If., with reason, retains

it.]

41. His Behold the majesty of the Son of man! The

angels are his, the kingdom is his, the world is his. Comp.
vers. 38, 24. Kingdom Which is the kingdom of grace.

Things that offend Lit. stumbling-blocks; which have ob
structed the good seed even in others. These shall be sig

nally punished.
42. A nd shall cast The same words occur in ver. 50.

43. Then The ungodly being removed. Shall . . . shine

forth They shall not burn, as the wicked, but shine forth,
one and all. [What thought can be more delightful! V.G.]
The same Gr. word is used by the Sept. Dan. xii. 3. Of
their Father Who is just and glorious. What a difference

between the just and the children of the wicked one ! ver. 38.

[Then only shall be fulfilled, Isa. lii. 1, Ix. 21. Trench] He
that hath ears, etc. An expression as well adapted for the

disciples as it was for the multitude. [Tisch. and A If. omit

axo-jw, to hear.]
44. [Tisch. and AJf. omit ?;/, again.] Treasure Not

of corn [as Jer. xli. 8. V.G.] but of gold and precious stones.

Hid . . . hideth [Not to keep it from others, but in trembling
fear of losing it himself again. Trench.

]
It had been hidden

from its finder
;
he in turn hid it where he found it. Such is

the zeal and prudence of the saints. Prov. vii. 1. They find

hidden things, and conceal what they find. This finding of

the treasure does not presuppose a search for it, as for the

goodly pearls which are found by diligent seeking. For joy
Spiritual joy is an inducement to renounce the world. Thereof

Of the treasure. Goeth Present tense, as selleth, buyeth.
The perfect tense is used in ver. 46 went, etc. The state

follows the act. [That field With the treasure it contains ; if

you seek for (true) gain, follow this parable. V.G.]
45. Heaven . . . man Heavenly similitudes drawn from

human things occ^ur, ver. 52
; chap, xviii. 23

;
xx. 1

;
xxii. 2.

Merchant Gr. ?V~^, one who travels for merchandise by sea

and land. [Goodly Because these, the perfect ones, were of

immense value
;
but many pearls had defects, and were far less
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esteemed. Trench.] Pearls This plural changes to the sin

gular in the next verse.

46. [For oc svs&v, ivho, when, etc. Tisch. and Alf. read

tjp&v 6=, but when, etc.] One Matchless
;
as the kingdom of

heaven is. [Sold This is to renounce all one hath. V.G.]
47. Of every kind See note on John xxi. 11.

48. When it was full In the last day the number of the

good and of the evil shall be complete. [Tisch. and A If. insert

avrrjv, it; they drew it, etc.]
And sat down Deliberately.

Good . . . bad One by one, of whatever class. [Why is not a

wicked man disgusted with himself ? V.G.]
49. From among the just The wicked, even though they

may exceed in number, are made of no account.

51. [Tisch. omits l.syzi
avTo?c o IjjffoDg, Jesus saith unto them,

and xug/s, Lord, at the end.] All these things Jesus was also

ready to explain these parables to his disciples ;
but they

already understood their purport, if not their details.

52. Every scribe Jesus can neither be called a scribe, nor

instructed, therefore it is of the disciples he speaks these words.

And now that they are so far advanced as to be called scribes,

he confirms to them by a parable what he had said in plain
terms to them in ver. 12. A scribe, in general terms, denoted

one versed in the doctrine, and even in the letter of the Old
Testament. To this refer things old, things known through
Moses and the prophets ;

but he further describes a particular
class of scribes, instructed unto the kingdom of heaven; that is,

imbued in addition with the doctrine of the New Testament.

To this refer the things new, then first revealed, ver. 35. The
new things are mentioned before the old, inasmuch as the

latter receive from them their light and zest, and finally blend

with them in perfect harmony. 1 John ii. 7, 8. Instructed

The Greek word ^adr,Tti M, signifies both to make and to be a

disciple. In this passage it occurs in the former sense. Unto
the kingdom Rather in the kingdom, Gr. ryj fiaffiXeia, [a better

reading than e/j rqv j3aciX&iav. into the kingdom. So Tisch.,

AlfJ] In either reading Christ himself is signified, either by
metonymy or personification, as in chap. xi. 12. Comp. with
the usual reading, 2 Cor. xi. 3

;
with the other, chap, xxvii.

57. Unto a man Almost all the parables are taken from
human nature, for clearness sake. Bringeth forth Abun
dantly. Treasure Granary. Things new and old A pro
verbial expression for an abundant supply of the produce, as

it were, both of the past and present season. Cant. vii. 13.
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New As of tlie good things of the kingdom of heaven. Old

Such as a scribe may gather from the Scriptures. Corap.
ver. 35. [Already new things were becoming the more impor
tant. V.G.]

53. Had finished These parables complete, as it were, a

cycle and system of their own. So we read &quot;made an
end,&quot;

chap. xi. 1; &quot;ended,&quot;
Luke vii. 1. Moreover, they afford,

in addition to a general view of the condition of the Church
under the new dispensation, a more special insight into future

events. Comp. notes on ver. 3, and on John xvi. 13. De

parted Gr. fterrissv, removed. He ceased for a time to reside

in Capernaum. [The same word is used in chap. xix. 1, of

the last journey of the Saviour from Galilee to Judea, which

he took before the Passion. Comp. Jer. xxxix. 9. That verb,

then, is opposed to the long stay which Jesus had made at

Capernaum, chap. iv. 13. IIarm.~\ Thenceforward, Jesus,

being harassed by Herod, used not to remain long in any one

place.
54. Wisdom . . . mighty works Lit. powers. 1 Cor. i. 24.

We ought to be led on from admiration of Christ s wisdom
and mighty works to a believing recognition of his person ;

otherwise our admiration ends in stupor.
55. His mother From this we may gather that Joseph was

already dead, and Mary living in retirement. Mary. James,
etc. They speak of them thus as if they had nothing but

their names, which were familiar.

56. Sisters These they do not condescend to name.

.
57. Were ofended As usually happens to people who only

look at one, and probably the least important, side of a ques
tion. Prophet The prophet unites in himself two distinct

characters. The one ordinary, usual, natural, and domestic
;

the other exceptional, spiritual, divine, and public. Those

familiar with the first are apt to overlook the second. Fami

liarity breeds contempt in one s own country, and still more,
in one s own home. Without honour Gr. artpos, despised.

The contempt experienced abroad by a prophet is nothing to

that he experiences at home. Abroad he receives at least

some honour.

58. Because of their unbelief It is not so much the fact of

faith being established, as that of unbelief still prevailing,

which prevents miracles being wrought in the present day.
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CHAPTER XIV.

1. That time Jesus had been exercising his ministry about

a year. Heard The courts and the ears of princes ring with

news; but even the widest spread spiritual matters are long
in reaching them. [And if they do, it is in a faulty and unre

liable form, which is apt to do little good. Though there are

sometimes blessed exceptions to this rule. F.(?.]

2. Servants Lit. boys. [
The Eastern word for courtiers,

etc.
Met/.&quot;]

The friends of princes are commonly young.
When under apprehensions, the great will talk familiarly with

Jheir inferiors. This Herod s conscience tormented him.

[He was far from, saying this in jest. E.EI\ Decision was no

part of such a king s character. He came to a hesitating con

clusion, Luke ix. 7, 9. Herod was a iSadducee ;
but disbelief

in a resurrection is apt to waver on the occurrence of any

thing strange. Reason is more willing to attribute miraculous

power to the early, or at least the departed, saints, than to

living ones
;
and to those whom it has begun to make much

account of, rather than to others. [John s course was quickly
run

;
but those who caused his death paid a terrible penalty

for their act. V.GJ] John Herod had not heard of the

power of Jesus before the death of John. John had worked
no miracles while alive

;
but men imagined, that because he

was a holy man, that he notwithstanding possessed miraculous

power. Comp. chap. xvi. 14. So much weight has the char

acter of holiness even among the ungodly. If the doings of

Christ could have been attributed to John even after his de

cease, it was quite necessary for him to decrease, that Christ

might increase. Most of the Greek, and many Latin, fathers

enlarge upon the preaching unto the dead by Christ s forerun

ner. The Baptist This name Herod, the daughter of Hero-

dias, and Josephus, concur in giving to John, so universally
was it known. He Lit. he himself. [Therefore Because

he is no common man, but one risen from the dead. Mey.~\

Mighty works Gr. dwdfttis, powers. In Him In Jesus.

3-12. !N either a prediction in the Old Testament of the

facts, nor a detail in the New of the manner of John s death

was necessary, inasmuch as he did not die for us. His history

is, however, gracefully resumed in the period of Christ s pro
minence.

3. Ilerodias A woman of queenly rank, was hostile to the
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latter Elias, as Jezebel was to the former. His brother s wife
Some (as English version) insert the name Philip, from the

parallel passage in Mark
;

its occurrence wherein is a proof
of Mark s Gospel being independent of Matthew s ; the shorter

reading has been preserved by the Vulgate. His brother

Who was alive, and not childless, [see Matt. xxii. 24. Ed.~\ as

Josephus shows, book xviii. chap. 7. But the fact of his

being a brother at all is sufficient. Herodias was niece to

them both, as being the daughter of their brother Aristobulus.

4. It is not lawful John did not break the force of bitter

truth by conciliatory argument. His words were no softer

than his raiment. John had not gone into Galilee, but yet
took upon him to censure Herod. For thee Even kings sins

should be rebuked in the second person. To have It is im

possible for divines to abandon (cognizance of) matrimonial

causes, so long as it is their duty to examine into what is

(morally Ed.} lawful or unlawful. Comp. chap. xxii. 17.

5. Feared Those who crush witnesses for the truth are

often in fear
; though those whom they crush may have but

little fear of them. [An evil design, even though barely con

ceived, needs but a small occasion to be put in execution.

F.0.]
6. Birthday Comp. Sept. Gen. xl. 20. Great temptations

to sin accompany
&quot; set

days.&quot; [Such, for instance, as dedica

tion feasts, fairs, etc., in which, as commonly held, disgust and
sorrow too often follow empty pleasures. Nor will the world
be advised to better things. V.Gr.~\

The daughter of Herodias
Salome. Danced A little matter to give rise to an event

of the gravest import. Before them In sight of them all

during the banquet.
7. Promised The girl had asked by the very act of dancing.

It would also seem to have been the king s custom to make
her a present on his birthday. [How human passion contra

dicts itself ! Now war is waged for an inch of land
;
now

half a kingdom is sacrificed to the will of a young coquette !

]

8. Being before instructed That is, before making her re

quest, [after receiving the king s promise ;
see Mark vi. 24,

25. Ed.] Here Before the king could repent. In a charger
Which she may have been holding in her hand. The un

godly can couch the most fearful requests in the choicest

words. .

9. The king Strictly speaking, the tetrarch, see ver. 1. Was
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sorry The king was not quite out of his senses. The sudden

compulsion to commit a crime is startling even to the worst

of men. Sorrow accompanies the joys of earth. Them wldch

sat with him at meat. [To whom he would not seem to per

jure himself. An immoral oath-keeping. Mey.~] The king
feared the guests, the guests the king. And these guests, by
failing to intercede, as they ought to have done, for John, be

came accessories to his murder.

10. Beheaded The very manner of his death proved him
not to have been the Messiah. Comp. John xix. 36. [Not a

bone of the Christ was to be broken. V.G.] John A sudden

and violent death, even by decapitation, is not necessarily a

miserable one.

11. To her mother Who doubtless treated it with

cruelty.

1 2. The body Headless as it was. Went So [as it brought
them to Jesus, Ed.~\ John s death was a gain to his disciples.

Told We are not told how Jesus received the tidings, but

doubtless it was in a becoming way.
13. Heard What Herod said, ver. 2. Comp. John iv. 13.

He departed The murderer of the Baptist was unworthy to see

and hear the Lord
;
see chap. xxi. 23-27. Afterwards Herod

did see him, but not of the Lord s own accord, since he was

dragged into his presence by the violence of his foes, and so

this interview was no sign of grace to Herod. [Who never

heard Jesus voice. Edl\ See Luke xxiii. 8, 9. Compare the

case of Saul and Samuel; 1 Sam. xv. 35, and xix. 24:. Apart
Taking none but the disciples with him.

14. Went forth From his seclusion. [Tisch. omits 6 T/?-

covc, Jesus. So A
If.]

15. [Tisck. omits avrzv his, and adds ow therefore, after

send. So AlfJ\ Evening The evening (see ver. 23) has

several degrees. The time For dismissing the assemblage,
and taking, or seeking rest and food. Themselves The dis

ciples seem to have sometimes bought food for them.

16. They need not No trouble should be taken for what is

unnecessary. Ye Said significantly. These are the rudi

ments of a wonder-working faith among the apostles.

17. Five loaves Obtained one by one.

19. Sit doivn This was already an exercise of faith to the

multitude. The loaves All there were. Looking up Jesus,

not like sinners, (Luke xviii. 13,) referring all things to the

Father, could always look up with the fullest confidence.
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John xi. 41
;

xvii. 1. The disciples to A foretaste of their

future functions, Acts iv. 35.

20. All did eat and were filled How much more in the

holy communion may all feed on the one body of the Lord !

Fragments Of most excellent bread. Comp. John ii. 10.

This was a most substantial miracle. The people were not to

carry away any of the bread as a curiosity. Twelve See note

on chap. xvi. 9. There were fragments over from the fishes

also. Mark vi. 43. What remained was reserved for future

use, not, like the manna in the wilderness, as a memorial.

[A type of the spiritual miracle wrought by the power of

Christ s words in the life of mankind, in all time. Neand. By
it he proclaimed himself the true bread of the world, the source

of all life, of which there shall be enough and to spare for all

evermore. Trench.]
21. Women and children The number of whom was doubt

less considerable.

22. Straightway Our reflections should not dwell long

upon our good deeds. Constrained For good reasons, as wre

may well believe. They did not wish to sail without him.

[Tisch. omits avrov, his. So Alf.] A ship Lit., the ship,

see ver. 13. While He is not said to have mentioned his in

tention of praying. He gave an example of praying in secret

[chap. vi. 6.]

23. A mountain Lit., the mountain, which was in that

region. Mountains and elevated places were specially suited

to prayer, from being lonely and open to the sky. See Acts

x. 9. Apart Even from the disciples presence. Great

concerns were transacted in such retirement between God and
the Mediator, no dramatic action intervening. What passed
between Jesus and the Father may be collected from Ps. xvi. ;

Luke xi. 2, 3
; comp. with John xvii. 1. To pray Beyond

midnight, see ver. 25. The result of which appears in vers.

33-35.

25. Fourth The last watch, the Jews also dividing their

night into four watches. The disciples had to toil for some
considerable time before he came to their aid. [Tisch., Alf.,

etc., omit o
I?j&amp;lt;7ou, Jesus.] Went Lit., went away, departed.

Breaking off, as it were, his prayers, which had lasted so long,
he set forth to succour his disciples. Walking Though the

wind was high.
26. They were troubled We are often apt to take Christ

for something other than he is
; comp. ver. 2. The disciples
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were now terrified by the Lord as well as by tlie storm. A
spirit Lit., an apparition.

28. Bid me A striking impulse of faith
j Peter, in his de

sire for Jesus, leaves the ship, whether to walk upon or swim

through the waters, John xxi. 7.

29. Come [To teach him that the best meant beginnings of

faith will lack endurance, if mingled with self-conceit. Stier.~\

Most is expected from those who put themselves forward
; they

are more sorely tried, but more signally preserved. [For e\6sT,

to come, Tisch. reads xui qs.Qer, and came.
]

30. When he saw Besides feeling the wind, Peter saw its

effects on the waves. The wind It had been boisterous be

fore, but not so much regarded by Peter. He was afraid

Though a fisherman, and a good swimmer ; John xxi. 7.

Those who begin to rely upon grace, have little confidence in

nature. To sink He was borne up on the water in propor
tion to his faith

; even as the children of Israel were vic

torious, or not, according as Moses hands were held up.
31. tliou of little faith Even our greatest faith is little

compared to what we ought to have ; we should persevere in

faith. Wherefore To what purpose. He is not blamed for

leaving the ship ;
but for not persevering in his faith. He put

himself in the way of trial, and rightly ;
but he ought to have

persevered. Didst thou doubt The nature of faith may be

perceived from its opposite, doubt and fear. Mark v. 36;
Rom. xiv. 23 j

James i. 6.

33. [Thou art Yet some presume to doubt it now, after

the miracles of so many centuries, and the belief of all nations.

Q. Since they perceived this by his miraculous walking on
the sea, they needed not to have been so amazed at this very
miracle. For this they are censured by Mark vi. 51, 52. For
a mind, which faith has rendered intelligent and sober, unlearns

excessive astonishment. Harm.]
35. [The men Possibly at work in the fields. V.G.I
36. Only In pious humility. [Among such crowds of suf

ferers, no single instance occurs of one meeting a refusal from
Christ. He afterwards, however, reproved the ungrateful, and
warned the subjects of his healing against continuing in sin.]

CHAPTER XV.

1. [Then During that stay in the land of Gennesareth.

Jf/ey.] Which were of Jerusalem Men who would seem to
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have been eminent in influence and zeal, from the distance

they came. [After the feast of the Passover had been cele

brated at Jerusalem. Harm. Jerusalem The high-school of

hypocrisy. Eabbi Nathan says, If the hypocrites were divided

into ten parts, nine would be found in Jerusalem, and one in

the world besides. Stier.1

2. Of the elders The Gr. word vgecfivregoe, an elder, some
times denotes dignity or office

;
sometimes is used in contra

distinction to youth; sometimes, as here, to men of later ages.
Bread The Jews were more ready to eat other food with un-

washen hands than bread.

3. Why He frames his question by that they had asked

him, ver. 2. [Truth can never be at a loss for a question
wherewith to rebut those of hypocrites. F.6r.] Ye also

Whether the disciples trangress or no, ye are the chief trans

gressors. By Lit. On account of; traditions detract from
the Divine commands, even in the least expected way. [And
the multitude of traditions, however plausible single ones may
be, have done incalculable injury. V.Gf.] Your The scribes

had called them traditions of the elders, Jesus was no respecter
of persons.

4. For God Contrasted with ye, ver. 5. Honour Honour

implies duties of kindness, see note on 1 Tim. v. 3, the denial

of which is the height of insult. So in Prov. iii. 9, Honour
the Lord, is said in reference to sacrifices. Ex. xx. 12. He
that curseth Ex. xxi. 17. Life is assailed by cursing; and
the child has received life from its parents. Death Mark
this, youth !

5. But ye say God s commands are offices of love, human
traditions enter upon all possible subjects besides. [Gift
Gr. dSj^ov, Heb.

]H&quot;&quot;1p,
corban, an offering in the temple. The

connexion is, But ye say, he who shall say to his father, that is

made, an offering at the temple, from which thou mightest have

been benefited by m^, (understand, that man is free from duty
to his father, and bound to make his offering.) And he surely
will not honour his father, etc. Mey. So l)e

IF&quot;.,
A

If. Tho
Pharisaic tradition made such an offering more sacred than

duty, so that they justified a man in refusing even to support
his parents, if he substituted the corban. Bengel s construc

tion, which makes ver. 5 the condition or protasis, as above,
and ver. G the conclusion, then shall he not honour, etc., that

is, then shall he be free from the duty of honouring, etc., is

inferior to the above.] In order to avoid the appearance of
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avarice, they offered as corban what they owed to their parents ;

just as people will sometimes give as charity what they have

gained by stinginess, extortion, or withholding from others.

Thou mightest be profited The priests used to say, May it-

profit thee, when the people made an offering.

5. 6. [For ri^G/i, read the future, ripyjaci, shall honour, etc.

Mey., Alf., etc.]

6. By Lit. On account of A heart occupied by traditions

does not comprehend the commands of God.

7. Prophesied Foretold.

8. This people, Isa. xxix. 13, Sept. This people draweth

nigh unto me with their mouth, and with their lips honour me :

but their heart-teaching precepts and doctrines of men. [Tiscli.,

Alf., etc., omit lyyi(^i //.o/, and r& GTopart auruv xai, draweth

nigh unto me with their mouth, and
.]

This The pronoun
here is used contemptuously. 1 Cor. xiv. 21. Me God,

speaking by Isaiah. Heart The drawing near of which is

the only true adoration of God, and the sum of all worship.

[The heart is made the all-important part. V.GJ]
9. In vain What vanity there is in the greatest part of all

religion in every age and clime ! Worship They showed but

little heed of God himself and his commands
; and whatever

heed they did show they spoiled by their observance of human
injunctions. Teaching (for) doctrines Lit. teaching doctrines.

Laboriously, continually and in numbers, comp. Mark vii. 13.

Commandments In opposition to doctrines. The Greek word
here used signifies precepts, and is different from that used in

ver. 3, to describe the commandments of God. Precepts are

adorned and seasoned by commands. Of men Even of the

elders, ver. 2, who had no authority in religious matters.

10. He called the multitude All of whom were not always
attentive. The Pharisees were unworthy of his instruction,
ver. 14. He called the multitude to warn them against being
deceived by the Pharisees words.

1 1 . Not Were this not so, the faithfid could not live with
out continual disgust in a world subject to vanity. [Jesus

speaks not of legal, but of moral defilement. Mey.~\ Thai
which cometh out Original sin is here plainly implied. This

Emphatic.
12. [Omit auroy, his. Tisch., Alf] Thou Jcnoivest They

perceived the omniscience of Jesus. Were offended [And
made thy enemies. V.G.] Knowest thou or, Thou knowest ;

VOL. i. M
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they were conscious of Jesus omniscience. Were offended

[And made hostile to thee. V.G.] Were given, or rather,

readily took offence. [Saying That in ver. 11. Mey., A If.]

1 3. Plant Every doctrine, or rather every man. Father

John xv. 1, etc. Rooted up This the tendency of all offence.

Such a plant, whatever its seeming, is not of Christ.

14. Let them alone Waste no time upon them. [Fools are

better apart. V.Gr. The falling into the ditch represents cast

ing into Gehenna. Mey.]
15. Answered Peter The pervading candour of God s

Word, in noting the errors of holy men, is most remarkable.

This parable The language from ver. 10 is direct, though

parabolic in ver. 13. Therefore Peter, as a disciple, spoke in

accurately ;
but it is not this, but his failing to grasp the

purport of his words, which Jesus censures.

16. [Omit I /jffoug, Jesus, Tisch., A/f.] Ye Tn answer to

us, ver. 15. Ye, not merely the Pharisees and the multitude.

Understanding In reference to understand, ver. 10.

17. Yet [Gr. oSorw, for which Tisch. has oy, not.] Although
(in ver. 11 and elsewhere) instructed in the whole nature of

religion, whence ye might have already inferred this point
also. In . . . into . . . into Thrice repeated, without any
mention of the heart, the seat of true purity or pollution.

19. Evil thoughts Such as the Pharisees indulged in. In

Mark vii. 21, the article is added. Murders, adulteries, etc.

Sins against the decalogue. The use of the plural number is

emphatic. Blasphemies against our neighbours, coupled with

false witness. The absence from such enumerations of the

copulative conjunction and, often implies a desire on the part
of the. speaker to add further particulars, or leave them to be

conjectured. Comp. Mark vii. 22. [There are no draught

houses, ver. 17, whereof the pollution can equal that of an un-

cleansed human heart. Who weighs this consideration rightly 1

Who strives after true cleansing ? Whither are those hasten

ing who depart this life destitute of such cleansing ? Into the

lake that burns with fire and brimstone ! Oh, how great
shall be there the foulness of so many unclean ones ! Be not

offended, reader
; plain words are best on a subject like the

present. Rather conceive a disgust of the thing itself than

of its name, and be stirred up to fly from impurity of heart.

V.G.}
20. Defileth not a man An argument lurks in the very use

of the word man ; for the spiritual nature which forms the
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better part of man cannot be affected by outward pollution.

[Yet not until much later did even Peter learn that all is pure
for men which comes pure from God. Acts x. 9, etc. Neand.

And now-a-days, how many scruple to communicate with

unwashed hands, but scruple not to communicate with un
washed consciences ! Q]

21. Into the coasts Lit. parts. [That is not towards por
tions of that region, (as Beng.,} but into the neighbourhood of

Tyre, etc.
;

into that part of Palestine adjoining Tyre, etc.

Mey]
22. Came out For Jesus did not cross the Canaanitish

boundary. Cried From a distance, behind him. Comp. ver.

23, 25. Me The loving mother had made her daughter s

suffering her own. Comp. ver. 25 with ver. 28. Son of David
Therefore the woman, at some time or other, had heard of

the promise.
23. But It was right that this declaration, and, as it were,

this testimony, of the general unworthiness of the Gentiles,

should precede that of their individual worthiness, for which

it prepared the way. Nor was it so much to the prayers of

the Canaanitish woman alone, as to those of herself and the

disciples united, that our Lord granted his aid. He answered

her not So Sept. Isa. xxxvi. 21; 1 Cliron. xxi. 12. Send
. . . away That is, Help her, as thou art wont

; comp. ver.

24. For Jesus wTont was to dismiss after aiding. Critth

It is possible that the disciples feared man s judgment, and
entreated the assistance both for the woman s sake, and for

their own, lest her crying should bring them into trouble.

24. 26. But . . . to dogs The language of ver. 24, as ex

plained by ver. 26, contains no repulse ; but, on the contrary,

suggests hope to persevering faith. The declaration, moreover,
is not meant to apply to the whole mediatorial office, but only
to the personal preaching and miracles of Christ. [Comp.
John x. 16. Trench. His words say not no; but hesitate.

Every claim urged in her eager prayer, every right, even that

which the Jews have through the promises, must first be taken

from this heathen before the free mercy is exercised. Stier.]
24. Sent Jesus refers all things to His mission. Sheep

Israel, the Lord s flock. Ps. xcv., of which Jesus is shepherd.
House This appeared a limitation of grace. [But compare
chap. ii. 9. Ed.]

25. Came she and worshipped him Lit. coming, wor

shipped him. She came in front from behind him, [barring
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liis path, F.6r.,] although he appeared even to the disciples
to have given her a repulse

26. [For o-jjc iffn xc/Aov, it is not good. Tisch. and Alf. read

6-J/c stearin, it is not permitted.] The children s bread To the

Jews themselves Jesus spoke severely ; bat, of them with re

spect, to strangers, John iv. 22. So we act with regard to the

Church. To dogs Who are unworthy of it. [Even the third

attempt seemed futile
;
but the woman did not desist. F6r.]

In using the diminutive, xuvag/a, little dogs, Jesus gives the

woman a handle -by which to lay hold upon him. See ver.

27. Midrasch Tillim (a rabbinical work upon the Book of

Psalms) says,
&quot; The nations of the world (the Gentiles) are

typified by dogs.&quot;

27. Truth The woman catches at the word little dogs ;

rejoining, (not, as in English version, yet, but) for even. The
word val, here rendered truth, has the force partly of assent,

and partly of entreaty, as affixing to the Lord s words an in

tention of acceding to her prayers. So val is used, Philem.

v. 20
;
Judith ix. (12) 14. [She could not have learned such

a reply beforehand, as from books, etc.
;
a spirit of faith sug

gests the best forms of prayer. F.6r.] Eat Since children

are apt to be wasteful of bread. Of the crumbs She does

not say fragments, or even mention the word bread. Which

fall In contrast to take and cast, ver. 26. She asks it as a

blessing for herself, the granting of which could injure no one.

From She does not ask to be admitted to (a seat at) the

table
;
and yet she implies that she is not far from it. Her

nation was contiguous to Israel. Their masters This implies
the rights of the children, and at the same time their fami

liarity with the little dogs. The language of the Canaanitish

woman accords with Canaan being a servant. Gen. ix. 26.

28. woman Now at length he addresses her. [In
words of no common praise ;

there was no danger of their

puffing her up, her lowliness being so great. V.G.] Great

Modesty is no restriction to greatness of faith. Chap. viii.

8, 9. As The gift is all the fuller from the struggle it suc

ceeds. Thou wilt There is faith even in willing. From that

very hour Permanent restoration followed. [And the woman
had won the strength which Jacob won by his night-long

struggle with the angel. Gen. xxxii. 24, etc. Trench.]
29. Sat down He did not command the people to corne,

but waited for them to do so.

30. And many others Infirm persons. Cast them down&quot;
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Each crowding on the other. [Instead of roD l

read auroD, his. Tisch., Alf.]
31. [Tiscli.

inserts XKI, and the lame. Of Israel See ver.

24. F.&]
32. 7 have compassion Whilst the people in their wonder

forget their hunger, Jesus, unmoved by their admiration, com

passionates their need. Glory and compassion seldom go hand

in hand. They continue with me [Other afflicted persons

being laid before him from time to time. V.G.] The multi

tude continued with Jesus for their own purposes ;
and yet

he makes this continuance an occasion for conferring an

additional boon upon them. The multitude was ready to re

main longer still. Fasting He never sent men away in

want.

33. \Tisch. omits avrov, his. So ver. 36.] Whence Comp.
Num. xi. 21

;
2 Kings iv. 43. We The disciples already

felt that they would have some part in the matter. [The

question shows weakness of faith, and strange forgetfulness of

the previous miracle of feeding, chap. xiv. 15, etc. Their

memory was often very weak, until they received the Holy
Ghost. They walked in a world of wonders, spiritual and

physical, where they felt strange, until He came and brought
to their minds all that Christ had said and done. John xiv.

26. Oh.]
34. A few little fishes They disparage their provision ;

the diminutive form is not used in ver. 36.

36. Gave thanks Thanks should be given even before

taking food, Acts xxvii. 35, and is then equivalent to a bless

ing, inasmuch as it is an acknowledgment of God s past and

future bounty. Jesus referred all things to the Father
; and,

on this occasion, gave thank both for the bread and the im

pending satisfaction of the people s hunger. Comp. John xi.

41. The verb ev%agian?v is objected to by Phrynicus, but

used also by Diodorus Siculus.

37. [Baskets See on chap. xvi. 9, 10.]
38. [Four thousand Those were indeed mighty miracles

whereby at one time (chap. xiv. 21) Jive, at another four, thou

sand men were satisfied with food. Here Jesus miraculous

power had reached its height. How widely should his glory
have been spread by so many thousand witnesses ! Harm.]

39. Took ship Lit. tlie ship, mentioned a little before,

chap. xiv. 33. See Mark vi. 51.
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CHAPTER XVI.

1. The Pharisees iviih the Sadducees [Who, like all wicked

men and unbelievers, however they differ, unite against Jesus.

Q.] The populace, for the most part, held with the Pharisees
;

the upper classes with the Sadducees, Acts v. 17, xxiii. 6.

As in the present day, the lower orders are prone to supersti
tion

;
the upper to atheism. The evangelists only mention

two attacks made upon Jesus by the Sadducees, of which that

mentioned here is the first. They cared less for religion than

the Pharisees. From heaven Signs from heaven wrere shown
in the days of Moses, of Joshua, and of Elijah. The reason

of the Pharisees unwillingness to accept the previous miracles

of Jesus as divine, seems to have been, that they considered,
inasmuch as he had not yet given a s gn from heaven, that

his other miracles might have emanated from Satan. Comp.
chap. xii. 24, 38. And further, that a sign from heaven

affecting all creation, must be greater than those merely affect

ing man. [Possibly they argued from the prophecy of Joel
;

Acts ii. 19.
F&quot;.6r.]

The Sadducees, who believed in nothing

spiritual, and therefore not in Satan, supposed the power of

Jesus only to extend to the removal of hunger and bodily ail

ments, not to all more important matters. The proverb,
&quot; No

velty is
charming,&quot; held good of both parties. This craving

of theirs is marked by their expression, we would. See chap,
xii. 38.

2. Evening . . . morning Two most common and popular

signs of weather [not, however, from natural causes, strictly

applicable to all climates. App. CritJ]
3. Tisch., Alf.j etc., omit Tawc^iro/, hypocrites.~\ Hypo

crites Their superior acuteness in natural rather than in spi
ritual things constituted hypocrisy. For those who are skilled

in the one, have the less excuse for the ignorance they so

often exhibit in the other. An example of both combined is

found in chap. ii. 2. The face of the slcy Strictly, the aspect:

a man s aspect changes ;
his face remains the same. A per

sonification, as before, in the word lowering. The signs of the

times That is, appropriate to various conjunctures ; Jesus

shows, not only that the times are to be known by their signs,

but even the signs themselves by the character of the times,

and that the signs themselves and their different classes should

be distinguished. God influences man in various ways, by
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various doctrines, persons, times, and signs, all which things
have a mutual intercorrespondence ;

for which reason differ

ent signs are appropriate for different seasons. [The signs of

any period, then, are those circumstances and events which

are significant in reference to Jesus, (comp. chap. xi. 4, etc.,)

as his teaching and work, including, of course, his miracles
;

but especially, too, the movements and expectations among
the people. De TF.]

The signs most appropriate to the times

in which our Saviour walked on earth, were not so much

striking and glorious ones as others manifestly salutary to

mankind. Chap. ix. 6
;

viii. 17 ;
Luke ix. 54. Wherefore

the Pharisees and Sadducees should have sought argu

ments, not from heaven, but from themselves, Luke xii. 57.

For the same reason, he did not, after his ascension, ex

hibit signs on earth, as he had before. [Nor shall signs
from heaven be wanting hereafter. V. G.\ Can ye not

distinguish one sign from another. Said in surprise. If

ye would, ye might with ease
;

it is wilful blindness which

prevents you.
4. Wicked And troublesome. Adulterous Addicted to

breaches of the marriage vow, which should have been kept
sacred to the Lord. Generation Itself a sign of its own times.

For such it was to be in the days of the Messiah. See

chap. xi. 6. A sign . . . no sign An emphatic repetition.

They presume to dictate the kind of miracle, as if none other

could be true
; [being weary of those many ones they had

already witnessed, and clamouring for one from heaven,

//arm.] Wherefore they are refused any miracle at all. Our
Lord s later miracles were wrought for the sake of the people,
and of sufferers, not for such men as these. [And, of later

miracles, Matthew scarcely cites one, and Mark none save that

of the blind man of Bethsaida, Mark viii. 22. But Jesus con

tinued his preaching without intermission. Harm.
]

The sign

of Jonas \ro\j Kooptj-ov, the prophet, not being genuine here.

Tisch., A If.]
This was not from heaven, but from the midst of

the earth. Jonah, by his escape from the whale, proved his

mission to the Ninevites
;
so by the resurrection of Jesus, a

proof was given to the Jews of the truth of the Messiah,
whom they had disbelieved. Moreover, he tacitly implies, that

after his three days abode in the heart of the earth,

signs enough from heaven should be given ;
which implica

tion was fulfilled by His ascension, and shall be still further

fulfilled when the heavens themselves shall pass away. Comp.
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chap. xxiv. 30
;
Acts ii. 19. Arid even at the time our Lord

spoke, there had been signs from heaven. Chap. iii. 1 6. Left
them Just severity. Tit. iii. 10. Jesus never left the mul
titude so.

5. [Omit aurou, his. Tisch., Alf.]
6. Take heed Zeal for purity of doctrine is essential. Leaver,

[Named here as unclean, injurious, penetrating, and diffusive.

De W., AlfJ] A metaphorical, and therefore an enigmatical ex

pression ; whereby Jesus tests the progress made by his disciples,
who had already been his hearers for a long time. But the meta

phor referred to the thoughts wherewith the minds of the dis

ciples were filled. Be not anxious about lack of earthly bread,
but concerning the dangerous mental nourishment which hypo
crites set before you. The disciples may have forgotten to

take bread, from having been rendered anxious, and tried

by the controversy which the Pharisees and Sadducees had

mooted, ver. 1. The Pharisees and Sadducees, in other re

spects, differed most widely ;
but on this occasion they had

combined against Jesus. Therefore he comprises them both
in the epithet, hypocrites, ver. 3, and fortifies the disciples

against them both, at the same time, in this passage. And
the leaven (Luke xii. 1) was the very hypocrisy, under the

influence of which they both failed to discern the signs of

their own time, and demanded to see those of another. These
are the times (in plural) spoken of in ver. 3. [In fact, the

whole error of all sects is that one leaven which the old man
clings to. V.G.~\ The believer both believes and speaks ;

he
who separates one of these duties from the other is an unbe

liever, a hypocrite. See note on chap. xxiv. 51. Nor does

the having little faith, ver. 8, make one free from hypocrisy.
It is of this leaven that the disciples, not yet themselves fully

discerning the times, are most fitly warned to beware, ver. 11.

[And there is a peculiar fitness in the language, from the fact

that the disciples, who but shortly before had twice witnessed

miracles wrought upon bread, and had even assisted in its

distribution, were now themselves experiencing the want of

bread
;
and might thus the better think of spiritual bread, and

realise the necessity of sound doctrine. V.G.]
1. Bread Lit. loaves. The mode of life in Jesus circle

was most plain and frugal. They imagined that in the place
to which they were coming they should have to buy bread,
and should not be able to find any unimpregnated with the

leaven of the Pharisees. Jesus answers, that even if no other
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bread could be obtained, they should be fed without the bread

of the Pharisees, or of that whole district.

8. [Omit alroTy, unto them. Tisch., Alf.~\ ye of little

faith From lack of faith it is easy to fall not only into doubts

and fears, but even into doctrinal and other errors, and per

haps into entire forgetful ness. [By our Lord s caution against

the leaven given to the disciples when anxious about the bread,

their faith was shown to be little; and yet he fortified it, by
reminding them of the two occasions on which he had fed so

many thousands. HarmJ] Why reason ye [Men pass a great

part of their time, by day and night, in troublous reasonings.

V.GJ\ A man blames himself most for carelessness of exter

nals, which is just what God blames least. Faith takes a

higher view.

9. Not yet To have been long a hearer, aggravates the

fault of one who is slow to learn. Understand . . . remember

The verb vo su, to understand, here used, implies more voli

tion than ffvviqfjUj to understand, used in ver. 12. Mark vii.

18
;
2 Tim. ii. 7. Sin assails even the mind and the memory.

They ought to have understood, even, had those two miracles

not been wrought. We ought to keep even the particulars .of

God s works in mind, and hope from succour once received

for succour still to come. [It is not the forgetfulness which

they themselves blamed, (ver. 7.) but a different one, sprung
from gross unbelief, to which blame is attributed. V.G.]

9, 10. flaskets In ver. 9, the Greek word is cophinus ; in

ver. 10, spyris. In the first miracle, as there was a loaf for

each thousand, so there was a cophinus for each disciple, that

each might rejoice in carrying a full basket. In the second

miracle, there was a spyris for each loaf. Had they on either

occasion had more cophini or spyrides, the fragments would

doubtless have been multiplied, in order to fill them. See

2 Kings iv. 6
;
Mark viii. 20. A spyris was larger than a

cophinus. An old gloss reads corlis, corbula, a twig-basket.

Juvenal uses the word in the sense of a travelling basket. &quot;

Quo
rum cophinus fsenumque supellex,&quot;

used by vagrant Jews.

Whence copliinus appears to have been xovpongov, lighter, able

to be carried about by any one for daily use. The spyris (see
Acts ix. 25) appears to have held a porter s load. [The sense

would probably be best expressed by translating cophinus as a

hand-basket; spyris, as a hamper or dosser. EdJ]
10. Ye took up For future use, in place of the five loaves

they gave only one, and the seven on the other occasion.
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11. How An expression of wonder. Comp. note on chap,
viii. 10. Not concerning bread The literal sense is often closer

and truer than the sense of the letter, and points to spiritual

things, where the other does to natural ones. In spiritual

matters, heavenly words should be taken strictly.

12. Understood they Jesus still left something for the dis

ciples to understand
;
he showed them in this passage what

leaven he did not mean
;
and from hearing what he did not mean,

it remained for them to gather what he did. So also in chap,
xvii. 13. Of the doctrine Of the leaven of the doctrine. [A
sample of which is given in ver. 1. V.G.] The word doctrine,

in contrast with bread, is taken in a sense wide enough to in

clude hypocrisy. This hypocritical doctrine was the leaven.

13. When Lit. but when A certain space of time inter

vened between the events last recorded and this inquiry ;

therefore, our Lord s words on each occasion are not immedi

ately connected. [Mark and Luke, as well as Matthew, begin
here another division, with the common purpose of showing
how the Saviour set out upon his last journey (rich in salva

tion), through the northern districts of the land of Israel. Near
Csesarea Philippi, when alone with the disciples, he asks

them, Whom say men that I am ? and declares to them his

coming Passion. Then he arranges his journey in such wise

as to sow the good seed through the whole land. After the

display of his glory in the mount, he returns to Capernaum,
directing his course thence through the midst of Samaria and
Galilee

;
then crossing the Jordan, and advancing on its other

side towards Judaea, he takes leave of Bethabara, and, recross-

ing the Jordan, makes his way to Jericho and Bethany. Matt,

xvi. 13 ; xx. 34. Harm.] The subsequent events occurred a

short time before the Passion
;
and the shortness of this in

terval [about six weeks, V.G.] assists us to a right compre
hension of the promises given in vers. 18 and 28, and of the

prohibition in ver. 20, and chap. xvii. 9, etc. [After a few

weeks these restraints were removed, and all was known far

and wide. The sum of what the disciples had hitherto learned

was this : JESUS is THE CHRIST. This is repeated and con

firmed in ver. 1 6, and upon it is based the thesis : Christ shall

suffer, which is the sum of the remaining part of the gospel

history. V.GJ] Ccesarea This very name, in earlier times

not given to any towns of Palestine, might have reminded all

the Jews that they were subjects of Caesar
;
that the sceptre

had departed from Judah, and that the Messiah must be come.
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In interpreting Holy Writ, the reader should suppose himself

in the age and locality wherein the words were used, or the

events occurred, and should consider the state of men s minds,
and the force and context of the words used. Philippi The
inland Cyesarea was thus called, in contradistinction to Csesarea

on the sea-coast. [It lay at the foot of Mount Libanus, near

the source of the Jordan. It was called Csesarea by Philip
the Tetrarch, who enlarged it. Met/., A If.]

Whom The dis

ciples had derived profit from listening and questioning.
Their Master now questions them in turn, giving us an

example of catechising. [Tisch., A If.
omit me, and read,

say the Son of man to be. Mey. retains it in the same sense

as Beng., Whom do men consider me to be, as the Son of man ?

that is, In what sense do they understand this title which I

give myself ?]
The Son of man I who am wont to style

myself the Son of man. Peter hits upon the right contrast,

ver. 16 : Thou art the Son of the living God! Comp. John
v. 19, 27. This title, Son of man, is frequent in the Gospels,
and we should specially remark, that it was applied to no one

but Christ himself, and during his sojourn on earth, only to

him by himself. He used it first in John i. 51, on the first

occasion when men were found
(ib.

ver. 49) to acknowledge
him as the Messiah and the Son of God

;
thenceforward he

used it very frequently both before and after predicting his

Passion
; by those who believed on him, he was called * The

Son of David;&quot; the Jews with reason suspected that, under the

name Son of man, Messiah was signified. John xii. 34. For
as the first Adam, with all his progeny, is called man, so the

second Adam (1 Cor. xv. 45) is called the Son of man ; not in

the sense in which sons of (common) men are spoken of as

weak, in opposition to sons of (great) men as mighty, Ps.

xlix. 2
;
nor as men in general are called sons of men, Mark

iii. 28; Eph. iii. 5; Ezek. ii. 1, etc., but with the article,

The Son of man. This article seems to refer to the prophecy
in Dan. vii. 1 3. For this is the one man whom, according to

the promise, Adam, after his fall, looked for as the hope of all

his offspring ;
the second one, (1 Cor. xv. 47), to whom all Old

Testament prophecy pointed, who upholds the birthright of the

whole human race, (Luke iii. 23, 38), and to whom alone we
owe it, if we have not cause to rue our bearing of the name
of men; Ps. xlix. 20 ; Ptom. v. 15. Moreover, by this appel
lation, Christ, while walking upon earth, both expressed, and

(as the complexion of the time required) concealed amongst
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men, and hid from Satan the fact of his being the Son abso

lutely, that is, the Son ofGod, promised to man, given to man,

(Gen. iii. 15
;

Isa. ix. 6
;)
and sprung from man, Hob. ii. 11.

(Just as, in John xii. 32, he expressed by a single word,
&quot;

lifted
up,&quot;

both his crucifixion and his glorification.) And,
at the same time, he reminded himself, as it were, by the

name Son of man, of his actual condition at the time. Matt.

xx. 28
;

Phil. ii. 7, 8. Nor was this appellation one suited

to his humiliation only he is called the Son of man on every

striking occasion either of humiliation or exaltation. (Comp.
John xii. 34, with the words in the following verse : The

light is with you.) And the title was adapted also to his

bodily appearance, which was youthful. Dan. vii. 13. Exa
mine on the whole subject, ver. 27, 28, and [chap. xii. 32

;
xxiv.

27, 30, 37, 39, 44
;
xxv. 31

;
Luke xvii. 22

;
John xii. 23 to

36
;

v. 27
;
Acts vii. 56.] Wherefore the title, The Son of

man, does not occur throughout the twenty-one apostolic

epistles ; only the Son of God. (In Heb. ii. 6, the article is

not used, and the words are David s, not Paul s, who contin

ually calls Christ both av00a)wo, and
I/TJ;&amp;gt;,

man ; see notes on

Rom. v. 15.) And the passages in Rev. i. 13
;

xiv. 14, as well

as the earlier one in Dan. vii. 13, are but allusions to this

title. The concurrence of the apostles in their use of this one

particular phrase is an evidence of their having written under

divine influence.

14. Some, . . . some, . . . and others It is not enough to

know what the opinions of others are
;
we should have a

reasonable faith of our own, which may profit by the opinions
of others, even such as are weak in themselves. John . . .

or one of the prophets This need not be referred to any belief

of the Pharisees in the transmigration of souls. For they
believed that Elias, who had not died, would return, as well

as that the rest of mankind should rise from the dead. Chap,
xiv. 2

;
Luke ix. 8, 19. Jeremias Whom the Jews were at

that time expecting. One Indefinitely, any one. They ex

pected nothing greater to appear than anything already expe
rienced. They did not compare Jesus with Moses.

16. Simon Peter His name and surname are used together
in this important passage. Simon appears to have outshojne

his fellow-disciples by his prompt and full recognition of the

Son of God. Answered Peter, in his zeal, always took the

part of spokesman among the apostles. Thou art He says,

decidedly, Thou art, not / pronounce Thee to be. It was right
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that Peter should believe this &quot;before hearing it in the mount,

chap. xvii. 5. Peter had made a similar confession, John vi.

69
;
but this is made more conspicuous from having been

uttered after so many temptations, [John vii. 10,] and in answer

to so solemn a question. The Christ, the Son Therefore

these words are not synonymous, as Locke would have them,

but the mention of either tacitly implies that of the other.

See Acts ix. 20. And there is also a gradation here, for the

acknowledgment of Jesus as Son of God is something higher

than that of Jesus as the Christ. [Living Commonly so

called in contradistinction to the lifeless gods of the heathen.

Mey.}
17. Blessed By this word not only a happy but a rare

condition is implied. Chap. xiii. 16. Jesus had not previ

ously declared himself as the Christ to his disciples. He

spoke and acted, so that, under the teaching of God the

Father, they might recognise him as the Christ. Simon

Bar-jona This express naming, showed that &quot; God knoweth

them that are his
;&quot;

and recalls to Peter s mind the proof of

Christ s omniscience, which had been vouchsafed him in John

L 42. (Comp. John xxi. 15.) [Peter scarcely supposed him

self so pleasing in the Lord s sight. He is truly blessed whom
the Lord pronounces to be so, not who claims blessedness for

any act of his own. V.G.] Flesh and Hood Any man.

Flesh and blood, by metonymy, for lody and soul. Eph. vi.

12; Gal. i. 16. No man knew this particular fact before

Peter; see ver. 14. Hath not revealed The knowledge of

Christ can only be drawn from the revelation of God
; chap.

XL 27. My Father Thus the purport of Peter s confession

is repeated and confirmed. The heavenly Father had revealed

this to Peter, through the teaching of Christ, which was en

graved upon his heart.

18. Thou art Peter In beautiful correspondence with

Thou art the Christ. [Throughout the whole Scripture, Christ

addresses his people, and they address him in the most fitting

terms. V.G.~\ Peter . . . rock The Greek word xsroos else

where signifies a stone ; but, in Peter s case, a rock. To apply
the feminine termination, vsToa, to such a man would have been

inappropriate ;
on the other hand, had the usage of the language

permitted, Matthew would willingly have put the word rock

with the masculine ending ;
therefore these two words, wiraog

and tsTga are the same name
; and, in fact, they are translated

in Syriac by the one word Kepha. Peter is here placed as a
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proper name, (for the expression is not, iliou shalt be, but, thou

art,) while its epithetical force, as signifying a rock, is re

tained. Unquestionably the Church is built upon the apostles,

[Eph. ii. 20
;]

Rev. xxi. 14
;
inasmuch as they were both the

first to believe themselves, and the means of leading others to

believe. And herein Peter exercised a certain prerogative as

chief, without any prejudice to the equality of power in all

the apostles ;
for he was both the first to gain over many Jews,

Acts ii., and the first to admit the Gentiles to gospel privileges,
Acts x. [And in the present passage also, he took the lead of

the other disciples in his acknowledgment and confession of

Christ
;
since it is improbable that any one of them at that

period would have answered our Lord s question with the

same alacrity as he. F.6r.] Besides the commands, Strengthen

thy brethren; and, Feed my sheep, feed my lambs, were spe

cially given to him. And there is great significance in the

fact, that the glorious name Rock, (elsewhere generally assigned
to Christ himself; 1 Cor. x. 4, etc.,) is here attributed to Peter,
who is always first named, and placed in the foremost rank,
in the lists of the apostles, Matt. x. 2. See also 1 Peter ii.

4-7. And all this may be safely affirmed
;

for what has this

to do with Rome ? [Whether Peter ever was at Rome, or ever

was there as a free man, is a very doubtful matter
;
but even

granting that he was, he was only there in the character of an

apostle, and the church established there had ordinary minis

ters of its own, to whose place, not to Peter s, the bishops of

later times succeeded, who afterwards degenerated into princes
and popes. V.GJ] Let the Roman rock beware lest it fall be

neath the censure in ver. 23. And A most glorious promise,
in its various reference to the gates of hell, the kingdom of

heaven, and the earth. / will build He does not say, / will

found. It is wise to build upon a rock, chap. vii. 24. My
Church A glorious utterance of our Lord, occurring in no
other passage of the Gospel. \Church IxxXjjo/a ;

this word
occurs in the Gospels here, and Matt, xviii. 17 only; the con

gregation of the faithful. Alf.~\ The gates of hell Lit. gates

of hell, without the article. With hell here, heaven is con

trasted, ver. 19, as in chap. xi. 23. Hell hath no power
against faith

;
faith hath power for heaven. The gates of hell

(as elsewhere the gates of death) are mentioned, Isa. xxxviii.

10 ;
Ecclus. xvi. 13. Hell is extremely strong, Cant. viii. 6,

how much more its gates ! The mention of gates continues

the architectural metaphor implied in building and keys. The
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Church of Christ seems like an unwalled city, and yet the

gates of hell, which rival it, shall not prevail over it.

19. / will give unto thee The future tense. Jesus himself,
in his exaltation, received the keys. Eev. i. 18. The Lord

gave the keys to Peter first, not to Peter only, (comp. note

on Luke v. 10) ;
in so far as Peter was the first to exercise his

apostleship after Christ s resurrection, Acts i. 15; ii. 14. If

the keys were given to Peter, and the bishops of Rome who
succeeded him, and not to the rest of the apostles, the Roman

bishop, after Peter s death, should have been pastor over the

surviving apostles. The keys An emblem of authority. Ter-

tullian says, referring to 1 Cor. x. 25, (on the subject of fast

ing,)
&quot; The apostle hath delivered to thee the keys of the

meat-market. The use of the keys is twofold, to open and to

shut. The keys themselves are not said to be two in number.&quot;

[It may be thought that many keys were given to Peter, and
that thus he was enabled so effectively to admit into the king
dom of heaven both Jews and Gentiles. See against this

view, chap, xxiii. 4, 13
;
Luke xi. 52. F.6r.] With one and

the same key the door is opened or locked. Rev. iii. 7. The
Jews assert that a thousand keys were delivered to Enoch.

Of the kingdom of heaven He does not say, of the Church,
nor of the kingdoms of this world. Thou shalt bind . . . thou

shalt loose The keys denote Peter s whole office. Hence the

words binding and loosing (not strictly applicable to, though
closely connected with, the use of the keys) comprise all acts

done by Peter as an apostle, by the power and in the faith of

Jesus name, whether they be acts of teaching, convincing, ex

horting, prohibiting, permitting, consoling, remitting, (Matt,
xviii. 18, 15

;
John xx. 23) healing, (Acts iii. 7

;
ix. 34

;)
rais

ing from the dead, (Acts ix. 41, comp. ii. 24
;) punishing,

(Acts v. 5
; comp. 1 Cor. v. 5.) He himself, in Acts xv. 8,

records a thing as done on earth and ratified in heaven. With
this passage we may compare Matt, xviii. 18, and John xx. 23,
with both. In the passage before us a twofold power is pro
mised to Peter upon his confession of Christ, namely, (1.) that

of binding, and (2.) that of loosing, sins, and whatever comes
under the scope of such power ;

and this was promised ia

some sort enigmatically, the things to be bound or loosed not

being expressed, inasmuch as the disciples were not yet capable
of comprehending so great a matter, Luke ix. 34. In chap,

xviii., after the transfiguration, power is given in common to

the more advanced disciples, (1.)
of binding, and

(2.) of loos-
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ing the offences of their brethren, but principally that of loos

ing them, by prayer in the name of Christ. In John xx.,

Jesus, after his resurrection, and after having breathed upon
the disciples, confers upon them the power (1.) of remitting,
and (2.) of retaining, sins. Thus the words and their order

change, once the gate of salvation is set open. The chief

part of the apostolic power is over sins
; comp. Hos. xiii.

12
;
the rest is here implied by synecdoche. A quotation from

Aristophanes, (Frogs, Act ii. sc. 6,) as to the sense of X-js/v,

is here in point alriav indsTtii, AT2AI raj KMTZOOV a.fj.a
ir?a$

(%H)&amp;gt;
that is, faults are to be loosed or remitted to those who

give reasons for them.

20. [Tisch. and A If. omit aOroy, his. Also
lvi&amp;lt;rou$, Jesus.]

No man Jesus had not even told his disciples that he was
the Christ, but had left them to infer it from the testimony
of facts. Therefore it was not fitting that the apostles should

openly declare the fact to others before the resurrection of

Christ, which was to confirm the whole evidence as to the

Messiah. [For even Peter found it hard to reconcile the idea

of his Sonship with that of his Passion. Harm.] For he

who injudiciously declares a mystery to persons who do not

comprehend it, does an injury both to himself and to others.

Besides, those who in any sort should have believed Jesus to

be the Christ would have clamoured rebelliously for an earthly

kingdom ;
and the rest would have rejected such a Christ at

such a period, would have committed sin of still darker dye
in crucifying him, and would have consequently found less open

ing for repentance afterwards. At a later period, [in fact, only
a few weeks later, Harm.] they openly testified to the Messiah-

ship of Jesus. The Christ Shortly after the disciples recog
nition and confession of Jesus as the Christ, he displayed to

them his transfiguration, chap, xvii., and spoke openly among
them of his Messiahship. Mark ix. 41

;
John xvii. 3.

21. Began . . . to show Therefore he had not previously
shown them. [Except in obscure expressions. V.G.] The

gospel may be divided into two parts, as illustrating the divine

method our Saviour adopted. The first is, Jesus is Christ;

the second, Christ must suffer, die, and rise again. (Comp.
John xvi. 30-32.) Or, in so many words, Christ through
death will enter into glory. Jesus began by convincing his

disciples as to the first proposition ;
so that, even before his

Passion, they were bound to believe the second. After his

glorification, the people learned first that he had suffered,
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died, and risen, and thence were convinced of his Messiahship.
Acts xvii. 3. As soon as Jesus had convinced the disciples of

the first proposition, (ver. 16,) he added the second. After

this he led them to the Mount (of Transfiguration,) [where
the same words sounded from heaven as before in his bap
tism,

&quot; This is my beloved Son,&quot; with the added exhortation,
&quot; Hear him&quot; They were to hear him more especially as to

the matter which formed the subject of the colloquy just
held upon the mountain, namely, concerning his decease

which he should accomplish at Jerusalem
;
that is, concern

ing his suffering, death, and resurrection. Harm.] The order

of the Gospel Harmonies is of the utmost importance in con

siderations like the present. Men often teach the whole of

a subject at once
;
but this is not the method followed by the

Divine wisdom. To show Openly. Go And at the same
time abandon that mode of life to which the disciples had
habituated themselves. Suffer When any glory accrued to

Jesus, as for instance here, in Peter s confession, he was wont
to call his approaching sufferings to mind. His first an

nouncement made here mentions his sufferings and death in

general terms
;
his second adds the mention of his betrayal

into the hands of sinners, chap. xvii. 22, 23 ; and his third,

chap. xx. 17-19, mentions the scourge, the cross, etc. The
first was nearer, in point of time, to the second, than the

second to the third. Eiders, chief priests, and scribes The
three classes of men whose special duty should have been to

lead the people to the Messiah
; they about correspond to the

modern Council of Justice, Consistory, and Theological Faculty.

Chap, xxvi 3. Be raised As yet he adds nothing about

his ascension. All further matters are gradually disclosed,

ver. 27.

22. Took him Lit. took hold of him. As if by special

right. He acted too familiarly, presuming on the fact of the

confession he had just made ;
but our Lord puts him into his

proper place. Comp. Luke ix. 28, 48, 49, 54, 55. [Rather,
took aside. Comp. Mark viii. 32, 33. MeyJ\ Peter Of
whom the words of ver. 16 were spoken. [How easily it

happens that one falls all the more grievously just after ac

complishing something praiseworthy. F.6r.] Human reason

is more ready to accept statements concerning Christ s person
than concerning his cross. Sudden changes in Peter are re

corded here, ver. 16-22, and in chap. xvii. 4
;
and it is from

such experience that he testifies (1 Pet. i. 5) that we are

VOL. i. N
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kept by God s, not by our own power. Began [But was
not suffered to continue. Mey.~\ He had accepted the other

doctrines without hesitation. Be it far from thee Gr. 7&amp;gt;.sw$

eoi lit. (may God be) propitious to thee
;
an elliptic expres

sion. Comp. Sept. on 1 Maccab. ii. 21.

23. Get thee It is no place of thine to take and reluJce me.

As he had pronounced Peter blessed before, he now speaks the

stronger censure to his disciple, prepared by faith to digest the

reproof ;
and he spoke so, both to correct Peter himself, arid for

the sake of the other disciples, ver. 24. Behind me Out ofmy
sight. [Thy business is to follow, not to counsel, me. V.GJ\
Satan An appellative. Comp. John vi. 70, and notes on

Rev. xii. 9. Peter fancied himself specially kind in speaking
as he did, and yet was called Satan for doing so. [That is,

thou who art, like Satan, a tempter. De W.] Comp. 2 Sam.
xix. 22, where fpty signifies one who thrusts himself in an

other s way. An offence unto me Not only thou takest

offence at my words, but, if it were possible, wouldst induce

me to offend by thine. These words were said with the utmost

force, and contained the reason of our Lord s instant sternness

to Peter. [Thus our Lord promptly repelled everything that

might have been an offence
;
as fire repels -water, with which,

however closely joined, it never can unite. V.G.] If anything
could have tainted the soul of Jesus, there would have been

more danger in the word^s of his disciple than in the assaults

of the tempter, chap. iv. Comp. note on Heb. iv. 15. The
words rock, and offence, (lit. stumbling-block) are antithetical.

Jesus commands the stumbling-block, placed before his feet,

to get behind him. [Mindful of most perfect obedience to his

Father. Harm.] The things that be of God The precious
word of the cross. Jesus view was always divine. [The cross1

is an offence to the world ; opposition to the cross an offence

to Christ. In after days, as his first epistle proves, Peter

cherished this sense of the suffering of Christ and Christ s

followers and of their subsequent glory. V.GJ] Of men Flesh

and blood, ver. 17.

24. [The connexion of thought with the preceding is, not

only I, out my followers too, must suffer. De W.] Will No
one is compelled to come

;
but he who will must submit to

conditions. Come after me This refers to a believer s state

and profession ;
the words, follow me, at the end of the verse,

to his duty. Let him deny Lit., entirely deny ;
Gr dirapvrr

Weigh the force of this word in chap xxvi. 70. Self-
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denial is self-renunciation. See Tit. ii. 12
;
Luke xiv. 33.

Contrast profession, Heb. x. 23. [When Peter acted by him

self, as, in denying, he acted by his Lord, then he denies

himself. When Peter s human nature craves for this or that,

Peter retorts, I no longer know Peter
;
he and I have no

connexion whatever
;
I understand not what the man means

or wishes. One who has gained such self-mastery as this finds

the cross no burden, and knows no greater gladness than to

follow after Christ.
V.G-.~\

Me That where I am he may be

also.

25. Will save Not shall save. Life Man, in the physical
and social sense. Save His natural life. Shall lose it His

spiritual life, and perhaps his bodily life also. Whosoever will

lose (Lit., may lose) natural life
; self being entirely cast

aside by denial. [Not will lose, as a matter of desire.] For

my salce This is the grand object of self-denial
; yet many

lose their lives for their own or the world s sake. Shallfind it

Luke and Mark read shall save it, bodily or spiritually. There

is peril in the world. A saved soul is said to \&amp;gt;e found.
26. Whole No man has ever gained the whole world

j
and

if one had, of what profit would it be to him 1 Soul The
true prudence refers all things to the good of the soul ; the

false, to the good of the body. What shall he give ? The
whole world is insufficient [to redeem the soul of a single
man. But what a multitude, even the whole world, hath

Christ redeemed by his blood! V.G-J] In exchange Which
must not be less in value than the soul it redeems.

27. Shall come Lit., Is to come, which is more forcible

than the Eng. ver. The doctrine of Christ s glory follows

that of his crucifixion, as this latter immediately followed that

of his personality. Then All things are appointed for that

time. He shall reward every man An office peculiar to the

divine majesty. Ptom. ii. 6. [There is constant mention of

this phrase in Scripture. V.GJ] Works Lit., work, in the

singular ;
the whole life of man being regarded as one act.

|
Whence many works proceed, which are good or bad accord

ing as the life is devoted to Christ or to the belly. F.6r.]

28. ISome Whom he does not name
;

it was profitable for

them not to know. [And this was probably an incentive to

others. F.(r.] Peter perhaps at that moment could scarcely

hope that he was one here meant. Here An emphatic as

sertion. Till they see Something future, and to occur in

that generation ;
but yet not immediately impending, other-
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wise all, or nearly all of them would have beheld it. This

period had various intervals, as there were also various degrees
of the seeing, up to the deaths (which occurred at various

dates) of those who beheld it. Comp. Luke ii. 26. And the

coming of the Son of man reached one stage before the death

of James, (Acts ii. 36, and throughout, up to chap. xii. 2.

Comp. Heb. ii. 5-7 ;)
another before the death of Peter,

(2 Pet. i. 14, 19
;
Luke xxi. 31;) another, and last one, be

fore the death of John in that most glorious revelation of the

com:Vig of Christ which John described. (See note on John

xxi. 22) to which the end (of all things) will correspond, (ver.

27 ;
Matt. xxvi. 64

;)
and an anticipatory proof of this declara

tion was given six days after in the mount, which certain in

dividuals were specially chosen from among all the disciples to

be witnesses of. It is unquestionable that those three dis

ciples who beheld the transfiguration in the mount, [of whom
James is said to have died A.D. 44

; Peter, A.D. 67
;
and John

A.D. 102. 7/arw.,]had some sort of pre-eminence over the rest

in other manifestations of Christ s glory. Those who imagined
the last day close at hand, [2 Thess. ii. 3. Ed.

,]
seem to have

had in view, but to have misapprehended, this passage. The

Son of man coming His visible coming to judgment, which

was to commence soon after his ascension, is here meant. See

note on ver. 13.

CHAPTER XVII.

1. After six days Luke says about an eight days, counting
those of the saying and of the event. The statement of time

here implies some connexion with what precedes. Christ s

teaching as to his Sonship, and his departure or passion was
confirmed in the transfiguration. [The time of the transfigura
tion seems to have been night. Comp. Luke ix. 32, 37. Alf.^
Jesus From the use of the name of Jesus here, as at the

commencement of a fresh section, it is plain that the declara

tion in the last verse of the preceding chapter does not refer

exclusively to the glorification on the mount. Taketh Jesus

knew what was to take place in the mount. Peter, James, and
John Matthew frankly sets forth those points wherein other

disciples were preferred before himself. The writings of Peter

and of John, who were eye-witnesses, are extant. The former

mentions the transfiguration in his second epistle ; the other

presupposes its being a fact well known and attested. [Comp.
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John i. 14, and chap. xxvi. 37.] A mountain Which is not

named
; whereby superstitious regard of the place is prevented.

Many striking divine manifestations have taken place on
mountains. See Acts vii. 30, 38. There is a plausible theory
that this was mount Tabor, Jer. xlvi. 18.

2. Was transfigured The Greek word here used (.asr^og-

&amp;lt;pudr&amp;gt;) implies that Jesus always had an inward glory ;
it differs

in force from fj.zraa^^aTi^c&ot.i, to transform, change, Phil,

iii. 21
;
2 Cor. xi. 14. Light Less than that of the sun, as

the garment absorbed some of the brightness of his body.
3. There appeared With their bodies. Moses and Eliat

Both of whom had departed from amongst men in an ex

ceptional manner, and both of whom had been distinguished

by divine revelations on mountains ; of Sinai and Horeb re

spectively ;
both of whom, moreover, are mentioned together

in Mai. iv. 4, 5. It is probable that Moses rose again im

mediately after his death and burial, and that he did not re

main without life while Elijah was alive in heaven
;
he mani

festly, after his decease, entered the promised land wherein
this holy mountain was situated. And yet Christ, not Moses,
was the first-fruits (from the grave,) for it is Christ s resurrec

tion, not that of Moses, which confers life upon others. In

other respects this appearance of Moses restored to life is full

of mystery. Who will undertake to say that having already
then attained to immortality, he could have obtained &quot; no
better

thing&quot;
after the resurrection of Jesus? How many

things there are in the world of glory beyond our ken !

If this account of the appearance of Moses and Elias existed,
not in the canon of Scripture, but set forth even by fitting

witnesses, who would not regard it as an invention 1 Talking
nith him The expression is not pleonastic. Each of them
conversed with Jesus. And what a colloquy ! Moses, at the

close of the first (the patriarchal) dispensation ; Elias, in the

midst of the second (the prophetical ;)
and Jesus at the com

mencement of the third (the gospel !) They could only give

testimony to the true Messiah. With him Not with the

three disciples.

4. To be To remain. There was no need of tabernacles

for persons who remained standing, Luke ix. 32, nor for per
sons who remained only a single night, Luke ix. 37. [Peter
now no longer wishes that he had remained upon the mount.

By the cross we are enabled to pass from what is good to what
is better. V.G.] If thou wilt A good and needful qualifica-
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tion. Three Not six. The disciples wished to remain in

Jesus company. For Moses . . . for Elias Whom Peter

recognised in that (heavenly) light.

5. Yet The space was short. Spake His speech was

evidently inopportune. Behold . . . behold Things of the

utmost moment. This was one of the greatest of revelations.

A cloud Mortal nature cannot bear (the sight of) unclouded

glory. A strong medicine must be diluted ;
so sleep must be

added, Luke ix. 32. To how great an audience were these

disciples admitted ! The Divine glory is frequently manifested

in clouds. Them The disciples ;
Luke ix. 34. A voice

Which came from heaven
; first, in chap. iii. 17 ; secondly, in

the present passage ;
and lastly, shortly before the Passion,

John xii. 28. After the utterance of these voices from heaven,
fresh power and fervour shone forth in Jesus, as well as fresh

graciousness in word and deed, and fresh acceptance. This

This utterance has three parts, referring respectively to the

Psalms, the Prophets, and Moses, whence they are quoted,

[comp. Ps. ii. 7 ;
Isa. xlii. 1 ;

Deut. xviii. 15. And Peter,

shortly before his own departure, refers in his Second Epistle

to this very glorious testimony. V.G.] Him Above Moses

and Elias. This command, Hear him, was not added at our

Lord s baptism, Matt. iii. 17. Hear It is the part of way
farers rather to hear and propagate what they hear, than to

see, as Peter wished to do. The Father approved all that the

Son had spoken of himself as Son of God ; as well as the

fuller statement he was still to make concerning his cross. For

to his Sonship the Father testifies in this passage ;
and there

fore there was all the more reason for hearing what the Son

spake concerning his cross.

7. Touched The sight and the sound cast them down; the

well-known and effective touch raises them again.

8. Jesus alone An additional proof that it was he, not

Moses or Elias, who was to be heard.

9. To no man Not even to their fellow-disciples. Until

After which time they did tell it; 2 Pet. i. 18. Matthew,

though not present, records it. Be risen [For avasrfl have

risen, Tisch. -and Alf., read syioGf, be raised.] The glory of

Christ s resurrection rendered the account of this previous glory
more credible.

10. [His, aOroD, omitted by Tisch.] Why then To the

mention of Christ s death they oppose the restoration by Elias,

whom (ver. 3) they suppose to be now come
;
and it strikes
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them that this ought not to be kept secret, tending, as it must,
to promote faith, and to make men acknowledge the accord

ance of events with the expectation of the scribes. First

Before the kingdom of Messiah.

11. [The words 6 ITJCTOUS, Jesus, auro/fc, unto them, and

&amp;lt;xwrov, first, are omitted by Tisch. and Alf.] Shall first come

Lit., cometh first; the present tense, as between the prophecy
and its fulfilment. And John s ministiy was effective even after

his murder. Restore The Sept. use the same Greek word in

Mai. iv. 6. Arid this mention of the restoration of all things
is a proof that the prophecy of Ellas coming did not refer

to his brief appearing in the mount. All things That is,

sow the seeds of restoration, (John x. 40, 41
;
Acts xix. 3,)

turning the hearts of the fathers unto the children, etc. [The
scribes expected from this Elias the restoration of the theo

cracy, the sanctuary and its contents, etc.
;
Jesus refers to his

teaching of repentance. Mey.~\
12. But He shows that the coming of Elias and the death

of Messiah, not only do not clash, but actually harmonise,

[And that the Elias to come was not the prophet they had seen

on the mount. Jesus nowhere speaks of a personal return of

the actual Elijah. Mey.~\ They knew him not Though Jesus

(chap. xi. 14) had openly told them. So, also, if Jesus had

openly declared himself to them, they would not have acknow

ledged him. [The world either entirely disbelieves, or, cling

ing to its own expectations, refuses to believe their actual

fulfilment. F.6%] Whatsoever they listed [And that, in the

true sense of the word, lusted. That a good cause has to force

its way through so many obstacles, is caused by this blind

perversity of the world. Sometimes one who has done a good
thing expects a glorious reward from the world for it. But
one who knoweth God, and the world, and himself, does not

long remain in such an opinion. Deserts thus rewarded are

worldly, not spiritual ones.
V.G-.~\

The death of John the

Baptist is not laid to the charge of Herod alone
; comp. chap,

xiv. 9. Jesus affirms that Elias came in the coming of

John. John declares himself not to be Elias. Yet both spoke

truly, if we compare their answers with the questions which
elicited them. The Jews had asked John whether he were

Elias, (comp. chap, xxvii. 49,) that Elias, namely, who was to

come before the second advent, or before the &quot;

great and terri

ble day?&quot;
Therefore John answered no. The disciples, inter

preting the opinion of the scribes in the light of Jesus teach-
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ing, and endeavouring to reconcile the two, thought Elijah
the Tishbite would come before the first advent

; therefore

Jesus answered that (that forerunner, Ed.) John the Baptist,
was already come.

13. [Of John the Baptist Not of Elias, whom they had

seen, ver. 3. V.GJ]
14. And Here a very different scene from what Peter had

desired (ver. 4) presented itself. Whilst Moses was in the

mountain the people sinned, Ex. xxxii. 1. While Jesus was
in the mountain, things did not go over well with the multi

tude.

15. Have mercy on my son The lunatic might have used
the appeal in Ps. xxv. 16, rendered by the LXX. : Look upon
me and have mercy upon me, for I am an only son. And this

the father pleads for him. The
(fire, water, etc.) The use

of the article implies the nature of these elements generally ;

because the lunatic was more subject to his paroxysms when
near fire or water. In Mark ix. 22, fire and water are men
tioned indefinitely, without any article.

. 16. Could not It was a disgrace for the disciples to be
accused from a different quarter. This is a frank confession

on Matthew s part, as making even against himself. It is

remarkable that the evil spirit did not injure the disciples;

conip. Acts xix. 16.

17. Faithless Comp. ver. 20. The disciples are included
with the multitude in this severe reproof. How long The
faithlessness of men, and the wretchedness to be relieved,
struck Jesus all the more forcibly from the fact that he him
self had just received fresh vigour in the mount. Comp. Ex.
xxxii. 19. [It may well be that the transfiguration was the
most happy, and the case of this demoniac the most distress

ing experience which Jesus made while on earth. V.G.~\
Shall I be He was hasting to the Father ; but he knew that

his departure could not take place until he had led his dis

ciples to the faith. Their slowness of heart was grievous to

him, John xiv. 9
; xvi. 31. With you He was not of this

world. Su/er you That is, abide with you. The life of

Jesus was a continual endurance.

18. Rebuked As an enemy. He The devil. See Mark
ix. 25. Out of him The child.

19. [The disciples Including Peter, James, and John.

Otherwise we might suppose that the healing of the demoniac

might have been assigned to them on their descent from the
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mount. V.G,] Said A profitable submission, and inquiry
into the cause (of their failure.) Could not They had been

used to cast out devils. See chap. x. 1.

20. [Tisch. omits 6 iqsovg, Jesus ; and for tlviv, said, reads

Xiyg/, he saith. So Alf.] Unbelief On. this occasion. .FazYA

as a grain of mustard seed In contrast to this mountain.

With such faith as this is contrasted a faith flourishing and
stimulated by prayer and fasting, ver. 21. Whence it appears
that to remove a mountain is a less miracle than to cast out

such a devil as is here spoken of. For the devil clings more

closely to men in a spiritual, than a mountain does to its roots

in a physical, sense
;
and faith, even as a grain of mustard

seed, is stronger than the position of a mountain. The ques
tion then may arise, Why is such a miracle so seldom wrought 1

To which we answer, It has been sometimes wrought ; but

there is no necessity for it to be frequently done, even though
faith have power to do it. A mountain is naturally, by virtue

of its creation, in its right place ;
a devil in man is not

;
there

fore the casting out of a devil is a greater benefit than the re

moval of a mountain. Comp., on the subject of faith, Mark
xi. 22-24; xvi. 17; John xiv. 12, 13. [To remove the

literal mountain gives no aid to Christ s kingdom, for which

alone faith can work. The mountains hard to faith lie else

where
;
the greater miracles are those of grace in the heart.

Stier.~\ Ye shall say Shall have power to say. This was

specially addressed to the apostles ;
for the power of perform

ing miracles was not conferred on every one. This mountain
Ver. 1.

; chap. xxi. 21. To yonder place Ye shall even

have power to assign a place to the mountain. Nothing Not
even to stop the course of the sun.

21. This kind He does not say, devils in general, but this

particular kind of devil. Therefore there are different kinds

of devils. Even without prayer and fasting the disciples had

previously cast out devils
;
but this was a kind most hostile

to, and only to be vanquished by, prayer and fasting, [which
exercises strengthen faith. V. G.] The disciples were not used

to fasting, (chap. ix. 14,) and seem to have exercised less self-

restraint than usual during our Lord s absence.

22. [In Galilee Still at a distance from the scene of the

Passion. V.G.] Shall be betrayed Lit., is to be betrayed.
Into the hands of men How grievous a condition ! That
one possessed of such authority (ver. 1 8) should be betrayed !

24. Capernaum Where Jesus dwelt. [But not in the
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manner he had previously done
;

for he was now passing
the time preceding his going to Jerusalem to suffer, (Luke ix.

51
;

xiii. 32,) in retirement with his disciples, to whom he

foretold his Passion; Luke ix. 18, etc. Harm.] Tribute

Lit., the didrachma, by which Greek word the Hebrew shekel

is often denoted in the Sept. They that received For the

temple. [This collection was generally made on the 15th

day of the month Adar. And this time corresponds most

strikingly with the events and periods recorded from the feast

of dedication, (John x. 22,) up to the present passage, and
hence on to the Sabbath referred to in John xii. 1. The two
Sabbaths mentioned in Luke xiii. 10 xiv. 1, comprise the

middle portion of that time
;
and the rising of Lazarus oc

curred a few days previous to our Lord s triumphal entry into

Jerusalem. Harm.
]

25. Yes Therefore Jesus had paid it the previous year.

[But since then, having been solemnly acknowledged as the

Messiah, he most fitly guards his dignity in Peter s presence.

Harm] Was come For that very purpose. Prevented

Anticipated. Peter wished to ask him. Peter s faith must
have been vastly strengthened by this occurrence. The ma
jesty of Christ shines forth even through his submission.

Simon The social and familiar mode of address. [The Icings

of the earth With whom the Lord Jehovah, for whose wor

ship the tribute was exacted, is contrasted. V.O.] Custom or

tribute Land-tax or poll-tax. Strangers Subjects who are

not sons.

26. [Tisch. and A If. omit o Tier
go $, Peter.] FreeThQ

force of the comparison is as follows. Jesus is the Son of

God (ver. 5) and heir of all things ;
but the temple, for the

service of which the tribute was levied, is the house of God.
It was therefore fitting that Jesus, in paying the tribute, should

do so under protest. This protest the collectors could not un

derstand, and therefore he made it to Peter. Those who are

Christ s share the rights of Christ, (i.e.,
of God s sons.)

27. Notwithstanding lest Even a miracle is wrought to

avoid giving offence. Comp. chap, xviii. 6, 7. Then Who
knew nothing of the rights of Jesus. Men occupied in worldly
concerns are most ready to be offended with the saints in

money matters. Cast Peter was a fisherman. There was
no money in the purse. Cometh up A miracle showing
omniscience and omnipotence in many ways ;

1. That some-

must be cauplit %. that it must he caught immediately ;
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3. that it must contain money ;
4. that the first fish must

contain money ;
5. that the sum found should be sufficient ;

6. that this should be in the fish s mouth. Therefore the

fish was commanded on the instant to bring the stater, or

four-drachma piece, from the depth of the sea. For me and

thee A very dissimilar pair. For what was Peter compared
with Jesus ? Peter had a family ;

the other disciples formed

that of Jesus. (Comp. note on Matt. viii. 14.) For this rea

son they that received tribute asked &quot;doth not your&quot; not
&quot; doth not thy, Master/ etc. [It may be that the other dis

ciples had not passed their twentieth year, and were not yet
liable to the rate. V.G.]

CHAPTER XVIII.

1. At the same time Lit., in that hour After hearing of

the exemption of the children, chap. xvii. 26,* and after

seeing Peter, James, and John taken up into the mount.

Who They ask generally in words
;
but in heart they mean

themselves. [This matter is related with a slight variation of

form, by Mark, ix. 33, 34, and by Luke, ix. 46, 47. After the

disciples had disputed together in the way, and had been

chided for it by our gracious Saviour, they held their peace ;

afterwards when all gathered together by the Saviour, some

at length asked the question. Harm.] In the kingdom Let

your first aim be to get in ; before this be accomplished, in

quire not what the special arrangements there may be.

2. A little child A little one, as a rebuke to the disciples

who were seeking to be great. Ignatius is said to have been

the dsopogef, the child carried by God. Doubtless it was a

child of sweet disposition and appearance, and present then by
the will of God. In the midst of them See note on Mark
ix. 36.

3. And said By disputing which should be the greatest,

each disciple might have caused offence, both to himself, to his

fellow-disciples, and to the child present amongst them. All

these cases of offence are met by the words of our Saviour,

which display the care both he and his Father took for the

salvation of souls. Hence we see the connexion of his whole

discourse. As little children Who must possess a strange
measure of humility, simplicity, and faith, to be proposed as

* Which accounts for the use of the word &pa, then, [not translated

in English version,] in this passage. ED.
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examples to grown men. Scripture always shows favour

towards children. Ye shall not enter Much less be greatest

in, the kingdom of heaven. He does not say, ye shall not

remain in the kingdom ; but, ye shall not enter it
j which

was a stronger rebuke to their pride.
4. Whosoever He gives no answer as to the individual

concerning whose pre-eminence they had inquired. The same
and only he.

5. Receive Humbly, loving, to his soul s profit ;
this appears

from the contrast in the next verse. One God s providence
watches even over individuals

;
see next verse. One is often

mentioned in this chapter, ver. 10, 12, 14. Such For some
times even little children are corrupt. [Therefore he points
to one gifted with lowliness of heart. F.6r.] In Not for

reasons of kindred or policy. My name Lit., in the name of

me, who am (present) even in children who believe, as the

Father is (present) in me. See ver. 20. [An action is

worthy, not in itself, but in its spirit. The deed may be great
or small

;
its value consists in its being done in the name of

Christ. NeandJ\ In like manner we might say, that in justi

fication, God receiving a believer, receiveth Christ.

6. Shall offend By imperiling either his faith or his life
,

by encouraging him either in pride or in strife
; by leading

him astray from the virtues befitting his tender age. The
utmost reverence is due to a child. Juvenal. Children are less

hardened, and therefore most susceptible of harm. Which
believe in me Jesus cared much for children, and instilled

faith into them; chap. xiv. 21; xix. 13; xxi. 15. It were

better for him For burning (ver. 8) and the lake of fire (Rev.
xix. 20) is more terrible than drowning. Millstone Lit., The

stone of an ass-mill, [that is, a great mill-stone, the smaller ones

being worked by hand. Mey.~\ This language is specially ap

propriate when speaking of offences, (stumbling-blocks,) as men
are apt to stumble over stones. Drowned A frequent and

horrible punishment. [In strong contrast to the kingdom of

heaven, V.GJ] Depth See note on Acts xxvii. 5. Of the sea

Which was close by. Chap. xvii. 27.

7. To the world Offences reach far. Offences Lit., the

offences; the article is emphatic. [Must From the prevalence
of unbelief. V.G.] Come And especially in the otherwise

blessed times of the Messiah
; just as flies abound in summer

time. The disciples were not far from stumbling; and how
much nearer to it were others ! But Emphatic. Woe to
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the world which is injured by offences ! And woe indeed to

him who injures it by causing offence.

8. Wherefore if He who does not guard himself from

offending, will cause offence to others ; and vice versa. Thy
hand . . . thy foot In the act of sinning, of doing or of

going wrong, the members, as for instance, the hands, are

urged on by the animal spirits which impel them
;
and the

language is here most appropriate, inasmuch as the command,
cut off, castfrom thee, refer to the hand, so far as it is affected.

Life Contrasted with everlasting fire. Halt or maimed In

fact, the godly in this world are lame, deaf, dumb, etc., both

to themselves and others. Ps. xxxviii. 14. But this we must
refer to the time of their mortification, not of their glorifica

tion ;
for the members most mortified here, will shine in great

est glory hereafter : Gal. vi. 17. Everlasting It is manifest

that the word everlasting in the Old Testament bears the

sense of some sort of finite eternity oftener than it does in the

New.
9. If thine eye offend thee As for instance by pride, as in

this passage ; by envy, as in Mark vii. 22
;
or by lust. There

is a gradation here. The eye is a dearer object than the hand
or the foot. Oftentimes, when the offence caused by one

member is overcome, the offence caused by another follows.

Hell Everlasting fire ; see preceding verses.

10. That ye despise not This they appear to have done

from ver. 1, 2. Grown persons often exhibit haughtiness
towards children, the very sight of whom reminds them of

what they have been themselves; for this reason they are apt to

hold them in no estimation or reverence. He despises them,
who either corrupts, or fails to edify them. [Little ones not

merely children, but those, too, who are like them in humility
or weakness.

Stier.~\
Their Angels watch over the bodies

and souls of little children, all the more- because of their natu

ral helplessness. Grown persons also have their guardian

angels ;
but seem nevertheless to be left in some sort more to

themselves. Angels Whom ye should not offend, but rather

imitate in care of little children. Behold As attendants
;

and that not merely by reason of their rank, but also of their

office, as guardians of the little ones
;
their function is two

fold
; Heb. i. 14. The /are Exod. xxxiii. 14, 20 ; Num.

vi. 25, 26.

11. [This verse is omitted by Tisch. with many, but not all,

very ancient authorities. Alf., De TF., Mey., retain
it.]

For
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Infants are an object of God s care, not as having been exempt,
but as being delivered, from the curse. That which wa,:

, lost

See ver. 1 4. The whole human race was a lost mass, in which

children, even of good dispositions, were included by original
sin

;
but that whole mass has been redeemed. If a king

declare that he will rebuild a burned city, he does not mean
his promise to be understood as only affecting a single street.

The loss of a sinner is in God s sight something, so to speak,

contingent. Therefore his foreknowledge does not imply ne

cessity.

12. How think ye? :

A gracious consultation of his audience.

An hundred In other respects (were it not a round number,

Bandinel) the loss of one out of so many would be easier to

bear. One By the loss of one the roundness of the number
would be broken, and the clear hundred spoiled. Doth he not

leave It is the shepherd s duty to look more particularly
after stray sheep, than after those which remain in the way.
Into the mountains Into solitary places, at great toil to him
self. [Better rendered, letteth the ninety and nine go over the

mountains, and seeketh, etc. Mey., Alf.~\ This discourse seems

to have been delivered by the sea-side.

13. If so be that he find it The finding of a sinner is, in

God s sight, something, so to speak, contingent ; (comp. note

on lost, ver. 11.) [For if it comes from God s power alone,

why take place not at once, but only after a long seeking,

through all human history ? Stier.] Therefore, grace is not

irresistible. Comp. Luke xv. 6, 9, 24; xvii. 18. Verily I

say unto you This formula refers to the conclusion, as in

Luke xi. 8 ; John xii. 24. Compare God s oath, Ez. xxxiii.

11.

14. It is not the will Nor in any way desirable. Ez. xviii.

23. The article is not prefixed. Comp. Acts xiii. 22. Our
zeal should serve the will of God in striving for the salvation

of all men. Of Lit., before, in the sight of, implying the fact

of God s discerning those things which are pleasing to his will.

That That is, he willeth all to be saved. One The disciples

expected a comparative answer
;
that they received was alto

gether positive.

15. Moreover if The sum of this chapter amounts to this,

that every one is bound, not only not to obstruct, but actually

to promote the salvation of himself and others ; further, that

we ought to fulfil the Divine will
;
and further still, that we

should avoid offending our fellow-man, and should endeavour
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to remedy his offending. Trespass against thee By causing

offence, 1 Cor. viii. 12. Go Compare goeth, ver. 12. Such
a course can be no disgrace ; Christ came unto us and sought
us. [And Gr. xccS, omitted by Tisch. Beng. remarks in his

editions of the Text that this omission makes the verb eXe^gov

reprove, prominent. Go Go seek him
;
do not wait till he

comes. Am. in De IF.]
Tell him his fault The bringing

of witnesses is a later measure ; this part of the proceeding is

to be in private ; the other before witnesses. Him Thy
brother, who is to be reproved and pardoned just because he

he is thy brother. Alone This reproof must be private and

kindly. Thou hast gained Who was lost by his transgres
sion. Such gain is blessed. The body of a man does not

become the property of the physician who heals it ; nor does

a burning house become the property of the neighbour who

extinguishes the conflagration ;
but the fellow-man whom I

gain becomes in some sort my property ; (as among the Eomans,
the client of a conquered person became client of his conqueror.)

Comp. Luke xix. 24, 17 ; Philem. 19 ;
1 Cor. ix. 19, note.

16. One or two So that, counting thyself, there may be at

least two witnesses. By the sacred law, a principal in a cause

may be one of the (two necessary) witnesses. In Deut. xix.

15. Both against the wrong-doer and before the Church.

This passage proves that all points of the judicial law of Moses
are not excluded from the Christian policy and church (gov

ernment.)
17. Neglect to hear Disregarding the reproof. To the church

Where you and your brother reside. The church stands in

about the same relation to the two or three, as the two or three

do to the individual. Amongst the Jews ten men were con

sidered sufficient to form a church or congregation to take cog
nizance of private disputes. [The church here spoken of is not

the Church Catholic. F.6r.]
Buxtorf s account of the Jewish

synagogue states the same course to be enjoined on the offender

as our Lord here enjoins upon the injured party. Let him be

Comp. Rom. xvi. 17 ;
1 Cor. v. 11

;
2 Thess. iii. 14; 2

Tim. ii. 21
;

Tit. iii. 10; 2 John ver. 10. To thee Though
possibly not so to the witnesses and the church besides.

Therefore before (due) reproof no one should be regarded as a

stranger. [That is, we should not suffer estrangements to arise

without attempting reconciliation. Ed] An heathen man
Gr. 6 5$!//xos, Lit., the heathen man. The present seems a fit

opportunity for some observations on the use of the Greek
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article. B. Stolberg rightly remarks, that scarcely an instance

of a redundant article can be found in holy writ. It is never

void of force, nor inserted without purpose ; though a false

emphasis is often assigned to it by philologists. It has the

same force as German der, English the, midway between the

Latin hie and quidam; it is therefore determinative, and
determines either, Istly, universality, as Matt. vi. 22, o

&amp;gt;.6%vo;,
the light; for the body has no light but the eye ; or,

2dly, an entire species, as in Matt. xv. 11; Rom. i. 17; or

3dly. the singularity and uniqueness of its subject, as in Matt.

i. 23; John i. 21
;
xiii. 13

;
or 4thly, the restriction of a genus

to one of its species, as in Acts xix. 7
;
and inasmuch as in

logic universal and singular propositions are equivalent, it has

often, 5thly, a relative, and even distinctive force, as in Luke
xviii. 10; Rev. xvii. 10; or Gthly, it emphasises some peculiar

intensity of a thing, as in chap. viii. 12, 6 xXau^og, the

weeping, weeping in comparison with which the weeping of

this world is no weeping at all. The subject is worthy of

more attention from philologists.* In the passage before us

the words 6 sdvi%b$ denote the whole race of the heathen, and

any individual of that race
;

so o rupXog, Deut. xxviii. 29.

Publican It was easy for the Jews to look on any one as a

heathen man
;
therefore the addition, and a publican, intensi

fies the language, since publicans existed among the Jews, but

were shunned by them.

18. Whatsoever All things on which the power of loosing
and binding can be exercised; particularly offences. [This

power Christ did not confer upon his disciples until after they
had learned the gracious will of their heavenly Father, (ver.

14,) had acknowledged him, Jesus, as the Son of God, (chap,
xvi. 16;) and had received the Holy Ghost, John xx. 22.

V.6r.] Ye shall bind See end of ver. 17. Ye shall loose

See end of ver. 15. The retention or remission of a private
offence much resembles that of a public one, ver. 15-35. Jesus

instructs his followers to bind or to loose the sins of their

neighbours in his name
;
nor is this power ineffectual if even

in anger they should for their own sakes apply it to the offences

of their brethren.

19. Again The same thing is said, in somewhat different

words. The word again is emphatic, as chap. xix. 24
; Gal.

v. 3. In the present passage combined action is spoken of,

as separate action is in ver. 18. Comp. chap. xvi. 19. Two
* And has received it since Bengel s day. Ed.
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If not more. In contrast with whatsoever, (lit.,
as many

things soever,) ver. 1 8. Two, as for instance, a husband and
wife. Great is the power of united faith. The association in

prayer even of one brother may compensate for the obstruc

tions which natural weakness put in the way of a man s prayers.

On earth . . . in heaven The same antithesis occurs in ver.

18. They shall ask As to binding or loosing.
20. For Jesus name adds force to prayers. Two or three

See Eccles. iv. 12th and preceding verses. Three is an
obtainable number, even in a barren age of the Church

;
a

greater number is less easy to attain, and more likely to con

tain hypocrites ;
but where many pray together, and are all

sincere, what power is in their prayer ! In my name To

worship my name. In the name of Jesus Christ all things are

ratified by the Father; ver. 19. There am 1 And all grace
with me, chap, xxviii. 20 ; Acts xviii. 10

;
2 Tim. iv. 17.

Where the Son is, there is the Father also, and what the Son

wills, the Father wills as well.

21. Hoiv often In a day, or in a lifetime. Com p. Luke
yvii. 4. [This question probably arose from some sense of

snperaboimding divine grace, so highly exalted in the pre

ceding discourses. Sin against me These words must be

understood, not of such a trifling offence as begets in us,

though we spontaneously forgive it, a sudden, and in fact

sinful, indignation ;
but of more serious injury. V.GJ]

22. Seventy times seven [Gr. s/Sdo/ajjxovrax/j s-ra, which

Beng. would render seventy-seven ; but De W. and Alf. rightly

prefer the English version.] So the Sept. as to revenge, Gen.

iv. 24. [Such discord can scarcely be conceived to arise even

amongst the worst-disposed ; therefore the inference is that

our placability should be inexhaustible. V,G. Not a record

kept for years until 490 times are numbered, but let there be

no numbering at all. Slier. For charity is a boundless and
eternal debt. $.]

23. Therefore Supply, I say. Would Willed, of his free

will and absolute authority.
24. When he had begun Before the servant could know in

what position his fellow-servants stood. Was brought
Whether he would or no. One Servant, who owed. What
must the debts of all amount to, if the debt of one was so

great ? We .should each regard ourself as that one. Comp.
verses 35 and 12

; chap. xx. 13
;

for the condition of all is

the same. Ten thousand talents This is the largest definite

VOL. i. o
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single sum which any two words of the Greek language is

capable of expressing. If we must forgive our brother his

debt of an hundred pence ;
that is, unto seventy times seven

;

what a mass of transgressions doth the Lord forgive in remit

ting ten thousand talents! A talent contains 6000 pence;
therefore 10,000 talents equals 60,000,000 pence ;

what pro

portion of this is one hundred pence ? [The greatness of the

sum is best realised by comparing it with others referred to

in Scripture. See Exod. xxxviii. 24
;

1 Chron. xxix. 4-7
;

1 Kings x. 10
;
2 Kings xviii. 14

;
2 Chron. xxxvi. 3. Trench.

If one servant could owe so much, (and Peter and the other

apostles shonld have interpreted this as meant of themselves,)
what must the amount of those debts be which the Lord re

mits to the recipients of his grace ? and what the liabilities of

that greater number, whose debts are altogether unremittcd

and must be expiated in the place of torment 1
F&quot;..]

25. \_Tlsch. and Alf. omit airoiH, his, and for MX.-I h aa&amp;gt;
,
read

fvtt, hath.] Commanded The king showed but did not exer

cise his right ;
but the servant misused what little right he

had. All that he had His whole property, which in fact

belonged to his lord.

26. [Tisch. reads 6 dojXoc sz&os, that servant, and omits

jcus/s, Lord, and ffoi, thee.] Have patience Deal not hastily

with me. A II. He could not have paid it while the world

stood. This therefore only expresses the desire of a contrite

heart.

27. [Moved To forgive, to remit
;
the highest exercise of

compassion. V.Gf.] Loosed him As the servant had entreated.

Forgave What the servant had not presumed to entreat. He

implored one benefit and received two.

28. Went out Free from restraint. Before the accounts

were entered upon, he had been lenient toward his fellow-ser

vant. A greater risk of sinning accompanies the very joy of

recovered liberty, health, etc. [So that then, if not at other

times, one is liable to anger, etc. V.G.~\ John v. 14
;
2 Kings

xx. 13. \Found One who has experienced divine grace will

soon find an occasion of acting in accordance with it or not.

One Sometimes a man may be well-disposed towards all

men, except one against whom he retains feelings of hostility.

V.G.] An hundred pence A large debt for a fellow-servant,

but nothing in comparison even to a single talent. [It was

less than the millionth part of his own debt. Trench.\ Pay
me An importunate demand. [JVscA., A {/&quot;., etc., omit (tot, me ;
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and for 6 r/, what, read / ri, if anything ; tliat is, since thou

owest somewhat. So Bengl\ If (English version, that.) A
vehement expression for since. Thou owest a harsh re

proach.
29. Besought him In ver. 26 we read worshipped him.

Saying The same words as the other had used, ver. 26.

[Tisch. and A If.
omit era era, all.]

30. Would not Far from being moved toitli compassion,
ver. 27. [How important is the willing and not willing, even

in matters not of essential importance! V.G-. To be beggars
to God and tyrants to our brethren is the height of depravity.

Helfeiich] Went To the officer. Cast By which very
act he infringed upon his master s prerogative.

31. Were very sorry . . . told The sorrow and the tell

ing were just. The word XOcrjj, sorrow, also denotes indigna
tion. [Not anger but sorrow is man s proper mood toward
fiin ; for all men are sinners. Alf]

32. Him By himself
;
in ver. 24 he had been cited witli

others. Thou wicked servant He had not been called so for

Ms debt. Woe to him whom the Lord thus upbraids ; chap,
xxv. 26. Mercilessness is actual wickedness. [All Comp.
all in ver. 34. How royal was both the grace and the sever

ity ! V.Gr] That An emphatic reference to the past.
33. Shouldest not thou He should, in all justice. Thy

fellow-servant Whom thou shouldest have had compassion
on, (as such, Ed.,) and my servant, in whose person thou
hast injured me.

34. Wroth He had not been so before ; comp. Luke xiv.

*J1. Those who have experienced God s mercy, have most
reason to dread his wrath. To the tormentors Not merely
jailers. [He who can so greatly forgive can also so greatly

punish. Trench.] Till A reimputation of sins; based upon
God s inexhaustible claim upon his servants.

35. [Tisch. and Alf. omit rn vayairruflara avruv, their tres

passes.] From your hearts When an offence is recalled to

mind, it should be dismissed both from the mind and from.

the heart. The habit of doing so prevents its being weari

some. [And unless this be done, an unexpected meeting with
the offender renews our wrath. V.G.] Comp. moved with

compassion, ver. 27.
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CHAPTEE XIX.

1. Finished The discourses delivered to the multitude in

Galilee are all closely connected, and form a complete series.

[He was never wont to break off abruptly, but carried every

thing out to its conclusion. Chap. xxvi. 1. V.G-.~\
He de

partedfrom Galilee Having ended his sojourn there.

2. There In many places Jesus wrought several cures

simultaneously.
3. [Templing him His adversaries at first questioned him

as to his own and his disciples doings ; but, these being fully

vindicated, they avoided that class of interrogation, and thence

forth assailed him with questions of opinion in the hope of

catching him at unawares. Harm. Tisch. and A If. omit &yr$&amp;gt;,

unto him.] Every They wished to elicit a universal nega
tive to their question, which they thought would prove a

contradiction of Moses.

4. [Omit auro/i, unto them. Tisch., A If.]
lie which made

Supply them. Made . . . made Ploce ;
that is a repetition

of a word in a slightly varied sense. A t the beginning In

every discussion on or interpretation of a divine institution,

we should refer to its original establishment; see ver. 8
;
Acts

xv. 7.

5. Said God did, through Adam. For this cause The
bond of wedlock is both a natural and a moral one. Leave

So even at that (prime) period the same person could not be

one s wife and one s mother. This is the earliest prohibited

degree. Conjugal relationship is the closest tie of all, to

which alone the parental must yield. Father Although at

the time the words were spoken neither Adam nor Eve had

become a parent. Cleave to his wife And his wife to him.

The husband is the head of the family. Shall be one flesh

While in the flesh.

6. No more twain As they were previously. Twain

gether Hath made one. Man See ver. 6. Not This

sentence may be applied with many variations ;
what God

hath divided, granted, forbidden, blessed, approved, loosed,

bound, etc., let not man unite, withhold, sanction, curse,

blame, bind, or loose, etc., not even in his own case. Acts x.
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15
;
Num. xxiii. 8

;
Rom. xiv. 3-20. Put asunder In

every sexual union God either has or has not joined the pair.

If he have not, the connexion is sinful
;

if he have, why are

they separated 1

7. Give Mark x. 4, has write. Moses uses both words.

And And so.

8. [The hardness The human mind is so perverse as to

abuse to its own absurd self-justification the very thing of

which it ought to be ashamed. V.G.~\ Suffered Not enjoined,
save in the sense in which it occurs in Mark x. 3. From, the

beginning It was Moses also who recorded the first appoint
ment of wedlock, and it is from his account that Jesus draws
his argument.

9. [For / {&%, except it be, the true reading is (trh not. Tisch.

and A
If. ]

The word ^, not, occurs with the same force in

1 John v. 16. Sliall marry another The crime of divorce is

greatly aggravated by a second marriage. [This decision illus

trates the relation of Judaism to Christianity ; there, conde

scension to the state of the natural man
; here, the restoration

of what was in the beginning. Judaism stood midway be

tween the original and the renewal. Gal. iii. 19. Neand.]
10. [Omit auroD, his. Tisch.] Man . . . Woman (Wife)

These words are generically used.

11. Unto them To that ill-founded and general argument
against marriage, drawn from the inconvenience which tho

disciples inferred from its indissolubility, our Lord opposes the

only legitimate and peculiar instance where it holds goocl,

namely, the case of a eunuch, that is, of one for a good reason

exempt from the universal duty of marriage. A II men cannot

Jesus shows exceptions to the universal proposition of the

disciples. And the all cannot is equivalent to none can.

Comp. no, in no wise, Rom. iii. 9. Then the wide exception

follows, save they to whom it is given. This This pronoun
also refers to what follows. Comp. the concluding exclama

tion in ver. 12, and the for prefixed to the commencement of

that verse.

12. There are Three sorts of eunuchs : the two first are

treated of indirectly, the third directly ;
the first two are either

eunuchs by nature or by the act of man
;
to the third this

state is given by God, though those in it be physically capable
of marriage. These can receive this saying concerning the

blessedness of being eunuchs; while of the other classes it can

only be said that they receive not the law of marriage, though
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they may possibly obtain that blessedness. Which were made
eunuchs of men To act as chamberlains, singers, etc.

;
or are

otherwise incapacitated for marriage, though naturally com

petent ;
for such also are included in any complete enumera

tion. Which have made themselves eunuchs This can be done

only by those to whom it is given; no man can make another

a eunuch in this sense. Themselves By voluntary abstinence

from marriage; perhaps even by relinquishing a wife for

Christ s name sake, (see ver. 29,) and by submitting to dis

cipline tending to preserve their chastity, and to quench natu

ral passion. For the . . . sake of Not because the unmarried

alone can be saved
;
but in order to have more time for study

ing and propagating holy things ;
1 Cor. vii. 32

;
ix. 1 2. Lei

him receive This is not a universal injunction, it is limited

to those that are able; which it appears all the disciples were
not. 1 Cor. ix. 5.

13. Were . . . brought Through the zeal of their elders.

[Therefore they were too young to seek or even to understand

spiritual things of their own accord. F.6r.] The disciples
blamed not the little children, but them that brought them.

That Had they asked for baptism it would doubtless have

been conferred upon them. The disciples Most of whom
seem to have been unmarried

;
and unmarried men, unless

humble-minded, are not very kindly to children, who seem to

remind them of their own past littleness; moreover the dis

ciples, who had left all for Christ, do not seem always to have

regarded the approach of others to Jesus with as much favour

as they ought, or else they considered regard for children dero

gatory to the position of Jesus. Notwithstanding which, the

humanity of Jesus condescends even to the little ones; comp.

chap, xviii. 2, 3. Rebuked We ought not to let ourselves be

deterred by those who enjoin an unseasonable bashfulnesa.

Comp. chap. xx. 31.

14. Said Jesus previously had been defending the rights
of marriage; he now defends those of children. Suffer . . .

and forbid not A most full permission. Little children

Hafenreffer renders it, infants. Such Infants, more particu

larly those who desire to come to Jesus. The word implies
both condition and quality. Acts xxii. 22. Granting this to

signify persons like children, does it not prove still more that

actual infants have a share in the kingdom of heaven, which,
in coming to Jesus they not only may, but ought to receive ?

Many of those who were infants then, believed on Christ
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when they grew up. The kingdom He \\ho seeks the king
dom of God must come to Jesus.

15. Laid his hands on them As he was requested ver. 13.

The laying on of a hand, and specially of both hands, was em

ployed for conferring, and propagating bodily blessings and

spiritual graces on men, more particularly on children and
ministers. Acts ix. 12

;
Heb. vi. 2

;
1 Tim. v. 22; 2 Tim. i.

6. Jesus is not said to have prayed, as he was asked to do in

ver. 1 3
;
this was probably because those who asked had no

knowledge of his oneness with the Father.

16. Behold While Jesus is opening the kingdom of heaven
even to infants. One At length one comes from a high rank.

[Omit &/&&, good. Tisch., A?f.] Good A good man teaches

good things in a good way, John vii. 12. Do The man
inquires about ivories, but faith must come first. Eternal life

Eternal life was acknowledged and openly mentioned in the

Old Testament. Dan. xii. 2.

17. [The true reading is, Why askest thou me concerning

good? The good being is one. Tisch., A If., etc. So
Beng.&quot;\

The good one is to be asked concerning good. Comp. gene
rally Mark x. 18. But if thou wilt As thou professest to do.

Keep the commandments Jesus refers the self-righteous to the

law
,
the contrite he comforts by the gospel.

18. Which He need not have asked, for the definite article

was used in the commandments.*

18, 19. Thou shalt do no murder thou shalt love thy neigh-
lour Precepts both negative and positive. The laws of the

second table are the more obviously applicable.
19. Honour Honour is in some sort an addition to love.

Thy father It may be that the young man had trangressed
this more than the negative commandments

;
and that it is for

this reason mentioned after them. Thy neighbour The Jews
were specially deficient in love of their neighbours. As thyself

The love wherewith God loves us should be the measure of

our love to fellow-men. God loves Titius as well as Caius
;

therefore Caius should love Titius as well as Caius. [He who
ir gifted with such love as this, will show it even to the chil

dren of beggars. He who is not so gifted, will love himself

* The young man had probably heard how Jesus condemned the
traditions whereby the law was overlaid, and therefore sought a clear

definition of what was required. He was satisfied with his fulfilment

of the literal law ; but Jesus showed him the weak point in hia armour.
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above all men, even the elect of God. V. G.~\ However, the

love of the godly is not like that of God, without difference

towards the just and towards the unjust.
20. [Omit ?t I &oV/jro; fj,ou} from my youth up. Tisch., Alf.

So Bemj. in V.G.]
21. Said As the young man, by inquiring further, binds

himself to further fulfilment, further duties are set before him.

Perfect He is perfect who lacks nothing towards the attain

ment of eternal life. As the young man presses his question,
the Lord proposes to him the most glorious condition, next to

that of an apostle. Go . . . and come At once. This is a

command, not merely a counsel
;
and a necessary command,

(ver 24,) although an exceptional one, as suited to the state

of that particular soul. For many followed Jesus to whom
he gave no such command. One man may be perfect, although
rich

;
another may give all he hath to the poor, and yet be

far from perfect. [Zaccheus (Luke xix. 8) was praised for

giving the half of his goods to the poor. V.G.] Our Lord s

words were binding on the young man who offered himself so

persistently, even had they not been spoken as an expressed

command, but in the form of advice to a comparative stranger.

The guidance of Providence compensates to others for their

inability now to receive particular commands. Sell Had the

Lord said, &quot;Thou art rich, and thou trustest overmuch in

riches,&quot; the young man would have denied it
;
so an immedi

ate proof of the fact is given. Thou shalt have A promise
combined with a command, and as immediate as the fulfil

ment of the command. Thou shalt have, and shalt be con

scious of having. [For already in this life all things needed

are provided out of the treasury of heaven; ver. 29. V.G.
\

Treasure The inheritance is called treasure, in contrast with

worldly goods. Wilt thou be rich indeed? Then seek this

treasure. Follow m^ In which case he would no longer
lack instruction in faith.

22. Sorrowful At not being able to retain his wealth and

follow Jesus at the same time. To have obeyed would have

swallowed up all his sorrow. Possessions Lands, etc. Comp.
sell, ver. 21. To these /a/ids, in ver. 29, refer.

23. liar-/// The young man with his foot on the very
threshold turned back from love of his riches. It is hard

for a rich man to relinquish his wealth. [Yea, he finds ir.

hard to me-iitJite on seeking eternal life. V.G.]
24. A camel The quadruped camel, not a cable; comp. chap*
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xxiii. 24. The contrast is not between a cable and a needle s eye,

but between the needle s eye and a gate. [For D SsoS, God,
read ruv ovoa*u9, heaven. Rich In this sense every man is rich,

ill proportion to his attachment to worldly possessions. Ols.~\

25. [Tisch. omits alrov, his.
]

Heard Scripture always in

dicates a mean between presumption and timidity. See chap,
xxvi. 28, 30

;
1 Pet. v. 7, comp. with vi. 8. Who then The

disciples were alarmed on their own account, either lest other

impediments might prove as great an obstruction to their

entrance into heaven, or because they entertained hopes of

becoming wealthy ;
see ver. 27 ;

or they were alarmed for

others, a far more creditable fear. See Kev. v. 4.

26. JBeheld To fix the attention of his startled disciples,

Jesus taught much by look and gesture. It was his beholding
which first affected Matthew, the publican. Said With the

utmost kindness. Impossible More than morally impossible.
All things And this among them. God s omnipotence is

displayed, not only in the kingdom of nature, but in that of

grace and glory. It needs a more than human power to wean
the heart of man from worldly things. The cause of the rich

is best pleaded in the presence of the poor. Possible As every
one of the elect shall experience.

27. Said Simply. We Unlike that rich man. All

[Even our occupations. Mey.~\ One s all is one s all, whether

that comprise the few possessions of an artisan or the many
of a prince. What shall we have therefore The answer is

given, shall receive, ver. 29
;
/ will give, chap. xx. 4, 2, 7, etc.

We In the kingdom of God. [The philosopher forsakes all

without following Christ
;
most Christians follow Christ with

out forsaking all. To do both is apostolic perfection. $.]
28. Said Peter had coupled the two statements we have

left all and we have followed thee; our Lord answers them

separately, For the latter was peculiar to the apostles, the

iormer common to them with others, ver. 29
;
Ps. xlv. 10, 11.

jr e . . . ye also Ye twelve. In the regeneration This is to

be construed with the subsequent words
;
for the following of

Christ is generally spoken of absolutely without addition
;

and thus the time of their sitting (on thrones) is also suitably
indicated. There shall be a new creation, under the headship
ol the second Adam, wherein the whole human race through
lue resurrection shall be regenerated as well as the universe.

Comp. Acts iii. 20, 21
;
Kev. xxi. 5

;
Matt. xxvi. 29. Re

generation and renewing are combined in Tit. iii. 5. Then we
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shall be sons; Luke xx. 36; Rom. viii. 23; 1 John iii. 2.

Ye . . . shall sit The middle voice, in the Greek, is used
of the disciples, (xaMffsoQs) ;

the active, (xadiffrj)
of the Lord.

At the opening of the judgment they shall stand
;
Luke xxi.

36
;
2 Cor. v. 10

; then, when cleared of all accusations they
shall sit down, 1 Cor. vi. 2. Thrones Comp. Rev. xx. 4,

That of Judas another took, Acts i. 20. Judging A Theo

cracy existed in the time of the Judges ;
so in the first mil

lennium the restored Israel shall have its Judges, all foes being
removed, Isa. i. 26. Twelve tribes The number of the princes
mentioned in Num. vii. 2, and that of the apostles, corresponds
with the number of the tribes, Rev. xxi. 12-1 4. Tribes To
whom the apostles were first sent.

29. Every one Not the apostles only; Peter ought not to

have inquired concerning themselves alone, 2 Tim. iv. 8.

Hath forsaken At the Lord s command, (chap. iv. 19,) or

direction by various ways. Houses These are placed first
;

comp. ver. 21, 27. [Tisch. and Alf. put 5) o//c/a?, or houses,
after rexm, children.] In enumeration of kinships Matthew
and Mark observe the order of natural affection in pairs, lands

being placed last
; Luke, in chap, xviii. 29, observes the order

of time. Or wife [Tisch. and A/f. omit % ywafra, or wife. \

Without breach of the Mosaic law, see ver. 9. The word

wife being in the singular number is an argument against

polygamy. Things which may be plural, brethren, sisters, etc.,

are so placed ;
and Mark even places house in the singular,

(chap. x. 29.) A few may have more houses than one
;
but

no one can dwell in and forsake two at the same time. [Tho
sense of houses here is home. Ed.] For my name s sake In
order to confess and preach the name of Christ. Shall receive

In this life. For in the future life shall be still greater

abundance, Luke xix. 16, 17. He shall receive them, how
ever, not by an actual delivery into his hands, but still in

reality, so far as a believer can have need for them, and in too

persons of others for whom a believer would most wish to

acquire them. Comp. Matt. v. 5
;
Acts iv. 3d

;
1 Cor. iii.

22. The ungodly are usurpers. The inheritance belongs to

God and to his children, to whom as much as is good for

them is granted. The word receive suggests the notion of

icages ; but inherit implies somewhat far richer. The Scrip
ture speaks more fully and expressly of temporal punishment,
than of temporal rewards, and of spiritual rewards than spirit
ual punishments. An hundred-fold [For
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an hundred-fold, Tisch. and Alf. read cr&X

fold] Of the very things enumerated
; coinp. Mark x. 30.

*Life Ver. 16, 17.

30. But many Contrasted with every one, ver. 29. Per

haps he even meant that the young man should change from

being one of the last to being one of the first. First In the

first clause this word forms the subject, as appears from its

apposition with many, rendering the article superfluous ;
in

the second clause it forms the predicate ;
in chap. xx. 1 0, this

order is reversed. The expression here, therefore, (from the

close being the more emphatic part,) implies encouragement,
as in Mark x. 31; while in Matt. xx. 16; Luke xiii. 30, it

conveys a warning. In both instances the use of the word

many makes the statement a conditional one, and specially

referable to the worse class
;
for the better class are few rather

than many. The first and the last here mentioned differ either

in kind, as meaning the saved and the lost; or in degree, as

meaning that the last also are saved, but are far inferior to the

first. Loeffler, in his exposition of this parable, understands

as thus; the first shall be as the last, and the last as the first.

Nor is there any difficulty in the ellipsis itself
;
but neither

the context, in the parallel passage of Mark (who does not

give the parable which follows here in Matthew) nor in that

of Luke, who quotes this statement as spoken on a different

occasion, will admit of this interpretation. The passage seems

rather to indicate an entire change of relations between the

Jews and the Gentiles; comp. chap. viii. 10, 11, 12; Luke
xiii. 30, with 29; Horn. ix. 30, 31.

CHAPTER XX.

1. [The leading thought of the following parable is, that in

God s kingdom no service gives a claim, but all reward is of his

free grace. Ruppr, inDe W. Comp. ver. 15 with Kom. iv. 5, etc.

TrenchJ] For Keferring to chap. xix. 30. See the therefore,

chap, xviii. 23. Peter is taught to be less ready in making
demands, (comp. chap. xix. 27,) and in comparing himself with

others; comp. Luke xvii. 5, 10, where we see that it is better

to regard ourselves as unprofitable servants than as superior
to others. [Early Itising early and sending them, Jer. xliv.

4, and often. Stier.]
2. When he had agreed His dealing with the first labourers

was more a matter of bargain and agreement; with the others
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of free liberality, even when hiring them, although blaming
their standing idle, ver. 4, 6, 7. This idleness they compensate
for by setting to work without any express stipulation as to

payment. The day, with its division into twelve hours, does

not signify the whole duration of the world or of the New
Testament dispensation, to which the life of any single labourer

could never be commensurate; nor does it signify that space
of life, long or short as the case may be, in which a man
labours from his conversion till his death; since before that

period one person might have worked an hour, and yet after

it another might still begin at the first hour: but it signifies

the period from the first call of the apostles to the glorification

of Christ and the coming of the Comforter. The penny is the

wage offered alike to all, in this life and the next. See chap,
xix. 29, 21. Any difference in which we not only do not see to

be proportioned to the difference of labour done in this life, but

to lie quite the contrary way ;
so that equality of wage is

taken as the average. The evening is that time when every one

is, or seems to be, nearer to the goal than the starting point of his

labours, and thus denotes the time immediately preceding the

departure of Jesus, which the disciples had then reached. Men
who compare themselves with others, look on their own evening
as that of every one else besides. The labourers Are all who
are called

;
not the apostles only. The feeling which led Peter

indiscreetly to draw a comparison between himself and the rich

young man, was closely akin to the feeling entertained by thft

labourers who had wrought the whole day. And we are aV

tempted to indulge the same feeling towards our fellow-men
}

especially towards our equals and intimates
;
and the moi

comprehensive our mind, the more individuals it includes in

such a contemplation. With the labourers The householder

agreed with the labourers, and they with him, ver. 13
;
the

former fact secures the payment of the wages, the latter shows
what should satisfy the labourer. A penny This was the

usual rate of wages.
3. [Tisch., etc., read oraA/v 8s, and again.~\ Third hour

9 A. M. Others Who had not been there at the first hour,

6. The eleventh hour The article in the Greek, which is

not prefixed to the ninth, sixth, or even to the third hour, is

here emphatic. [Omit apyovf, idle. Tisch. and Alf.] All

They could not find work elsewhere.

7. Us This applies to the Gentiles. [Omit the clause and

. . . receive. Tisch. t A If.]
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8. Even A prophetic reference to the Last Judgment. The

evening of each man s life is, in his case, equivalent to the

evening of the world. From the last, &c. Two classes. All

who came before the eleventh hour are counted among the

first. [All who are paid must work, if but one hour ; yet the

work is short; one day at most; and followed by the night

when no man can work. Stier.]

10. The first Those who came at the intermediate hours

did not murmur, for they found themselves made equal with

the first. He whose own position is enviable, has less reason

to envy others. More Twelve pence for twelve hours.

11. Murmured Comp. Luke xv. 28,30. [God s goodness
to converted sinners is so vast that the upright become jealous,

and the saints would be so, if capable of it.
Q.~\

1 2. These The envious oftentimes begrudge good to others

rather than covet it for themselves. The murmurers were

envious of the last, rather than of the labourers called at the

third, sixth, or ninth hour. Last So spoken from envy.
Have wrought Lit., have made. See Acts xv. 33. To us

Including in their meaning those who had come at the inter

mediate hours, and who had borne the heat, if not the labour

of the whole day. Burden Internal, of labour. 11eat

External, of the sun. Of the day Of the whole day.
13. One A representative of the other murmurers. See

note on chap. xxii. 11. Friend A word used even to

strangers. [To offend God is a sin
;
but to consider ourselves

offended by him is a still greater one, and more frequent of

commission than we imagine. V. G.]

14. 15. Thine . . . mine own Contrasted terms.

14. Go thy way This is not said to those who came at the

eleventh hour. / will *. e., I choose
;
the verb used in its

fullest sense. Comp. next verse, with Mark xii. 38, note.

Unto this last &quot;Words repeated from the murmurer s address;
but in the singular number, as signifying the last one of the

lost. The envious man envies each individual of the class.

Even as unto thee The words ivho hast borne the burden, etc.,

are not repeated.
15. [Instead of % Tisch. reads ei, if. Eender Is it not law-

fxl, etc., if thine eye is evil because, etc.
;
that is, although

fkine eye, etc. Mey. But A If, and De W. retain the common

reading.] Eye Which is the index of the mind. Good In

doing even more than justice (ver. 4) requires; see Rom.
v. 7.
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16. So Here the conclusion drawn from the parable is a

repetition, in an inverted order, of that in chap. xix. 30. The
word 50 al. o limits its application, as in Rev. iii. 1 6. All the

first do not fall behind; but they ought all to watch against fall

ing behind; which is sure to happen those who act so, as the

labourer addressed in the parable did. Of the intermediate

ones also many may obtain places either among the first or

the last. The The article in this passage (as indeed univer

sally, unless more closely determined either by a proper name,
or by a demonstrative or personal pronoun) marks the subject;

and, at the same time, without making the proposition alto

gether universal, refers back to chap. xix. 30. First See end
of ver. 8. Shall be This, so far as it applies to the apostles,
is a warning rather than a prophecy. Many Including the

first, who in themselves are many, and the last also. Called

Even though they never enter the vineyard. Chosen Lit.,

elect, chosen before others. In this passage, which is the first

wherein the word occurs, it seems to mean, not all who shall

be saved, but the most excellent of them.

17. Going up A most memorable journey, giving rise to

many and varied feelings. Took apart , . . and said to them

[In this third announcement. V.G.~\ he laid the matter

before them in a more solemn form than that of his daily in

struction. [Of his former revelations concerning his impend
ing Passion, the first had been made after the apostles confes

sion
;

the second after his transfiguration on the mount,

(attended as this had been with universal amazement at his

works. See Luke ix. 43-45 ; Mark ix. 15.) He now volun

teers a third, more solemn than either of the others. Harm.]
18. 19. Shall, be betrayed . . . shall dt liver him The same

Greek word, and a most weighty one It is, expresses both,

these thilgs. See Luke xxiii. 25. [For dvaeTJ)ffsTai, shall rise

again, read
fyecftygsra.!,

shall be awakened. Tisch., A
If.]

18. Chief priests A title which appears to have been then

very common. Scribes Who were in possession of knowledge,
as the chief priests were of authority.

19. The Gentiles That is, the Roman nation, the chief of

all the Gentiles. To mock A shameful ignominy ! Our Lord
had twice less minutely foretold his Passion. Now he men
tions the scourging, and the cross, as, in chap. xxvi. 2, ho

speaks of the consummation of all his crucifixion.

20. Then Most inopportunely. [The thought seems to

Lave occurred to the anxious mother before it entered into the
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minds of her sons
;
and in her very entreaty she seems to act

the part of an intercessor. Harm.] Worshipping him From
her language as well as her adoration, she appears to have had
a great reverence for, but little knowledge of, the majesty of

Jesus. A certain thing She made her request indefinite, as

people are apt to do when they have good reason to expect a

refusal. 1 Kings ii. 20.

21. What wilt thou Our Lord himself was not hasty in

promising. [These She fancied she spoke at a most fitting

time.
V.(jf.] My sons But natural affection has nothing to

do with such a matter. May sit She seems to refer here to

the Saviour s promise as to the twelve thrones, chap. xix. 28
;

and to have based her expectations of a more special promise

being made to her sons on the fact of their having received

the name of sons of thunder. See note on Mark iil 17. One
It may be that the rank of the disciples in glory may cor

respond with that which they occupied in duty. Eight hand

Lit., right, generally. Very different were those whom our

Lord was first to have on his right hand and on his left.

Oomp. chap, xxvii. 38.

22. Said Gravely, and with pity. Ye know not Ye know
neither what my glory is, what it means to sit upon my right
hand or my left, for whom such place is suited, nor on what
conditions it may be obtained. Are ye able He addresses

his answer to the sons
;

is your courage strong enough for

this ? The cup Mark mentions the baptism also. See note

on Mark x, 38, 39. Copies vary as to its insertion in Mat
thew. [Tisrh., Alf., etc., omit the clause, from and to be bap-

tized, to with.] That I Jesus had been already dwelling upon
his Passion, from which topic he draws his reply ; and the

entreaty of the brethren was not only presumptuous as re

garded the ten other disciples, but as regarded our Lord him
self

;
for which reason he brings them back to their duty as

his followers. We are able They hardly knew how much
their answer meant. Our Lord, however, bears with them,
and accepts their statement, [purposing at a later time to make
clear to them what then surpassed their comprehension. V.G.]

Comp. chap. xxvi. 39, 37.

23. [Ornit -/.at, and. Tisch.] My cup Gataker has be

stowed much pains in treating of this passage with its par
allels

;
and his main argument is incorporated here. [Omit the

clause, and to be baptized, as far as with. Tisch. and Alf.] To
sit down Therefore some shall sit on Christ s right hand and
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on his left. [Add rouro, this, before fiovvai
;
read it is not mine

to give this. Tisch. and Alf.] To Hiem for whom By this

exception or opposition, (for they amount to the same thing,)
Jesus does not deny this to be his to give, (see Rev. iii. 21

:)

but limits and defines the persons to whom, the time when,
and the rank wherein he will confer it, referring all things, as

his wont is, to the Father. Jesus did not give this at all, till,

his Passion being passed, he had taken his seat at the right
hand of the Father

;
he gives it not in an earthly kingdom,

nor does he give it to any who have not yet suffered. Thus,
even in the very form of a repulse he is making a promise to

James and John. [Omit /AM, my. Tisck.~\

24. The ten Among whom was the candid evangelist who
records it. Moved with indignation They feared lest any loss

should be caused to themselves. [Luke records a similar dis

pute as having arisen at the last supper. Luke xxii. 24.

Harm. The thirst for dominion was the basis of this indig

nation, as well as of the request of the two. Mey^\
25. Galled them Therefore their indignation was (express

ed) in the absence of their Master. He corrects them openly.
Ye know For which reason ye consider the kingdom of the

Messiah to resemble theirs. JZxercise dominion over ... ex

ercise authority upon The over and vpon here (Gr. xara, as

prefix in comp.) intensifies the language ;
and marks the dif

ference between the use and the frequent abuse of lawful

authority. They that are great Ministers, who are often

more imperious than their masters.

26. [Omit 8s, but. Tisch.] It shall not be so Gataker says,

episcopally enough: &quot;It seems by no means likely that all use

and exercise of civil authority should be here forbidden to those of
whom these words are spoken. And still less so that our Lord
should have desired hereby to do away with every inequality and

difference of rank among his followers ; inasmuch as he himself

distinctly recognises amongst them degrees wherein some, as the

greater, are set after others, as the less, Luke xxii. 2G
;
and

proposes himself to them as a model, Luke xxii. 27
;
Matt. xx.

28. Christ therefore by this prohibition no more lessened the

authority of his people over one another, than he lessened his

own authority over them all.&quot; Gataker says again Among
you Among all Christians whether princes or pecple.

&quot;

Christ

shows the difference between his kingdom and t/iose of this

world,; that in the loiter there are outward dignities, prince

doms, governments, which kings are ivont to confer at pleasure
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upon those whom they desire to honour ; but that in the former
nothing of the kind is found; not that such things cannot law

fully exist and be exercised in the Church of Christ and

amongst those that bear his name, but because they neither ap
pertain to, nor derive their origin from, that spiritual kingdom
to which he invites his followers. Moreover, no one has the

right, in following Jems, to expect any such offices ; inasmuch
as Jesus never either exercised himself or promised to any
other anything of the kind, since by practice as well as by pre

cept he set himselfforth to his followers, not as a conferrer of
worldly dignities, but as the author and teacher of modera
tion and lowliness of heart. To this rule he admonishes every

follower of his to conform, and to lay aside all ambition.&quot;

Great As minister of a great king.
28. Even as The highest of all examples. To minister

See Rom. xv. 8. And A gradation. To give As a price.
His life That is, himself; see Gal. i. 4

;
ii. 20. For many

A comprehensive and condescending ministry. That thing
for which a price is given is in some sort more desired by the

buyer than the price he pays. And the Redeemer gives him
self as the price not only for many in the aggregate, but for

each one of many, in the individual sense.

29. Multitude &quot;Who had been in the city; [and after

wards accompanied this triumphal entry. V. G.]
30. Two blind men Mark (x. 46*) mentions Bartimseus

alone, as having been the more prominent ;
so Matthew

(chap, xxi.) mentions the ass and the colt
;
Mark only the

colt, which was actually used
;
and so Luke (chap. xxiv. 4)

mentions the appearence of two angels ; Matthew and Mark

only of the one who spoke.
31. Rebuked them We must pay no heed to those who

counsel a false shame, or an injurious backwardness.

32. What will ye? We should at times make special

petitions in our prayers.
33. Had compassion As he had on every human misery.

Folloived Along with the great multitude (see ver. 29, and

chap. xxi. 8) and requiring no guide,

* The same referred to by Luke, (xviii. 35), whose reason for trans

posing the narration was, that the one blind man received attention from
the Heavenly Physician, when Jesus was entering Jericho

;
and that

while Jesus was dining (or, it may be, passing the night) at Zaccheus

house, the other blind man, whose presence Matthew records, had
joined Bartimseus. Harm.

VOL. I. P
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CHAPTER XXL

1. And when From this point on, the evangelists describe

the doings and contests of Jesus with great fulness and re

markable agreement. Unto The city which they were about
to enter. Then Not before. An entry full of mystery is

implied. Jesus had often entered the city; [(1.) In infancy,
Lukeii. 22; (2.)

in childhood, Lukeii. 42
; (3.)

in temptation,
Luke iv. 9 ; (4.) at the Passover, John ii. 23

; (5.) on the day of

Pentecost, John v. 1
; (6.) at the Feast of Tabernacles, John

vii. 10. Thus this was his seventh entrance. Harm.] but on
this single occasion, at the end of his last journey he rides in,

as solemnly taking possession of the royal city, (chap. v. 35,)
not merely for a few days, but for the sake of that kingdom
(Mark xi. 10) which he was about to establish in those days.
Lake xxiv. 47 ; i. 33

;
Zech. ix. 10, with its context.

2. Straightivay So also in ver. 3. All things are easy to

the Lord. Tied As if already prepared. Colt The colt

had never carried any one before
;
and Jesus had never been

carried by a beast of burden, except possibly in the years of

infancy. He brought the dam a short way from the village

with him.

3. The Lord The owners of the ass were devoted to Jesus

\Jlath need What a need for so great a Lord ! V.G.~\ And
or but ; that is, you shall not require to say much. He, will

send \Beng. reads avoareXXsi, he sends. So Griesb.; but

Tisch., Alf., etc., retain the future.] The present, denoting
an event certain and speedy, from the owner being already

disposed to send. Comp. Mark iv. 29, and chap. xi. 6.

5. Tell ye This passage proves that many expressions of

the prophet are to be taken not merely as spoken by them

selves, but as destined also to be spoken by the apostles. This

part of the passage occurs in Isaiah, chap. Ixii. 11, the rest of

it in Zechariah, whom Matthew cites in the more important

part ;
for it is thus that the word rejoice is supplied. In the

time when this is fulfilled tell ye, and then joy follows as a

matter of course. See Zech. ix. 9, Sept. Rejoice greatly,

daughter of Zion; proclaim aloud, daughter of Jerusalem.

Behold, thy King cometh unto thee. He is just and saving;

lowly, riding on an ass and a young colt. Daughter ofZion

That is, Jerusalem. Thy King And also thy Bridegroom:
Unto thee For thy good. [Meek It is this very virtue
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which makes the King and the message of his coming so

acceptable to the daughter of Zion. V.G.] And The same

thing is frequently expressed both in literal and figurative

language. The horse is a warlike animal, which the King of

Peace did not use. Zech. ix. 10. But one day he shall use

it
;

see Rev. xix. 11. An ass Gr. ow, a male ass. Thefoal
of an ass Which, however, had never yet borne the yoke.
Our Lord rode the foal, using the she-ass as the foai s com

panion.
7. [Tisch., Alf., etc., for sntKoidiffetv, they set read \vexa-

Mffsv, He sat upon ; and so BengJ^ Sat Becomingly ;
his

disciples surrounding him. Luke xix. 35. The kings of the

Persians used not to mount, but rather to be placed on their

horses. Thereon Lit., on the garments, but on the colt too.

Mark xi. 2, 3
; John xii. 14, 15.

8. [Multitude, Gr. 6 ir\eTaro$ o^Xog, the most of the people,
the greatest part of the multitude. Mey.~\ In the way Not

merely by the way, for Luke says, (chap. xix. 36.) they spread
them under. Branches It was customary for the Jews and
other nations to show joy by displaying branches cut from the

trees.

9. [Tisch. adds avrov, him, after rdayom$, went before.

Went before . . . followed The former had gone from the cit)

to meet him
;
the latter had joined him at Jericho, or else

where, as he passed by. V.G.~\ Hosanna Lit., Save, I pray.
See Ps. cviii. 25, Sept. To We sing Hosanna to the Son of

David, they say, since this was appointed by the prophets.
To this entry of our Lord the sense of the Hosanna which
Isidore Clarius says he was given by a Jew, was most appro

priate, namely, that the words, Hosanna, blessed is lie that

cometh in the name of the Lord, etc., were used by the priest
when victims were offered for sacrifice. And so general was
the expression, Hosanna, that it was applied even to the

boughs which used to be carried about at the Feast of Taber
nacles. Blessed .... Lord So Ps. cxviii. 26, Sept. Which

psalm was a part of the Hallel or paschal hymn, which they
were to recite a few days later. In the name Construe with

blessed is he, according to the Hebrew accents. In the highest

Help, O Thou who art in the highest.
16. Saving In astonishment. Who In a great crowd

the chief person is not immediately seen
;
nor were the people

accustomed to see Jesus journeying otherwise than on foot.

11. The prophet Jesus was first acknowledged as prophet.
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afterwards as priest and Icing. Of Nazareth This was his

ordinary appellation.
12. Cast out Meek though he was, ver. 5. [This casting

out did not take place on that same day, so full of grace and

gladness, but inasmuch as men gave no heed to the intimation

conveyed by his look, (vsee
Mark xi. 11,) the Lord on the fol

lowing day gave sterner proof of his most just indignation.

Comp. Mark xi. 15. //arm.] Jesus had purified the temple

once, in the commencement of his ministry, John ii. 14; but

the traffickers returned. He now, at the close of his ministry

purifies it again, although it was destined to be so soon

destroyed. See chap, xxiii. 38. All them A great miracle.

It was more than many soldiers would have dared to do.

That sold and bought Their wish had been to render public

worship, especially about Passover time, as convenient as pos
sible

;
but their licence seems by degrees to have advanced

further. In the temple Even in its outer part, the court of the

Gentiles, where the Gentiles were to pray. Mark xi. 17.

13. [For exoivjffare, have made, Tisch. and A If. read Koie7fe,

are making. ~]
See Isa. Ixvi. 6, and Jer. vii. 11. Prayer A

main part of public worship. See 1 Kings viii. For which

reason prayer is mentioned before the apostolic ministry of the

word. Acts vi. 4. The synagogues, although places for in

struction, were none the less houses of prayer ;
in them teach

ing predominated, while prayer did in the temple. A den of
thieves A severe and proverbial expression for a place into

which all evil persons and unholy things might come. He
does not say, Ye have made my house a market. Thieves enter

their den not so much to plunder others as to house them
selves.

14. Came to him in the temple This was the right use of

the temple, and yet was censured by the adversaries of Jesus

who tolerated its abuse. No other ever wrought miracles in

the temple ;
this was the peculiar privilege of the Messiah.

15. Wonderful things Mentioned in vers. 12, 14.

16. Nearest thou Everything which is not commonplace
and traditional seems extravagance to hypocrites. [Babes
Those who seemed infants to the world may have had their

mouths divinely opened ; or, even supposing the children to have

caught up the words from grown persons, (comp. ver. 9,) their

doing so was not unpleasing in the sight of God. V. Gf. In

this citation, as in ver. 4, remember that the external fulfil

ment of a prophecy is often but the type and representation
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of its inner and spiritual meaning. AlfJ\ Sucklings Who
might even have been three years old. See 2 Mace. vii. 28.

[But the reference is to the babbling and cry of infants, in

which, with truthful and profound poetry, the psalmist hears

the praise of their Creator. MeyJ]
17. Then Perverse as they were.

18. Hungered He the King of glory ! See ver. 5. Won
drous self-humiliation !

19. A fig-tree Lit. one fig-tree \
the only one in the place.

Game On his way. The fig-tree seems to have stood in a

public place. For the public manner in which Jesus took

food, see John iv. 6, 7. [But leaves only Better display

nothing than leaves only. Consider, O man ! what sort of

tree thou art thyself. V.
G-.~\

Said By this very act meet

ing any objection based on wonder at the Lord feeling hunger
and approaching a tree which bore no fruit. lie was wont to

display simultaneous proof of his Manhood and Godhead ;

see John xi. 35, 40. [Such as : his lowly birth, and the tes

timony of the angels ;
his circumcision, and the giving of the

name Jesus
;
the purification, and the hymns of Simeon and

Anna
;
his dwelling at Nazareth, and fulfilment of prophecy ;

his submission to his parents, and his proof of noble gravity
in a boy of twelve years old

;
his baptism, with John s pro

testation, and the becoming answer of Jesus, with the voice

from heaven, and the descent of the Holy Ghost ;
his hun

gering and temptation, and the ministrations of angels ;
his

announcement of his Passion, and his transfiguration on the

mount ;
his paying of tribute, and his declaration of the

liberty of sons, coupled with his miracle of the money in the

fish s mouth
;

his washing the disciples feet, and declaring
himself their Lord and Master; his capture, and the declara

tion, / am lie ; his cross, and the kingly inscription ;
his

death, with the circumstances of his burial, and the miracles

then occurring, with the testimony of the centurion. Harm.]

Let no fruit, etc. The Old Testament affords many instances

of punishment by miracle
;
the gospel history contains only

this one, at its close. Comp. note on chap. viii. 32. Fruit

And therefore it should no longer receive sap, to no purpose.
Such was the punishment of the Jews. Luke xiii. 6. This

is an example of what it is to curse. Withered away A
change took place even in its outward appearance ;

the

leaves withered up or even fell off.

21. Answered Jesus often led his disciples thoughts from
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wonder at his miracles to more profitable matters. See
Luke x. 20. Faith The nature of faith is set forth by its

contrary, doubt. Unto this mountain see ver. 1 A pro
verbial expression. The sea Which was far distant from
Jerusalem. Even though such things have never yet been

fulfilled, their fulfilment may take place.

22. Ye shall ask in prayer [Faith is to prayer what fire

is to flame. V.
.]

Mark xi. 24. Miracles have been done

by the prayers of the saints. Receive As a gift. So, he

shall have, Mark xi. 23, 24.

23. The chief priests They considered their own rights
invaded. Game This was a formal question, which gave
rise to the final accusation. And said The determined

scepticism of his adversaries goes so far as to demand under

what credentials the Son (of the Lord of the vineyard. Ed.)

presumes to care for the vine. Ver. 37, 38. They consi

dered Jesus not called to instruct, as being neither priest nor

Levite. By what authority Human or divine. These

things Referring to his teaching; see Mark xi. 27. [Who
Of the chief priests or other principal persons. V. GJ\

24. [Tisch. omits ds
} and.] Answered A fitting method

of answering his tempters. / will ask So also in chap,
xxii. 41. Those interpreters, says Mosheim, are in error

?

who suppose that Jesus only purpose in this wap to silence

his adversaries. One After your many and frequent ques
tions to me, I will also ask you one question closely con

nected with this of yours. John, without any human call,

could be, and was, a prophet ;
and so, therefore, could Jesus

be. If they had acknowledged the baptism of Christ s fore

runner, they would have acknowledged the power of Christ

himself
; but, because they had failed to acknowledge John,

ver. 32, they could not believe in Christ, and in their pride
and unbelief were not worth wasting further teachings on.

To him that hath, more is given ;
from him that hath not is

taken away that which he seemeth to have.

25. The baptism That is, the whole ministry; comp.

Why did ye not believe, below. From heaven That is, from

God. They reasoned with themselves That is an evil mind,

which, in heavenly matters, does not regard absolute truth, but

takes whatever view suits itself. Him Who testified of me.

Whatever is from heaven is worthy of credence.

26. We fear A feeling they were unwilling to confess to.

The people The people would hardly have gone to such
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lengths as the chief priests feared
;
but they entertained an

ardent zeal for John, and were apt in fits of such zeal to assail

with the utmost violence those who spoke, or seemed to speak,

impiety. A prophet With a heavenly mission. Such an

one they had not beheld for a very long time.

27. We cannot tell Lit., we do not know. A forced confes

sion of most disgraceful ignorance. [In which, however, the

proud prefer to take refuge, rather than yield to the truth.

The wicked is ensnared. V.G.~\ Neither A striking and
merited repulse, whereby Jesus proves his own divine authority.

[To him that hath not, more should not be given. V.G.]
You Unbelievers, who do not ask for the sake of learning.
He gave them a clue to ascertaining his authority ; chap,
xxii. 43. He had frequently told them before.

28.
[
What think ye, On the Jews refusing to commit them

selves as to the question of John s commission, our Lord, in

reproof of the chief priests unbelief, simultaneously defends

himself and John. Harm} Two sons Examples of two
classes. [In the controversy said to have been held at Nicoea,

between Athanasius and Arius, the first son is made to repre
sent the Jews, the second, the Gentiles. App. Crit.] Came

Kindly. To the first Who went before the other, ver. 31.

[Tisch. omits pov, my}
29. [TFi7Z not The life of sinners is but an actual clamour

and avowal of this, we will not do God s will. Gerhard in

Trench.}
30. To the other Who in another respect is called the elder.

Luke xv. 25. Likewise Doubtless in the same kindly spirit.

The call was the same in each case. I Supply go, as in

English version. See Acts ix. 10
; Judges xiii. 11

; Sept.
Sir Lit., Lord; comp. chap. vii. 22.

31. [Tisch. omits aurw, unto him. The first Work with

out words is better than splendid words without work
;
and

it is better too to follow a worthy example than to go away
altogether. V.G} Into or, as regards the kingdom of

heaven.

32. In the way of righteousness A more expressive term
than in a righteous way. Publicans Who were unjust.
Harlots Who were immodest. The question occurs whether

these, and women of every class, and infants, were baptized by
John; comp. Acts xvi. 15. Afterward At sight of their

example.
33. Householder Having a large household. A vineyard
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The Jewish Church. [Planted in the time of Moses. V.G.

The figure of a vineyard was used to represent God s king
dom, because no other property yielded so vast a return.

Cant. viii. 11, 12, and it is frequent in the Old Test. Deut.

xxxii. 32; Ps. Ixxx. 8-16, etc. Trench.] Hedged it round By
the law. [Elsewhere Seng, makes the hedge represent the

separation and protection of the Jews from the heathen
;
the

winepress, the priesthood; the tower, the kingdom. V.G-. note

E.BJ] A winepress Jerusalem. A tower The temple ;

ver. 23. [Let it out This is the ground of the church s

authority. The vineyard is let out to husbandmen. Persons

placed high either in ecclesiastical or political authority, may,
if they will, act for their own purposes as if the vineyard were
their property. They may ill-treat their master s servants

;

they may wrest the laws of the church to subserve their own
ends

;
and though they cannot slay the heir himself, may yet

for a little thrust him out from his own possession ;
but the

time of visitation comes at last. V.G.~\ Went, etc. This signi
fies the time of God s silence, when men act at their pleasure.
See chap. xxv. 14

;
Mark xiii. 34.

34. The time Comp. John iv. 35. This implies the reason

for the Messiah not having appeared earlier. Servants

The servants are God s extraordinary and pre-eminent minis

ters
;
the labourers, his ordinary ones. [The former of whom

for the most part experience ill-usage from the latter, who will

not bear to have their quiet possession disturbed. V.G.~\

The fruit Of the householder, or rather, of the vineyard.
35. Beat Lit., flayed. Beat . . . killed . . . stoned A

gradation, the third being a cruel method of accomplishing
the second. Comp. Mark xii. 3, 4; Luke xx. 10-12; where
other intermediate degrees are mentioned.

36. [Again he sent forth others Those sent first may be

regarded as the prophets of the middle period, that of the

kings ;
those sent afterwards as the prophets who flourished

about the time of the Babylonian captivity. V.O.] More

Superior, certainly in number, and without doubt in virtue,

power, etc., as well. The greater frequency of the calling is

no proof of greater faith in the people called.

37. Last of all See Heb. i. 1. They will reverence This,

implies their duty.
38. This is the heir They had means of knowing the heir

;

and yet they opposed his right. Come, let us kill him See

Gen. xxxvii. 20. Sept. Seize [For xarac^asv, let us seize
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upon, Tisch. reads ayjuptv, let us hold.] This was the Jews

thought after they had slain Jesus. See chap, xxvii. 63, 64.

39. Cast him out . . . and slew him Mark says, slew and
cast him out. They cast Jesus out, both before his death, in

denying his authority, and particularly in delivering him up
to a Gentile judge ;

and after his death, in interfering with

his burial. Chap, xxvii. 63, 64.

40. [Cometh At the destruction of Jerusalem. V.G,

In the person of that murdered Son risen from the deacL

Stier.]
41. Miserably . . . wicked Lit., Badly . . . bad A

punishment in kind. Badly, miserably as regards the wicked

husbandmen. Comp. sorer, Hebrews x. 29. Will let out

In the church gathered from the Gentiles, ministers and over

seers enjoy great liberty ;
the same word occurs, ver. 33.

Their Refers to fruits see ver. 34. In their seasons

Which vary.
42. In the Scriptures One volume alone merits the name

of the Scripture and the Book. Others are worthy of esti

mation only so far as they tend to explain and gain obedience

to that one, and conform to it as their model. The stone . . .

in our eyes An exact quotation from Ps. cxviii. 22, 23, [the
same from which the multitude had cited their hosannas. Alf.]
This was a very well known psalm ;

see note on ver. 9, and

comp. chap. xxvi. 30. Rejected They did not look upon him
as a stone at all fit or worthy to form part of the church. [Head

That on which the support and growth of the theocracy

depends, without which it would fall to pieces. Mey.] This

Supply thing. The Greek word here is in the feminine, rather

than the neuter gender; which frequently happens in the

Sept. ;
see Ps. cii. 19

;
cxix. 50, 56, etc. Doing As ap

pears from the importance of the matter, and the dissent of

the builders. And is That is, the stone is. Wonderful
On account of its surpassing glory. The evangelist retains the

feminine gender, being unwilling to vary from the Septuagint.
In our eyes In the eyes of us who believe

;
see 1 Pet. ii. 7.

43. Thereof Of the kingdom. [Even though thou be a

good tree, the fruit is the vineyard s, not thine. See Rom. xi. 17.

F.0.]
44. [Tisch. omits ver. 44, but Mey., A If., etc., with better

reason retain
it.]

Whosoever shall fall He who offends by
unbelief falls upon this stone, (Christ in humiliation

;)
but this

same stone (Christ in glory) falls upon him who is crushed by
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Christ s sudden coming to judgment. Both events happen, to

the Jews chiefly, but to Gentiles also. 2 Thess. i. 8
;
Dan. ii.

34, 35. Will grind . . . to powder The Greek word thus

translated signifies to dissipate, as chaff before the wind. The

Sept. uses it in the sense of sweeping away ; Job xxvii. 21 ;

of destroying, Dan. ii. 44
;
and constantly of scattering.

45. Spake Lit., speaketh. For they felt that Jesus had not

yet said all
;
see chap. xxii. 1. Of them As the husband

men, and as the builders. V.GJ\

CHAPTER XXII.

1. Answered A person is said to answer, not only when he
has been questioned, but when he has been given occasion to

speak. Again This refers to in parables.
3. To call them that were bidden So they had two callings,

one before, and one on the day of the wedding.
4. I have prepared Our salvation lies in God s power,

not in ours. Dinner So called, as referring to the Jews in

the early period of the New Testament dispensation, but called

supper, as referring to the saints at the actual accomplishment
of the spiritual marriage. Rev. xix. 9. This parable embraces
the history of the church included between those two periods.

Failings A general term. All things Since there were

many things beside oxen and fallings. Gome At once.

5. Made light of This goes beyond their previous unwill

ingness to come. They should have understood and watched;
see Acts vii. 25. Went their ways Leaving even their city,

which was burnt for their offence
;

ver. 7. He who disobeys
the call, loses even that which he had. His . . . his Proofs

of selfishness. Farm . . . merchandise The one concerned

for immoveable, the other for moveable goods ;
the one kept

away by false security, the other by the desire of gain.
6. Jtemnant Who would not appear to make light of it.

[And who were neither occupied in agriculture nor in trade.

Persons who have less business hindrances than others, often

err more grievously for that reason, thrusting themselves into

spiritual matters, which they treat in a preposterous fashion.

V.G.] Entreated them spitefully -See 2 Chron. xxx. 10;
1 Tim. i. 13; Heb. x. 29.

7. Heard The sin of the disobedient was a crying one.

Armies The Roman forces, [sent forty years later. F.6-.]
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Murderers The main crime calls down the entire punishment.
Amos i. ii.

8. Then See Acts xiii. 46. Saith he The Lord often

reveals to his servants the reason of his designs. Is ready
And will not be countermanded for the sake of the ungrateful.

[It is ready, even now. V.G.] Were not worthy Comp.
Acts xiii. 46. None is accounted unworthy until he have

refused the proffered good ;
in doing which he betrays his

unworthiness. The use of the past tense, were not worthy,
more fully implies the abandonment of the unworthy.

9. Highways It would be interesting to see the journeys
of the apostles through the whole world set forth in a mass
like the voyages of Paul. The Greek word here translated

highways signifies literally branches, ramifications of the high

way.
10. Gathered together Partly by the call they were com

manded to give ;
in some instances, by compulsion not of the

best sort. Both bad and good A sort of proverbial expression.

[Better : they made no distinction between the good and the evil;

if they accepted the invitation. The sifting was not for them,
but for the King, ver. 11, etc. Mey. For the garment which

distinguishes the good is worn, not on the body, but in the

heart, which only the Lord trieth. August, in Trench. Such
is the aspect of the church in our own day. This is not

exactly what the king bade his servants, ver. 9. None is

good before the call, but all is well once the call has been duly

accepted. V.G.]
11. A man Some individual distinguished among all the

bad, who were called, but not chosen ; a type of his whole
class

;
one who might be supposed to be chosen, and the fact

of whose rejection proves how few the chosen are. The sin

gular number is used for emphasis ;
for otherwise the plural

might have been used with equal fitness. A wedding-gar
ment The righteousness of Christ ;

see note on chap. vi. 33.

[Such used to be furnished to the guest by the giver of the

feast. V.G.]
12. Friend An indifferent term, applied even to strangers.

How ? By what neglect of the attendants, or by what

audacity of thine own 1 [He was speechless In this speech-
lessness all the objections ever raised against Christianity must
vanish at last. V. G.]

13. Cast him This shall be done shortly before the wed

ding evening ;
Rev. xix. 20.
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14. For many, etc. [These expressions, having been fre

quently used by our Lord, are worthy of the utmost considera

tion. Harm.] They form an addition by our Lord to the
words of the king. Comp. for, Luke xvi. 8. The general
effect of the sentence is that the man without the wedding
garment, and all who resemble him, is cast out.

15. Then See Mark xii. 12, 13; Luke xx. 20, on the
execrable spirit of Christ s adversaries.

1 6. Their disciples With whom they expected Jesus to deal

less guardedly ;
and calculated that their overthrow would

reflect less disgrace on themselves. Ilerodians Those spe

cially devoted to Herod s, and so to Caesar s party, which the
Pharisees discountenanced. See Mark ill. 6; xii. 13. Among
the Herodians themselves there probably existed differences

of opinion concerning holy things, and Herod himself, etc.

True . . . in truth The truth should be known and spoken.
Truth is the agreement of fact with the faculties of knowledge,
will, speech, and action. The way of God [That is, which
God prescribes, or in which one should walk before God.
Ps. xxvii. 11. De

IF.] A part of which way is the doctrine

as to what should be rendered unto God. God . . . man
are here specially contrasted. Person They wanted Jesus to

deny that tribute should be paid to Caesar. Truth forms an
accurate estimate of things and persons, but a respecter oj

persons readily betrays truth.

17. Is it lawful ? They do not merely ask if it be neces

sary, but if it be lawful, in regard to duty towards God.
Or not They demand an explicit answer.

18. Perceived At once, without being told. Hypocrites
Jesus thus proved them right in calling him true, ver. 16.

20. \Tisch. omits x/, and.~\

21. Render As is reasonable. Therefore In our days
the coins of different countries are used promiscuously (on the

continent. Ed.). But in Judaea, Roman ones only appear to

have been current. Now had the Jews not been subject to the

Romans, their national spirit would never have all 3wed them
to make use of a foreign coinage bearing the image of a

Gentile king. And The one duty does not hinder the other.

Things that are God s, devoted and reserved for God, are not

Coesar s
; things that are Caesar s, still, in some sort, belong

to God. [Human sagacity often lays hold on only one side

of a duty ;
true wisdom considers all sides at once. The

hypocrites thought that the tribute must either be given to
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God, for the use of the temple, or to Csesar. Jesus says, loth

should be done. So the Sadducees argued, if there be a

resurrection, the wife must be given to one or other brother ;

the truth was, she was to belong to none of them all. F.
6?.]

The things that are God s Of whose cause ye would like to

be thought defenders. See ver. 16.

22. They marvelled Manifestly, amazed at his safe and

true reply.
23. The Sadducees At the close of our Lord s ministry all

sects rise against him. The Sadducees are seldom mentioned

in the Gospels ;
but at this particular time not even they re

mained quiet. Resurrection The use of this word by itself,

rather than as resurrection of the dead, proves this article of

faith to have been well known at the time. And its oppo
nents impugn it in various degrees, according as they deny the

immortality of the soul or its reunion with its former body.

[The pitiful beggarly wisdom of this world chiefly busies

itself with denials. F. GJ\ And among the Sadducees them
selves there may have been different degrees of error.

24. Seed Lit., children, A son or daughter, or several

children. See Deut. xxv. 5.

25. With us The Sadducees raise this question on an ex

ceptional, and a perhaps already debated case, while they might
have raised it just as well upon the case of any woman who
had married more than one husband. The defenders of error

often seek to fortify their position by points entirely beside

the purpose.
28. Whose They say, she will be the wife either of all, or

of one; but none has a superior claim to the rest. Jesus

answers, she will not be the wife of any ;
see ver. 30. The

Pharisees had assumed a separation between two points ;
the

union of which our Lord affirmed to them
;
the Sadducees

assumed two other points, both of which our Lord denied to

them. Earthly wisdom, even in simple matters, often falls

into confusion from overlooking points not one of which

escapes the ken of Divine wisdom.

29. Not knowing This twofold ignorance is the mother of

almost every error. The resurrection of the dead rests on the

power of God, and belief in the resurrection rests on the Scrip
tures. Jesus refutes the fundamental error of which they were

completely unconscious. He first breaks down their argument
as being opposed to truth, and then establishes the truth it

self. The Scriptures Which evidently contemplate a future
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life; see verses 31, 32. The Sadducees did not understand

Moses, and did riot receive the prophets who expounded Moses.

[A mistake
;
their canon was the same as that of the other

Jews
;
but they rejected all traditional interpretation, and all

spiritualising of the text. Winer, ii. 3d
3.]

The power of
God Which will make men equal with the angels; ver. 30.

Not to know the power of God is the very fountain head of

error. 1 Cor. xv. 34
;
Rom. iv. 17.

30. They neither marry The men. Nor are given in mar
riage The women. A s the angels of God The absurdity of

the case which the Sadducees supposed, would affect the good
more than the evil, no one imagining that the evil would be

blessed by marriage ;
therefore Jesus only answers as regards

the righteous. The righteous will be in the same condition as

the angels of God, without marriage, without physical food

and drink, etc. [The wicked will be in the same condition as

the fallen angels. V.G.] Elsewhere it is said that partakers
of the life to come shall be like God; but because God has a

Son, and sons, it is said in this passage, which refers to beget

ting of offspring, that they shall be as the angels ; and at the

same time the existence of angels is upheld against the igno
rant Sadducees. Are Both men and women.

31. [As touching Jesus not only refutes the error of these

mistaken ones, but also exhibits the truth to them. V.G.]
Unto you He does not say, unto us. These things were not

written unto Christ. [Nor even to Abraham, Isaac, or Jacob,
who lived before the vision was vouchsafed to Moses, which
he afterwards committed to writing. V.G.] Unto you, the

descendants of Abraham.
32. The God See Ex. iii. 6. This expression is thrice

repeated, because not only did Jacob hear the promise from

Isaac, and Isaac from Abraham, but each heard it also directly
from God himself; and the name of Abram was altered,

that of Isaac given, and that of Jacob added to, by God. See

Gen. xvii. 5, 19
;

xxxii. 28. Is not the God of [Beng. omits

6 Qeo;, God, before is. But it is better retained. So Tisch.,

Alf.] The value of inferences appears from this passage. The

expression, thy God, implies both a blessing from, and a duty
to, God. This blessing from God, (which is the point here

considered,) is something infinite and eternal, for the realising
of which the longest and happiest life on earth is insufficient,

(Ps. cxliv. 15
;
Luke wi. 25,) much less a course of few and

evil days such as the lives of Abraham; of Isaac, and parti-
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cularly of Jacob were, as compared with those of the earlier

patriarchs, to whom, however, the same promise was not

vouchsafed. For it is not said, wealth, length of days,

security, the world itself, are thine
j but, God is thine; and

not thine for fifty,
an hundred, seven hundred years, but

simply thy God. Therefore at God s first declaration of him

self, say, to Abraham, he conferred, and was felt to have con

ferred, that communion of himself upon Abraham for ever.

And although physical death intervened in the persons of the

patriarchs, it is impossible for that death either to be perpetual,
or even of long duration, as compared with eternal life. For

if God be the God of Abraham, he is the God of Abraham as

Abraham, not of his soul only, but of his body too, which

received the seal of God s promise. But God is not the God
of beings that have no existence

;
he is a living God ;

there

fore those whose God he is must be living, and in whatever

part of their nature life be intermitted, it must reawaken past
intermission. The force of the expression is shown also in

Hebrews xi. 16, (see note,) which passage specially implies,

he hath prepared a city, unquestionably an eternal city, for

them, and therefore he is called their God. Our Lord s

argument on this occasion was sound, clear, and novel, most

powerfully maintaining the immortality of the soul and the

resurrection of the body, against the Sadducees who denied

the existence of spirits. But the force of this argument does

not consist in the use of the words / am applied in the present
tense to Moses, (which Matthew only gives, not Mark, Luke,
or John,) but in the formula itself. Instances of the expres

sions, my God, thy God, his God, are most common, but this

passage quoted against the Sadducees is the most effective of

them all
; because, 1. God himself speaks in it, a proof of

incontrovertible truth ;
2. He speaks in a most solemn mani

festation
;

3. He speaks of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob toge
ther

; and, 4. He speaks after, and long after their death, while

actually fulfilling his promises to them in the persons of their

descendants; which proves that those patriarchs had not

received the promised blessings in their own lifetime. Our
Lord next proved the resurrection to be shown even by Moses,

(Luke xx. 37,) not by the prophets alone, in preference to

whose writings those of Moses used to be publicly read before

the days of Antiochus. And at the same time our Lord veri

fied the Jewish proverb, God is not the God of the dead, but

of the living.
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35. One of them This man was less blamed by our Lord ;

probably as having been put forward by others. A lawyer
Full of conceit in his own knowledge which he was desirous of

displaying. The word lawyer means the same thing as scribe,

Luke xi. 45, 44, 53; and doctor of the law, Lnke v. 17,
21.

36. [Master, ivhich commandment is great in the laiv t

This is the true rendering, referring to the Rabbinical distinc

tion of greater and less commandments. Alf., Mey., etc.]

37. [Tisch. omits Jesus.] Thou shalt love Moses repeats
this in Deut. vi. 5, from the Decalogue, Deut. v. 10. And
after constant repetitions repeats it for the last time in the

book which it summarises, as a solemn adjuration. See Deut.

xxx. 1 9, 20. With all thy heart, etc. The Hebrew has, with

all thy strength; the Sept. with all thy might ; in Mark we read,

with all tJiy mind, and with all thy strength; Luke uses two

words, strength and mind to translate the Hebrew word denot

ing strength. The whole forms an epitasis, or emphatic addi

tion. Syrbius says,
&quot; There are three fundamental principles

on which everything found in man is based, Idea, Desire, and
Emotion.&quot; These should all be animated and directed by
the love of God.

38. [Tisch. reads, the great and first.] First This com
mandment is not only the greatest, in its requirement, appli

cation, and duration, but also the first in nature, rank, time,
and evidence.

39. Second Answering to first. Like Of like character

as contrasted with sacrifice
;

see Mark xii. 33. Love of our

neighbour is more like to love of God than other duties, even

as the moon is more like to the sun than to all the stars;

Gen. i. The lawyer, solicitous about the one commandment,
was likely to forget the other

;
our Lord obviates that danger,

by answering him more than he had asked for. As Supply
thou lovest. There is no need to exhort a man to love himself.

He who loveth God will love himself as he ought, without

selfishness. God loves me as he loves thee, and thee as he

loves me; wherefore I should love thee, my neighbour, as

myself, and thou shouldest love me as thyself ;
for our love

should correspond with that of God.

40. [The true reading is hangeth, Gr. x^ara/ after VO/JLOS.

Tisch., etc.] Jiang . . . and the prophets The question was
made as to the law

;
the aaswer chiefly refers to the law. See

verses 36, 40. Hang A choice expression. He who abro-
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gates either precept, abrogates the law. [Which comprises so

many commandments. V.G.]
41. Gathered together In solemn assembly ; see verse 34.

42. What Ye Pharisees, our Lord seems to say, are always

questioning concerning the law
;
now I will propose you a

subject, treated of in Scripture as most important; that ye

may see that not the law only, but the gospel as well, is to be

sought in Holy Writ. [On this occasion the chief prophet set

forth a summary, both of the law and the gospel. It was in

his first discourse in the temple that he declared God to be

his Father, (Luke ii. 49) ;
and in this, the last question he pro

pounded in the temple, he points to himself as being David s

Lord. Harm.~\ Think ye Lit., seems to you. This verb

was addressed by Jesus to the Pharisees with more justice than

by them to him
; ver. 1 7. Even the holding of an opinion

might to them be a commencement of faith. Whose son

Thus Jesus gave them an opportunity of acknowledging him
as the Messiah. The doctrine of the Divine Trinity illustrates

that of the Unity; ver. 37. Of David Human reason is

more ready to receive moderate views concerning Christ than

either very humble or very exalted ones.

43. In spirit And therefore with truth
;
see 1 Cor. xii. 3.

Lord Which calling was a sign of subjection. Comp. Phil,

ii. 11, with 1 Pet. iii. 6. It was a greater thing to have the

Christ for one s son, than to be a king ;
and yet David does not

speak of the Messiah being his son, but rejoices in serving
that Messiah whom he calls his Lord. And such joy is pre

pared for us as well as for him. See Luke i. 43
;
John xx.

28 ; Phil. iii. 8. Those who only look on the Messiah as the

. son of David, reach to a very imperfect knowledge of him.

The dominion to which David himself is subject, implies both

the heavenly greatness of the King, and the heavenly character

of the kingdom.
44. Said So the Sept. Ps. ex. 1. Unto my Lord There

fore he was David s Lord before the injunction, sit thou, etc.,

was given. Sit thou That is, assume sovereignty ;
see 1 Cor.

xv. 25. Eight hand In power. Until The eternity of this

session is not denied, but it is denied that the assaults of foes

can hinder.the session. The kingdom, as a warlike one,, will

have an end, (as generally, the heir of a kingdom, after con

quering his foes, lays down the power he held in war), but

the kingdom, as one of peace, shall never end; comp. 1 Cor.

xv. 25. Even previously the Son was subordinate to the
VOL. 1. Q
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Father, though the glory of the kingdom prevented his appear

ing so
;
hereafter also he shall reign, but as a Son subordinate

to the Father. / make The enemies shall lie prostrate.

Thine The hatred of the foes is specially directed against the

first-born. Enemies Including the Pharisees. [For vxoxodiov,

footstool, Tisch., Alf., etc., read uTo/iarw, under: till I set thy

foes under thy feet. ]
Footstool The enemies themselves shall

be Christ s footstool, by right of conquest. Comp. Josh. x.

24
;
Ps. xlvii. 3.

45. If . . . then At that special time the Jews ought to

have studied this point with the utmost earnestness. The

Lordship of Christ is more evident than his being David s

son. [So great is the glory of the Son of God ! David as

well as Abraham (John viii. 56) saw the day of Christ, that

last day wherein his foes shall be made his footstool. V. G.~\

46. A word To that question, any more than to others.

Ask In order to tempt him; his disciples asked, in order to

learn. Any more [Lit., any longer. Edl\ From this time,

as it were, a new scene opens.

CHAPTER XXIII.

1. Then Having left his adversaries.

2. The Scribes and the Pharisees The faults here men
tioned were not equally general in each class, but some of

them were held and shared in by members of each ; see

Luke xi. 45. Sit As representatives of Moses, and as

readers and expounders of his law, even though they made
additions to its requirements. [And Mark and Luke have

selected from our Lord s discourses handed down in full by
Matthew, the sins of pride, avarice, and hypocrisy, as those

most suited to show to the unlearned multitudes why they
should beware of the scribes.

Harm.&quot;]

3. Therefore [As expounders of Moses. Ed.~] This word
limits the application of the words all whatsoever, to prevent
the people imagining that the traditions of the Pharisees should

be observed as strictly as the commands of Moses, ver. 4.

Observe In spirit. Do In act. Imperative, with which
the do not, which follows, corresponds. Say They say that

the precepts of Moses are to be observed and carried out.

4. [Tisch. reads fle, and, instead of yao, for.] For they
bind This explains they say, but do not. Heavy . . . fjriev-

ous to be borne Fit epithets for doctrines of men. [Which
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are not contained in, and are contrary to, the law. F.
(?.]

Shoulders . . . fingers Contrasted expressions. Move
Much less bear them. Scripture has matchless power in

describing the deepest characteristics of the mind, as this

entire chapter shows
:,
see also Luke xii. 1G, 17. [How dif

ferent the Saviour, who took on himself the heaviest bar-

dens, to make all easy for the people ! Stein in
Stier.~\

5. But Although they seem to do many good things.

Phylacteries See Ex. xiii. 9, 16
; Deut. vi. 8; xi. 18.

Borders See Numb. xv. 38. [Omit ruv /par/uv avruv, of
their garments. Tisch., Alf. ~\

6. Love Both as individuals and as a class.

6, 7. At feasts, . . synagogues, . . . markets All public

places.
8. Be not ye called Neither be, nor seek to be, thus

treated. For one is your Master [So Tisch., Alf., etc.,

omitting 6 Xoior6s t
even Christ.] Others read, for one is

your Master, (or Guide, Gr. xo&jyjjnjg), even Christ. And
this indeed appears from ver. 10; but here our Heavenly
Father is meant; comp. chap. xvi. 17; John vi. 45

;
Acts

x. 28
;

Gal. i. 1 15
; Eph. i. 9; Ps. xxv. 12; xxxii. 8.

Therefore the words, all ye are brethren, follow. And this

extends to the 9th verse, as the reason why we should not be

called Master, (Rabbi,) and should call no one father upon the

earth. [Among Christians, there is none to sit in Christ s

seat, ver. 2. Alf.~\ Christ is referred to in ver. 10 and
ver. 11 is appropriately subjoined. Comp. chap. xi. 25, 27,
on the Father as Teacher, and Christ as Guide.

9. Call Ascribe infallibility to none, either in thought or

in word. Father This was also an exalted title addressed

to teachers, especially when aged. [Tisch. and Alf. read o

ovgdvios, the heavenly, instead of 6 sv ro% w*avo?z}
which is in

heaven.^
10. Masters Lit. guides, authorities. There is a gradation

in the words, Rabbi, Father, Master, which were titles of

spiritual pre-eminence amongst the Jews, but which are also

swept away by 1 Cor. iii. 5, 6.

11. He that is greatest. That is, he that desires to be

greatest.

12. And ivhosoever shall exalt himself See Ezek. xxi. 26.

Like the Scribes and Pharisees.

13. 14. [Omit verse 14 entire. Tisch., Alf., Mcy., etc.]
Woe This is denounced eight times in this chapter. In
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chap, v., from the 3d verse, more than eight blessednesses

were declared. [From chap. ix. 4, the Saviour had been set

ting forth various degrees of reproof to his adversaries
;
but

now, in a state of sacred fervour, he at length sets forth the

full truth in complete clearness. Harm.] Many MSS.

transpose verses 13 and 14, but that which mentions the

kingdom of heaven should stand first. Comp. chap. iv. 17
;

v. 3, etc. Woe . . . hypocrites The characteristics of the

hypocrite may be gathered from this censure. Woe was not

denounced on them as being Scribes and Pharisees, but as

being hypocrites. Ye shut up Lit., ye lock, as ignorant and
blind. Against Lit., in the face of men close to it.

Neither go in A great and chief woe. Comp. Matt. v. 3, as

to the first degree of blessedness. Them that are entering
Either in will or in deed.

14. Devour widows houses The extreme of avarice [is

to devour the houses of widows, who should be specially

spared, but are, as subject to your persuasions, most easily

plundered. V.G.] Rapacity is set forth in its worst forms.

Long Lit., at length ; the Greek word being an adverb
;

though some read it as an adjective, understanding the word

&amp;lt;zro0r/&amp;lt;7s/, pretence. They made their praying a great pretext
for devouring widows houses. Shall receive As the reward

of such prayers. Greater He who commits evil is con

demned
;
he who abuses good to the adorning of evil is

more heavily condemned.
lo. Compass sea and land A proverbial expression. One
With great zeal but little power ;

so that ye scarcely gain
even one. Twofold wore From his greater hypocrisy, though
he might have reached an eminent rank among God s people.

[This hypocrisy he learns from his teachers, without laying
aside his heathen depravity. V. GJ\ Child of hell Worthy
of hell. See Deut. xxv. 2. Sept.

16. Blind, guides Hitherto he has repeatedly called them

hypocrites ;
he now changes the epithet, as the subject re

quires. The former appellation is added in vers. 23, 24, and

25, 26. The climax comes in ver. 33. It is nothing

Supply ope/Xwv, owing, and translate he owes nothing. Gold

With which the temple was adorned.

17. Ye fools and blind They erred against common sense,

which holds that what imparts is greater than what receives

any peculiar character.

18. By the gift The self-righteousness of those who made
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the offerings was the source of this error. They held their

gifts of greater consequence than God s appointment. Upon
it The altar.

19. [Omit fAtogot xai, fools and. Tisch., Alf.~\

20. By all things thereon As in ver. 21, the mention of

gold is not repeated, but reference is made to him that dwdltth

in the temple, so here, all things on the altar signify some

thing much greater than the mere gift upon it, and something

actually contrasted with that gift ;
in fact, the sacred fire,

and the whole divinely-appointed ministrations of the priests,

who not only stood and moved near, but actually upon the

altar.

23. Ye pay tithe And command it to be paid. Comp.
guides, ver. 24. Mint Not only of grain but of herbs.

Cummin Which is proverbially a trifling thing. [The tradi

tion of the Pharisees extended the tithes of Lev. xxvii. 30,

etc., even to such trifles. Mey.~\ Have omitted Long ago ;

or even ye have by your silence allowed others to omit them.

Weightier These are points of comparative theology. Three

weightier matters are mentioned in contrast to three trifling

ones
; concerning which, see Eccles. chap. iv. None but

those who attend to the weightier matters are qualified to

judge as to the lighter ones. Judgment Whereby good is

distinguished from evil, as well as weighty from insignificant

things. See notes on chap. xii. 18 ; xvi. 3; Luke xii. 57 ;

1 Cor. xi. 31
; Mic. vi. 8. Mercy See chap. ix. 13. Faith

Sincerity, the opposite of hypocrisy ; for those who are

called hypocrites, chap. xxiv. 51, are called unbelievers in

Luke xii. 46. Comp. 1 Tim. iv. 2, 3. These three heads,

judgment, mercy, and faith, are most important ;
and divisions

of theological subjects should be made according to the heads

which Scripture itself points out
; as, for instance, in John

xvi. 8
;
Rom. iii. 27; 1 Cor. xiii. 13

;
1 Thess. iv. 9

;
v. 1

;

Heb. vi. 1, 2. [After raDra insert 8e. But these ought, etc.

Tisch.] Not to leave This corresponds with ye have omitted.

These things refers to the mint, anise, and cummin
;

the other,

to judgment, mercy, and faith
;
and the words ought ye to

have done imply approval. [Hence we see that eminent
virtue may display itself in the minutest matters

;
Mark

xii. 42. F.
(?.]

Not to leave . . . undone. This implies cen

sure. The words this and the other are often used by the

Greeks, not so much in their strict verbal order, as according
to the nature of the subject discussed.
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24. [Strain at Lit., strain out.
]

Gnat Persons object

ing to swallow a camel should not be blamed for straining out

a gnat ;
this was clearly not our Lord s meaning. For no one

would rashly swallow a gnat, which might cause suffocation.

[The danger feared was rather swallowing an unclean crea

ture. Mey. And the camel, another unclean animal, but an

enormous one, is chosen to express strongly the monstrous

hypocrisy, so scrupulous in tithes, so wicked in greater matters.

Stier.] A beam is more troublesome than a mote or splinter,

and yet a splinter in the hand, not to say in the eye, is not

neglected. See chap. vii. 5. The gnat here mentioned is

properly a wine-gnat, which is easily caught in a strainer.

25. Outside The external surface. Within Where the

meat and drink are. Are full Both the cup and platter.

Extortion See ver. 14. Excess Which is opposed to abstin

ence, not only in meat arid drink, but in money and gain.

Thus Aristotle considers that mention should be made of the

point, such as gain, honour, anger,
wherein any exhibits either

abstinence or excess
;
and such mention is in fact made by the

insertion of the word extortion in the present passage.
26. Cleanse Removing extortion by almsgiving. Luke xi.

41. First These words may teach a lesson of propriety.

[Omit x/r5jc iragofy&oe, and the platter; also read ayrou, of it,

for avruv, of them. Tisch., A If.]
That Otherwise the out

ward cleanness is not complete.
27. For In this verse the character of the hypocrite is most

closely described
; hypocrisy itself being mentioned in the next

verse. Comp. Luke xi. 44, with its context. Whited The
Jews used to whitewash tombs [every year, to make them

striking to the eye, lest men should touch them unawares and

be made unclean. Mey. The heart may be a temple of God
or a grave ;

a heaven or a hell. Stier.]

28. Iniquity Lit., lawlessn ess; fitly contrasted with righte

ousness.

29. [Ye build The hypocrite incurs guilt even in matters

not wrong in themselves. V.G.] Of the prophets . . . of the

righteous Ver. 35. This was all they did, in memory of the

ancient prophets and righteous men
; they failed to observe

their precepts, and imitate their conduct; resembling their

fathers in disposition, and despising the Messiah of whom the

prophets testified. Supply therefore the word only here, as

in chap. xxiv. 38. The Scripture more usually speaks of good
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men after death, as the righteous, than as the saints. See Luke
xiv. 14

;
Heb. xii. 23.

30. Say In public protestations. We would not have been

Such was their self-confidence.

31. Ye be witnesses By your deeds, ver. 29, and by your

words, ver. 30.

32. Fill ye up then Lit., Fill ye up then also ; the pronoun
not only institutes a comparison between these hypocrites and

their fathers, but also implies that they are filling up, and will

still fill up their measure. Comp. John xiii. 27. Fill ye up
As soon as ye will

;
let nothing hinder you ;

take your own
course

j
work your own pleasure. Measure Sin has its mea

sure, even as life, and the cross, have theirs
; as, for instance,

when a fourth transgression is added to its three predecessors.

See Amos i. 3, etc. [He refers to his own death. Mcy^\
33. Vipers The persons mentioned in verses 30-32.

34. Wherefore A corollary to the eighth woe. / In Luke
xi. 49, we read, Therefore also said the wisdom of God, /
will send. This passage strikingly resembles 2 Esdras, chap.
iv. 30, 32, 33. This book of Esdras is held in high estimation

by many, and this quotation of it in the gospel imparts great

authority to it. Scaliger says :

&quot; I have an admirable and

divine Syriac Compendium of the Books of Esdras, which

contain sentiments far superior to those in the harangues of

their most base calumniators, etc.&quot; That which Scaliger calls

a Syriac Compendium may have been a translation from the

Hebrew original, the lengthier Latin paraphrase of which con

tains many apocryphal additions. This seems probable in

the case of the books of Wisdom and Ecclesiasticus, which in

some parts seem to have a Hebrew origin, while others are

entirely Greek. / send Present tense. God s messengers
were sent when the people were most wicked. Prophets
Who are taught by special revelation, as David was. These

only are mentioned in ver. 30
; in this passage wise men and

scribes are added. Wise men Who habitually taste of truth

and goodness, as Solomon. These occupy a middle ground
between prophets and scribes. Scribes Who adorn and apply
the memorials of prophets and wise men, as Ezra did. In

these, for the most part, the missionary character is acquired ;

in wise men innate, and in prophets inspired. Whence the

world hates prophets most, wise men much, and scribes least,

though more than enough. [Omit xa/, and, before some of
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them. Tisch.] Ye shall &quot;kill As James. Crucify As Peter

and Andrew
; though Peter s martyrdom took place elsewhere.

[Jesus seems, by the word crucify, to allude to himself as one

of these prophets. 0/s.]
35. May come This is repeated in the words shall come,

ver. 36. Comp. Luke xi. 50, 51. All Especially that of

the Messiah himself. Luke xiii. 33. Blood This word is,

with great force, repeated thrice in this single verse. Shed

Lit., being shed, for the shedding was not yet ended. Upon
the earth The whole earth. Comp. Gen. iv. 11. Zacharias,
son of Barachias Whose prophecy and death are mentioned in

2 Chron. xxiv. 20. [Comp. his dying words, The Lord see and

require it, 2 Chron. xxiv. 22, and Gen. iv. 10. Mey. Beng.,
in Harm., properly rejects the view of Kornmann and others,
more recently taken up again by Bruno Bauer, Aug. Gfrarer,
and Granville Penn, that this was the Zacharias, son of

Baruch, killed by zealots in the temple, (Joseph. Bell. Jud. iv.

6, 4, in Mey.} just before the destruction of the city ;
so that

the allusion here would become a prophecy. This hypothesis
has caused much discussion, but is now generally abandoned,
as contradicting the context, and in itself unsupported. So

Ols., Mey., De W., Stier., Alf., etc.] The Jews make frequent
mention of him. The temple In which our Lord spoke these

words, and on which signal vengeance was to be taken.

36. I say I repeat. Comp. Gen. xli. 32. All these things
He who commits a sin is a partaker with all who commit

the same sin. Shall come That is, the beginning of the

vengeance shall, its end extends much further. See ver. 39.

[So terrible is God s justice, that when he punishes a sinner,

he seems to punish all sin in him.
Q.~\

Generation See note

on chap. xxiv. 34.

37. Jerusalem, Jerusalem A most solemn repetition.

[Equally full of compassion and horror. V.G.] Thou that

killest The Greek participle here has the force of a noun,
murderess. Stonest As was done in the case of the proto-

martyr Stephen ;
Acts vii. 58. Sent Though in the world

at large the person of ambassadors is held inviolable. How
often As often, especially, as Jesus had entered Judea,

Jerusalem, or the temple. [See note on chap. xxi. 1.] And
ye would not Though I would; see Isa. xxx. 15. Your

That house elsewhere called the house of God. [Now no

more God s, but yours. AlfJ] So in Exodus xxxii. 7, God

says to Moses, Thy people. Is left This was said as Jesus
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passed out. Desolate Abandoned by the Messiah. [With
out whose presence all is waste and desolate. V.G.~\ Even
after his ascension, our Lord, with his disciples, made use of

the temple in a remarkable manner
;
but in respect of Judaism

it ceased to be the temple it had been
;
and hence at length it

was destroyed ;
ver. 36. The word here translated desolate is

sometimes used in a peculiar sense, as, for instance, a forum,
where no judicial proceedings were carried on, was said to be

desolate. [It was specially left desolate to the Jews (unto you)
since they could no longer seek salvation there. Ed.]

39. / say See note on Luke xiii. 35. Ye shall not see

Ye, inhabitants of Jerusalem. Comp. Luke xiii. 35. Hence

forth From the present time, which included the short period

up to his death, spent outside the temple. Until After a

long interval of time. Ye shall say They were soon to say

this, but without referring it to Christ, in reciting the Paschal

Hallel, or hymn of praise, (of which the 118th Psalm formed

part). The prediction here given shall be fulfilled in its ap

pointed time, even as that uttered in Luke xiii. 35 was ful

filled, Matt. xxi. 9. [Though the pronoun ye is not emphatic
in the Greek, yet there may have been here a contrast insti

tuted between the multitude, Matt. xxi. 9, and their rulers.

Ed.] Our Saviour does not say again, although the multi

tude had uttered these very words
;

for they had neither

all uttered them, nor understood them in the sense in

which Israel shall one day understand them
;
and they had

virtually retracted them shortly after they were spoken.
Their first utterance of the words was feeble

;
their second

shall be worthy of the name. Comp. note on the omission of

the word again, Acts i. 11. [And when shall they say this ?

Willingly never; but unwillingly at his second coming, in

power and great glory, when the confession can avail them

nothing. Euthym. in Mey.^ Blessed, etc. The cry of the

converted. With this verse the Saviour s public teaching of

the Jews ends; and with the same their repentance will

begin.

CHAPTER XXIV.

1. And Jesus went out from the temple, and departed
This reading [which Alf. adopts, on very strong grounds,

though Tisch. and Mey. do not] gives more absolute force to

the word departed, as contrasted with as he sat, ver. 3. [He
had been in the temple for the last time. V. GJ\ His discourse,
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winch included mention of the end of the world, was fitly de

livered in the open air. Disciples One particularly ;
see

Mark xiii. 1. To show It is possible that Jesus had never

examined the exterior of the temple, for he had no curiosity.

Comp. note on Mark xii. 15. The interior he had examined,

deservedly, Mark xi. 11. The buildings The different parts of

the temple were great buildings in themselves
;
and their con

struction was still in progress, (see John ii. 20), and possibly with

unwonted activity from the nearness of the Passover. Of the

temple Destined to destruction, chap, xxiii. 38, even in that

very generation, and a few years after it was completed.
2. [Instead of IjjffoDc, Jesus, read

aflroxg/0e/,
he answering.

Tisch., Alf.~] These How they stand. There shall not be

left Our Lord dissipates the inquisitive thoughts of the

disciples by graver ones. One stone upon another A pro
verbial expression for utter destruction. The very site of the

temple was turned up by the ploughshare.
3. Upon the mount Which commanded a view of the

temple ;
and from whence the siege began. [Privately With

no company besides the twelve. Comp. Mark xiii. 3.

Mey.~\ The sign Because signs often accompanied predic
tions of important events, the disciples asked what should be

the sign of that time. Thy coming They seem to refer to

chap, xxiii. 39.

4. And The disciples had inquired rather confusedly
I. The time when the temple should be destroyed ; and,
II. The sign of the Lord s coming, and of the end of the

world
;
as if those events should be simultaneous, and be in

dicated by the same sign. Jesus answers distinctly I. As
to the fact of destruction of the temple and city, and the sign
of that destruction, ver. 4, 5, 15, 16

;
II. As to the fact of

liis own coming and of the end of the world, and the sign of

those events, vers. 29-31. III. As to the time of the temple

being destroyed, ver. 32, 33. IV. As to the time of the

end of the world, ver. 36. So also in Mark
;
and in Luke,

who separately indicates the sign of each event, chap. xxi.

11, 25. [Any attempt to separate definitely one part of this

discourse, as referring to the destruction of Jerusalem, from

another, predicting Christ s final coming, leads to insuperable
difficulties

;
unless we believe, with De W., Mey., etc., that

Christ expected the two events to be simultaneous. Comp.
ver. 30. The only consistent interpretation finds a double

reference throughout ;
to the former event primarily, but only
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as the type of the latter ; so that even the predictions ful

filled in the one case have a yet greater fulfilment to expect
in the other. So Stier., A If., and similarly Ols., Neand.~\
Take heed [Beware Watch This is in general the ground-
tone of the whole discourse, vers. 42, 44. Stier.] Our

inquiries into future and final events should not be made
from curiosity, but from a desire to fortify ourselves. These

sayings all have reference to firmness in acknowledging and

confessing Christ. This is the aim of the whole prophecy,
which breaks off from points of mere speculation. This would

prove a good illustration for an essay on the perspicuity and

completeness of Scripture. You This is said not so much
to the apostles personally, since they were so soon to receive

the Holy Ghost, as to the apostles as representatives of the

whole flock of believers, as a warning against being seduced

when exposed to greater perils. The beginning is prudence ;

the end, ver. 13, patience.

5. Many False Christs shall come first
;
then false pro

phets, ver. 1 1 ; lastly, both together, ver. 22, 24. A twofold

gradation. [How necessary the warning against false Christs,

to their eager desire for his coming ! ver. 2. Mey.~] In my
name Not merely as being Christ s messengers, but as being
Christ himself. Saying, I am Christ

[&quot; Theophylact has re

corded that one Dositheus, a Samaritan, put himself forth as

the prophet foretold by Moses
;
that Simon of Samaria also

declared himself to be a great power, that is, the great power
of God mentioned in the Acts. This prophecy also seems to

contemplate Theudas, and that Egyptian, (Acts xxi. 38, Ed.)
and another impostor mentioned but not named by Josephus,
all of whom styled themselves prophets, though only rebels

and deceivers. Manes also, in later times, presumed to call

himself the Christ, and to choose twelve apostles in imitation

of our Lord.&quot; Joachim Camerarius.
]

6. Shall hear The publication of the gospel writings
before the fulfilment of this prophecy, proved a powerful con
firmation of their truth. Hear Christians are more apt to

hear of wars than to engage in them. Wars Near at hand.

Humours of wars At a distance. Be not troubled That is, be
not in haste to flee. The strict meaning of the word, signify

ing be not caused to cry out, is very appropriate. For This is

a ground of tranquillity. [The consideration of their necessity,

according to the divine counsel, should keep them composed.

Mey.~] The end Vers. 2, 14, is not yet; neither is the time
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of flight, ver. 15; Luke xxi. 20. The beginning only is men
tioned up to ver. 8. Not yet The godly are apt to fancy
wickedness to have reached its climax

;
therefore this warning

is given.

7. Nation . . . nation Not Judea alone. Shall rise After

a period of (comparative) peace. Famines, and pestilences, and

earthquakes Almost all these things may be found recorded

in the Novelise
; although historians for the most part take

less notice of such matters than of acts of men. In divers

places Pestilences and such other things always existed, but
not in such frequency.

8. Beginning As regarded the Jews. With this is con

trasted the end, vers. 6, 14. Sorrows Lit., Throes, which

precede the new birth. See chap. xix. 28
;
Rom. viii. 22.

The metaphor is taken from child-birth. [So the Rabbins

speak of the disturbances and evils which are to precede
Messiah s advent as his birth-pangs. Ols.]

9. /Shall kill you Some of you. See Luke xxi. 16. Our
Lord does not state which, in order to make all watchful.

Before the destruction of Jerusalem, James the Greater was

put to death by Herod, as St Luke records, and Peter by Nero,
as the traditions of the Church declare. Ye As if ye were tc

blame, and were preparing misery for the race of man. This

is the world s last solace (to hate believers). Judgment be-

ginneth at the house of God. Hated There is something in

the Christian religion strangely hateful to the corrupt world

which tolerates every kind of sect. [Thus Tacitus calls

Christians a class of men hated for their crimes. A
If.]

10. [Then When these persecutions come. Meyl\ Shall

be offended Shall make shipwreck of faith, and abandon
faith [and love, ver. 12. V.GJ] Betray one another Sad
dest of all.

11-13. And Faith, hope, and charity, are to be anxiously

clung to.

12. Iniquity The contrary of love; for love is the fulfilling

of the law. Iniquity implies violence
;
love something na

tural. Love (Spiritual as well as natural, towards God, man,
one s neighbour, oneself), which is the sum of the law. Na
tural affection, for instance, makes parents rejoice in the birth

of their children
;
when iniquity has hardened the times,

parents rejoice in the death or want of offspring. Love is

the vital principle and the ornament of Christians, as well as

of their whole condition
; Phil. L 9 ;

2 Pet. i. 7 ; Rev. ii. 4.
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It is also the ground of their patience, ver. 1 3. Of many Of
the multitude

;
of those who do not excel in love. The very

powerful, or the very poor, are those most prone to iniquity :

whence the love of others also [who through iniquity are de

prived of the power of doing well. V.G-J] grows cold. When

particular justice is violated, general justice or righteousness

languishes. Shall wax cold While it should be ardent.

13. He that shall endure By constancy we defend our

faith, hope, and charity. Unto the end Of his trials. The

same Exceptionally. See ver. 22. Saved The Christians

were delivered at the destruction of the city. Luke xxi.

28, 31.

14. This gospel Which Jesus preached. [This was done

before the fall of Jerusalem.
V.G-.~\

The end Treated of in

the two next verses ; hence the word therefore, ver. 15. Before

that end came, the two above-mentioned, Peter and Paul, had
finished their apostleship, as well as others, implied in ver. 9.

Come Be actually present.
15. Abomination of desolation Which followed the abo

mination of profanation. The abomination of desolation was
a name applied to the Roman armies, collected as they were

from the Gentiles, by the Jews, to whom the Roman standards

were an abomination, being regarded as idols, from the fact

that the Romans attributed divinity to them. The prophet

Comp., on Daniel as a prophet, Heb. xi. 32-34 ; although by
some Jews he was not included in the number of the prophets.
A slight cause may often give rise to a serious error. In the

Latin Bibles the apocryphal books were formerly mixed with

the canonical ones, according to the connexion of their con

tents
;
and were distinguished from them in the index by

marks which may still be seen in the manuscript copies ;
this

slight precaution being afterwards neglected, the apocryphal
books came to be considered canonical. On the other hand,
inasmuch as those who first collected the Old Testament

Scriptures into one canon, did not yet possess the book of

Daniel, that book, written at a later period, and beyond the

limits of the Holy Land, was appended to the Hagiographa ;

and with every fitness, since the weeks predicted by Daniel

began to be fulfilled in Ezra iv. 24. But then some persons ima

gined, (and their unwillingness to study prophetical periods

strengthened them in their error), that because the book of

Daniel had at one time not formed part of the canon, he had not

been a real prophet. But the Great Prophet of all confirms his
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prophetical claim. Standing This refers to the abomination,
which had already gained firm footing, which it was destined

long to hold. In the holy place Dan. ix. 27. In Luke xxi.

20, the time of flight is made to concur with the very fact of

the armies approaching ;
therefore the holy place in this pass

age does not signify the temple or the holy of holies
;
for when

this had been profaned, it would have been too late for flight ;

but some definite spot outside, and near to the holy city.

[JBeng. proceeds to argue that this must have been the Mount

of Olives, then and often made holy by Christ s presence. This

vie-fl will find no support. De W. agrees with Beng. in refer

ring the abomination of desolation to the Roman eagles on

the soil of Palestine. But most, with more reason, think the

holy place to be the temple; and the abomination to be either

its capture by the Romans, Mey. ; or some previous idolatrous

act of the Jews themselves, not definitely recorded, Stier.,

Ols.; perhaps its profanation by the zealots, Alf.~\
Punish

ment generally begins at the holier points, and spreads from

thence to the rest. Whoso readeth let him understand Mark

gives this parenthesis too, though many omit from Mark s

gospel the passage of Daniel. Both evangelists, writing before

the siege of the city, warned their readers to follow the exact

advice given by our Lord as to the place, and the promptitude
of their flight. See Dan. xii. 10, the wise shall understand.

The words ivhoso readeth do not refer to the synagogue-reader of

Daniel, (for at the time of year when the siege commenced, the

public lessons were from Leviticus
;
and there were no pass

ages from Daniel associated with these or any others), but to

any reader either of Daniel or of the Gospel, especially as the

time of the siege drew near. All ought to understand
;
and

if they were to pray that their flight might not be on the Sab

bath-day, why should the Sabbath-reader be exceptionably
warned ?

16. Then* This answers to when, ver. 3. The word then

is of frequent occurrence in this discourse. Which be in

Judea Not all the Jews, nor the Christians in all parts ;

but those who, believing in Jesus word, shall be in Judea.

Let them flee Without any hope of raising the siege. To the

mountains The safety here promised in the mountains was

afterwards found at Pella. Jesus warns them not to hope for

safety within the city ;
the very contrary of what the worldly

prudence of the Jews most obstinately insisted on during the

siege itself.
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17. Not come down By the inside, but by the outside

stairs. [Or let Mm flee over the roofs. Mey. For T/, any
thing, read rd, the things. Tisch., Alf., etc.]

To take anything

As, for instance, provisions ;
see clothes, ver. 18.

18. In the field Labourers go to work lightly clad.

19. Woe This is not imprecative, but assertive. Nor is

this a prohibition of procreation, but a mere prediction of

misery. Them that are with child As unable to flee with

speed. Pious women shall share the general calamity.
Luke xxiii. 29.

20. Pray ye Many troubles are alleviated by prayer.

They did pray, and their flight did not take place in the

winter. Winter This word seems to signify not only a

season of the year, but any tempestuous weather
;
see chap,

xvi. 3. The flight decidedly took place in the spring of the

year; comp. ver. 18, in the field. Sabbath-day Not that it

was unlawful, specially for Christians, to flee, or even to carry
burdens on the Sabbath, but because on that, a day devoted

to gladness, it is very lamentable to have to fly in the midst

of religious exercises
; because moreover on that day indivi

duals would be less prepared for flight, in making ready for

which each would be apt to impede his neighbour, both in

the doors of the synagogues, and the gates of the cities, more
than in the fields or at home. It was on a Sabbath-day, ac

cording to Josephus, that Ptolemy, son of Lagos, surprised the

city ; and punishments, falling on that day, were more bitter to

the Jews than if they fell on others. Moreover, their enemies

were more bloodthirsty on that day, from hatred of the Sab
bath. Punishment conies when sin has reached its climax.

Gomp. Hos. v. 7. The observance of the Sabbath had not

quite ceased before the destruction of the temple.
21. Since the beginning of the world From the time of the

deluge, etc.

22. No flesh Which is frail in itself. [No flesh
No Jew then; no human being at the last day. The

days were shortened in the siege : 1. By the imperfect for

tifications
;

2. The want of preparation ;
3. The burning

of granaries ; 4, The suddenness of the attack
; 5. Divine

providences so marked as to be acknowledged by Titus him
self. Some such providential shortening of the days is here

promised for the latter times. Alf. partly quoted from Gres~

wetl.~\ Should le saved They would have been cut off by
premature death from that salvation of soul which is allotted
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to the elect. Those who have attained unto salvation will use

the words of Rev., chap. vii. 10. The elect Both those

already converted, and mingled with the world
;
those still to

be converted ;
and those even yet unborn. In cases where the

force of temptation exceeds the strength of average believers,

mention is made of election ; see vers. 24, 31
;
Luke xviii. 7

;

and of the faithfulness and power of God; 1 Cor. x. 13
;

1 Pet. i. 5
;
Rev. xiii. 8. Shall be shortened This word is

properly used to signify something, which, though lopped of

its full proportions, may still be regarded as a whole.

23. Then At the time of the fall of Jerusalem. [For pre
tenders will take advantage of the agitation and longing of

those suffering days, and will be the more dangerous then.

Mey.~\ Relieve it not For the Son of man shall not be seen

from that time until his coming. His coming to judgment
is therefore mentioned incidentally, ver. 27 ;

and directly,

vers. 29-32.

24. Signs and ivonders[See 2 Thess. ii. 9-12
; Deut.

xiii. 13. AlfJ\ Signs affect the intellect, wonders and terrors

the emotions. Comp. Luke xxi. 11, with Acts ii. 19. If it

were possible This clause implies a supreme but unsuccessful

effort
; comp. Acts xxvii. 39.

25. [/ have told you before Thus showing singular confi

dence and love to you. V. G.]
26. In the desert This might be said plausibly ; comp.

chap. iii. 3
;
and applies to those who drew crowds and troops

tumultuously after them
;
Acts xxi. 38. Therefore the in

junction, Go not forth, is added. In the secret chambers

This applies to persons who cried up some pretended secrets
;

therefore our Lord says, Believe it not.

27. Lightning That is, not any flash of lightning, but such

a one as occasionally illumines the entire horizon at once, with

out any previous sign. The east Lightning comes from

other quarters as well
;
but that spoken of here, from the

East. Christ s coming may be from the East. The interval

between the dawn of his coming, (see note on 2 Thess. ii. 8),

and the coming itself, may make that coming sudden at the

last. [Omit xai, also. Tisch. So one will not need to be

pointed here or there, in order to see it. Mey.~\ Of the Son

of man From here to ver. 44, this epithet is used with

remarkable frequency. Comp. chap. xxv. 31.

28. For wheresoever, etc. This adage is here used in connexion

with the false teachers mentioned in ver, 23
\
but it occurs in
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Luke xvii. 37, 31, 32
;
in connexion with the miseries of war.

We may therefore take the carcase to mean carnal Judaism,
void of that life which sustains Christ s body, (the Church, Ed.)
and yet boasting some semblance of a body, upon which, as

upon an abandoned corpse, the eagles will pounce (will be

gathered together) with great greed and in great numbers
;

but Christ, whose coming is like the lightning, is not to be

found at that carcase, vers. 23-27. The eagles signify partly
false Christians, partly prophets, partly the Roman forces. The

Romans, though not the first nation to do so, bore an eagle
on their standards

j
and some consider the eagles in this

passage, and the wild boar in Ps. Ixxx. 13, to refer to these

standards. Comp. Hosea viii. 1.

29. Immediately after There are four points to be attended

to here : I. A literal darkening of the sun is meant. This phrase
in the prophets often signifies the destruction of a people, and
with more fitness than is generally supposed, for whenever a

great slaughter of men takes place, the number of those who
behold the sun is diminished. But in the present passage the

literal sense is far the most forcible, for the whole scope of the

discourse, and therefore this verse of it, is literal. II. The tribu

lation mentioned is that of the Jews, and of one generation of

Jews. III. He does not say after that tribulation, or after those

days, but after the tribulation of those days. Comp. Mark xiii.

24, in those days, after that tribulation. Those days refer to

vers. 22 and 19. And the tribulation meant is a brief, not a

permanent one; vers. 21, 22, 34. IV. The word. immediately
after the tribulation implies a very short delay, because in verse

6, the words not yet (that is, not immediately) is said of the

short delay preceding that tribulation. See Luke xxi. 9
;
and

Mark xiii. 24 excludes altogether the idea of delay. But it

may be objected, that it is a great leap from the destruction of

Jerusalem to the end of the world, which is connected with it

by the word immediately ; to which we answer that one who
studies a prophecy should regard its future fulfilment, with the

eye of a painter, who paints the foreground of his landscape
in large detail of houses, streets, and bridges, and indicates the

wide expanse of valleys and mountain in a small space of back

ground. Now the view of the disciples, who had inquired as

to the end of the temple, and of the world, as if simultaneous

events, was left somewhat indistinct, (for the time had not

come for them to know, ver. 36
;)
whence they afterwards, by

general consent, imitating our Lord s language, declared the

VOL. i. K,
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end to be at hand. As we advance, however, both the pro

phecy and the prospect unfold continually some additional

details
;
for which reason we ought to argue from the clear to

the obscure, rather than from the obscure to the clear, and,
even in its mysteries, should adore the wisdom of God which,

though it beholdeth, yet doth not reveal, all things at once.

The coming of Antichrist before the end of the world was

subsequently revealed. And then Paul combined those two

events, until the Apocalypse showed that thousands of years
intervened between them. [JBeng. here, to account for the

word immediately, refers to the coming of the Saviour in the

visions of the Apocalpyse ;
see John xxi. 22, note

;
and com

pares Gen. ii. 17. This forced view can satisfy no one. The

difficulty has arisen from confounding the partial fulfilment

of the whole prophecy with its ultimate one. After the tribu

lation which shall come when the cup of Gentile iniquity is

full, and when they, as then the Jews had done, shall have

rejected the gospel, then shall the Lord come. In all that

follows, Christ speaks mainly of his second coming, yet with

allusions to foreshadowings of it in the destruction of Jeru

salem, as in the literal meaning of ver. 34. AlfJ\ As St

Anthony says, a prophetical cloudlet hangs over such passages
as this. The time had not arrived for revealing the entire

chain of events which should occur between the destruction

of Jerusalem and the end of the world. The sun This is to

be taken literally, as referring to a calamity different from

those above described. Such language in the Old Testament

refers in figure to what shall actually happen in the end of the

world. Shall not give her light In the ordinary course of

nature eclipses of the sun and moon occur at different periods ;

in this case, however, such will be simultaneous. From heaven

It is not said they shall fall upon the earth. Comp. Mark
xiii. 25. They shall, as it were, cease to exist

;
be void of

light. Powers Those subtle, firm, concatenated powers (dis

tinct from the stars) which influence the earth. The same

expression is used by Matthew, Mark, and Luke. Shall be

shaken A fitting metaphor from the sea.

30. The sign [This is an answer to the question asked in

ver. 3. V.G.] This is some special sign ;
those mentioned in

Luke xxi. 25 are more general, and antecedent to this. The

very name, Son of man,, is appropriate, (comp. note on chap,
xvi. 13

;)
for the wailing of the tribes of the earth, referred to

in Hev. i. 7, is joined with the sight of him. Therefore this
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answer amounts to saying, seek no other previous sign, ver.

27. He himself shall be his own sign, as in Luke ii. 12.

[But then the manger and the clothes, not the child, were the

sign. Stier.~\
And all the more so because either at or just

before his actual appearance men shall see his train of glory in

the clouds
;
unless [as Alf. thinks probable] some darkness,

or brightness, or sign of the cross, or remarkable star, appear
as well. Comp. chap. ii. 2. He had been before a sign which

should be spoken against, Luke ii. 34
;
but then shall be a

manifest one. A sign implies something remarkable and

striking in appearance, significant either of some other thing
or of itself. Rev. xii. 1. When the sun, moon, and stars

are extinguished, the sign will be visible by the light of

God, and thus of a cloud or clouds. [Luke xxi. 27 ;
Ex. xvi.

7. Ed.~\ In short, the sign (com p. Mark xiii. 26, 4) is the

train of the coming Son of man, whom this passage declares

will immediately appear. Tribes Especially those of Israel.

Shall see Num. xxiv. 17. In the clouds Luke xxi. 27, in

a cloud. His chariots shall be many. [Ps. Ixviii. 17, Ed.
As in a royal procession. V.O.] He himself shall be borne in

one most splendid.
31. His angels It may be, that though all angels are sub

ject to Christ, some particular number of them are specially
called his angels. Ofa trumpet Used for assembling a multi

tude. That trumpet shall have a great sound. Gather together

Comp. 2 Thess. ii. 1. From one end of heaven Mark
xiii. 27, from the uttermost part of the earth. The heaven

begins where the earth ends, therefore the heavens and the

mountains are sometimes made synonymous. 2 Sam. xxii. 8
;

Ps. xviii. 7.

32. A Lit., the, the following. Parable A most beauti

ful one. Fig-tree A well-known object.
33. All these things The order in which words stand is

sometimes important ;
the emphasis, and in speaking, the

accent, falls on the first of two words. The word these does

not refer to the whole preceding discourse, (for there is a

difference between the antecedent signs and the subsequent
events which they signify ;)

but to the beginnings, which are

compared with the fig-tree, in contrast with the summer itself,

that is, the coming kingdom of God. By the fulfilment of

those things described from ver. 4 to ver. 28, room was made
for the kingdom of God, of which the continuous growth in

oower was predicted. These beginnings, once all obstacles
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were removed, were types of the whole. Moreover, both in

Matthew and Mark the word these is contrasted with that, (see
ver. 36,) with this meaning, all these things, which concern

Jerusalem, shall be fulfilled before this generation pass away ;

but of that day (the last, distant day of judgment) knoweth
no man, etc. This remark facilitates the analysis of this en

tire discourse. In Luke also there is an antithesis between
these and that. See note on Luke xxi. 26. It The event

itself. At the doors Imminent.

34. Generation Age of man. This idea, which corresponds
with the event, formed a most suitable answer to the question
asked in ver. 3. Comp. vers. 15, 20; chap, xxiii. 36; Luke
xxiii. 28. It was forty years from the time these words were

spoken till the fall of Jerusalem
;
and about seventy-five years

from the true date of our Lord s birth. Jewish writers (as in

Leder Olam) count seventy-five years to a generation ;
and the

words shall not pass imply that the greater part, but not the

entire generation, should have passed before the fulfilment of

the prophecy. The prophecy holds good whether forty or

seventy-five years be taken as a generation. With such accu

racy did the evangelist fix it many years before the event.

[But yevsa, generation, may mean, not only age of men, but

race of men. Comp. chap. xii. 45. Dorner in Stier, and
Stier and Alf., refer it to the Jewish people.]

35. Heaven Whose movements obey the most settled laws.

Earth Otherwise most firmly fixed. My words Plural,

comp. all, ver. 34. Shall not pass away My words shall be

recalled by the events they foretell, though men may not now
think so. The heaven and the earth shall yield to a new
heaven and earth, which my words describe. The same illus

tration is applied to the stability of the law
; chap. v. 1 8.

36. But of that day Our Lord indicates the time when
the temple and city should be destroyed, ver. 32, etc.

; but as

to the end of the world, he here states that none know the

day or the hour. The word but institutes a distinction, these

things, ver. 33, referring to proximate, that (day, hour, etc.)

to ultimate events. Now though the former time be some
what vaguely indicated, the use of the words day and hour
of the latter is still less definite, though not applied without

good reason. The day is a whole
;

the hour, a part. One

may know the day without knowing the hour, and have a

notion of the right season, without necessarily knowing the

day. And a point unknown at the time this discourse was
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spoken, may have been revealed after the Lord s ascension, and

after the giving of the Revelation of John, and, as the time

draws on, may still become better known. Jesus proceeds in

vers. 37, 38, to speak of the day; in vers. 42, 43, of the hour ;

and in ver. 50, of both together. Angels Whose knowledge
in other respects is so vast. Of heaven Lit., of the heavens.

37. \Tisch. omits xai, also.~\

38. [Omit rafc irob] read days of the flood. Tisch., Alf.]

Eating This includes culinary art, devoted to luxury, etc.

These things formed their entire occupation.
39. Knew not Were wilfully ignorant.

40. 41. {Then At his very coming, ver. 39. V.G. Comp.
chap. xxv. 1. For o Jr . . . 6 sJg, the one . . . the other, read sJg

. . . s/V, one . . . one. Tisch.~\ Taken To a place of defence, ver.

31. [As Noah was with all his house. V. G.~\ Left In peril,

whatever may happen. [As mankind was in the flood. V.G.]
These words in the Greek are in the present tense, is taken, is

left, both as referring to then, and because the event was

already present to the Saviour s eye.
41. Grinding This was a woman s occupation.
42. Watch This was doubtless the origin of the Christian

names so common in the early Church, Gregory and Vigilantius

(one Greek, the other Latin, both signifying watching. Ed.) It

may be asked why men so remote from the last day were

warned to be watchful, as not knowing the hour of their

Lord s coming ; the answer is I. They were not informed of

the remoteness of that event; II. Those who live in any
particular age are representatives of those who shall be alive

at the last day, see note on 1 Thess. iv. 15
;

III. At all times

there is a parallel to the last day in the fact of the uncertainty
of death, and the certainty of judgment ;

and the day of death

is (to each man) the same as the day of resurrection and judg
ment, as if no space of time intervened

;
IV. The yearning of

the godly towards their Lord is the same, whether they have

a long or short time to wait
;
V. Even if every one had to

watch through all time from the apostles age till the Lord s

coming, it would be well worth the trouble. [For w^a, hour,
read r^y, day. Tisch., A ff.]

Your Lord The Son of man,
ver. 44.

43. [There are here three parables given by Matthew, re

ferring to vigilance and seeking of safety ;
and one referring

to belief and unbelief. IIarm
.]

Had known He would have

watched
; and no wonder. In what The goodman of the
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house is supposed to have been warned. In worldly matters,
if we know that we are to be robbed either to-night or some

night soon, we watch, even though we know not at what
hour of the night the thief may come. Watch Which is

longer than an hour. [Compare chap. xxvi. 40. Ed.] The

thief The believer s last trial, which consists in ignorance
of that hour, accompanied as it is by other circumstances of

difficulty, is the hardest of all. For hopes and fears grow
keenest as they approach completion, and generally become

impatient of delay. Such, for instance, will be the state of

those who live in the last brief period, when the events men
tioned in Rev. xx. shall have come to pass. Would not have

suffered By his drowsiness. Broken up Lit., dug through;
which may have taken some time.

45. Who then is Who is there who desires to be such ?

The word then in Luke xii. 42, refers to the preceding ques
tion, chap. xii. 41

;
but here it is declarative of the impor

tance and rarity of the thing. A Lit., the; an emphatic

prefix. Faithful and wise Two cardinal virtues in a good
servant

;
of which faithfulness is the one more frequently

praised, as resulting from the will, and is accompanied by
heaven-inspired prudence. [Those persons exhibit prudence,
who do not live merely for the day, but in such a way as they
shall wish to have done, when their Master comesj whether
that be soon or late. V. G.] Servant The pastor. House
hold The flock. [For household, retinue, read ohereiat, house

hold body of servants.] To give This refers to faithful,
ver. 49, to its opposite. Their meat In just quality and

quantity. Comp. portion of meat, Luke xii. 42. In season

this refers to prudent.
46. Shall find Therefore we are not compelled.
48. That Whom the Lord knoweth. Delayeth Chap.

xxv. 5. [Comp. Eccl. viii. 11.]
49. Fellow-servants So called as showing wherein he

wronged them, though they were in fact subordinate to him.

And Lit., and, on the other hand ; an antithesis between his

ill-treatment of his fellows and his own self-indulgence.

With There shall be many such in that day, entirely sunk in

self-indulgence. See 1 Thess. v. 7. Comp. Came . . . among
those that came, Gen. xlii. 5.

50. Looketh not for him To appear. Comp. ver. 44.

51. Cut him asunder A frequent punishment in former

times, and appropriate to the double-minded. The hypocrite
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separates his soul and body in the service of God ; and so his

body and soul shall be divided in eternal perdition. Eternal

perdition is called death
;
but every kind of death has the

common property of depriving the body of life. In that day
communion of soul with body, and of body with soul, shall no

longer bring delight, but rather destruction
;
and any of those

unhappy beings may truly exclaim,
&quot; / am torn asunder&quot;

Comp. Heb. iv. 12, as to the application of the term to the

wicked. The twofold character of the punishment corresponds
with the twofold character of the offence : the cutting asunder,
with the beating of the fellow-servants

;
the portion with the

hypocrites, with the eating and drinking, etc. Appoint By
a just, severe, and immutable judgment. Hypocrites Hypo
crisy is a sin, the punishment of which is exemplary. Comp.
with the unbelievers Luke xii. 46.

CHAPTER XXY.

1. [Then At the approach of the last day. V.G. Likened
Made actually like. Comp. ch. vii. 26. Mey.} Ten There

is mystery in this number, (comp. Luke xix. 13,) which is

divided into two equal parts. [Either because the number on
each side will be equal, or because their inequality will not

appear. V.GJ] It was thought fitting that a bride should

have at least ten bridesmaids. [And generally, at all events

among the Jews, ten was looked upon as the number necessary
for a congregation. V.G.] Jewish antiquities afford us but

little materials for illustrating this parable ; but Ps. xlv. and
the book of Canticles may be compared with profit. Lamps
Lighted. Went forth Made arrangements for going forth,
see ver. 6. The bridegroom See Luke xii. 36.

2. Wise . . .foolish See ch. vii. 24, 26. Five were foolish
Their folly is more clearly shown by the conduct of the wise

ones. [They had a zeal, but not an abiding zeal, for good.
The characters of each party are here distinctly portrayed. See

2 Pet. i. 5-11. V.G.]
3. Oil Besides what was already burning in their lamps

see ver. 8. The burning lamp is faith
;
the burning lamf

and a supply of oil besides, is faith abounding. [Or, by the

burning flame is denoted the power of God s Spirit and the

supernatural ardour divinely instilled into a soul, apart from
its own endeavours, (2 Pet. i. 3, 4;) by the oil, holy industry
on the part of man, (2 Pet. i. 5

;)
and with this it is important
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that a man should be provided, not only in sufficient measure

for present necessity, but abundantly, (2 Pet. i. 8,) for all future

occasions. So shall a sure entrance be ministered to him

abundantly into the dwelling where the wedding feast is made,
ver. 11. The foolish virgins erred in not yielding entirely to

the Holy Spirit. V.G.]
4. Vessels The inward recesses of the heart.

5. [Tarried A hint that his coming might be delayed

longer than the disciples expected. Trench.] Slumbered
,
Gr.

h-jffra^av By which verb the Sept. renders D^ to slumber or

doze. Dozing takes place, either after sleep, Prov. vi. 10, or

before it, Isa. v. 27, and here. [All Even the prudent, and
at some risk; but they had oil enough when they awoke.

Whilst those who have but little oil sleep, their supply wastes

away. V.G.]
6. At midnight When all, even these virgins, are deep in

slumber. A cry To awake them. A trumpet-call. [Sur

passing all engines of war; see 1 Thess. iv. 16. V.G. Omit,
cometh. Tisch.~\

7. Arose From their slumbers. All The wicked and the

careless must all awake at that summons. All things shall be

aroused. By what a trifle even the foolish virgins fail of

obtaining an entrance ! But they fail nevertheless.

8. Are gone out Lit., are going out, as in margin. Alas!

in that very moment.
9. Saying Showing their prudence in this as well as in

other points. Lest An abrupt answer, corresponding to the

haste they were in. There be not enough There would not

be enough for both
;

therefore we cannot share with you.
Each shall live by his faith. For us Thus the prudent have

barely enough for themselves. The others should have earlier

followed their example. Go ye Let us set about in good
time what we shall see at the last day to have been advisable.

To them that sell Even though they be no merchants. Buy
Comp. Rev. iii. 18.

10. While they went Their danger lay in the very point on

which they asked advice. [They missed, by a very little, but

still they missed admission. V.G.] Ready The wise virgins
were ready. [Shut How few, while the door is open, consider

at all attentively how great shall be the lamentation of those who
shall stand without when the door is shut. How often some
trivial matter turns the scale between the wise and foolish course,

although our decision be of such vast importance ! Some en-
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joy an abundant entrance into the everlasting kingdom of joy ;

some reach the shore as if saved from shipwreck ;
some are

hurried visibly along the broad road of ruin
;
and some, whose

state is the most miserable of all, nearly attain salvation, and

yet are lost! V.G.]
11. Virgins Whose character as such no longer avails

them. [They came looking for mercy, when it was now time

for judgment. August, in Trench.]
13. Watch He who watches will have not only his lamp

burning, but oil in his vessel. And sleep will not greatly
overcome one thus provided ;

see ver. 5. [Omit wherein the

Son of man cometh. Tisch., Alf.~\

14. Goods The distribution whereof is stated in the next

verse. [These imply spiritual gifts, temporal advantages,

time, and pportunities of every kind. V.GJ\
15. Gave He left their mode of dealing to themselves, not

commanding them to put the money out at interest. Five . . .

two . . . one A similar parable occurs in Luke (chap. xix. 13),
where each servant receives one pound, which with the first

becomes ten, with the second five, but with the third proves

unproductive. God s gifts are justly distributed to all. Who
knows whether there be a difference of five times between the

very poorest and the very richest 1 The fact is worth com

paring that Plato, in his laws, allowed no man to possess an
income more than five times that of the poorest. See Arist.

Polit. ii. 5. The Dutch divine, Ruimer, considered the Re
formed Church to have five talents, the Lutheran two, and
the Romish one. What then has the Greek? And other

ancient or modern churches ? And posterity ? Ability For
business. No one is pressed beyond his powers ;

and there

fore each is justly bound to render account. Straightway

Chap, xxvi., xxvii.

16. [The virgins waited, the servants work, for their Lord
;

there we have the spiritual rest, here the outward activity, of

Christians. Trench.]
18. Hid In the earth, ver. 25.

19. Long time Long enough for the capital to double it

self. The immediate coming of the Lord is not positive.
20. He that had received Jive The righteous hear their

sentence before the wicked
; ver. 34. Came With confi

dence. The evil servant with distrust
;

ver. 25. Behold
This shows the good servants boldness of speech. Besides

them Lit., on them; the servant attributes the profit to his
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Lord s goods rather than to himself. [In Matt. 7 have gained;
in Luke xix. 16, Thy pound hath gained. In Paul, 1 Cor.

xv. 10, / laboured, y?t not I, but the grace of God. Trench.^
21. [Omit &, and, after gpjj. Tisch.] Well An expression

of approbation. Praise is treated of in 1 Cor. iv. 5. Good and

faithful Opposed to wicked and slothful; ver. 26. Faith
banishes sloth. [His faithfulness, not his success, is rewarded.

Alf.~\
Few If five talents be few things, what must the

many things here spoken of be ? 7 will make thee Thou art

capable of greater things ;
thou art thrifty ;

this is opposed to

unprofitable, ver. 30. Enter Contrasted with cast ye, ver.

30. Joy The feast, the banquet, where are brightness, glad
ness, and applause. Com p. ver 30.

22. [Omit AajS&i/, had received; Tisch. Alf. But it must
be understood. Two others He doubles his talents who saves

his own soul and his neighbour s. Q.]
24. 7 knew thee But to think God hard is not to know

him. God is love. [Frequent reflection on the severity of

God may appear beneficial
;
but at the same time such a habit

of mind is not entirely free from danger. V.G.] To the un

righteous, justice itself seems unjust. The justice of God
transcends the conceptions of any creature. Hard Austere,
in Luke xix. 21. This was not his Lord s true character.

Let such lords on earth, as are here described, consider which
of these servants they shall resemble in the judgment. Where
thou hast not strawed Although it is God who freely bestows
all things.

25. Afraid Having neither love nor faith
;
I was afraid

of not satisfying thee
;
of having to spend somewhat of my

own
; afraid that I might try in vain to bring any produce

from a field, the sowing whereof seemed unworthy of thee.

into a garner from whence nothing of thine seemed to be
strawed. The wicked and slothful servant, while persuading
himself that his master was one who would require a gain

beyond his servant s power, neglected to secure the lawful

profit which he might have made. Do what thou art com

manded, to the best of thy power ;
wait for success, and thou

shalt have cause to marvel. I hid The contrary of Ps. xl.

10, 11.

26.
[.4ftfZ slothful Slothfulness at times affects the mind

more forcibly than the body. The same trouble this servant

took to dig and hide the money, might have been employed in

bringing it to the exchangers ; to whom, had the servants been
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commanded to go in the first instance, it is most probable this

one would have gone; but in such case the other servants

would not have gained so much praise. Be careful, therefore,

to make strenuous use of all thy powers. V.G.~\

27. Therefore The wicked servant remains in ignorance of

that goodness of his Lord, the existence whereof he had de

nied. To have put The hiding cost more trouble; ver. 18.

My Cornp. thine, ver. 25
;
but the words with usury are

here added.

28. [Which hath ten And yet was not called upon to share

them with him who had five. What varieties of retribution

shall one day be manifested ! V.G.]
29. For unto every one that hath So that the more he

hath, the more he shall receive. That which he hath The
slothful servant had, in fact, one talent. See ver. 24.

30. Cast ye A contrast to ver. 21. The Lord himself

saith,
&quot; Enter

ye&quot;
etc. He says to his attendants, Cast ye,

etc. See chap. xxii. 1 3. Unprofitable Even for the time to

come. [Even though he caused no actual loss. V.GJ\ Comp.
note on ver. 21

;
and Luke xvi. 11.

31. Glory Concerning which so much has been foretold.

And . . . angels We must not here supply shall come; but

render the nominative as a Hebraism, all the angels accom

panying him. All Add all, in ver. 32. All the angels,

all nations. What wide publicity ! Then As has been

foretold. The disciples imagined that this coming would be

immediate.

32. He shall separate Before then there will be no com

plete separation.
33. Goats The Greek word is a diminutive. Even though

giants, they are puny before God.

34. Then Comp. with this the address to the goats, ver.

41:

Ver. 34. Ver. 41.

Come Depart

ye blessed of my Father
; ye cursed

inherit the kingdom ;
into . . . fire

;

prepared for you prepared for the devil and
his angels ;

from the foundation of everlasting.
the world.

The king A title full of majesty, ver. 40
;
but causing joy to

the righteous alone. Of my Father We have been chosen in
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Christ. Inherit Therefore too much stress must not be laid

on the word for, in the next verse. Prepared This word (in

the Greek) is cognate with that translated foundation. For

you Therefore the elect are not merely chosen to fill the

places of fallen angels. From the foundation of the world

The word from here, Gr. dvb, equivalent to Hebr. D, signi
fies before; comp. Eph. i. 4. In comparing good and evil

together, good is often traced as it were to an antecedent

eternity; evil, to its results; as in this verse, and ver. 41;
comp. 1 Cor. ii. 7. 6.

35. Ye gave [Amazing recompense ! An eternal kingdom
for so small a boon ! V.G.] Of all good and evil deeds, those

will particularly be mentioned, performed towards the saints
;

which imply faith in and love to Jesus Christ and his brethren,
as well as the confession of his name. These are the most

frequent, most distinguished, and most conspicuous ;
and in

that day, from, the manifest glory of the Lord, the dignity of

his brethren, and the importance of good or evil actions done
to them, will be manifest as well. Comp. chap. x. 40, 41.

This discourse treats at once of the past misery and excellence

of the saints, of the past opportunities and wickedness of the

ungodly, and the most just requital of them both. Works of

compassion shown in corporeal matters are mentioned, both

as being thought less of in the world, and as affording a clearer

evidence of faith
;
inasmuch as, in performing such works, a

man expends both property and labour (whereas spiritual kind

nesses cost nothing) and comes more under the observation of

the wicked. Nor, indeed, could the judged with any fitness

say, 7 wandered, I sinned, and ye led me back. Me This

assumes the existence of faith, as the reason why the faithful

do good. / was thirsty The state of the righteous in this

world
; hungry, thirsty, naked, in prison, etc. Ye took me in

The same word occurs in Judges xix. 15, 18. Sept.

37. When The faithful do not take the same view of their

good deeds, nor do the wicked of their evil deeds, as the Judge
does. [And very many of the righteous who have in this

life laid one another under obligations, remain mutually un

acquainted. F.6r.]

40. Inasmuch as An intensitive particle. No doubt parti

cular acfs will be brought forward. Unto one All acts are

classified, none consigned to oblivion. Even the use made of

one solitary occasion is of importance in one way or the other.

See ver. 45. Of the least Externally or even internally. A
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certain species in the whole class of saints is meant. Those

who conferred, and those who received the benefits are different

persons. Of these Spoken demonstratively. My brethren

It is better to benefit the righteous than the wicked
;
and

yet the latter are not excluded from benefit (see chap. v. 44)

by the observance of a due order of classes of the men we benefit,

and of the works we do. Men, in proportion to their eminence,
treat their followers with haughtiness ;

but Jesus, from the

beginning, constantly called his followers disciples; once, when

speaking of the cross, little children, John xiii. 33
; and

friends, John xv. 15. After his resurrection he called them

children, John xxi. 5; and brethren; comp. chap, xxviii. 10;
John xx. 17 ; xiii. 1. And he will use this term in the judg
ment day. How great is the glory of believers ! See Heb. ii.

10, etc. In his condition of humiliation, Jesus avoided the

use of this epithet, lest he might appear of a condition too

low to suit his dignity ;
but in his state of exaltation, no such

error is to be apprehended. Observe, however, that Christ

addresses none in the vocative case, as brother. The case is

altogether different in chap. xii. 48-50; Heb. ii. 11, 12;
nor does any other passage of Scripture call Christ our brother

;

nor, for instance, would it have been fit for Peter to address

him as brother, instead of as Lord. John xxi. 15, 20
;

xiii. 13.

Even James, called by the others, the Lord s brother, calls him
self the servant of God, and of the Lord Jesus Christ; Jas. i.

1. And Jude calls himself also the servant of Jesus Christ,

and brother of James. See also Matt, xxiii. 8
;
Luke xxii. 32.

Among mortals, an unequal brotherhood is entertained on such

terms as these, that the superior condescends to call the in

ferior his brother, while the latter addresses the former by
some title of respect. And so even the court of heaven has

its own ceremonial, which prevents any clashing between confi

dence and humility. So also the appellation friends (John
xv. 15) appears to be one-sided, used by, but not to be used

to, our Lord. The boldness of faith exhibited in the Song of

Songs is exceptional. Unto me Not merely, to me also.

Comp. not unto me, ver. 45.

41. Then When already the righteous at the Lord s word

come, shall have taken their seats as kings in judgment on the

wicked. [Ye cursed not of my Father, ver. 34, because the

curse is their own work. De TF.] Prepared So Isa, xxx. 33.

At the time of this judgment the devil will be already in hell.

Comp. Rev. xx. 10, 11, and 2 Pet. iii. 7. [For the devil
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Not for yon, ver. 34. Because there is election to life, but
there is no reprobation to death.

Alf.~\
43. Not Sins of omission. [Who would not run to pri

sons and hospitals on errands of mercy, if assured that Christ

was there ! Yet Christ himself tells us so, and we turn a deaf

ear to him.
Q.~\

44. They also Their trial is distinctly described. They
shall answer either collectively or individually. [Omit aurw,
him.

Tisch.~\
When This ignorance will cling to the wicked

up to the time when they make this effort at self-justification.

45. These Our Lord does not here add my brethren, as in

ver. 40. The wicked neither know nor shall know the rela

tionships of the righteous.
46. Go away The place to which each class shall depart

is different from the place of judgment. Punishment [Fire,
see ver. 41.] But Christ, the King, shall address the righte
ous first, in the presence of the wicked, but the wicked shall

depart the first, in the presence of the just. See chap. xiii. 49.

So the lost shall catch no glimpse of life eternal
;
but the just

shall behold the vengeance which the wicked have incurred.

Righteous Declared so by this very judgment. Eternal

That is named eternal which reaches and exceeds the bounds
of earthly time. Comp. Kom. xvi. 25.

CHAPTER XXVI.

1. Finished all Had finished all he had to say. He
neither hastened nor delayed his Passion. The discourses of

our Lord, if arranged according to the gopel harmony, con

stitute a complete system of instruction. [These sayings
Note the contrast

;
I shall sit on the throne of my glory,

(chap. xxv. 31,) but now I give myself up to be crucified.

Stier.]
2. Two Jesus foretold his death by various notes of time.

[In the same way as from the Friday evening to the Sunday
morning made three days, so there were two days from the

Wednesday to the Thursday, which was the day of the Pass

over, and of unleavened bread. Mark viii. 31
;

xiv. 11, 12.

(So the Romans used the phrase ante diem secundum kalendas,
for pridie kalendas.) Matthew briefly relates the delivering

up of Jesus to be crucified. This was done step by step : by
Judas, on the Thursday night ; by Caiaphas, the next morn

ing ; by Pilate, about two hours later. This brings us from his
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betrayal to his crucifixion. Harm. The day which intervened

between this one and the crucifixion is mentioned in ver. 17.

F.6r.] And Accordingly, at this suitable time. Is betrayed
Present tense

;
for Jesus was preparing himself in every way

for suffering ;
and his enemies were already compassing that

Buffering. Mark xiv. 1. [This present rather depends on the

preceding one, is ; the interpretation above is strained. Ed.^
J. Assembled together So ver. 57, chap, xxvii. 1, 17, 27,

62 comp. Luke xxii. 66
;
Matt, xxviii. 12 ; Acts iv. 5, 26,

27. [Omit Kai oi yoafA^an is. and the Scribes. 2J

isch., AlfJ\
The chief priests Who took the lead in this matter

; sup

ported, however, by the scribes, who were lawyers, and by the

elders of the people, who constituted the remainder of the

Jewish council. Called Matthew wrote for readers in times

and places in which they had no other sources of knowledge
concerning Caiaphas (as also concerning Judas, ver. 14).

4. By subtilty Unworthy consultation !

5. Not on the feast day And yet that was the very day
they did ! They wished to defer the act until the people,

present in such numbers at the Passover, should have departed
on its conclusion

;
but on the betrayer offering himself, they

would not delay. So the divine purpose prevailed. The

people Who acknowledged Jesus as a prophet, and were at

that time assembled in great numbers.

6. [In Bethany This feast, with its attending circum

stances, the anointing, &c., is mentioned by John (chap. xii.

1, 2, &c.) in the proper order of time, and by Matthew and
Mark in a more cursory manner. Harm.]

7. Having. She had one box, and could imagine no better

use for it. Alabaster Rather of thin stone than of glass ;

which could not well have been broken without danger of in

flicting injury. See Mark xiv. 3. [And poured For the

better comprehension of the manner of this act, it must be
borne in mind that the ancients reclined on cushioned couches

when at meat, so as to have their feet behind them. V. G.]
As he sat Others were anointed after death

;
but Christ,

with greater fitness before
; since after death it was super

fluous.

8. [Omit alrov, his. TischJ] Waste Lit., perdition; and
thou thyself, Judas, art the son of perdition ! See John
xvii. 12.

9. [Omit TO
,u,{jeov, ointment. Tisch., A If.] Might This was

a bad application of comparative theology on the disciples
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part. To the poor To whom whatever is given, under ordi

nary circumstances, is well bestowed. Chap. xix. 21
; Luke

xix. 8. [And this very passage proves such to have been the

practice of the disciples. V.
6?.]

10. Trouble For conscientious doubt concerning an act

done, as well as concerning an act intended, is a trouble.

Especially when the scruple is raised by those nearer the

Saviour than ourselves. The ivoman The conduct of the

disciples was uncivil towards the Lord himself ; but this he

censures less than their troubling the woman. Good

Though herself unconscious how good the work was. The

simplicity of an action does not detract from its merit,

[which is often greater or less than the doer supposes. Chap.
xxv. 38, 44 Heb. xiii. 2. V.G-.] There was neither waste

as regarded the poor, ver. 11; the disciples, Mark xiv. 7 ;

the woman, ver. 13
;
or the Lord, ver. 12.

12. Poured Abundantly. For my burial Implying the

proximity and the certainty of his death. The word trans

lated burial signifies rather the preparation for interment than

the actual laying in the grave. The evratpiaffftbs (here trans

lated burial) of Jacob (Gen. 1. 2. Sept.) took place in Egypt;
his actual sepulture at a later time.

13. This gospel Which Christ preached. [Spoken humbly
and modestly. V.G,] Shall . . . be told As in -truth it is.

These words were both heard and afterwards recorded by
Matthew ;

and they afford a proof of the truth of Christianity.
A king with all his power cannot immortalise an action.

Memorial The memory of the just may nourish, though their

names remain unknown. [Compare, however, John xii. 3
;

ver. 6, note
;
Luke xxiv. 18, note. E.B.]

14. Went [Doubtless on the Wednesday evening. We
must suppose Judas, enthralled by Satan, to have met the

adversaries of the Lord on that night, and to have arranged

finally with them on the following day. Harm.] The dis

ciples were under no restraint. The wicked one was free to

depart.
15. Covenanted . . . for Lit., they weighed out. [Gr.

gtfnjffav. This is the proper rendering, not covenanted with

him for. Comp. chap, xxvii. 3. Mey., De WJ] The very
Greek word here used is found in the prediction of these thirty

pieces of silver. Zech. xi. 12. Sept. Thirty pieces of silver

The value set upon a slave, Exod. xxi. 32
;
that of a freeman

was sixty.
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1 6. [From that time Men seldom leave a crime imperfect.

Q.]
17. First day It was now the Thursday, the 14th day of

the first month
; [on which day all leaven was to be put away ;

and so the eating of the paschal lamb could not be postponed

longer than twenty-four hours, that is till the Friday evening.

Harm.~\ Comp. Exod. xii. 6, 15. Where They ask where, not

whether. Our Lord was wont to observe every appointment
of the law. For thee Jesus held the place of a father, in the

family of the disciples.

18. [To the city They seem to have been yet in Bethany.

Mey.~\ Such a man Substituted by Matthew for the actual

name. The master (Lit., the teacher, Ed.} Therefore the

host was a disciple, though not one of the twelve. [As among
his friends there was a secret enemy, so among his enemies a

secret friend. Braune in
Stier.~\ My time To suffer

;
which

I have long contemplated and foretold. / will keep Lit.,

/ keep. A courteous way of announcing the Lord s intention

to that ready disciple. It is amazing how some learned men
can question or deny the fact of our Lord s having kept a

passover at all at this time. See vers. 17-19, 30 j and Luke
xxii. 7, 8, 12, 14, 15.

20. [Twelve Add, [*o&rt rtiv, disciples. Tisch.&quot;]

22. [For sxaarog avruv, every of them, read tt s/taarog, every
one. Tisch.~]

23. That dippeth The making common use of a single dish

(of which there were several upon the table), and the fact of

Jesus and Judas, at the same moment, dipping in it, were to

afford special indications of the betrayer ; ver. 25.

24. Goeth Through suffering to glory. As Therefore

the woe in no wise affects the Son of man
;
this is consolatory.

But woe The divine prevision of Judas s sin does not lessen

his guilt. Unto that man Of whom also it is written, be

trayed This word amplifies the sense of goeth. That As if

already far removed. Man This might be taken as the

predicate, [tius, it had been good if he had not been born

that man.] If he had not been born or begotten ; or, if he

had died before his birth. Job iii. 2, 10, 11. This expres
sion is a proverbial one, not necessarily implying the eternity
of perdition. Comp. Luke xxiii. 29

;
Ecclus. xxiii. 19

; (Gr.
ver. 14.) [But greater wretchedness is here ascribed to him
than that set forth, chap, xviii. 6. V.G. ; and Jesus mourns
over the eternity of that man, so as to forget the sorrow he had

VOL. i. s
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brought upon his Lord. This man is a sorrow to him, back
to his very birth. Lange in Stier.] Judas obtains an entire!}

exceptional place among unhappy souls
;
he walked long with

Jesus ;
and not without sorrows

;
and died but a short time

before the Pentecost of joy.

25. Master Judas is never recorded to have called Jesus

Lord. [Is it I Those darkened by sin endeavour to imitate

the language which love suggests to the true of heart. F.6r.]

Thou hast said A form of affirmative reply ;
used in answer,

firstly, to an affirmation, and afterwards to an inquiry ;
the

effect of its use is to change the interrogation into an asser

tion
; as, Judas is the betrayer ? Thou hast said, Judas is

the betrayer. Comp. Exod. x. 29 ;
1 Kings xx. 40

;
and note

on ver. 64.

26. Eating As ver. 21. Therefore Judas was present ;

comp. all, Mark xiv. 23, and but, Luke xxii. 21. \Beng. in

Harm, argues at length for Judas s presence. But his de

parture, John xiii. 30, seems to follow the last verse immedi

ately ;
and ver. 46, 47, implies that it had taken place. Mey.

So 0k, Neand. But Stier and A If. follow Bang.] Took
In his hands. Comp. John iv. 2, on the supreme dignity of

the Holy Supper. Bread Which was at hand. Blessed

See, gave thanks, ver. 27. These words explain each other.

He gave thanks to the Father, arid, at the same time, pro
nounced a blessing on the bread and wine in his very prayer
and giving of thanks. Comp. Luke ix. 16; John vi. 11;
1 Cor. xiv. 16, 17. Brake After he had blessed. This

makes against the doctrine of transubstantiation. For an

accident (which the upholders of that doctrine call the bread

after consecration) cannot be broken. Gave Jesus himself

is not here said to have eaten and drunk it
;
since it was not

for himself that his body was given, and his blood shed. Take
Who could have taken it if the Lord had not appointed it ?

Comp. John iii. 27. This Contrasted with the old fore-

shadowings ; that is, ye have myself, this, which I command

you to take. For my blood, of the New Testament follows.

Therefore the word body must be interpreted as literally as the

word blood. The separate distribution of the body and the

blood, however, refers to our Lord s actual death, and the

shedding forth of his blood from his body. [The memory of

which should be kept up until his coming again; ver. 29.

F.6r.] The blessing preceded and precedes the utterance of

the words. This is my body. We readily admit this to contain
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an allusion to the Jewish formula, spoken in reply to the in

quiry of their children as to the Passover, What is this ? This

is the body of the lamb which our fathers ate in Egypt. My
Understand here, which is given for you, (Luke xxii. 1 9,) words

implied in ver. 28. The evangelist describes briefly a matter

well known in practice. The injunction, do this in remembrance

of me, is implied in ver. 29.

27. The cup Which was on the table, and from which all

had already drunk. All Even if the sacrament, taken under

one kind, were complete, it should be the wine, rather than the

bread. In 1 Cor. xi. 25, it is in connexion with the cup that

the words, as often as ye drink it are used. [It is not left to

men s discretion, after eating, to drink or not.
V.G-.~\

The

explicitness of the Scripture on this point sprang from a fore

knowledge of what the Romish Church would do. (Gal. iii. 8.)

The disciples were representatives of the many, spoken of in

ver. 28. Thus, too, the words many and all are used to

gether in 1 Cor. x. 17. The Lord s Supper should be no

matter of indifference to Christians.

28. This The true blood of Christ is shown to be present

here, as that of the victims was in the Jewish formula, (Heb.
ix. 20,) to which reference is here made. New [Omit naivri^

new. Tisch., Alf.~\
Contrasted with Exod. xxiv. 8. Testa

ment In the last (17th) century many Reformed, and
some Evangelical theologians, endeavoured to explain the

whole scheme of Christian doctrine as one of covenant; a

method perfectly in accordance with Jewish theology. We
must not, however, take in an unmodified sense a term taken

(as was commonly done) from the old dispensation, to specify
the new

; and, in fact, if there be no difference in the dispensa

tions, why is a new one mentioned in contradistinction to the

old ? Moreover, a difference which accords strikingly with the

character of each dispensation exists between the words used,

iTTD, covenant, to express the Old, and biaQfav, Testament, to

express the New. For the former word accords better with
the old economy, which was stipulative in form

;
the latter

with the new, which is testamentary. Hence the Talmudists
write the word &a0jjx?j in Hebrew letters, having no Hebrew
word to express its sense. The idea of a covenant, too, does

not harmonise with the full sonship set forth in the New
Testament. Finally, the very idea of a Testament will, in life

eternal, vanish, from the fact of our intimate union with God.
See Johnxvii. 21, etc.

;
1 Cor. xv. 2F. Which is shedYre-
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Bent tense. The holy communion is always as effective as if,

in the very moment of its partaking, the body of Christ were

being given, and his blood being shed. Many Even beyond
Israel. Remission of sins The peculiar blessing of the New
Testament dispensation. See Eph. i. 7.

29. I say Comp. Luke xxii. 15, and following verses, as

to the order in which these and the preceding words were

spoken. [A comparison of Matthew s and Mark s accounts

with that of Luke, shows that our Lord combined the promise
of eating in the kingdom of God, with the Paschal Lamb, and
of drinking in the kingdom of God with his cup, thus most

closely associating those two mysteries. Harm.
] Henceforth

An appropriate farewell. The fruit of the vine A periphrastic

expression for wine
; appropriately used, as different from the

ordinary term, by the Saviour, when about to leave the world.

Until that day A prophecy. See Luke xxii. 16, 18, 30.

Hence St Paul deduces the duty of showing forth the Lord s

death till he come. 1 Cor. xi. 26. It The fruit of the vine,

wine, manifestly wine of heaven. New In the full consum
mation of the New Testament. This new is something higher
than the newness spoken of in ver. 28. Kemark a foretaste of

this in John xxi. 1 2. The Lord s Supper took the place of

the Jewish passover feast, and shall in turn give place to higher

heavenly feasts. The word new, here expresses some peculiar

newness; the ordinary Greek word used elsewhere, (see chap.
ix. 17,) meaning literally young wine. Gataker takes the force

of the word here to be different, (comp. in Greek, Mark xvi,

17 ;
Acts ii. 4

;) meaning some wine entirely different from

what the Lord and his disciples were drinking. [The sacra

ment which, because of sin, receives us into the fellowship of

death, must ever be in contrast with that eating and drinking.

Slier.]
30. Sung They either sang or recited Ps. cxiii., cxiv., cxv.,

cxviii., or cxxxvi., which wonderfully set forth the mystery of

redemption. The hymn contained also the words quoted in

chap. xxi. 9, 42. We read that Jesus, while on earth, often

prayed ;
but never that he sang. [The events recorded in

John xv. 16, 17, took place subsequently to the recital of the

hymn. In John the connexion between chapters xvii. and xviii.

does not permit the recital of the prayers of Jesus to be inter

rupted by the mention of the hymn. We may reasonably

suppose the hymn to have been recited in the supper-room,
but that the prayers of Jesus, mentioned in John xv. 1 6, and
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chap, xvil, were uttered in the open air, possibly in the court

yard of the house, and within the city. Harm.~\
31. [Then As they went out, ver. 36. Mey.] All He

had previously predicted that one should betray him. [All ye,

Apostles ! Then who has not reason to fear 1 Q.] Offended
So that your faith in me shall greatly totter. The same

word occurs in Rom. xiv. 21. It is written The disciples

might infer from the mention of the smiting of the shepherd
and the scattering ofthe flock, that the prophecy was about to be

fulfilled that night. / will smite With the sword, a metonymy
for the crucifixion, concerning which it was not granted to the

prophets to speak in detail. See Zech. xiii. 7. God is said to

smite Jesus, in delivering him up to be smitten. The sheep
The disciples represented the entire flock which they were after

wards to bring together. Scattered abroad Up to the time

of the Comforter s coming, the presence of Jesus was the entire

defence of the disciples ;
when he was smitten, they were dis

persed.
32. / will go before As a shepherd before his flock, a pas

toral expression. Galilee Where his solemn reappearance
was to take place before his reassembled flock. Jesus says to

those who had accompanied him from Galilee,
&quot; Before ye

reach home again, I shall rise.&quot;

33. [For / xai\ though, read si, if. Tisch., Alf.] Though
He might better have said,

&quot;

Though no one else be offended,

yet will I.&quot; Never Not merely in that particular night.
34. This night It was already night ;

and it was stranger
that this should happen by night than by day. Before After

cockcrow much of the night still remains. This was, there

fore, a very forcible refutation of Peter s never. The cock

The cock, properly so called
; comp. Mark xiii. 35

;
2 Mace,

v. 20. There were some, but very few, cocks in Jerusalem ;

but the Jews could not prevent the Romans from having
them

;
therefore our Lord s prediction was the more surprising.

Crow Mark adds twice. The meaning in Matthew is, before

the cock crow at all thou shalt deny me
;
and thy denial shall

be thrice repeated. Thou shalt deny Sin of mouth shall be

added to offence of heart. [Which is injurious to faith. F.6r.]

Thrice The Saviour knows us far better than we know our

selves.

35. Said With a certain positiveness. So John xiii. 8.

Not Thus Peter acknowledges denial to be a sin. [Said all

Being free from the peril of betraying, they fancy them-
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selves safe from any liability to offend. F.&.] Out of gentle
ness the Saviour makes no rejoinder to this assertion.

36. Pray Jesus speaks only of the pleasant, not of the

painful part of what he has to go through. Comp. Gen.

xxii. 5. [Jesus, priest and victim, lays himself on the altar,

with Abraham s faith and Isaac s resignation. Stier.~\
He

says, Watch with me, not, Pray with me. The disciples could

not pray with him as equals. There is one Son, one

Mediator.

37. Took with him The same three, as witnesses, whom
he had taken, chap. xvii. 1. [Jesus shares his sorrow with

those he loves most. QJ] The two sons, &c. Who had
offered themselves, chap. xx. 20, 21. Began Suddenly.
To be sorrowful and very heavy. Mark says, to be sore

amazed and very heavy. Both expressions, to be sorrowful
and to be sore amazed, convey, in the Greek, an idea of horror,

The word translated to be very heavy implies a loss of plea
sure received from other objects. See note on Phil. ii. 26.

38. [My soul What great things must have passed in the

Saviour s most holy soul, in reference to the work required of

liim by his Father, and to his Passion and glory, especially in

the last months, days, and hours
; such, for instance, as his

having to be about his Father s business
;
his receiving of

baptism ;
his conquest of the tempter ;

his zeal for his father s

house
;
his rejoicing in the revelation vouchsafed to babes ;

his transfiguration on the mount
;
his setting his face to go

up to Jerusalem
;
his solemn entry into the city ;

his saying,
Now is my soul troubled; his washing of the disciples feet

;

his declaration, Now is the Son of man glorified; his cele

bration of the Last Supper with his disciples before his Pas

sion
;
and his testifying in the passage under consideration,

to his soul being exceeding sorrowful even unto death. Add
to these, his utterances on the cross. Harm.]

38. [Insert
6

I&amp;gt;j&amp;lt;roD. Bead, then saith Jesus. Tisch.] Even
unto death Such sorrow might have driven an ordinary man
to suicide. Here Come not the whole way with me. With

me In great sorrow it is well to be alone, but yet to have

friends at hand. Jesus rouses his disciples to watch with

him, though knowing that they would prove of no assistance

to him. [Watch They had all promised to die with him.

Stier.}
39. On his face Not merely on his knees. [As Luke says.

V.G.] The deepest humiliation. [Which we nowhere else
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meet with. F.#.] My Father Jesus prays as a Son. [Pos
sible Not through God s omnipotence, but his wisdom. Comp.
Luke, if thou wilt. De W.] Compare ver. 53 ; whence

appears the readiness and completeness of Jesus s self-surrender

to the Father s will. Cup Which the Father presented,
filled with the whole draught of suffering. / will It was
not the absolute will of Jesus that the cup should pass from

him, regardless of the will of the Father. Comp. John xxi. 1 8.

40. Findeth They ought to have been found differently

occupied. Asleep In this sleep they forgot their declaration

in ver. 35. Peter See ver. 35. Although Peter had heard

that he was in danger of a grievous fall, he is notwithstand

ing commanded to watch and pray. Could ye not After

making such promises ;
this is too great weakness. See ver.

41. Watch Prayer would flow spontaneously from those

who watched. See next verse. With me one hour Therefore

Jesus often watched for long periods.
41. That ye enter not, &c. A good subject for prayer.

Comp. chap. xxii. 20
;
Luke xxii. 40. Temptation Which

approaches nearer and nearer. The spirit, &c. The state

ment, except so far as it implies sin, was true at that moment
of Jesus himself. See Heb. v. 7. Therefore he watched

and prayed himself, ver. 39, 40. This sentence made the

apostles mention the flesh and the spirit so frequently in

their writings. [Willing . . . weak See ver. 33, 35. Comp.
ver. 40. V.G.] Flesh We should not take this as an excuse

for langour, but as an incentive to vigilance. Weak In ac

complishing good.
42. Except The cup passed while Jesus was drinking it.

[Omit rb
vorrjgiov, cup. Also fa? e/tov, from me. Tisch., Alf.]

Drink In this repeated mention of his having to drink it,

he prepares actually to do so. Be done The prayer here is

already more resigned to suffering, than in ver. 39, and ex

hibits our Lord s obedience.

43. Heavy Such languor often lays hold on the righteous
at most unbecoming times.

44. The, third time Generally decisive. The same ivords

As suited to his sorrow. The repetition of the same words

is often well adapted to the state of the mind.

45. [Omit auroy, his. Tisch.] Sleep on now An imper
ative, implying as it were that he left the disciples to them

selves, and, in doing so, actually with a certain stern kindness,

supplied them with a strong incentive to watchfulness. This
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is no irony, but a metonymy ;
as much as to say, if ye do not

heed my awakening of you, there are those close at hand who
will effectually rouse you. Meanwhile sleep, if ye will. Luke,
in chap. xxii. 46, has, Why sleep ye? as a question, for which

reason, some think the passage in Matthew and Mark should

be read interrogatively, do ye deep now ? Take your rest

As sleeping is contrasted with watching, so is rest with the

labour of praying. The hour So often foretold. Less de

finitely he had said my time, ver. 18. [Sleep . . . the hour

What a reproof to the disciples ! Yet its deepest sting was

surely for the Lord himself. Mey.~\
46. That doth betray me Of whom I have already spoken.

Our Lord says me, not you.
47. Staves As if snatched up in a sudden tumult. See

ver. 55.

48. [Hold him fast Lit., seize him. Judas feared Jesus s

escaping now, as he had previously done.]
49. [Hail, Master/ How many professing Christians habi

tually utter the same address, and perpetrate the same treason.

Ed.~\ Kissed him [Gr. xargp/Xjjffg, not, as Beng., repeatedly,
but for the simple verb, Ipfaqasv, kissed, Alf., De W., StierJ\
In spite of his words in the preceding verse, and with a show
of kindness. With the utmost audacity he violates the holy
countenance of Jesus.

50. Friend According to Ammonius, the Greek word thus

translated is not exactly friend, but signifies one long asso

ciated in life or occupation. Comp. Luke xxii. 48, Judas;
and Ps. Iv. 14

;
Ecclus. xxxvii. 5. [Wherefore Gr. Jp o in

stead of
f&amp;lt;p

w. Mey., Tisch., Alf. The English version, where

fore art thou come, is correct, Alf., and is a direct address to

the traitor s heart and conscience. Stier. Took him First

the band took Jesus ; meanwhile the smiting and healing of

the servant s ear occurred ;
then they surrounded and seized

him as a prisoner. The former talcing is the
K%anli&amp;gt;

in Matt,

and Mark
;
the latter seizing the cj\Xa(j,(3d\/eiv of Luke and

John. Harm.]
51. One Matthew does not mention Peter s name ; possibly

for many reasons ; one of which may have been, that such

mention would have endangered Peter at the time the Gospel
was written. Servant Who probably put himself more pro

minently forward, at his master s command. Ear By a most

dangerous blow. Peter had probably aimed at the shoulder

of our Lord s most forward assailant.
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52. Thy sword Most unsuited to my cause. Place The

sword, if not in the scabbard, is not in its right place, unless

it be serving the wrath of God. They that take the sword When
God does not give it into their hands. Perish As a punish
ment. With the sword See 2 Chron. xxiii. 14

;
Jer. xxi. 9.

53. Now Even (after his capture). My Father Jesus,

even when about to drink the cup, retained his former filial

feeling towards the Father. See ver. 42. More than twelve

legions. There were 6000 in a legion ; 72,000 in twelve legions.

This would give a legion for each of the twelve apostles [or
for our Lord and the eleven then with him, Ed], a thousand

for each of the seventy disciples. The angels are divided into

ranks and numbers.

54. How Here our Saviour plainly takes the Passion upon
himself. That See ver. 56. [Jesus carried the law of God
in his heart. V.G.]

55. The multitudes Jesus calmed the violence of the multi

tude, in order to make their return to their senses easier at a

futuro time, even though the urgency of their leaders prevented
such a return being immediate. As against a thief Against

whom, on a sudden alarm, every staff becomes a weapon.

Daily Particularly from the Feast of Tabernacles, till that of

the Dedication in that very year. [Omit vrfa t&amp;gt;,uac,
with you.

Tisch., Alf.] In the temple Where ye might have taken me
with ease. Ye laid no hold on me A metonymy of the conse

quent ; equivalent to, ye were not able to take me before.

Comp. Luke xxii. 53. [John the Baptist had been kept in

custody a considerable time before his execution
;
but up to

the last moment the world could not obstruct Christ s freedom

of speech. HarmJ\
56. All this was done Matthew appears to have interwoven

this paraphrase with our Lord s words concerning the fulfil

ment of the Scriptures. Comp. Mark xiv. 49. The Scriptures
In the plural. All fulfilments centred in his Passion.

[Luke mentions another cause as assigned by our Lord for the

sudden change in the Jews, namely, the power of darkness.

See Luke xxii. 53. Harm. Forsook him The disciples

owed the only safety which they had to the very one whom
they forsook. Jesus is abandoned by all. It was he, and he

alone, who both could and should accomplish the work. Harm.~\
58. Afar off In doubt, and with a sense of danger. In a

condition compounded of that of courage (ver. 51) and fear (ver.

70.) Sat An unfitting companionship.
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59. Sought Which caused such a number of false wit

nesses to appear. No act of greater injustice was ever com
mitted than this

; though pretending to be an act of the

highest justice towards God.

69. [Omit the second ov% sSaov, yet found they none; and

4/gu3o/Aagrugg, false witnesses, after two. Tisch., Alf.~\

61. / am able He had not said so. False testimony lays
hold on some basis of truth

;
and a great calumny may some

times be uttered by a very slight change of terms. They per
vert the meaning of his words spoken three years before;
while they unconsciously bring about their fulfilment.

62. What is it? A distinct question.
63. The Son of God It was evidently no merely political

idea of the Messiah, which Caiaphas, in common with the rest

of the Jews, entertained.

64. Thou hast said Camerarius says,
&quot;

Jesus, in reply to

the question of Caiaphas, declares himself to be the Christ, ag

if the question had assumed the fact.. Nor is this an unusual

form of assent in ordinary Greek
;&quot;

he gives instances from

Euripides, Xenophon, etc. Nevertheless This word, like but,

often serves to introduce an emphatic addition. Nevertheless,

though ye believe not. Hereafter [Lit., henceforth, Ed.

Comp. John xiii. 31. Alf.~\ Henceforward it shall come to

pass that ye shall see and know, by visible proofs, that I am
he who shall sit (on the right hand of power) and come (in the

clouds of heaven.) The coming to judgment, and the session

at the right hand of God, are combined together ;
and after our

Lord s Passion, they believed in what they shall behold here

after. See John viii. 28. They disbelieved the past, and
therefore Jesus, as he often used, appeals to the future. The
first point in the glory of Jesus is his being the Son of God

;

the last, his coming to judge. The former fact is the ground
of the latter

;
the latter the proof of the former. The sons of

God, in their utmost sufferings, delight to keep the end and
result of all such sufferings in view. Comp. note on 2 Cor. xi.

15. The Son Spoken with modesty, and yet solemnly, in the

third person. Sitting Jesus was standing when he spoke ;

on his ascension he sat down on the right hand of God. On
the right hand A proof of Christ s Godhead. Of power
That is, of God ;

the Hebrews often used the word power
to express God; for it is in all his works that the widest

power is exhibited. [As the Passion advances, its amazing
contrasts grow in affecting interest. The Deliverer in bonds j
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the Judge attainted ;
the Prince of Glory scorned

;
the Holy

One condemned for sin
;
the Son of God as a blasphemer ;

the

Resurrection and the Life sentenced to die! The High
Priest for ever condemned by the high priest of that one

year ! Stia:~\

65. Rent As if his very garments were a restraint upon
the ardour of his zeal. That ancient custom had some affinity

with the feeling it signified. Need They certainly had need

(of further witness), for the innocence of Jesus was not over

thrown. [Omit avrov, his, Tisch., Alf., which is understood,

however, in
rjgv.]

66. What He treats the matter as settled. Moses says,

Let the blasphemer die; Caiaphas says, Jesus is a blasphemer;
his colleagues conclude, Let Jesus die. Of death They de

clare the same opinion before Pilate. John xix. 7.

67. Then As if no treatment of him could be unjust. The

insults of the leaders were refined, those of the multitude

coarse. An assailant of God s honour merits all contumely ;

and as such they regarded Jesus. [They Not the Sanhedrim,
but the guards of Jesus. Luke xxii. 63. AlfJ] Buffeted

With the fist, or the hand. Smote him with the palms of their

hands Or with rods, which the attendants carried. See Mark
xiv. 65. &quot;No blow more disgraceful can be inflicted.&quot;

Chrysostom.
68. Saying Most wantonly. Who Ye shall see one day

who he is whom ye smote.

69. A damsel Lit., one damsel. The temptation was slight,

as far as the questioner was concerned; but greater, as re

garded the bystanders. [The damsel was in fear lest she

should have given admittance to a member of Jesus s party,

and therefore interrogated Peter. The others then took the

matter up. None of them appears desirous to have imperilled

Peter. The careless ones of this world often do far more harm

or good to the saints than they either imagine or intend.

7.G.]
70. Saying In how few words one may commit a grievous

sin ! See chap. xii. 24
;
Acts v. 8.

71. Gone out A too tardy flight involves new peril. An
other Maid ;

and at the same time the first one, who called

her attention to him, and a male attendant. Mark xiv. 69 ;

Luke xxii. 58. The denial given under one impulse to the

repeated questions of different persons, forms, in fact, a single

denial, though Peter repeated it thrice. Jesus of Nazareth-*
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The epithet of Nazareth was added to distinguish him from

others, bearing the name of Jesus. The Son of God bore a
name used among men.

72. With an oath Peter s former habits seem not to have
been abhorrent from swearing. The man As if Peter did not

even know the name of Jesus.

73. Thou . . . art The present tense. The temptation

grows stronger. They first said thou wast, in the imperfect ;

ver. 69. Speech It would have been safer for Peter to have
held his tongue; by denying, that is, by speaking, he augmented
his danger. His questioners, however, had stronger grounds of

proof against Peter, from vers. 47, 51
;
but the world generally

chooses the very weakest grounds for assailing the righteous ;

particularly in cases of mistaken zeal. Certain tribes had

peculiar dialects, even in the time of the Judges. [See Judges
xii. 6. /. B. The Galileans did not pronounce the gutturals
well

;
and changed sh into th. Mey.\

74. Began He had not gone to such lengths before
; but

at this point manifestly lost all self-command. [Gr. Kara-

Ssfj&rjfyiv, is certainly the true reading. Tisch., Alf., etc. A
corrupted form, and probably a vulgarism.] The man Comp.
chap. xvi. 16. Immediately A striking circumstance.

75. And Then at last. Unbelief, fear, and sorrow over

power even the natural faculties
;
but the joy of faith revives

them. Luke xxiv. 7, 8. [Forgetfulness implies loss. If Peter

had had the words of Jesus present to his mind throughout
his temptation, his sin would have been of a far darker dye.

V.Gr.] Which said [Omit avrti, unto him. Tisch. Went out

A small matter destroys us, if we have not God s strength ;

a small matter restores us, if his grace uses it. $.] Bitterly
The bitterness or sweetness of weeping depends on the state of

feeling which excites it. His grief, if not his weeping, was
of long duration. See Mark xvi. 7. [All his former for

wardness ended here. V.G.~\ The tears shed by believers, even

by men, who otherwise rarely weep, testify strongly to the

power, and therefore to the truth of Christianity.

CHAPTER XXVII.

1. All This council was more fully attended than the one
held on the previous day. Chap. xxvi. 57. To To carry
out the resolution of the night before.
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2. Led him away, and delivered Comp. ver. 9, and note on
its latter part. The governor Or procurator.

3. That he was condemned That Jesus was, by the priests.

Repented He had not expected the condemnation. He
would, if possible, have undone his crime. Brought again
In the morning.

4. / have sinned So shall the damned feel in hell. [And
would that the friends of Christ, stimulated by faith, love, and

hope, would avow the truth they hold as openly as desperate

men, under the impulse of their conscience, will sometimes do,

when convinced that they have nothing more to lose on earth.

Harm.] Innocent blood Miserably involved in his own dark

ness, he no longer acknowledges the Messiah. [Yet if he

did not regard Jesus as the Messiah, he could not have con

sidered him innocent. Ed. Thus one may know his sin,

repent, confess, make restitution, and yet be like Judas ! Q.j
What is that to us Mark how they slur over the word inno

cent. See thou The wicked who abet a man in crime, desert

him after its commission. [Though each shall one day be

punished in proportion to his participation. F.6r.] The godly,
on the other hand, who do not share the crime, try afterwards

to do them good. Comp. see ye to it, ver. 24.

5. Cast down In the disturbance of his mind. [The very
bait which ensnared him causes the sinner the deepest sorrow.

V.G.~\ In the temple Therefore it was in the temple he

had his interview with the chief priests and elders, and as

some sort of balm to his fearfully troubled conscience, he

endeavoured to apply the money to some holy purpose. The

particular part of the temple meant, is unknown. Hanged
himself Lit., strangled himself, which is generally done by
hanging, So the Sept. 2 Sam. xvii. 23 uses the word of

Ahithophel ;
whom however, as well as Iscariot, some consider

to have died of the quinsy ;
see also note on Acts i. 18.

6. [Said Ye hypocrites ! Fearful of defiling the temple
with blood-money ; yet having no conscience against defiling

their consciences with the blood of the innocent. Q., Ols.]

7. The potter s field Which was well known. It may have

been used by a potter to furnish him with clay. To bury

strangers in Thus strangers were already acquiring rights in

Jerusalem. Thus, too, Abraham s first possession had been a

burying-grouncl.
8. Was called Thus giving public testimony to the fact (of

Judas s treason). This was no chance appellation, though it
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originated with, the populace. Of blood See ver. 6. Unto
this day Matthew must have written at some distance of

time from these actual events. Compare chap, xxviii. 15.

[Bengel quotes a legend to the effect that the soil of this field

decomposed bodies in a single day.]
9. Jeremy the prophet These words are evidently from

Zechariah. with whose writings Matthew was acquainted ;

see chap. xxi. 4, 5. [Bengel, in his Appar. Grit., considers the

word Jeremy a gloss.] And they took See Zech. xi. 12, 13,
of which the evangelist, retaining the substance, gives a para

phrase. Him that was valued, whom they . . . did value

Most forcible words. Children of Israel The chief priests
did their utmost to estrange Christ from the children of

Israel.

10. (They) Gave In Zech., I gave; which hence has been
introduced by some into Matthew

;
a course approved by

Gebhardi on Zech. xi. 13. But the reading here is in the

plural ; any difference between the sense of Matthew and
Zechariah being done away with by the clause as the Lord

appointed me. Comp. Sept. Ex. xi. 12 Appointed Lk..

commanded ; to write or to say.

11. The king Before Caiaphas Jesus avowed that he was
the Christ

;
before Pilate, that he was a king. Thou sayest

A public and sacred declaration. Comp. 1 Tim. iv. 13.

Jesus proves his subsequent silence to have arisen from no

deficiency of boldness
; Pilate, he answers directly ; Caiaphas,

only after having been adjured ;
for he had long before

taught the Jews (that he was the Christ). Mark and Luke
also mention this answer, thou sayest ; which evidently forms
a summary of all that John records* as spoken by our Lord to

Pilate. John xviii. 34, 36, 37.

12. [The silence of Jesus in reply to accusers who brought
forward nothing new, was a confirmation of all he had already
said. Harm. ]

13. .Then Pilate at first, as befitted a judge, acted with
moderation. Hearest thou not A separate question. Comp.
Mark xv. 4.

14. Never a ivord So far as concerned giving an answer to

the Jews inquiries as to his kingdom; for he afterwards re

plied to Pilate touching another point. Insomuch that For
no one is likely to keep silent when his life is at stake

;

especially if he have once begun to speak.
15. At thai feast Thepassover; this custom was a me-
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morial of the deliverance from Egypt. Was wont Even

political customs subserve the purposes of God s providence.
A Lit., one; not two at once.

16. Notable A well-known thief, notable for outrageous
crime [and, even in a higher degree, for the same crime of

which they accused Jesus.] And yet he was preferred before

Jesus. How great contempt ! And shortly afterwards, in

the ignominy attending his execution, he was made more pro
minent than other two thieves. [And yet by the death of

this identical Just One, those who have incurred death are

delivered. Harm.] Called Who had given occasion to much
talk. It may be that Barabbas long survived as a memorial
of the history of Jesus. The word Barabbas means son of his

parent; one desired, beloved, of his parent ; spoiled by over

indulgence. [A few manuscripts read Jesus Barabbas; here,
and ver. 17; and Mey. and De W., after JEwald and Fritsche,

adopt it. So first two editions of Tisch., who, however, now
omits Jesus; with overwhelming authorities. So Alf.~\

17. Christ Therefore Jesus had been already very often

spoken of by this name.

18. For envy They envied him, because the people had
flocked to him.

19. When he was set In the very despatch of urgent busi

ness. Extraordinary announcements at such times should not

be disregarded. Judgment seat The dream had produced a

strong impression ;
and was better understood by Pilate s wife,

once its fulfilment had begun. Perhaps she had actually
dreamt it while Pilate was engaged in the business. [His wife

Called Procla by tradition
;
canonised in the Grecian Church.

Mey.~\ Saying By this warning a great benefit was offered

to the governor, more than to the Jews, who had received

sufficient warning from other sources. Nothing She sums

up her counsel in this one word
;
as Pilate also should im

mediately have done. V.G.] Just So Pilate also calls him,
ver. 24, with some faint reference to these words of his wife.

20. Persuaded With specious words. Destroy Jesus

That is, demand his destruction.

22. What shall I do Pilate did not expect them to de

mand any very harsh measure
;
but he should not have asked

them, it had been safer for him to have simply dismissed

Jesus. Comp. Acts xviii. 14, 15. [Tisch. omits aurw, unto

him.] Let him be crucified Barabbas had deserved cruci

fixion; therefore they demand that Jesus should be crucified.
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24. Could prevail nothing But why not, Pilate ? It is des

perate, indeed, to prejudge our powers, and say nought avails;

(the literal meaning of the words here translated could avail

nothing. ) Rather Not greater ; he feared an insurrection.

[Washed But by no such ceremony could he wash away the

sin he was committing. V.G.] Saying His declaration was

opposed to fact. [Omit rov dixa/ou read, of this blood. Tisch.,

AlfJ\ See ye to it Pilate uses to the Jews the same words

they had used to Judas. This was a formula of rejection.
See Actsxviii. 15.

25. All This gives a reason for the Jews state of exile in

the present day. Upon us Comp. Deut. xxviii. 18; Ps. Ixix.

24, cix. 17. They say, we will undertake for that. [They
take the guilt upon themselves, without releasing Pilate from
it. It is possible in a single instant to incur a guilt, which
not a lifetime, not eternity itself, can purge away. And some
men hesitate much less than Pilate. F.^.]

26. Scourged After giving sentence.

27. The whole band Even those who were not required to

be, and who had not been, present before. [This was the

climax of our Saviour s abandonment to the sin-burdened

heathen. Harm.]
28. Scarlet role They deride his kingship, as the Jews did

his prophetical dignity ; chap. xxvi. 68. The robe is called

purple, in Mark xv. 17, and John xiv. 2. These words are

sometimes synonymous, sometimes different
;
as in Rev. xvii.

4. The one colour used sometimes to be placed over the

other.

29. King They treated Jesus as a man of unsettled intel

lect, who imagined himself a king.
31. After that After they had mocked him, they took off

also the crown of thorns
; [which ought to be omitted in pic

tures of the crucifixion. V.G.]
32. Cyrenian No Jew nor Roman would carry the burden

of the cross. So there were present persons from Europe,

Asia, and Africa
;
but since then Christ has found men will

ing to bear his cross in the remotest parts of the earth. To
bear Simon is not said to have been unwilling to bear it.

Athanasius well says : Simon, a man, bore the cross, thus

showing to all, that it was not for himself, but for mankind,
that Christ was undergoing death. [Perhaps Simon became
a Christian in consequence of this. Comp. Mark xv. 21.

Key., Ols.]
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33. Of a skull A hill so named from its shape. [Not, I

imagine, from the skulls of slain malefactors lying about. For

Golgotha means the place of a skull, in the singular, not of

skulls. Harm.]
34:. Vinegar Mark xv. 23 says, wine mingled with myrrh

It was a liquor combining the taste of sweet wine and acid

vinegar, (comp. note on ver. 48); it was mixed with myrrh,

according to custom, and with gall, out of wantonness. Would
not drink For it was fitting that that should be postponed
to the end of his Passion, John xix. 30. And Jesus evidently
desired to retain his faculties undisturbed till death.

35. [Crucified Christ, for our blessing, was made a curse.

Who could dare to say so, had not an apostle declared it ?

Gal. iii. Consider also Gen. iii. 6
;
John iii. 14

;
1 Pet. ii.

24. Harm. Parted his garments The poorest man dies with

some clothing on, Jesus with none
;
and his garments fall, not

to his friends, but to the soldiers who crucified him. Harm.]
36. Watched Comp. ver. 65. [The crucifixion and part

ing of garments took place about the third hour. Therefore

when the tumult was mostly over, there was time enough for

those who were watching to think over the whole matter;
and finally those prodigies occurred which taught them to

alter their opinions ;
ver. 54. Harm.]

37. Is Beyond question. This title probably remained

longer on the cross than the body of Jesus.

38. [Two thieves As Matthew and Luke make such late

mention of the crucifixion of the thieves, we may infer that of

Jesus to have been regarded as the principal matter by Pilate

and his subordinates. Harm.]
39. Passed

l&amp;gt;y Many disdained even to stop on their way.

Wagging A question of distrust. [Rather of malicious

triumph. Comp. Ps. xxii. 7. Mey.~\
40. Saying Seven distinct scoffs of adversaries may be

enumerated. [The most atrocious robber is seldom mocked
while undergoing execution

;
but Jews and Gentiles, chiefs

and populace, both by word and writing, cruelly mocked the

Son of God while hanging on the cross. Harm.] Three Of
which this was the first. Save First they mock at the name
of Jesus (Saviour) ;

then that of Son of God; then that of

king ; ver. 42, 43. They also deride his words; ver. 40. The
Son Chap. iv. 3.

41. Likewise Now the leaders in a strange chorus imitate

the populace, whom they surpass in bitterness. [Ordinarily
VOL. I. T
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people of this sort are slow to exhibit publicly their inward

feelings. V.G.]
42. [Omit si, if. Read He is the King. Tisch.] Will be

lieve His completing his work, and not coming down from
the cross, is the very reason why we believe.

43. Trusted Comp. the end of this verse. For he said
We may either suppose these words uttered by the passers by,
or added by the evangelist, by way of explanation. See Ps.

xxii. 8. Sept.
44. Thieves Some imagine the plural number used here

instead of the singular by synecdoche (taking the whole for a

part), and that the penitent thief is not meant
; but such a

figure of speech would hardly be suited to so dreadful a nar
ration. Nor are examples wanting of men who, while endur

ing slow agonies, have first blasphemed, and afterwards been
converted.

45. All the land The whole world is meant; for the sun
itself was eclipsed. Until Three hours full of mystery.
With this period of abandonment and gloom, the eighth Psalm

(the 3d verse of which omits any mention of the sun) may
fitly be compared.

46. And about From this connexion we may infer that

the eclipse of the sun (at the full moon) signified rather the

abandonment of Jesus, than the malice of his enemies; that it

lasted through those three hours, and that at its close, Jesus
uttered this exclamation. Luke, in chap, xxiii. 45, without

mentioning the abandonment, combines together the eclipse
and the rending of the veil. When the abandonment was

ended, the Holy of Holies immediately lay open to the Medi
ator. [Ninth hour Some have imagined that Pilate s final

sentence was given at midday, and that the hour leading to

execution was delayed so long as to bring his crucifixion to

the hour of the evening sacrifice
;

it was at that hour, however,
that our Lord s death took place, after he had been hanging
for six hours on the cross. Harm.] Cried Both this cry,

repeated in ver. 50, and the silence which preceded it, are

points of great importance. My God Elsewhere he used to

say Father; now, as if further off from him, he says, My God!
Yet he repeats this address twice, showing in the word my his

confidence, resignation, and patience. Christ was
&quot;p^,

the

servant of the Lord. Yet he addresses him as God, not a

Master. Comp. Ps. xxii. 1. Sept. My God, my God, protect
me/ Why hast thou forsaken me it The meaning of which is
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evident from what follows. He not only declares himself to

be given up by God to the will of men, but also at God s

hands to have undergone somewhat unutterable. [There was
also doubtless, in our Lord s quoting the 22d Psalm on this

awful occasion, a special purpose of drawing the attention of

bystanders to the marvellous fulfilment of the prophecies con

tained in that psalm, which was being accomplished before their

very eyes. Ed.~\ Why Jesus knew why, and had prepared
himself for all things; and yet the question implies that the

Son would not have had to endure such an abandonment on
his own account, but that it occurred for some new reason,
and for a brief space ;

which having elapsed, his desire towards
the Father should be again gratified. Hast thou forsaken
Past tense. In that very moment the abandonment ended, as

the Passion itself did immediately after. In the midst, and
at the height of the abandonment, he had been silent. The
abandonment is the only thing whereof he complains.

47. Elias It is an impious thing to distort sacred words,
utterances, and prayers.

48. Vinegar The soldiers themselves were accustomed to

drink vinegar, as Gataker says.
49. The rest Of those present, as contra-distinguished

from those mentioned in ver. 47. Said After the terrible

darkness they return to their scoffing. Let be They say
that their comrade s aid is needless, as Jesus has called

Elias.

50. Had cried This was a voluntary surrender of life.

The torture of the crucifixion inflicted on him by man did
not terminate his life. See Mark xv. 44

;
and yet they are

rightly said to have slain him, having done all in their power
to effect that purpose. Gave up the ghost The sacred re

cord mentions the death of Jesus Christ in few words ;
the

discourses and epistles of the apostles set forth its results at

length. As Macarius says, the gospel supplies the wool,
whereof the apostles have woven the robe. Our Lord is no
where said to have fallen asleep (comp. ver. 52), but always
to have died, thus showing the truth, the importance, the

briefness, and the efficacy of his death. [By that death God
was reconciled. Truly a blessed moment. V.G.]

51. Was rent Therefore the entrance into the holy place
was thrown open. The earth The whole world, (see ver.

45), but particularly Jerusalem and the land of Israel. [This

earthquake was the opening of the tombs ; ver. 52, the sym-
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bolic declaration that the death which had happened had
broken the bands of death for ever. AlfJ]

52. Saints ivhich slept The name saints (holy ones) ap
plies equally to the living and the dead

;
but in speaking of

the dead, the words which slept are added. And such saints

are measured, not by man s, but by God s standard. Those
who arose on this occasion were persons who had died before

or shortly after the birth of our Lord (see note on John xi.

25), and doubtless out of every tribe. The ancients appear
to have considered Job to have been one of these

;
for Theo-

dotion and the Sept. add at the end of the book of Job,
&quot; But

it is written that he shall rise again with those whom the

Lord raises.&quot;

53. And came out The saints, whose bodies were awak
ened, with solemn pomp. After his resurrection The blend

ing of the cognate words in the Greek, eyegeiv, resurrection,
and fyioQi}, arose (the former of which only occurs in this one

passage of the New Testament), accords admirably with the

facts. And yet this clause, after his resurrection, is placed
between the issuing of the saints from their tombs and their

entrance into the city. Immediately upon the death of Christ,
the veil was rent, the earth shaken, and the rocks rent

; and
with these portents Matthew has interwoven the others.

Whence we may gather that from the death till the resurrec

tion of our Lord one continuous tumult took place, which
first moved the living, ver. 54, and then the dead. No
noticeable interval of time can be fixed between the awaken

ing of the dead, and their coming forth from their graves.
Christ was the first to rise from the dead, never to die again ;

but he had companions in his rising. The resurrection of the

saints [as well as their leaving their graves, &c. EdJ] was sub

sequent to the resurrection of our Lord
;
but the leaving of

the graves by the saints, and their entrance into the city, is

specially stated to have been subsequent to our Lord s resur

rection, because the many persons to whom those risen saints

appeared, though aware of their resurrection and entrance,
had not seen when their actual resurrection took place. The
silence of Paul, in 1 Cor. xv. 23, does not bear out the de

duction drawn from it by Artemonius, that the bodies of the

saints issued from the graves without their souls
;
and that

their souls afterwards ascended without their bodies. Ap
peared Either singly or collectively, to individuals or to

numbers. An example of real apparition.
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54. Watching In their turns. Truly The opposite of

this appears in vers. 40, 43. The Son of God Which Jesus

had declared himself to be
;
and they recognise the truth of

his statement by the signs which appeared. [Thus it is good
to be near the cross. $.]

55. From Galilee Reference is here made to the journey
from Galilee to Jerusalem, recorded in Luke ix. 51. In so

short a time, how much these women, as well as the apostles,
must have seen and heard ! They (the women) already are

making amends for the desertion of the apostles. Harm.

[They were true to Jesus both in his life and death. There

fore no part of the gospel narrative was without eye-wit
nesses. V.GJ\

56. The mother of James and Joses At the time of

Matthew s writing, the sons were better known than she
;
and

therefore she is named from her relationship to them.

57. Who also As well as the pious women. Was Jesus

disciple And zealous in winning disciples.

58. Pegged Otherwise the praetor exercised great power
over the disposal of the bodies of persons executed. (Comp.
gave, Mark xv. 45.) Joseph probably asked the body of Jesus

to prevent its being laid in the public burial-place of male

factors. Buxtorf. The body All the evangelists used the

word body in speaking of our Lord when dead
;

the term

corpse seemed unbecoming to them
;
so consistent is the style

of the inspired scripture, which, notwithstanding, human com
mentators have not always followed. To be delivered Lit.,

restored The Jews had given him up ; Joseph, the counsellor,

received him back, as it were, in his public capacity, and, in

concert with Nicodemus, restored him to the Jews. Comp.
John xix. 40.

59. A clean linen cloth Which had not previously covered

the body of Jesus. Already honour began to be paid him.

See 1 Cor. xv. 4. Joseph was an honourable counsellor ; see

Mark xv. 43. It was not permitted to wrap the dead in any
more costly fabric.

60. His own Jesus Christ, the Prince of life, had not a

tomb of his own. New Which had been tainted by no cor

ruption. This also prevented its being supposed that one of

the old saints had risen instead of Christ, or had enabled him
to rise again. To the door The sepulchre was not a mere

grave, but a vault. Departed Little expecting what would

shortly occur.
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61. [The other See ver. 56. 7.G.] Sitting Their lin

gering was holy and blessed.

62. The next day A periphrastic mention of the Sabbath

(comp. chap, xxviii. 1), used, for some good reason, by
Matthew ; perhaps because he no longer liked to call the

Jewish Sabbath by that name. [Or rather because the pre

paration had been made the most important day, by Christ s

death. This Sabbath was a day of grave-rest to Jesus, of rest

to his friends, but not so to his foes. Ols.] And Pharisees

These had taken no part in the actual trial of Christ (chap. xxvi.

3, 57), but had not been altogether inactive (John xviii. 3).

It may be that there were Pharisees among the Scribes and

Elders, or that these Pharisees did much out of individual

zeal, which they were not called upon to do.

63. Sir This address was servile on their parts ; they had
not previously used it. That They already wished [the
name of, Ed.] Jesus to be blotted from all remembrance.

[Nor do we find that the chiefs of the people ever called Jesus

by his own name. F.6r.] / will rise Lit., / am raised
[or,

middle voice, / raise myself. EdJ]
64. Be made sure They unconsciously help to establish

the truth. No human precautions can hinder God
;

see

Acts v. 23
;
xvi. 23. [Omit tvxrog, by nigJit. Tisch.] Unto

the people The Pharisees never dreamt of believing them
selves

; they fancied they would hinder the people from doing
so. The last Comp. 2 Sam. xiil 16. Shall be And in

fact the latter victory of truth spread further than the first.

65. Ye have, &c. Pilate readily grants a guard, and, ap

parently with indignation, quickly dismisses the calumniators.

Comp. chap, xxviii. 11-13.

66. Made . . . sure This was the whole process, whereof

the sealing the stone and setting a watch formed parts.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

1. In the end That is, when the Sabbath was over.

Comp. Mark xvi. 1. [So De W., Ols. But it rather means

here, literally, late in the Sabbath, that is, at its close ; though

by strict Jewish reckoning it ended the evening before. Mey.,
A If.]

Now with the new week very different events begin.

Of the Sabbath The Greek lit. is of the Sabbaths ; the Vul

gate and other versions read, of the Sabbath. Daivn Jesus

rose immediately the period of his death expired. The first
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day The first full day of the week. The first day Lad begun
the night before

;
but now the day, as contradistinguished

from the night, had begun to dawn. The first striking men
tion of the Lord s day is combined with that of the Lord s

resurrection. For the Greek expression v\ piot, the first, lit.,

the one, see Mark xvi. 2
;
Luke xxiv. 1; John xx. 1, 19;

Acts xx. 7. The article is omitted in 1 Cor. xvi. 2. Came
It was not the next of kin who generally discharged such

offices : therefore the absence of the Lord s mother is not re

markable.

2. [Omit axo tr^t; Qvgac, from the door. Tisch., Alf.~\
Door

Of the sepulchre. It was not fitting that the door should

remain closed. Sat The angel with his companion after

wards stood ; see Luke xxiv. 4. Upon it Upon the stone,

so that no one could roll it back.

3. White Before this occasion heavenly messengers are

not stated to have been thus apparelled ;
but they appeared

so afterwards ;
see Acts i. 10

;
x. 30. [Their garb was suited

to their tidings. Harm.]
4. As dead men Not even military boldness can endure

celestial power.
5. Fear not These prefatory words moderate the fear

which any glorious appearance awakens in the heart, gives
the assurance of safety, and conciliates the attention. Fear not

ye, though the soldiers are left to their fear. / knoiv Thus
the angel impresses his words on their hearts.

6. He is not here The clauses of this verse are most

appropriate. The Lord A glorious title. [Tisch. omits o

xvztog, the Lord. Alf. retains
it.]

1, Tell The apostles especially should have believed with

out seeing; and therefore the message is sent them by the

women, and thus their faith is tested. [The women, however,
were highly honoured in being the first to whom the Lord

appeared after his resurrection. V.G. Is risen To confirm

the faith of believers; and as a transition from their sensible

communion with the visible Christ to spiritual fellowship with

the invisible. But this manifestation was only for believers.

Comp. Luke xvi. 31. Neand.] The message sent to the dis

ciples extends to shall ye see him. Comp. ver. 10. There

Yet the gracious Saviour showed himself to them still earlier.

His appearance in Galilee was very solemn and public; see

ver. 10, 16; and had been promised before the Lord s death.

S. Fear and great joy. [Fear at the strange things they
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had seen; great joy at the good tidings they had heard.

Euthym. in MeyJ\ In spiritual matters these feelings can coexist.

9. [Omit and as they went to tell his disciples. Tisch., Alf.~\

Behold An elegant mode of expressing something sudden
and unexpected. Jesus A further revelation is vouchsafed

to the obedient. [Met The evangelists never say came, went,
and the like, of the risen Lord. StierJ] All hail An ordi

nary salutation, but used in a high sense by our Lord. Wor

shipped kirn Before his Passion, he had been rather worshipped

by strangers than by disciples.

10. My brethren See note on John xx. 17.

11. Some The rest went elsewhere; certainly not to the

priests. All these things Whence they gathered that Jesus

was risen.

12. Large money Lit., money enough, which must have
been large to corrupt the lloman soldiers, who lied at their

utmost peril. [The love of gold had more effect on them than

their terror; ver. 4. V.GJ]
13. Say ye The priests cast a great stumbling-block in

the way of the soldiers, and sinned most deeply before God.
His disciples, etc. An example of Jewish perfidy and calumny.

By night They teach them how to lie speciously.
14. If- How toilsome is the war which falsehood has to

wage against truth !

15. Is commonly reported There are many such things

whereby the unhappy Jews prove a hindrance to themselves.

[And what signal injuries even a single evil speech sometimes

begets. V.Gr. The deliberate assertion of the prevalence of

this report at the time of the evangelist s writing, when he

might have been easily contradicted, is a powerful testimony
to the truth. Ed.]

16. [Into Galilee This appearance, which our Lord had

promised before his Passion, was the most solemn of all.

There is good reason to suppose that this was the occasion

when he appeared to more than five hundred brethren at once.

1 Cor. xv. 6. For he appears to Paul after his ascension;
but the remaining apostles (ver. 7) had no longer need of such

an appearance. Even after the ascension, the number of the

disciples at Jerusalem were only 120, (Acts i. 15), but there

were many more in Galilee. Harm.]
17. But some Of the twelve. Pentecost removed any

doubts which these may have continued to entertain. In

proportion to their slowness in believing, became afterwards
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the value of their testimony for the truth. Leo says,
&quot;

They
doubted, to prevent our doubting.&quot;

18. Came By that very act infusing faith into the doubters.

AH [What a greeting was this ! Stier.]
This is the reason

why Jesus sends his disciples into all the world, why all the

world should worship him, and why he commands to baptize

all men. [For man s salvation, to convert him on earth, and

to lead him to heaven. V.G.] See Eph. iv. 10. Is given

unto me Especially when risen, and about to ascend. This

passage is a summary of what our Lord afterwards declared

more fully in the Kevelation. See Kev. i. 13-18, on his omni

potence, and continual presence with his people. In heaven

and in earth See chap. ix. 6; xvi. 1. Hitherto he had been

on earth
;
now he ascends into heaven

;
thus fulfilling all

things. See Eph. iv. 9, 10. [For the time, after bowing his

head on the cross, and lifting it up again, he walks with but

his feet on earth, his head is already on high. Stier.
]

19. [Omit ovv, therefore, Tisch., A
If.] Go ye therefore

This command to them to set forth presupposes their duty of

waiting for the Comforter. Luke xxiv. 49. It forms a sum

mary of the Acts, which may in this respect be profitably com

pared with the Gospels, a summary of which is expressed by
the words, all things whatsoever I have commanded you. Teach

Lit., make disciples, which includes both the teaching and

baptizing mentioned in this passage. Comp. John iv. 1.

\All nations Beginning at Jerusalem, Luke xxiv. 47. Yet

Israel is divested of his prerogative, is not even named, but is

now included among the nations, the Gentiles of the earth.

Stier.] Them The nations. The Greek word is in the mascu

line gender, while nations is in the neuter. The sense is, the

persons who constitute the nations. Comp. chap. xxv. 32. The

Jews, already by circumcision members of God s covenant,

were to be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ, and to receive

the gift of the Holy Ghost (Acts ii. 38); but these words of

institution declare that the Gentiles are to be baptized in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost ;

they having been altogether alienated from God. See note on

Eph. iii. 6, and comp. note on Acts xi. 21. The Gentiles

mentioned in Acts x., were neither altogether ignorant of, nor

altogether alienated from, God. The Jews, once they acknow

ledged Jesus Christ as the Son of God, could not but acknow

ledge also the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the Spirit

of the Son. In the name This form of baptism is most
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solemn and important. It summarises our religion. [Of this

we may well say that all the ancient Christian creeds are

paraphrases. In the actual baptism of Jesus, both Father,

Sou, and Holy Spirit manifested themselves. V.G.] After

the resurrection of Christ, the mystery of the Holy Trinity,
and the relation of its persons to each other, and to us, was
most clearly revealed. See note on Rom. viii. 9. And we
have less cause to wonder at the Holy Trinity being so seldom
mentioned in the New Testament, when we remember that it

is so closely conjoined with baptism.
20. Them The disciples were taught, in order that they

might teach others. To observe To keep, as becomes those

who are baptized ; by the power of faith, not as a mere legal

duty. John often uses such language. This verb must be

well noted, from its use in so important a passage. I have

commanded See Matt. v.
;
John xv., etc. With you Even

when ye shall be dispersed through the whole world. This

promise applies also to the whole Church, as appears from the

words even to the end of the world. Always Lit., all the

days; an abiding and most perfect presence ;
see Mark xvi.

17, 19, 20. [Thus the Church of Christ can never die out.

V.G.] Even unto For then we shall be with the Lord.

Therefore, reader, give thyself to him, and abide in him. So
shall it be well with thee in time and in eternity. F.Cr.]



THE

GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MARK.

CHAPTER I.

1. The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of

God Mark corresponds in great part with Matthew, or with

Luke. Hence also a synopsis of his Gospel will partly cor

respond with that of either of them. In his Gospel are set

forth :

I. The beginning of the Gospel.

1. John prepares the way, .... Cn. i.

2. He baptizes Jesus, who is proclaimed the SON OF

GOD, ....
3. Satan tempts Jesus : angels minister to him, . 12, 13

II. The Gospel itself.

1. In Galilee. Here three periods are to be noted :

A. After John was cast into prison,
a. In general :

a. Place and subject of Christ s preaching,

/3. Call of the chief apostles,

a Specially:
a. Acts not blamed by adversaries.

1. He teaches with power,
2. He delivers one possessed,
3. He cures Peter s mother-in-law am

many sick,

4. He prays,
5. He teaches everywhere,
6. He cleanses the leper,

)3.
Acts found fault with. To which class

belong :

1. The paralytic, . .

2. The call of Levi, and eating with pub
licans and sinners, .

3. The question as to fasting answered,

14

14, 15

16-20

21, 22
23-23

29-34
35

36-39
40-45

ii. 1-12

13-17
18-22
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4. The ears of corn plucked, . . ii 23-28
5. The withered hand restored, and plots

of adversaries, . . . iii. 1-0

7. The Lord withdraws
;
his acts :

1. At the sea, .... 7-12
2. On the mountain where the twelve

apostles were called, . . 13-19
3. In the house; where having refuted

the atrocious blaspheinies of the

Scribes, he corrects an inquiry of his

followers, . . 20, 21; 22, etc.; 31-35
4. From the ship, to the people; and

apart to his disciples, iv. 1, etc.
; 10, etc.

; 26, etc.

5. On the sea, and beyond the sea, 35-41, v. 1-20
6. This side the sea again : Jairus and

the woman with the issue of blood, 21-43
7. Nazarenes offended, . . vi. 1-6
8. The sending forth of the apostles, . 7-13

B. After the death of John : . 14
1. Herod hears of Jesus, and thinks him to be

John, whom he had killed, risen again, . 14-29
2. The withdrawal of our Lord with his

apostles on their return, . . . 30, 31

3. Zeal of the people : compassion of the Lord :

five thousand filled, . . 31, 32; 33-44

^
4. Voyage by sea, . . 45-52
5. In the land of Gennesaret he heals many, 53-56

and teaches what defiles and what does

not, . . vii. 1, etc.; 14, etc.; 17, etc.

6. On the borders of Tyre and Sidon an evil

spirit is cast out,.... 24-30
7. At the sea of Galilee he cures one deaf and

dumb : he feeds four thousand, 31-37, viii. 1-9
8. Comes to Dalmanutha, and answers as to a

sign from heaven, . . . 1013
9. In the ship, he warns against the leaven of

Pharisaic doctrine, . . 1 1-21

10. At Bethsaida he heals a blind man, . 2:2-26

C. After his being acknowledged as the Son of

God.
1. CHRIST confessed by Peter, imposes silence

on the disciples, and foretells his Pas
sion : reproves Peter : requires them to

follow him, . . . .27, ix. 1

2. Six days after, he is transfigured ; explains
his silence

;
heals a lunatic; again fore

tells his Passion,.... 2-32
3. Teaches the disciples modesty, firmness,

and concord, ... 33, &c. ; 38-50
2. In Judea :

a. In the borders, . . . x. 1

1. He treats of divorce, . . 2, &c.; 10, &c.

2. Of little children, . . . . 13-16
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3. Of obtaining life, and the hindrance caused
by riches, . . x. 17, &c.; 23, &c.

; 28, &c.
/?. On the way to the city :

1. He foretells his Passion a third time, . 32-34
2. Answers James and John, and corrects

the ten others, ... 35, &c.
; 41-45

7. To Jericho; he gives Bartimeus sight, . 46-52
6. At Jerusalem : . xi. 1

a. Eoyal entry, ... 2-11
6. Next day, the fig-tree cursed, . . 12-14

The temple cleansed, . . . 15-19
* Next day :

1. Near the withered fig-tree, he com
mends the power of faith, . . 20-26

2. In the temple,
1. The authority of Jesus is vindi

cated, .... 27-33
2. The parable of the vineyard is set.. .

_
3. The question of tribute, . . 13-17
4. Of the resurrection, . . 18-27
5. Of the great commandment, . 28-34
6. Of David s Lord, . . . 35-37
7. The people are warned to beware

of the Scribes, . . . 38-40
8. The widow s mites are praised, . 41-44

3. At the temple, on the Mount of Olives,
he predicts the end of the temple, the

city, and the world, xiii. 1, 2
; 3, &c.

; 14, &c. ;

24, &c.
; 28, &c.

; 33-37
a. iwo DAYS BEFORE THE PASSOVER : the com

pact between the adversaries and the
traitor, ..... xiv&amp;gt; !_n

C. b IRST DAT OF UNLEAVENED BREAD.
1. The two disciples make ready the pass-

over, .... 12-16
2. Evening, the supper, . . 17^ 13

; 22, 23
3. After a hymn, the offence of the dis-

ciples, and Peter s denial, are foretold, 26-31
4. In the garden of Gethsemane,

a. Jesus prays ; rouses the disciples, 32-42
. Is betrayed ; taken : deserted, . 43-52

5. In the hall of the high-priest,
a. Is condemned to death, . . 53-65
p. Denied by Peter, . . 6g_72

/. Friday. Occurrences.
a. In the hall of the governor, xv. 1, 2 : 6, 7 : 16-20
/3. On the way, ... 21
*w. In Golgotha . 90

1. The drink, . . . 23
2. The cross itself, and the parting of

the garments, . 24 25
3. The

inscription, . 26
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4. The two malefactors, . . xv. 27, 28

6. Railings, .... 29-32
6. The three hours darkness; theory

of Jesus
;

scoffs of the by
standers; the drink; the death;
the rending of the veil, . . 33-33

7. The centurion s declaration
;
the

women looking on, . . 39-41
5. Evening, the burial, . . . . 42-47

g. After the Sabbath, the Lord s resurrection

announced,
a. By the angel, .... xvi. 1-18

/3. By himself,
1. To Mary Magdalene, . . 9-11
2. To two as they went into the

country, . . . . 12, 13
3. To the eleven as they sat at meat, 14

III. The
Gospel^

1. Committed by the risen Lord to the apostles, 15-18
2. And confirmed after his ascension, . . 19, 20

In the very word beginning the new dispensation is opened ;

see ver. 15. And therefore the note of time contained in

Luke iii. is shown to be of the utmost importance. In

Malachi, for instance, the title of the book was the burden; here,

the title is the beginning of the gospel. And there is a certain

conciseness in this title ; the beginning of the gospel refers to

John the Baptist, the gospel itself, to the whole book. For
Mark is not speaking of the beginning of his book, but of the

history it records ; comp. ver. 2, as Hosea i. 2
; with which

commencement this closely corresponds, as well as with the

prophetic clause from Malachi : much as the end of Second

Chronicles does with the beginning of Ezra. The immediate

purpose of this evangelist (for such he declares himself to be

by the very title he uses) is to describe the origin, history,

principles, course, and completion of the gospel of Jesus

Christ, the Son of God. See ver. 11
; chap. i. 1, 14, 15

;

viii 35
;

x. 29; xiii. 10; xiv. 9
;

xvi. 15. Hence his fre

quent use of the word gospel; and hence, too, appears the

genuineness of the concluding part of Mark s Gospel (see
note on chap. xvi. 20), and his frequent special mention of

Peter, a prominent preacher of the gospel.
2. As Mark shows from the prophets that the gospel was

so to begin; and this point being established, all the rest

follow ;
the conclusion of this statement is in ver. 4. In the

prophets [Lit., In Isaiah the prophet. Tisch., Alf., Ben&amp;lt;jl\
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Mark first adduces the testimony of Malachi (ver. 2), and then

of Isaiah (ver. 3),
and therefore some read, in the prophets

[as Eng. Ver.], but just as Matthew (chap. xxi. 5) quotes by
name one prophet, Zechariah, while combining part of Isaiah

Ixii. 11 with the quotation; and as Paul (Eom. ix. 27)

quotes Isaiah, while combining part of Hosea ii. 1, with the

quotation ;
so Mark here quotes two prophets, though only

mentioning the name of one. (Though Beza s idea of the

passage from Malachi having crept in from the margin is not

altogether without ground). Isaiah was the fuller and better

known prophet ;
and his testimony, which Mark quotes, used

to be publicly read on the Sabbath-day ;
and Mark, not in

tending to insert below the passage of Malachi, which is ap

propriately referred to by Matthew (xi. 10), and by Luke

(vii. 27), quotes it here parenthetically and by way of supple

menting the passage from Isaiah, which is in fact specially re

ferred to here as in Matthew, Luke, and John. John the

Baptist himself quoted Isaiah, not Malachi, in confirmation of

his mission. [Omit spirgoofev aw, before thee. Tisch., Alf.~\

3. Voice See note on Luke iii. 4. In the wilderness

These words are repeated in the following verse, wherein the

word preach corresponds with the voice of one crying, here.

4. Did baptize Lit., was baptizing. The fulfilment of

the prophecy is now set forth. Preach Lit., ivas preaching.
The baptism of repentance A short way of saying, preach

ing the doctrine and administering the baptism of repentance.
See Luke iii. 3. For Construe with baptism of repentance.

See Acts ii. 38. Remission Apart from Levitical sacrifice.

5. The land of Judea John iii. 22. They of Jerusalem

Dwellers in capital cities are ordinarily slow to run after

new institutions. [Read iravrsg, all, before xa/, and. All

they of Jerusalem, and were baptized. Tisch., AlfJ]
7. There cometh Present tense. One Lit., The One, who

is mightier. Christ is the only one greater, but he is infinitely

greater than John the Baptist. The latchet . . . to unloose

The Greek word signifies thong, strap. John seems, perhaps

unwittingly, to have, in this proverbial expression, made allu

sion to Jesus baptism at his hands
;
as if he said, So far am

I from being worthy to baptize him, that I am unworthy even

to loose his shoe-strings (as preparatory to that
rite). The

shoes, as well as the rest of the clothing, were put off at

baptism.
8. [Omit {J,tv,

indeed. Tisch.~[
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10. [For aflri, from, read Ix, OM o/. ^isc^., ^/&quot;.]
Saw

Jesus did; John also saw it, see John i. 32. Opened Lit.,

rent, or cut open, Gr. axigopevovs, said of something previously
closed. Christ was the first to open heaven. In Matt. iii.

16, the word open (Gr., dvar/siv) is used in a general sense;
but in Acts vii. 56 it occurs in a special sense, in contrast to

rend. See note on Matt, xxvii. 51, 52, for the difference of

the two words. The /Spirit Wherein Jesus was about to

baptize.
11. [For , whom, read

&amp;lt;foi,
fhee. Tisch., A If.]

12. Immediately So, in the sons of God, temptation is

apt to follow closely upon any striking evidences of spiritual

well-being.
13. With the wild beasts An important matter. See Gen.

i. 26. A condition more trying than entire solitude. [Here the

Saviour was remote from angels and from men
;
but not sub

ject to the attacks of wild beasts. If, in his lowest humilia

tion, he exercised that control over the beasts which Adarn had

so early forfeited, how much more shall he do so in his glori

fied state! See Ps. viii. 8.
F.6r.]

Mark not only sets forth

the narrative of Matthew in a compendious form, but, by
way of supplement, adds also some particulars of consider

able value, not mentioned by Matthew, but calculated to

prove profitable to advanced believers.

14. Put in prison Mark speaks of this as a fact, known to

the reader, either through Matthew or some other source.

[Jesus,,
as John records, had before this more than once visited

the city of Jerusalem; but his public and permanent ministry
in Galilee did not commence till after the imprisonment of

John. F.6r. Omit 7^; /3a&amp;lt;r/Xg/ as, of the kingdom. Tisch., A
If.]

15. [Omit xa/, and, before saying. Tisch.] The time is

fulfilled The time of the kingdom s coming, referred to by
Daniel

;
the time ye have expected. Those who knew that

the time was fulfilled were next door either to welcoming the

true Messiah, (in this passage), or false ones (in Luke xxi. 8).

It was our Lord himself, not John the Baptist, who declared

the time to be fulfilled. Repent ye and believe And so shall

ye be sharers in the gospel.

16. Simon Mark writes in such a way, and with such ful

ness, about Peter, that he easily appears to have written at

that apostle s dictation. [For auroD, his, read, I/,awvo?, Simon s.

Tisch., Alf.] Mark sometimes repeats the name
;
see iii. 17 ;

v. 37 ,
sometimes adds the relative pronoun ;

see ii. 20
;

iiL
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24, 25; xvi. 14; vi. 22. [For /SriXXourag ( ,p/73/.?5&amp;lt;j r06i&amp;gt;, easting

a net, read fi^j&iXXwn;, casting about. Tisch., Alf.]
18. Straightway Blessed are they who follow straightway.
19. [Omit Jxe&g, ^cwce, 2Y*cA., -4^.]
20. The hired servants Whence we may gather that

Zebedee was not a poor man.

21. Straightway Mark delights in this adverb, which he

used with more special fitness in his first and second chapter,
to express the speed with which our Lord approached the

goal, the opportunities presented to him in swift sequence,
and his rapid successes. Our Lord did nothing tardily. The

particle again, of frequent use in Mark, has a similar force.

22. Authority See ver. 27. [Matthew records the same;

chap. vii. 29. Generalities of this sort are recorded by dif

ferent evangelists, in different parts of their narrative. So the

people are compared to sheep without a shepherd, in Matt. ix.

36; and afterwards in Mark vi. 34. In the passage before

us, however, Mark refers to the sermon on the mount, which

proves the healing of Peter s wife s mother (transposed by
Mark) to have taken place after the sermon on the mount,
which is the order observed by Matthew. Harm.

]

23. And [Read vat gi&C^, and straightway. Tisch., Alf]
Mark records in the beginning of his Gospel, how Jesus was

regarded by men and devils. [Neither Mark nor Luke (chap.
iv. 33) follow the exact order of time in this account. Ifarm.]
Cried out Many seem to have been previously unaware that

the man was possessed. The power of such possession wras

very great; the same manifestation being frequently attributed

both to the man and the evil spirit. See chap. iii. 11; ix. 20;
Acts viii. 7.

24. Let us alone Lit., allow; that is, let us speak See
Luke iv. 34, 41. What have we to do with thee? A most
wretched state ! To wish to have nothing to do with Jesus !

[Comp. Rev. vi. 15.] Of Nazareth Doubtless the enemy
had closely noted all the acts of Jesus in his youth at

Nazareth. To destroy Well said ! See 1 John iii. 8. Us
The devils make common cause with one another. [For o7&amp;lt;5,

/ know, read o/dafj,ev, we know, Tisch., Alf., but on slender

authority.] / know He does not say we know. He speaks
of himself, not of others. The evil spirits in those who were

possessed, seem to have had quicker perceptions than others

of who Jesus was. [And quicker than most of those men

among whom he walked. Harm.]
VOL. i. tr
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25. Rebuked So chap. iii. 12. This proves the hidden

excellency of Jesus to be far greater than the Socinians sup

pose. To rebuke belongeth to the Lord. See Jude, ver. 9.

Hold thy peace This did not silence the cry of the unclean

spirit at its going out; but only its utterance of articulate

words, such as those recorded in verse 24.

26. Had torn Enemies who have gained entire possession,

do not voluntarily depart, they must be actually driven out.

27. [Instead of ivhat new doctrine is this ? For with authority
read dida^ xaivri xar* sfyvGiav xai, a new doctrine ivilh

authority. Even the unclean spirits he commandeth, and, etc.

Tisch. ,Alf., Mey.] Doctrine Wherewith these miracles were

conjoined.
28. [Insert Tai/ra/ou, everywhere, before throughout. Tisch.,

Alf.}
29. Forthwith Jesus shunned the noise of notoriety. They

were come Jesus, Simon, and Andrew. With James and

John having abandoned one home, had already various other

ones.

32. Even This shows the assiduity of Jesus. Comp. in

the morning, ver. 35. And Specially.

33. All The sick, those who brought them, and the lookers

on.

34. Suffered So chap. xi. 16. Because They therefore

were about to speak.
35. A great while before day Day and night he watched

for our salvation. This explains also the zeal of the apostles,
and of the multitude, in the following verses. Prayed Espe
cially for the apostles ;

see next verse.

36. Simon, and they that ivere ivith him Simon already
holds the chief place. So Luke viii. 45; ix. 32. He does

not, for instance, say, Thomas, and they that were with him.

37. [Read x/ svoov avrof xai \sywatv, and they found him
and say. Tisch., Alf.~\ When they hadfound him Therefore

he had not told them his destination. [Having passed the

greater number of his years in solitude, he at length appeared
before the world, yet in such a way as most wisely to blend

together secret communion with his heavenly Father, and his

ministrations among men. Harm.] All men And why not

we 1

? Peter says.
38. [Insert aXXa^oD, elseivhere, after go. Tisch., A If.]

Next
The kingdom of God avails itself of all circumstances, times,

and places. Came I forth Jesus first discourses had some-
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tiling of mystery; but he gradually speaks more clearly of

himself. He was afterwards to say,
&quot; / came forth from the

Father.&quot;

39. Preached , . 3 cast out Benefits of two sorts.

41. [Mark takes especial care to note the holy emotions.,
and the very gestures of Jesus. A careful attention to this

feature in his book will be the source of great pleasure. V.G.~\
43. forthwith Lest Jesus should seem to depreciate the

law. Sent him away The healed man was ready to remain
with Jesus, and to be absent from his friends. Adversity
turns our affections from their natural objects to Christ.

45. Wo more Therefore Christ was more ready to preach
in cities, than in places whither the people came out.

CHAPTER II.

1. Again Comp. chap. i. 21, 29. [It is one and the same
return to Capernaum which Mark here mentions as following
the healing of the leper, and Matthew (chap. ix. 1), as follow

ing the return from the region of the Gergesenes; and it is

the same man, sick of the palsy, whom Mark and Luke describe

after Matthew. Harm.
]

2. Not so much as Not only the house, but the court, was
unable to contain them.

3. Of four Therefore he was grown up; but not old.

Comp. son, ver. 5.

4. They uncovered the roof Out of kindness, without doing
injury. [So doth faith find its way to Christ through all diffi

culties. V.G.] We may suppose this to have rather been a

cottage than a large house. Broken it up The ceiling under
neath the tiles, so as to make a sufficient opening. The throng
ing of the people had caused considerable delay.

5. faith In activity.
7. [Read r/ o5ro; cura/s \a\s7; PXaapyj.u.e/, why does this man

thus speak? He blasphemeth. Tisch., Alf.]
8. In his spirit The prophets had their knowledge in the

Spirit of God, not in their own spirit ; Christ had his in his

own Spirit, which is omniscient and divine. Comp. chap. viii.

12. But the Holy Spirit is not called Christ s Spirit before

the great day of Pentecost. Acts ii. Therefore we must un
derstand by the Spirit of Jesus, his divine nature dwelling in

human nature. [For eivev, said, read Xsys/, saith* Tisch.\ Why
Alluding to their why, ver. 7.
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9. [For ffoi read ffou. Thy sins are forgiven. Also omit

xa/, and, before take. Tisch., Alf. On ver. 9, etc., see Matt.

ix. 5, etc.]

11. [Omit xa/, and, before take. Tisch.]
12. Read and he rose and immediately. Tisch.]
13. Again See chap. i. 16. Mey.~\
14. [Levi Called also Matthew. V.G.] CustomBy the

sea; see ver. 13.

15. For there were many The evangelist gives his reason

for having mentioned Jesus and his disciples, for they were

many.
16. [Read thrice sinners and publicans. Also omit n

,
how

is it. Tisch., Alf.] How is it that So the Sept. Judges xi.

7. [ffow is it that he is crucified between thieves ? they will

one day say. He who has not charity can never comprehend
its infinite condescension. Q.]

17. [Omit e/j fttrdvoiav, to repentance. Tisch., Alf.]
18. [For ruv

&amp;lt;3?aoiffa!uv, of the Pharisees, read
&amp;lt;bu.oi(&amp;gt;a7oi,

the

Pharisees. Also insert /uo&Tjra/, the disciples, before the second

of the Pharisees. Tisch., Alf] Fasting This seems to signify
both their custom and their actualpractice at the time. Comp.
note on Matt. ix. 14.

19. [Bridegroom Jesus; those who know him can never

know a glad day without him, or a sad day with him. V.G.]
20. The days will come This is the first intimation of the

Passion. [For in those days, \v s%sivat$ raTg qpspcu:, read in

that day. Tisch., Alf.] In those days Lit., in that day, as

the Gothic version also reads. The plural used by some, is

taken from Luke. There is but one day in which the bride

groom is taken, though the days of his absence may be many.
The days will come (in one of which) the bridegroom shall be

taken away, and then shall they fast in that day (specially).

Comp. Luke xvii. 22, the days will come, and ver. 31, in that

day, where the latter expression in the singular refers to the

former in the plural.

21. [Omit xa/, also. Here there is much variation. Read
ahst TO cX^PW/xa d-/r ayroD rb xa?i&amp;gt;oi&amp;gt; roy cra/ia/oS, xaf; the fill

ing up takes away from it, the new from the old, and Tisch.,

and, (except in the order of words), Hey., Alf.]
22. [Omit o KSOC, neiv, after else the. Also for sx^sTrai,

is spilled, read afltfXXura/, is lost, and omit aKoXouvrai, will be

marred. Also omit but new wine must be put into new bottles.

Tisch., Alf.]
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23. [Literally, to make a way, by plucking the ears of corn.

And so Mey. interprets.]
26. [Omit rw before avisosa;, so as to read in the high

priesthood oi Abiathar. Tisch., Alf., etc.] Abiathar Ahime-
lech was the priest who gave the show-bread to David. But he

was slain for doing so, and his son Abiathar succeeded him;
and the subsequent priesthood of Abiathar, and kingdom of

David, were contemporaneous. The succession of the priest
hood was perfectly well known to the Jews

;
and therefore the

days of David are referred to as those of the priest then in

office
; and, indeed, the evangelist rather cites Abiathar than

Ahimelech, inasmuch as it was in the time of the former that

the circumstance referred to was recorded. Comp. Ivr/, about,
Matt. i. 11. On the seventh day, Gen. ii. 2; and in (that is,

shortly before) the days of Peleg the earth was divided, Gen. x.

25, are cases in point.
27. He said Resuming his discourse. Comp. chap. iv. 21,

24, 26, 30; vii. 20; ix. 1; Lukeiv. 24; v. 36; vi. 5; xv. 11;
John i. 52. For A general principle. Almost exactly
similar is the expression in 2 Mace. v. 19; the Lord did not

choose the nation for the place, but the place for the nation.

Was made The origin and purpose of everything should be

considered. The blessing of the Sabbath (Gen. ii. 3), had
reference to man.

28. Therefore The simpler sense of this remarkable ex

pression is, Whatever right over the Sabbath any man has, I

also have. The higher sense, however, and the more recondite,

considering the time in which it was uttered, is, The Sabbath
was instituted for man s physical and spiritual welfare. This

welfare the Son of man should promote ; and to that end he
has power over all things, and expressly over the Sabbath, as

made for man; therefore to that end he controlled the entire

use of the Sabbath.

CHAPTER III.

1. Again On another Sabbath. [A week before the feast

of the Passover. Harm.] Luke vi. 6. [Into the synagogue
How much wickedness is brought into and perpetrated in reli

gious assemblies! V.G.~\ Withered The force of the Greek

participle here, (perf. pass.), shows that this was not a con

genital defect, but must have arisen from disease or injury.
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2. Watched Suspiciously and privily. They had heard

his sound doctrine as to the Sabbath the week before.

3. Saith So that the wretched condition of the sufferer

might move them all the more. Stand forth A short way of

saying, Arise and go forth into the midst.

4. Or To save is to destroy. Here is a direct contrast.

To do good, is a part; to save life, the whole. And so in their

contraries. Life The life of a man
;
and by the same rule,

his hand. Held their peace See Luke xiv. 3. They had

nothing to say.

5. Looked round Christ s looks teach us many things. See

ver. 34, [and comp. chap. x. 21, 27.] Grieved The Pharisees

grieved from malice; Jesus from holy love for individual men.

With just grief, just anger is combined. See note on ver. 2.

Hardness The condition of the heart it is which makes the

acknowledgment of the truth and its consequences difficult or

easy. The word translated hardness, means something destruc

tive to the senses, either of sight or touch. It is blindness,

not to see
;
and hardness not to perceive. See John xii 40.

[Omit vyr/ig wj 57 a?vX?j, whole as the other. Tisch., Alf.~\

6. Straightway Their hatred increased. Comp. ver. 2.

Herodians Though these cared but little for the Sabbath.

Either by the permission or command of Herod, they were

desirous of putting Jesus to death.

7. Withdrew himself From their plots, but not in fear, or

to any great distance. He went to the sea. [Omit avrti,

him. Tisch., A If.]

7. 8. Multitude There were two multitudes : one followed

him from Galilee; the other, from most remote directions, came

now to Jesus for the first time. The latter was the larger, as

appears from the word great in the Greek being placed after,

rather than before the word multitude, which it precedes in

ver. 7.

8. Idumea Therefore Esau was not altogether hated;

[Rom. ix. 13. Ed.~\ They about Tyre and Sidon Israelites

who inhabited that neighbourhood.
9. Wait on him Not on that one occasion only. Lest

He provides for due convenience.

10. Pressed upon Or rushed upon. This shows our Lord s

wonderful patience and kindness.

11. When That is, whensoever. Comp. whithersoever, chap,
vi. 56.
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12. Make him known For neither was that the right time,
nor were they the right heralds.

13. Into a mountain Apart. Whom he would His au

thority was free and supreme. His will was one with the

Father s. [The persons mentioned here were partly the twelve

whom he chose
; partly others, such, for instance, as Joseph

and Matthias. See Acts i. 23. V.G.] They came Leaving

everything.
14. Tivelve The marks of an apostle then are these: a

direct call, a sustained intercourse with Christ, personal obser

vation (of him), preaching everywhere, and the gift of miracles.

15. [Omit fcya.&amp;lt;7revuv rd; vonovz xai, to heal sicknesses and.

Tisch.,Alf.]
16. Surnamed The conferring of a surname is a mark of

authority. A joint one was given to James and John, ver. 17,
but Peter received his first, in preference to all others. So in

the list of the spies who entered the promised land, Joshua is

said to have received that name, instead of his former one

Hoshea. Num. xiii. 4, 16.

17. Surnamed Lit., added names; this plural signifies that

the name applied to each separately. [This is, however, the

only mention made of this surname
;
that of Peter constantly

recurs. V.GJ] Boanerges Bengel here quotes an opinion,
that &quot; without doubt our Lord here alludes to the two scribes

who sat in the Sanhedrim, one on the right, and the other on
the left; the office of one of whom was to collect the votes for

acquittal of the other, those for condemnation
;
and he thus

applies the judicial forms of the Sanhedrim to his own king
dom.&quot; Sons of thunder A glorious appellation. Thunder in

Scripture conveys the idea of something partly awful and

partly glad. So, too, the gospel terrifies the world, while it

brings joy and blessing to the righteous. John in all his

gentleness yet possessed a hidden power of thunder
; especially

in his testimony to the Godhead of Jesus Christ. Comp. John
xii. 28, 29. And he described many thunders in the Reve
lation

;
and heard thunderings which he was not permitted to

write. Rev. x. 3. Hiller says on this passage :

&quot; The son of

thunder is the thunder-bolt, which follows the shock of the

rent clouds.&quot;

18. [For xamviri/iv, Canaanite, read xetvavsTov, of Cana.

Tisch., Alf.}
19. They went Jesus and his new associates. [The nar-
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rative of Mark here follows rather the order of place than of

time. Comp. ver. 7, 13. Harm.] Into a house Rather to a

house. Comp. ver. 21, 31.

21. Friends [His relations, A If., not the disciples, for they
were in the house with Jesus. Mey.~\ Who these were is evi

dent from ver. 31, in which the word then, (lit., therefore),
refers back to this verse as if after a parenthesis. They went

out This setting out is followed by their arrival, ver. 31. A
table seems to have been laid in the house, ver. 20. To lay
hold on To restrain him. They said They who told his

kindred of his zeal. He is beside himself By this expression

they implied, but falsely, that his excess of zeal affected his

mind; thus Festus said to Paul, (Acts xxvi. 24), Thou art

beside thyself. Comp. the Hebrew in Isa. xxviii. 7j Hos.

ix. 7.

22. [Which came down from Jerusalem Just before the

feast of the Passover, when every one else was going up thither.

Jesus had been absent from Jerusalem a considerable time, and
therefore the scribes were endeavouring to prevent his preach

ing in Galilee, where large numbers flocked to him, being free

from their ordinary occupations, on account of their impend
ing journey to Jerusalem. Harm.]

23. He called By this very act challenging their attention.

Satan See note on Matt. xii. 26.

26. Rise up A suitable expression. It would be strange,

indeed, if he did.

27. [Insert XX
, but, before no man. Tisch., Alf.] Except

he will first bind . . . and then he will spoil A like construc

tion occurs in Deut. xx. 5, etc., also Gen. xxvii. 12; Matt. v.

25; xxvi. 53; xxvii. 64; Rom. xi. 25, 26, 35; also Mark v.

23, end; Luke xiii. 25; xviii. 7; John xii. 35.

28. Sons of men Sins are human; but blasphemy against
the Holy Ghost is devilish. And blasphemies Lit. and the

blasphemies; the addition of the article is very forcible.

29. [Instead of
xglffsuc, damnation, read a.aaor^aaror, sin.

Tisch., Alf. Comp. John viii. 24, Alf. Eternal sin, that is,

never to be blotted out. Eeza in Mey.\ Eternal damnation
The true reading is eternal sin. Sin here means the guilt of
sin ; and eternal guilt is fitly opposed to forgiveness. [There
fore it causes an eternal punishment both of feeling and of

loss. V.
.]

31. [Came Referring to went out, ver. 21. V.G.] His
brethrenandhis mother Mark makes the brethren the more for-
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ward. The brethren commenced to seek him, and his mother
followed them. [Nor is she quite blameless in this case. F.6-

.]

For like transpositions of order in names, see Numb. xii. 1,

10; Gen. xxxi 14; Numb, xxxii. 6. She who was blessed

among women, was subject to some, if less than ordinary,
human infirmity. Without Outside the circle which sur

rounded him, ver. 32 ; or, outside the house, where he was

teaching. Calling With loud voices.

32. Said He knew it well enough. [Insert, after brethren,

%a.i a t ad&^paj ffov, and thy sisters. Tisch. Alf.]
34. Round about With the utmost kindness.

35. [Omit y*,/or, Tisch., A If.]

CHAPTER IV.

I. He began After this interruption. By Afterwards

from the sea.

3. Hearken This word was spoken loudly, to hush the

noise of the multitude, so as to prevent their losing the com
mencement of his address. [Mark specially commends the

hearing of the word, ver. 24, 25, 33. V.G.]
4. [Omit roD ouaavou, of the air. Tisch., Alf.~]

8. Did yield .... brought forth The subject is some ;

comp. ver. 4, 7. That sprang up In spite of all obstacles.

L
For SP, , eV, some, some, some, Tisch. reads, tig, ttg, tlg, unto,

unto, unto^
9. Said This expression is frequently inserted, even in the

most important discussions. See ver. 13, 21, 24, 26, 30.

10. They that were about him Those first admitted to his

society ;
see chap. iii. 34. [For rjj v xaoafioXqv, read rag

craptt/SoXag, the parables. Tisch., AlfJ\
II. He said With satisfaction. Without Who are not

true disciples. [In contrast to those mentioned in ver. 10.

Y.G.]
12. That Lit., so that. They did not see before, Matt,

xiii. 13. But now the divine judgment (of blindness) is added

(to their natural blindness.) And their sins should be forgiven
them This is the true healing; see Matt. xiii. 15; Ps. ciii.

3. [Omit ra a/^aor^aara, their sins. Tisch., Alf. Read im

personally, it should be forgiven them, that is, they should be

forgiven. AlfJ]
13. Know ye not. Here our Lord refers to their question.
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And how then This parable of the seed is the first and
fundamental one of them all. All The entire doctrine of

Christ.

14. The sower Christ. Peter, Paul, and others sow the

seed of Christ, and are servants of the sower.

15. Where the ivord is sown This clause should rather be

connected with those that follow. Immediately The best time

for plots. [For iv raTg Kaidiaig avruv, in their hearts, read /$

aur&Df, on them. Tisch., Alf.~\
In their hearts More forcible

than into their hearts.

16. 17. Immediately Great changes of mind may take

place in brief time.

18. [For the first euro/, these, read aXXoi, others. Tisch.,

Alf. Render, And there are others which are sown, etc. Mey\
19. [Omit rovrov, this. Read the world. Tisch., Alf.\

The lusts of other things Comp. pleasures of life, Luke viii.

14 ; lusts of sense, of affection, of intellect, study, etc.

Entering in He who receiveth the word of God should be

careful lest the cares of the world gain power over him, and

occupy more mightily than before the fresh expansion of his

mind and feelings which the word of God has opened out.

Becometh The word.

20. Some [For sv, some, Tisch. (not Alf.} reads Iv, by,

thrice.]
21. And Verse 24 is closely connected with ver. 20, 22,

23; this one is therefore parenthetical; comp. Luke viii. 1C.

The sense is this : the earth covers the seed sown in it a con

siderable time
;
but ye ought forthwith to display the power

of the word ye have heard. Candle So also Christ, the true

light, came with the gospel. And each man should be rather

a candlestick than a bushel, in this sense
; comp. Luke viii.

1 6, 1 8. Bed Properly a couch
;
such as was used to recline

on at meals.

22. For thereis nothinghid . . . neither was anythingJcept secret

The verbs here differ. Is hidden, means something naturally

secret; Tceptsecret, something intentionallyhidden; the adjectives
also differ. Comp. thehidden things, 1 Cor. iv. 5, Gr. xgwxra, and

hid, Col. ii. 3, Gr. dvoxevpo/; and with these the expressions
be manifested, (that is, compulsorily), and come abroad, (that

is, spontaneously), correspond. The former sentence, therefore,

may be taken to refer to evil, and the latter to good. And
the principle holds good with regard to natural objects ;

to

good and evil feelings and acts of men, to natural or spiritual
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conditions, and to divine mysteries. Come Of itself. Comp.
John iii. 21. This happens gradually from day to day, but

shall take place fully when the light shall illuminate all things.
See 1 Cor. iv. 5.

23. If any man Therefore every man has not.

24. Take heed what you hear Lit., see what you hear.

Sight, the nobler sense, controls hearing ;
the eye is active,

the ear passive. What The word ye hear is the word of

God
;
see that ye value it highly. With ivhat measure Lit.,

in ivhat measure; the heart, with all its capabilities, its

desires, its zeal in imparting to others, and its obedience, is

the measure. In whatever measure any deals out to others,

what he himself receives shall be measured. Shall . ... be

given So that ye shall not only be hearers, but sharers.

[Omit rote dx-ovouffiv, that hear. Tisch. Also A If., xvho also

thinks xa.i
irgotrsQriffsrai V/MV, and unto you shall more be given,

to be spurious. With what measure ye mete attention shall

understanding be measured to you. Euth. Zig. in MeyJ\
26. A man Here the representative of God and Christ, as

setting forth the periods and gradations of the whole Christian

Church. See ver. 29.

27. Sleep and rise The words night and day are connected

with these verbs by a chiasmus, or cross reference. And, in

fact, night is frequently mentioned before day ; comp. Gen. i.

He Tcnoweili not After conferring upon men the safeguards of

his grace, God leaves them, to a certain extent, to themselves.

Or the words may apply to the believer himself, and then the

words of herself in the next verse will be opposed to human

care, not to the culture of the earth. [The Saviour does not

recommend slothful sleeping in the day ;
but the absence of

needless anxiety as to the mode and direction of the growth.

Stier., etc.]
28. [Omit ya*, for. Tisch., A If.] Of herself This does

not exclude cultivation, rain, and sunshine. [But it implies
the freedom of growth in good or evil permitted to man by
the Lord of the soil. V.G.] Blade Lit., grass; a shoot

resembling grass. So, at first, spiritual virtues are scarcely
to be distinguished from natural ones. Then The rate of

successive increase is marvellous. The day shall come when
this shall be manifest. [1 Pet. i. 23-25 may be profitably

compared with this parable. Trench.]
29. Is brought forth- Also, of itself, ver. 28. Immediately
Not too late now any more than too early before. Putteth
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in Lit., sendeth, a short way of saying, he sends in men ivith

sickles.

30. [For n w, whereunto, read $, how. Also for craoa-

(SdXufMv, compare, read 5/A6i; literally, in what parable shall

we place it ? Tisch., A
If.] Shall ive liken Plural number ;

comp. John iii. 11.

31, 32. When it is sown The repetition of these words
defines the exact period when the grain ceases to be minute
and begins to swell. Emphasise the words when in ver. 31,
and sown in ver. 32.

33. As they were able to hear it They could not bear

plainer language.
34. [Expounded Matt. xiii. 36, etc.; xv. 15, etc. See also

John x. 11-18
;
xv. 1-12. Alf.]

35. The same day Lit., in that day. The pronoun that

does not mark the actual day on which our Lord spoke the

parables of the sower, etc. (as Grotius and others admit), but

refers less definitely to a day already mentioned in chap. ii. 1.

So Judges xiii. 10; Matt. xxiv. 48. And, in fact, Mark uses

the word ixsftos, that, in various senses. See notes on chap.
ii. 20; xiii. 24.

36. They took him The owners of the ship did, to bring
him over the lake. As he was Without preparation. See

Matt. viii. 20; so 2 Kings vii. 7, Sept. With him With
Jesus. Little ships With men in them.

37. Great storm [For auro, it, read rb wXo/bv, tlie ship.

Tisch., Alf.]
38. Hinder part Where the tiller is. A pillow Lit., the

pillow. The use of the article shows that this was a part of

the vessel
; probably of wood, as Theophylact observes. Carest

thou not ? The Lord is not angered by their too importunate

urgency.
39. Peace Cease from noise. Be, still Cease from vio

lence. A great calm Over the sea, which ordinarily would

have remained rough for some time after the wind had
ceased.

40. No Lit., not. At a later period (Matt. xvi. 9), he

said, not yet. The simple not implies merely their want of

faith
;
the expression not yet, that they had already had had

good reason to believe.
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CHAPTER V.

1. [For Tadr/swZv, Gadarenes, read rtgctgqvuv, Gerasenes.

Tisch., A If.]
Gadarenes Gadara was a city of Greek origin,

subject to the Jews, and containing many Jews, as we may
gather from the fact of our Lord s visiting it. [It had doubt

less the same port as Gergesa. V.GJ\
2. Immediately Yet this man was kept from casting him

self into the sea, as the swine did. With Lit., i, an unclean

spirit. The preposition is very forcible.

3. Dwelling The inhabitants of tombs are various
;

see

ver. 5. [For aXveeffiv, with chains, read afoiiatt ouxir/, with a
chain any longer. Tisch., Alf.]

5. [Transpose tombs and mountains. Tisch., AlfJ\ In the

mountains Solitary places, where there were mountains
; see

ver. 11. Himself Even the law of self-preservation is power
less over one possessed.

6. Ran An instance of the authority of Christ. The
man possessed ran, as we may well suppose, in spite of the

devils.

7. That thou torment me not The demoniac was tormented

by what tormented the devil possessing him. Yet the demo
niac is freed. The evil spirit prays not to be cast out, or, if

cast out, to have no additional torment. [Or rather, the man,

identifying himself with the demons, dreads the pangs of ex

pulsion. Mey.~\
8. [Said Rather, was saying, Gr. sXsys, Alf.] Thou This

language implies but one demon; ver. 9, 13, speak of many j

obeying one, as a legion obeys its commander. The one

speaking seems to maintain a constant union with his legion,

from the fact of the name including them all.

9. [For dvexofovi \syuv, answered, saying ;
read Xsysi

avrw, saith to him. Tisch., Alf.] Legion Synecdoche: the

whole for a part. One was chief, the rest, with him, formed

the legion ;
whether he held this Latin name before entering

the man, or assumed it on doing so. We are many Luke

(chap. viii. 30) states this in words of his own : If so many
could be in one single nest, what number must there be in

the whole world? [Multitude in this case does not insure

protection. F.6r.]

10. He besought Singular number
;
the plural is used in

ver. 12. The country Which they loved, or of which they
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held possession. [And so, from their better knowledge of the

inhabitants they prepared to inflict on them the greater injury.

V.Gr.] But it is strange that they did not shun a spot where

the Messiah, the destroyer of their power, was sojourning.
12. [For ra

ogq, mountains, read rw %?$!, mountain. Tisch.,

Alf.] A II Unanimously.
13. Forthwith Jesus never required to deliberate. [Omit

riffuv 5e, they were. Tisch., Alf.] About tivo thousand The
word legion implied a greater number than this.

14. [For rovg %oipw$, the swine, read auro;);, them. Tisch.,

A
If.&quot;]

Told it To the owners of the swine, both in the city

and in the country. [The swine were the property of many
owners, and sent out daily under the charge of regular swine

herds
;

as is still continually done on the continent. Ed.

For l^Xdov, went out, read r
t \lav, came. Tisch., Alf.]

15. The legion This name seems to have been well known

among the neighbours, and to have kept them in terror.

Otherwise there seems no reason for its repetition in relating
the fact as they found it. Sitting, clothed . . . in his right
mind He who had previously been without rest, raiment, or

reason. The bystanders, perhaps, furnished him clothes, and

he proved by his acts the restoration of his reason.

18. [For if/ifBdivTOS, come, read eftfiaivovrog, coming. Tisch.,

Alf.] With him The cross had weaned this man from his

friends
;
the power of Jesus had taken hold upon him. [And

thus he was enabled to prove of greater use to his friends.

V.G.]
19. [For 6 fe iriGovc, howbeit Jesus, read xa/, and he. Tisch.,

Alf] Thy friends This shows what our duty is to our rela

tives. Tell them There is a time to speak, (as here) ;
and a

time to be silent, (as in ver. 43.) The Lord Jesus. See

ver. 20.

20. Publish So they were not left without witness of the

glory of God
;
even though Jesus, at their request, departed

immediately. In Decapolis Not merely in his own home,
ver. 19.

22. [Omit /3ou, behold. Tisch., Alf.] Jairus At the time

of Mark s writing, Jairus or his daughter might still have been

found in Palestine. The mention of individual names in the

gospel history affords strong proof of its truth. When he saw

Beholding his majesty.
23. Lieth at the point of death It was great faith in

Jairus to leave his dying child. That [/ may thee is not
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expressed in the Greek EdJ] The use of the recitative style
shows Jairus s object in mentioning his daughter s disease.

[For fyasrat, she shall live, read jj, live. Tisch., Alf.~\

29. The fountain . . . was dried up Not merely checked.

This cure, though sudden, was perfect.

30. Knowing Active faith. Had gone out A magnetic

power.
33. Fearing Sometimes even a worthy action is followed

by fear, which, however, the goodness of the Lord removes ;

see Matt. xxvi. 10. Told In public. Casting off all false

shame for her disease. See Luke viii. 47. All Right!
34. Go in peace See note on Luke vii. 50. Be whole

Henceforth. A permanent benefit after protracted suffering.
35. Troublest thou The Greek word here used, ax.vX&amp;gt;.nv

y

properly refers to the trouble of a journey. See Luke vii. 6 ;

viii. 49. Herodian applies it to the laborious transport of

captives, and to the departure of an army. Jesus wanderings,

therefore, were a perpetual oxuXpu, trouble. The Master

Lit., The Teacher. Therefore Jesus had disciples in the family
of Jairus, and was a teacher to the ruler of the synagogue.

Any further This was a strong assertion of the daughter s

death. They felt their Master s efforts to be vain.

36. Spoken Probably privately. [Afraid As if all were
lost. Mey.~\

37. [For aurw, him, read psr aorou, with him. Tisch., Alf \

Brother Mark wrote his gospel shortly after the ascension,
and when the memory of Jarnes, who had been beheaded, was
so fresh in men s minds as to make him better known even

than John.

38. [For g^sra/, he cometh, read s^ovrai, they come. Also

insert xai, both, before wept. Tisch., Alf.] Wailed To lessen

the sorrowful thoughts of the mourners.

40. Laughed With a sad but not insolent laughter.
Put .... out A striking exercise of authority in another

man s house, where he was a comparative stranger. But in

truth he was the Master there. There were therefore three

disciples and three members of the family present, and these

were all. Comp. ver. 43. [Omit avaxs/fAsvov. lying. Tisch.,

Alf.}
41. Talitha-cumi Peter, from whose dictation Mark is

said to have written, remembered the words our Lord used.

Our Saviour only used this word Talitha once. Nor did he
use any repetitions in raising the dead. See Luke viL 14 j
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John xi. 43. For his power was always instantaneous. Comp.
Numb. xx. 11. / say unto thee These words are rightly

supplied, though not expressed in Talitha-cumi.

42. Straightway She did not gradually recover conscious

ness. For She returned to the condition which befitted her

age. Twelve Comp. ver. 25. The woman was healed and
the child raised at the same time, the sufferings of the one

and the existence of the other having begun together.
43. [Charged them straitly Doubtless, however, the multi

tude, who knew of the child s death, had some means of

learning the miracle, and of spreading the glory of God.

V.GJ\ Know Jesus never forbade that men should know
of his doctrine. Mey. To eat Being now alive and well,
and needing no medicine.

CHAPTER VI.

1. [Thence This word here refers to the whole sojourn of

our Lord in Capernaum and its vicinity. Jairus dwelt at

Capernaum, and it was not long after the raising of his

daughter that the parables, recorded in Matt, xiii., were

spoken. Harm. For ^dsv, came, read egxerai, cometh. Tisch.,

Alf.] Follow Though they had not all been admitted to

witness the raising of Jairus s daughter.
-

2. Was come Jesus had arrived shortly before. [For
fln/XXo/, many, read o/ TOA&amp;gt;.O/

,
the multitude. Tisch., Alf.]

Whence .... given Yet he is wisdom itself. [Omit 6V/, that,

Tisch., Alf. So
I&amp;gt;eng.~\ Mighty works Understand what.

3. The carpenter They add, the son of Mary, as if in

antithesis to the carpenters son. [Our Lord therefore engaged
in such labour on earth as corresponded to his spiritual labour.

Zech. vi. 12. V.G.]
4. Country Where there are many Join. Kin Occupying

many houses.

5. He could . ... do no mighty work They could not be

done, because the people were incapable of receiving them. A
few Signifying the quantity. Sick Signifying the quality.

6. Round about And yet our Lord conferred some good
on his own country.

7. Began After they had made some progress. By two

and tivo Six pairs see Matt. x. 2, 3. And His further

instruction appears from ver. 12, 13.
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8, 9. Commanded For a similar construction of sentence,
see chap. xii. 38.

8. That That they might be unencumbered and free in

their movements. [Comp. note on Matt. x. 10. Transpose
bread and scrip. Tisch., Alf.]

11. [For offoi av w de^uvrai, whosoever shall not receive you,
read o$ av TOKOS w ds^rai, whatsoever place shall not receive

you. Also omit all after against them, to the end of the verse.

Ti*ck., Alf.]
13. Cast out This doubtless caused more wrath to the

devils than their expulsion by the Lord himself would have

done. Anointed with oil A very different proceeding from
what is called extreme unction. They did not carry oil about

with them ;
but used what they found in the houses of the

sick. This made the miracle all the more manifest.

14. Spread abroad Had Jesus been generally known before

the death of John, none would have supposed him to be John.

This is worth remarking, as refuting those who make out too

long an interval to have elapsed between the Lord s baptism
and John s death. For But for public report Herod would
have known nothing of him. Religious tidings take long to

reach a palace. He said Luke (ix. 7) has : it was said of
some; and the circumstances show that the plural is needed in

Mark. For the opinions of a number of men are cited, and
it is only in ver. 16 that Herod appears to have considered

one of these more probable than the rest. [The common

reading is best attested here. Tisch., Alf.] If then there be

any parenthesis inserted before for his name was, &c., it should

not end before the word prophets, ver. 15. \Beng. would refer

the words, and he said, to some one else than Herod ; but

without good reason. De W., Alf., etc.]
15. [Insert 3e, but. Tisch., Alf.} Others The diversity of

human ideas as to heavenly things is amazing. [And the

world s judgment of God s people is blind. Q.] The know

ledge of this (opinion being prevalent) was of some comfort to

the disciples, (chap. viii. 28), but caused Herod the greater
disturbance. However great the diversity of opinions be, the

truth often lies outside them all. [Omit ianv, it is, after

KgotpqrTii;, a prophet. Also 3], or. Tisch. Render, A prophet
like one of the prophets, that is, not the prophet all wait for,

but some one like those gone before him. Alf.]
16. Heard Repeated from ver. 14. [Omit IGTIV, aw it and
VOL. i. X
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Ix vtxguv; so as to read, John, whom I beheaded, the same is

risen. Tisch., Alf.~\

20. Feared Holiness commands respect. John did not

fear Herod. Knowing The fear of evil men, and their re

spect for holiness, is a proof of religion being true. [But
Herod did not acknowledge John as a prophet. The worldly
man s estimate misses the very gist of the matter. Judas

Iscariot, in his utter despair, spoke of Jesus not as the Christ,

but as the innocent blood. V.G-. But see Ed. note on Matt.

xxvii. 4.] Observed Lit., guarded him from Herodias. Did

many things, and heard him gladly And yet Herod was not a

righteous man.
21. Birthday Not necessarily birthday; the word thus

translated may signify any anniversary or festival. Lords

Of his palace and court. Captains Of his troops. Chief
estates In provincial posts. [Not under Herod. Mey.~\

22. The king . . . the damsel A contrast.

24. [For rov fiaKnarov, the Baptist, read rou jSawr/^ovrof,
who baptizes, or the baptizer. Tisch., Alf.]

25. With haste Promptly. / will Said with boldness.

27. An executioner Gr. ffKsX.ovXd.ruoa, a word derived from

the Latin specula, a watch-tower. These men, a sort of body
guard, were also employed as executioners.

29. Corpse Comp. Jer. xxvi. 23. This term is not applied
to the body of our Lord. In a tomb Possibly that of his

ancestors, wherein it was fitting that he should be interred.

Jesus, the prince of life, was laid in a stranger s tomb.

30. The apostles An appropriate expression here. All

things In general, and afterwards in detail. Both what . . .

and what A glorious narration.

31. Ye yourselves Also. . The Saviour often went alone

into retirement
;
now he says : seek ye seclusion also. A

while The godly should temper society with seclusion. There

were They did not always come and go together.
33. [Omit at o%Xo/, the people. Eead, many saw them de

parting and knew^them. Tisch., Alf.] Outwent By different

roads. Came together In one place.
34. [Omit o iTjffoDs, Jesus. Tisch., Alf. Came out That is,

of the ship, ver. 32. Meyl\ Began Anew, as if he had not

been teaching them before. Compassion To teach demands
true compassion; and compassion is a virtue essential to a

good teacher.

35. Far spent See Matt. xxi. 1, etc-
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36. Round about For a single city could not have sup

plied sufficient food.

37. Shall we . . . . luy The apostles by this question

imply inability, not unwillingness to take the trouble of going,
and to spend what money they had. Therefore the two hun
dred pennyworth spoken of does not mean the aggregate
amount contained in their purses, but is suggested by the

number of men to be fed. This seems supported by the ex

pression, that every one of them may take a little, John vi. 7.

38. [Omit xai, and, after go. Tisch., Alf.]
40. Sat down This showed their faith. [Ranks Gr.

KguffiaJ, garden leds, in which vegetables grow. Theoph. in

AM
41. [Omit aurou, his, Tisch., Alf.~\ AllA]l partook of

the
(fish,

which was a mere) relish
;
and some, even of it, was

left
j
see ver. 43. [And the multiplying of fish, from its pecu

liar organisation, was more wonderful than that of the bread.

V.G.]
44. [Omit usei, about. Tisch., Alf]
45. To Bethsaida This was not the end of their whole

voyage ; they only waited there till Jesus should rejoin
them.

48. Saw And yet did not come to them before the fit

time. Would have Comp. Luke xxiv. 28.

52. For They might have argued from (Christ s power
over) the bread, to (his power over) the sea. The more faith

is exercised, the better it learns to admire the wondrous works
of God. [Comp. Matt xiv. 33.] Their heart was Not

merely the condition of their heart at that time, but through
out their whole noviciate, is here declared.

53. Drew to the shore Promptly.
55. In leds Just as they lay. [For vregfyugov, region round

about, read XUPU.V, place. Tisch., A If.]

56. [In the streets (Lit., markets), where they would be

most likely to meet him, and where the greatest number might
find their hopes fulfilled at once. V.G-.] If it were Even if.

Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 16. Touch After the example of the
woman with an issue of blood ; chap. v. 27. Him Bengel
translates this it, the hem. [Gr. auroD, Eng. Ver. him, and
so De W., Mey.\
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CHAPTER VII.

1-5. The Pharisees . . . when they saw . . . asked The
words they found fault have been added at the end of ver. 2,

by some who overlooked the fact of a parenthesis extending
from the end of the second to the beginning of the fifth verse.

The entire passage depends on the words asked him, ver. 5.

For in the case of parentheses, the verb is either repeated at

their conclusion, as in Acts ii. 8, 11
;
1 Cor. viii. 14; Judges

ix. 16, 19; 2 Sam. xxi. 2-4; 1 Kings viii. 41, 42; or else

not expressed at all before the conclusion, as in this passage,
and in Eph. iii. 1, 14; the connexion being kept up by the

particles and
} but, therefore, and in the present passage by

then, ver. 5.

1. [From Jerusalem Where the Passover had been cele

brated. Y.G.]
2. That is to say The apostle qualifies his language, to

show that he himself did not regard unwashen hands as de

filed. Comp. ver. 11; chap. v. 41, etc. [Omit J^s/^aiTO,

they found fault. Tisch, Alf.]
3. Oft IAt., with thefist; up to the wrist. [Gr. wy,u,fi

Not as Eng. Ver. oft, but probably with the fist, that is, with

the hand balled. Mey., De W., (intransl.) But Alf. renders

diligently, after the Syriac and Kuinol.] Tradition Corre

sponding with they have received, in next verse.

4. Pols (Measures of about a pint), out of which liquor
was poured into cups. Tables Lit., couches, such as were

used at meals. [They were washed by sprinkling. Alf.]
5. [For tweira, then, read xa/, and. Tisch., Alf. The con

junction resumes the narration, broken by the parenthesis, ver.

3, 4. De W.] Asked him The Pharisees always confined

their efforts to asking of questions. [For av/Vro/c, unwashed,
read xoivaft, defiled. Tisch., Alf.]

6. [Omit &4rox/0ffc, answered and. Tisch., Alf.] Hypocrites
This verse really supplies a definition of hypocrisy. These

Pharisees were specimens of the hypocrite class.

8. Laying aside Very different from holding. Kindred

terms with this laying aside are reject, ver. 9, and making of
none effect, ver. 13. The commandment Which is a whole in

itself, just as virtue is single and simple; as contrasted with

the multiplicity of traditions. Of God . . of men A mani
fest contrast. The washing ofpots Paltry observances [But
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man counts nothing a trouble, if he but be not obliged to

change his heart. Q.]
9. Full well ye reject That is, ye are rightly said to reject.

Just as a true picture of a conflagration may be called well

done. Besides, they fancied they were doing well. That

The accusation was true, little though the hypocrites expected
him to make it.

10. Moses In God s name.

13. Which ye have delivered Which from being mere cus

toms ye have turned into binding traditions.

14. [For KavTu, all, read TaX/i/, again. Tisch., Alf.~\
Hearken

A useful warning to all against a prejudice most hostile to

the true worship of God.

15. [For a?r aOroD, of him, read sx, roD cb^wTroy, from a
man. Tisch., A If.]

16. If any man have ears Few understood his words; aa

the following verses show.

18. From without Added for explanation s sake.

19. [For ^cx.&doi^v, referring to whatsoever entereth the

man, read naQapi^v, referring to aptdzuv, draught or privy.

Tisch., A If.
It is said to purge or cleanse all food, because it

receives the unclean refuse. MeyJ\ Purging Not defiling,

but purifying ;
since the useful nourishment remains, and the

refuse departs.
21. [The order should be evil thoughts, fornications, thefts,

murders, adulteries, covetousness, etc. Tisch., A
If.]

22. Covetousness This word, which in the Greek (-rXsovsJ/a)

implies somewhat comparative, is something between theft and

rapine; some artful contrivance whereby some one else, of his

own act, indeed, but to his own disadvantage, and either

ignorantly or unwillingly, offers, yields, and gives up somewhat
to which you are not entitled. It is more like theft than

rapine, and more a sin of the rich than either theft or rapine,
which characterise the poor. See 1 Cor. vi. 10; v. 10. Lasci-

viousness This and an evil eye are breaches of the 9th and
10th commandments. An evil eye Envy and exultation at

the misfortune of others. [Comp. Matt. xx. 15. MeyJ\ Fool

ishness Shown by those whom Christ is here refuting. Comp.
Luke xi. 40. Foolishness is mentioned last, as rendering all

the other sins incurable. Human corruption is not altogether
a matter of volition. [Comp. ver. 18.]

23. AIL these things come from ivithin Oh, how foul then

the fountain of our heart must be !
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24. [Omit xai
&quot;Si&uvog,

and Sidon. Tisch., Alf] No man
For he was on the borders of the land of Israel.

25. [For dx.o-jffa.aat. ya%, for, etc., read a&amp;gt;.X tZQvg dxovaaffa,
but straightway, etc. Tisch., Alf.~\ For Jesus, with the aid he
had to give, went to meet her; but so contrived as to appear
to benefit this Syrophenician woman, by seeming accident;

though he had undertaken this whole journey for her sake.

Comp. Matt, xviii. 12. Daughter Lit., her little daughter.

Chap. ix. 21, 24, shows us that boys also may be devil-pos
sessed ; and heathen also. Heard So faith comes by hearing ;

how much more then by a text of Scripture, however short.

26. Greek In a wide sense. Syrophenician by nation

Clemens of Alexandria speaks of Syrians who dwelt in

Phoenicia; Tertullian speaks of Syrophenice; Juvenal of the

perfumed Syrophenician. [Phoenicians were so called, in dis

tinction from Libophwnicians in Libya. Mey. The devil

That unclean spirit which had possessed the girl. V.G-.~\

27. [For o fa Iqffovs sJvsv, but Jesus said, read xa/ sXgysv, and
he said. Tisch., Alf.] Let . . . first Not an absolute refusal.

He seems to let her see that her request was inopportune. Be

filled It would have been in some sort neglecting the Jews,
had Jesus expended more time on the Gentiles. [It is not

meet What is not meet in itself, may become so on suitable

entreaty. V.G. Where faith is weak, Christ comes to meet

it; where strong, he holds aloof, that it may be perfected.

Ols.]
28. Under the table The woman s humility is great; she

pleads, however, her neighbourhood to Israel. The children s

Who often waste bread. The Greek word signifies the

young, iroudiuv, a different word from rixvuv, children, which

implies their privileges as such.

29. For this saying For this saying, and the faith which
it evinces. Understand / say unto thee. [The whole force of

a soul, either for good or evil, often displays itself in a single
word. V.G-J] Is gone out Thus Jesus immediately rejoiced
her with glad tidings. [For he knew the effects of his own

power, even at a distance.
V.G-.~\

30. When she was come Having gone in faith. She found
the devil gone out, and her daughter laid upon the bed JBeng.,

Tisch. and Alf., transpose these two clauses. The fact of the

daughter being laid on the bed shows the great power of

the devil, which had possessed her
;
and the greater power of
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Jesus, who had cast it out. The girl had had no rest before.

The mother did not find the devil; it was gone ; but she found

that it was gone.
31. Midst of the coasts of Decapolis That is, through the

midst of Decapolis. [The region comprised under this name

lay for the most part beyond Galilee (see Matt. iv. 25) on the

eastern side of Jordan, a part of it, also, perhaps lying to the

south of Galilee ;
it was chiefly inhabited by Syrians and

heathen. To this region belonged Gadara, (Mark v. 20), and

Cesarea Philippi. At this stage of the gospel history, the

evangelists make frequent mention of the borders of the

Gentiles; whence it appears that the Saviour had passed

through all the land of Israel. Harm. For, and Sidon, Tisch.

and Alf. read through SidonJ\
32. [Deaf Mark is the only evangelist who records the

healing of this deaf man, or that of the blind man mentioned
in chap. viii. 22. V.G.]

33. Took him aside Our Lord s various gestures on this

occasion, and the sight of others who were healed, supplied
the place of speech to the deaf man, (whose soul Jesus also

meant to heal), until he was able to hear. [Our Lord imparted
his power to the deaf man, first through his sight, and then

through his hearing. Harm.] Comp. chap. viii. 23, as to the

blind man.

34. He sighed Great is the force of sighs when the heart

is straitened. Sighing is an emotion [rather than an act. Ed.~\

Therefore, I will sigh, is never said in the Psalms, as, / will

pray, I will call, I will cry, are. Ephphatha The first word
heard by the deaf man.

35. Ears His powers of hearing ;
not merely the passage

through his ears.

36. Them Those who had brought the deaf man to him.

The spectators would naturally celebrate the action
;
and ver.

37 shows that they did. Jesus used specially to enjoin
silence on those whom he healed. The more a. great deal

The more, refers to the prohibition ;
the great deal, to the

publicity they would have given if unprohibited. Comp.
note on Phil. i. 23.

37. Hath done . . . well [Comp. Gen. i. 31. Ols. This
work is worthily compared with that first one of creation.

Alf.] This is a form of approval ; comp. Acts x. 33
;

Phil.

iv. 14; so, in the present tense, 2 Pet. i. 19
;
in the future,
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3 John, ver. 6. See 1 Kings viii 18, Sept. A similar form
of assent occurs in Mark xii. 32, well, Master, thou hast said

the truth. The deaf Plural -

t
this man as well as others ;

comp. Matt. xv. 30.

CHAPTER VIII.

1. [Omit 6
IfjffoDc, Jesus, Tisch., Alf.; and aurou, his. Tisch.,

not Alf.]
2. Three days In Greek, the nominative of time (as here)

with the words there are, or there is, understood, make the

expression absolute
;

see Luke ix. 28. [So Tisch., Alf.]
3. [For Ttvss ya* avrtiv, for divers of them, read xa/ rm$

uvruv, and divers of them. Tisch., Alf] Divers Those who
had come farther were in the greatest want, and the rest are

fed for their sakes. [This clause formed part of what our

Lord himself said. V.G.] Came Lit., are come. The Greek
word %-/.u, here used, signifies rather being present after coming,
than the mere act of coming. Some who would read TJXOKT/, in

the past tense, have come, overlook this force of the verb
;
see

note on Rev. ii. 25. [From far Induced by remarkable

zeal. V.G.]

6, 7. Gave thanks . . blessed Synonymous terms. Those
are right who pray over every course of a meal. [Insert raura,

these, after xai. Read, and he blessed these. Tisch., Alf] Them
also Unreservedly.

9. [Omit 6/ payovres, they that had eaten. Read they were.

Tisch., Alf.]
11. Began After some respite. [Tempting him To show

them some sign from heaven, after he had shown so many on
earth. V.G.]

12. Sighed Lit., began to sigh. Both sighing, and begin

ning to sigh, are emotions, not actions.

13. [Omit ti$ ro K\o7ov, into the ship. Tisch., Alf]
15. Of the Pharisees . . . and of Herod Two extremes.

Matt. xvi. 6 has Pharisees and Sadducees, Mark puts Herod,
instead of Sadducees. The leaven of them all, at least in

asking Jesus under all sorts of pretexts to show signs, was

hypocrisy. Comp. note on Luke xiii. 31. Luke (chap. xii.

1) does not make this statement concerning Herod
;
but he

supplies the omission in chap, xxiii. 8. For though Herod

(Mark vi. 16) leaned rather to the Pharisees view as to the

resurrection of the dead, yet in other respects the licentious-
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ness of the Sadducees was better suited to his policy, which
used religion merely for purposes of political expediency.

16. [Omit Xeyoirgff, saying, and for e%pf&sv, we have, read

g;goutf/v, they have. Tisch., Alf]
17 [Omit o Irjffous, Jesus. Tisch., Alf. His address pro

ceeds in a series of questions down to the end of ver. 18.

Not. Crit.~\
Hardened Such hardening spread from the

heart to the sight, hearing, and memory, ver. 8.

20. [For a i bl sJvov, and they said, read x.al Xsycvaiv auroD,

and they say to him. Tisch., Alf.]
21. [For KU; oy, read tu-Tw. Read, not yet do ye, understand.

Tisch., Alf. That ye do not understand That whilst with

me ye can never want for bread
;
and that, therefore, I must

have been warning you against some different leaven. V.G]
22. [For ee%erau, he cometh, read sgxpvrcti, they came. Tisch.,

Alf.] They bring This blind man himself seems to have

had no previous knowledge of Jesus.

23. Took Led him himself. A proof of great condescen

sion. Town Lit., country-town. Bethsaida is called a city,

in John i. 44. The sight of the heaven, and of God s works in

nature, was more delightful to the blind man on recovering his

vision, than that of the town and man s works would have

been. [For it n (3Xivsi, if he saw aught, read u ri @XSKSI$,

seest thou aught ? Tisch., Alf.]
24. [Insert on, for, before u$ osvdga ; and after it, 6:, I see.

Read, / see men, for I see them walking, as it were trees.

Tisch., Alf.] Men as trees, walking He means to say that

their movement is all that enables him to distinguish them
from trees. [Perhaps he had often thus dimly seen and de

scribed them while his sight was failing. Alf.]
25. Look up And try his eyes. [The text is uncertain.

For eiroitjffs* alrov
ava/SXg-vj^a/, made him look up, read d/sjSAE^c*,

he saiv clearly, Tisch., Alf. And for aTcti/ra, every man, or all

things, (Alf.) read aVavrac, all men. Tisch.]
26. To his house, .... neither go into the town Therefore

his house must have been at the very entrance of the town.

Nor tell Jesus, especially at that period, shunned notoriety.

[For this is the last miracle our Lord wrought before the Feast

of Tabernacles, (and the discourses given in John vil, x.,

V.G.) ,
and this, as well as the healing of the deaf and dumb

man, chap. vii. 36, he forbade their publishing. After cele

brating the Passover, the people returned to their field labours
;

his adversaries from that time had no sign vouchsafed them ;
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and the object of working miracles in the presence of his dis

ciples was now accomplished. Behold the acceptable year
now completed in Galilee ! Harm.~\

27. By the way Godly conversation occupied them on the

journey.
28. [For &ffix.ri9v)&amp;lt;rct9, answered, read ilvav ayrw, Xsyovrjj,

spoke to him, saying. Tisch., A/f.]
29. [For Xsyst avroTz, saith unto them, read Icnjowra avrove,

~

asked them. Tisch., Alf.~\ The Son of man He speaks of

himself in terms of humility. After his resurrection, he says,

ought not CHRIST to have suffered, etc. Luke xxiv. 26. Re

jected For they denied what Peter confessed, ver. 29. See

chap. xiv. 63, 64.

32. Openly Previously he had only hinted at it. See

Luke iv. 23.

32, 33. To rebuke . . . rebuked Peter earns one rebuke

by administering another. The verb recurs in ver. 30.

[33. His disciples Who might have been very soon turned

away to worldliness by such words as Peter uttered. V.G.]
34. The people . . . with his disciples His teaching was of

universal application, it was catholic doctrine [and even forci

bly impressed on the multitude who as yet knew nothing clear

as to the Messiah. V.G] And follow By death on the

cross.

35. And the gospel s So, ver. 38, my words. [Especially

concerning the cross. V.G. Omit euros, the same. Tisch.,

Alf., etc.]

36. [For sav xeffifffr if he shall gain, read xsffiffai, to gain ;

for ^j^/w^Jj, lose, read fy/JitaQwat, to lose. Tisch., Alf.]
37. [For 5} ri, or what, read rl

ycte, for what. Tisch., Alf.
Also omit duias/ avdwTros, shall a man give. Tisch. ; Alf.
doubts. Read what can be an equivalent for his life ?

Tisch.]
38. Shall be ashamed In word or deed. [Christ s own

life was put in peril by his dauntless confession. V.G] Me
. . . Son of man He speaks of the present time in the first

person, of the future in the third. Words concerning the

cross. The plural number here implies that one may confess

faith in Christ in general terms, and yet be apt to blush either

at the general language of his address, or this particular part
of it. Such a shame as this we ought to overcome. In this

adulterous and sinful generation Contrasted with the general

assembly at the last day, presently mentioned. Adulterous
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&quot;Which is adulterous in spurning Christ
;
and sinful in spurn

ing his words ; and which consequently brings every sort of

threat and promise to bear against those who confess him.

Such an assemblage is altogether despicable ; who need fear

or care for it 1 The Son of man Just now he said, me and

my words ; not the Son of man and his words ; but now he

says not /, but the Son of man : a title which has a striking
connexion with his coming in glory. See Luke ix. 26. Shall

be ashamed And justly ; and, therefore, instead of acknow

ledging, he will cast them out. Of the Father Therefore the

glory of the Son will be identical with that of the Father.

See John i. 14. With the holy angels Oh ! greatest shame
for any man, that God, and Christ, and angels, should be

found ashamed of him !

CHAPTER IX.

1. With power See Rom. i. 4
;
2 Cor. xiii. 4.

2. Apart Contrasted with the people with his disciples,

chap. viii. 34. By themselves Lit., alone. Contrasted with

the nine other disciples.

3. [Omit ug %/wv, as snoiv. Add ourws, so, after dvvaTai,

can. Tisch., Alf.] Snow White by nature. White Make

white, by art.

4. With The appearance of Moses was more unlocked for

by the disciples than that of Elias, see ver. 11.

5. And let us make See also Luke ix. 33. The word and,

meaning and so, shows Peter s promptitude of mind
;
or else

the particle is inserted by the evangelists to combine the two
sentences spoken by Peter. Comp. chap. iii. 22

;
Luke vii.

16 ;
or even Matt. viii. 13 ; John xiii. 13.

6. What to say Comp. the Greek construction with 1 Chron.

xii. 32, Sept. Sore afraid Struck with awe, rather than

terror, otherwise Peter would not have dared to remain.

7. [Omit Xsyovffct, saying. Tisch., Alf.] Hear him Jesus;
for Moses and Elias had already disappeared.

8. Suddenly A Septuagint adverb. With themselves For
he had still to suffer.

10. Kept to themselves They laid hold upon and did not

neglect it. Should mean Lit., What is. It was Christ s

death rather than his resurrection which perplexed them.

[The very mention of rising again seemed strange to them,
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who had no notion that it was needful Christ should die.

V.G.]
11. [First Before that great and terrible day of the Lord.

See Mai. iv. 5. The disciples appear to have thought that,

if Christ must die, his resurrection would take place on the

same day with that of all the other dead, and that, therefore,
too long a silence was enjoined upon them. V.G.]

12. [For avoxgifait ffaev, answered and told, read j,
said

to. Tisch., Alf. Tisch. not A If. also omits (j.tv t indeed.] Told
In thus speaking, Jesus acts as the president at a disputa

tion
; placing the opponent s argument in its proper light, and

then satisfactorily answering it. First This word refers both
to cometh and to restoreth, although in verse 11 it is joined
with come only. In the same way, in Heb. iii. 9, 17, the

forty years are construed with a double reference. Restoreth

The indefinite present, as in Matt. ii. 4. And how That is,

your expectation of Elias coming to restore all things seems
inconsistent with the Scripture declaration that the Messiah
must die. Yet there is no inconsistency. That Because it

is written, therefore he had to suffer. Be set at nought See

Isa. liii. 3. To human reasoning this being set at nought seems

incompatible with a restoration of all things.
13. Indeed .... unto him To Elias. See Matt. xvii. 12.

As This refers to is come. It implies that the coming of

Elias does not depend on the opinion of the scribes, but on
what the disciples were less familiar with, the prophecy of

Scripture. But this clause may also refer to they have done

unto him, etc. ; for the Lord s coming followed close on that

of his forerunner, who, being quickly removed, speedily gave

place to him whose coming he proclaimed.
14. About them They were still working, though alone.

15. Were greatly amazed They were struck by the glory

[of Christ s appearance, Ed.], though ignorant of what had
taken place in the mount. Comp. chap. x. 32

;
Luke xix. 11

;

Exod. iv. 14; xxxiv. 29, 30. [We can easily see that men are

more drawn towards us, after we have held secret communion
with God. V.G] Running to him Eagerly. Saluted him

Joyfully.
16. [For ro-j&amp;lt;; ysap^ars?;, the scribes, read airoD;, them.

., Alf.] Them The disciples; see ver. 14.

17. One Neither the scribes nor the disciples ventured to

speak. [For aKo%giQs!z Jvsv, answered and said, read

avrti, answered him. Tisch., Alf]
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18. Taketh him The term possession seems scarcely strong
enough here.

19. [For aurw, him, read adro/, them. Tisch., Alf.]
20. When he The boy, not the spirit, as some would have,

altering the Greek word for the purpose. Compare on the

construction here, chap. iii. 17.

21. And Jesus wisely interposed a short delay.
22. The fire To correspond with waters this word should

be in the plural the Greek noun, however, has no plural, a
defect which is supplied by the prefixal of the article. To
destroy him Either as expecting still to exercise power over
the corpse, or as unwilling to be cast out by Jesus

;
for other

wise he would willingly have remained in a human body.
The evil spirit could not kill a man of itself, without the aid

of fire or water.

23. If thou canst believe Lit., This (saying) if ihou canst

believe. [Tisch. omits
sr/&amp;lt;mD&amp;lt;ra/,

believe. Alf. retains it, render

ing, Jesus said to him this saying, If ihou canst, etc.] The

reply takes the same form as the entreaty, // thou canst do

anything, ver. 22. The father of the demoniac seems to have
taken offence at the disciples; ver. 18. All things Con
trasted with anything, ver. 22. To him that believeth Human
faith adapts itself to the omnipotence of God as an instrument
both of thought and action.

24. [Omit xai, and, before straightway. Also f^sra daxgvuv,
with tears. Also

Kiig/g, Lord. Tisch., Alf.] Help thou mine

unbelief By removing mine unbelief
; or, by healing my son

in spite of the insufficiency of my faith. Comp. Help us, ver.

22.

25. When Jesus saw . . . he rebuked Jesus on all occasions

avoided noise. Unclean . . . dumb and deaf The boy either

was so naturally or had been made so by the evil spirit. /
charye thee A contrast to the disciples, who had failed ;

see ver. 28. How great is the Lord s power! The evil

spirit had been rendered more furious by the failure of the

disciples. Enter As the spirit would have wished to do.

No more Those who have been sufferers in early life, some
times are more exempt from suffering in their later years.

26. Cried Though it would rather have remained dumb.
Rent In conferring divine aid, the human body is not always
tenderly handled j so violent a departure was the sign of a
more permanent cure. [For croXXoOg, many, read roijg -TTOA-

the multitude. Tisch., Alf.]
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27. Lifted Mm up Another part of the miracle.

28. Why See Isa. Iviii. 3; 1 Chron. xvii. 6.

29. Can . . . by nothing but That is, this sort can only be

cast out by prayer and fasting. [Omit xai
\&amp;gt;q6rsia,

and fast

ing. Tisch., Alf.]
30. Passed By, not through. He would not that any man

should know it Hence we may gather why our Saviour some
times did, and sometimes did not, prohibit public mention

being made of him. See ver. 31.

31. For The time had not arrived for others to hear that

the Messiah should suffer. He taught Not merely shortly
and cursorily, but systematically. Is delivered Present tense.

His betrayal is already being planned. Comp. John vi. 70, 71.

Killed Emphatic; if he be so killed, he shall rise again.

[For rf rgirri ^?f, the third day, read ptra. r^lc, r,fjugaf, after
three days. Tisch., Alf.]

32. Were afraid They questioned Jesus more readily on

any other subject than himself; and this is generally the case

among intimates.

33. [For q hdtv, he came, read ^Xdov,they came. Tisch., Alf.]
In the house Their feelings, which had been excited while on
the way, being somewhat changed by the change of place.

Comp. note on Matt, xviii. 1. What We must give account

of all things.
34. Held their peace The true character of a thing not

manifestly evil, appears when it is brought to the knowledge
of Christ, and before the judgment of God. The greatest In

virtue, here; and therefore in rank, hereafter.

35. Sat down and called the twelve With solemnity.
Last . . . servant Being last does not make one necessarily a

servant. Therefore the shall be, means rather ought to be, as a

punishment. For being a servant is more or less a matter of

choice.

36. In the midst of them Between his disciples and him
self. Comp. set him by him, Luke ix. 47. Taken him in his

arms A sign of intimate association. Comp. ver. 37; chap,
x. 16. By this very act he imparted grace to the little one.

[And we may well imagine with what gentleness the child was

thereby gifted. V.G.] Thus he shows how dear to him the

humble are.

37. Ofsuch Such in heart. Me Who am lowly in heart.

Not me And that is by no means the whole of his error.
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[How great a distance between God in heaven and a little

child ! And yet they are united in Christ. V.G.]
38. [For aKsxp/Qq ds, and answered) read spy, said. Tisch.,

Alf.] John s words correspond in various particulars with

those of Jesus. The power of the name of Christ is asserted

by both; ver. 37, 38, 41. The disciples had previously been

disputing which of themselves should be greatest ; now they
are taught by the Lord s words not even to despise others.

If Christ, and faith in Christ, can be the portion of even

children, [and it does not appear that the child mentioned in

ver. 36, followed after Jesus. V.G.], the same might be the

portion of him whom they forbade. Herein appears the

modesty and candour of John. He seems to have carried this

doubt about with him for some time, till the opportunity for

mentioning it offered. Us The apostles, who follow thee.

[Tisch. (not Alf.} omits on oj/c dxoXovQs?
f)fj.Tv,

because he fol-
loweth not us.]

39. Forbid him not If you meet with him again, or with

any one else in the like case. This should be well pondered by
those who would restrict grace to canonical succession. Lightly

Lit., hastily. For his soul is fortified by a sense of (Christ s)

power. [He may do so, possibly, after a time. V.G.]
40. [The true reading is ^fflv, VKSP

TI/J,UV, us, on our partT

as Eng. Ver. So Tisch., Alf. But Eeng. reads wuv ipuv,

you, on your part.] Comp. ver. 41; Matt. xii. 27. Of ex

ternal things Jesus spake in the first person plural; see Luke
xxii. 8; xviii. 31

;
but not of the deeper truths of his kingdom ;

see John xx. 17, He gently corrects the we . . . us, of ver. 38;

Is on our part He is speaking of those who undertake some

thing for Christ s sake.

41. For All services, even the smallest, rendered for your
aid, are accepted. Whosoever Jesus resumes his previous

topic, after satisfying the pious inquiry of John. [Omit r#,
before ovopart, name, and^oy, my, after it. Tisch., Alf. Read

literally, in name tliat ye are, that is because ye are Christ s.

Mey.]
42. \_And John having been answered, the former dis

course is continued. So ver. 42 connects with ver. 37. V.G.

For flr/ffrsuo i/Twv sis ifj^s, that believe in me, read Ktc,ru e%6*rw,
that have faith. Tisch., Alf.] Were hanged Lit., is hanged;
an emphatic indicative.

43. 45, 47. To enter Thrice repeated; in contrast to which
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the word go occurs once, and be cast twice. [Tisch. (not Alf.)
omits 2/9 rb &amp;lt;/r\jy TO aap-srov, into the fire that never shall be

quenched in ver. 45; and both omit rou v\i^Jire i
ver. 47.]

44, 46, 48. [Omit ver. 44, 46. Tisch., Mey. But Alf. re

tains them.] Where A most solemn repetition. The allu

sion is to the corpse being either the food of worms, or of the

funeral pile. The worm implies corruption ;
but the corrup

tion here meant is everlasting. See 2 Thess. i. 9. Their

No one is mentioned in Mark to whom this word can refer;
therefore this must be a quotation. See Isa. Ixvi. 24. Worm

Of the soul. Fire Of the body. 7s not quenched Either

because it really burns
; comp. 2 Kings xxii. 17 ; or because it

burns unintermittingly, day and night, and for ever ; see Rev.

xiv. 11
;
xx. 10. We may gather from Isa. Ixvi. 23, 24, that

the torments vary in degree; but they will nevertheless be

perpetual in duration.

47. The kingdom of God This has been already twice re

ferred to as life; but the kingdom of God is most appropriately
mentioned in connexion with the eye. Comp. John iii. 3, 36

;

Matt, xviii. 9.

49. Every one Lit., every, without any noun expressed
Some have suggested bread, some man; feeling the use of the

masculine adjective, without an expressed noun, to be scarcely
warrantable. For in other cases where it is so used, the sub

ject can be inferred from the predicate. So in Matt. xiii. 19;
Luke vi. 40; xvi. 16; John ii. 10. These expressions explain

themselves; and so in the present passage. Every one that

shall be salted, shall surely be salted with fire. But we must

explain this idea more fully. The expression every one shall

be salted with fire, (in the Greek order, with fire shall be salted,

Ed.), is used between the mention of fire unquenchable, and
salt and its saltness. There are therefore three degrees to be

salted with salt, to be salted with fire, and, to be cast into un

quenchable fire. The first of these is the most desirable
;
the

third the most severe
;
while the second, intermediate between

the first and third, corresponds with the third in the mention
of fire, (which word is several times used in this passage by
homonymy, whereby the same word is frequently applied to

things naturally different; see Matt. iii. 10-12), while

agreeing still more closely with the first in the mention of

salting. The most natural and simple seasoning is given by
salt. The salt here meant is the Divine teaching, which gently
leads us to denial of self, and to seeking of peace and concord
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with others. Those who are thus salted become a sacrifice,

well- pleasing to God, a type of which appears in the Levitical

sacrifices. See Lev. ii. 13. Those who evade the salting by
salt, are salted by fire, (for salt has a certain power of burning ;

see Deut. xxix. 23. And, again, fire has a certain power of

salting, as any roasted meat shows; and, in fact, Plutarch says,
&quot; Fire is the best and sweetest

seasoning&quot;),
that is, following

the strict analogy, they are salted by a sterner discipline of

God, lest the offence caused by foot, or hand, or eye, increase

so as to bring them into the fire that cannot be quenched.
The connexion and meaning of the passage is therefore this :

Without delay or weakness, oppose all offence of hand, or foot,

or eye, which, unopposed, may drive you into hell and its un

quenchable fire. For every one who is to be salted at all, and

by salting to be saved from fire everlasting, shall be salted in

this life with severe fire, if gentle salt be not sufficient; and

every sacrifice shall be salted with salt, the mildest and purest
form of salting. Therefore submit to and hold fast by this

salt, so that, every offence being removed, peace may flourish

among you. In some sort ye must experience the salt and
the fire

;
endeavour to do so in the mildest form. [Better

Stier, who gives this as the sense of the whole :

&quot; The same
fire of God s holiness (love) which must for ever consume the

unclean and the dead, must in this life salt all it touches, by
destroying all in it that is worthy of death

; slaying the sin,

delivering the sinner. 1 Pet. iv 12-17; Luke xxii. 31.] Shall
be salted The future tense shows this to be a quotation from
the Old Testament commandment as to sacrifices, (see Lev. ii.

13), and their typical reference to the New Testament dis

pensation.
50. Good For all other things are seasoned by it. But if

the salt The disciples are here signified by the salt, as having
salt themselves, and imparting it to the world. Ham lost Ids

saltness Lit., have become saltless; having no strength. This
is specially effected in man by pride. It Having lost its dis

tinctive property. Have salt- He does not say have fire, for

that is not in the power of man. But he who is imbued with
the fire, is counselled to have salt. In yourselves Individually,
as contrasted with one with another, further on. The former

duty concerns ourselves, the latter concerns others (as well.)
Salt The Greek word here may be either singular or plural.

[But most likely singular, the same word so occurring in verse

50. Ed.~\ It means self-mortification, whereby pride is de-

vor.. i. Y
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stroyed. And have peace or, ye shall have peace; see ver.

34; self-exaltation, the source of discord, being removed.

[This injunction naturally follows the allusion to salt, the

symbol of a covenant. Mey.~\

CHAPTER X.

I. Arose from thence Not so much from Capernaum, where
he sat down and taught them, (chap. ix. 33, 35), as from

Galilee, chap. ix. 30. [For &a r&D x&guv, by the farther side

of, read xai neoav, and beyond. Tisch., Alf.] As he was wont
It is well to remark the habits of Jesus. See Luke iv. ] 6.

5. Wrote So Moses was the writer of the Pentateuch.

Comp. chap. xii. 19.

6. From the beginning of the creation Therefore there was
no creation before that mentioned in Gen. i. [Omit 6 0s&c,

God. Read he made. Tisch. But A
If. doubts.]

7. [For this cause To correspond with this divine law in

the creation. Mey. For whose sake then may they part, if

not for that of father and mother 1
Q.~|

9. [God . . . man Whatever God does and appoints, man
must hold good. It is sin to praise what He rejects, or approve
what He condemns. V.G.]

10. [Omit auroD, his. Tisch. Also for rov avrn, the same,
read rourou, this. Tisch., Alf. Again Our Lord had already

given the answer which follows to the Pharisees, (Matt. xix.

9), but his disciples repetition of the inquiry elicits his repeti
tion of the answer. V.G.]

II. [Against her The first. Jesus plainly presupposes here

the principle of monogamy. Mey.~\
13. Should touch A modest request.
14. Was much displeased At his disciples obstructing any

manifestation of his love. Of such To such as these it be

longs to receive the kingdom of God. See ver. 15.

15. Whosoevei This he said to rebuke the very feeling
which prompted the disciples to forbid the bringing of the

children. Receive For it is offered. As (like) a little child

Receives it ; for a little child receives it in truth.

16. And He does even more than he was asked, ver. 13.

[Blessed them Conferring directly upon them what he con

ferred on adults by means of his word.
V.G.&quot;\

17. When he ivas gone forth From the house, ver. 10.

Running This man must have been impelled by a signal
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earnestness. He seems to have been anxiously awaiting Jesus.

[Such sudden fits seldom last long. F.6r.] Kneeled There

fore his zeal must have been great. What sJiall I do It is

not by what they do that the little ones (ver. 15) receive the

kingdom of God.

18. Said The Lord answers first the singular title the

young man addressed him by, and then the question which he

asked ? Why callest thou me good? There were many external

reasons for ignorant persons forming no high estimate of Jesus
;

see John i, 46; Matt. xi. 6, 19; Isa. liii. 2-4; moreover

he laid claim to nothing personal, committing himself alto

gether to the Father. He lived as a stranger and pilgrim

upon earth, and advanced to that eternal blessedness and joy,

concerning which the young man in this passage was inquiring,
in a condition described by the psalmist as poor and needy.
See Ps. xvi. 2. My goodness extmdeth not unto thee Lit.,

my goodness is independent of thee. Comp. John xiv. 28;
xvii. 5; Heb. v. 8, 9; ix. 12. As Augustine says,

&quot; He knew
not himself after the flesh.&quot; For the word good (Gr. ayadoz)

applies properly to one who is blessed. The young man asked

Jesus for happiness in a less pure sense than this
;
and this

Jesus says he cannot find with him. Comp. Luke ix. 57. He
does not, indeed, say I am not good; he asks, Why callest thou

me good ? in the same way as, in Matt. xxii. 43, he does not

deny himself, as being David s son, to be David s Lord. God is

good ;
none is good but God. The young man to some extent

recognised that Christ was good, otherwise he would not have

gone to him; but he did not recognise how good he was,
otherwise he would not have departed. Much less did he

recognise Christ s godhead; and this was our Saviour s reason

for not accepting the title of good, unaccompanied by that of

divine; comp. Luke vi. 46; and thus he honours his Father,
with whom he is one. See Johnv. 19. At the same time,
he flashes a ray of his own omniscience into this young man s

heart, showing him not yet to know sufficient of Christ to be

authorised in addressing him by a title, in other respects so

appropriate. Wherefore Jesus does not say, there is none good
save my Father; but, there is none good but one, that is God.

Our Lord frequently adapts his language to the capacities of

his questioners. See Johniv. 22. So a general of noble rank

might ask one who, ignorant of his nobility, but aware of his

position, addressed him as noble sir; why do you address me
thus ? Jesus proved to his disciples that he was good. Luke
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x. 23; Rom. xiv. 16. [By this saying, Jesus at once shows
the youth his humility, and teaches that there is no good
ness but in God. He does not deny, but implies his own

deity; for if none is good but God, then Christ is either God
or is not good. This last even Socinians will not affirm.

Slier.&quot;]

19. Thou knowest Why then ask, What shall I do ? De

fraud not By covetousness. Exod. xx. 17. The same word
occurs in 1 Cor. vi. 8. See note.

20. Master Lit., teacher. The young man now repeats
the name without the adjective. And yet Jesus loves him.

21. Beholding Lit., gazing on him. Loved him Showed
his love by a look or a smile; regarded him lovingly, in order

to assure him of future love if he would follow Christ, and to

obviate his being sad. The word is antithetical to was sad,
ver. 22. Tears are more frequently mentioned than smiles, in

the life of Jesus, for the very reason that he came to bear our

sins. And yet at times gladness and kindness shone forth

from his countenance, as they did in this passage, to attract

the young man who was almost on the point of following
Christ. Comp. ver. 17 ;

Luke x. 20-24
;

xii. 32. The same
verb (ccyaTraw) is used by the Sept. in Ps. Ixxviii. 36, in the

sense of to flatter ; and in 2 Chron. xviii. 2, in the sense of to

persuade. Comp. the use of the verb tXggft, to have compassion,
Jude ver. 22. One thing Contrasted with all these, ver. 20.

[The faithful master wished to make all things easier and

pleasanter to the man.
F,6?.] The one thing needful is, to

have the heart free from worldliness
;
the selling of all he had

was to be the proof of this condition. One thing or other

nearly every one lacketh, and it is the want of that one thing
which keeps him back from Christ. Cross That of poverty,
etc. Comp. with persecutions, ver. 30.

22. [And he went away How easily the happiest condition

may be refused!
7.G.&quot;]

23. Looked round about We have many mentions of the

looks of Jesus, corresponding to his own feelings, and adapted
to the feelings of his hearers

;
ver. 21, 27. How The subject

of this proposition is limited in ver. 24
;
while its predicate is

extended in ver. 25
; they differ in the abstract, but are almost

equivalent in the concrete. They tJmt have riches The greatest

part of this world s wealth is in the hands of a few.

24. Children This appellation proves that Jesus, while

speaking with tenderness, is still speaking the truth
;
and freely

declaring the fact to his disciples. Them that trust in riches
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Who are so puffed up by riches as to neglect obeying God s

word. See chap. iv. 19
;

Ps. Ixii. 10
;

1 Tim. vi. 17. [The
number of those who have riches is not much greater than the

number of those who trust in them. V.G.]
26. Who then Lit., And who then, an expression of astonish

ment.

27. [Omit 3e, and. Tisch., A If.]
All things See Ps. Ixii,

12, and cornp. the context of both passages.
28. [Omit xai, and. Eng. Ver., then, Tisch., Alf.] Began
Excited to hope by the Saviour s words.

29. [For dvoxgiQeig
o ijjffoDj gJVfv, and Jesus answered and

said, read e^Jj o IjjtfeDf, Jesus said. Tisch., Alf.] Or brethren

The goods which are left are enumerated separately, those

which are repaid collectively. [That is, all the rewards may
be granted to one who has only been called on for one of the

sacrifices. Ed.] Remark the abundance of the reward, and
the bounty of the Lord. For my sake While on earth. And
the c/ospd s [Read for the sake of the gospel. Tisch., Alf]
In order to preach my name after my ascension. There are

many who leave many things for the world s sake.

30. [Now Not after persecutions, but in the midst of

them, when seemingly desolate. Mey., etc.] Brethren and
sisters and mothers By nature each man has only one father

and one mother, but the follower of Christ, through the

benefits he receives, has many. Comp. Rom. xvi. 13. Wives

are not mentioned, on grounds of propriety. Children See
I Cor. iv. 1417. With persecutions This is added, to pre
vent the disciples expecting external prosperity. Persecutions

indeed shall not be wanting, but so far from hindering they
shall aid the Christian to his hundredfold reward, while pre

venting such reward from over-elating him. The world The
Greek word here means eternal duration, aiw, as contrasted

with in tfds time, K&te&. To come Lit., (already) com-

ing.
31. First The subject of the proposition ; [not that are

first, as Eng. Ver. Ed.~\ Comp. note on Matt. xix. 30.

32. They were amazed Not knowing why. Often some

thing unperceived by the mind or sight, affects some other

sense. See Dan. x. 7. [More probably, because Jesus had

gone on, and they supposed, from chap. ix. 31, etc., that he
was on his way to death. De W.] They were amazed at

Jesus, who went before
; they were afraid for themselves,

wlio followed. By this amazement and fear they were
(if

not
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entirely, as in the case of James and John, yet still in part)
divested of their dependence and trust in earthly things.

Jjejan He had Ix-gun before, see chap. viii. 31, but he now
begins to speak more fully. And even this was but the

beginning.
34. For T?j rAry 7),u,secf, on the third day, read {ASTU rosT;

ilpeoas, after three clays. Tisch., A If]
35. [Omit w, the, before sons. Tisch., A

If.] Come They
are walking together. We would that thou shouldest do So
in the next verse, What would ye that I should do? Grant

Lit., give. Their first request was artfully made ; for things
to be done are generally more easily asked and acceded to than

things to be given. [Add ff, thee. Head desire of thee. Tisch.,

Alf. He is poorly disposed for prayer, who begins by pre

scribing to God what he shall do for him. Q ]

38. [For xai, and, read n, or. Tisch., Alf.] The cup . . .

the baptism The drinking of that cup was a difficult matter;

(sometimes even attended by death) : and amongst the Jews

baptism also might well cause a shudder, from the plunging of

the whole body into water, however cold. Therefore both
words are used to denote the Passion of Christ ;

the cup,
mentioned first, signifying his inward, as the baptism his out

ward suffering. He was Jilted with suffering, and he was over

whelmed with suffering. And there is a special fitness in the

mention of these two things ;
for those who receive the sacra

ments, are partakers of the baptism and of the cup of Christ
;

see 1 Cor. xii. 13: and both Christ s baptism and our own, as

well as the Lord s supper, have a close connexion with Christ s

death and ours. Ye shall .... drink . . . , and be baptized

James, who was slain by the sword, drank of the cup; John,
whom church history records to have been cast into boiling

oil, was baptized. This casting into boiling oil corresponds
with the word baptism ;

and our Lord himself, in Gethsemane,

speaks of his suffering death as a cup. Thus the cup is appro

priately mentioned before the baptism.
39. [Omit psv, indeed. Tisch., Alf]
40. [For x/

F|J SVMV^M /u,, and on my left hand, read %

jwvu,awv, or left. Tisch., Alf]
41.

[
The ten Men otherwise content with their position

take offence when any of their fellows seek pre-eminence.

V.G]
42. [Omit o?, but, and begin the verse with x/ and. Tisch]

Which are accounted That is, who bear vigorous sway.
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[The grandeur of eartLly princes is but paltry in the sight of

God. V.G.]
43. [For g rfra/, shall it be, read effriv, is it. Tisch., Alf.~\

44. Of all An extension of the expression your servant

in the preceding verse.

45. [To minister Whom shall such a matchless example
not win, even though it must put him to the blush? F.6r.]

46. [Omit 6 before, and insert
-go&amp;lt;ra/Yj?

after rvfXbg; so as to

read, son of Timoeus, a blind beggar, sat, etc. Omit v

begging. Tisch., Alf.] Bartimceus It would seem that Timoeus

had been a man well known in Jericho at that time, and that

Bartimasus had only become a beggar by reason of his blind

ness. Blind
[Lit., Bartimceus the blind,] used as a surname ;

this shows that he was well known in the apostolic times.

[As to his companion, see note on Matt. xx. 30.] Highway
The road to Jerusalem was the best situation for begging in.

47. Jesus, thou son of David It was great faith in the

blind man to address, as son of David, him whom he heard

the people speak of as a Nazarene. [Have mercy on me
This is the essence of all prayers. V.G.\

49. [For ?7v avrbv $uvqQrivoc.i, commanded him to be called,

read g/Vsv, puvqffars av . bv, said, call him. Tisch., A
If.]

Be of

good comfort In mind. Rise In body. They had no doubt

of Jesus power and willingness to aid.

50. Casting away In his eagerness and joy. [For dv

rose, read dvctifr^eas, leaped up. Tisch., Alf]
51. [ga/3/3oiw, Eng. Ver., Lord, is the Aramaean

Lord, or my Master, and is a more reverential address than

the usual Rabbi. Mey., etc
]

52. In the way Towards Jerusalem.

CHAPTER XL

1. [Omit B?j02&amp;gt;a^ xa7, Bethphage and. Tisch. not AlfJ\

Bethany Bethany was already behind them when our Lord

began these things ; Bethphage was in front ;
therefore it is

mentioned first, not from its geographical order, but from its

greater importance ;
and it appears that, in Jerusalem the two

places used to be conjointly spoken of as Bethphage and

Bethany. [Comp. Buda-Pesth. Ed.~\
2. Village over against you Bethphage. Whereon never

man sat Such a colt is not easy to find at any one particular

place and time ;
therefore this one was reserved for the Lord.
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Creatures meant for Christ s service must be free from
blemishes incidental to sinful bodies. See Matt, xxvii. 60. This

colt, though unbroken, yet bore (gently) such a rider as Jesus.

3. [Omit or/, that. Tisch., Alf}
6. [For Ivsrs/Xaro, commanded, read sJ-sv, said. Tisch.,
8. [For exoarov, sx ro&amp;gt; fafyuv, cut, of the trees, read xo

-vj

IK ruv dypw; render, and others branches, having cut themfrom
the fields. Tisch., Alf.}

9. [Omit Xsyoi/rsc, saying. Tisch., Alf.}
10. Of our father David Construe with the kingdom, thus,

blessed be the coming kingdom of our father David. [For the

words ev ovopan KuWoy, in the name of the Lord, are not

genuine here. Tisch
, Alf. So Seng. They call David their

father, as being the king, the father of their nation. Yet we

may suppose that David s actual posterity also were inter

mingled with them. The throne of David was assigned to

the Messiah, Luke i. 32. V.G.]
11. [Omit 6 JTjtf&Dj, Jesus. Also xa), and, after Jerusalem.

Tisch., Alf.} Looked round about An act of visitation.

[Which the next day was followed by a most severe censure.

If the driving out of the money-changers, etc., had taken

place on both days, Mark could not well use the Avord began,
ver. 15. In the same way Luke refers the plucking of the

ears of corn and the healing of the withered hand to two
different Sabbath days, though Matthew and Mark distinguish
them less clearly ; so, again, Matthew gives the whole story
of the fig-tree at once

; Murk divides it into two occasions ;

and again, Matthew and Mark combine the transfiguration
and the healing of the lunatic, while Luke shows the healing
to have taken place on the day after the transfiguration.

Harm.} All things What must his sacred thoughts have

been, concerning all the sacrifices and types so soon to be
fulfilled in his own person.

13. Having leave* And therefore holding forth the pro
mise of fruit. If Imply Lit., if therefore. We need not

here enter on any inquiry as to the various sorts of fig-trees.

The leaves gave indications of abundant fruit
;
therefore the

Lord approached to see if he should find anything besides

leaves
j
but he found leaves only, for the time of figs was not

come. A nearer look at the tree showed it to be not such as

the exceptional foliage seemed to show
;
but such as was

generally found at that season, which was too early for figs.

Comp. Matt. xxiv. 32. The season refers either to the time
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of year, a few days after the vernal equinox, chap. xiii. 28,

or, without regard to the year at all, to the fact that it

was not the usual season for figs. Therefore every fig-tree

ought either to have had no leaves, or to have had fruit as

well as leaves. Other fig-trees, which had neither leaves nor

fruit, were not blamed
;
but this one having leaves, failed in

the promise of fruit it held out, and therefore suffered. For
This word implies our Saviour s reason for seeking fruit on

this leafy tree, namely, because it was not the season
;
and also

gives the reason for his finding none. [It was at all events

credible that our Lord might have found unripe fruit on the

tree, and we need not inquire what he might have done with

such. It may have been that hunger prompted him to seek

the fruit, though not desirous to eat such food
;

or even

though unripe, it might have stayed his hunger. And how

easily may we suppose that he who turned water into wine,
and a few loaves into a banquet for thousands of men, could

have conferred immediate ripeness on the fruit. Harm.
]

The

clause, for the time of figs was not yet, tends to illustrate the

whole period referred to, as the word for, in chap. xvi. 4.

14. [Omit 6 lyffouc, Jesus. Tisc/i., Alf.] Ansivered To
the tree which refused him fruit. No man That which fails

to serve Christ is not worthy to serve man. [And therefore

the tree was doomed for the honour of the Son of God. V G.]
15. [Omit 6 lyootc, Jesus. Tisch., A

If.] Began The
men ought to have taken warning on the day before, when
our Lord still spared them, and warned them by his looks.

Cornp. ver. 11.

16. Through the temple Using it as a thoroughfare.
17. Taught The conjunction of teaching with punish

ment makes the latter salutary. [For Xsyuv avroTc, saying unto

them, read xuf
sXsysv, and said. Tisch., A If.] Of all nations

Bengel reads, house of prayer to all nations. Comp.
Hebrew accents, in Isa. Ivi. 7.

18. And They either sanctioned the traffic, as a matter of

favour or profit, or else considered themselves the proper per
sons to put it down. Feared And therefore they plotted.

19. [When even was come Mark has described the last

walks of our Saviour with singular distinctness. Harm]
22. HaveHold fast. Faith in God Lit,, faith of God;

such faith as those should have who have God himself; a

great and hearty faith, which rests on God as the only foun
dation of all things. So we read in Luke vi. 1 2, prayer to
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God, (lit., prayer of God,} made in solitude
;
so kindness of

God, 2 Sam. ix. 3, meaning kindness to the orphan, arising
from religious feeling only ;

and so, cedars of God, trees not

of human planting, and mountains of God, those which human
cultivation does not reach.

23. [Omit yao, for. For a, those things which, read o, the

thing which. Tisch., A If. Also omit o edv s/V/j, whatsoever he

saith. Tisch., but Alf. doubts.]
25. And when The connexion is, pray without doubting

and wrath. 1 Tim. ii. 8. Ye stand When you have actually
taken up the bodily attitude of praying, cornp. Jer. xviii. 20.

The standing posture is that of one praying with confidence

(Luke xviii. 11, 13); the prostrate position, that of one

praying for pardon. The force of the Greek perfect, hero

used, is that of Jiaving stationed one s self, and is admirably
suited to the passages where it occurs. In standing, we come
as little as possible in contact with the earth

;
and for this

reason it is a fitting posture for prayer ;
in the offering of

which, the ascetics forbid any leaning. Forgive [Thus an

especial hindrance (ver. 2G) to believing prayer is removed.

Sin unforgiven obstructs everything. V.G.] Jesus cursed the

g-tree ;
but the believer may not curse his brother.

26. \Tisch. omits this verse, not Alf. Neither will ....
forgive And so will alst) refuse to hear. V.G

]

27. Walking As in his own house. Come This was a

weighty and important question, asked by men of various

classes.

28. [For Xsyovffiv, say, read sXsyov, said. For xcti rig, and

who, read jjf Tig, or who. Tisch., Alf.]
29. [Omit a&amp;lt;rox/0/, answered and. Also omit xayw, also.

Tisch., Alf.]
31. [Omit cuv, then. Tisch., Alf.]
32. [Omit sdv, if, and place a mark of interrogation after

avfo&Kuv. Tisch., Alf. Bead, But shall we sau, of men?

They feared, etc. The answer is given by Mark, not by the

priests, etc. Mey.]
33. [Omit d--oz.gifai$} answering, after Jesus. Tisch., Alf.]

CHAPTER XII.

2. [For rov XO.SKOIJ, fruit, read ruv xao-wv, fruits. Tisch.,

Alf.] Of the fruits See Matt. xxi. 34. Of Lit., from
the vineyard. The husbandmen were to have part of
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the fruit. The expression here is appropriate to the first

servants, who were to bring a sample of the fruits.

5. [Omit fl-a/./v, again. Tisch., Alf.]
6. Yet Construe with having. One .... well-beloved

These t\\o words are not necessarily synonymous.
10. And have ye not Lit., have ye not even.

12. [For tiny knew On the testimony of their own con

science. V.G.] Against Gump. Heb. i. 7 ;
xi. 18.

14. But Truth is inconsistent with respecting of persons.
15. That I moy see it The Lord would seem to have then

for the first time seen and handled a denarius, or penny.
17. [Omit d

rro:&amp;lt;.$iQ~tc, answering, and avroTg, unto them.

Tisch.] The things that are Gods All things are God s in

heaven and earth, as well as all men, and Caesar himself. But
he hath made a wise distribution of these possessions, and there

fore should all the less be defrauded of those rights which he
hath reserved to himself. V.G.]

19. Wrote Unbelieving though they were, the Sadducees

acknowledged Moses as the writer of the law. If . . . that

A very unusual expression in the Greek
; comp. chap. v. 23.

[For rsxva, children, read rsxvov, child. Tisch., Alf.]
20. [Omit oyv, now. Tisch., A If.]

22. Seven The fact of not even the seventh leaving any
seed, renders the question more plausible. [Omit sXufiov avTqv,
had her, and KOLI, and. Tisch., Alf.~\

23. When they shall rise The brothers and the wife. [Omit
oOf, therefore. Tisch., A If.]

24. [Omit xal ctvoKPiQsif, and . . . answering. Tisch., Alf.~\

Therefore This strengthens the refutation : your very language
shows you to err. Comp. Ps. Ixvi. 19, Sept.

25. From the dead Lit., out from amongst; this, without

setting aside the universality of the resurrection, implies the

new condition of the saints on their rising from a state of

death.

26. The book The book of Moses is mentioned here
;
that

of the prophets, in Acts vii. 42; that of Isaiah, in Luke iii. 4;
that of the Psalms, in Acts i. 20. Of Moses Whom the

Sadducees quoted, ver. 19. In the bush [Gr. IT/ roD
/3aVot&amp;gt;,

which Beng. refers to the preceding. Render in the look of
Moses concerning the bush, that is, that part of the book. So

Met/., A
If.]

This was a form of citation common with the

Rabbins. The word bush means, at least in Exodus, not a

barren bramble, but a valuable plant ; see Deut. xxxiii. 1 G.
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27. [Omit 0gos, *fo 6W, after
aX&amp;gt;.,

6z/fc 7M., 4/S/&quot;.
So

lfo#.] F&amp;lt;? therefore [Ye Sadducees. The doctrine of the

resurrection is a fundamental one. V.G.~\ Greatly A con
trast to, Thou art not far, etc., ver. 34. [Omit vpsTs ovv; read,

ye great/// err. Tisch., A if.]

28. Well The excellence of Christ s teaching is often ap
parent even to persons who do not fully comprehend it.

Comp. well, ver. 32.

29. [Omit re.\jr(fj,
him. And for crowrTj craffSt ruv

&amp;lt;WoXwv, the

first of all the commandments, read fl^w-nj gffr/V, /ie ^rs^ is.

2fcc/i
,
A

If.
Hear This very word is a portion of the first

commandment. V.G.] The Lord This is the foundation not

only of the first commandment, but of them all. The subject
is the Lord our God; (the Lord, I say, who is the God of all).
The predicate is, that he is One. Comp. ver. 32. The repeti
tion of the proper name shows two great revelations to be

meant, the one embracing the Jewish people, arid the other

the Gentiles in addition. Comp. Ps. Ixxii. 18, the Lord

(Jehovah) God, the God of Israel; where the proper name

(Lord, Jehovah) is expressed once, the appellative, God, twice;
the accentuation corresponding with that in 1 Chron. xii. 18.

30. Heart Which lives and loves. Soul Which enjoys
and relishes. Mind The ceaseless active power of thought ;

this is expressed by understanding, in ver. 33
;
and by strength,

mind, in Luke x. 27. Strength Active corporeal power.

[Omit al/nj crfwrjj evro?^, this is the first commandment.
]

31. [For xaj di-jrspa. 6,ao/a aurf, and the second is like, read

&a*a a yrjj, second is this. Tisch., Alf.]
32. Well Construe with, thou hast said; what thou hast

said is well said, as being based on truth : comp. Luke iv. 25.

There is one [Gr. ils sari, omitting 8&b$, God. So Tisch., A If.]

This absolute expression is repeated from ver. 29
;
and con

sequently, from Moses. Comp. Zech. xiv. 9. The subject,

God, is (left to be) understood, from a certain unwillingness
to make too frequent mention of that name

; although many
have inserted it after one. [One God requires one heart and
one love. Q.~]

33. Whole burnt-offerings The costliest sort of sacrifices.

Sacrifices Lit., victims; concerning which the law contains

many precepts.
34. [Discreetly Lit., as one having discernment. Ed.]

Thou art not far Therefore those who lack discernment are

far. [Such, for instance, as those who put their trust in
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sacrifices. V.G.] If thou be not far (from the kingdom) then

enter in
;
otherwise it were better for thee to have been far.

36. [Omit 7040, for. Tisch., A
If.

For eJirev, said, after

Lord, Tisch. reads Xiy?/, saith ; and, for VWJTO&IOV ruv &amp;lt;7roduv

ffov, thy footstool, tixoxaru ruv Koduv aov, literally, under feet.]

37. [Omit wv, therefore. Tisch., A If.]
The common people

Lit,, the multitude, which was numerous. The expressive

repetition of David himself strongly contrasts David s own
statement with that of the scribes. Mey.]

38. [Omit a jToTg, unto them. Tisch., A
If.]

ThemThQ
disciples in particular, see Luke xx. 45. [Beware Lest ye
incur the same condemnation

;
see ver. 40. V.G.] The scribes

A public censure. Which love Lit., which wish. The
intention in which it is done often makes an act, in itself

indifferent, good or bad
;
but the Greek word 6sl.u, I wish,

here used, often includes the carrying out of a wish, whether

good, as Matt. xx. 14; or evil, as Gal. iv. 9. And even in

modern times it is characteristic of false religionists to be

captivated by splendour of apparel, by eminent celebrity, and

by display of function, possessions, and worship.
41. [Omit 6 Iqffovc, Jesus. Tisch., Alf.] Beheld Jesus even

now beholds us all at our devotions. Many .... rich The

state was in a nourishing condition.

42. A . . . widow Who attracted Jesus special notice. Tivo

mites One of which she might have retained. [Her conduct

was not dictated by any command ;
but her motive was a good

one. V.G.]
43. Galled unto him To speak to them on an important

subject. This affords an instance of how he will judge here

after, according to the hearts. His disciples Who did not so

highly estimate the widow s gift. [This was why the Searcher

of hearts said verily. V.G.] More Not in actual quantity,
but in motive, which is the point God looks to. If some rich

man had cast in all he possessed, it would have been a greater
deed than the widow s, in so far as to replace so much
would have been more difficult than to replace two mites

;

but still his motive would not have surpassed that of the poor
widow. [How far does the praise accorded by Jesus to the poor

widow, surpass all this world s commendations! V.G.~\
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CHAPTER XIII.

1. [Stones ....
&quot;buildings

The building was going forward

actively at this very period ;
and therefore many of the stones

were lying about. V.G. According to Josephus, the blocks

of stone were about thirty-six feet in length by twelve in thick

ness, and eighteen in height. Ed.]
3. [Omit avoxpOs/c, answering. Tisch., Aff.] Upon the

mount The wall of the temple facing the Mount of Olives

was lower than elsewhere
;
which made it easier to look into

the temple from thence. Peter, etc. Peter and James were
to die before this was fulfilled

;
and yet the prophecy con

cerned them
;
and John still more.

4. These things Concerning the temple. A II these things

Concerning not the temple only, but everything else, in

general.
5. [Omit aToxg/0e/V, answering. Tisch., AlfJ] Began He

Lad not previously spoken much on these topics.

6. [Omit ya*, for. Tisch., A
If.]

I am Understand the

Christ. See Matt. xxiv. 5, and comp. Isa. xliii. 10.

7. [Omit 7*, for. Tisch., Alf. The end Of tribulation.

Mey. Comp. ver. 8, end.]
8. [Omit Kai, and, before there shall be. Tisch., Alf.]

Troubles To the universe as well as to the human race.

9. But . . . take no thought (see ver. 11) for anything else
;

only take heed to yourselves. [Omit ya%, for, before they.

Tisch., Alf.] They shall deliver you up From this verse to

ver. 13, the words run parallel with those of Matthew x. 17,
18. This proves Mark to be not a mere epitomiser of Matthew.
In Or, into. A. short way of saying, ye shall be driven

into the synagogues with scourgings. The mention of stripes
in connexion with synagogues is frequent; see Matt. x. 17,

23, 34. Against them The Jews. [Not the Jews, as Beng.,
nor is against them, as Eng. Ver., the proper rendering. But
to them, the rulers and kings ; that they too may have a testi

mony of me. Mey.]
10. Among The preaching of the gospel was actually

furthered by the persecutions it underwent. See ver. 9 ;

2 Tim. iv. 17 ; [and Acts viii. 4, 5
;

xi. 19. Ed.] First

Before the end come; ver. 7. [See Matt. xxiv. 14. Ed.

By the time Jerusalem was destroyed, a church had been

gathered from the Gentiles. V.G.]
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11. [For orav 5s, lut when, read /.ui o-ray, and when. Tisch.,

A
If.]

Neither do ye premeditate Not alone anxiety, but even

premeditation is needless. That speak ye Unreservedly and
without fear. [For that is the object for which it shall le

given you. V.G.]
13. [Faith and love unite even strangers; unbelief and

hate break the closest ties of nature. Q]
14. [Omit the clause, spoken of by Daniel the prophet. Tisch.,

Alf.] Where it ought not The language is adapted to the

circumstances of the auditory. The Jews thought it ought
not

; and, considering the sanctity of the place, it ought not.

Comp. 1 Tim. v. 13 ; Jer. xlix. 12. [It was from this spot that

the Romans invaded the city. V.G]
18. [Omit jj

&amp;lt;pjyrt l^uv, your flight. Tisch., Alf. Eead it

be not.]
20. For the elect s sake, whom he hath chosen An instance

of the power of prayer. He hath shortened By his decree.

21. [Omit #, or. Tisch., Alf.]
22. [Omit -^tudo^iffToi not, false Christs and. Tisch., not Alf.

Also for dtoawaiv, shall show or give, read co/jjffoywi ,
sltall do.

Also omit Kod, even. Tv*ch., Alf.] To seduce By error, from

the right way.
23. [Omit /3ou, behold. Tisch., Alf.]
24. In those days after that tribulation Those days shall

come after that tribulation
;

therefore the words that and

those refer to different matters : the former to the whole pre

ceding discourse the latter to the last event of all, as in ver.

32
;
for in Mark, as well as elsewhere, the question of the

disciples which our Lord is answering referred by implication
to the end of the world.

25. [Insert IK, from, before heaven. Tisch., Alf..] Shall fall
A metaphor taken from a flower, see James i. 11.

27. [Omit U-JTOV, his, twice. Tisch., Alf.] Uttermost part
A short way of saying, . from the utmost bounds of earth

and heaven, of the whole universe. [Who would not be glad
to have his part in an assembly so blessed ? V.G.]

28. [For ytvuxj/isrs, ye know, read
y/vuiff/igra/,

it is knoion.

Tisch., Alf.}
30. [Generation These words were spoken about A.D. 30,

and fulfilled A.D. 70. Comp. note on Matt. xxiv. 34. Not.

Grit.]
32. [For xa/, and, read n, or. Also for c/ ayysXo/ G

I,
the

angels which (are), read ayysKoc, an angel. Tisch., Alf. No
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man To know the day is not of great importance, but to be

always ready is.
Q.~\

Neither the Son This passage, not given
by Matthew, Mark has inserted, as believers, being more

firmly established at the time of his writing, could bear it

better than when Matthew wrote. [It is also omitted by
Luke

;
who appears to have qualified some passages of Mark,

to prevent their proving a stumbling-block to Theophilus, who,

though an excellent man, was but a novice. Harm.] Both
when twelve years old and afterwards, Jesus increased in

wisdom
;

this increase he did not before possess. If then this

were not derogatory to him, it cannot have been necessary for

him while engaged in teaching to know the one secret reserved

to the Father. Besides, the expression is not to be taken

absolutely, (comp. John xvi. 15), but, firstly, in reference to

Christ s human nature, apart from which he is not mentioned
in this passage, even though it shows a gradation, whereby he
is assigned a rank above that of the angels ; secondly, in re

ference to his state of humiliation, which accounts for the

difference of his language immediately after his resurrection
;

(see Acts i. 7) ;
and finally, (assuming it to apply to his human

nature and state of humiliation), in reference to Christ s

office; so that he could say, without any mental reservation,
he knew not the hour, in so far as it was no part of his

message to declare it; and could thus deter his disciples
from importuning him to tell. An apostle might, from dif

ferent points of view, both know a thing, and not know it
;

comp. note on Phil. i. 25
;
and how much more might not

Christ? There is a wondrous variety in the action of

Christ s mind : at times so exalted, that he scarcely seemed
to remember he was man walking upon earth

;
and at times so

depressed, that he seemed almost to forget that he was the

Lord from heaven. And he always spoke according to the

feeling of the moment ; at one time, as being one with the

Father
;
at another, as if only holding the position of all holy

men. These two different conditions of mind were wondrously
blended in him. His extreme humility in the present passage

qualifies the idea of his glory suggested by his language con

cerning the judgment. If it be asked, why, in this passage
he is spoken of as the Son, a title not taken from his human

nature, we may reply that, in declarations concerning the

Saviour, terms expressing his glory are coupled with state

ments implying his humiliation
;
see Matt. xvi. 28

;
John i.

51
;

iii. 13; and, vice versa, see Matt. xxi. 3; 1 Cor. ii. 8;
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and in the present passage the Son is mentioned in contrast to

the Father. But the Father This shows the great glory of

his omniscience. Comp. Acts i. 7.

33. [Omit y.ai vgoasv^ffi)-:, and pray. Tisch., Alf.]
34. [As a man This is parallel, not to Matt. xxv. 14, but

xxiv. 45. Harm.] Authority This he gave to his servants

conjointly ;
as appears from the words to evert/ man. [Omit

xai, and, before to every man. Tisch., Alf.] This authority is

great ;
see Matt. xxi. 33. The porter Whose business it is

to watch for and to arouse the others.

35. Watch This watchfulness, which is the foundation of

all duties, is enjoined not merely on the porter, but on all the

servants. At midnight See Matt. xxv. G.

37. [Unto you The apostles and their contemporaries.

V.G] Unto all Even those in later times.

CHAPTER XIV.

1. The passover Strictly so called, as in ver. 12, for the un
leavened bread is also mentioned. After tivo days That is,

[according to the Greek idiom, Ed.] on the following day.
2. [For 8s, but, read yd*, for. Tisch., A If.]

3. Spikenard Marg., pure nard. The word Tr/tfr/jc?j, is

variously translated, either as veritable, or as from Pista, an
Indian city in the region of Cabul, from whence, even in those

days, many spices were brought. But the structure of the

Greek word is more in favour of the former interpretation.

[Brake To prevent ought remaining in the box, which, if of

glass, would have been shattered to fragments. F.6r.]
4. [Omit %a.i XsyovTtc, and said. Tisch., Alf.]
5. [For roD, Eng. Ver., it, read roDro rb /JSJPOV, this oint

ment. Tisch., Alf.] More than three hundred It is question
able whether they had any means of forming an exact estimate;
the expression sounds like a proverbial one.

7 The poor Whom ye mention. Whensoever ye will To
show your charity Ye may None is too poor to give away
something. Me ye have not always Present as now. Such
an honour cannot be paid me at all times.

8. What she could Lit., what she had. A short way of

saying : She hath spent what she had, and done what she could
;

or : She hath done all that was in her power. Emphasise the

she. It is hardly likely that any other of Jesus follower*

possessed any so costly ointment. The woman was divinely
VOL. I. Z
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appointed to perform this act. She is come aforehand It was

unfitting that the body of Christ, which knew no corruption,
should be anointed after his death ; therefore this anointing
took place before it.

9. [Eead a^v ds, but verily. Also omit roDro, this. Kead
the gospel. Tisch., Alf.] She Spoken demonstratively.

11. Were glad Not only felt, but showed their gladness.
12. [Killed the passover This was done by the Jews in

accordance with the law, which the disciples also followed.

V.O.]
13. There shall meet This was a marvellous sign : 1. that

a person should meet them : 2. that that person should be a

man : 3. and alone : 4. and immediately : 5. that he should

be carrying a pitcher : 6. of earthenware : 7- that the pitcher
should contain water

; and, 8. that the man should be going
to the very house the disciples sought. [Our Lord ate the

passover with as deep humility as any ordinary Israelite ; but

showed his glory in the preparations made for eating it. V.GJ]
14. Where is The fact of some guestchamber being pre

pared by the providence of God is assumed. [Read TO zard-

Xy/^oi /ACM, my guestchamber. Tisch., Alf.]
15. A large upper room It is probable that Jesus had be

fore eaten the passover in the houses of other inhabitants of

Jerusalem ;
but that, on this occasion, he celebrated it with

greater solemnity. Furnished Lit., spread, with carpets.
The master of the house had been guided to do this by
Divine Providence. The circumstance of this spreading shows
more distinctly the foreknowledge of Jesus, than if the room
had been paved. [Insert xa/, and, before there. Tisch., Alf.~\

Make ready The verb is neuter
;
see Luke ix. 52.

16. Found To their joy and wonder, and to the strengthen

ing of their faith.

19. One by one Comp. John viii. 9 ;
Rom. xii. 5.

20. [Omit airoxgiQsis, answered and. Tisch., Alf.] That

dippeth Middle voice in Greek ;
the force of which is, that

dippeth with his own hand.

21. [Prefix to the verse or/, for. Tisch., A If.]

22. [Omit 6 lyffovs, Jesus. Tisch., Alf.] Bread Mark does

not add the article. [Omit payers, eat. Tisch.
, Alf.] My

Understand, from ver. 24, the words which is given for

you.
23. And they all drank of it The introduction of this

clause in the midst of our Lord s words affords an argument
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that the words this is my body, this is my Hood, were spoken
while the disciples were eating and drinking. .For which
reason the evangelists either prefix or subjoin the words.

Comp. note on Matt. iii. 7. They all drank, even Judas ;

for who can assert that he could have disappeared in the

middle of the meal? [Comp. ver. 17, 18, 22. Even in ver.

31, Judas may be supposed included in the word all. It may
be that he crossed the brook Cedron with the Saviour and

the rest of the disciples, and then led to the garden the band
who were waiting in the neighbourhood. Harm.]

24. [Omit xouvfa, new. Tisch., Alf.]
27. [Omit sv sfAoi sv

rfi
VVKTI ruvryj, because of me, this

night. Tisch., Alf. It is written Comp. Matt. xxvi. 31,

note.]
30. before . . . twice It is a remarkable circumstance that

Peter did not bethink himself (of this warning) at the first

cock-crowing. Comp. note on Matt. xxvi. 34.

31. More vehemently Comp. note on chap. vii. 36. He
was more ready to speak of his own constancy than to believe

the words of Jesus.

35. [The hour might passfrom him Jesus says the hour,
for he knew that the cup must quickly be drained, and the

passion quickly accomplished ; and as hitherto he had been

certain that the end in view was good, so now he had no
reason to doubt it. The fact of the issue being certain, detracts

in no way from the Father s love in offering his Son, or from
the Son s love in yielding himself for us. Yet the cup and
the hour caused anguish to Jesus

;
and therefore he entreated

deliverance from them, subject to the will of the Father and
the possibility of the case. Harm.]

36. Abba, Father Mark appears to have added the word
Father as an explanation ;

for Matt. xxvi. 39, 42, simply

gives the words my Father; and Luke xxii. 42, Father. On
the cross, he said, Eli, Eli.

41. And he cometh The third departure and prayer are

presupposed. Sleep See note on Matt. xxvi. 45. It is

enough The time for slumber is over; a different subject
must occupy us now. [And though ye heed not my arousing

you, your rest shall be disturbed nevertheless. V.Gf.]
43. [Judas Add 6

I&amp;lt;rxap/w7-j,
Iscariot. Also omit

ToXyg, great. Tisch., Alf.]
44. Safely The betrayer was afraid of Jesus escaping.

[Therefore this miserable man was not so much actuated by
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desire of gaining the thirty pieces of silver as by a deadly
hatred of Jesus. V.G]

46. [Omit avrw, their. Tisch., Alf]
51. A linen cloth Therefore he was wealthy. See Matt,

xi. 8. His naked body Perhaps he had already gone to bed.

Laid hold on him He had received no commandment to

follow. No one laid hand on the disciples. It was either

the armed men or others who seized on this- young man. [It
cannot be determined who this was

;
some disciple, not of the

twelve. Mey., De W. Possibly Mark.
Ols.]

52. Fled . . . naked -He fled thus, though the night was
not dark

;
the greatness of his peril made his shame yield to

his fear.

53. Assembled with him On his summons.
54. With the servants Men are more apt to make a slip

in the presence of those they stand in no awe of, than in that

of princes. Warmed himself Care for the body often leads

men to neglect the soul. The fire Lit., light; Peter was

recognised by the light of the fire, at a distance from which
he would have been safer. See ver. 67.

60. Nothing ? . . . What ? Two distinct questions. [So
Mey., and Eng. Vers. But Tisch. and Alf. punctuate, An-
swerest thou nothing what these witness ?

etc.]
61. Of the blessed Of the blessed God.
62. lam [Jesus himself professed the truth, when, on the

one hand, his enemies brought forward false witness against
him

; and, on the other, his disciples shrank from confessing
that truth themselves. V.G]

65. Began A new stage in the proceedings. Servants
Who carried rods. [Ptead g/3&amp;gt;.Xov,

did strike, tAafiw, took.

Tisch., Alf. It means, took him in hand ivith, treated him
ivith. Alf.]

66. Beneath There would seem to have been a staircase.

69. A maid Lit., the maid. Either the same one as be

fore, or another, in which latter case the word again must be
construed with saw only. [Tisch. reads cra&amp;gt;./v again, after

began. Alf. omits
it.]

To them that stood by She said it

rather in jest than in malice. [Conip note on Matt. xxvi.

69.]

69, 70. Of them . . . of them This expression shows speak
ing] against Jesus and his disciples to have been already very
general.

70. [Omit and thy speech ayrecth thereto. Tisch., Alf.]
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72. [Some manuscripts and editors add su&w;, immediately.
De IF., not Tisch., Met/., A If.]

When he thought thereon, he

wept This is the best rendering. De W., Me.y., Alf. Bengel
would read, he betook himself to weeping; Stapuleus, lie burst

into tears.

CHAPTER XV.

4. [For x&rafiaoTVgovaiv, witness, read, xaTTjyoPoDff/v, charge.

Tisch., Alf]
7. Insurrection A crime particularly dreaded by Pilate,

who would gladly have punished Barabbas.

8. [For awapofiffnf, crying aloud, read
ai&amp;lt;a/3a,

went up and.

Tisch., Alf] Crying To this the words thej cried out ugain,
ver. 13, refer. The Vulgate used to read, went up, which
accords with Matt, xxvii. 17. It is certain that the multi
tude came to the chief priests for the purpose of demanding
the release of some prisoner, when these were maliciously

accusing Jesus
;
and the populace certainly began the ascent

to the judgment hall, and some sort of c; amour. Desire

Supply him to do, as in Eng. , ers. The verb is often omit
ted and must be supplied from the clause that follows, as in

John v. 21
;
vi. 32, 35; x. 35

;
xii. 25, 35

;
Rom. v. 16

;
Phil,

ii. 1, 2
;

Tit. ii. 2, note, So Sept., 2 Kings ix. 27.

9. J he King of the Jews Said in mockery.
20. [And led him out No mortal man could have perceived,

much less have explained to others, the mystery involved in

the Saviour s being led (to execution) without the city, had it

not been taught us by the apostles wisdom. Heb. xiii. 11,
13. Harm]

21. Coining Either to be present at the passover, or to

see what would be done to Jesus. Out of the country Where,
possibly, he dwelt. It was well for him that he had not been

present at the accusation
;
but this made him ad the less

agreeable to the Jews. The father of Alexander and Rufus
The fact of Simon being thus named, proves the sons to have
been better known than the father at the time of the evan

gelist s writing. They were distinguished among the disciples;
which made the fact thus referred to easier of proof. ^See
Pvom. xvi. 13.)

22 They bring Not merely lead. The place Golgotha
Lit., the place of Golgotha.

23. [Omit irwv, to drink. Tisch., Alf] Received it not
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He tasted, but did not drink it. Comp. Matt, xxvii. 34
; xxvi.

39.

24. [They crucified him Lit., they crucify him, and.

Tisch., Alf.]
25. Third Followed by the sixth, ver. 33, and the ninth,

ver. 34. The Jewish hours are those referred to. And what
ever kind or number of hours Mark and John mention, they
both refer to the same period of the forenoon. Nor is there

any occasion for us to try to diminish the number of hours

(our Lord was) on the cross Jesus being more than six

hours upon it
; for, the equinox being past, from the third to

the ninth hour exceeded the duration of six ordinary hours
;

the days, whether long or short, being divided into twelve

hours ;
and many events took place between the end of the

eclipse and the death of Jesus. Some expound this verse

thus : It was the third hour from the time they crucified him ;

but in such case Mark would have said, It was three hours since,

etc., and thus, omitting to state the hour of crucifixion, he

would state what happened three hours later
;

for the draw

ing of lots and the writing of the title occupied but little

time. And Either literally, implying that the soldiers first

nailed Jesus to the cross, then cast lots for his garments, and
then raised up the cross

;
or relatively, implying the exact

hour to which the mention of the crucifixion is both prefixed
and subjoined. Comp. note on John xix. 14, and ii. 15, at

the end. Crucified him Raising up the cross.

28. [Omit this verse. Tisch., Alf.] With the transgressors
The Greek is more forcible here, than in Isa. liii. 12, Sept.,

witli
(lit., among] the transgressors.

29. Ah! This exclamation, properly one of wonder, ex

presses here a mixture of mockery and wonder.

32. Christ the King A mockery of his words
;
the word

Christ refers to the question asked by the chief priest, the

word King to that asked by Pilate.

34. [Omit Xiywv, saying. Tisch., Alf.] Matthew has Eli !

Eli! Mark, Eloi! Eloi! the former following the Hebrew, the

latter the Syriac Psalter. [Omit the first ^aou, my. Tisch., not

Alf.} Why See note on Matt, xxvii. 46.

37. Gave up the ghost Lit., expired. Breathing is good
for the body ; ceasing to breathe, for the soul.

39. [So cried out and gave up Christ did not die of ex

haustion, but freely laid down his life. V.G.]
40. [The less Literally, the little, that is, in stature. Mey.]
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41. Galilee Where lie sojourned a great part of his time
;

it was principally at the feast times that he had gone up to

Jerusalem.

42. The day before the Sabbath On which they began to

rest.

43. Joseph of Arimathea Lit., Joseph, he of Arimathea ;

the prefixal of the article here, and not in Matthew, shows that

this had become Joseph s surname between the periods of

Matthew s and Mark s writing. Honourable Distinguished
both by character and position. Counsellor Member of the

Sanhedrim. Went in boldly A laudable boldness. [And
not unaccompanied by danger. V.G.] See John xix. 38.

[Such bold endeavours often succeed far beyond ordinary ex

pectation. F.6r.]

44. Marvelled It was not the mere crucifixion which de

prived Jesus of life. [Those who were crucified sometimes

lingered longer. Pilate had permitted the breaking of the

legs ;
but did not know till he heard it from Joseph, that

Jesus had died before that was done. F.6r.] Any while

Short or long.
45. When he knew The fact of Jesus death. He gave

The judge exercised a power of disposal over the bodies of

those who were crucified. [And so, wonderful to say, that

body, which should see no corruption, was at the disposal of

a heathen ! We may suppose Joseph to have had to pay a

large sum for this concession. V.Gr.]

CHAPTER XVL

1. Had bought They had prepared the spices on the day
before the Sabbath. Luke xxiii. 56

;
xxiv. 1. Therefore

they must have bought them then ;
for on the day after the

Sabbath they could not have bought them so early ;
therefore

the words, when the Sabbath was passed, must either be

joined with they came, ver. 2
;
or the sense is, that the Sab

bath had been kept meanwhile, between the preparation and
the first day of the week. Sweet spices .... anoint That is,

sweet spices and ointments to sprinkle [possibly embalm, EdJ\
and anoint the body; or else they mixed the spices with

ointments.

2. Very early in the morning . ... at the rising of the sun

Lit., when the sun was risen; the first statement refers to

Mary Magdalene, see John xx.
j

the second, to the other
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women. [Their diligence attained, not their aim, but one

much better. Q.]
3. from Therefore the sepulchrewas very strongly fastened.

The women knew nothing of its being sealed.

4. For This word implied the cause of the women s anxiety,
as well as their feeling that greater strength than theirs was
needed to roll the stone away.

5. A young man A form appropriate to angels, who

generally appeared in male form, and, in this case, as young.

[See Matt, xxviii. 2.] On the right side Thus the attendant,
with ready ministration, is at the Lord s right hand.

7. But go your ivay Contrasted with he is not here;
.... there shall ye see him. And Peter Who afterwards

powerfully proclaimed this message [of the resurrection, Ed.]
in his acts and writings. [What a refreshment this must have
been to the disciple in his deep distress ! V.GJ]

8. They trembled In body ; comp. note on 1 Cor. ii. 3.

Were amazed In mind.

9-20. [The genuineness of these verses is much disputed.
The best and now most general view is, that this is an early
addition by another hand than Mark s, (Tisch., Mey.}, embody
ing facts known by apostolic tradition. At/., etc. Ols. in

vain tries to defend it as Mark
s.]

9. Early Construe with he appeared; and comp. ver. 12.

[Remove the comma after week, in Eng. Ver. therefore, and

place it after risen. The time of his resurrection wras already

implied, ver. 2. Mey^\ Our Lord rose on that very day,
before dawn.

12. Another This was an intermediate stage of revelation

between the sending of the tidings and his visible appearance ;

as the number tiuo was between the one messenger, Mary, and
the many witnesses. [Into the country Towards Emmaus,
Lukexxiv. 13. V.G.]

13. Went and told it . . . neither believed they Luke (chap,
xxiv, 34) says they did believe. Both statements are true.

They did believe
;
but their suspicion and unbelief soon re

turned. Their rising faith, laid hold on at first with gladness,
and yet combined with an unwonted exaltation of mind, was

scarcely faith at all as compared with their subsequent faith,

which was purified, full, and fitted for their office as apostles.
See Luke xxiv. 37, 38

;
John xx. 25; Matt, xxviii. 17.

14. Afterwards [On the very day of the resurrection; for

Mark acids, as they sat at meat, which shows this not to be
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spoken of the appearance on the mountain in Galilee, to which

lie briefly refers in ver. 7, and which Matthew (chap, xxviii.

16) narrates at length. Harm.] As they sat at meat At
which time men are most rejoiced to see those whose presence

they have been wishing for. Upbraided This assumes the

proof of his presence to have been indubitable. [A salutary

shaming. F.6r.] Hardness of heart Faith and tenderness

of heart go hand in hand.

15. All the ivorld In the fullest sense, as belonging to

Jesus Christ, the Lord of all. See everyivhere, ver. 20. If

all men in all places and periods have not heard the gospel,

it is because either the successors of its first preachers, or those

who should have hearkened to them, have not fulfilled the

will of God. Creature To man, in the first instance
;
see

next verse
; but, in a secondary sense, to all creation. [Seng s

words are illustrated by the blessings conferred on inferior

creatures, and even on the earth itself, by Christianity and its

civilisation. Alf.] The blessing extends as far as the curse

had done. The creation (of all things) by the Son, is the

foundation of their redemption and of his kingdom.
16. He that believeth The gospel. The conclusion of the

book accords with its commencement; see chap. i. 15. And
is baptized Every believer received baptism. Shall be saved

.... shall be damned A short way of saying, shall have

justification and salvation . . . . shall be condemned and perish.

He that believeth not Unbelievers were not baptized. The
want of baptism does not condemn, unless it be combined

with unbelief. The penalty for neglect of circumcision was
more expressly declared ; Gen. xvii. 1 4.

17. Shall follow The word, and faith, precede the working
of miracles. See ver. 20. Them that believe Through the very
faith mentioned in ver. 16. Comp. Heb. xi. 33. The same

state of mind which saved Paul, worked his miracles too. Even
in our days, faith has a hidden, miraculous power in every
believer. Even though it may not appear so, every result gained

by prayer is in fact miraculous
;
for it is not merely because

the Church is now planted (although, in truth, by the first

miracles under the New Testament dispensation the Lord

Jesus Christ hath made to himself an everlasting name ;
see

Isa. Ixiii. 12) ;
but it is because men are weak and the world

unworthy, that the old miraculous power does not show itself

in our own day. Miracles at first were the support, they are

now the object, of faith. These The reference is to miracles
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of the most evident kind, free from every suspicion of trickery.
In my name Which believers call upon. New tongues
Either languages previously unknown to themselves

;
or even

unknown to any nation; 1 Cor. xii. 10. For, in Acts ii. 4,

the languages of the Parthians, Medes, Elamites, etc., are

spoken of as other, not as new tongues. Other tongues were

those of different nations, and previously used, but new tongues
were such as appear to have been used at Corinth, spoken by
one and interpreted by another, even when no one was present
who used a foreign language ;

in fact, it seems to have been a

sort of prophetical exercise.

18. Deadly There is no mention made here of their raising
the dead. Jesus Christ more than fulfilled his promise. Yet
we only read of two instances of restoring the dead to life ;

that of Tabitha by Peter, and that of Eutychus by Paul. For
it is more desirable, now that Christ has entered into his glory,
to fly from this life to another, than to come back to this.

19. The Lord A grand and fitting title; see ver. 20.

[Chap. xii. 36.] Had spoken unto them He instructed them

by his precepts, not on the day of his resurrection only, so

fully described by Mark, but on the ensuing days. [Comp.
notes on Matt, xxviii. 19, 20.]

20. Everywhere See ver. 15. By the time Mark wrote

his gospel, the apostles had already gone forth throughout the

world; see Rom. x. 18. Therefore, with the exception of

Peter, James the Greater, John, James the Less, and Jude, we
find no apostle but Paul mentioned in the New Testament

after the second and fifteenth chapters of the Acts. Each one

became best known in the place where he preached. The
name of Jesus Christ alone, not those of his apostles, was

celebrated throughout all the world.



THE

GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. LUKE.

CHAPTER I.

1-4. Contains a brief dedication or preface, applicable to

either of Luke s writings, and displaying solemnity, simplicity,

and candour.

1 . Many have taken in hand Luke does not here refer to

Matthew and John, who themselves had been eye-witnesses and

ministers of the word; apart from the consideration that Luke

wrote earlier than John, and does not appear to have seen

Matthew s gospel. Of the four evangelists then, he can only
have meant Mark j

but he says many, and uses the indifferent

expression have taken in hand, and the corresponding one,

even as, implying that the writers he referred to either gained
or aimed at an agreement between their accounts and the

statements of those who were eye-witnesses and ministers ;

and Luke uses the expression, to me also, not so much to con

trast as to associate himself with these, yet in such wise as to

imply his power of contributing to the confidence and assurance

of Theophilus. Therefore, if he here refers to Mark, [a thing
not unlikely, considering the phraseology and the order of

events observed by both, HarmJ] he implies that he himself

has much to say unrecorded by Mark; but that the other

writers (as,
for example, the author of the Gospel according to

the Egyptians) contribute less to the assurance and establish

ment of their readers. To set forth in order Either in writing
or orally. Most surely believed The Greek word thus trans

lated signifies, when applied to a person, fulness of intellectual

knowledge, or of voluntary desire
;
when applied to a thing,

fulness of vigour. See notes on 2 Tim. iv. 17 ;
Heb. vi. 11.

The facts of Christianity, (described by Luke in both his writ-
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ings) and those facts alone, displayed such vigour in their

occurrence
; and therefore they are sufficiently indicated by

the periphrasis he uses
; they were facts which came to pass

in the sight of the world; see Acts xxvi. 26. Among us In
the church, generally ; among the teachers, and the first

teachers, especially.
2. [Delivered Orally. In contrast with the setting forth

in writing, ver. 1. Mey] Delivered . . . unto us To me
and other associates of the apostles. From the beginning
Therefore it was not from Paul alone, whose conversion took

place after the beginning, that Luke received his information.

Eye-witnesses and ministers They themselves both witnessed

and ministered ; Paul also was a minister and a witness, see

Acts xxvi. 16, and so was Mary, the Lord s mother, see Acts
1. 14. Such eye-witnesses were many, advanced in years, and
of the highest authority [as, for instance, the twelve apostles,
the seventy disciples, Mary Magdalene, and many others.

V.G.] See 1 Cor. xv. 6
;
Rom. xvi. 7. The fact of the New

Testament books being written by persons such as these, and
their associates, leaves us no room for doubting. Of the word

See Acts x. 36, this one word comprises many others. See
ver. 4.

3. It seemed good to me also A holy inclination worthy of

a believer in the gospel. Having had perfect understanding
Lit., having followed up accurately ; a choice expression, as

applied to one who was present at almost all the events he

records, and learned the rest from those who had been present;
it is used, for instance, of Timothy, (2 Tim. iii. 10), whom
Paul had taken with him shortly after the persecutions he had

undergone at Antioch, etc. It explains why Luke felt himself

both qualified and constrained to write. He is mentioned in

Acts xiii. 1, or, at all events, in Acts xvi. 10, as already engaged
in a gospel office. From the very first Lit., from above, ver.

2, 5. [By this word he implies his intention of supplementing
the omissions of Mark. Harm.] Scripture furnishes us with

the origin even of the gospel and of the Church. In order

As Luke had accurately followed up all these things, the next

thing for him to do was to record them
; and, indeed, this

preface savours of the delight of a newly attained knowledge ;

for he sets forth in order, first, the acts of Christ, his concep

tion, birth, childhood, baptism, acts of goodness, ministry,

passion, resurrection, and ascension
; and, secondly, the acts

of the apostles. This setting forth in order does not, however,
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prevent his occasionally describing together two non-simul

taneous events
;
see chap. i. 80

;
iii. 20, etc. Most excellent

Theophilus According to ancient testimony, this Theophilus
was a native of Alexandria, in which city, the instruction re

ferred to in ver. 4 especially flourished. The title given him

by Luke shows him to have been a person of very high posi

tion comp. Acts xxiii. 26
;
xxiv. 3

;
xxvi. 25. The same

title is not applied to the same Theophilus in Acts i. 1, either

because he was then in a private station, or because his

excellence and Luke s familiarity with him had increased.

But the title in itself affords proof, that the gospel narrative

is true, and that from the very beginning it was set forth to

persons of the highest eminence. The holy examples of

illustrious men, set forth in these books, were calculated to

stimulate Theophilus.
4. That This is the design of the book. [John states the

design of his in chap. xxi. 24. Harm.] Thou mightesl know

Emphatic in the Greek, the verb being compound, not simple.

\0f those accounts wherein, etc., not things, but Gr. Xoyoiv,

words, that is, things expressed in ivords. A
If.]

Hast been

instructed By the mouth of others. This catechising or instruc

tion includes the study of sacred history. Luke seems to

claim greater authority than that possessed by the former

instructors of Theophilus.
5. There was His preface ended, Luke immediately pro

ceeds to set forth the history of Jesus Christ, from his entrance

into the world till his ascension into heaven. In this history

we have to remark :

I. THE BEGINNING : including,
1. The conception of John, .... Ch. i. 5-25

2. The conception of Jesus himself, . . -. 26-56
3. John s birth and circumcision : hymn of Zacharias :

youth of John, ..... 57-80
4. Jesus Christ, (a) Born, ii. 1-20

(b) Circumcised and named, .

(c) Presented in the temple,

(d) His native region and growth, . 39, 40

II. THE MIDDLE : from when he was twelve years of age,
and afterwards, ..... 41-52

III. His COURSE itself.

1. Entrance upon it , wherein is described the Baptist ;

the baptism, the temptation, iii. 1, etc. ; 21, etc., iv. 1-13
2. The acceptable year in Galilee,

A. Declared at Nazareth, .... 14-30
B. Practically set forth,
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a. At Capernaum, and in that region. Here ob

serve,
1. Acts not blamed by adversaries; where Jesus,

1. Teaches with power, . . . Ch. iv. 31, 32
2. Delivers one possessed, . . . 33-37
3. Cures Peter s mother-in-law, and many sick, 38-41
4. Teaches everywhere, .... 42-44
5. Calls Peter, and also James and John, . v. 1-11
6. Cleanses a leper, .... 12-16

2. Acts blamed by adversaries, with gradually
increasing severity.

To this class belong
1. The paralytic, . . . 17-26
2. The call of Levi, and the eating with pub

licans and sinners, .... 27-32
3. The answer as to fasting, . . . 33-39
4. The plucking of the ears of corn, . . vi. 1-5
5. The restoration of the withered hand, and

plots of enemies, .... 6-11
3. Acts which affected various persons variously,

1. The chosen apostles, . . . . 12-15
2. Other hearers, . . . 17, 18; 20-49
3. The centurion, . . . vii. 1-10
4. The disciples of John, where we have

a. The occasion of their coming, the raising
of the young man at Nain, . . 11-18

I. The embassy, .... 18-23
c. The reproof, .... 24-35

5. Simon the Pharisee, and the sinner, the
woman who loved much, . . . 36-50

6. His immediate attendants, . . . viii. 1-3
7. The people, ..... 4-18
8. His mother and brethren, . . . 19-21

]8.
On the sea, ..... 22-26
And beyond the sea, .... 27-39

7. On this side of the sea again :

1. Jairus, and the woman with the issue of

blood, ..... 40-56
2. The sending out of the apostles, . . is. 1-6
3. Doubt of Herod, .... 7-9
4. Report of the apostles, ... 10
5. Zeal of the people : the Lord s kindness : five

thousand fed, . . . . 11-17
3. Preparation for the Passion, etc.

A. Recapitulation of the doctrine of Christ s person.
Silence commanded

;
the Passion foretold ;

following him enjoined, . . 18, 19, 21-27
B. The transfiguration on the mountain; the heal

ing of the lunatic ;
the Passion again foretold

;

humility and moderation commanded, 28, etc. ; 37,
etc.

; 43, 44, 46, 47, 49, 50

C. Principal journey to Jerusalem to suffer, which

may be divided into eighteen heads :
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I. THE UNFRIENDLY SAMARITANS and Christ s for

bearance, .... Ch. ix. 51-57
II. On the way: unsuitable followers repulsed

suitable ones constrained, . . 57-62
III. AFTERWARDS, seventy messengers sent before

and received back with joy, . x . 1-24
AND a lawyer taught love to his neighbour by

the example of a Samaritan, . 25-37
IV. In a certain village, Mary preferred to

Martha, . 33_42
V. In a certain place the disciples taught to pray, xi. 1-13

A demon cast out
; the act

defended, 14_26
A woman s exclamation cor

rected, .
. 27,28

People eager for a sign re

proved, . .
. 29-36

VI. In a certain house Pharisees and Scribes are

^TT A

re
/.
uted

&amp;gt; 37, etc.; 45-54
VH. A discourse is addressed to the disciples, . xii. 1-12

To one interrupting, 13-21
To the disciples, . 22-40
To Peter, . . 41-53
To the people, . 54-59

VIII. The necessity of repentance is shown, . xiii. 1-9
In the synagogue a woman is healed on

the Sabbath, as the kingdom of God ad
vances, .

. 10_2i
IX. On the journey, he declares the small number

of the saved, .
. t 22-30

X. On the same day Herod is called a fox; Jeru
salem is reproved, .... 31-35

XL In a Pharisee s house, a man with dropsy is

healed on the Sabbath, . . . xiv. l_6
He teaches humility, ... f-H

True hospitality, . . 12-14
The principle of the great feast, . 15-24

Self-denial required, . . . 25-35
XII. Joy over sinners that repent, illustrated, xv. 1, 2, 11, etc.A duty is enjoined on the disciples, . xvi. .1-13

And the avarice and derision of the Pharisees
are rebuked, .

. . 14-3]
Warning against offences, . . xvii. 1-4
The faith of the apostles is increased, 5-10

XIII. On the borders of Samaria and Galilee, he
heals ten lepers, . . . 11-19

XIV. He replies to the question as to the time of
the coming of God s kingdom, . 20-37He recommends constant and humble prayerj

xviii &quot;I 9 Q 1 J.

XV. He blesses little children, . . jjjlJJHe answers the rich man, TO 07
. _ _~

,
J.O /And Peter, ... . 28-30
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XVI. He foretells his Passion a third time, Ch. xvili. 31-34
XVII. Near Jericho, a blind man healed, . 85-43
XVIII. In Jericho, salvation is conferred on

Zaccheus, .... xix. 1-10
He replies as to the sudden appearance

of the kingdom, . . . 11-28
4. Acts at Jerusalem.

A. The first days of the great week.
1. Royal entry, . . ... . 29-44
2. The temple,

a. Its abuse corrected, . . . . 45, 46

/3.
Its use restored, . . . . 47, 48
And vindicated, .... xx. 1-8

3. Discourses in the temple :

a. The parable of the husbandman, . . 9-19

/3.
The answer concerning tribute-money, . 20-26
And the resurrection, . . . 27-40

7. The question as to David s Lord, . . 41-44
6. The disciples warned, . . . 45-47
e. The widow s offering praised, . . xxi. 1-4

4. The end of the temple, the city, and the universe

foretold, . . 5, 6, 8, etc., 25, etc., 28, etc.

5. The compact between the adversaries and the traitor, xxii. 1-6
B. Thursday.

a. The preparation by Peter and John, . . 7-13
&. The Supper, and discourses, . . . 14-23
c. Who is the greatest ? . . . . 24-30

Peter and the rest are admonished, 31, 32, 35-38
d. On the Mount of Olives :

1. Jesus prays to the Father, is strengthened by
an angel, and arouses his disciples, . . 39-46

2. Is betrayed : is rashly defended against assailants.

His holy behaviour, . . . 47-53
e. Is taken and led into the high priest s house, . 54

Peter s denial and remorse, . . . 55-62
The Lord is mocked, .... 63-65

C. Friday.
a. Passion and death. Occurrences

1. In the council, etc., . . . 66-71
2. In the hall of the Governor, . . . xxiii. 1-5
3. Before Herod, . . . . 6-12
4. Again in the Governor s hall, . 13, 14, 17-25
5. On the way, ..... 26-32
6. At Golgotha ; where we have

a. The cross itself; and Jesus intercession, . 33, 34
b. The parting of the garments, . . 34, 35
c. The taunts, including the inscription on the

cross, ..... 35-39
d. One of the thieves, however, converted, . 40-43
e. The portents, and the death of Jesus, . 44-46

/. The spectators, .... 47-49
j5. Burial, ...... 50-53

D. The preparation and the Sabbath, . . , 54-56
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E. The Resurrection : it becomes known
a. To the women, .... Ch. xxiv. 1-12

7). To two going into the country, and to Sirnon, . 13-35

c. To the rest also, ... 36, 37, 44, 45

F. Instruction of the apostles ;
ascension of our Lord

;

activity of the apostles, .... 46-53

Herod Everything is distinctly stated
; names, dates, and

places. [Not a few false prophets Mahomet, for instance

having gradually and without set purpose gathered a faction

around them, have afterwards deceived themselves and others
;

and it is for this reason the antecedents of such men are

unknown, unreliable, or false. But the conception, birth,

infancy, boyhood, etc., of Jesus Christ are supported by strik

ing documentary evidence
;
the facts set forth by God from

eternity and declared by the old prophets, confirming their

fulfilment by the testimony of irrefragable witnesses. Harm.]
Of Judea The scene of all the events recorded in Luke. Priest

Not a chief priest, but one belonging to the courses. Of
the course ofAlia The course of Abijah was the eighth of the

twenty-four courses of priests. See 1 Chron. xxiv. 10. Each
course took the duties of the priesthood for seven days in

turn, from Sabbath to Sabbath. [Remark how the com
mencement of the New Testament history (in the message of

the angel to Zacharias) coincided with the commencement of

the year. V.G.]
6. Both God selects pious parents for his chosen instru

ments. Righteous The expressions in Scripture descriptive
of the righteousness of the godly are not to be regarded as

contrary to the doctrine of justification. Before God See

Gen. xvii. 1. Commandments and ordinances Moral and
ceremonial. See Heb. ix. 1

7. And They no longer expected any offspring, for a

twofold reason, ver. 18, 36
j
and perhaps no longer sought

for any. Well stricken Lit., advanced; a happy expression
for the old age of the godly, as looking forward to the end of

their journey.
8. In the order of his course [Which recurred every twenty-

four weeks
;
a rotation which continued till the destruction of

Jerusalem. V.G.]
9. His lot The priestly duties were distributed by lot.

[Partly for order s sake, partly to obviate disputes. Crusius^.

quoted by E. BJ\ To burn incense See Ex. xxx. 1, etc. [The
VOL. i. 2 A
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most honourable of the daily duties allotted to the priests.
The same person could fulfil it but once. AlfJ\

10. Whole Therefore it was on a solemn day, possibly the

Sabbath, that Zacharias entered on this duty. See ver. 22,
23.

11. An angel Whose name was afterwards told to Zach

arias, ver. 19.

13. Fear not- This first celestial address in the dawning
of the New Testament dispensation is beautifully described by
Luke. Its coming is here sweetly set forth, and from this

starting-point, its course through rough and trying ways to a

blessed issue is displayed. So also
^
in the Apocalypse. Is

heard This is speaking to the heart. See Acts x. 4. Thy
prayer Therefore he had formerly prayed for offspring.

[Even though at the time now referred to he had ceased to

cherish any hope of it. F.6%]
14. Shall rejoice Ver. 58-66.

15. Of the Lord God the Father is here meant; further

on mention is made of God the Son and of God the Holy
Ghost. So the New Testament dispensation is already set

forth more fully in the forerunner of Christ. Shall drink

neither wine nor strong drink See Judges xiii. 4. Strong
drink here means any intoxicating liquor other than wine ;

such, for instance, as date-juice, malt, etc. A similar abstinence

to this enjoined upon John was also enjoined on the mother
of Samson. And he shall be filled Being filled with the

Spirit is contrasted with the use of strong drink in Eph. v.

18, as well as in the present passage. From his mother s

womb A short way of saying from his conception. See ver.

41-44.

16. 17. Shall he turn . . . he shall go before To the

former phrase refer to turn the hearts, etc. ; to the latter, to

make ready. [To Him from whom their sin has turned them

away. Mey.~\ The Lord Christ, God. Comp. before him.,

the Lord, ver. 17 ; and ver. 76.

17. He As contrasted with the many, ver. 16. Before
him Immediately before him. To turn The language here,

as in many prophecies, is figurative, concise, and in some

degree poetical ;
its purport is the following : John shall cause

parents as well as children, the unjust as well as the just, men
of every age and disposition, to be ready for the Lord. For

it could not well have been said, He shall turn the rebellious

and the unjust as well as the obedient and the just ;
for the
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obedient and the just do not need to be turned. Therefore

the abstract is used for the concrete
;
he shall turn the diso

bedient to the views of the just ; that is, he shall in such wise

turn the disobedient as to induce them, indued with the doci

lity and wisdom of the just, to enter their ranks, and to be,

like the just, prepared for the Lord. Hearts The heart is

the seat of conversion, obedience, and prudence. Of the fathers
to the children \_Beng. would render irareeuv \&amp;lt;icl r sxvat, of the

fathers along with the children, and so in Mai. iv. 6. But the

Eng. Ver. is literal and right. He shall restore that parental

love, which has grown cold in the prevailing moral degrada
tion. Mey., De

IF.] This is a sort of proverbial expression
for a multitude. See ver. 16. So (in Sept.) Gen. xxxii. 11 ;

Ex. xx. 5
y xxxiv. 7 ; Judges xv. 8. There may also, how

ever, be reference here to the natural care of parents for their

children s safety, which is apt to be neglected in a flight ;
see

Jer. xlvii. 3, the fathers shall not look back to their children.

And the disobedient to (lit., in) the wisdom of the just This is

substituted for the words in Malachi, and the heart of the

children to their fathers. Disobedience is peculiarly a fault

of the young ;
and wisdom and justification specially befit the

aged ;
the angel says in the wisdom, not to the wisdom (as Eng.

Vers.) On conversion the views of those already justified are

immediately adopted. To make ready a people prepared for
the Lord The people must be made ready, lest the Lord find

them unprepared and crush them by his majesty. See Mai,

iv. 6. Prepared A people made ready, who attend to John s

preparation of them, are obedient to the Lord, and no longer
have such hearts as are described in Prov. xv. 7. See on the

subject of Elias, Sirach xlviii. 11. The accordance of which

passage with the words of the angel, proves the book of Sirach

to be anything but low and vulgar. See also note on Matt,

xxiii. 34.

18. Whereby slwll I know So Gen. xv. 8, Sept. Zacharias,

from want of faith, questions the reality of the promise.

Mary, not lacking faith, presupposes the reality of the promise,
in asking the manner of its fulfilment. Ver. 34-45.

19. Gabriel The rank of his celestial visitor is the reason

given for faith on Zacharias part. The name (compounded
of the Hebrew words man and God) indicates the subject of

his mission, namely, the incarnation of God the Son : Man
is God. Gabriel had also appeared to Daniel

;
the same mes

senger, on the same mission. That stand Lit., that stand by.
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Seven angels stand before God ;
Rev. viii. 2. Gabriel, one of

these, stands by, or with, the other six. Am sent See ver.

26; Heb. i 14. Glad tidings The beginning of the gospel.
See chap. ii. 10-17

;
iii. 18; Mark i. 1.

20. Behold That is, hereby thou shalt know. A suitable

though not a desirable sign is given at Zacharias request.
Dumb Lit., silent. Not able to speak Physically unable.

Comp. his mouth .... his tongue, ver. 64. Many to whom
great revelations were vouchsafed, experienced some physical

privation, unaccompanied by actual injury. So Jacob was

lamed, yet this was rather an honour than a blemish
;
Zach

arias was deprived of speech ;
Saul was struck blind. This

infliction was, at the same time, an antidote for Zacharias

against being puffed up by the greatness of the promise vouch
safed to him. Until the day Comp. ver. 64, with ver. 13,
63. [The day meant was that of the circumcision, when John
received his name. V.G. God views nine months silence as

fit penance for one distrustful word. $.] Because Therefore,

strictly, this was a punishment. Thou believest not He did

not believe, and therefore was not permitted to speak. Shall

be fulfilled Fulfilment compels faith. In their season

Their proper time. Comp. time, Rom. ix. 9
;
2 Kings iv. 16.

22. Speak To pronounce the benediction. Zacharias, by
being dumb, was excluded from priestly functions till his

speech was restored. This was a type of the abrogation of

the ceremonial law on the coming of Christ. They perceived
The punishment of Zacharias was accompanied by good ;

for thus all were roused to attention. [Speechless Or deaf
and dumb. Gr. xupog. See ver. 62. Alf.]

23. His own house A short way of saying, his own city

and house. See ver. 39. So also v. 56. It is mentioned
here in contradistinction to the temple of the Lord, ver. 9.

24. Those days Mentioned in ver. 23. Hid herself To
conceal her pregnancy ;

that it might afterwards appear the

more surprising. [Rather, because of the quiet needed in the

first months of pregnancy. De W., etc. But Mey. thinks the

reason to be expressed in her words : The Lord has determined

to take away her reproach ;
therefore she will take no step

toward it, but in full faith await his time for making his gift

known.] Saying To those who shared her gladness.
25. Thus As all could see after five months had elapsed.

In the days Ordained. Looked on See regarded, ver. 48 ;

visited, ver. 68. Reproach That of being called barren ; see
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ver. 36. Among men She had scarcely counted herself

among men, by reason of her sterility.

27. To a virgin See Matt. i. 23. Espoused By the

guidance of God. It would not have been fitting for Mary s

espousal to have taken place after the annunciation. To a
man Who should act as a protector to the Virgin and her

offspring. Of the house of David Refer this to Joseph;

cornp. chap. ii. 4
j though Mary was also of that family.

28. [Omit 6 ayy&os, the angel. Tisch., A If] Came in

Probably in the evening, see Dan. ix. 21. Highly favoured
See Eph. i. 6. Not mother of grace, but child of grace,

especially at that period. The Lord is with thee Lit., The

Lord be with thee. Comp. note on end of Matt. i. 23. With
this expression the salutation Nail corresponds. The fact of

God s being with her is here endorsed by the wish. So Judges
vi. 12. Thou Vocative case. Thou blessed, etc. Comp.
Acts iv. 24. [Omit the clause, Blessed art thou among women.

Tisch., A If]
29. [Omit /&amp;lt;3oD&amp;lt;ra,

when she saw him. Tisch., Alf] Was
troubled At the apparition itself. Therefore she was unac

customed to apparitions. [All the events foretold to Mary
came to pass without her having previously expected them.

Wherefore, if her own conception, as many of the Romanists

hold, had been immaculate, she could hardly, however great
her modesty, have entertained so lowly an opinion of herself.

V.G. Omit ai/ToD, his. Tisch., Alf] What manner ....
should be The salutations addressed to her, Hail, and The

Lord be with thee, were common ones
;
but from the strange

and novel titles added by the angel, Mary perceived that the

salutations which accompanied them were used with an excep
tional and forcible meaning. In no other angelic apparition
is there any example of such a salutation. Not only was

Mary astonished, but she cast in her mind what manner of
salutation this should be

}
what it meant, and whither it

tended.

30. Thou hast found favour So Acts vii. 46
;

Heb. iv.

16.

31. Behold This address conveys a summary of the gospel,

repeated in ver. 50, etc. ; 68, etc.
; ii. 10, etc. ; xiv. 30, etc.

Comp. 2 Sam. vii. 8, etc.

32. He The Messiah is here clearly described, as in ver.

68, etc.
; chap. ii. 30, etc. Great The greatness of Jesus,

here set forth, far exceeds that of John, ver. 15. [See ver.
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33, and comp. Dan. ii. 35
; Eph. iv. 10. V.G.] The Son of

the Highest Apart from his divine nature, and personal union
with the Father, Christ, on account of his exceptional concep
tion and birth, is in the fullest sense the Son of the Highest,
above all angels and men. The throne of his father David
Christ was promised to the patriarchs, and chiefly to Abraham,
as the Seed ; through Moses, the prophet, as the Prophet; to

David, the king, as the King. Even the temporal kingdom of

David belonged to Jesus Christ by right of inheritance.

Massecheth Sanhedrin, chap, iv., says Jesus is nearest (by kin)
the kingdom.

33. House of Jacob In the term house of David the

Gentiles are included, in the same way as in the name of

Rhine, all its tributary rivers. But in the present passage,
where a daughter of Israel is addressed, and in this early

period of the gospel, the expression house of Jacob refers prin

cipally to the Jews. At so early a stage as this, the future

spread of the gospel is only generally referred to
;
the spiritual

force of the words is still latent
;
so ver. G8, etc. Kingdom

Over the house of Jacob, on the throne of David. Whatever

part of this is unaccomplished shall yet be fulfilled.

34. Plow This how does not prove any want of faith. See
ver. 45. Know The present tense, as referring to the actual

moment of the coming conception. She gathers from the

angel s words that she is not to know a man. Seeing Lit.,

since. Positive, not contingent. Mary understood this pro
mise to be given her, as immediately to be performed, apart
from any reference to the consummation of her marriage. To

know, is used in this seaise of a woman, as well as of a man ;

see Num. xxxi. 17 ; Judges xi. 39.

35. [Holy Spirit Not the Holy Ghost, in the theological

sense, but the creative power of God, Gen. i. 2. God the

Father was Father of Christ in body and spirit. Ols.~] Power

of the Highest The Spirit and the Power, are frequently
mentioned together ;

see ver. 17; but the Power of the Highest
in this passage rather signifies the Highest, whose power is

infinite. So, in 1 Cor. v. 4, the power of our Lord Jesus

Christ. The coming upon Mary of the Holy Spirit fitted her

to receive the overshadowing of the power of the Highest.

Shall overshadow This overshadowing signifies so gentle and
mild an operation of the power of God as should render her

fruitful instead of destroying her. Comp. Mark ix. 7 ;
Ex.

xxxiii. 22. Many suppose an allusion to be here made to the
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bridal veil. [The metaphor is taken from a cloud, in which
the Deity had appeared also. Exod. xl. 34

;
1 Kings viii. 10,

etc. De W.] It was not fitting that human or carnal will

should have any part in this. The body of Mary supplied not

only all that was necessary for the actual conception, but also

for the sustentation of her sacred burden
;
and this it may be

supposed to have done, either before her actual union with the

divine Word, or Ao/oc, or in the very act and condition of

such union. Before that union the embryo needed, as its

mother did, to be redeemed by the atonement to be effected

by Christ the God-man
;
and it was sanctified by the Holy

Spirit ;
and so the union of the Aoyoc, Or Word., and the now

sanctified flesh took place. So, a man may buy a farm, and
afterwards pay for it by the produce of his cultivation, while

the farm itself becomes far more valuable from the fact of its

cultivation. David bought the site of the temple for a few
shekels

;
but that site became priceless once the temple was

built upon it. Therefore Thus the angel answers Mary s

question, How shall this be? ver. 34. Shall be born [Lit,
begotten; as Matt. i. 20. Omit of thee. Tisch., Alf., Mey]
Begotten in this new and strange manner. Abstract and

general terms accord with these beginnings of the gospel ;
see

ver. 68, 71, 78; chap. ii. 25, 30, 38. Holy Tertullian and
other ancients would read, shall be called holy and the Son of
God. The sentence is certainly much condensed. Something
is to be conceived

;
that which is conceived shall be holy ;

that holy thing shall be called the Son of God. All this is

directly deducible from the foregoing words of the angel, as

follows : the Holy Ghost shall come upon thee; therefore that

which is born of thee shall be holy ; the power of the Highest
shall overshadow thee; therefore that holy thing shall be
called the Son of God. Ver. 32 is parallel with this thy
son shall be great, and shall be called the Son of the Highest.
In heavenly things greatness and holiness go hand in hand.

Of this Holy One the same angel spoke in Dan. ix. 24.

36. And behold A more gracious sign is given, nay, volun
teered to Mary, who believed, than to Zacharias, who doubted.

Cousin Lit., kinswoman. Therefore Jesus and John also

were of kin. [How Mary and Elizabeth were related is not

known
;
but as the latter was of the tribe of Levi, it must

have been by some marriage between the families. Alf.] A
son The pregnancy of Elizabeth was only known to her in

timate friends
; yet we find here that the very time of
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birth as well as sex of the infant was foretold to Mary in

order to strengthen her faith. But nothing is here said of

the office of the forerunner
;

this Mary was to hear from his

mother.

37. Nothing Lit., no word. The question whether con

tradictory things can be performed is not worth discussion
;

for such a thing is not a word ; nor is an unperformed thing
a ivord; neither need God repent of any act or sanction of

his. See Gen. xviii. 14. [The force of the passage, accord

ing to Mey. }
is : on God s part every word shall be

effective.]
38. Be, it unto me Compare David s expression of consent;

2 Sam. vii. 25, 28. Departed As he had come in, ver. 28.

39. Arose In consequence of the angel s words, ver. 36.

[In those days Of the sixth month
;

see ver. 26, 36. V.GJ\
Into a city of Judah Luke does not mention the name

(Hebron, see Josh. xxi. 11) of this mountain city of the

priests ;
but he distinctly mentions the tribe Judah, wherein

it lay. Here we reasonably suppose the conception of Jesus

Christ to have taken place. [With this view Mary s haste,

just mentioned, accords. Harm.] These extraordinary mo
tions occurred both in Elizabeth and the babe she bore, and
in Mary herself

;
see ver. 41, 42

;
and the particle for (ver.

44) is peculiarly forcible, as assigning the reason for Elizabeth

at that particular moment proclaiming Mary the mother of

her Lord. The conception itself is so important a matter,
that had it occurred at Nazareth, it would have been a better

reason than the fact of his parent s home being there, for the

Saviour being called a Nazarene. And yet his parents resi

dence at Nazareth is the only reason assigned for the epithet.

[Chap. iv. 1 6, 24. As it is, our Lord, as regards both his

mother and his ancestors, as well as the place of his concep
tion and of his birth, was sprung from Judah.]

40. Saluted The salutations of the godly differ from those

of the worldly. The mind cannot conceive how prevailing
and efficacious is the desire of the saints, which in faith and
love entreats of God for blessings upon fit objects among their

friends.

41. Leaped .... wasfilled The spiritual emotion of the

mother coincided with that of her babe
;
see ver. 15.

42. Spake out with a loud voice So Acts xvi. 28. But
the word thus translated has another meaning ; namely, to

produce the sound made in public worship as appointed by
David. And said It was not till after Elizabeth, moved by
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the Holy Ghost, had returned in these words the salutation of

Mary, that the latter related the message brought to her

by the angel. Blessed This was the first word in Elizabeth s,

the last in the angel s salutation. And blessed This was not

added in ver. 28. The fruit Thus Mary was actually the

mother of Jesus.

43. Mother This new appellation could not have failed to

move deeply the virgin mother. Elizabeth calls her, mother

of my Lord, but not my Lady. Of my Lord Comp. chap.
xx. 42

;
John xx. 28.

44. Fur This seems to imply that the very moment of the

babe s leaping in Elizabeth s womb was that wherein Mary
began to be the mother of the Lord. Comp. from henceforth;
ver. 48. Leaped Nor was that the babe s only act of faith

;

he was filled with the Holy Ghost. See ver. 15.

45. Blessed is she that believed See ver. 38. This appears
from the contrast in the case of Zacharias. For there shall be

Better, that there shall be ; though both renderings are

right. Her Emphatically used in reference to that believed;
instead of to thee ; comp. chap. xiii. 34.

46. Said In words, or even in writing. The message to

Mary was later than that to Zacharias
; yet her song of re

joicing preceded his; the hymns of each may be compared
with one another, and with the words of the angel ;

ver. 28,

etc.; 13, etc.; and, in another respect, with the prayer of

Hannah, 1 Sam. ii. 1, etc., as well as with the thanksgiving
of David on the same subject ;

2 Sam. vii. 18, etc.; also with
Ps. xxxiv. The hymns both of Mary and of Zacharias evi

dently breathe the spirit of the New Testament. And it was

by divine guidance that Mary was enabled to express the

mystery in words applicable to its deepest sense, although
herself not fully enlightened on all its points. See chap. ii.

33, 50. She praises God for herself, for her blessed offspring,
and for Israel. The opening of her hymji accords with Ps.

xxxi. 7.

47. Saviour Preserver; this is the force also of the name
Jesus, ver. 31. [By the use of this word Mary includes her

self in the number of the otherwise lost. Her salvation came,
not from herself, but from Jesus. F.6r.]

48. Low estate See James i. 10. It was this lowliness

which fitted Mary to receive the blessings mentioned in ver.

31, 32, etc. Call me blessed Comp. ver. 45
; chap. xi. 27, 28.

49. 50. And .... and Construe He that is mighty, and
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whose name is holy, and whose mercy is, etc., hath done, etc.

For the new paragraph does not begin till ver. 51.

50. To generation Long though the promise seem to

tarry, it is kept, and kept for evermore. These same genera
tions call Mary blessed

;
see ver. 48.

51. 53. Hath showed strength .... hath sent empty away
All this God intended to do by means of the Messiah, a proof
of which fact Mary was already experiencing in her own per
son. [Thus, in prophetic language, God s intention is spoken
of as if already accomplished. De W.] The proud The

openly and secretly proud.
52. The mighty As Saul, Herod, etc.

53. Filled the hungry with good things. Comp. Ps. cvii.

9 ;
with the 10th verse of which, also, the Song of Zacharias

corresponds ; see ver. 79. Sent away Although they seemed
nearest to God.

54. lie hath liolpen In sending the Messiah. Servant
So ver. 69. In remembrance Either because he remembered,
or, to show himself mindful. See ver. 72

; Hab. iii. 2.

55. Spake With an oath
; especially to David. Fathers

.... for ever Mary includes the future and the past. To
Abraham Read, In remembrance of his mercy to Abraham;
Micah vii. 20 ; Ps. xcviii. 3

;
cxi. 9. For ever Take with

56. Three months She left before Elizabeth s delivery.
Her own house Whence, some time afterwards, she was com
manded to go to Bethlehem. [Wherefore the particulars in

Matt. i. 18-24 belong to this period of the history. HarmJ]
58. Upon her So ver. 72. See note on ch. x. 37.

59. [They came The invited friends. Grot. Any Israelite

could perform the ceremony, Lund. Both in MeyJ] After
the name of his father This was not usual among the Jews;
but in this particular case the friends had a reason for calling
the child after his father, inasmuch as he would be the only
one to bear the name of Zacharias.

60. Said By revelation
; for had Zacharias told her this

in writing, there would have been no occasion to ask him

again ;
see ver. 62.

61. Thy kindred They thought that Elizabeth would

give the name of one of her own family, if determined not to

call the child by his father s name. [In this matter, also, it

wa,s important that something unusual should be done. V. GJ\
62. They made signs ~It is more convenient for a de&f
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man to see signs than to hear words, which he cannot reply
to by speech. It is not likely that Zacharias was deaf too.

[It is more natural to suppose so
;
see ver. 20. This is confirmed

by the wonder of all, ver. 64, at his agreement with his wife.

Alf.}
63. Writing-table If the relics of gospel histories exhibited

in such numbers were genuine, there can be no doubt that

Providence would have preserved this. Wrote, saying That

is, wrote in these words. See ver. 64
;
and comp. 2 Kings x.

1-6
;
2 Chron. xxi. 12. John [The word means, God s

grace, or Gfod is gracious. Mtyl\ The last written word in

the Old Testament is curse, Mai. iv. 6
;
the first written word

in the New, is grace. Is This is not so much a command
from Zacharias as an indication of God s command to him.

Marvelled At the novelty of this name in the family ;
and

at Zacharias and Elizabeth, without consultation, agreeing upon
that name, which must have arisen from revelation vouch

safed to each of them, and not from arrangement.
64. His mouth That of Zacharias.

65. [Fear For the matter savoured of the divine. V.Gf.]

All these sayings All mentioned from ver. 11, on.

66. Laid them up A most profitable study, permitting
the connexion of events separated by long intervals to be seen

in the works of God. See ch. ii. 18, 19.

67. Prophesied Of events which should soon take place.
These words were spoken by Zacharias, either on the day of

John s circumcision or after the affair had been noised abroad.

[Most probably the former; ver. 66, 65, being a historical

digression, and a parenthesis. Mey., De
TF.]

68. For However desirous Zacharias had been for the

birth of John, he yet speaks first in the fullest and most

special terms of Christ, and only cursorily mentions John in

ver. 76. He hath visited and redeemed That is, He hath

visited so as to redeem. The same word visit is used in ver.

78.

69. Horn See Ps. cxxxii. 17. This signifies abundance
and kingly vigour. He says an horn, not the horn, the defi

nite article not being appropriate at so early a stage in the

history. So also ver. 68, 71, 78. Events afterwards more

plainly showed these expressions to refer to Christ alone. Of
salvation Alluding to the name Jesus. Comp. ver. 71, 77.

John only conferred the knowledge of salvation; Christ con

ferred salvation itself. David See Ps. cxxxii. 10, 17.
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70. As lie spake Zacharias begins where Mary (ver. 55)
left off. By the mouth It was HOT; the receiving of prophecy
from God, but the declaring of it to hostile men, which caused

the labours of the prophets. They only needed to give their

mouth; and indeed even a mouth was given to them
;

see Luke
xxi. 1-5. Hob/ All the prophets were holy ; see 2 Pet. i.

21
;
Heb. xi. 32, 33. Since the world began Therefore there

have been prophets from the beginning.
71. That we should be saved Lit., a salvation. Supply here

the words, / say ; salvation is a short way of repeating an
horn of salvation, ver. 69. That hate He still uses the Old
Testament phraseology for temporal aid in describing spiritual
benefits.

72. To perform That is, by performing. The mercy
Mercy and remembrance of covenant coincide with grace and
truth. To Contrasted with from, ver. 71. Our fathers

Long since dead ; see chap. xx. 37, 38. To remember That

is, by remembering ; referring to the name of Zacharias. [Heb.
i&quot;P&quot;lD?j

whom Jehovah remembers. Gesen. By the covenant he

means the gospel ; by remembering it, its completion. Euth.

Zig. in Mey.~\
73. The oath This depends on to remember.

74. [Omit JIJAUV, our. Tisch., AlfJ] Might serve This is

the priesthood of the New Testament. Without fear It is

the fear of enemies, not the filial fear of the Lord himself,

which is removed; see Heb. ii. 15.

75. In holiness and righteousness The same combination

of terms occurs in Eph. iv. 24
\

1 Thess. ii. 10. Righteousness

implies conformity to the law
; holiness, to nature. All the

days Every day. See Heb. ii. 15. [Omit rrt g w5jg, life.

Read, all our days. Tisch., Alf., etc.]

76. [For KU.I GV, and thou, read ?ca/ ffi&amp;gt; Se
t
and thou also.

Tisch., Alf.] And What now follows is in accordance with

Zacharias utterance so far
;
com p. ver. 77, on favour towards

the people, with ver. 68
;

ver. 77, on salvation, with ver. 69 ;

ver. 78, on mercy, with ver. 72. Child Little though thou

be now. Speaking as a prophet rather tsian as a parent, he

does not call the child by name.

77. Knowledge .... remission See Heb. viii. 11, 12
;

Jer.

ix. 23. By Lit., in. Remission Which is the basis of

salvation.

78. Through Construe with remission. Mercy An allu

sion to the name John. [See note on ver. 63. Visited us He
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was our Saviour before assuming human nature
;
his incarna

tion was a voluntary visitation. V.G-J] Dayspring Lit.,

Rising ; so the Sept. renders Zech. iii. 8
;

vi. 12 ; Jer. xxiii.

5
;
the abstract used for the concrete. The rising, that is, the

sunrise; see next verse; and Isa. ix. 1, 2; Rev, xxii. 16.

From on high The expression refers in this passage to the

Son of God
;
in chap. xxiv. 49, to the Holy Ghost

; comp.
Gal. iv. 4, 6

; so, from heaven, 1 Cor. xv. 47,

79. To give light to Comp. once more Ps. cxxxii. 17

Them that sit Comp. note on Matt. iv. 15, quoted from Isa.

ix. 1, 2. In darkness, and in the shadoiv of death These are

mentioned together, as are their opposites, light and life.

80. Grew In body. In the desert The deeper parts of

the wilderness are here meant
;
the confines of the wilderness

in Matt. iii. 1. John remained exempt from the contact of

ordinary polluted life. Christ s forerunner, and Christ him

self, each experienced, and afforded example how to live, both

kinds of life
; first, that of seclusion, and afterwards that of

publicity. Till See chap. iii. 2, 3. [Showing That is, the

publication of his official commission. MeyJ\

CHAPTER II.

1. Ccesar Therefore it was the time that the Messiah

should be born. [See Gen. xlix. 10.] Observe the word first,

ver. 2. World Therefore the whole human race enjoys a

certain connexion with Jesus, from the fact of his permitting
himself to be classed in the same list with so many as are

referred to here
;

the whole world here, means all territories,

Judea included, which were subject to Rome.
2. First First as regarded the Jews, who had up to that

time paid tribute, but not been registered. Cyrenius Publius

Sulpicius Quirinus. Governor of Syria Judea was regarded
as a dependency of Syria ;

so far had it sunk in importance.

[It
was now subject to the rule of the Romans, as it had been

successively to that of the Chaldeans, Persians, and Greeks ;

and yet Judah was still a peculiar tribe, distinct from others,
and even at the time we are now considering had magistrates
of its own. Thus the prophecy of Jacob, Gen. xlix. 10, was
fulfilled. V.G.]

3. Into his own city Joseph seems to have left Bethlehem

a short time previously.
4. House The word house, a comprehensive term, is joined
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here with that of lineage, or family, which forms a part of the

house; because at this time the house of David had probably
become reduced to one family. [But the family, crar^/a, was
the division of a tribe, and included several houses, oJzo/. Rob.

It cannot be proved that at the time of Jesus birth, when his

parents went from Nazareth to Bethlehem, any others of the

family of David resided there
; though all of that family must

have gone there at that time, on account of the taxing. If

for this single reason alone, Jesus should be acknowledged as

the true Messiah
;
nor in this respect can any other be com

pared with him. Harm.]
5. To be taxed Lit., to be enrolled; or, to enrol himself.

Wife .... great ivith child This fact, already mentioned in

chap, i., is here repeated, as being mentioned also in the

census, and enrolled in the lioman records.

6. There Mary seems not to have known that, according
to prophecy, she should be delivered at Bethlehem

;
but God s

foreknowledge guided all things to this result.

7. [Brought forth Oh ! blessed birth, without which it

had been better we had never been born ! May we seek

indeed to have some benefit assured to us from that nativity.

F.6%] First-born This word is used, not as signifying
that others were born after, but that none were born before

him. The Hebrew word (Eng. firstling) is more absolute.

Wrapped him in swaddling clothes See Wisdom vii. 4
;

whence the word swaddling clothes appears not to signify

anything necessarily common or ragged. The other atten

tions usually paid to newborn infants (see Ezek. xvi. 4)
are not expressed here. In a manger See v. 12. Contrasted

with the inn, the abode of men. It is likely that imitations

of this manger were afterwards made at Bethlehem, for exhi

bition to pilgrims ;
and that some one of these was afterwards

believed to be the very spot where Jesus lay. In this way
also many Mounts of Olives have arisen. The Saviour had a

manger for his bed. As an infant he showed no impatience,

though without a cradle which could be rocked. In the inn

A sort of place where even now Christ finds but little

admittance.

8. Country The same region where David had pastured

sheep. Watch In turns.

9. Angel Through every phase of Christ s humiliation, his

heavenly glory is guarded by some befitting protest ;
in the

passage before us, by the word of the angel. In his circum-
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cision, by the giving of the name of Jesus
;
in the purification

in the temple, by the song of Simeon
;
in his baptism, by the

hesitation of the Baptist ;
in his passion, by most ways of all.

10. Joy Express mention is made of joy, because the

grounds for entertaining it are not yet set forth. The herald

of the resurrection does not bid his hearers rejoice, because the

grounds for joy are self-evident. Comp. chap. xxiv. 5. Shall

be Even through the word of the shepherds. To all people

[Lit.,
to all the people; that is, the Jews. EdJ] The angel

here was speaking to Jewish shepherds, as befitted that early

period of the gospel history. Comp. note on chap. i. 33.

[The same boon was to be given afterwards to the Gentiles ;

see ver. 32
;
but this was not as yet revealed to the angels.

See Eph. iii. 10. V.G.]
11. Unto you Shepherds, Israelites, and all mankind.

Christ See ver. 26. All ought to have kept in mind this

manifest proof, while our Saviour was growing up. The
name of Jesus is not here mentioned, he not having received

it till his circumcision; see ver. 21
;
but the sense of the name

is expressed in the word /Saviour, as it is frequently in the

Old Testament under the word salvation. The Lord A
reason for joy ;

a glorious appellation. [See Matt. ii. 6.

Doubtless respecting Jehovah, which is so rendered in the

Septuagint. A
If.]

In the city Construe with, is lorn.

Thus, the place is described, as the time is also, by the words
this day. City of David This periphrasis refers the shep
herds to the prophecy which Christ s nativity was fulfilling.

12. A sign His very lowliness of condition was a sign for

believers. The babe Lit., a babe.

13. A multitude The article is not prefixed in the Greek.

Host A splendid appellation. And this host or army pro
claimed peace.

14. Glory, etc. This whole hymn consists of two parts

namely, a doxology, or exclamation of praise, also twofold,
and a statement of its reason. We may thus paraphrase it :

Glory to God in the highest; and on earth peace ; why? Be
cause there is good will among men. The second clause, how

ever, may have a closer connexion with the first than the

third, the copula between the second and third being omitted,
as in Jer. xxv. 18; 1 Sam. iii. 2. Glory The mystery of

redemption, and its fruit and perfection. Remark, also, the

double antithesis : in the highest on earth ; to God among
men. In the highest The incarnation calls forth the tribute
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of praise to God from the noblest of his creatures for it is

not said, Glory to God in heaven, where angels also are ; but
in the highest, (a most unusual expression), where angels do
not aspire to enter ; see Heb. i. 3, 4. They desire their

praise to reach even to the highest. On Remark how this

differs from in, just before. .Earth Not only in Judea, nor

only in heaven. Earth means more here than merely man
kind ; for earth is the scene of the angels operations. Dwel
lers in heaven say, on earth; dwellers on earth say, in heaven;
see ch. xix. 38. Peace See ver. 29. Goodwill The newly
displayed kindness of God, in the Beloved, towards the

human race. [For eudox/a, read eudox/a;, in genitive. Tisch.,

Mey., Ols., etc. The clause must then be rendered, peace on
earth to men of (God s) good pleasure, that is, his chosen

people. Alf., who however prefers the common reading.] Men
Not to the Jews alone. Hitherto, among the angels, man

was in evil estimation
;
but now angels utter the strange cry,

Good will among men.

15. The shepherds As, in some sort, representatives of the

whole race of man. Comp. among men, ver. 14, as con

trasted with the angels. The men drew near to Jesus
;
the

angels did their office from a distance. Let us . . . . go

[Lit.,
Let us pass through. Ed.~\ Hence we may gather that

the shepherds dwelt not at Bethlehem, but at some place
between which and Bethlehem lay the region where they were

watching, (see ver. 20, and comp. Acts ix. 38) ,
and this

made the matter more widely known. Which is come to pass

They believe the angels word that the fact of Christ s birth

has come to pass.

16. Found As it had been told them.

17. Made known abroad Even before departing from

Bethlehem ;
see ver. 20. [These were the first evangelists.

V.G.]
19. Kept See ver. 51. She was able to testify long

afterwards
;
see Acts i. 14. [These things Doubtless the

shepherds told Mary all that the angel had said. V.G.~\ Pon
dered Thought over them point by point.

20. Heard From Mary. As What they beheld and

heard corresponded with what they had been told. Told
unto them By the angels.

21. [For TO vatdiov, the child, read aur&f, him. Tisch., Alf.]
For the circumcising .... was called The fact of the circum

cision is not mentioned as directly as that of the naming,
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which was specially commanded by God. Before The good

pleasure of the Father in Christ is here exquisitely set forth.

[And the fact is also implied that this infant needed no cir

cumcision of himself. V.G.~\ Comp. Gal. i. 15. Intheivomb
Of his mother.

22. Of her (lit., of their) purification Neither Jesus nor

his mother needed purification. [But it was one of the

things which became him, when in humiliation, and being
made perfect. AlfJ] Some interpret their of the Jews; but

Luke records the purification, not merely as a Jewish custom,
but as a divine appointment. The law of Moses This, in a

higher sense, (ver. 24), is presently called the law of the Lord.

Brought Lit., led. The word, thus translated, applies more

strictly to one past the stage of infancy ; comp. brought in,

(lit., led in), ver. 27. This bringing was the prelude to his

future journeyings to Jerusalem. To present This is ex

plained in the following verse
;
the ceremony was in addition

to the purification, which was observed after every birth, not

merely after that of a firstborn.

24. A sacrifice That of poor persons ;
see Lev. xii. 8.

25. Jerusalem To this city then, even at that early period,
the Saviour was displayed. Simeon The first prophet who
declared the Messiah to be come

;
and by whose lips God

proved that the infant presented in the temple was his First-

begotten Son. Just In performance of duties. Devout In

disposition towards God. Waiting for the consolation of
Israel Not only, like Jacob (Gen. xlix. 18), for a distant,
but for an immediate consolation. See ver. 38. The be

lievers expectation of Messiah s first coming gradually in

creased in intensity, as their expectation of his glorious com

ing does in our own days. Upon him As a prophet. See
next verse. [This was a foretaste of Christian inspiration;
for the Spirit had departed from Israel, since Malachi. De W.]

26. It was Perhaps shortly before. Though Anna is.

Simeon is not, stated to have been aged. That he should not

see . . . . he had seen A beautiful antithesis. Before Hav
ing seen the Christ he was directly to depart see according
to thy word, ver. 29. The Lord s Christ So chap. ix. 20.

Him whom the Lord hath anointed, and whom alone the

Lord acknowledges as the anointed One. When the parents

brought in For they offered their sacrifice afterwards. See
ver. 39. This was done to show that it was for no ordinary
reason that Jesus submitted to the law of purification.

VOL. i. 2 B
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28. He Simeon, of his own accord. Took up By a hea

venly impulse, corresponding with the favour God had shown
to him.

29. Lord Lit., Master. See Acts iv. 24
;
2 Tim. ii. 21

;

Kev. vi. 10. Now By the divine promise Simeon receives at

once a twofold blessing : the sight of the Saviour, and a de

parture in peace. Lettest thou .... depart The same Greek
word occurs in Gen. xv. 2

;
Num. xx. 29

;
Job iii. 6, 16

(13). According to thy word The song of Simeon exactly

corresponds with the words of the promise vouchsafed to

him ; the expressions, the Lord s Christ, the Lord s salvation;

had seen, have seen ; death, depart in peace, are parallels. In

peace Perfect peace.
30. Mine eyes have seen And his hands had held him

;
but

Simeon suits his words to those of the promise; see ver. 26.

Thy salvation So chap. iii. 6. He is rightly called salvation,

in the abstract, while still an infant, before completing his work;
and Saviour, in the concrete, afterwards, as he was by anticipa
tion in the words of the heavenly host

;
ver. 1 1

;
Isa. xlix. 6,

9. Thy salvation, that is, the Christ ; for him it was whom
Simeon s arms were holding, and whom he calls a light and
the glory.

31. Before the face The temple itself was the most con

spicuous place for showing the light to all. Of all Not of

the Jews only. People Lit, peoples; implying that in

future there should not be only one people (of God). Comp.
ver. 32.

32. A light In opposition to salvation, ver. 30. To

lighten Lit, for a revelation, enlightening ; so that God,

Christ, and their own condition may be revealed to the na

tions, in the light of Christ. The Gentiles Lit, of the Gen

tiles, construe with a light; and read, a revealing light to the

Gentiles. See Rev. xxi. 23, 24. Glory Construe with light.

Light and glory or brightness are synonymous, glory however

being the stronger term, here expressing the privilege of

Israel, in being so closely connected with this King of glory.

Israel Even after the Gentiles are called in, this shall be a

peculiar glory to Israel.

33. [For Iw&amp;lt;yj}p,
read 6 xarr

t
o aurou, his father, and omit

, his, with mother. Tisch., Alf. Copyists have evidently
written Joseph instead of his father, through fear lest the

latter should be misunderstood. Ols. ] Marvelled Coming
to understand more and more the importance of what had
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been declared to them before the birth of Jesus
;
and hearing

like things spoken by Simeon and others, whom they had not

imagined to have any knowledge in the matter.

34. Blessed With a parting benediction, having observed

their pious wonder. Them Joseph and Mary; not Jesus

himself. See Heb. vii. 7. Said This faithful prediction of

adversity follows upon their joyful wondering, and guards

against its abuse. Unto Mary Rather than to Joseph, who
is referred to for the last time in ver. 51. [Wherefore Joseph

may be considered to have died before Jesus reached his

thirtieth year. V.G.] This child Concerning whom thou

wonderest to hear such things spoken. Is set Lit., lies;

he who lies in my arms, is set, like a gem, for the fall and

rising again of many. It is noteworthy that this prediction
was not uttered by the angel ;

ver. 10, 11
; chap. i. 30, 31,

but added by a holy man. The angel s office was only to

bring good tidings. And rising again The and here is not

to be only disjunctively taken, as in 2 Cor. ii. 15; for many
who fall shall rise up again. Rom. xi. 11, 12. He is him
self the resurrection, as well as its sign. Of many See ver.

35. A sign which shall be spoken against A striking oxy

moron, (or expression apparently absurd though really forcible).

Under ordinary circumstances a sign excludes contradiction ;

but in this case, that which is the actual sign of faith, shall

be the very object contradicted. See Isa. Iv. 13, Sept., for

from the very fact of his being a light, he is conspicuous and

marked; he shall be a great object of observation. St John,
in the fifth and following chapters of his Gospel, especially sets

forth both the contradictions between believers and unbelievers,

and the thoughts of unbelievers, against Jesus. They spake

against him, both in word and deed. See Heb. xii. 3. The
time had not yet come for more express prediction of his

passion, crucifixion, and death
;
but at this his first visit to the

temple, opposition to him was foretold
;
even as he himself,

at his last visit to the temple, spoke words of like import to

those of Simeon. See Matt, xxiii. 37.

35. A sword The Greek word here signifies something

greater than a dagger, though often causing less pain. It

implies pain caused by the contradiction of the world against

Jesus, or perhaps even some passing inward temptation of

Mary herself, most painful although salutary. For the holy

virgin did not fully comprehend all things ;
see ver. 33, 50.

The sword may have pierced her, for instance, in the cases.
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mentioned ver. 48
;
Mark iii. 31 ; John xix. 25. Who can

suppose that Mary was made perfect without inward discip
line ? Her highest faith culminated in her highest conflict.

[Therefore there was an admixture of bitterness added to the

joyful things hitherto revealed to the blessed among women.
All have to undergo their share of chastisement. V.G.\ It is,

however, her soul not her heart which is here mentioned as

contrasted with her spirit. See Heb. iv. 12. The hearts of

many were agitated by thought; but the soul of Mary was

pierced by the sword. Comp. the language of Ps. xlii. 1 1
;

Ixxiii. 21. Thy own Contrasted with this child, ver. 34.

Soul Referring to, of many hearts, ver. 34. That The
result of extreme adversity. The thoughts Good and evil,

of good and evil hearts
;
from the difference wherein contradic

tions arise. Both faith and unbelief exist in the heart, and
are uttered by the lips. Rom. x. 8, 9, 21

;
xv. 5, 6

;
Acts

xiii. 46; xiv. 2; 2 Cor. iv. 13; vi. 11; 2 Tim. ii. 12, 13.

Of many Comp. ver. 34.

36. Phanuel The father, rather than the husband of Anna
is named

;
he was still known as one who looked for redemp

tion; ver. 38. Aser See 2 Chron. xxx. 11.

37. [For ug, of, about, read su$, until. Tisch., Alf.~\ Years

The term of her whole life, not of her widowhood. Next
to the angels, the aged celebrate the coming of Christ ; to

show that his salvation refers to a better life than this.

Fourscore and four Therefore at the time when Jerusalem fell

into the power of the Komans, under Pompey, she had been

about twenty-four years of age. fastings Even in her old

age.
38. Gave thanks Lit., returned thanks, publicly, for the

blessing God had vouchsafed her. [Of him Of Jesus, as the

Redeemer. V.G.] To all Therefore there were many. There

were some who, though they believed the Messiah was to come,

were still not looking for his coming. [Tisch. (not A If.)
omits

in, so as to read for the redemption of Jerusalem.] In Those

who were actually in Jerusalem.

40. Grew In body; as an infant does; in ver. 52 we
read that he increased, as a boy. The former expression refers

to his growth up to his twelfth year ;
the latter to his growth

from his twelfth to his thirtieth year. See further, chap. iv.

1, 14. The mentions made of his advancements are respec

tively conjoined with his presentation in the temple, his re

maining behind ii the temple after the passover, and his
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baptism. Waxed strong [Omit vvtvfMtn, in spirit. Tisch., A If. ]

Compared with John, of whom the words filled with wisdom
are not added. See chap. i. 80. The highest endowment of

the soul is wisdom. On the early piety of Jesus see Ps. xxii.

10, and, arguing from the less to the greater, compare Luke i.

15, 44. Grace God s favour was on him then ;
man s after

wards; see ver. 52.

41. Every year Without fear of Archelaus. [Who after

reigning nine years, had been removed and banished, so that

the Saviour could safely go up to Jerusalem. Harm.]
42. Twelve years old This is in some sense a peculiar

period in the lives of pious boys, to judge by the blessed

example of the Saviour, who adapted himself to the period of

human life
;
see chap. iii. 23. From this time he doubtless

went up every year to the Passover. [Moreover, this proof of

his glory, occurring nearly midway between his birth and

baptism, served to revive the recollections of the events con

nected with the former period, which might otherwise have

excusably faded from memory. Harm. Omit, to Jerusalem.

Tisch., Alf.]
43. [When they had fulfilled It is not always well to be

contented with what is merely trite and ordinary. V.G.

Tarried On chronological grounds this may be assumed to

have occurred on a Sunday ; thus affording an indication of

the future observance of the Lord s day. Harm.
]

The child

Lit., the boy. He is described successively by Luke, as the

fruit of the ivomb, chap. i. 42; the babe, chap. ii. 12; the

child, chap. iii. 40
;
the boy, in this passage ;

the man, chap.
xxiv. 19; comp. John i. 30. He did not first appear full

grown, as Adam
;
but sanctified each grade of human life.

Old age alone beseemed him not. [For luaqtp xai q /CAJJTTJ*

u.\)7o\j, Joseph and his mother, read u yos/$ airoD, his parents.

Tisch., Alf.] Knew not See Judges xiv. 6, 9. [Jesus

might have told them by a single word
;
but it was fitting

that his wisdom should be displayed in their absence, for he

thus showed himself not to owe that wisdom to them; comp.
ver. 50

;
and thus proved his power of self-guidance greater

than theirs over him, and his subjection to them to be entirely

voluntary. V.G.]
44. Supposing Hence we may gather Jesus to have been

regarded much as other children ?.re by the parents, and often

allowed out of their sight. A day s journey See 1 Kings
xix. 1,4; Sept.
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46. Three A mystic number. For three days, too, he lay

dead, and was thought lost by his disciples ; chap. xxiv. 21.

In the temple In the outer courts of the temple. Sitting in

the midst In a place of dignity, not as a learner or teacher,
but as a counsellor. Comp. ver. 47. Asking them questions

Propounding questions to them, which he afterwards solved;
see ver. 47, \Hearing . . . asking Not teaching ; which we
cannot conceive of as designed in his childhood by the God of

order. Ols., Stier.~\

48. Unto him In the Greek these words are placed in the

beginning of the clause, which makes them emphatic, in the

sense that they should not have spoken so unto him. His
mother Joseph did not speak ;

the mother was more closely
related to Jesus. Said Publicly. Why hast thou dealt ?

Lit., what hast thou done ? Sorrowing How manifold must
have been the thoughts of Mary s heart throughout those three

days ! Comp. ver. 35.

49. He said Quietly, without any perturbation. Why
This is the first recorded saying of Jesus. [And summarises
all his actions. V.G-J] And herewith his last words, whether

before his death, or his ascension, may be compared ; see Acts

i. 7, 8. He blames them not for having lost him, but for

having thought their question necessary ; implying that he

had not gone astray, and that he could only have been found
in the temple. Wist ye not They should have known, from
the proofs they had received. Knowledge of what is needful

has a tranquillising effect. [The words sv ro?z TCU xargog

JAW, Eng. Ver., about my Father s business, mean rather, in

my Father s house. Mey., etc. Mary says, thy father and 1 ;

Jesus answers : he is not my father, or I would have been in

his house. God is my Father, therefore I am found in his

house. Theophyl. in Mey. Till now Jesus and others had
called Joseph his father, but never after this.

&tier.~\
I must

be about He thus shows himself not to have violated his

obedience, whilst he weakens his parents observation by declar

ing himself in some sort free from their authority, see ver. 51.

Comp. Heb. iii. 6. My Fathers Who has a prior claim to

Jesus over that of Mary or Joseph. [And whom he had
known from the first, without any teaching from his parents,
who probably were ignorant of the fact. V.G.~\ By these

words he practically declares himself to be the Lord of the

temple ; as ho did more openly on another occasion
;
John ii.

16 j Matt. xxi. 12, 13. [And the same Father whom he
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mentioned in his first address, recorded by the evangelist, was

appealed to afterwards in his last, in the words,
&quot;

Father,
into thy hands I commend my spirit.&quot; Harm.]

50. They understood not Therefore he had not learned this

from them, nor from other teachers
\
see ver. 47. Not long

before he had spoken of the Father, and to good purpose.
51. [To Nazareth In that place, out of which men fancied

no good thing could come, the only truly good one had his

dwelling. F.6r.] Subject Of his own will. Wondrous was

the submission of him to whom all things are made subject.

He had been subject to his parents before
;
but his subjection

now is purposely mentioned, after the proof given that he

might have cast off their authority. Such honour as that

shown to Joseph and Mary fell to no angel s lot. Unto them

This being the last reference in the New Testament to

Joseph, we may suppose that he did not live long after, and

also that Jesus underwent the trials which fall to the share of

orphans. See Mark vi. 3 John ii. 12. Kepi So Sept.

Gen. xxxvii. 11. [In her heart Even though she did not

fully understand them, ver. 50. Q.]

52. Increased According to the nature of human growth
and wisdom, but in an exceptional degree. In wisdom Of
soul. In stature Of body. Therefore he reached the ordi

nary and proper stature of man. In favour Youth specially

commends itself to favour by bodily and mental endowment.

With God See John viii. 29. And man The world is

readier to take offence at men than at youths who have not

yet entered public life., [We are prone to forget that during
these eighteen years of mystery, much of Christ s work was
done namely, his growth through infancy, childhood, youth,

etc., without a taint of sin
; constituting, in great part, the

obedience of one by which many were made righteous. A
If.]

CHAPTER III.

1. Year The most important date in church history (see

Mark i. 1, and comp. with 1 Kings vi. 1, as to the date of the

temple); with which our Lord s thirtieth year is connected,
see ver. 23. That is, so

.
to speak, the opening scene of the

New Testament. [This was about the autumn of the year

27, common era. Three years previous to the beginning of

which era Christ was born and llerod died. F.6r.] The dates

not even of Christ s birth, death, resurrection, or ascension,
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are marked so distinctly as this. See chap. ii. 1. The date

moreover is not marked by the names of the Roman consuls,
bat by those of the emperors. Scripture generally marks with

precision the dates of striking events
;
but the only passage in

the New Testament where this is done is the one before us
;

and this consideration alone proves the gospel according to

St Luke to be essential. Ccesar The Church is within the

state
; therefore, the period is named from the government

then being exercised. According to Luke s notation, the

first year of Tiberius began with the month Tisri of the

same Jewish year in which Augustus died. Jesus therefore

began his public ministry in the same year with John the

Baptist. And Iturea and Trachonitis, beyond Jordan, formed
two tetrarchies. Abilene Northwards beyond the region of

Trachonitis.

2. Being the high priest Lit., Under the high priesthood of.

The singular number, in the Greek, but not to the exclusion

of Caiaphas ;
see Acts iv. 6. Just as in the Hebrew genea

logies the word sons was used even though a man had but
one the number generally being more

;
see 1 Chron. xxiii.

1 7 ; so conversely in the present passage high priest is singu
lar

; there being generally but one
; though Annas and Caia

phas are both named. [Caiaphas was the acting, Annas the

late, high priest. Ed. The ivord of God Hence the great
effect of John s preaching. V.G.] Unto Lit., upon; directly.

Comp. Jer. i. 1, Sept.
3. Jordan A river appropriate for baptism. The kingdom

of God adapts its course to place and time.

4. As Repentance is described in ver. 4 and 5; and re

mission implied in ver. 6. In the book of the words The
book of Isaiah contains a series of utterances, from which,

being joined together, none could drop out. So, the book of
Psalms is spoken of, chap. xx. 42. Comp. Isa. xl. 3-5.

5. Valley Where there is a sinking and void, debased

from true righteousness ; as, for instance, among the publicans
and soldiery. See ver. 12, 14. Mountain Where there

is a self-exaltation on account of human merit or power, as

in the case of Herod. Hill . . . crooked . . , rough places

Things distorted in height, in length, or in breadth, shall be

equalised and restored to rectitude. Straight Understand

way ; shall be made into a straight road.

6. And And thus. In the passage quoted, the Hebrew

has, the glory of the Lord shall be revealed. Shall see Every
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object likely to cast a shadow being removed, and every point

being exposed to the light. The salvation of God That is,

the Messiah. See chap. ii. 30.

8. Begin not to say He anticipates every possible excuse.

10. What shall we do then An inquiry characteristic of a

soul seeking conversion. See Acts ii. 37
;

xvi. 30.

11. He that hath The multitude were more prone to

covetousness than to other vices, and therefore John enjoins

upon them to exhibit the opposite virtue, in matters of food

and raiment. The fruit of inward repentance appears in out

ward life (see ver. 13, 14) ; and consists not merely in

ostentatious, but in social and useful acts. See chap. x.

34
;
Matt. xxv. 35

; Isa. Iviii. 6, 7. Two coats And so

with other things wherewith they were doubly provided.
Let him impart Liberality reaches further than to the mere
matter of money.

12. Master Lit., teacher. The publicans show more re

spect than others.

14. Soldiers These are named as next in grade to the

publicans. Accuse falsely Calumniate under pretence of

law. See Gen. xliii. 18, Sept.
15. In expectation Of signs being shown by John or other

wise. Yet John, the son of Zacharias, a priest, was not of

the tribe of Judah, from which all agreed that the Messiah

should spring. The Christ The fact of their thinking thus

of John, who exhibited no outward splendour, shows that the

coarse idea (of the Messiah s temporal greatness, Ed.) had not

yet taken root.

16. Answered Those who wished to interrogate him.

Comp. Acts xiii. 25. One mightier than I John was mighty;
see ver. 4, 5, 10, 11 ; chap. i. 17 ;

but Christ was mightier
far. And with fire This fire, as regards believers, signified
the fiery power of the Holy Spirit. Comp. Isa. iv. 4. And
in fact they were baptized and bathed with fire

;
Acts ii. 3

;

i. 5. But material fire is not meant here, in the same way
as material water is, in John iii. 5

;
for in that passage the

water is mentioned as preceding the Spirit, while in this the

Spirit and fire are mentioned together. As regards the unre-

penting, it means the fire of wrath, ver. 17. Fire has also a

twofold meaning in Mark ix. 49, as compared with the verses

which precede it.

18, 19. In his exhortation The mission of John was to

exhort, to proclaim the gospel, to reprove and to preach. See
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ver. 3, 19. Preached Lit., ^readied as glad tidings ; such
as ver. 16.

19. [Being reproved by him Though, this occurred some
what later than the other matters here described, there is a

fitness in its mention here. John doubtless preached the

truth to Herod as faithfully as to the multitude, the publicans,
and the soldiers. Harm. Omit

&amp;lt;&iX/K7rov, Philip s. Read
his brother s wife. Tisch., Alf.&quot;\

And for all the evils It is

not a sufficiently faithful discharge of duty to rebuke a sin

ner, even though he be a king, for only one of his faults.

20. Added To persecute adds to one s sin. [And it may
be that to despise good counsels, or requite them with evil,

fills up the measure of sin.
V.G-.~\

Shut up This is men
tioned before our Lord s baptism; and even at that early

stage John was in the habit of reproving Herod. From this

point on, the history of Jesus Christ continues without inter

ruption.
21. Praying After his baptism. Luke often records our

Saviour s praying, on important occasions. See chap. vi. 12;
ix. 18, 29

; xxiiT 32, 41
;

xxiii. 46.

22. In a bodily shape On the other hand, bodily shapes
sometimes appear from the realms of darkness. [Omit ?Jycu-

ffuv, which said. Tisch., AlfJ\ Thou An answer to his

prayers ;
ver. 21.

23. And Jesus .... began to be about thirty years of age

Lit., Jesus was about thirty years of ageivhen he began. That

is. this was not the beginning of his thirtieth year, as appears
from the use of the cardinal number, and the expression

about; but it was the beginning of our Lord s public acts

and teaching, his entry on his duties. See Acts i. 1, 22,

(where the verb begin is also used absolutely), and chap. xiii.

25. Luke implies that this beginning was made in the very
act of Christ s baptism; comp. Matt. iii. 15. [Yet this be

ginning had various stages : (1.) The beginning of Christ s

showing forth unto Israel at his baptism, Luke iii. 22, 38
;

John i. 31, 34
;
Matt. iii. 15; (2.) The beginning of miracles,

John ii. 11; (3.) The beginning made in his Father s house,

John ii. 14, (comp. with Mai. iii. 1); (4.) The beginning of his

continuous preaching in Galilee after John was cast into prison,

Matt. iv. 17; Luke iv. 15; Acts x. 37; all which stages fol

lowed in such rapid succession that they may all be regarded
as one general beginning, and be all assigned to our Saviour s

thirtieth year. Harm.] Wherefore Luke here refers cursorily
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to the beginning of Christ s ministry, but mainly to his age;
and that in such a way as to imply that John and Jesus entered

on their office in one and the same year; the latter sometime

before the former. [Luke s object was unquestionably to mark
the date of our Lord s beginning his ministry; not to give
that of John exactly and that of Christ cursorily ;

he only
combines the mention of John with that of Christ, lest John
should be supposed to have preceded the Saviour by too long
a space of time. Harm.

]
Luke speaks in a becoming way;

he says, the word of God came to the forerunner, (ver.
2

; comp.
John x. 35) ;

but Jesus began, not as a servant, but as a son.

The name Jesus is added, as opening a new aspect of affairs.

The important pronoun himself is prefixed, in contrast with

John; and external notes of time are given as to the commence
ment of John s ministry, (the period of Tiberius, etc.), while

that of our Lord is stated with reference to his own age.
The Lord, after his wondrous increase, (chap. ii. 40, 52), had
reached the legal age for entering on public office. See Num.
iv. 3. [How important the lesson of silence and humility,
if Christ gave thirty years of life and example to this

;
and

but three to all the other gospel truths! $] As was sup-

2^osed Rather, as was believed. The Greek word signifies to

entertain a reasonably grounded opinion ;
see Acts xvi. 1 3.

Furthermore, Luke does not say, being the son of Joseph, as

was supposed, but, being, as was supposed, the son of Joseph.
Therefore both clauses, being the son., and as was supposed,

apply to each step of the pedigree, and in such wise that each

step must be understood according to its appropriate character

and relation. Jesus was, as was supposed, the son of Joseph ;

for not only did the opinion of men set him down as Joseph s

son, but Joseph, although not his father, performed to him all

a father s offices. He was, as was supposed, the son of Heli;
and was so in fact; for his mother Mary was Heli s daughter;

[this is a mere conjecture, to explain the difference between

this account and Matthew s; and is properly rejected by Mey,,
De W., Alf., etc. See p. 16]; and so, also, he was the son of

Matthat, and of the other patriarchs. He was, as was sup

posed, the son of Cainan, whom the Hellenistic Jews, and the

Seventy, classed among the patriarchs after the flood. There

fore, so far as concerns the cases of Joseph and Cainan, Luke

guards beforehand against error arising from the popular

opinion, while leaving unaltered, or in fact sanctioning, the

rest of the genealogy, as consonant with the Old Testament,
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the other public records, and universally acknowledged his

torical truth. Heli He was father of Mary, father-in-law of

Joseph. See note on Matt. i. 1 8. It is unimportant whether
we read the genealogy, supplying which was between each name
or not

;
the Hebrew, in Ezra

(vii. 1) and Nehemiah (xi. 4),
and the Greek here, may be taken either way, without altering
the sense. Comp. Gen. xxvi. 2, Sept. [On the differences

between this genealogy and that in Matthew, see notes on
Matt. i. 2-16, pages 16, etc., 22, etc.]

31. Nathan [Luke puts Nathan in place of Solomon, whom
Matthew names in the parallel passage ;

either because Mary
traced her descent from Nathan, or because Joseph traced his

both from Nathan and Solomon
;
for it was a common practice

among the Jews to adopt some near relative as a son. Harm.]
This Nathan, son of David, was a remarkable man. See Zech.
xii. 12.

36. Kainan [One or two manuscripts omit this name; but
no editor does so, and Beng. properly, but at unnecessary
length, insists on retaining it. Tisch. reads y.uivafA, Cainam.
Luke seems here to follow the Septuagint rather than the

Hebrew text. See Gen. x. 24
;

xi. 12; and 1 Chron. i. 24.

Mey. Alf. thinks the Hebrew is corrupt, and the Septuagint

represents the original. But this is at best very doubtful.]
In another passage, Acts vii. 14, Luke has so far yielded to

the Hellenistic Jews as to follow the Sept. in preference to the

Hebrew text; and similarly he has not here expunged the
name of Cainan introduced into this passage by the Seventy.
But this in no wise affects the question of fact

;
for though

in Luke the name of Cainan remain, while in Matthew the

names of some fathers are left out, the descent of Jesus Christ

from David is unimpugned. Nay the very words as was sup

posed (see note on ver. 23) are inserted to secure the utmost

accuracy; and, after all, expounders of the New Testament
are not required to warrant the readings of the Septuagint.
The question concerning Cainan is chiefly important in a chro

nological point of view.

38. [Of Adam All descendants of Adam are naturally
related to Jesus Christ. V.G.~\ Of God Luke wisely adds
this clause. Adam was the first man

;
he was neither self-

begotten, nor begotten of father or mother
;
but begotten of

God, and that, not in the sense in tfhich we also are, but in

a peculiar one. For whatever the sons of Adam, through
God s goodness, owe to their parents, that Adam, owed to God.
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Therefore Luke did not stop at the name of Adam, but adds
the final clause, the Son of God. And further than this none
can go. Luke traces the genealogy back from the second

Adam to the first, in the same way as Moses himself relates

the generations of men, Gen. v. 1. Man was more peculiarly
a work of God than other created things are

; see Gen. i. 2G.

If the list had ended in Adam, it would have been incomplete;
but thus it is traced from Jesus Christ up to God. The origin
of Jesus Christ from Mary is well compared with that of Adam
from God ;

but the origin of Jesus Christ from God far excels,

w^hile in some respects resembling both these
;

it is in a certain

sense intermediate, as being through the fathers; but in a

higher one direct, as being from God. All things are of God
through Christ

; by Christ all things are restored to God.
Even in things pertaining to the origin of the human race,

Scripture is the source of all we know ; those who despise or

know nothing of Scripture, hang in complete uncertainty
between the eternal past and future.

CHAPTER IV.

1. Full of the Holy Ghost See chap. iii. 22. JBy the Spirit
The Holy Ghost. [For e/s rqv g^aof, into the wilderness,

read h
rfi l^.aw, in the wilderness. Tisch., Alf.~\

2. Forty days [That is, being temptedforty days. Seng.
construes with %yzro, was led into the wilderness. Comp. Matt.

iv. 3
;
Mark i. 13. Mark and Luke both imply that the

temptation lasted forty days. Alf.~\ When they were ended

They had a fixed limit [Omit veregov, afterward. Tisch.,

4. [Omit \eyw, saying. Also the clause, but by every word

of God. Tisch., A If.]

5. [Omit 6 5/oc/3oXo, the devil; and into a high mountain.

Tisch., Alf. Beng. thinks that this makes the sentence sound
defective. Some suppose a double conflict on the mountain,
since it precedes in Luke that upon the pinnacle of the temple,
which it follows in Matthew. But the whole temptation con
sists of three assaults, ver. 13 ;

and therefore Luke clearly

transposes here. Nor is the view of a double temptation
on the mountain most for the Lord s honour ; for he
seems to have repelled it once for all. Moreover, Luke, by
putting the ascent to the pinnacle last, used more appro

priately the verb returned in chap. iv. 14; chap. ii. 39. Harm.
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Allowed --Ols. thinks the temptation must be considered as

inward; since no literal mountain commands such a view.]
In a moment of time The display was sudden, and the temp
tation strong.

6. This power Power over these kingdoms. To this the

words of them refer. Is delivered This was not entirely
false

;
Satan had vast power before his fall

;
and any he re

tained after it he turned to evil. See John xii. 31
; Eph. ii.

2; Rev. xii. 10; xiii. 2. [Also, John xiv. 30; xvi. 11;
2 Cor. iv. 4; Eph. vi. 12. A//.] The tempter confesses him
self not to have been the founder of these kingdoms ;

and for

this reason he does not demand the highest degree of adora

tion
;
but Jesus shows that no degree, however low, of adora

tion may be given to any creature, much less to Satan. / give
In this particular case he was prepared to give entire power;

he ordinarily gives it but in limited portions to his followers ;

see, for example, Rev. xiii. 2.

8. [Omit Get thee behind me, Satan. Also ycto, for. Tisch.,

Alf., etc.] Get thee lehind me, Satan The later Greek

copyists have translated thus, from Matthew s Gospel; but

erroneously. For Luke places this contest second in order,

and therefore would not have subjoined to it the words which

put the tempter to flight. The words lehind me, we have

already shown not to belong properly to the passage in

Matthew.
12. It is said In Holy Writ.

13. When .... had ended There is no temptation against
which this example may not furnish us with weapons and
teach us how to wield them. All the temptation He had

expended all his weapons; and an enemy so defeated is

entirely put to rout. For a season Lit., till a (suitable)
time. [Convenient, that is, for his return. It expresses the

devil s intention. Mey. From this time forth the devil knew

Jesus; Mark i. 24-34; iii. 11
;

v. 7. Stier. More especially
en the approach of our Lord s passion, the prince of the world

returned. V.G.]
14. In the power of the Spirit Strengthened after victory.

Fame Men felt the power of the Spirit ;
see ver. 15. [Even

before the Lord displayed any miracles in that region. V.G.~\

15. He Lit., He himself. He became known, not merely

by fame, but in person. Glorified He who hath withstood

temptation gains glory, especially at first
; yet that glory does

not affect him (injuriously, Ed.)
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10. He came To confer favour on the city where he was

brought up. As his custom was The same phrase occurs in

Num. xxiv. 1. We see hence what his habit was previous to

his baptism, while still a youth, at Nazareth. Sabbath-day It

was the day of expiation too
;
but the Sabbath is mentioned

as referring to his custom. Stood up By his attitude showing
himself desirous of reading in public ;

and therefore a book

was handed to him. He is only recorded to have read once
;

(though reading in public seems to have been customary with

him
;
for it was customary with all to attend the synagogue);

and to have written once
;
John viii. 6. It suited well with

that early period of his ministry that Jesus should, in kindness

to the Nazarenes, who were so ready to despise him in his

own country, have proved the divine authority of his preaching

by referring to the Old Testament.

17. The book of . . . . Esaias The synagogue lesson for

that Sabbath-day was from Isaiah
;
and the tables usually

subjoined to the Hebrew Bibles for the most part combine

readings from Deuteronomy with those from Isaiah, so that

we can calculate at what time of year the Sabbath here men
tioned fell. [The remarks here, and at ver. 18, 19, on the

chronology, are not reliable. It is doubtful whether the

Rabbinical arrangement of Scripture readings was yet in use.

Alf.] Opened Lit., unrolled ; as the form of books in that

age required. He found At once, and as if by accident.

[Yet under divine direction. Mey. And to correspond with

the fulfilment, ver. 21. Ee W.] The distribution of God s

Word is wonderful ; yet we have no right to tempt God by
casting lots

; comp. Acts viii. 32.

18, 19. The Spirit of the Lord, etc. There are many points
here deserving of remark. I. The Sept. is the more signifi

cant punctuation. II. Because, signifies : for this reason,

because ; comp. Num. xiv. 43. Already here our Lord set

himself forth as the Christ. From the fact of this unction

the abiding of the Spirit upon Jesus is inferred
;
as the state

results from the act of personal union, so does the state of

unction result from the act of unction. III. From the act of

unction proceeds the chief and peculiar preaching of this

prophet, namely that of the gospel ;
from the oil, proceeds

gladness ; and from the sending, proceeds the healing of the

broken-hearted. IV. The clause to heal the broken-hearted is

here retained on the authority of IrenaBus. [It seems to be

spurious here, and is omitted by Tisch., Alf., Mey., De W.\
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V. And the recovering of sight to the blind ; this passage is

from Isa. Ixi. 1, not from Isa. xlii. 7. Though the LXX. have

referred that passage to the actually blind, it means not these,

but persons freedfrom the darkness of a dungeon, as the Chal-

dee paraphrast rightly observes. VI. To set at liberty them

that are bruised, is from Isa. Iviii. 6, where the literal meaning
of the Sept. is, to send out the bruised at liberty. Thus the

deliverance of Israel is made to symbolise the deliverance by
the Messiah. The book of Isaiah was handed to our Lord by
the minister of the synagogue, of his own accord

;
therefore

it was usual to read from Isaiah on that Sabbath. But Isa.

Ixi. 1, 2 formed no part of any synagogue lesson
; though one

taken from Isa. Ivii. 13 ... Iviii, 14, was that appointed for

the day of expiation, which coincided that year with the

Sabbath here mentioned by Luke. Hence it appears that our

Lord combined an exceptional reading with the ordinary one,

a course here followed by the evangelist. VII. The clause,

THE SPIRIT OF THE LORD is upon ME, is a powerful evidence

of the Holy Trinity. Jesus was full of the Spirit, see ver. 1,14.
To the poor In Israel, and, afterwards, among the Gentiles.

The poor are further referred to in chap. vi. 20. Deliverance

A word most appropriately used.

20. Gave it again In due form. Sat down While he

taught and applied the text he had read. He had stood up
before, see ver. 16.

21. He began A solemn commencement. [Galilee was
that region whereupon Christ, the great Light, was peculiarly

arisen; see Isa. ix. 2, 3; Matt. iv. 15; Luke iv. 31. Even
as Isaiah so graphically described the place where, so he also

indicates the time when, this light should shine so
&quot;brightly

on that region. Jesus remained a whole year in Galilee
;
in

the course of which the Jews gave the name of Galileans (to

his disciples). See John vii. 52 ; Mark xiv. 70. This was a

most acceptable year to that most wretched nation and this

year both Matthew, Mark, and Luke have described more*

fully ;
John supplying an account of the Lord s journeys tG,

Jerusalem, wherein further opportunities of profit were offered

to the Galileans who went up to the feasts. John, by his very

repetition of the expression, Jesus went up to Jerusalem, as

sumes the fact of his frequent sojourn in Galilee. Thus the

consistency of the New Testament with the Old and with itself

bears the most rigorous examination. Harm. This day
From this day the Saviour passed a full year in Galilee ;
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comp. ver. 43, 44. V.Gr. [In your ears That is, by hearing
me. De W. JESUS is the fulfilment of all prophecies, types,

and promises. Q.]
22. Wondered The word thus translated sometimes im

plies praise and admiration. At the gracious words Lit., at

the words of grace. Of these, Luke only presents a summary.
The discourses of our Lord have a peculiar sweetness and

gravity, in both of which a certain charm appears, not so

observable in the writings of the apostles. For instance, it

was not unbecoming for Paul to use such words as occur in

1 Cor. vii. 25
;
2 Cor. xii. 13

;
Philem. 9 (see notes on the pas

sages); but Christ, as was natural for him, speaks both more

solemnly and more graciously than this. And . . . said

Wonder is a good thing ; but, if unaccompanied by settled

faith, is apt to give place to perversity, and so to divert the

mind from spiritual to carnal things ;
and after a single utter

ance thus prompted, may merit the severest censure.

23. Surely Jesus is not misled by their partial admiration,
but proceeds to add words which may test his auditory.

Comp. note on John viii. 32. Ye will . . . say That is, the

sentiment that makes you ask, Is not this Joseph s son ? will

increase when ye shall hear of my miracles; comp. Matt. xiii.

54, 55; the unbelief ye now display will hinder my doing as

many miracles amongst you as among others
;
and then ye

may say, Physician, heal thyself. [Jesus expresses what he

knew to lie in their hearts.
GoJfV.~\

Proverb [This proverb
seems to have been current among Greeks, Komans, and Jews.

Wetst. etc. in Mey.~\ Thyself That is, do at home, and in

thine own country, what we have heard thou hast done else

where. [So Calv.j De IF., Alf. Not deliver yourself from
poverty, (Ols.),

nor from your low condition, (Me?/.), but just our

proverb, charity begins at home.] Capernaum Where Jesus

was soon about to go, and work miracles
;
see ver. 31, 32,

etc. He had been there before
;
see John ii. 12; but we do

not read that he either remained long, or worked miracles

there on that occasion. [Yet he is recorded to have healed the

nobleman s son, who was sick at Capernaum, John iv. 46, 47 ;

an act which, in common with later ones, seems to be here

referred to. The prediction by Jesus in this passage of the

events he should do in Capernaum, implies that the violence

offered him by the Nazarenes was not his reason for remov

ing to Capernaum. Harm.]
24. And he said This scriptural formula, used by Moses

VOL. i. 2 o
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in the Old, as well as frequently by Luke in the New Testa

ment, implies a previous pause on the speaker s part. See

chap. vi. 39
;

xii. 16
;

xiii. 20
; xv. 11. Verily To this the

words of a truth, next verse, are parallel. Accepted Looked

for, and valued. Country Contrasted with Sidon, ver. 26 ;

and Syrian, ver. 27. This is the reason for the but, used in

ver. 26. It is your own fault, the Saviour says, if the Physi
cian care less for you than for those more remote.

25. / tell you This the Lord testifies by means of his own
omniscience

;
for both Elijah and Elisha might have given aid

to many widows and lepers, without their doing so having
been recorded in the Bible. Shut up In profane as well a3

in sacred histories, national punishments are very prominently
recorded. Three years and six months 1 Kings xvii. 1 ; xviii. 1.

26. Ellas Therefore people, like the Nazarenes, might have

made the same objection to Elijah or Elisha as they did to

Christ. But Elijah was not sent to persons unlikely to accept

him. Therefore not even at Nazareth shall the glory of the

Messiah be wasted. Sidon Much fruitless labour is often

spent in schools and places of worship amongst those with

whom we are intimate
;
while a single address, or letter, or

pamphlet from a stranger may prove the means of salvation.

Unto a woman Therefore the widow was in fact receiving a

benefit, while apparently conferring one upon the prophet.
27. Many lepers Such as, for instance, those mentioned

in 2 Kings vii. 3. At the time of Of such importance is

the prophet esteemed by God, that his name is given to an

epoch.
28. Wrath They imagined they deserved thanks and

praise for their applause ;
but their very act proved Jesus to

have been right.

30. Went his way As freely as before.

31. [On the Sabbath-days The multitude began with the

Sabbath-day; but afterwards assembled round him on other

days as well, and in the open air. V.G.~\
33. Spirit of an unclean devil A singular phrase. Spirit

implies its operation, and devil its nature. Cried out This

appears to have been the first intimation of the man s pos
session which the people had.

34. [Omit Xsywi/, saying. Tisch., Alf.] Of Nazareth Bee

ver. 16. The Holy One of God See John x. 36.

35. [Hold thy peace See ver. 41. F..] Hurt him not

The devil had wished to injure the man.
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3G. With authority Which is incontrovertible. With

power Which is irresistible.

37. Fame Spreading from tongue to tongue.
39. Over her His approaching so near, proved that the

disease yielded to his power, and could cause him no danger
by infection.

40. On every one Great condescension. Thus each one
was more deeply moved to faith. [Thus Jesus taketh care for

every separate soul. Hast thou tried his powers ? V.G.]
41. Out of many The power of the kingdom of darkness

had reached its highest point when Jesus came to destroy it.

[Omit 6 X*/&amp;lt;7roc, Christ, after thou art. Tisch., Alf. Suffered
them not What an honour to be permitted to testify to

Christ s glory! V
G.~\

42. Unto him They did not rest till they found him.

43. / must preach By these very words he stimulates

their zeal, and strengthens them while seeming to repel.

Therefore This is the creed of Jesus; and the cause of his

journeyings.
44. The synagogues All the synagogues.

CHAPTER V.

1. And it came to pass This is closely connected with

chap. iv. 44. Pressed upon This shows the patience of the

Saviour. [For rov axovtiv, to hear, read xui dxovziv, and heard.

Tisch., not Alf.]
2. The fishermen So called, as if they were still strangers

to Jesus. Were washing Having finished their work.

3. Which was Even at this period precedence is given to

Peter. [The other ship was that of Zebedee. V.G.] Prayed
As being not yet intimate with him. [On other occasions

he used different forms of request; as for instance in Mark iii.

9; Luke xix. 5; Matt. xxi. 2, 3; xxvi. 18. It is, therefore,
not very likely that the call of Simon here recorded by Luke
is the same as that mentioned in Matt. iv. 18, etc.

;
and Mark

i. 16, etc., where it is connected with the healing of Peter s

wife s mother. Harm] The Lord gives no promise of an
immediate draught of fishes

; he first tests Simon s obedience.

4. Into the deep This was further than a little, ver. 3;

For a draught This was a promise. Comp. John xxi. 3, 6,

7, etc.

5. At thy word Peter had felt the force of Jesus words.
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He showed a like faith in the words lid me, etc.
; Matt. xiv.

28.

7. Beckoned From a distance, and probably not shouting
from a feeling of reverence [or awe. Ed.~\

The net was doubt

less breaking from its upper fastenings. Partners There

may often be a number of pious members in one society or

family. Began to sink They were dragged down in the

water by the weight of the fishes.

8. Depart Comp. Matt. viii. 8. [And contrast the differ

ence of the apostle s feeling in John xxi. 7. Ed.~\ For

Comp. 1 Kings xvii. 18; Isa. vi. 5. A sinful man Worse
than a sinful child would be. [We best recognise our sinful-

ness when we best recognise the glory of God. V.GJ] Comp.
1 Tim. i. 14, 15.

9. He was astonished Even God s benefits to us should

teach us to fear him; see chap. v. 26; vii. 16 ; Jer. v. 24.

[This is the case with all whom God deigned to use as his

instruments. This awe is here specially recorded as seizing

those three men who were afterwards foremost among the

apostles. At the draught This was practical instruction to

Peter. Every work of God is meant to teach; and it is well

to seek in each its lesson. V.G.I
10. Unto Simon Chiefly but not solely to Simon; who

was addressed as being the one mentioned as speaking in ver.

8. Comp. Matt. iv. 18, 19. Another peculiarity of Luke is

his definite mention of the persons addressed by our Saviour ;

see chap. vi. 20, 27; ix. 23; xi. 45; xvi. 1; xii. 22, 41, 54.

Fear not When Peter became accustomed to miracles he

ceased to fear. From henceforth This was fulfilled in chap,

ix. 2.

11. All things Even the fishes they had caught. They
had followed Jesus before, as Luke admits; see Acts i. 21, 22,

and comp. John i. 43 ;
but they had not left all in doing so.

12. In a certain city The word in does not forbid our

interpreting this as in the neighbourhood of the city; comp.
Matt. viii. 1, 2. This transposition of events seems to have

arisen from Luke s following of Mark, who purposely men
tioned first the miracles done in the city. See Mark i. 21.

[Full of leprosy Not in the sense of Lev. xiii. 13; for then

he would have been legally clean, and might have entered the

city. But he is still sent to the priest; therefore he had not

previously shown himself to the priest, and, consequently, no

matter how complete (and consequently clean) the leprosy
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might be, lie was still separated as being unclean. Harm.
On his face An unusual self-humiliation. V.6f]

13. [And An instantaneous result of his prayers. V.G.]
15. To be healed [Omit i/- aurou, l&amp;gt;y

him. Tisch., Alf]
1 6. Withdrew himself Thus obtaining time for prayer and

rest, while stimulating men s desire for his presence.

17. Doctors of the laiv Scribes; see ver. 21. Sitting ~by

As hearers more honoured than the rest. Town Lit.,

milage. The mention of the metropolis and the villages in

cludes that of towns also. Was present to Comp. similar

expressions in the Sept., 2 Sam. x. 11; Num. viii. 11; Ps.

cxix. 173. Them Those mentioned in ver. 15.

19. By ivhat ivay [Omit ota, by. Tisch., Alf. It is im

plied.] An ellipsis, like those in chap. xix. 4; and in Acts

ix. 2.

20. [Omit avrti, unto him. Tisch., Alf.~\

25. Took up that ivhereon he lay A pleasing expression,
The bed had borne the man ;

the man now bears the bed.

26. Strange things Miracles wrought, and sins forgiven..

To-day On this special day.
27. Saw With pity.

28. All This, however, did not prevent his house being
still his own; see ver. 29.

29. Great From the number of guests.

30. [Transpose scribes after Pharisees, Read the Pharisees

and their scribes. Tisch., Alf.] Eat The plural number;
but the question was specially aimed at Jesus. See ver. 31.

[Omit KC/J dftazruXZiv, and sinners. Tisch., not Alf.]
32. Repentance Repentance is the change of the mind

from sin to righteousness, from sickness to health; it is a

thing delightful rather than dreadful. Comp. preceding
verses.

33. [Omit 3/a ro, ivhy do; and the note of interrogation at

the end. Tisch., Alf.]
34. Can ye make The form of this question in the Greek,

shows that a negative answer is expected; [it
is therefore

equivalent to, ye cannot make. EdJ\
36. A parable Drawn from garment, and from wine;

subjects especially prominent at a banquet. Comp. chap,
xiv. 7. [Read &amp;lt;%/&amp;lt;/,

shall make a rent, for %/ /, maketh,

etc., and ou (ry.a^w^ffg/, shall not agree, for cy.apwi/s/!; ayreeth
not. Also omit fV/|3X?j (aa, the piece. Tisch., Alf.]

38. [Omit, and both are preserved. Tisch., Alf.]
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39. [Omit straightway. Tisch.,Alf.] Straightway Habits

of mind only change by degrees. The old Their own old

doctrine was more palatable to the Pharisees, than the more

generous teaching of Jesus, which, though they regarded it as

new, was still far older than their own. See Gal. iii. 17;
1 John ii. 7, 8. New See Zech. ix. 17. It is new, and yet
mellow. See Matt. xi. 30. [For %griffr6regoe, better, read

&quot;/^wa-og, good. Tisch.
t Alf.~\

CHAPTER VI.

1. Second after the first [This very difficult word is vari

ously explained by a multitude of writers. Beng., in Not.

Crit. says, The Sabbath called cr^wrov (first] was that which

combined the Sabbath and New Moon on the same day : the

Bwngovgurov Sabbath was the day before the New Moon. There

seems to be no doubt that this and the English Version are

wrong. The least objectionable rendering is, The first Sabbath

in the second year of the Sabbatical period of seven years.

(Wieseler in Alf.) Or, the first Sabbath after the second day

of the Passover. (De IF., after Scaliger, etc.) But the word
itself is wanting in some ancient manuscripts, and is nowhere

else found in any author
;
hence Mey., with strong ground,

considers it spurious here.]
2. [Omit alroTg, unto them, and To/sTy, to do. Tisch., Alf.~\

3. [Have ye not read How often does a text of Scripture

exactly corresponding to men s peculiar circumstances lie be

fore their eyes without their thinking of it. V. G. What David
did The synagogue lesson of that very Sabbath contained

the narration of the straits to which David was reduced, and

the immediately following scripture relates his eating of the

showbread. Our Lord s expression, therefore, Have ye not read

so much as this, was perfectly apposite. It was on the same

Sabbath too (as we find from Matt. xii. 5), that our Lord in

stances as blameless the priests who profane the Sabbath
;
and

at the period of the year in wMch he was speaking, the book

of Leviticus, containing directions for offering sacrifices even on

the Sabbath days, was being regularly read in the synagogues.
See Lev. vi. 12, viii. 33, xvi. 29, xxiii. 38. Harm.]

5. [Codex D.j the famous Codex Bezce, one of the oldest

Greek manuscripts, dating from about the middle of the sixth

century, (Tisch.\ places verse 5 after verse 10, and in its place
reads thus : On th* same day he saiv one working on the S
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lath, and said to him, Man, if thou Icnowest what thou art

doing, blessed art thou ; but if thou Icnowest it not, thou art

accursed, and a transgressor of the law. Alf. inclines to think

this an authentic narrative.]
6. [The right hand The benefit in healing it was the

greater. V.G]
7. [Omit aurov, him. Tisch., Alf.]
8. Said Doing all things openly.
9. [For uv, them, read de, and. Tisch., not Alf. Also for

irfW3#M V/AU,$ 71, I will ask you one thing, read isngwrw vftag

si, I ask you whether. Tisch., Alf.]
10. [For r uvQouKu, the man, read auri, him. Also omit

yy5&, whole. Tisch., Alf. Alf. omits also us r, XX?j, as the

vther, after Lach]
11. With madness Though at that very time they might

well have come to a better mind.

12. In prayer For which reason the disciples are said to

have been given to him
;
see John xvii. 6. A great matter

was transacted in that night between God and the Mediator.

[Luke frequently mentions the prayers of Jesus in other pas
sages; for instance, after his baptism, chap. iii. 21 ; before his

questioning of the disciples, chap. ix. 18; before his trans

figuration, chap. ix. 29 , when he taught his disciples to pray,

chap. xi. 1 Comp. Mark i, 35
;
Luke v. 16

;
Matt. xiv. 23.

But no evangelist, except John, in the history of the passion,
has given the exact words of any prayer of Jesus. Harm]
To God Lit., of God. Comp. note on Mark xi. 22.

13. Disciples As yet a mixed multitude. Also Whence
arose the two appellations thenceforth used in Scripture, the

Disciples, and the Twelve.

14. [Insert x7, and, before James. Also before Philip.

Tisch., Alf.]
15. [Add KO.I, and, before Matthew; also before James.

Tisch., Alf. Gr. jXwrjje, the zealot, a translation of the epithet

applied to him, Matt. x. 4, o Kamviriis, the Canaanite, comp.
Heb. hOp, zealous] Zelotes This name, derived from that

of his country, was made to express his virtue, zeal.

16. And Judas . . . of James Alf. would supply, with

English Version, the brother of James. Bengel reads, Judas
the father of James, (and consequently of Judas, James s bro

ther). Comp. Jude 1.

1 1. With them Forming the first division of his hearers,

as the company of his disciples (mentioned in chap. x. 1, to
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have been sent forth), formed the second, and the great multi
tude of people, formed the third. In the plain That is, not
in the bottom of a valley, but on a plateau on the hill-side,

a place more suitable than a dead level for a large assembly
to hear. Such a place as is referred to in Isa. xiii. 2, a high
mountain, lit., a mountain plateau, or table-land.

18. They that ivere vexed Who formed a part of the

great multitude, ver. 17.

20-26. [These verses give the aim and spirit of the Sermon
on the Mount, as found in Luke : consolation to the suffering ;

woe to the worldly happy. De W]
20. He In contrast with the people, who were watching

rather for miracles than for exhortation. On Among.
Poor [Comp. chap. xvi. 11, xii. 21. A

If.]
These briefly

enumerated sentences form, in fact, parables ;
the meaning of

which is more fully set forth in Matt. v. 3, etc. Outward
and inward circumstances often correspond, and so the one is

named from the other
;
as poverty or wealth, ver. 24. Yours

Words of individual consolation
;

with this the expression
lifted up his eyes on the disciples corresponds, his glances desig

nating individuals.

21. Now This particle is added in speaking of matters
which concern this world or the next, according to the different

persons who are addressed.

22. Cast out By slander, by public and private insults
;

this is something worse than reproach. The same phrase
occurs, Deut. xxii. 19, Sept. [Separate you From the syna
gogues, and the common intercourse of life. Mey. Your name

DISCIPLES OF JESUS CHRIST. V.G. So De W. The name
as the indication of character or faith.] Sake For believ

ing in Christ whom ye now behold.

23. In that day See note on Bom. ii. 16. Leap for joy
Great must be the reward, if he, who never exaggerates,

gives this injunction. In the like manner Examples exhibit

characteristics and indications of what is said. See ver. 26.

24. [Woe unto you An assertion, not a denunciation. V.G]
Consolation See Ps. xlix. 7, 19; xvii. 14.

25. [Omit the second D^a/P, to you. Read, Woe ye that laugh,
etc. Tisch., A

If. This need not check natural cheerfulness.

V.G-.] That are full For that is not the right fulness
; see

ver. 21.

26. [Omit fytft, to you. Tisch., Alf. Well While they do
not even wish well to Christ himself. V.G.]
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27. Which hear All Ms hearers; not the disciples only.
This is said to rouse their attention.

28. [Omit xa/, and. Tisch., A If.]

30. [To every man Human ingenuity discovers too many
exceptions to this rule. V.G.] Takelh aivay Without asking.

32. Thank Thrice said, see ver. 33, 34. What thanks do

ye deserve, as reward for merit.

34. [Omit yd^ for. Tisch., Alf.]
35. But These words, love, do good, lend, refer to verses

32-34, and so the fitness of the word lend appears. Do good
Understand to them, that is, to your enemies. Lend It is social

duty to lend, expecting to receive back
;
but Christian duty to

lend, expecting nothing. The latter is enjoined, but not as if

prohibiting the former
;
see ver. 34 ; any more than the duty

of loving of our enemies prohibits the loving our friends. [And
besides, many anxieties beset the mind of one who lends,

hoping to receive again, to many persons who may after

wards be unable or unwilling to repay ; and hence a very crop
of thorns may spring. V.Gf.] Unto the unthankful and to the

evil The vilest of men. Man may be evil before growing
unthankful.

3G. Be This verb in the Greek is a different one from is

in the same verse
; see 1 Pet. i. 1 6. [The force is rather :

become ye merciful, as your Father also is merciful. Ed.]
Merciful Mercy is the root of all kind offices. [And works
of mercy, sparing and giving, are immediately subjoined. V. G.

]

.]
37. [Add nat, and, before condemn not. Tisch.,

Judge not .... condemn not In judging, we decide on the

merits of an action in condemning, on the merits of a crimi

nal. Comp. Matt. xii. 7. forgive Lit,, let loose. The
Greek verb here properly applies to freeing a prisoner ;

both

this, and one signifying to remit a debt, occur in Matt. xvii.

27. As to the fact itself, comp. Isa. Iviii. 6,

38. Good In quality as well as in quantity, of things
estimated by weight, measure, or any other standard. Pressed

down As dry goods. [Omit xa/, and, before shaken ; also

before running over. Tisch., Alf. A figurative indication of

the rich fulness of Messiah s kingdom. Mey.] Shaken to

gether As soft goods. Running over As liquids.
39. [Add xa/

1

, also, before vaoafSoX^v, a parable. Tisch.,

Alf.] Unto them The disciples; see ver. 20. For the

words you that hear, ver. 27, are not in Matthew
;
nor are

they the words of Luke, but of our Lord himself. Therefore
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the discourse is rightly considered to have been addressed in

divisions, partly to the disciples in the hearing of the rest,

ver. 20
; partly to the crowd of hearers, ver. 27 ; and, from

ver. 39 on, to the disciples again. With this view the sub

stance of the address accords. Blind Labouring under his

own beam, see ver. 42
;
destitute of compassion and love, see

1 John ii. 9, etc.
;
2 Pet. i. 9

;
Phil. i. 9. Lead the blind

Which is a boon if done by a seeing and experienced person.
The good deeds mentioned in ver. 39, 41, make more show

than those enjoined in ver. 37
;
and therefore hypocrisy is

more ready to exhibit the former than the latter, which more

effectually humble self.

40. Perfect Every learner who masters a study, in itself

perfect or imperfect, will be as his master; but, being a

learner, will not excel his master. Wherefore, if the disciple

find a blind master, he will fall with him into the ditch. [He
who undertakes to teach others saving doctrines, ver. 39,

should himself see the way of life clearly ,
should have no

beam in his eye, ver. 42
;
should be a good tree, ver. 43

;

should lay up the good treasure in his heart, ver. 45. V.G ]

41. But Since a master should excel his disciple, why
shouldest thou desire to be master to one superior to thyself?

The eye should not merely see, but see clearly.

42. Brother The pretence of brotherly kindness is ex

posed; another vocative, thou hypocrite, is contrasted with

this one. Hypocrite See note on for, next verse. Mote

The proper extraction of which is an act of mercy.
43. For A person trying to extract a mote from the eye

of another, while a beam is in his own, is like a bad tree en

deavouring to bring forth good fruit.

45. Treasure Called abundance in the latter part of the

verse. [Omit the second
0?j&amp;lt;yaugou

rrt? xaodiac ai/roS, treasure

of his heart. Tisch., Alf. The human heart has large capaci

ties for good or evil
;
which both break forth in words and

deeds. V.G.]
46. [Which I say As your Lord, to whom ye owe obedi

ence. V.G.]
48. Foundation Artificial. Mock Natural. With tho

foundation is contrasted without a foundation, ver. 49
;
and

with the rock, upon the earth, ver. 49. Could not shake

Much less destroy. [For rs&jasX/wro yag ?V/ TW Ksrgav, for
it ivas founded upon a rock, read diet, rb JtXw

because it was well built. Tisch., AlfJ\
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CHAPTER VII.

1. [For ITS/ 3e, now when, Tisch. (not Alf.) reads eirt/8r, 9

after that.]

2. Dear From his obedience, as well as for other reasons
;

see ver. 8.

3. Heard He had not yet seen Jesus. Elders These,

though not entirely unbelieving, ver. 4, had less faith than

the person who sent them
;

ver. 9. Yet they do not entreat

for him in vain. [Christ s blessings belonged, in the first

instance, to the Jews
;
and therefore the intercession here

mentioned was fitly made by them. V.G.] Persons having
little of the grace of God can often do more good to others

than to themselves.

4. Worthy The centurion speaks differently of himself;
neither thought I myself worthy, ver. 7. [Render, for he is

worthy for whom thou shouldest do this. De W.~\

5. For His chief worthiness, however, consisted in another

thing his faith ; see ver. 9. [Yet the faith may have given
rise to the love. Ed.] Loveth A rare thing in a Roman
soldier. He Of his own accord; to build a synagogue for

them was something rarer still than to love their nation.

Hath built At his own expense, or by his own order. He
not only abstained from violating, but actually built their

synagogue.
6. A/ow When aware of the Lord s readiness, reverential

faith increases in the centurion. Friends He had sent

elders to intercede ; he now sends friends for further explana
tion. Could his friends, then, approach, while the centurion

could not 1 Yes
;
for they came for the centurion s sake, not

for their own. The same faith excites different emotions in

different people.
7. [For }a.&7}&amp;lt;fercti,

shall be healed, read /a&jro, let (him) be

healed. Tisch., A If.]

10. Whole Not only whole, but using his restored health.

11. The day after So chap. viii. 1. Old translators gener

ally render this as a following day, whether the day immedi

ately following, I know not. The succession of events here

set forth does not require very strict definition of time
; for

the raising of the widow s son is connected more closely with

the subsequent embassy from John, than with the foregoing

healing of the centurion s servant. [Jairus s daughter was
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raised before the young man at Naiii
;
and this makes the

faith of Jairus the more laudable, from his having no example
before him of the raising of the dead by Jesus. The Lord
raised Jairus s daughter in a private manner, and commanded
the fact of her raising to be kept secret

;
while he raised both the

widow s son and Lazarus publicly. Nain was one of those cities

referred to by Matthew (xi. 1, and ix. 35) ; for, since the

disciples approached the city in a body, we can scarcely doubt

that the raising of the widow s son, a miracle strongly tending
to establish the disciples faith, took place before the sending
out of the twelve apostles. Harm] Nain The mention of

the name of the city, and of the two assemblages of spectators,
is confirmatory of the truth of this miracle.

12. Carried out The dead are very properly removed to

a distance from the abodes of the living. With her Funeral

rites were appointed more for the sake of the survivors than

of the departed.
13. The Lord This sublime epithet was more usual and

better known in the days when John and Luke wrote than

in Matthew s time. Mark holds a middle place ;
this point

of faith (the acknowledgment of Jesus as Lord, Ed.) required
at first to be taught and proved ; but could afterwards be as

sumed. Had compassion And to console the mother the

young man had to, return to this life. Weep not This com

fort, spoken before working the miracle, shows plainly his

power to perform it. He often said, Fear not, on other occa

sions. In human creatures there is always something at first

for God to remove. [Weep not For he has come to make

good one day the word in Rev. xxi. 4. Trench. These words

express the only reason for the miracle
;
to comfort the living.

Stier. But perhaps also he willed to awaken the young man s

soul. Oh.]
14. Touched A touch full of power. The Her Whereon

the youth seems to have been laid, rather than shut in. They that

bare stood still In the hope of aid. Young man Jesus knew
that the dead was a son, not a daughter. He used the appel

lative, damsel., etc., Mark v. 41
;
or the proper name, Lazarus,

John xi. 43. / say unto thee Not yet to all mankind.

15. Delivered To whom he had already ceased to belong.

Comp. chap. ix. 42
;

1 Mace. x. 9.

16. Prophet The Hebrew word for prophet betokens not

merely a foreteller of future events, but also one who conveys

heavenly gifts and messages to men. And that This expres-
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siou separates the two exclamations. [Hath visited For

which visitation we must still glorify the loving-kindness of

God. V.G.]
17. The region round about Of Galilee, not excluding the

neighbouring Gentile districts.

18. [Showed When the miracles of Christ culminated in

the raising of the dead. Comp. John v. 21. V.G.]
19. Calling John had not his disciples so constantly with

him as the Saviour had.

20. The men John s disciples were men advanced in life
;

those of Jesus were chiefly youthful.
21. [Omit de, and. Tisch., Alf.~\ Infirmities andplagues

Chronic and acute diseases. He gave Lit., gave freely. A
splendid expression. The apostles could not give so freely in

working miracles.

23. [Shall not be offended Everything about Christ Jesus

is good and profitable. Even his very guise, which offended

men of perverse minds, has a peculiar merit of its own. V.G.

How corrupt must that man be who is ofended in, Jesus ! QJ\
27. Behold See note on Matt. xi. 10.

28. [Omit rot jSavritrrov, the Baptist. Tisch., Alf.]
29. [Mey. and De W. think ver. 29, 30 a continuation of

Christ s words, but it is better with Alf.) etc., to ascribe them
to Luke. So BengJ\ And all Luke records the different

conduct of the people and of the Pharisees, to show the reason

for the comparison our Lord instituted in ver. 31, 32. Comp.
Matt. xi. 16. T/iat heard John. And And particularly the

publicans, given up as hopeless by others. Justified God
That is, approved of and submitted to the baptism of repent

ance, appointed by God, as being a just and right thing. The
same verb recurs, ver. 35.

30. Against themselves As regarded themselves; for they
could not reject the counsel of God altogether.

31. [The clause she d s o Kvoios, and the Lord said, is cer

tainly spurious. Tisch., Alf., Mey., De W., etc.] Shall I
liken In words. Are they like In fact. True words declare

true facts.

33. Bread Which requires artificial preparation. John

only used food in its natural state. Ye say See ver. 39,
where a like evil feeling is mentioned as finding place in the

Pharisee s heart.

35. But wisdom is Justified of all her children Lit., And
wisdom has been justified, etc. The word but here is literally
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and; for Jesus is clearly continuing his complaint (comp.
Matt. xi. 19, in which passage no ground for reading but

instead of and is expressed before the end of ver. 25) ;
and he

indirectly transfers his complaint (as he also does in chap,
xi. 47, 48) from the perversity of the men of that particular

generation (with which he had set out) to the general and per

petual habit of perversity in the Jews. To this transfer per
tains the word all ; the use of the past tense (often implying
a custom), has been justified, instead of the present, as in ye

say, ver. 34 ;
and the expression Wisdom, instead of Son of

man, ver. 34. The latter of which appellations applies to

Christ when manifest
;
while the former applies to him at all

times. See chap. xi. 49. Furthermore, he is here called

Wisdom, from his knowing best what should be done, and
that his acts, full of the purest condescension to sinners, ought
never to have been criticised. Add Prov. viii. 1, 32. The
children of this Wisdom are not the Pharisees, and such as

they, (which in other respects might not unfitly be said here ;

comp. chap. xiii. 34
;
and Matt. viii. 12), but the apostles, the

publicans, and all sinners converted to Jesus from among the

people ;
whom he thus designates to show his own connexion

with them, to justify his association with them, and to rebuke

the perversity of their calumniators. Wisdom has been justified

That is, her accusers, having been offended at her, ver. 23,

have brought her to trial, and have made it necessary to

justify her, to assert her innocence, and to prove all her

actions designed to do away with unrighteousness and to

accomplish righteousness ; instead of all which, she ought to

have been unhesitatingly embraced by them. A like passage
occurs in Eom. x. 21

;
1 Cor. iv. 12, 13. Wisdom has been

defended from, and cleared of, the accusations of gluttony,

wine-bibbing, etc.
;
and this by her own children, and by

all of them ;
her need of justifying herself and defending her

actions was caused by her own children. See chap, v, 22,

30, 33
;

vi. 2, 7 ;
and in this chapter (vii.)

40
;

xi. 17 ; xiii.

16
;
xv. 3

;
xix. 7 ,

Matt. xv. 2. Comp. the use of aero, for
the press, Luke xix. 3

;
2 Cor. ii. 3

;
x. 7 ;

Heb. x. 22
;
the

Sept. of Eccl. viii. 1 1
; Isa. xxv. 9

;
Job xxxv. 9

;
Ps. xxvii.

1
;

xxxiii. 8
; Ixviii. 29

;
cxix. 53

;
and Isa. xlix. 19

; ii. 3.

36. Sat down to meat Without first inspecting the house,
as inquisitive guests are apt to do ;

and without washing or

anointing (see ver. 44, and comp. chap. xi. 37), in order the

sooner to receive the repentant sinner, ver. 45.
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37. [The proper order is yut^-^f/tf %v sv r

Tisch.. a woman which was in the city a sinner, A If., or was a

sinner in the city, that is, publicly. Mey.~\ A woman Whose
name is not known. [Though there is certainly a great re

semblance between this narrative and that recorded in John

xii. 3, etc.
;
Matt. xxvi. 6, etc

;
and Mark xiv. 3, etc. ; chiefly

from the fact that both are stated to have taken place in the

house of a person called Simon ; yet we must remember that

the anointing Luke records, occurred in a city of Galilee,

before the transfiguration, and even before the second Passover ;

while the other took place at Bethany, within six days of th

third Passover
;
the woman mentioned by Luke had been till

then a sinner, [in a special sense, Ed.~\, not so Mary, men
tioned in John xi. 1, etc. ;

Simon the Pharisee doubted whether

Jesus could be a prophet ;
while Simon the leper could not

have doubted this fact, with the resuscitated Lazarus sitting
before his eyes. HarmJ] A sinner Guilty of unchastity, the

worst sin of women. When she Tcneiv [Gr. sKiyvouffa, Eeng.

prefixes KO.I, and; so Tisch., AlfJ] The prefixal of the word
and here seems to separate the mention of the woman s sins

from that of her conversion. In the . . . . house Love urged
her not. to wait for any more convenient opportunity else

where.

38. Behind Making no show of what she did. Love

taught her, and that by no teaching of man, to do what would
seem foolish to one who did not love, and which none would
have even required a slave to do. Like examples occur, chap.
xvii. 15; xix. 37. Hair Dishevelled, as in mourning.
Most exquisite reverence !

39. If If thou hadst known that woman s heart, Simon,
thou wouldest have judged differently. [Prophet As the

people had pronounced him to be, ver. 16. V.G.] Simon had
before doubted Christ s being a prophet ;

but now he hastily
denies it. Would have known It does not by any means
follow that a man is no prophet who does not know every one
he meets. Toucheth Simon thinks the Lord should not have
even allowed her touching him, much less her whole pro

ceeding.
40. I have someivhat A courteous commencement. Jesus

does not call this Pharisee a hypocrite. Master Lit., teacher;
Simon had some modesty.

42. [Omit 3f, and. Tisch., Alf.~\ When they had nothing
Therefore subsequent love and gratitude do not clear off the
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debt. Will love The future
;
for before being forgiven an

insolvent debtor feels more disposed to flee than to love his

creditor.

43. Thou hast rightly judged Even against thyself; see

ver. 47.

44. This The woman s actual conduct at the moment,
while moving the beholders, was a refutation of Simon.

Thine Therefore Simon was under greater obligation to him
than the woman had been. Thou gavest .... no Simon
treated Jesus as an undistinguished guest. With tears The
Lord had noted every particular of her pious act. See Ps.

Ivi. 8. Tears form the costliest water that can be. [Omit rr
t g

xepa.M)t, head. Read, with her hair. Tisch., Alf.]
4o. Kiss This Simon had omitted, from want of love

;
we

do not, however, read that any friend or disciple kissed the

Lord s face, which had something of peculiar dignity, see chap.
ix. 29

;
both the utmost love (ver. 38) and the utmost inti

macy (John xiii. 25) stopped short before such a freedom.

He is not even said to have kissed the little children. The

betrayer only (with whose treachery such boldness well ac

corded) profaned with his unhallowed lips the Lord s counte

nance
; which, with this exception, remained untouched and

unpolluted by sinful flesh.

46. With oil Contrasted with the ointment, which was
more costly, as being a compound; the oil from being un

mixed, and from the olive abounding in Judea, was cheaper.

My feet Not presuming to anoint his head.

47. Which are many Wherewith thou, Simon, reproachest

her; see ver. 39. For The forgiveness of her sins, un-

thought of by Simon, is proved by its fruit; (see ver. 42.)

Which is evident, though the forgiveness itself be unseen.

Add also the contrast which follows, but to whom, etc. Jesus

sets forth love (which is the fulfilling of the law), as a

criterion 01 forgiveness, such as the Pharisees might under

stand; but he tells the woman herself, that her faith hath

saved her. The former expression requires consideration to

understand; the latter is more literal. The more weight any
one allows to love in this matter rather than to faith, the

more he resembles Simon in his feelings, and the less the

woman, and our Lord himself. Love is the test of pardon,

though one may love without knowing this. But to whom
Said with mildness

;
the force is, thou, to whom, as the con

trast shows. Otherwise, some may love much without having
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committed heinous sins before being pardoned. Little

Comparatively and humanly speaking, ten times less; see

ver. 41. Loveth But he yet loveth somewhat, if his sins be

forgiven. The multitude of the sins they have been pardoned
will heighten the everlasting love of the elect for their God.

[Great forbearance! Simon s conscience might have an

swered, Nothing is forgiven me, therefore I love thee not at

all. Stier.]
48. Are forgiven Not merely now; the remission gained

by her faith is ratified by these words. The greatest sinners

often become the chief vessels of grace. The Saviour, even

at table, exercised the power of the keys.
49. Who is this The answer, This is the Son of man.

Also To forgive sins is actually a far greater thing than to

heal the sick miraculously.
50. And he said Jesus fortifies the woman against all

doubts. He used the same words, chap. viii. 48; xvii. 19,-

xviii. 42. Faith Not love. Faith concerns ourselves
;
love

is used to persuade others. Go in peace See 1 Sam. i. 17;
and below, chap. viii. 48.

CHAPTER VIIL

1. He ivent throughout every city and milage Great was
the condescension of the Son of God. [We need not endea

vour to number his journeys ;
each evangelist records those

which suit his purpose in writing. The whole life of Jesus

was spent in speaking and doing good to all. Harm.]
2. Healed By the fact of their following him, the power

of Jesus, and the piety of the women, was shown. [These

women, although not present in the voyage to Gadara (which,

though recorded further on by Luke, really took place before

this), nor on the secretly undertaken journey to Jerusalem to

the feast of tabernacles, which John only records, unquestion

ably attached themselves to the Lord Jesus, and ministered to

him from the period referred to here, a space of at least a year
before our Lord s passion ;

for they came with his company
to Jerusalem; wherefore Luke does not think it necessary to

repeat their names in chap, xxiii. 49, 55, but refers back to

this passage. Harm.] This band consisted of persons who
had been raised from the depth of misery to the height of joy,
like David s troop of veterans. Simonius mentions as a com-

VOL. I. 2 D
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mon practice among the Jews, for women, especially widows,
to minister of their substance to their instructors, and for that

purpose to accompany them in their journeys. [Mary Even
at this time the more fastidious were probably ill-disposed
towards her; but Jesus esteemed her highly. V.G.~\

3. Joanna The wife of a man very high in place. [Her
public following of Jesus probably contributed to Herod s

hearing so much of Jesus. See chap. ix. 7. V.GJ\ Yet Mary
Magdalene ranked before her in the household of Jesus.

Ministered This record is a high reward for their liberality ;

but doubtless at the time many set them down as silly

women. [For au rw, him, read avroTc, them. Tisch., Alf.]
4. [Were come to him Gr. evtHrogtuoftsvuv ^05. Beng.

would give litl the force of repetition, people upon people ;

but Alf. better renders coming up one after another,
,]

Out of

every city Some came out of every city.

5. A sower . . . to soiv his seed This massing together of

cognate terms tends to attract the attention,

8. Hundred-fold Matthew and Mark mention sixty-fold,

thirty-fold. Luke, mentioning but one number, follows the

usual course of naming the highest, as including the rest.

12. Out of their hearts Great is the devil s power. [He,
however, has less power over the second and third classes here

mentioned than over the first. V.G-J] Believe We are saved

by the word, through faith; see ver. 13. Faith is the fitting
fruit of the word.

13. deceive The rudiments of faith. For a while See

1 Cor. vii. 5.

14. Go forth Not falling away immediately, or very mani

festly; in fact, they sometimes make some little progress first.

Good and evil are of simultaneous growth, not only in whole
classes of men, but in individuals as well. See Matt. xiii. 30.

Riches Comp. Mark iv. 19; render with are choked. Bring
no fruit to perfection- They bear no perfect ripened fruit of

faith, whereby to attain the end of faith, the salvation of

their souls. See ver. 12, and comp. 1 Pet. i. 9.

15. [On the good ground It is better that some seed should

fall on the wayside, among thorns, etc., than that such ground
as this should not be sown. V.G.] Keep it Not as on the

wayside. Bring forth fruit Not as among the thorns.

With patience Not as on the stony ground. The word here

translated patience, means strength of mind sustained by a

good hope. This, while preceding, also accompanies the
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bearing offruit; it is therefore placed at the end of this

summary of Christianity.
16. The light Not the candle. Human nature has no

more light in itself than the material candle has
;
the light

must be communicated from without, that is, divinely, by the

word. The candle, therefore, does not seek to be seen for its

own sake, but serves to let the light be seen; and a good
hearer, like a candle, always hears in such a way, as to make
the light he hears as profitable as possible to others; and he, in

his turn, is increased in brightness from day to day.
17. For Even now the light loves to be seen; for it must

be fully revealed.

18. [How With what result and fruit. Ye hear Ye

especially who are set to instruct others. For whosoever hath

And in consequence doth his best by word and deed to show
the word or light to his fellow-men.

V.G-.~\
Seemcth He who

makes no use of what he hath, seems to have somewhat
;
what

shall remain to that unhappy man, when even that seeming
somewhat is taken away from him 1

21. [My mother See ver. 2. My brethren Ver. 1, at the

end. V.G.] These Used demonstratively. [Omit avrbv, it.

Tisch. and Alf. read which hear and do, etc.]

22. [For &e, now, read xa/, and. Tisch., so Beng. Now it

came to pass The author in the Harm. Ev., 49, shows that

there is a transposition here, and also in Mark
;
and in the

same work, p. 264, he considers it especially consistent with

truth, that this series of events should have the following
order : 1. The evening, on which Christ bade them prepare for

the voyage (Mark iv. 35; Luke viii. 22); 2. The morning, in

which, when discovered by the multitude, he declared that

he must preach to others also (Mark i. 35, 36; Luke iv. 42,

43); 3. The voyage, and the preaching throughout all Galilee,

partly before, partly after the voyage (Matt. viii. 23; Mark
iv. 36, 37

;
i. 39; Luke viii. 22, 23; iv. 44).]

23. Came down From the sky.
24. Master, Master An expression suited to their condi

tion of terror.

25. Where They had some faith, but had it not at hand.

[They are rebuked, not for fearing, not for asking help of the

Lord, but for befngso very fearful (Mark iv. 40), and counting
it possible that a ship which bore the Lord could really perish.

Trench.}
27. Certain man A strange instance of devil-possession.
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Ware no clothes Satan, when lie can, brings a man down to

such wretchedness as to make him neglect natural decency.
God loves order, decency, moderation, etc.

29. For The reason of the casting out, and of the greater

pain it was attended by. Was driven Most violently, comp.
ver. 33, and against his own reason

;
see ver. 35.

31. Into the deep Lit., the abyss. Comp. Rev. ix. 11; xx.

3. In the abyss, 1. They are not worshipped by evil men; 2.

They are unable to injure man ; 3. They feed upon their own

misery, and notwithstanding do not yet seem to be tortured

in that prison. The power of Jesus extends over living

things, devils, and the abyss itself
;
and this the devils ad

mitted.

34. [Omit avtMovrss, went, and. Tisch., Alf., etc.]
38. [Omit 6

Ij&amp;lt;roL/c,
Jesus. Tisch., Alf.; read he sent.]

39. [Unto Ihee Each man can himself best testify to God s

gracious dealings with him. V.G.]
42. [One only Chap. vii. 12. V.Cf. For ev ds rti uvaysiv

alrbv, but as he went, read xai sysvcro Iv T qrosev&oQcu aur
dv,

and it came to pass that as he went. Tisch., Alf.]
43. [/Spent Lit., spent besides. Physicians Luke here

shows candour
;
he was himself a physician. Neither could

be healed By physicians.
47. That she was not hid She had wished to escape the

notice of Jesus. [Omit the second yrJ, unto him. Tisch.,

Alf] Before Faith banishes unreasonable bashfulness.

48. [Omit 3ag&amp;lt;re/,
be of good comfort. Tisch., Alf.]

50. [Omit Xsyuv, saying. Tisch., not Alf] And she shall be

made whole Lit., she shall be saved. From death. A word
well calculated to give hope.

51. [The order is luavvqv xaf Ia/cw/3ov, John and James.

Tisch.
, Alf. So eng.] That John at times should be named

first is not so remarkable, inasmuch as John, without James,
is sometimes mentioned along with Peter. See chap. xxii. 8.

53. Knowing Therefore all of these had to acknowledge
the reality of the miracle. [Thus the Christian faith, which

regards death as but a sleep, is folly to the world.
Q.~\

54. [Omit ixftctX&v I^u vavrac, xai, put them all out, and.

Tisch., Alf.] Maid Of all the evangelists, Luke uses fewest

Hebrew words,
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CHAPTER IX.

1. [Called together This was therefore no common occa

sion.
F&quot;.6r.]

All All they might meet, of every kind. Cure
This depends on the word gave.
2. [Omit roug aadevovvras, the sick. Tisch., Alf.]
3. [For |aj850u;, staves, read gajSSoj, staff. Tisch., A If.,

etc.]

4. Thence At once from the house and from the city.

6. Towns Lit., villages; but cities, so far from being ex-

cepted, are included in this term; see ver. 5.

7. [Omit VIF a.-jrov, by him. Tisch., A If.]
Was perplexed

Persons who have no faith can be sadly perplexed by the

various opinions of others. [And persons who live entirely to

themselves are immediately troubled when the least spiritual

reality strikes them. V.G.]
8. Appeared This is mentioned between the expressions,

risen from the dead, and risen again. For Elias did not die.

9. Desired Any of the common people would have mor^

easily gratified such a desire Jesus never entered a court,

and Herod would have thought it derogatory on his part to

leave his court in order to see Jesus. [To see him Either to

see whether he resembled John, or whether he would work a

miracle to oblige Herod. V.G.\
10. [Omit TOTTOV sgypw, a desert place. Read / voXiv xaXou-

ftsvqv Bqdaaidd, to a city called Bethsaida. Tisch., AlfJ]
11. [Received them Cleave to Jesus, and profess yourself

his follower, since this delights him. You will be received.

Y.G.]
14. By fifties A convenient number, as proportionate to

the five loaves : there were thus one hundred parties of fifty

each. See Mark vi. 40.

18. [It came to pass A memorable period, noted alike by
Matthew (xvi. 13), Mark (viii. 27), and Luke, in this passage.

They all, with unusual agreement, make this the beginning of

our Saviour s last departure to the northern regions of Pales

tine. When near Cesarea-Philippi he privately asks his dis

ciples,
&quot; Whom do men say that I am?&quot; and informs them of

his future sufferings. He then frames his journey so as to

sow the good seed through the whole land of Israel. After

his transfiguration he returns to Capernaum, passing thence

through the midst of Samaria and Galilee ;
then crossing the
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Jordan, lie proceeds by its further side towards Judea, and at

length, having visited Bethabara, and recrossed the Jordan,
comes to Jericho and Bethany. Harm.^ Praying Jesus

asked the Father to reveal himself to the disciples. For the

purport of the prayers of Jesus may be gathered from the

words and actions which follow them. See chap. vi. 12, 13.

23. He said Matthew mentions what gave rise to this

discourse
;
Luke considers it sufficient, assuming this, to give

the discourse itself. To them all Even to those who had
not heard of the Lord s future passion.

25. Lose himself When he might have been saved. Be.

cast away Lit., suffer loss ; when he might have gained him-

self.

26. \Tisch. (not Alf.) omits Xoyouj, words. Bender, and of
them that are mine, etc.] And . . . . and God and his

creatures are here mentioned together. Comp. Judg. vii. 18,
20

;
1 Sam. xii. 18; Heb. xii. 23

;
Rev. iii. 5; xiv. 10. [Of

the holy angels Who shall swell the glory of God and of his

Son by their attendance. V.G.]
28. And John and James No special deduction can be

drawn from the use of a familiar order in names (see ver.

54) ;
but when this order is changed, it must be supposed to

have been changed for some purpose. James having been

put to death before the time this gospel was written, Luke
has placed John s name first, as the best-known witness of so

great an event as this. Mark (chap. v. 37) names them in

the contrary order, as having probably written earlier than

Luke.

29. The fashion &quot;Lit.,
the appearance. Was altered Lit.,

was another. Human language cannot accurately express
celestial things. Comp. we shall be changed ; 1 Cor. xv. 51.

Glistering From within
;
the glory of his body shining

through and penetrating the texture of his garments.
30. Two men Who would not suppose these to have been

angels, but for the addition of the word men ?

31. In glory They both resembled their Lord on this oc

casion. [And they seem to have gained a higher degree of

glory after the death and glorification of Christ. These two

men were types of the resurrection and change (referred to in

1 Cor. xv. 51). V.Gr.~]
Decease Lit., Departure out of the

world. Comp. Heb. xiii. 12, 13
;

the same word occurs

2 Pet. i. 15. The subject is momentous ;
and the word is a

weighty one, which implies at once Christ s Passion, Cruci-
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fixion, Death, Resurrection, and Ascension. Its opposite is

the word coming, Acts xiii. 24.

32. With him This expression implies Peter s pre-emi
nence over James and John. Sleep Comp. Gen. ii. 21. [In
that sleep they lost all consciousness of earthly thoughts and

imaginations. V.G.] When they were awake [The more at

tentive from having been asleep. V.G.] Perhaps this took

place at night ;
see ver. 37. . [But it is better to render dia.yert

-

yog?iffavTiz, but they kept awake and saw, etc., that is, although
heavy with drowsiness. Added to show that this was not a

sleep-vision, but a waking reality. Mey., A If.] They saw his

glory Peter, who was present, expressed this afterwards in

the same words, 2 Pet. i. 16, 17: and so did John, chap.
i. 14.

33. [Not knowing Or he would not have said anything so

inappropriate. Mey.]
34. [A cloud This, as appears from what follows, fell to

earth. Out of the cloud Whence the voice of God issued.

To how great a presence those two holy men are admitted !

See Ex. xxxiv. 5
;

1 Kings xix. 13. V.G.] As they entered

Gr. not exefoovf, as common text, but avrovc, they. Tisch.,

Alf.] That is, Moses and Elias.

35. [For ayaTTj-oc, beloved, read gx.XsXs^asi oc, chosen. Tisch.,

40. [This was some exceptional sort of devil
; for, in ver. l

r

the disciples received power over all demons. V.G. This
4

however, does not remove the difficulty. The fact was, the

disciples had the power, but not the faith, required to cast it

out; comp. our Lord s rebuke, ver. 41, and Matt. xvii.

20. Ed.]
43. They were amazed In mind. While they wondered

And gave utterance to their wonder. Said The Gothic
version inserts before this word, Peter said, Lord, why could

not ive cast him out ? And Jesus said, This sort goeth not out

but by prayer and fasting. If these words were written by
Luke, Peter, struck with wonder at the works so mightily
done by the Lord, would seem to have classed himself with

his companions in weakness of faith, and to have confessed

that, had he been present, he would have failed as they had
done

;
and therefore he inquires the reason.

44. [Let these sayings sink lit., place ye these sayings.
Ye A secret.] These Either those that precede or follow.

Into your ears The first step towards comprehension ;
the
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disciples hearts did not as yet fully grasp this subject. See
ver. 45. Delivered An equal balancing of their thoughts
between his passion and his glory ; comp. ver. 43, 35, 20, 22.

In our joy we ought to remember the cross
;
and the know

ledge of Christ s majesty prepares us to receive the word of the

cross.

45. Understood .... perceived Understanding produces

perception; the latter fails without the former.

46. Arose The flesh often takes occasion to rebel when

everything seems against it.

48. For It is humility to take care for children
;

it is

greatness to receive God. [For sarai, shall be, read Isriv, is.

Tisch., At/.]
49. John Comp. ver. 54. [Where John and his brother

James exhibited eminent zeal, after the transfiguration. V.GJ\
50. [For jjfAuv, us, read VIAUV, you, twice. Tisch., Alf. So

Bengl\ He that is not against us is for us Lit., He who is

not against you isfor you. So Mark ix. 40
; though both in

that passage and in this, some MSS. read us instead of you.
So careless were the Greek copyists in confounding these

pronouns, that the true reading is not so much to be sought
from any number of Greek manuscripts, as from the context

and the ancient versions, which, for the most part, discrimi

nate the pronouns better. And the reading here is not indif

ferent
;
for our Lord, when speaking of outward things, used

the first person, Let us pass over, etc., Behold, we go up to

Jerusalem ; but when matters of inward importance were in

question, he availed himself of an appropriate change of dic

tion, saying either 7 or ye, but riot we. 7 go to my Father
and your Father, not, 7 go to our Father. Therefore here he

does not say, He that is not against us is for us, but, He that

is not against you is for you ; while in another passage he

says, He that is not ivith me is against me.

51. \The days were coming Literally, when the days were

being fulfilled ; not, as Eng. Ver., the time was come. Alf.~\

That he should be received up This term was especially ap

propriate after his transfiguration in the mount. Comp. Acts

i. 2. There was but one actual day of his being received up ;

but the forty days preceding his ascension, as well as those

preceding his passion, were a sort of preparation for that day.

Comp. Luke ii. 22. The passion, crucifixion, death, and
burial had all still to be undergone ;

but Jesus looked to the

goal beyond them all, and the evangelist records the fact from
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the Saviour s point of view. He who, going to a city, has to

pass a rough part of the road, does not speak of that special

part, but of the city as the place he wants to reach. [The

passages, Luke ix. 51
;
x. 38; xiii. 10, 22, 23; xvii. 11; xviii.

31, 35; xix. 11, 28, comp. ix. 31, bring him continually nearer

Jerusalem, and can only be understood of one journey. No
other can be placed between this and the passion itself, ex

cepting the secret one to the Feast of Tabernacles, John vii.

10. Harm.] Set [A firm resolve is of much help in diffi

culty. V.G.] To Jerusalem See ver. 31. This was the

result of the appearance on the mount. [In this journey to

Jerusalem occur all the events that follow, to chap, xviii. 30.

But the journey is not direct, but very circuitous
;
and only

begins to be direct from Jericho, xviii. 35. Mey.~\
52. To make ready The number of those accompanying

him necessitated these preparations ;
nor was Jesus wont to

mingle with the crowd in an inn.

53. Because It was plain to them that he was on his way
to Jerusalem, which the Samaritans hated. [Being most
hostile to the Jewish worship. V.6f.] His face So 2 Sam.
xvii. 11, Sept. Whither the face is turned, thither the de

termination which bears down all difficulties is turned as

well.

54. James and John Who had seen more of Christ s

glory than other disciples (see ver. 28); excepting Peter, who
was silent on this occasion. After being told that Jesus was
to die, they make the greater effort to preserve his life.

They seem also to have borne in mind the instructions given
in ver. 5

;
see Mark ix. 41. Fire This was not the reason

of their being called sons of thunder. Christ wrought mira

cles in every element but fire
;
that was reserved for the end

of the world. From heaven When vengeance is powerless

upon earth, it is fain to direct its hands, its wishes, and its

supplications to heavenly weapons. [Omit u; -ACU HX/ag

STTO/VS, Even as Elias did. Tisch., not Alf.] Even as We
are only too ready to imitate the saints in things we ought
not. Elias did And that also against Samaritans; see 2

Kings i. 2, etc. Their attention had been lately much drawn
to Elias; see ver. 8, 19, 30.

55. [Omit, after auro/s, them, the rest of the verse. Tisch.,

not A
If.]

What manner of spirit Of that Spirit, which is

the Spirit of Christ and of grace ! With this also the fact

may be contrasted, that Jesus, who on the cross prayed in the
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very words of the twenty-second and thirty-first psalms, in

stead of using the words of prophetical psalms, as he might
also have done, to pray against his enemies, actually prayed
for them. Ye This silences their appeal to the case of Elias.

56. [Omit all before xa/
1

, and. Tisch., not Alf.] Lives

Lit. souls; which are precious. Another This was the best

and most obvious course. See Matt. ii. 12
;
Numb. xx. 21.

Village Whose inhabitants wTere more noble (comp. Acts xvii.

11) than those mentioned in ver. 52.

57. [For 2721/27-0
de

t and it came to pass that, read xa/, and.

Tisch., Alf.~\
A certain man said unto him Three men are

recorded to have desired to follow Jesus, the first two of

whom (mentioned by Matthew) Luke takes this opportunity
of associating with a third, whom we may presume him to

have numbered among the Seventy. Harm]
58. Hath not As appears from ver. 53, 56.

59. To go and The man here takes his departure for

granted, rather than asks leave to go. It is a different going
which is enjoined in ver. 60.

60. Preach Lit., proclaim everywhere. The same word is

used in Rom. ix. 17. This our Lord urged most forcibly.

Comp. ver. 62, and the opening of chap. x. [It is not unlikely
that this man, and the other next mentioned, were shortly
after numbered among the Seventy. V.G.]

61. First This man was still entangled by human feel

ings ;
therefore there was less allowance to be made for him.

But he may have had in mind the example of Elisha, to

whom Elijah gave such a permission ;
for Jesus answers him

by a simile taken from ploughing. See 1 Kings xix. 19.

The kingdom of God requires more promptitude of spirit than

prophetic discipleship did
;

nor are indiscriminate appeals
either to Elijah s or Elisha s conduct always admissible. See

note on ver. 54. Bid ... farewell Possibly with a parting

banquet.
62. Jesus Who was on the point of sending out the

Seventy. Looking lack Such a one is, properly speaking,
mad. For the kingdom of God For laying hold upon, or

spreading God s kingdom.

CHAPTER X.

1. After these things After testing those who were fit or

unfit for the mission
; three of whom are mentioned in chap.
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ix. 57, 59, 61. The Lord The act here described was a

truly lordly one. See ver. 2, 3, 9, 11. Appointed As his

ambassadors for him. Other [Whose mission, though but a

temporary one, was of a sort very nearly equal to that of

the apostles ;
and many of those now sent forth may have

aided in later times to establish the testimony concerning
Jesus Christ. Nay, every individual who saw, heard, be

lieved, and testified to Jesus Christ, resembled the apostles
themselves in eminence, of kind, if not of degree. Harm.~\
The kingdom of God is always gaining power, and its

good beginnings are continually growing on. The duty of

preaching Christ proved especially fruitful. The numbers in

creased from twelve to seventy, then to Jive hundred and more.

See 1 Cor. xv. 6. Seventy [The true reading. Tisch., Alf.,

though some good manuscripts add dvo, two. Render, not

other seventy also, (Eng. Ver.,) but others also, seventy in

number. Alf. ]
Valla says: &quot;We may observe the numbers

of the apostles and of the disciples typified by the Lord
in the books of Moses by the twelve fountains and the seventy

palm-trees found in the desert (see Exod. xv. 27). We
should therefore read seventy (not seventy-two) here

;
which

was also the number of those on whom God put of the spirit

that was in Moses (see Numb. xi. 16, 17).&quot;
It is the Vulgate

reading, seventy-two ,
which Valla here finds fault with. The

word two would appear to have been interpolated by an

oversight on the part of some very early copyist ;
as the word

actually occurs four words off from seventy. [Alford considers

the two to have been added in order to assimilate the number
to that of the Sanhedrim. And sent The power of healing
the sick and casting out devils is not stated to have been

given to these as to the twelve. Comp. note on ver. 17. V.G.~\
Whither he himself would come Thus, by these messengers

having preceded the Lord, those who wished to hear him and

to be healed of their diseases, might assemble from both sides

of the neighbouring country to whatever place he passed.
2. \Pray ye therefore This precept at once both excited and

satisfied their desire and prayer for labourers. V.G.]
3. Lambs Such were the Seventy; the Twelve were called

sheep, in Matt. x. 16. [To both he gave a sort of safe-conduct,
in the words, JBehold, I send you. V.GJ]

4. Salute no man by the way There is no objection to

taking these words literally. A person engaged in a serious

and pressing business is less able than others to attend to the
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ceremonies of ordinary life, and is readily excused from its

usual rules. Oomp. 2 Kings iv. 29, and, on a like occasion,
Luke xix. 30, 31. [Ols. would make the prohibition mean,
Salute no one to gain favour; but the command is rather,

Haste; delay not in salutations. Mey., De W., Alf.] Certain

classes of men among the Jews, particularly religious ones,

were exempted from the duty of salutation, as Lightfoot shows.

It was usual to salute with many words and gestures ;
but

the mind is left clearer by silence; and the time of these mes

sengers was specially valuable (comp. John xx. 17), as well

as their salutation; see next verse, and Matt. x. 12. In a

house, or at home, hearers are more attentive than on a

journey; and general salutation might have caused a serious

loss of time to so many messengers as these. [Finally, the

very fact of their not saluting, was a useful intimation to men
that the business these Seventy were engaged upon was serious

and urgent. V.GJ\
5. First The messengers of God should pray for men s

salvation, before beginning to reprove them.

6. The son of peace One who is a son of peace, one worthy
of peace. Shall rest In a manner perceptible to yourselves.

Comp. as to the word itself, 1 Pet. iv. 14. Peace having
once gone forth, does not cease seeking till it finds a place to

rest. Upon it or, upon him. Upon the house, in the first

instance; upon its inhabitants, in the second.

7. In that house Gr. sv avrfj
be rr\ oixiq, not in the same

Alf. ]
Such things as they give Sparingly or freely, as

the case may be. Of his hire It was permitted them to take

food, but not to ask for money; though not expressly for

bidden to receive even that. On the other hand, the hire is

worthy of a labourer, not of a laggard.
9. Therein In the city. Thus all the sick in a whole

region might have been healed. Is come nigh See end of

ver. 1.

10. The streets Comp. Rev. xi. 8. Say Publicly.
11. [Add tic, roug &amp;lt;n6()a$ qpuv, upon our feet, after Ipuv.

Also omit &amp;lt;&amp;gt; vfjMit unto you. Tisch., Alf. Beng. also omits

unto you. ] Notwithstanding, be ye sure of this, that the king
dom of God is come nigh. [Not to you, as Eng. Vers.] The

messengers first said (ver. 9) is come nigh unto you; but to

those who rejected them they speak in more general terms, is

come nigh.
13-15. Woe A most solemn denunciation (comp. Matt.
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XL 20, etc.); now repeated by apostrophes, as if abandoning
those ungrateful cities to their fate, and implying both that

the messengers should seek other cities than these, and that

those others should take warning by the example of Chorazin,

Bethsaida, and Capernaum.
15. [For ^ and tyuQuffu, Alf. (with Lack., and Tisch., for

mer edition), reads py and tyudfafi; And thou, Capernaum,
shalt thou be exalted to heaven? Thou shalt be cast, etc. But
Tisch. now retains the common text.]

1 6. Heareth me Supply here, from analogy with the end
of the verse, And he that heareth me heareth Him that sent me.

17. Returned Some sooner than others. [They were not

long absent. V.G. Their mission and their return from it

are both recorded by Luke in the same place ;
for having been

sent forth a very few weeks before the Lord s passion, they
could not have been long away. Harm. With joy There
were two peculiar reasons for this joy; the first was, that

shortly before the disciples had been unable to cast out a devil

from the lunatic; the second, that in the general instructions

our Lord had given them, he had mentioned that they should

heal the sick, but not that they should cast out devils. Harm.]
Even the devils They had actually attempted greater things
than Jesus had expressed.

18. / beheld In spirit; either when ye went forth, or when

ye wrought miracles. As lightning With lightning speed.
Fall Either, first, as being violently cast out of heaven

;
for

certainly at that period Satan received many blows, even from
those little ones (the seventy disciples, see note on ver. 3);
wherefore / beheld, signifies that the disciples themselves in

some sort acted against Satan, and that the Lord looked ori

rejoicing as feeling himself to be conquering through his fol

lowers
; or, second, because Satan had obtained leave to oppose

the disciples, by whom he was to be overthrown, and had
hastened to aid the devils which obey him, and to support his

own falling cause. Comp. ver. 19. The words signifying to

fall from heaven, and to be cast out on earth, are not con
vertible terms ; the former includes the latter, the latter does
not the former. The image, like lightning, corresponds with
this view; and the words in John xii. 31, Now shall the prince

of this world be cast out, were not spoken till after this occa

sion. From heaven Where he seems to have been accusing
the little ones, the disciples.

19. I give [For Mdufu, I give, read beduxa, I have given.
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Tisch., Alf.] As I gave, so I give further. Serpents See
Mark xvi. 18. An expression applicable to an enemy on earth;
not to one in heaven, as the lightning is. Mark xvi. 18,

though parallel to Acts xxviii. 3-6, is only verbally parallel
to this passage, though the names of the gifts agree. Believers

are given power against serpents both literally and figuratively.

Scorpions More active than serpents. All the power
Serpents and scorpions are particular instances of this general

poiver of the enemy. Of the enemy The singular number;
meaning the arch-enemy. [See Matt. xiii. 39; Ps. viii. 2.]

By any means hurt A greater danger was lurking around them
than the inexperienced disciples had imagined.

20. Rejoice not This was a wholesome counsel, to mode
rate the joy which sprang from their first experience. This

joy is regulated, not altogether forbidden. Those whose self-

love makes their joy excessive, may come to resemble Satan
himself. [Omit jAaXXov, rather. Tisch., A1f.~\ Your The
names of you who are mine. Are written Even though
Satan have opposed heaven

;
and though ye be not famous

upon earth. In heaven Inscribed in that heaven the kingdom
whereof ye announce

;
in that heaven whence. Satan hath

fallen. The contrary is said of apostates; see Jer. xvii. 13,

They shall be written in the earth.

21. [Omit 6 IjjffoDg, Jesus. Tisch., Alf.] Rejoiced This

was the climax of Christ s office for that time, so far as results

were concerned
;
he rejoiced in the joy of his own, described

in the preceding verse. Lord of heaven and earth Satan is

cast out from heaven and from earth
;
the kingdom of God

is established in heaven and on earth. \Babes Such as the

Seventy were (in knowledge, experience, etc.),
as well as those

who received their testimony. V.G.~\

22. [Begin this verse thus, xai ffrgapeis *fa Z$ paQrjrag

iJ
TTsv,

And he turned to his disciples, and said. Tisch., Alf.,
etc. So most editions of Rec. Text, but not Mill~\ Who
And how great and how good he is.

23. And he turned Luke is particular in noting the pauses
and transitions in our Lord s discourses. Jesus had been

praying to the Father
;
then had spoken of the Father ;

and
now addressed the disciples privately.

24. Prop!lets and kings In other respects happy men. As

examples of both we have Abraham, both a prophet and a

prince, see Gen. xxiii. 6
;
xx. 7

; and David, both a prophet,
a king, and father of many kmgs.
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25. Stood up For the express purpose of questioning him.

[Tempting Expecting to ensnare Christ into giving some
command contrary to the law. Euih. in Mey.] What shall I
do Lit., What having done. It is the same thing as if he

said, What shall I do to see the Sun of righteousness ? Yet
it is by seeing, not by doing, that he is perceived. See ver. 23.

To the expression here, what shall I do, the injunction this do,

ver. 28, answers, as thou shalt live, ver. 28, corresponds to

eternal life, in this passage.
26. In the law Appropriately asked of a lawyer; ver. 25.

How The Jews used daily to repeat the text which is here

quoted. Scripture should be read not merely frequently, but

attentively. [It is important to ascertain the scope of Scrip
ture. V.G.]

28. This do Jesus in turn tries, fairly and properly, this

man who had wrongfully tried (or tempted) him
; ver. 37.

[By doing, he could ascertain by experience what his short

comings were, and so might be led to seek for fuller instruc

tion. The Saviour does not say, Thou art able to do this.

V.G.]
29. Willing But not with a broken and contrite heart

;

he was pleased at having given one right answer. To justify
Those who question much, do so more with the desire of

evading than of fulfilling the law. He who limits offices of

duty to persons to whom they are strictly owed, invents a very

easy sort of justification for himself. And This particle ap
proves as it were the words of Jesus immediately preceding,
but proceeds in some sort to supplement them

;
it is very

expressive of the man s feeling. [TFifto
is i.e., Whom must I

love? A wrong question, which could come only from a

wrong state of mind. For the essence of this love is that it

has no limit, and is content to be always paying, never owing
the less for it. Rom. xiii. 8. Trench.]

30. A certain man A Jew, named by a general term, as

implying the universal relation of man to man/ [Not a hea

then, but a Jeiv, in contrast with the Samaritan. Mey., Ols.~\

Leaving him Heedless whether he lived or died. Half-dead

\In the slate of (being} half-dead, Alf., or rather, just as he

was, or happened to be, namely, half-dead. Meit. So Eeng^\
31. By chance Many opportunities of good lie even under

seeming chances. The Scripture does not hastily call anything
chance; but in this passage it is an appropriate addition to

the force of the parable, and is contrasted with anything that
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must have happened. A priest Many priests and Levites
took that road to the city and temple. Way Kindness and

charity may be exercised or neglected even on journeys, in

hostelries (see ver. 34), and in the course of daily life. See
Exod. xxiii. 4, 5. Passed by Without compassion, hasting
on to Jerusalem. [Omit aurov, him, after ffi&v, seeing. Tisch.,
A /.}

34. Oil and ivine Things easily obtained, and essential to

such offices of charity. Set him With great difficulty. His
own beast In his own place. An inn The language here is

strikingly familiar.

35. Two pence [Lit., two denarii. About fifteenpence

sterling.] He might himself return in two days; and the de

narius, or penny, was calculated to defray the expenses of a

day. Come again When passing through Jericho on his way
back from Jerusalem to Samaria. [7 will Gr. ly &&amp;gt;, emphatic.
The wounded man must not be made chargeable. Mey.~\

36. [Omit cuv, now, Tisch., Alf.] Of these three The

Priest, the Levite, and the Samaritan. God is no respecter
of persons ;

so these three men of different classes are men
tioned together. Neighbour The Samaritan, in doing good
to his enemy, a Jew, was his neighbour. But the lawyer s

question was, who is my neighbour? [rather than whose neigh
bour am I ? EdJ\ Yet these two things are correlative. The

open aversion of the Jews to the Samaritans is here reproved;
and the day might come when the lawyer would need the

help even of a Samaritan, whom he did not regard as a neigh
bour.

37. He that showed mercy on him Comp. 2 Sam. ix. 1, etc.,

Sept. The lawyer purposely abstains from naming the word
Samaritan. [For ovv, then, read ds, and. Tisch., Alf.] Go
This lawyer was not yet fit for the discipleship. Do Cor

responding with showed
(lit., did) mercy. Thou It is only

by laying aside national or sectarian prejudice that men can

find ready access to free and full grace. The question may
be asked, Did the Samaritan obtain eternal life by this action ?

Comp. ver. 27-29 ;
its answer may be found in Rom. ii. 26.

[Likewise It can be no shame to follow any good example, if

that of a Samaritan is commended.
F&quot;,6r.]

38. He entered Sometimes he did not enter.

39. A sister Younger than herself, and probably more or

less accustomed to act as the maid-servant, while Martha was

housekeeper. See John xii. 2, 3. [Mary and Martha here
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show the same characters respectively as in John xi., Stier.,

A If., and no doubt this village was Bethany; and the incident

is told out 3f its connexion. So Mey., Oh., Neand., De
TT.J

Comp. 1 Cor. vii. 32, 33. Sat Lit., Sat dose by; see John

xi. 20. The word is contrasted with wis cumbered.

40. Dosi thou not care And if he did not, he had a higher

object of care. Martha confesses to a certain degree of un-

happiness in herseif. My sister An appeal as it were from

an injustice. Hath left She does not say, suffers me, but

has left me. Hence we may gather that Mary had performed
some household offices before the Master s coming ;

but then

on his arrival she had given him her whole attention. Bid
Martha did not dare herself to give orders to her sister.

41. [For 6 Iwws, Jesus, read 6 Kiw/o?, the Lord. Tisch., not

Alf.\ Maitha, Martha An empathic repetition very im

pressive to Martha s mind. Thou art careful Inwardly;
contrasted with carest thou not? Troubled Outwardly.

Synonymous with cumbered, ver. 40.

42. One thing is needful Contrasted with many things,

ver. 41. One thing seems to be spoken of the same class as

many things, ver. 41, and therefore to mean one thing (in the

way of simple preparation of food, without troublesome

parade) is needful. The repetition of the word but, [but (Eng.
Ver. and) Mary hath chosen, etc.],

accords with this interpre
tation

;
while the good part is a sufficient commendation of

the one needful spiritual thing. Thus the teaching of the

passage gains rather than loses in value by interpreting the

one tiling in the text as meaning frugality in the entertain

ment. I say seems, not is, being unwilling to dogmatise on

the point ;
the force of the sentence is not affected by the

view set forth. Hath chosen Each soul obtains that which

it chooses
;
and such is God s goodness to a willing soul, that

the soul he has chosen is said to have chosen the good part,

Good part A tranquil, wealth-conferring part ;
a better one

than Martha imagined. The word part is used metaphori

cally, as a guest s portion at a feast. Shall not be taken atvay

Comp. Mark iv. 25. Thus Mary s exemption was con

firmed. [The one thing needful is to live for God. Nothing
is strictly necessary but what relates to eternity. Q.~\

VOL. i.
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CHAPTER XL
1. When he ceased For it would have been wrong to inter

rupt him before. One of Ins disciples They either heard the

Lord s words while he was praying, or at all events had seen the

very suave grace of his manner. Teach They already pray,
while seeking to be taught how to pray. It was very pleasing
to the Master to be asked to instruct and to teach them this.

John had taught his disciples how to pray ;
but not in such

wise as to call God Father (although otherwise John s form
did not differ widely from that of Christ) : it was reserved to

the Son of God to give this power to his disciples. He had

already given it, Matt. vi. 9, 10, but had suffered some time

to elapse, giving meanwhile to the disciples a general exhorta

tion to pray, and suffering them to pray in the common Jewish

formula (for otherwise the disciples would not have quoted
the example of John, who taught his disciples to pray), until

they had made sufficient progress in the knowledge of the

Father and of the Son
;
this being accomplished, he finally

disclosed to them the full power of prayer to the Father in the

name of the Son
;

see John xvi. 23. Us The cause of the

disciples was a common one : he who asked, asked also for the

rest. John also A good teacher should of all things teach

his followers to pray aright. He who is himself ignorant, can

not teach. Moreover, there are degrees in prayer. John had

taught men how to pray ;
Christ had done the same : now,

when requested, he gives additional instruction to the pro
ficients. [His disciples Andrew, for example, John i. V.G.~\

2. He said The master promptly teaches both the words
and the manner of praying : ver. 2, 3, 5, 6. [Read, When

ye pray, say, Father, hallowed be thy name, thy kingdom come,

give us, etc. The other clauses are insertions here from Matt.

Tisch., Alf.~\ Say Matthew records this incomparable form
as given on one occasion to the people, at greater length :

Luke has delivered more briefly, on a different occasion, at the

request of the disciples. Therefore the sum of the prayer is

always the same : but on the one occasion, all the topics of

prayer are employed ;
on the other, only some out of all, with

a free choice of words and subjects. Luke did not think

it necessary to agree with Matthew in the number of peti
tions

; Matthew, however, does not expressly say that they
are seven : for Luke enumerates the beatitudes in chap.
VL 20, differently from Matthew : so also he recapitulates
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the decalogue differently from Moses. [Father By this one

word especially, the spirit of the prayers of Christ, and of his

disciples, is distinguished from that of the prayers of Old

Testament believers, and of those employed by John and his

disciples. F.6r.]

3. Day by day Comp. Acts vi. 1. [Daily See on Matt.

vi. 11.]
4. For we also The for denotes the removal of an impedi

ment, not the meritorious cause. Short as is the prayer in

Luke, yet a petition is inserted for the remission of sins.

[Omit the clause, but deliver usfrom evil. Tisch., Alf.~\

5-8. [He follows the lesson how to pray, with an assurance

of an answer. Mey.~\
5. And he said Scripture strongly exhorts us to prayer,

the nature of which is summed up in earnest entreaty. At

midnight A most unseasonable hour. With God, no time is

unfavourable for hearing and giving. Friend A familiar and
courteous title, employed instead of a proper name

;
it is not

repeated in verse 7- Three One for my guest : one for

myself : one over and above, out of respect. The language
here is wonderfully familiar.

6. A friend Therefore our duties towards others may be

pleaded in prayer.
7. Is . . . shut By a bolt, this long time, and is therefore

with difficulty opened With me It is the duty of parents
to guard their children, especially at night. 7 cannot With
out great trouble.

8. 7 say Almost all the manuscripts of the Latin Yulg.
omit the clause, et si ille (or ille

si), perseveraverit pulsans, and

if he continues knocking. It might appear to be a gloss from

Acts xii. 16, but Peter continued knocking. But Bede, Augus
tine, Ambrose, and especially Tertullian, set aside this conjec
ture. The more recent Armenian translators, and the old

English Versions, follow the Latin
; [not BengeVs Germ. Vers.

Jij.
7?.]

Because of God hears in love, and is not affected by
trouble. Importunity [Gr. faaiduav, shamelessness, A If.]

In

coming by night. [In prayer we must not act timidly, but

ask, seek, knock : chap, xviii. 1, 5, 7
;
Ps. Iv. 17. F.6%] Such

a petitioner is more easily satisfied than refused. Comp. chap,
xviii. 5. The arrangement of the words is premeditated, duest

dvaffrdg, eyeeQels
duczt : though he will not give rising up, yet

when he is aroused he will give. Friendship might have urged
him to give : continued importunity in knocking obliges him
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to the effort of rising. As many as Even if they be more
than strict necessity requires. It is no more trouble now to

give many, than three, or even one.

9. And it shall be given As to that friend.

11. Of any of you that is a father Gr. riva 5 !; V/JLUV rbv

crarioa, but, of what one of you ivho is a father. But There

is a gradation from a friend to a parent : and yet in this case

also how much more is added, in ver. 13. For ajish A child

might mistake a serpent for a fish.

12. Or if Gr. r xat sav, or even if. His confidence in

asking is increased. \n egg The children s request advances

from necessaries to luxuries : neither the bread, nor the fish,

nor the egg, is refused. A scorpion A most deadly reptile.

13. [How much more Since God is so ready to give, what
listlessness must pervade the prayers of men, when they
obtain by them so little. V.Gf] Heavenly Father Gr. 6 ITanja

6 Ig ougavou, the Father who is of heaven. Who is supremely

good. The Holy Spirit The best gift of all, and with it all

things : chap. xxiv. 49. The Holy Spirit is a spirit of good
and of joy : Ps. cxliii. 10, in Sept. The Holy Spirit himself

works in man the first desire for himself. He is, moreover,
more needful to the soul than food is to the body.

14. Was casting out That is, was now occupied with this

miracle. It happened before noon. Comp. ver. 37. [Where
see note.]

15. Some They are answered, ver. 17, 18. [They could

not deny an agency superior to nature. V. 6r.]

16. Others Who are answered, ver. 29, 30. [From heaven

He had wrought miracles before them ;
but they demand

something from heaven, in which God shall be visible. Calv.]
17. House That is, family. Against a house That is, a

house divided against itself falleth. See Mark iii. 25. The
noun is put for the reflexive pronoun itself. Matt. xii. 26 ;

Acts iii. 16; Eph. iv. ]6; 2 Tim. i. 18, note. Sept. Lev.

xiv. 15; Num. x. 29. [So A If., etc. This is better than

Meys rendering, and house falleth against house.]
18. Satan also Of whom, however, this is least to be sup

posed.
20. With the finger of God Manifestly by a divine power,

and without any difficulty. Comp. Exod. viii. 19.

21. A strong man Inwardly. This is the subject. Armed

Outwardly ; armed, that is, while he is armed, while no one

strips him of his armour. This is to be joined to the predi-
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cate. His See 2 Pet. ii. 19. His goods Which are safe

in his palace.
22. Shall come upon him Unexpectedly. He trusted

The victory of Christ was all the more glorious, after he had
overcome Satan, who had confidently advanced for so many
ages. Spoils Which Satan had wrested from mankind.

Divideth Eph. iv. 8.

23.
[
With me -No mortal could by his own strength assist

Jesus, and many opposed him, yet he wrought such stupendous
miracles. He is therefore the stronger man, ver. 22.

V.G.~\

26. [For tiff&Qovrati enter in, read 5/JcW, come. Tisch., Alf.]
27. Lifted up It would be advantageous, and by no

means objectionable, if hearers would reveal the emotions of

their hearts as they listen. The womb The woman s thought
is good, but her language is womanly. The Saviour corrects

this. The paps Comp. concerning the Messiah, Ps. xxii. 10.

28. Yea rather The mother of so excellent a teacher is

pronounced blessed
;
but blessed rather are they who follow

the teacher. So Rom. ix. 20, nay but ; x. 18, yea verily.

They that hear Even this pious woman herself. [Omit
aOrof, it. Tisch., A If., etc.] Keep it They who bear Christ

and his word in their heart, as his mother had borne him in

her womb. [She, however, kept the word herself, and on that

account was blessed. Luke i. 45. V.G.]
29. And when the people This happened at the same time.

Comp. ver. 37 (beginning). [Were gathered thick together
Gr. fvra^o/o,avwi ,

were crowding towards : to see whether a

sign from heaven would follow. See ver. 16. V.Gr. Omit ro\j

ffeopTjTov, the prophet. Tisch., A
If.]

30. Unto the Ninevites Therefore the Ninevites understood
what was meant by the three days of Jonah

; [comp. Matt,

xii. 40] ; they were led to repentance ; subsequently impeni
tence brought punishment upon them, their respite having
lasted about as long as that of the Jews in after times

;
in

each case this interval may be compared with the time granted
for repentance. So This word has the force of a promise,

contemplating a distant period.
31. The men Because, though a ivoman, this queen sought

wisdom. [Greater A greater sign than Jonah. A
If.]

33. \_No man We ought to give ourselves wholly up to

God s word, so that we being thoroughly enlightened by it may
enlighten others. V.G.~\ In a secret place Gr. u$ xevvrriv,

feminine by a Hebrew idiom for the neuter. [But it is better
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to accentuate thus, dc, xevvrijv, in a crypt, or closed vault. So

Mey., Tisch., Alf., etc.]
34. Light Gr. Xu^voc, lamp. Light is freely ours, it is

pure and clear : we ought therefore, in turn, to be open to the

whole light. [Add aov, after optfafytog. Head is thine eye.

Omit out/, therefore. Tisch., Alf. ]

35. [Lest the light which is in thee is darkness Is, Gr. effr/v,

more forcible than be, Gr. f, implies that the hearers are really

in the state mentioned. Alf. This is better than Bengets,
Consider whether the light is darkness.]

36. Full of light .... full of light Gr. oXov puTenbv . . .

pursivov oXov. Ploce [the same word repeated, in a modified

sense.] Perfection in parts leads to perfection in degrees.

[Two words often occur in two clauses in reversed order, so

that in each clause the emphasis falls on the first word. Matt.

xxiv. 33, see note, 34
;
John viii. 21, 24 ;

xiv. 1, etc.
;

1 Cor.

vii. 22; Gal. iv. 25; Eph. ii. 1, 5; Phil. ii. 7, 8; James ii.

18, 22. The parallel instances prove that this is no empty
subtlety. Not. Grit. So Mey., who paraphrases : If then thy

body is altogether light, with no part dark
; light shall it then

be altogether, as when the bright shining of a candle, etc.] A
candle That mentioned in ver. 33.

37. [For qzura, asked, read
iwr&amp;lt;p, asketh; omit TIC, certain.

Tisch., Alf. The word ac/tfrjjofl means, take breakfast, the

morning meal
;
not dine; (as Eng. Ver. and Seng.) Mey., Alf.~\

Went in and sat down to meat At once, without washing
before the meal. Perhaps he was fatigued.

38. Saw That he had reclined.

39. [And the Lord said Jesus said what follows first in

Galilee, afterwards at Jerusalem (Matt, xxiii. 1-39.) In
Galilee he said, ver. 49, / will send them prophets and apostles.

Then at Jerusalem, Matt, xxiii. 34, Behold, I send. In

the meantime he drew nearer to the actual sending. Harm.]
Now The particle points out a present fact : hence the Sept.

behold, 2 Kings vii. 6
;

in this place it at the same time

involves an antithesis between outward purity and impurity ;

as nunc (noiv) in Latin has often the force of atqui (and yet).

[Or perhaps now in contrast to formerly, when ye did better.

Mey.~\ The outside Gr. rb e%u6ev. As of a very clean cup.
Your inwardpart Gr. TO eauOev. Manner of life. Is full Like

a dish. In the first place, e^udtv and sfftaQst are adverbs
;
in the

second place, in Matt, xxiii. 25, 26, the cup and the dish are

said to be full, in Luke, the inward parts of the Pharisees.
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The outside of a vessel is not only convex, but concave ako :

the inside is the breast and the mode of life. It matters not

whether ravening be taken materially, for the thing seized, or

formally, for rapacity. At all events, it is used in a formal

sense, for in Matthew excess and in Luke wickedness, are added.

It may be thus paraphrased : You Pharisees keep clean so

much of the vessel as is outside
;
but your interior is full of

rapacity and malice. You fools, did not he who made the

outside, likewise make the inside, that is, the heart ? But as

regards the contents of the vessel, give alms, and behold every

thing, even your whole manner of life, is clean to you, whether

the vessel be more or less clean.

40. He that made God. That .... also Hence both

must be cared for. Purity of life becomes a pure heart.

41. But rather Although the exterior and interior have

been made by the same person, yet in the man, who has be

come unclean, the condition of the exterior, which does not in

itself defile, differs from that of the interior, which needs a

special cleansing. Give The more usual expression is ^oisTv,

to do alms
;
but here give (as in chap. xii. 33) is in opposition

to ravening, ver. 39. Such things as ye have Gr. rd iffora,

what is within. Not the interior, but articles of food and

drink which are in the vessels. Supply according to. And
behold -He does not say, and then, but and behold ; and

afterwards, not shall be, but are. He does not mean to say,

therefore, that by giving alms purity is bestowed on food and
drink

;
but that purity is of necessity in the food that God

gives : his meaning is simply this, that by almsgiving, and
not by the washing of hands, the disgrace which the Pharisees

incurred through their rapacity is removed. All things
Which are in the cup and in the dish, are clean unto you.
For God hath made them all

;
ver. 40. None of them defile

a man; Matt. xv. 11.

42. But ivoe But, a particle of transition ;
2 Cor. vii. 11.

Judgment In the understanding. True judgment affirms

that the love of God is the chief commandment. Comp.
chap. xii. 57. The love of God In the will. [He says, the

love of God, and of our neighbour for God s sake. V.G.]
But he who loves God is endowed with true judgment. See

1 Cor. viii. 3, 2. In Matthew [xxiii. 23] mercy and faith are

added. Love clearly implies thisfaith. See 1 Tim. i. 5. Mercy
is recommended in ver. 41. [These things . . . the other The
former comparatively trivial

; the latter more important. V.GJ]
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44. Woe unto you Here the Lord does add to you
Pharisees, as in ver. 42. That our Lord s face, in this dis

course, was turned towards the lawyers, we may infer from
ver. 4-5, where a certain lawyer feels that he is addressed.

Certain copyists introduced the words, scribes and Pharisees,

hypocrites, from Matthew. [They are omitted by Tisch., Alf,

etc.] Which appear not Not whitened. Are not aware
And therefore are defiled.

45. [These things Which precede, especially in verse 43.

V.GJ] Thou reproachest Gr.
b{3p/&amp;lt;?uc,

thou insuitest. Dif
ferent from justly reproving, ovubifyiv.

46. With one Mark the climax, to touch with one finger,
to touch with the fingers, to move with the fingers, to lift

with the hand, to lay on the shoulder. [Matt, xxiii. 4.]

They forced the people to do the last, they shrank from the first.

47- Ye build This in itself does not appear to have been
their crime

;
it consisted in the imitation of their fathers.

48. Truly You testify that you consider them your fathers,
and you approve their deeds. They did not think thus

;
and

yet it was true, and is justly ascribed to them. [Omit alruv
ru flbvqfAfTa, their sepulchres. Tisch., Alf.~\

49. The wisdom of God A. sweet name. The Koheleth*
or Ecclesiastes : she who gathers. Chap. xiii. 34. Said See
Matt. xiii. 34, note. Prophets Who lived under the Old
Testament. Apostles Who live under the New Testament.
Persecute Gr. s/idiui^oufftv, they shall drive out; often used in

the Sept,
50. Of all There were prophets at all times

; among them
was Abel. Of this generation Construe with may be re

quired: comp. ver. 51.

51. [Of Zecharias The prophet. See 2 Chron. xxiv. 20.

7.0.}
52. Ye have taken away [They had thrust themselves

into the ecclesiastical office
;
he who disregarded them was

left in utter ignorance. V. G.] The key of knowledge True

knowlege of the Messiah (chap. xx. 41) ;
this is the key of the

kingdom of heaven. Ye enter not in To the kingdom of

heaven.

53. [The true reading seems to be, xa/ts7fav e%s h.&6rog auroS

etc., And when he had gone out thence, the scribes, etc.

.) Alf.} Vehemently This vehemence was a cloak for

* Bcny. supposes that our Lord is quoting from the book of
Eccles. Ed.
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their craftiness. See next verse. Provoke him to speak

Comp. the next verse.

54. [Omit xa! fy-ovvnc, and seeking, also iva Kurr^o^ffuffiVj
that they might accuse him. Tisch., Alf.]

CHAPTER XII.

1. When there ivere gathered together an innumerable multi

tude Gr. sxHivva-fcQufftov
&amp;lt;ruv fAVPiaduv, the myriads being col

lected. The Of those who were habitually present. Myriads
Not merely the adjective /AVPIOI, ten thousand, but the sub

stantive ^auWacigj, is used of a very large indefinite number.
Unto his disciples The rest did not as yet understand the

doctrine. First of all To the disciples first
j then, after one

or two interruptions, to the people also : ver. 54. [So Alf.,

Tisch., and Eng. Ver. punctuate. But it is perhaps better to

understand KPUTOV, first, as spoken by Jesus, and as belonging
to what follows, in the sense above all, beware, etc. Comp.
Matt. vi. 33. Ols. So De IF., Mey., and Rec. Text]
Hypocrisy The people also are afterwards charged with this

vice : ver. 56. Hypocrisy, like leaven, infects the whole man,
and many by means of one. Hypocrisy consists in conceal

ing wickedness under goodness ;
this is done by the wicked

;

or in improperly concealing that which is good ;
this is done

by the good. The latter kind of hypocrisy is here signified.

Comp. the following verses.

2. For . . . nothing All things, good and bad, shall be re

vealed
; they who reveal them are free from hypocrisy.

Covered Removed from sight ; so, in darkness, ver. 3. Hid
Removed also from knowledge ; so, to the ear, ver. 3.

3. Ye have spoken Somewhat fearfully.
4. My friends Faithful counsel, it is an incentive to cour

age and a friendly term, it tempers the severity of our Lord s

words in a matter of some difficulty. In war, a general

courteously styles his soldiers, during the contest, comrades.

\Be not afraid of In your confession of the truth. V.G.]
After After, in ver. 5, corresponds.

5. You My friends. Fear There is great force in the

triple use of the verb. After he hath killed Gr. /^trd ro

axwrwai, after the killing. The verb is used as it were im

personally. Hell Gr. ytsvvav, Gehenna. Weighty language,
even to friends.

6. One Not even an odd or stray one.
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7. Than many Gr. roX&amp;gt;.Sy. Others read croXXw, much
more valuable. Comp. ver. 24. [This reading has little

authority.]
8. Before the angels In the last judgment. The title,

Son of man, which denotes his manifestation, agrees with this.

10. And From denial, ver. 9, the advance to blasphemy
is easy.

11. Or what shall ye say Besides your necessary defence.

1 3. One Who had perceived that Jesus was just. To my
brother Who perhaps had begun to esteem Jesus highly.
Those who admire a spiritual teacher are apt easily to fall

into the error of wishing to employ him in settling domestic
and civil quarrels.

14. Man He addresses him as a stranger. A judge To

give sentence. A divider To divide goods.
15. Unto them The two brothers, or his hearers : comp.

ver. 16. The discourse to the disciples is resumed in ver. 22.

[Add Kaffirs (instead of r?;c), all before covetousness, Tisch.,
that is, every Idnd of covetousness. Alf. You would own it

covetous to seek what is another s; but I say you must not

eagerly and covetously seek what is your own. August, in

Trench.^ Covetousness Which may lie hid in a cause how
ever just; ver. 13. The things which he possesseth Construe
with life. Life is well supported on little. [Of this disputed

sentence, De W?s explanation is simplest and most natural
;

for not even if one has abundance, is his life his goods, i.e., a

part of his goods, so that his having these will not preserve
his life. Comp. the parable following.]

1 6. Brought forth plentifully In one year, or every year.
A very innocent and yet a very dangerous way of becoming
rich. The ground Gr. %wsa, not merely ^w^/oi/. [So Beng.
But the words differ in form only. Itob.]

17. What shall I do The signs of a mind in restless rest

[at ease without peace] are admirably portrayed. [They
labour to fill their chests and coffers; and, when these over

flow, they plan new storehouses. V.G. But you have room to

store them
;

in the bosoms of the poor, the homes of widows,
the mouths of orphans. These are the storehouses that abide

for ever. Ambrose in Alf.] The same formula is found; chap.
xvi. 3. Comp. ver. 4.

18. All No mention of the poor.
19. [Much It was said long before, The prosperity offools

shall destroy them. Prov. i. 32.
Trench.&quot;]

Laid up As if
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present. Take thine ease Cease toiling. Eat He might
nave done so long ago, and luxuriously.

20. Said If not by a revelation, yet by a secret judgment :

[comp. Isa. Ivii. 11.] Thou fool This is contrasted with his

opinion of his own prudence, ver. 1719. This night Divine

communications to men mostly occur at night. By night

many sudden deaths take place ;
Job xxvii. 20. Soul See

ver. 19. Shall be required Gr. avairoZatv, they require.

Those to whom the power of requiring is given ;
whom thou

thyself knowest not, rich man. An elliptical expression, as

Rev. xii. 6. So 1 Sam. iii. 9, in the Heb., where the Sept.,

according to the Aldine copy, has the full expressions, if the

caller call thee: comp. 2 Sam. xvii. 9. [Which thou hast

provided Often if a man is said to have acquired and left

many thousands, we may reflect that he has devoted to this

object the greatest part of his life. V.G.] Whose Gr.
ri\&amp;gt;t, for

whom The dative of advantage. So Gen. xlv. 20, is yours.
The ricli have much that is not for themselves. The rich man
knows not whose it shall be

;
it will assuredly not be his.

21. So Shall be. For himself For his own soul. See

ver. 19, 22. Not rich toward God Gr. c/ j Qiov. Not ew,/or

God, tauTw, for himself. Nothing can be added to, or taken

from God. He is rich towards God, who uses and enjoys his

wealth according to God s will; 1 Tim. vi. 17. Layeth up
treasure The desire. Is not rich This denotes the state.

22. His disciples Who had but little wealth. / say unto

you Gr. vpn &amp;gt;J/w,
unto you I say. The pronoun when it

precedes the verb is more emphatic. [Omit IY/.WK, your.

Tisch., A If.]

24. The ravens Most useless of all to man, whom even the

birds serve. Storehouse Whence they may draw for sowing.

Barn Where they may store what they reap, as the ants

have a nest, into which they gather. God Comp. ver. 28.

25. Which of you As opposed to God, who feeds ravens,

all birds, all animals, and all men. [Omit /Aigiftvuv,
with tak

ing thought. Also sva, one. Read a cubit. Tisch., A
If.]

His If our own stature is not in our power, how much less are

all the creatures from which we derive our meat and drink !

Stature Some refer this to length of life; that, however,
is never measured by cubits. One cubit A man s height is

equal to four of his own cubits [the cubit is the length from

the point of the elbow to the end of the middle finger]. No
one, however anxious, can add even one cubit, a fifth thereof,
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whether he wish it or not. No man is likely to wish that a

span or a foot, much less a cubit, be added to him
;
but he

who is disquieted about his subsistence really, though uncon

sciously, desires a greater stature, wherewith to toil and gain
the more.

26. Not . . . that thing which is least The argument proceeds
from the greater to the less in ver. 23. Now by the contrary

process it is shown that our cares are useless. To add a cubit

to the stature of a man already born and vigorous, is a very
small thing with Almighty God, it is even less than the in

crease of the five loaves, etc., chap. ix. 16. On the contrary,
it is a very great thing, that he has given us the very stature

and bodily strength by which sustenance is obtained, nay, has

given us soul with our body; and yearly, and daily, produces
corn, wine, oil, spices, fruits, berries, vegetables, herbs, oxen,

sheep, wild beasts, birds, and fish, and supports all nature.

These things are the rest, and they are much less in our power
than the height of our stature; yet they are much more need
ful to our sustenance.

27. [Read rot. xc/Va, &amp;lt;zug
ours wrftt ours victim, the lilies, how

they neither spin nor weave, and, etc. Tisch., A If.]

28. In the field This may be taken either with the grass;

comp. Matthew vi. 30; the grass of thefield; or with which is,

so as to be in opposition to into the oven.

29. And . . . ye As the ravens and the lilies. Be ye of

doubtful mind Mereusof, elevated; whence [Aersug/fypfai is to

be borne or kept aloft. It is employed of a mind elated, or

fluctuating. He who is anxious is driven hither and thither;
is in suspense; he fluctuates, and becomes dizzy. Hence

(j, -Di[jJ vaV) to take anxious thought, in the parallel passage of

Matthew, is expressed in Luke by fisrsacifyGdcu. [For ^, or,

read xa/, and. Tisch. not A
If.]

30. All Construe with these.

31. [For fietatXtiav ro\j Qtov, kingdom of God, read j3afft\siav

avTM, his kingdom. Also omit &amp;lt;ravr, all. Tisch., Alf.]
32. Fear not This passage is full of tenderness. That

which is little might appear to have reason for fear; but it is

so much the more tenderly guarded. The several sheep are

small (as a people is said to be feeble, which consists of the

feeble, Prov. xxx. 25, 20), the whole flock is by no means

numerous, compared with the world, is easily fed, and for this

cause is of great value. [Such do not seek worldly splendour.
V G.^ -Little flock A diminutive, very sweet and very full of
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love. The kingdom A noble expression; see ver. 31. Why
is not bread included in this promise? [Surely a king s son

has no cause for anxiety as to meat, drink, and clothing. V. G.~\

33. [Yourselves At the highest interest, Heb. x. 34. V.G.]
Sell This the Lord said, not to the multitudes, to whom how
ever he shoAved the way of salvation in a manner suited to that

time, ver. 54, 56; nor to the apostles, who had previously left

all, and therefore had nothing to sell
;
but to the rest of the

disciples. See ver. 22, 41. His departure from Galilee, chap,
xiii. 32, and his passion itself, were at hand. He was now

preparing his disciples, that they might be henceforth encum
bered as little as possible. For Luke speaks of them in Acts
i. 15; ii. 44, etc.; so that, soon after this discourse, they
doubtless sold their possessions in Galilee. Otherwise the

indiscriminate sale of their entire property is not enjoined

upon all men with a view of its being distributed in alms, and
thus compelling the sellers, and their families, either to seek

it, or seek it back again from others. Nevertheless spiritual

prudence makes men who were once fond of buying, liberal,

and ready to sell, especially when occasion demands. See
Eccles. xi. 2; James v. 1. Bags Plural. He who sells after

a worldly fashion, fills his purse; but this waxes old, like the

natural heaven itself. A treasure . . . that faileth not The

treasure, as contrasted with the purse, is the abundance of pro

visions, which are speedily consumed or spoiled. In Namely,
in the heavens. This refers to both the preceding clauses.

35. Let . . . be What precedes and what follows, and
the connexion of both, especially suit the times succeeding
the ascension of Christ. On selling, comp. Acts iv. 34. He
wishes his people to be unencumbered. Loins So after

wards Peter (1 Ep. chap. i. 13), and Paul (Eph. vi. 14):
36. That wait Eagerly arid joyfully. [The blessed ones

are they who watch longingly, patiently. Braune says, Pati

ence makes longing mighty ; longing makes patience watchful.

StierJ]
From the wedding Therefore the nuptials are in

heaven before the Lord s advent. Immediately At the first

knock.

37. Come forth and serve Gr. KagthQ&y biaxwfa i, having

come, shall serve. The participle is pleonastic, and occurs

frequently in the description of a banquet. See chap. xvii. 7.

This promise of serving is the most honourable and the

greatest of all. Thus the bridegroom receives his friends on
the appointed day of the marriage.
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38. In the second The first watch is not mentioned : since

that was the hour of the nuptial feast. In the third The
Romans divided the night into four watches, the Jews into

three. For this reason Simonius maintains that Luke alludes

to the Jewish division. [Omit o/
&amp;lt;3&DAo/,

servants. Tisch., A If.

Read Blessed are they.]

39. [He ivould have watched Nor would that have been

strange. The uncertainty respecting the hour makes vigilance
continuous and praiseworthy. F.6r.]

41. Us The apostles and disciples. Even We not being
excluded. See ver. 22. All Then present. Comp. ver.

1, 4, 15, 22, 54.

42. Who The Lord does not expressly answer Peter s

question ;
he intimates that the parable is especially ad

dressed to the disciples (for the steward is distinct from the

household entrusted to him) : and he addresses them in the

singular number, to arouse them individually more and more.

Then in ver. 54, 55, he says something to all, reproving the

people, who not having yet recognised the Messiah s first advent,
could not understand the doctrine of the second. Shall mnke
The future : because fidelity makes the servant worthy of

his place. The same word follows in ver. 44. There is an

advance from the household to all that he hath.

45. [But A striking difference, both in the conduct, and
in the reward. V.GJ\ To eat and to drink An act. To be

drunken A habit.

46. Unbelievers Contrasted with faithful, ver. 42. He
whose heart is divided, will be himself cut in sunder.

47. Will Requiringvigilance. Prepared not himself Gr.A^

gro/^affaj, neuter, as in chap. ix. 52. [Who did, follows,

referring to the servant himself: for prepared relates to others,

whom the servant should have prepared. F.6r.] Many stripes

The same ellipsis occurs, 2 Cor. xi. 24. [How dreadful is

knowledge, without corresponding love and works! Q.]
48. Few Not merely fewer than he who knew, but few.

Unto whomsoever much has been given Especially if he has

gained it by solicitation and violence. Men have committed

Those who were empowered to entrust, have committed, as a

deposit. An ellipsis of the person.
49. Fire To be desired, a fire of spiritual warmth. See

chap. iii. 1 6
;
Matt. x. 37, compared with what precedes and

follows. The Lord continues his discourse, which calls men from

earthly to heavenly things ;
and he gradually resumes the subject
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which lie had been discussing before the interruption. See

ver. 13, 12. To send From heaven. On the earth Gr. sis

rr,v yw, into the earth. This fire is not earthly: he does not

say, therefore, sv
rfj y%, in the earth, as in ver. 51. What will

I The present, / wish, for / would wish, suits a thing much

desired, and one that is sure to come to pass, What more need I

wish, if the fire be already kindled? A struggle preceded the

kindling. It was kindled [on Pentecost] : Acts ii. [The

rendering is, And what will I ? would that it were already

kindled! Mey., Alf.}
50. But . . . a baptism A complete baptism ought to precede

the fire, and its kindling. / have . ... to be baptized Comp.
Mark x. 38. How am I straitened John xii. 27 ; Matt,

xxvi. 37. The nearer his passion, the greater his emotion.

The preceding formula, What will I ? implies a wish and a

mere inclination ;
but hoiv am I straitened (comp. Phil. i.

23; 2 Cor. v. 14) expresses the will struggling through ob

stacles. It be accomplished Gr. rtXsodfj, finished. Comp.
John xix. 30.

51. Nay Not peace of such a kind as unites heterogeneous

good and bad. Division The sword has the power of divid

ing, Heb. iv. 12. The fire, ver. 49, separates heterogeneous,
and unites homogeneous, principles.

52. Five Father, mother, son, daughter, and daughter-in-
law. The son-in-law is not added

;
for he forms another

family. Three against two Numbers well adapted to a

division.

53. [For dta/MPioQTiff&rai, shall be divided, in the singular,

read ffovrou, in plural ; and connect with ver. 52. Tisch., Alf.

Read, And two shall be divided against three; a father against
a son, etc.]

54. Also to the people For he had up to this time addressed

the apostles. See ver. 42, note. The imitators of Christ

ought to submit to division, for his sake
;
whilst the multitude,

beyond the limits of this heavenly motive, should aim at peace
with the people. Quarrels delay the work of grace among the

people. See ver. 58. Out of the ivest The sea was west of the

Jews : from it rain arose. Straightway Without hesitation.

55. South wind See chap. xiii. 29
;
Actsxxvii. 13. Heat

Gr. xavffuv, sometimes means the wind from the east. But
here the south wind foretells the /.avoouv; xavauv therefore ex~

presses the heat, borne to the Jews by the wind from the

equatorial regions.
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56. Ye hypocrites He is a hypocrite who affects the char

acter or appearance of a good man, but disregards the greater

good itself. The word also means an interpreter of dreams,
but here the Lord doubtless employed the usual Hebrew term,
which signifies a malicious hypocrite : for such signs of the times

are specified, as any man of humble rank, even without scien

tific skill, might have recognised. Of the sky Ver. 55. Of
the earth Ver. 54. Hoiv is it that ye do not Spiritual

proof should be much easier to man than physical. [Verily,
what is here required of the multitude, is now-a-days dis

paraged even by men of high position. F.6r.] Time Of the

Messiah. See ver. 49, 50.

57. [And What precedes refers to faith
;
what follows, to

love. The points here proposed must be highly important ;

since, out of all that is just, Jesus mentions this alone to the

people. V.G.] Of yourselves Gr. dp gayr&ii/. Even without

signs, and irrespective of the present time. So of your own

selves, chap. xxi. 30. Comp. Matt. xvi. 3, note. [Or the

phrase, dp &OLVTUV, has this force : before the Judge pronounce
his sentence, and the fact become known to yon from another

source. We are often compelled to acknowledge a right or

wrong, when admonished. But it is better for us to deter

mine this independently. Nabal, when he was told, learned

how he should have received David
;
before he was told, he

did not consider this. V.G.] What is right What is true

said, just, and conduces to true peace ;
ver. 58, comp. ver. 51,

and ver. 13, concerning the quarrel of the brothers. The

kingdom of Christ is a kingdom of justice.

58. When thou Gr. wg yo.o it-dyne, for when, etc. r&amp;gt;,

for, is often employed where a discussion follows a pro

position. Goest Although against thy will. Adversary
The plaintiff, whom you must repay, ver. 59. Be delivered

By any agreement or condition whatever. A friendly com

promise is usually recommended even in civil cases. An
agreeable division. [Comp. ver. 51.] Hale thee -The power
of the offended party is occasionally great enough to break the

chain which unites the body to the soul. To the officer

Gr. Txro/, lie who exacts, the punisher. Satan himself

is a culprit, not a punisher.
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CHAPTEE XIII.

1. [Render, There came at that time some with the news of
the Galileans, etc., not, as Eng. Ver. there were present, etc.

Alf.] At that season Opportunely ; comp. chap. xii. 57.

That told As a recent event. Pilate This act of Pilate is

in accordance with his hatred of Herod; chap, xxiii. 12.

Each had a different cause for enmity. Mingled A Euphem
ism. [That is, a description of a revolting circumstance in in

offensive terms. But the passage is simply a vivid statement
of the fact that Pilate caused them to be slain while they
were offering sacrifices. MeyJ\

2. [Omit 6
iTjrroik, Jesus. Tisch., Alf.] Suppose ye Think

ye that you are innocent, arid will go unpunished 1 We
ought to consider, not so much the mischances of others, or

why they have happened, as our own dangers and the remedy
for them. [This is the principal use of news. Because
Individual sins cannot be justly inferred from individual

misfortunes. V.G.]

3. 5. I tell you The Lord utters this in the fulness of his

divine knowledge. All Galileans and inhabitants of Jerusa
lem. Likewise Gr. uffavrug. This signifies, in the same man
ner, and is more forcible than 6,ao/w?, in like manner. The
event corresponded ;

for the Jews were punished by the nation
to which Pilate belonged : at the same time, viz., the passover,
when the sacrifices were in progress : and with the sword.

4. Or The discourse passes to the people of Jerusalem
from the Galileans, for his departure from Galilee was at

hand ; comp. ver. 34 : from slaughter inflicted by man, to a

disaster which might have appeared casual. Those eighteen
A mysterious judgment in the simultaneous death of so many
persons. Sinners Gr. ope/Xera/, debtors. Comp. ver. 34.

That dwelt in Jerusalem So the Sept. In Jerusalem, a city
otherwise holy. [Not open sins, nor visible punishments, are

always most dreadful. Q.]
5. Ye shall .... perish This took place at the siege and

destruction of the city.

6. A fig-tree A tree for which there is no place in a vine

yard. God freely adopted Israel. Planted Carefully. His
The Father has a vineyard, and Christ, the servant ofJehovah,

cultivates it. Comp. ver. 8, Lord : or, Christ has the vine

yard, and his ministers cultivate it.

VOL. i. 2 F
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7. Three A number in some measure determinate. The
Lord was beginning the third year of his teaching, as the true

Harmony of the evangelists proves. I come An abbreviated

expression, as in chap. xv. 29, these many years I (have served

and
still)

serve thee. Cut it down Great severity is here ex

pressed : and the supreme power of the Vine-dresser. Why
Gr. ivari xai, why also. Not only is it unfruitful, but it draws

away the juices which the vines would extract from the earth;
it intercepts the sun, and occupies much room.

8. Answering Because of his tender love for the tree, for

it was under his care. Let it alone As much as to say, it is

neither troublesome nor expensive. [So much does Christ s

intercession aid those who, unassisted, would have long since

perished ! V.O.] This year The third year, when Jesus

especially visited them, chap. xix. 42, 44
; accomplished their

redemption, and sent his apostles, Acts ii. [It follows from

this parable, that three passovers in all intervened between

Christ s baptism and resurrection. Harm.]
9. And if The apodosis is understood : it is well ; or I will

leave it standing; or let it bear fruit. The sense is the same.

Thou shalt cut it down The Vine-dresser does not say, / will

cut it down ; comp. ver. 7
;
he refers the matter to the master.

He ceases, however, to intercede for the fig-tree. After that

The coming year, contrasted with this year, ver. 8.

1 1. [Omit qv, there was. Tisch., not Alf.] A woman A pious
woman apparently ;

for it was not said to her here, Thy sins

are forgiven thee: nay, she is called a daughter of Abraham,
ver. 16. Sowed together The posture of her body, which

prevented her looking at the sky, harmonised with the misery
of having a spirit of infirmity.

12. Saw The woman seems to have longed for and trusted

in him. Art loosed Already : the preterite. The same ex

pression, ver. 15, 16.

13. She was made straight An upright posture,* befitting

man s nobleness. Glorified The soul and body, when re

lieved, became as it were a newly acquired means of praising

God.

14. Unto the people Indirectly. He was attacking our

Lord. [For doubtless the blessing of a cure was unexpected

by the woman. V.G.] Six Quite enough.
15. [For vvoxgiTu, hypocrite, read, wroxc/ra/, ye hypocrites.

Tisch. Jesus addresses the multitude, in their leader anu re-

* Os hcrriini sublime dedit, coelumque tueri Jussit. Ovid. Met. ED,
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preservative. Alf.~\ Plural, but addressed to one ; comp.
ver. 17 ; as also in chap. xi. 46, comp. ver. 45. The ruler

of the synagogue had some reverence for Jesus
;
he opposed

him, not on private grounds, but according to the common
misapprehension of the Jews. Loose A very pointed illustra

tion. Comp. be loosed, ver. 16. Lead . . . away Words are

multiplied to point out the work.

1 6. Ought not The argument holds good, both from the daily
wants of the beast, ver. 15, and from any sudden danger, chap,
xiv. 5. It cannot be objected, that he who has been sick so

many years, may wait a few hours until the end of the Sab
bath

;
for not even in the case of the beast is the necessity

absolute, and yet help is afforded : in human affliction, where
there is an opportunity of aid, even an hour is of great impor
tance, when the physician and patient first meet. A daughter
of Abraham Not merely a daughter of Adam. There is a

strong contrast with the beast of burden. Christ brought
salvation to all the children of Abraham : they who did riot

share it, were themselves to blame. Comp. respecting Zac-

chaeus, chap. xix. 9. Eighteen years The nominative. So
the Sept. An instance of Christ s omniscience. The cause

and duration of the malady were, it seems, known to him
without outward proof. Comp. these forty years, Deut. viii. 4.

17. All his adversaries were ashamed Comp. Isa. xlv. 16,

Sept. They shall be ashamed and also confounded, all of
them. All Compare the following verses. Rejoiced With
a noble and sincere joy. That were done By his discourse

and miracles.

18. Unto what Comp. chap. vii. 31. [The Saviour had
set forth the same comparisons of the grain of mustard and
the leaven, about a year before, recorded in Matthew, chap,
xiii. 31, 33, and also in Mark, chap. iv. 31. Harm] The

kingdom Many of the Jews and Gentiles were to enter in
;

comp. ver. 17, 29.

19. Garden A garden is enclosed. Comp. hid, ver. 21.

[And it grew For instances, see ver. 13, 17. V.G.~\
21. Hid So that the leaven seemed to be absorbed.

Three measures of meal Gr. aXsugov odra rg/a. These words
seem to have been introduced into the text here from Mat
thew. \Beng. supposes the true reading to be simply atevtov;
hid in meal. But the common text is right. Tisch&amp;gt;, Alf.,

etc.]

22. Toward This memorable journey had been arranged
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to end at Jerusalem. See ver. 33, chap. xvii. 11; xviii. 31;
xix. 11, 28.

23. Few The man appears to have believed that outside

of Judaism there could be no salvation.

24. Strive Gr. dyuvifyeQs, contend. A speculative ques
tion is at the outset practically applied : Strive by faith, with

prayer, holiness, patience. However, there follows a reply to the

question : see ver. 28-30. [For nvXyi;, gate, read 0u*ag, door.

Tisch., Alf. Many indeed are saved, ver. 28, 29; but chiefly

those whose salvation we might have deemed improbable,
ver. 29, 30. V.G.] Many Even Israelites : see Rom. xi. 31.

Contrasted with few. Shall not be able Gr. i^vffovffiv.

Sept. itiytju, I ami strong, absolutely. A struggle depends

upon strength, especially our struggle toward God. They
shall not be strong ;

because they seek near the gate, and at

last shall be unable to force the gate when it is firmly shut.

They neither seek earnestly, nor employ the strength required
for victory. See ver. 27 at the end.

25. When once Gr. &amp;gt; o, from the time that. This

abrupt addition is very forcible. The apodosis is then in ver.

26
;
nor does the indicative egut

shall say, interfere with this

construction. Comp. note on Mark iii. 27. /* risen up
From the banquet to shut the door. For he does not refer to

his coming ;
then the Lord does not open to the servants,

but the servants to their Lord; chap. xii. 36. Shut to

Against strangers. Now, now is the time to strive. The

door What seems to be a gate to those standing without, is

a door to those who are within, as in a house. And ye begin

This also depends on dp ov, when once; for in the conclu

sion, ver. 26 enlarges on fyrfawtiv, shall seek, and ver. 27, on

/(%utfoy&amp;lt;v,
shall not be able. Such persons had not thought of

this before. Oh, how new, how late, and how abiding shall be

their sense of misery ! When man s opportunity is gone, he

begins to wish
;
Num. xiv. 40. To knock at the door Not

merely strait as before, ver. 24, but now shut to, ver. 25.

Whence The reason of his refusal to know them. They are

known as workers of iniquity.

26. Then shall ye begin Though they previously relied on

other pretexts. [They who neglect the privilege of intimate

communion with Christ, have hitherto remained estranged
from him, shall, when they would like to be his friends, be

banished by him. V.G.] To say The sense is, Why do you
not know us ? [Thou hast seen our daily life : we have had
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thee in our midst. F..] This especially applies to

those who were then living. In thy presence . . . in our

streets Therefore, we must not only eat and drink in

Christ s presence, but have fellowship with Him
;
and throw

open not only our streets, but our hearts, to his saving

doctrine.

27. / tell you He repeats the same words : his sentence

is fixed; but the words are emphatically repeated. [Omit
uAbag, you, after know. Tisch., not Alf.~\ Of iniquity There

fore the righteous shall enter. See Matt. v. 20.

28. There Whither ye shall be banished. [See that you

seasonably ponder that fearful doom, lest you be actually

forced at length to experience it. V.G-J] Ye shall see But

not partake. Mournful sight ! See chap. xvi. 23. The

saints, on the contrary, shall see with pleasure the torments of

the ungodly. Isa. Ixvi. 23, 24. Abraham The patriarch?

and all the prophets looked to Christ
;
and those who do not

imitate their faith, will not enjoy heaven with them. All

All the prophets were holy men. The Jews boasted of those,

whom their fathers had rejected. Here, as in ver. 29, the alarm

arising from the fewness of the saved is lessened : see ver. 23.

Thrust out The present. The weeping shall begin at once.

[Here is the real answer to ver. 23. They shall be many ; but

what is that to you, if you be not among them? Alf^\
29. They shall come Here many is not added, [as in ver.

24, and Matt, viil 11. It is a rather stern reply to a ques
tion easily liable to abuse. F.6%] From the east, andfrom the

west, and from the north, and from the south Almost in this

order the nations were converted to the faith. Especially in

the south the gospel has yet to be preached.
30. Behold, there are . . . and there are An emphatic

present in contrast with the future : ver. 29, 24. There are

last Referring to ver. 28, 29. The absence of the article

renders the whole assertion indefinite, and denotes that some,
not all, of the first and last are to change places, not that

there will be an indiscriminate estimate of both parties : for

those who come from the four quarters of the world shall

sit down with the fathers and the prophets, not the latter

with them. See Matt. viii. 1 1. There are first This is to

be referred to ver. 24, etc.

31. [For ^s*a, day, read uga, hour. Tisch., not Alf.] Herod
The Pharisees, in this assertion, did not state an utter false

hood : for Herod deserved the- title fox; and it is suspected
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that he was so called by many. But Herod wished this

worker of miracles, whom he suspected to be John, to be

removed as fur as possible from him. [Therefore he very

frequently drove him from place to place : Matt. iv. 12
; xiv.

1, comparing ver. 13. TIarmJ\ The object of the Pharisees

was the same : hence both conspired against Jesus. Moreover,
Herod does not appear seriously to have wished to kill Jesus

;

for if he were afraid after the murder of John, chap. ix. 7, 8, he

could not but be more alarmed if he should kill Jesus
;
but he

tried to vex the Lord, and to expel him from his country, under

pretence of his territorial right (cornp. Amos vii. 1 2), and by
means of threats drawn from that right. The Pharisees re

ported these threats to Jesus, as if by way of friendly counsel,
not in the words of Herod, but in their own, and possibly

exaggerated them. Jesus therefore, nowise alarmed, replies to

both according to the truth. He calls Herod a fox, accurately

characterising his cunning and hypocritical cowardice (comp.

chap. ix. 7) in parading empty threats; he declares that he is

not deterred thereby from working miracles : and he neverthe

less reproaches the messengers and all Jerusalem with their

ungrateful and bloody disposition ;
ver. 33, 34. Herod was a

fox, a petty persecutor, compared with Jerusalem, the great

persecutor. Will kill thee Through irritation perhaps at the

act of Pilate, ver. 21.

32, 33. [The best rendering is Meyer s. Behold I cast out

devils, and I effect cures to-day and to-morrow, and on the third

day I end (this casting out and healing). Nevertheless (though
I suffer not your advice, ver. 31, to drive me from this three

days work), yet must I to-day and to-morrow and the day
following obey your go hence (ver. 31), since it may not be that

a prophet perish, etc., i.e., I must connect this three days
work with departure from Galilee, since I must go to Jeru

salem to die
;

for Jerusalem has a monopoly of prophet-

slaying.]
32. Tell If you dare. I cast out Tie does not add, /

preach the gospel; for this would have been less intelligible to

Herod. The goodness of our Lord s deeds renders the malice

of Herod s designs more striking. 1 do cures I hasten, for

my time is short. He speaks with dignity to his enemies ;

with humility to his friends. See Matt. xi. 5
;

xii. 27. To

day and to-morrow So the Sept. Josh. xxii. 18, comp. ver.

28. It is equivalent to a proverb concerning the future ;
as

the phrase, yesterday and the day before., is used of time past.
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Had it depended on Herod, not even a day would have been

Ititt to the Lord. / shall be perfected Comp. Heb. xi. 40.

On the third day he left Galilee [Herod s territory], going
towards Jerusalem, there to die

;
see ver. 33, at the end : and

from this time he kept continually the consummation in view.

[He did not subsequently return to Galilee, before his resurrec

tion. Harm.]
33. Walk They had said, depart, ver. 31. He replies, This

rery thing which you so suddenly enjoin is not the work of

one day. It cannot be This phrase admits exception :

for instance, John the Baptist. Perish By public judgment,
The day folloiving This expresses more than on the third

day, and it includes it. The journey to Jerusalem was
not one of two days merely : see ver. 22; chap. xvii. 11.

Therefore the third day was riot merely a day of consumma

tion, but also, before this, of onward journeying. [If I were

to go, saith he, directly to the place where I am to be slain,

at least a three days journey would be necessary. Harm.]
34. Jerusalem There is good reason why his discourse is

addressed to the city; the Pharisees were closely connected

with it : see ver 31 : and there Herod was to attack Jesus.

How often Ver. 7. He had come thither thrice since his

baptism : [John ii. 23
;

ver. 1 ; vii. 10. Harm.] Her brood

A collective noun.

35. Behold, your house is left unto you Many have added

e^/Ao?, desolate, from Matthew. According to Luke, the

Saviour uttered these words in Galilee : nor did he after

wards show himself to the people of Jerusalem until, after

the resurrection of Lazarus, at his own royal entry, they said,

Blessed is he who cometh in the name of the Lord. There

fore, from the time of this declaration and prelude until that

entry, he left their house to them, though as yet it ivas not

desolate. But in Matthew, after his royal entry, when he left

the temple for the last time, he solemnly proclaimed that their

house was left desolate. [Omit s^^og, desolate. Tisch., A If.

We may observe the same difference between the words of

Luke xi. 49, and Matt, xxiii. 34 : see notes. Harm. Desolate

What a frightful desert is the heart, when God leaves it !

Q] Verily I say unto you He speaks with sternness, and

yet with moderation as we have already remarked. Nay, even

in Matt, xxiii. 39, the verily is wanting. From the insertion of

verily in Luke some have considered the denunciation to be

far more severe. [All critical editors omit a^v, verily.] The
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particle 3s, but, [Eng. Ver., and^\ contrasts the present desola

tion of their abandoned house, and their rejoicing soon to

follow.

CHAPTER XIV.

1. As he went By invitation. See ver. 12. Chief The
Pharisees had their own leaders, who were numerous, and of

great influence
; this, however, Jesus did not fear. See ver,

12 (at the beginning). [They loatched him Namely, the

Pharisees. Mey. The Sabbath of the soul is grossly profaned

by crafty and wicked thoughts. V.G-J]

2. Had the dropsy Brought hither for this very reason,

[who stood there, but dared not ask a cure, because of the

Sabbath, and the Pharisees
;
but simply showed himself, that

Jesus might see and pity him. Euthym. in MeyJ]
3. Answering The thoughts of his adversaries. Lawyers
Who, nevertheless, did not rightly understand the law of

the Sabbath.

4. Healed His adversaries employed the dropsical man for

an evil purpose : yet Jesus did him good.
5. [For ovos, ass, read u/og, son. Tisch., Alf., Mey., etc.]

Will . . . pull out With labour.

7. A parable Drawn from outward usages, but relating to

the inner life. When he marked Attention in social inter

course is very fruitful in results.

8. To a wedding There was no wedding on this occasion ;

it is therefore introduced into the parable out of courtesy.
Not Comp. Prov. xxv. 6, 7. Each man knows that he is

bidden, but is ignorant respecting all the other guests. In
the highest room Gr. &amp;lt;rPwro?cX/&amp;lt;y/ai

, first couch. To the singular

number, corresponds a more honourable man, and tJie lowest

place. The proud man takes precedence not merely of some
but of all

;
Ps. x. 4, 5. More honourable A word in the

parable which denotes one more honoured among men (Sept.
Numb. xxii. 15) ; in the interpretation, one who is more

highly esteemed by God, though he sometimes comes late.

Moreover, the humble man esteems all others more honourable

than himself.

9. And him The dignity, and degrees of dignity, depend
on the invitation; this is not repeated in ver. 10. For here

it is a motive for modesty. Say The indicative, as soon

after, ver. 12, note. Give Friend is not added, as in ver.

10. Thou begin To be the last is not disgraceful except
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to the ambitious. Shame Contrasted with worship, in ver. 10.

Appropriately said. Lowest Not merely lower, but lowest of

all. A man who is once bidden to give place, is put far

away. Come Comp. Matt. xxii. 11.

10. Go Keadily, cordially. [The lowest He who sets him
self even above one, may be forced to give way. It is good
therefore to take the lowest place of all. No wrong can easily

do you less harm than this, if indeed you should thereby wrong

yourself unwittingly. V.G.~\ Go up higher Gr. Koozavafirfii,

go up to, to the other honourable guests. Prov. xxv. 7, For

better it is that it be said unto thee, Come up hither ; than that

thou shouldest be put lower in the presence of the prince.

11. Whosoever Gr.
&amp;lt;?rac, every one. A weighty word. [A

maxim very frequently repeated, and that most impressively;

chap, xviii. 14 ; Matt, xxiii. 12. V.G.]
12. [To him that bade him This Pharisee was not of the

worst stamp; see ver. 14. V.G.] A dinner or a supper

Usually the supper alone is mentioned
;
therefore the meal at

this time may have been the lunch. See ver. 1, 25. Call

not thy friends That is, / do not tell thee to invite thyfriends.
Jesus suffers invitations growing out of natural or social ties

to rest upon their own merits. He himself enjoins a better

class of invitations. He does not entirely abolish the duties

of courtesy. Rich The epithet of friends, brethren, relatives,

and especially of neighbours, who are often neglected when

poor ;
with them are contrasted as many classes of a different

condition in ver. 13. Lest . . . a recompense This fear is un
known to the world, as well as fear of riches. Prov. xxx. 8.

This is the foundation of true liberality and contentment.

Who wishes all his acts in this life to be recompensed ? [Yet
there are not wanting those who desire to be repaid every

thing quickly, abundantly, and with profit; who, by the

ruin of many, strive for power and unmerited advantage as

eagerly as if no resurrection or retribution were at hand, nay,
as if they were to be deprived of nothing whatever, who, by
their eagerness for present success, deny their faith in the

future. How costly is present gain to many, when it becomes

a matter of robbery ! Happy is he who is willing to wait.

.Be riot vexed by worldly disappointment ;
but take care not

to judge unjustly those whom you plainly perceive are pre
ferred to you. V. G. Beny. reads xa/

y&vjjffsra/ coi uvodofAct,

and a recompense shall be made thee, instead of xai ysvr^ai aoi

avodopa, and a recompense be made thee ; referring for the con-
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struction to ver. 9, and to Mark iii. 27, note. But
ysvrrot./, be

made, is the true reading. Tisch., Alf., etc.]

13. Call G-r. xdtei, simply ;
not

&amp;lt;pu&amp;gt;vei, formally invite, as

in ver. 12
;
the latter would be more pompous and formal.

The poor God himself invites them, ver. 21.

14. For Nothing remains unrecompensed. Thou As
the friend of the Saviour. The resurrection Before the

resurrection there is not a full retribution, but rather, during
life, an opportunity of providing for a future reward

; and
after death, rest. See Rev. xix. 13. Of the just Acts xxiv.

15
; [Matt. xxv. 46

;
John v. 29].

15. Heard And was affected thereby. [Yet we may readily

suspect, that something worldly crept into his views of God s

kingdom. V.G.] Blessed Alluding to the blessed, in ver. 14.

The epithet often denotes something remarkable. Comp. ver.

24. It does not suffice to pronounce the godly blessed ; but

each must exert himself to the best of his own ability. Comp.
the following verses

;
also chap. xiii. 23, 24. Bread Gr. ciorov.

Many read cie/arov, dinner or lunch, but acrov, bread, is better

established, especially as (pdyirai, eateth, is joined to it : comp.
ver. 1. However, the meal at that time seems to have been

the cieiffrov, dinner: see note on ver. 12. It deserves the

greater attention because, in the parable set forth in ver. 16,

a supper is specified. [This man longs for it, as from afar
;

yet the very Bread of life was reclining before him. August.
in Trench.]

16. Great Sumptuous and sufficient for many. The

kingdom of grace is meant, since through it we enter

into the kingdom of glory. Bade This word connects the

two discourses which treat of the entertainment that conduces

to blessedness, call the poor to thee : obey the call of God.

17. To say Observe the successive steps: ver. 17, to say
to them that were bidden ; ver. 21, bring in the poor ; ver. 23,

compel those who are in the highivays. The invitation ad

vances to those who are far off, compensating for the previous

delay by its increased urgency. [The called belong to Israel.

V.G.] Now The time of the New Testament is shown to be

the present.
18. They . began They had before professed to be await

ing the invitation. With one consent Gr. aero /ot/aj, of one,

elliptical, supply yvw.ajj;, consent or mind, or nagaiTqasug, re

fusal. In Psalm xxvii. ver. 4, AUV (currjiv) jr^aa^v wagd
roD Kyg/ou ; one (request) have I desired of the Lord. [To
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make excuse The purchase of land, and the like, is not bad
in itself

;
but it is bad to be encumbered by it, and to make

worldly necessities a plea for the neglect of spiritual duties.

Unto him The host. V.G.] Piece of ground In this verse

an estate is implied ;
in the next, traffic. Comp. Matt. xxii.

5. The repetition of / have bought implies eagerness for gain,

as is usual in a new transaction. To a worldly man, when he

hears the divine call, all vain things are new and sweet. [/
have bought It is well to urge, in a spiritual sense, as a

ground for renouncing the world, another purchase of a field,

Matt. xiii. 44
;
a different kind of ploughing, Luke ix. 62

;
in

fine, another espousal, 2 Cor. xi. 2. V.G. Omit xal, and.

Tisch., A If. Read, must needs go see it, that is, go to see
it.]

I must needs The most favourable seasons of grace, and the

most pressing worldly business often concur. The first man
excused himself by a feigned necessity; the second by a

mere desire for other things, ver. 19, I go ; the third, ver. 20,

on the ground of absolute impossibility, 7 cannot come. The

last, therefore, declares that he cannot; the two former de

clare that they will not, but in courteous language. The

holy hatred must have remedied all these excuses. The dif

ference, however, in their refusals consisted not so much in their

disposition as in the causes assigned, the piece of land, the

oxen, the wife. Comp. Matt., in the passage quoted. /

pray A most shameful and wretched prayer, whereby the

kingdom of God is rejected.

19. / have bought 1 Cor. vii. 30. Five A by no means
small purchase.

20. A wifeSee ver. 26. Comp. 1 Cor. vii. 29. I cannot

This apologist is all the more insolent in proportion to the

seeming plausibility and propriety of his excuse.

21. [Omit ixzfaos, that. Tisch., A
If. Read, the servant.]

Showed It is the duty of ministers to inform the Lord in

prayer of the obedience and disobedience of their hearers.

Being angry He had therefore invited them with the utmost

sincerity. Go out So ver. 23. Quickly Because all the

viands were ready, and, as it were, still hot
;
and their excel

lence is by other guests to be defended from contempt.
Streets Which are larger. Lanes Which are smaller. Of
the city [We may suppose, that by this is implied those na

tions among which the Jews were dispersed. V.G. Comp.
however the following note. E.BJ] The poor Those first

invited were accounted the first among the Jews, ver. 1, 3;
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the poor in the streets are the publicans and sinners, chap. xv.

1. See Matt. xxi. 31. The poor Whom otherwise no one

is disposed to invite. The maimed Whom no woman would

take, ver. 20. [Transpose the lame, or halt, and rupXoDg, the

blind. Tisch., A
If.]

HaltWho cannot go, ver. 19. The
blind Who cannot see, ver. 18.

22. It is done Comp. Ezek. ix. 11.

23. Hedges The walls of homeless beggars. [Into the

highways Utter paganism is here implied. V.Gf.] Compel
them to come in Not every kind of compulsion is meant

;
for

he who is simply dragged or forced does not come in. Comp.
Matt. xiv. 22, constrained ; 2 Cor. xii. 11; Gal. ii. 14. To

constrain, Luke xxiv. 29
;
Acts xvi. 15. Saul, when madly

zealous for Judaism, and Paul the servant of Jesus Christ

compelled men in different ways. [The later the call, the more

strongly he urges, ver. 23; say, ver. 17; bring in, ver. 21;

compel, ver. 23, are in ascending gradation. V.Gf] May be

filled Nature and grace alike abhor a vacuum. The blessed

are a multitude, which receives its fulness in the last days of

the world. [The predicted satisfaction of Christ, Isa. liii. 11,

agrees with this. V.Gf.]

24. [This verse contains, not part of the parable, but

Christ s words applying it. Stier., Alf.] For This refers to

go out, ver. 23. The Lord now seeks any guests, rather than

those first invited. [Nor is there any room for his despisers.

V.Gf.] Unto you The plural relates to the poor, the maimed,
etc., who had been brought in. Of those men Men of distinc

tion. The pronoun expresses their removal to a distance.

Here too that common saying holds good, The absent must lack.

Shall taste Much less enjoy. The stubborn Jews missed the

kingdom of grace, yea, the slightest taste of it.

26. [If any man Where the greatest multitude assembled,
there at times Jesus spoke most severely. V.Gf] Hate not his

father In the sense in which he must hate himself, namely,
when estranged from Christ. This text is peculiarly suited to

the time when few really followed Christ
; many hated, who

were worthy of hatred. This hatred must be understood not

merely in a comparative and qualified sense, but even abso

lutely. For whoever has obtained from Christ a full know

ledge, taste, and desire of God and heavenly blessings, ver. 1 6,

has also a contempt and hatred of self, and of the whole

creature that is subject to vanity, a hatred at once noble and

ftt the same time devoid of all bitterness. Comp. note, John
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xii. 25. Brethren Comp. ver. 12. Yea, and What is

dearest to man, himself. He who has apparently attained a
lower degree of this holy hatred, is often wanting in a higher.
His own life Himself. Be my disciple Gr. /&amp;gt;t,a^rj)$ thai,

disciple be. See next verse g/va/ ^a0jrjg, be my disciple. In
both passages the accent in pronunciation falls on the first

word.

27. And whosoever doth not bear his cross, and yet cometh

after me [So Beng. would render, but the Eng. Ver. is right.]

Cometh, and walketh after me, as ye do, as if he would be my
disciple. Comp. note, Matt. xvi. 24.

28. Sitteth not doivn To give himself time for calculating
his means. So too in ver. 31. [ConsultethThis calculation

of building expenses, or a consultation respecting war, are

things of some importance. But consider whether thou hast

ever carefully deliberated on the necessity of either eternal

salvation or eternal misery. Easy is the descent to hell !

V.Gr. The word tower seems to refer to Babel; and the tower
of God s children must succeed in reaching heaven. But all

half-way Christianity becomes a Babel at last.
Stier.~\

29. Begin to No one ridicules the successful man.
30. This man A proper name is signified.
31. Or Christianity is a great and difficult thing. It is

therefore compared with great and difficult things; as costly

building, in private; war, in public. The former parable

expresses the hatred of father, mother, etc.; the second of

one s own life. King The Christian warfare is something
royal. To make war Comp. Gen. xxxii. 24.

32. Desireth The king with greater ease prevails on him
self to sacrifice an army, than to seek peace. The request
for peace, therefore, expresses the hatred of one s own
soul, by which he entirely renounces and resigns himself un

reservedly to grace. By a change of figure, peace may also

mean the avoidance of hatred by his own people ;
a hurtful

peace.
33. Forsaketh not The builder renounces and expends

money; the warrior, troops; and the disciple, parents, and
all social ties. For the two former incur a positive ;

the

latter a negative [self-denying] expense. [It is an important

undertaking to seek for Christian discipleship. A man had
better not attempt this who is not satisfied with everything
which promotes it. V.GJ]

34. [After aaAon, add ouy, therefore. Bead, Salt therefore
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is good. Also add, /.at after edv 02. Read, But if even the

salt, etc. Tisch., Alf.] Salt Meaning the disciples; Matt,

v. 13; Mark ix. 50. Salt has a certain pungency. A Christian

should possess it also. See the preceding verse. [We must

do our duty vigorously and seriously. V.G.]
35. Neither That is, it is directly and indirectly unprofit

able. The theologian who is destitute of spiritual salt is use

less, even to the state. Isa. ix. 14, 15. Out Even the

language is severe.

CHAPTER XY.

1. All Not merely very many; all who were there.

[Were busied in drawing near, were about him continually,
rather than drew near. A If. It is evident from this passage
how the Saviour bestowed upon those who resorted to him,
and became his followers, the very blessing which he would
have conferred upon the people of Jerusalem, if they had desired

it. For he treated them as a hen, which protects and cher

ishes her brood under her wings. Harm.]
2. [Add re, both, before paeiaouoi, Pharisees. Tisch., A If.]

3. This parable From verse 4 to 10. The former part
declares the anxiety and joy of the Redeemer : the second

part, of God.

4. What man The sheep, the piece of money, the lost

son
;
these are the sinner, stupid, totally ignorant of himself,

the conscious and wilful sinner. A hundred From the

greatness of the flock the anxiety of the shepherd for one

sheep is evident. [The numbers in the three successive para
bles are really a climax

;
one hundred; ten; two; for the

sense of loss is in proportion of the part lost to the wrhole.

Trench
.]

In the wilderness Where the flock pastures. In

the recovery of the soul, it is not man but God, as it were,
who labours. See ver. 8. Until He does not cease until

he finds, see ver. 8. Hence Jesus Christ followed sinners,

even to their daily meal, even to their tables, where sin most
abounds.

5. His shoulders Gr. rov$ oi,aou; saurou, his own shoulders.

He might have employed the aid of a servant
;
but love and

joy make the labour pleasant to himself.

6. Cometh home Jesus Christ evidently returned home at

the ascension, for heaven is his home, John xiv. 2. There

especially he informed the heavenly beings what he had done
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upon earth, 1 Tim. iii. 16. Hence the future, shall be, is

used in ver. 7; but there is, the present, in ver. 10. Inter

change the words with one another for a moment; you will

see the difference. Calleth . . . together Active
;
but in ver. 9,

middle, she calleth together to herself, friends . . . neighbours
There are different classes of heavenly dwellers, nay, even

of the angels. See ver. 10. Neighbours do not occupy the

same, but an adjoining house ; friends are united by the will.

My sheep Gr. rb wgofiartv ^oy, that sheep of mine; thai sheep
which you know. The heavenly beings are aware of the loss

and recovery of souls.
[
Wiih me Not with the sheep. Our

life is his joy. Gregory in Trench. My Though the sheep
was lost, the shepherd s right remained. V.GJ] Which ivas

lost Compare wJiich I had lost, ver. 9. The sheep, an animal,
is lost as it were of its own accord, as compared with the

piece of money.
7. Unto you The murmuring of the Pharisees is very

sternly rebuked by this joy. Joy Solemn and festive, at

the tidings of the salvation wrought on earth. [Shall be

The future
; whereby Christ s return to his native home ap

pears to be implied. V.GJ] In heaven The shepherd, Jesus

Christ, emphatically regards as friends and neighbours
the spirits of the just, who have a large share in this joy,
because they are more closely allied to men. In the tenth

verse the climax extends to angels, who are there named
rather than men, because there Christ is not regarded as man.
The angels are not said to know this from their intercourse with
the man : for they are not all with the one man ; but from
the divine revelation, in which the spirits of the just may
equally share. The other inhabitants of heaven are distin

guished from the angels, in Rev. xviii. 20, etc. One Much
more over many; see ver. 1. Than Gr. ?},

that is more than,
Gr. jaaXAoK #, chap, xviii. 14, and Sept. Ps. cxviii. 8, 9. This

clause is not added in ver. 10. Need no repentance Because

they are with the shepherd, and obtained repentance long since.

The righteous is in the way ;
the penitent is returning into it.

8. Woman This signifies ^cr&p/a, Wisdom, or Koheleth
;

or, the Holy Spirit, even as the Son in ver. 4, and the Father
in ver. 11. Man s relation towards God is varied. Siveep
This is not to be done without dust, on man s part.

9. Calleth . . . together Forthwith. Friends Gr.
&amp;lt;p!Xa?,

female friends. And neighbours The angelic hosts, in them

selves, have no sex. They are, however, considered as acting
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either at home or abroad; Heb. i. 14, note: abroad, in male

attire, suited to war : at home in the garb of peace, worn by
women.

10. There is Gr. ymrai, there arises, not merely shall

arise. In this passage heaven is very plainly treated of
;
as

also is hell in chap. xvi. 23, the continuation of the same
discourse. See the connexion, chap. xvi. 1, 14, etc.

11. And he said This parable is somewhat di; erent from
the first and second.

12. The younger In Matt. xxi. 30, o
eregos, the other, [but

Eng. Ver. the second.
]
A pair of sons differing [in character]

is meant. The portion Each man receives his portion from

, God. Unto them Even to his elder son who did not ask it
;

though apparently not as yet giving him the entire use of it,

see ver. 31. That falleth So 1 Mace. x. 29 (30).

13. [A far country The far country is forgetfulness of

God. August. Distance from God is not in space, but in

affections. Bede. Both in Trench.] Riotous Gr. aa&ruc.

A very appropriate word. The adjective acrwroS, is defined by
Aristotle to mean, ruined, by himself (Eth. iv. 1), the noun
dauria denotes prodigality combined with intemperance. [The
sense is incorrigibly, without hope of reclaim. A If. In this

condition he was dead to his native country, ver. 24. F.6%]
14. He began He was not among the last to feel the

famine. [This famine, the destitution of the only bread

which satisfies, exists always in that country. Stier.^

15. A citizen Although he did not himself become a citizen

there. He who has in store a return to piety, frequently
even admits his sins (John xi. 52), retains something distinct

from the citizens of the world. Sent A great disgrace.

Swine A mean condition, especially for a Jew.

16. Filled The greater his hunger, the stronger his appe
tite. [This food might fill his body, but not refresh it. Only
God can satisfy the longing soul. Trench.^ Husks Gr. xg0a-

ria. It has been supposed, and with some reason, that the

reference is not to the husks of leguminous plants, but to the

fruit of the caroub tree, called xa|gooj8/a (whence the French

carrouges), the food of the poorest men, and of swine. Doubt
less all %soaria are leguminous plants ;

whether the converse

is true, I cannot say.

17. To The resources which had ministered to his extrava

gance and folly, had now failed. The commencement of his

return arises from the extremity of his misery, which so
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curbs the fury of his sin that he returns to himself, and soon

after to God. First repentance; then conversion. [Add w ds,

thus, before A//AW, with hunger, Tisch., A If]
18. Arise The beginning of repentance is accurately indi

cated. Father The name father remains, even though the

sons be degenerate. Against heaven Comp. ver. 7.

19. [Omit KO.I, and. Tisch., Alf. Read / am no more, etc.]

One Any one you please. Of thy hired servants Who are

chosen from strangers. [Stier regards this as an error accom

panying his repentance. He does not yet understand grace,
and in hoping to be hired, becomes too like the elder son.]

20. And- No sooner said than done. [But between the

saying and doing, many stand still, many turn back. &quot; For
it is one thing to come to one s self, (ver. 17), and another to

come to the father,&quot; says Zdler. Stier.] Saw him Him re

turning, a-hungered, naked. Comp. ver. 22. [And had com

passion This truly is forgiveness. No scowl on the face
;
not

a wrinkle on the brow, Jer. iii. 12. V.G] Ran Out of his

house. Comp. bring forth, ver. 22. Parents ordinarily are

not disposed to run and meet their children. Kissed him

[How could a son have expected a kinder welcome, even if he

had managed his property to the best advantage when he was
abroad? V.G.]

21. Said The son did not abuse kindness from saying
what he had intended. Earnest repentance is not content

with a single listless thought. [Omit xa/, and, before am no

more, etc. Tisch., Alf.]
22. Said The son does not say all he had intended ;

either

because when so graciously met by his father, his awakened
filial confidence absorbed all servile feeling : or else because

the father s kindness interrupted his son s words. To his ser

vants He answers the son by deeds. Bring forth Publicly.
If the son had performed the greatest and best achievements,
he could not have expected a greater honour. Best Gr.

T2wr&amp;gt;?v,
the first, the principal one. Compare the second

chariot, Gen. xli. 43.

23. The fatted calf Judges vi. 25 ;
the young bullock, even

the second bullock of seven years. The article denotes special
excellence. Be merry This word is most emphatically re

peated in ver. 24, 32.

24. This A hymn or rhythmical formula, often repealed ;

ver. 32
; accompanied with music, ver. 25. The ancients

expressed strong emotion in verse. See Gen. xxxvii. 33 j

VOL. i. 2 G
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1 Chron. xii. 18. [The death and loss are of sin; the living

again and. finding are of repentance. Euth. in Mey.]
25. In the field As if serving: ver. 29. [The supercili

ous self-righteous are not at hand when the lost one returns.

Nitzscli in
Stier.~\ Dancing Gr.

%pgS&amp;gt;v ; bands of dancers,

exulting.

27. Thy brother An affecting argument. Hath killed

The servant is represented as mentioning the killing of the calf
rather than the robe, the ring, and the shoes, because it is

chiefly connected with the music and dancing. Hence also

the elder son alludes to it in ver. 30, before he saw his brother

so beautifully clothed. Safe and sound Josh. x. 21, in peace,

Sept. uy/^j, in health.

28. Would not Great injustice. [For oSv, therefore, read

Ss, but. Tisch., Alf.~\ Came . . . out Great forbearance on the

part of the father.

29. These many years In contrast with as soon as, ver. 30.

T serve A confession of slavishness. He does not add,

father. Never gavest Much less killed. A kid Much less

the calf, ver. 27. Friends Contrasted with harlots, ver. 30.

30. This See chap, xviii. 11, note. Was come He says

come, speaking of him as a stranger : not, returned. Which
hath devoured thy living The elder brother speaks enviously.
For him Gr. adrw. The dative of advantage. [The elder

brother means, for that profligate. V.G.]
31. He said He returns a twofold answer to the twofold

complaint. Son He addresses him affectionately, [over

flowing with joy for the return of his lost son. V.G.~\ The
father does not immediately cast off the envious brother.

A Iways And therefore there is no need of peculiar joy, ver.

7, end. With me It is better to rejoice with the father,

than with a company of friends. See ver. 29. All Implying
the prerogative of the Jews. That I have Gr. rd spa, my
possessions. There is no need of seeking foreign friendships.
Is thine For the younger brother had received his share

;

and the elder was chief heir to the property of the father.

Many things may belong to God s children which they do not

enjoy in full. The elder brother, therefore, should not have

complained that a kid had never been given to him. [Not
thou shalt have all, but all is thine; (August.) But he is

looking for rewards from God, instead of possessing all things
in God. Trench.]

32. It ivas meet Gr. ?&/. Not only is it implied, thou
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shouldst rejoice; but also, rejoicing should be begun at home.

For it is a kind of defence against the complaint, in ver. 30,
with which comp. ver. 2. [Wonderful gentleness of the

father ! V.G-.] So i&i, it was meet, not it would be meet, Acts

i. 16. This thy brother In contrast with this thy son, in

ver. 30. [Omit the second qv, was. Tisch., Alf. We are all

in turn examples of the cases of both brothers ; having the

seeds of both evil courses in our hearts. AlfJ\

CHAPTER XVI.

1. [Omit aurou, his, after disciples. Tisch., Alf.~\ Disciples
These disciples are not the Twelve who had left all, and

were rather to become friends, but those who had been pub
licans. The Lord now speaks more gravely and severely with

the disciples, who had been publicans, than he had spoken for
them to others. The son, who has been reclaimed with joy,
has not music daily, but is taught to return to duty. Was
accused Gr. ots(3Xrji)ri. The verb has a middle force. The
steward was denounced, truthfully, whatever may have been

the intention of the informer. That he had ivasted, lit., of

wasting [Not that he had wasted, as Eng. Ver. and Vulg.
Trench.

]
The present, including the past. We have the same

verb, chap. xv. 13. The parable does not refer to all stewards;
since they, during their entire stewardship, are bound to be

faithful, 1 Cor. iv. 2
;
but to those who, during a long steward

ship, have abused their trust. The whole system of the world

in respect of outward possessions, is a waste, in so far as goods
are not bestowed in their proper places ; although very many
unjust men are seen to amass property. [Indeed, he who

freely dispenses, gathers treasure in heaven. V.GJ\
2. How . . . thee, lit., what is this I hear, etc. [Not how

is it that, etc. So Mey.~\ The rich man speaks as of an un

expected event. God trusts man. / heai From complaints.
God is represented as hearing, as if he himself did not see.

Thus the steward was left to himself. An account Gr. rov

Xiyov, the reckoning, the account book.

3. [What shall I do? These reflections spring from the

consciousness of guilt. MeyJ\ Dig .... beg Death leaves

room neither for labour nor for begging : Eccles. ix. 10. In
the conclusion, the detail is adapted to the parable, as the case

demands. The utter helplessness of the steward is implied,
should he be deprived of a refuge with his lord s debtors. /
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am ashamed It may be [dixeris, B.] from excessive modesty,
and from a sense of his unworthiness.

4. / am resolved He suddenly devised a plan.
5. Every one In order to lay as many as possible under

obligation to him
;
therefore but two instances are subjoined

as examples in the following verses.

6. Bill Receive from me. Bond. Quickly In haste,

stealthily. Fifty A large present : comp. ver. 7. A friend

is secured at a high price.

7. And thou The conjunction shows that the steward did

not deal separately with every debtor. [Omit KOU\ and, before

he said unto him. Tisch., AlfJ\
8. The lord Of the steward : see ver. 3, 5. Commended
He not only acquiesced in but he also commended the

steward s plan. The unjust steward He is called unjust, not

merelybecause hehad wasted his master s goods, butalso because

of the device by which he had stolen fifty measures [Gr. jSaroyf,

laths, each 8| gallons] of oil, and twenty measures [Gr. xojoug,

each 11 bushels] of wheat, and had bestowed them, although

they were not his, upon the debtors, with the object of provid

ing for himself. Comp. ver. 4, 9, in which iva, orav, that,

when, are read one with the other. Again, the mammon of
unrighteousness derives its name from the unrighteousness of tJie

steward, ver. 9, in the same way as soon after the word unjust
is first applied to the man, and then to the mammon, ver. 10,

11. Again, the steward was unjust to his master, and not to his

master s debtors : consequently every man is unjust who does

not studiously employ mammon for the service of God, but for

his own advantage. This injustice may be coarse, wicked, and
laden with punishment, (such injustice, for instance, as is

described after this parable, ver. 10, 11), or, it may be refined,

noble, uninjurious, if the word unrighteousness be qualified to

suit the parable. For as Isa. xlix. 24 employs the term just,

so must injustice be taken in the same sense, 2 Cor. xii. 13,

note. The goods, which the word mammon denotes, belong
to another, just as spiritual and eternal benefits are our own,
ver. 1 2. Again, it is unjust for any man to seek or gain his

own advantage from the property of another. It is therefore

a marvellous indulgence and a special sufferance, that God

allows, and even counsels us to acquire friends for ourselves

by means of his bounties. He is entitled to demand of us,

his stewards, the disposal of the same for his exclusive advan

tage, and with no profit to ourselves ; and yet he wishes us,
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in a spirit of honour and discreetness, to combine with or to

substitute for this course some care for our own interest.

Thus is it that God most kindly waives his just right, comp.
Bom. iii. 4, note. When we, improperly, that is eagerly,

receive and embrace this right, we are guilty of unrighteous

ness, but of an unrighteousness not only unblamable in itself,

but even allied to laudable prudence. Oh, how far more unjust
and foolish are they who do but seek in the bounties of God
the gratification of their senses ! Assuredly all unrighteousness
is sinful in the sight of God

;
and so the unrighteousness

which is ascribed to mammon may be understood in the usual

bad sense. But in the text the act of the steward by which

he made friends for himself constitutes the unrighteousness,
and we are thus compelled to adopt the latent meaning of this

word which we have given above. Moreover this Catachresis

[the use of a word in an unusual sense] sweet and full of

meaning, by which a term for an evil thing is, nevertheless,

used in a good sense, in the absence of a more appropriate

word, is farfrom uncommon. Thus a\oyM, unreasonable, becomes
that which is not counted on : d-^dsiffrov, ungrateful, that for
which no adequate thanks can be rendered : So, isffrr}fj,ev, we

are beside ourselves, 2 Cor. v. 13, ttfUAjjffa, I robbed other churches,

taking wages of them, 2 Cor. xi. 8, xamaojr/jffa, when I ivas in

ivant I was chargeable to no man; 2 Cor. xi. 9, and more

directly in point here, diet
%sif,&amp;lt;;,

Job ii. 3, ix. 17, ivithout

cause; 2 Kings ii. 10, gtfxXjj^yvag alrqffaffdai, thou hast asked a
hard thing; strictly, thou hast hardened thy heart to ask; ov

vtpos, where judgment was not to drink, Jer. xlix. 12, (3iaerai

ae-Trdfyvff/v, the violent take it by force, Matt. xi. 12
;

dvai-

dsiu, importunity, literally shamclessness, Luke xi. 8. If this

be considered a forced interpretation, we may suppose that

mammon is called unrighteous, because it cannot justly be

called good. Because, Lit., for. To the parable Jesus

appends the reason why the steward is so highly commended
for his wisdom. The children of this world (chap. xx. 34),
are those who delight in this darkened world and in the things
thereof: the children of light (1 Thess. v. 5

; Eph. v. S), are

those who, although they live in it, yet seek the blessings of

light which the Father of lights gives, James i. 17. A sublime

idea, very appropriate to the lips of Jesus Christ. In their

generation [Gr. s/ j i-r,v ystsdv, as respects their generation, that

is, unto, or towards their generation; in their dealings with

* In Wycliff s version the rendering is prudently. Ed.
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each other. Trench.] E/, as respects, has a restrictive force.

[In truth, even a mere spark of the higher wisdom, exceeds

the highest point of worldly wisdom. For the latter, whether

in politics, war, trade, literature, or art, contemplates an

object altogether transitory : while the former seeks the final

result which alone is of any importance, though it is usually

slighted, and utterly disregarded by worldly men. V.G.] The

profits of worldly wisdom come to an end in a few years. The
contrast is aiuviovf, everlasting habitations, in ver. 9. Wiser

The comparative : used in a loose and qualified sense : for

the wisdom of the world cannot really be called wisdom, in a

positive sense. The force of the comparative is contained in

the yffgp, than or above. Than Lit., above. The children of

light care little for this world. Consequently the children of

this world easily surpass them in this respect, and obtain the

commendation
;
the former do not always, in point of fact,

employ equal wisdom and diligence even in spiritual matters.

See Matt. xxv. 5. They are scarcely vigilant enough : the

children of the world are too vigilant. [There is scarcely a

child of light who would expend fifty measures of oil or

twenty of wheat, to ingratiate himself with a saint
;
but the

men of this world occasionally secure for themselves a friend

or patron at great cost. V.GJ]
9. [The true reading is JxXs/Vj, it fails, for IxX/rjjrs, ye fail.

Tisch., also A If., who renders, that when it fails, they (the

friends) may receive you into the (or their) everlasting taber

nacles.] Make . . that when . . . receive All repeated from

ver. 4. Friends Each making not one friend only, but

several : see note on ver. 5. [A result in no wise to be

effected with money. V. G.] In this case, the debtor loves

the creditor, a rare circumstance ! But, alas ! how sad it is

not only to be destitute of friends like these, but by fraud and

violence, to make enemies of those especially who long and call

for justice ! Of GT. ex, by means of the mammon. Not the

restitution of unlawful gain only, but also by charity, by alms

giving, by kindness, by gentleness, comp. Job xxxi. 20.

That Liberality alone does not sufiice : but it removes a

great obstacle to our entrance into the everlasting habitations.

Ye In death, when we are called to give an account of

our stewardship. [Eccles. ix. 10.] Fail Sept. exXeinu, a

word employed even of the just. Here Jesus implies, such

an end of office and life as would be miserable if friends were

not secured. This explanation is in accordance with the spirit
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of the parable. They may receive The friends, either in this

life or in that which is to come. [They receive us with joy,
if there before us

; by giving us their prayers, while yet in

this life. AlfJ] The heirs of the heavenly blessing will say,

the Father has ordered these blessings to be ours, (ver. 12) ; we
wish them to be yours also, because you have benefited us.

Many deprecate, and many applaud the divine sentence. See

1 Cor. vi. 2. [Doubtless not those alone whom we may have

benefited are here implied, but all, without exception, who,
before we die, have passed to everlasting habitations, or who
have their appointed place there. For all of us have a common
cause

;
and benefits are best bestowed on the sons and servants

of God. V. 6r.
]

If the friends had no concern in this matter, what
need would there be of making friends ? Everlasting This is

opposed to failure. Habitations So called because of their

security and pleasantness : because also of the convenience of

living together, as it were, in one common dwelling. He does not

add their [habitations] as in ver. 4, because they belong to God.
10. He that is faithful The repeated mention of mammon

proves that this is closely connected with what precedes. Yet
the Lord now commends not wisdom, but fidelity. For fidelity

begets and regulates wisdom. In that which is least Theology
includes that which is greatest and that which is least. Hence

TOXAW, in much, acquires the force of a superlative. Unjust In

opposition to faithful.

11. Ye have not been Gr. oux
eysvsaQt, became not, having

abandoned your former infidelity. This is the sense of the

verb 7/V/,aa/. Faithful External blessings are given to try
them. In That is, in reference to so small a matter. The

unrighteous The unrighteous mammon is opposed to the

true riches; and by a change of the consequent for the ante

cedent, is used for that which is least and worthless ; for, it

is entrusted and given even to unjust and faithless men, because

it is worthless
; nay, it is given to them abundantly, because

they seize upon and devote themselves to it in thorough
earnest; they regard it as their only good, ver. 25. Every
thing great has contracted a stain of injustice at the hands of

the men of the present or of the past. The transference of

ownership in property must, during so many ages, have im

parted great injustice to tenures, although the present pos
sessors may hold it in good faith. Who-^-That neither I nor

my Father will. Will commit In this life, for in it is the

danger of unfaithfulness.
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12. That which is another man s In the outward goods of

the world, in bodily nourishment. See 1 Cor. vi. 13; 1 Tim.
vi. 7. In another sense carnal things, not spiritual, are

called our own. 1 Cor. ix. 11. We have no title to any of

God s blessings, even to those which are inferior and first given
before we becomefaithful; but when we have become faithful,
all things become ours, even the greatest and highest. Shall give

The verb will commit corresponds to the adjective, the true,

ver. 11, and refers to this life alone, during which is the time

of probation; the verb will give corresponds to the pronoun
that which is your own, Gr. rb vp ereoov, and has especial refer

ence to the future life in which there is no danger of dishonesty.

Consequently, fidelity exists in the one world, but not in the

other, the reason why the true goods are not entrusted to

those who have proved unfaithful in the matter of the unright
eous mammon, is the inherent worth of them, which must not

be exposed to any danger; the reason why their own goods
are not given to those who have proved unfaithful in the

matter of those pertaining to other men, is the unworthiness

of those destined to receive them as their own, an unworthiness

which incapacitates them for this important inheritance. No
man can with equal zeal administer the unrighteous and the

true; or enjoy with the same spirit both another s and his

own. You He who fails of salvation might have obtained it.

That which is your own That which belongs to the sons and
heirs of God; chap. vi. 20; 1 Cor. iii. 22. It is virtually the

same as the true 7 iches, ver. 11.

14. The Pharisees also He had addressed the disciples in

the hearing of the Pharisees. Covetous A. class most ready
of all to take offence. They derided him The teacher of

honesty. [Thinking themselves so versed in this wisdom as

to be able skilfully to blend the service of God with that

of mammon. V.GJ]
15. Which justify yourselves before men You do some just

things, and therefore you think yourselves Just, you feign that

you are so, and you are so considered. The contrast is knoweth.

Hearts The heart is the seat of justice and injustice. [This
truth most effectually convicts the bad and confirms the up
right. F.6?.] That which is highly esteemed among men
That which seems to men the height of justice. Comp. chap,
xviii. 14, every one that exalteth himself. The subsequent
words are thus connected : Self-justification before men and

pride of heart foster covetousness, deride heavenly minded-
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ness, ver. 15, despise the gospel, ver. 16, relax the law, ver.

17
;
this is proved by an example very appropriate for citation

to the Pharisees, ver. 18. The narrative of the rich man and
Lazarus includes all this.

16. The law Supply the predicate have taught, corre

sponding to the sentence, the kingdom of God is preached.

[The Eng. Ver. supplies ivere ; i.e., stood, held good (De W.},
but it is better to understand sxyevaitovrQ, were preached, from
the following clause. The Law and the Prophets having been

preached until John came, thence (through his agency) began
the free preaching of Messiah s kingdom ;

and how great the

result! Every man presseth into it! Mey.~\ And every man
Comp. chap. xv. 1. Presseth With pious violence. Render

the sentence thus, every man (pressing) enters into it by force.
17. And Although I, the Christ, am here with the gospel,

I do not abrogate the law. He refutes the Pharisees who
denied the binding force of the moral law under the Christian

dispensation. For there is no trace nor mention of any transi

tion from the Pharisees to the Sadducees. In ver. 16-18,
the contempt and abuse of the law, on the part of the

Pharisees, and the perpetuity of the law itself are noticed;
to this the whole narrative of the rich man and his

brothers is directed. Comp. ver. 29. To fail Gr. vsasTv,

faa&amp;lt;nri&amp;lt;ffrtiv
}
Josh. xxi. 45, there failed not.

18. [Omit -rrac, every one. Tisch. (not Alf.) Read, He that

putteth, etc.] Whosoever putteth away The cause of divorce

either in the case of the person divorced, or in that of the

Pharisees and judges, might be covetousness, ver. 14, for the

sake of the profits arising out of the bill of divorcement. This

abuse was very wide-spread at that time. [The exception
of one put away for adultery did not apply here

;
for in that

case the unfaithful wife actually separates herself from the

husband.
V.6f.~\

19. Man This parable (for a parable it is, though possibly
founded on fact) is a rebuke of the abuse of wealth by avarice

arid pride, as well as of the haughty contempt for the law and
the prophets that some Jews affected : comp. ver. 1 4. The
rich man represents the Pharisees : Lazarus, the poor in spirit :

the condition of both in this arid in the future life are shown.

Purple and fine linen A beautiful blending of colours.

20. [Tisch. (not Alf.) omits MK, there was, and or, which.~\
Named Lazarus was known by his own name in heaven, but
the name of the rich man is not mentioned, ver. 25, he has
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but a pedigree in the world, ver. 27, 28. A proper name is

appropriate even in a parable, Ezek. xxiii. 4. Theophylact,
from Hebrew tradition, informs us that there really was at

that time such a Lazarus. [Lazarus The Hebrew is an ab

breviation for Eleazer, i.e., God is his help. Me?/.] Was laid

Lame. His hunger and nakedness are contrasted with the

food and raiment of the rich man. The state of the soul of

Lazarus may be in some wise gathered from his external con

dition, and in some wise from the dissimilar character of the

rich man. Gate Of a splendid house : afar off, yet at such

a distance that the rich man might be moved to compassion,
and that Lazarus might see his table. The contrast, A Ira-

hams bosom, comp. note, Acts xii. 13.

21. Desiring So far was he from haughtiness of spirit,

ver. 15. [Omit ruv ^i^iutt
the crumbs. Tisch., Alf. Head, to

be fed with what fell, etc. Crumbs the freedom of Lazarus

from every worldly desire is hereby indicated. F.6r.] Moreover,

lit., but even This particle (aXXa xai) gives emphasis to the

clause following. Not only so must be understood in the pre

ceding sentence. The dogs Literally so called. The destitu

tion of the naked outcast is signified. The angels, ver. 22,

forms a powerful contrast. Game Not for the sake of

Lazarus, but for their own : as if he were a corpse. [This is

incorrect, says Stier, and a mitigation is meant. Better

Trench; the circumstance is given to set in the strongest light

the cruelty and neglect of the rich man.] Licked The struc

ture of a dog s tongue is such that, by its saliva, a body slightly

diseased is cured. Sores Greatly inflamed.

22. Was carried [None can enter Paradise but the just,

whose souls are borne thither by angels. Targum in Meyl\

Away From another place to his fatherland. [That he

Gr. avrov, not rendered in Eng. Ver.] his soul : since Abra

ham also is designated with reference to the soul, although
his bosom, and the finger of Lazarus as well as the tongue of

the rich man are mentioned. Bosom Gr.
%.6X&amp;lt;7rov,

as his

genuine son, the co-heir and table companion of Abraham,
who sits down in the kingdom of heaven [Matt. viii. 11],

An abbreviated expression ;
for the bosom presupposes the

banquet ;
the banquet, the kingdom of heaven. Lazarus

attained the kingdom of heaven ;
and the banquet : subse

quently even the bosom of Abraham . and when he was in

more intimate union with Abraham, he is said to be sv roT$

D, ver. 23, in the plural. The Jews called the happy
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state of the dead Abraham s bosom, and the garden of Eden,
with which comp. chap, xxiii. 43. Also Often two men,
who in life were neighbours, die at the same time. Was
buried Magnificently, [and his burial is therefore mentioned.

That of the beggar was so mean as to be unnoticed. Euthym.
in De W.] This was the end of those [good things] which the

rich man received. See ver. 25.

23. Hell Gr.
&quot;A^j,

Hades. Neither Abraham nor Lazarus

was sv rti ad
/i,

in Hades, although the death of Christ, and

his descent into it, had not yet occurred. &quot;Adqs and Gehenna

differ. As whole and part ;
as present and future after the

judgment day ;
as a receptacle of individual persons, and of

all the wicked.
*

A&jf, Hades, has a much wider meaning than

Gehenna. Comp. Gen. xxxvii. 35, [where into the grave, is to

Hades in the Greek.] In the passage Jacob is assuredly not

despairing of his own soul or that of Joseph. In the distinc

tion first stated, Hades and Gehenna are respectively regarded ;

in the third, the dwellers in each. Abraham was in Hades

in the widest sense of the term, as used in the passage cited

from Gen. But in Luke, Hades and Abraham s bosom are

mutually contrasted. [The Lord speaks of Lazarus, who is at

peace, without this dreary word, which names the world of

the dead ;
but here, where it must be taken in its worst sense,

it becomes prominent. Stier.~\ Lifted up A mournful spec

tacle, from the depths. [In torments Long before the last

day; even before Christ s death. V.GJ\ Abraham But not

God himself. For which reason he cannot cry unto God,
have mercy on me. Bosom Gr. xoX^o/?, plural, from the

breast to the knees.

24. He Gr. auroc, himself. He does not now employ the

agency of servants, but he is himself a beggar. Father A
glorying in the flesh : son, ver. 25, answers to this Send

The glutton still despises Lazarus, still despises Moses : ver.

30. [Yet can we call it scornful to beg a drop of mercy from

his finger
1

? StierJ\ That he may dip This verb does not always

imply a great abundance of water : from it is derived (3a?r-

riu, I dip. Even the slightest mitigation is refused. This

is indeed the wine without mixture, Eev. xiv. 10. The glutton s

cruelty is unmingled with a drop of Divine mercy. Chrysostom.

[He denied the crumb
;
he now wants the drop. August., in

Trench.~\ Tongue His tongue had especially sinned.

25. Son Appropriately introduced, in answer to Father

Abraham. The proper name is here omitted. For Abraham
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knew him as his son no longer. Joshua also called the wretched
Achan son, chap. vii. 19. Remember The dead retain the

memory of former events. See ver. 27. In thy lifetime So
the Sept. has ev rf ?uf) avruv, in their life, in the same pas

sage. Receivedst Gr. acrsXa/Ss?, [implying receipt in full.

Alf.] hast borne away according to thy desire. The rich man
had not thought so during life. Prosperity and adversity are

each costly : for the sowing time is in this life. Thy good
things Ps. xvii. 14. [Riches are the good things of repro
bates.

Q.~\
Evil things His is not added here. But now

An argument founded on justice, accounting for the condi

tion of each. [For ods, he, read uds, here. Tisch., Alf. Read,
How he is comforted here, and, etc.] He is comforted With

respect to his former miseries ; 2 Thess. ii. 1 6. He has no
leisure to go to him. Thou art tormented Severely.

26. And An argument ab impossibili. Beside This

gives additional reasons of refusal. Comp. eV/, chap, iil 20,
and chap. xxiv. 21, beside all this. You Gr. fy/,. There
fore there are many in hell. Gulf The distance between
Abraham s bosom and hell. Fixed By this word the prayer
of the glutton is cut short. [In order that Gr. OKU:, giving
the purpose of the gulf: not as Eng. Ver., so that. Mey.
Once the gulf between you and Lazarus was not such. &quot;Would

that you had crossed it then, by raising him !
/Stier.] They

which would If they could. Pass Gr. Biaj3r,vai} diafia.hu of

one who passes freely: (5/acrj^w, of one who is carried. They . . .

from thence Concise, for they who are there (come) from thence.

28. Five Perhaps there were five Pharisees, who had espe

cially ridiculed the Lord, ver. 14, who contemned the law
and the prophets, ver. 16, 29 ;

and who resembled the sensu

alist, if not outwardly, at least inwardly. The Lord knew
full well the disposition and also the number of such, ver. 15.

it was the sixth brother who was now crying in hell : in con

trast with those six, one, a seventh, Lazarus, of the seed of

Abraham, reached Abraham s bosom. Brethren Living at

ease. Lest Gr. iva (J.rh that they may not. In hell the adage,

companions are the solace of the ivretched, etc., is not for the

glutton. See, however, Ezek. xxxii. 31. Unmerciful before,

he now manifests a compassion, which does not however har

monise with the Divine compassion. He was worse amid his

pleasures, than in the tortures of hell.

29. Saith Abraham does not answer, whether Lazarus

could be sent by him to the brother of the rich man. Surely,
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no such, gulf separates either Leaven or hell from earth.

[After X?y/, add, ds, but. Titch., Alf. Read, but Abraham,

etc.] Moses A personification of the Law
;
an appropriate

contrast to Lazarus. It is the same as if they had Moses in per
son. [We have, moreover, the words of Christ and the writings
of his witnesses, by whom his resurrection from the dead is

affirmed. V.G.] This narrative is designed to exalt Scripture,
which the Pharisees scorned, for they were covetous, ver. 14, they

justified and exalted themselves, ver. 15, and despised the law,
ver. 17. These notions of the Pharisees the Scripture totally

destroys. Reference is here made to Moses and the prophets,

especially as testifying of Christ Jesus, ver. 16, whom the

Pharisees derided, ver. 14. Let them hear Sternly said.

No man is compelled. We are saved by hearing the word
with faith, not by apparitions. Herod who desired not to

hear, sees no miracle. The state of man after death is dis

cussed with little clearness and fulness in the Old Testament ;

yet that should suffice to lead men to repentance. They err

who think that the ungodly are to be at last won by a revela

tion of these mysteries.
30. Nay The rich man in life knew not the plan of salva

tion
;
and when the miserable man was deprived of his

luxury, he took with him to hell his contempt for Scripture.
Hence he proposed a plan least in accordance with true theology.
He believes that the survivors will soon suffer like himself.

Contemplate the living Lazarus
;
and there will be no need of

his appearing after death. The ungodly demand that the

reality of invisible things be shown them instantaneously first

of all, plainly, and without the exercise of faith : they avoid

inquiry, faith, and patience. One Lazarus, or some one else.

From the dead The rich man therefore did not believe, or

his brothers either, in a hell or in a heaven. Professed Sad-

duceeism, as characterising a sect, is not to be inferred from
this

;
but practical atheism, etc., with which not only the

Sadducees, but the Pharisees, were tainted with all their

hypocrisy. They were really scoffers, ver. 14. Probably
jive individual Pharisees are distinctly denoted in ver. 28.

They ivill repent All acknowledge the necessity of repentance,
even without apparitions : the sensualist knew this in hell

j

though he did not comprehend that Moses and the prophets
teach the same doctrine.

31. Neither will they be persuaded though one rosefrom the

dead Gr. ovdt Idv rig \% vsxguv dvasrfj, Kuffdqoovrai. Not even
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if one, etc. The rich man had said, if one went they will

repent : now the force of the antecedent is augmented by the

substitution of rose for went, while the force of the consequent is

diminished by the substitution of persuaded for repent. The
invisible world furnishes many warnings (Matt, xxvii. 53),
but they are not specifically designed to induce men to repent.
Another Lazarus was raised to life, but they did not believe

;

John xi. 44, 53. TlsMseQau, to be persuaded, and axsiQeTv, to

reject, at one time refer to the understanding, at another to

the will : frequently to both.

CHAPTER XVII.

1. Disciples As in chap. xvi. 1. It is impossible It is

unusual, chap. xiii. 33. Come -Especially through the Phari

sees. [And their jeers, chap. xvi. 14. F.6r.]
2. Of these By this pronoun, Luke shows that the little

ones were in the midst of the disciples.

3. Take heed to yourselves Not only give no offence to

others, ver. 1, 2, and take none from those who trespass

against you, ver. 3 ; but also take heed not to be an offence to

yourselves ; Matt, xviii. 8. Comp. Gal. vi. 1 (end). [Take
heed Not to be dismayed by them, nor unforgiving to their

authors. Alf. Omit e/; os, against thee. Tisch., A/f] For

give God deals thus with us.

4. In a day Many improperly refer this to Prov. xxiv. 1 6,

as if the just man fell into sins seven times a day. [Omit r5j;

9/&fO{, in a day, the second time. Tisch., Alf. Also S-T/ ci,

to thee. Tisch. (Mill has *&amp;gt;$ ae. So Alf.)] Turn again
Contrasted with trespass. I repent To say so openly is not

disgraceful, but profitable ;
the spirits of the offender and the

offended are admirably healed. [In like manner, it is profit
able to intercede with God, not only generally, but for the

particular sins of which we are conscious. V.G.]
5. The apostles Who had special need of much faith. Said

They were moved by the sweetness of his words, ver. 4,

and wished to have a fuller enjoyment of the divine favour.

The Lord The name introduced here implies, that the request
was a very weighty one. Increase [Give us more faith, is

more literal and better than Eng. Ver. Alf.] Thus recognis

ing the divine power of Jesus. Jesus discusses this petition
in ver. G, and ver. 7-10. Faith Which overcomes stumb-

lingblocks, and pardons offences.
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6. If This if arouses and enlarges minds which are striv

ing for faith. [By exhibiting the efficacy of faith, faith itself

is increased. V.G. For S
JJSSTS, had, read s^sfe, have. Tisch.,

not A
If.] Sycamine, Beng., sycamore The Sept. rendering is

evxd/Mvoi. The mulberry-tree, common in Palestine. See 1

Kings x. 27. Occasionally the sycamore is distinguished from
it. See chap. xix. 4. The wild fig is a tree very deeply rooted.

Be thou planted With thy roots, so as to remain in the sea.

Some such effect as this is produced on believers. In the sea

They were near the sea; comp. Matt. xvii. 20, 27. It

should obey you Metaphysicians term it the obediential

power. The recognition of God s omnipotence, which faith

apprehends, increases faith.

7. But The divine omnipotence, yea, what is more blessed,
the divine comjjassion and pure grace, are grasped by faith,

ver. 7, etc., coinp. chap. x. 20. Which That is, who is there?

Of you Men or disciples. It is said that Bartholomew
was a nobleman. A servant Christ, whilst increasing their

faith, seems to impair it. Lowly spiritual poverty underlies

great faith and prayer, as well as a deep sense of our unprofit
ableness and indebtedness. Ps. cxlvii. 1 1

;
cxxiii. 2. Plough

ing The whole day ;
hence supper follows. [iu0!s, imme

diately (rendered by and by in Eng. Ver.), is properly con

nected by Beng. with what follows; A If. So Tisch.] Con
trasted with aftenvards, in ver. 8. We should render there

fore forthivith sit down to meat. Others [as the Eng. Ver.]
render will say forthwith, by and by, with less accuracy. For
whether the master says this or that to the servant, he says it

forthwith, immediately after his arrival from the field. It is

those who wishforthivith to sit down to meat, who lay aside other

duties, and fancy that the highest faith ought to be bestowed

upon them. But God is pleased with those who walk modestly,
and make no haughty demands. Go and Chap. xii. 37,
note. Sit doivn Gr. avdrriffai, in the middle. But both
aorists of this verb are common in the active and not in the

middle voice.

8. Till Even until, and so long as I eat.

9. [Omit sxstvtf), that. Tisch., Alf. Eead, the servant. Also
omit aiiroD, him. Tisch., Alf.} He did In ploughing or feed

ing cattle [ver. 7]. / troio not Meiosis [a softened expression.]
10. When ye shall have done The apostles wrere consider

ing too intently the obedience heretofore rendered, especially
since they saw the scandalous hardness of others, chap. xvi.
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14. The Lord withdraws them from such reflections. [Say
ye Understand, So your faith shall become great. When the

obstacles to faith, among which rashness and self-confidence

easily hold the first place, have been removed, faith grows of

itself. For then the mere grace of the good Lord has free

course. V.G.] &quot;Or/ [which has the force simply of quotation
marks, and is usual only at the beginning of the language

quoted] is here repeated, and seems twice to have the same
force by Anaphora. [But the true text has it but once.

Tisch., Alf., etc.] Unprofitable servants The emphasis lies

upon the word servants, and every servant ought to confess

himself unprofitable, because he is a servant (slave), who owes
all things, who, if wanting in duty, merits the scourge ; who,
if he does everything, deserves nothing ;

he ought to think

nothing done
;
no thanks are due to him, and it is not his

part to demand anything great, either in work or reward.*

God, who alone is good, can do without our usefulness. Rom.
xi. 35

j
Matt. xix. 17. David saith, I shall be unprofitable

in thy eyes ; 2 Sam. vi. 22, Sept., where the antithesis to be

honoured follows, and servants are also mentioned. [A strange
reference. David seeks honour from lower maid-servants,

through his own humility. Stier.~\ Wretched is he whom the

Lord calls unprofitable servant, Matt. xxv. 30
; happy he who

calls himself so. [r/.^Toi, does not properly mean useless,

but needless; one who can be dispensed with. A.R.F. So

Stier, etc.] There is here a Metonymy, of the consequent
for the antecedent. Say ye, We are unprofitable servants ;

that is, no more thanks are due to us than if we had done

nothing: Job ix. 21; x. 15. Even the angels may call

themselves unprofitable servants of God. And a man s ser

vant may call himself an unprofitable servant, though he be

useful to his master. The reason is, 1. The relation of the

servant in itself
;

2. In respect to God, his Absolute blessed

ness is added. Acts xvii. 25. A^fe/ej, unprofitable, is either

used transitively, not profitable to another ; or intransitively,

of no profit to himself ; and this again either of his own ac

cord, as David says he will be (2 Sam. vi. 22, Sept., not in

Hebrew but in the Greek), or involuntarily, as a servant. Was
our duty As servants. The emphasis is on this word, rather

than upon ive have done.

11. Through the midst On the borders where Samaria

and Galilee join. [The remembrance of the Saviour s journey,
* Habes prsctium non pasces in cruce corvos. HOT. Ed.
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from Galilee through Samaria to Judea, was deeply impressed,
on men by the following miracle. Harm]

13. Lifted up their voices Which their disease would

scarcely allow. The grateful Samaritan again raised his voic-e

piously, ver. 15. [Our double leprosy, of ignorance and

passion, requires a double mercy ; a Teacher to instruct, a

Saviour to deliver. Q]
14. Show At Jerusalem, a long journey. Thus the

Samaritan is brought to the faith of Israel. [Hence he is said

in ver. 15, to have returned. V.G.] This command implies
a previous cure. Priests More than one, because there

were several lepers.

15. [With a loud voice A testimony that the cure was

wrought to the praise of God. For lepers have usually a

hoarse voice. V.G]
16. A Samaritan Ver. 11.

17. [Render, Were not the ten cleansed? A
If., Trench.]

An instance of omniscience.

18. There are not found The nine. That returned A
part of the predicate. [In returning home from Jerusalem,
the deviation to reach Jesus would have been but slight ; in

spite of this they did not trouble themselves to come. V.G.
But the words plainly show, ver. 15, that this one did not
first go to Jerusalem, and then return to Christ, but came as

soon as he was healed. Ols., Trench. The instant result of a
thankfulness which carried him away ;

while the others went
on coolly, as bidden. StierJ] To give They ought to have done
so of their own accord, titranger It might have been sup
posed that he would be aided to give thanks by association

with the rest, for they were under greater obligations than he.

19. Go thy way It was not then proper for a Samaritan
to remain long with him. [Whole Not merely in body; for

that healing he shared with the nine others. But his faith

saved him, Gr. ffltfwxs ; it made him a child of God. Calv. in

Trench.]
20. Wlien They inquire the time, rather than the place;

nothing doubting that the place would be Jerusalem. The
Lord s answer relates to both the time and the place, but is

very different from what they supposed. Comp. ver. 37 ;

chap. xix. 11, etc. [From chap. xvii. 20, to xviii. 14, is a
continuous reply to that question ;

and what is stated, chap,
xvii. 22-37, was repeated by the Saviour, Matt. xxiv. etc.

Harm. It is a perilous course to extend the limits of our
VOL. i. 2 H
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prudence forward to the future, to the neglect of the present.

V.GJ\ With observation With such pomp that one can

gradually and successively observe the irors and the uds, the

time and the place. The correlatives are : the messengers,
whom the observers wished to say, here or there : and the 06-

servers themselves, who inquire of the here or there.

21. Neither shall they say They who point out the king
dom. The verb, Gr. syovciv, with no subject expressed, agrees
with this sense. The world does not recognise the messen

gers of the kingdom. [Omit the second, /Sou, lo. Tisch..

Alf. Here . . . there Here includes the notion of present

time; there, that of future. V.G.] For behold You ought
to attend to it

;
You will then see that the kingdom is at

hand. This true behold, is contrasted with the behold which

is in vain expected. For behold is no part of what they shall

say. Is The present, appropriately, and emphatically. It

cannot be said, the kingdom cometh, but it is here : John ill

8. Within You ought not to look to the future in respect
of time or place : for the kingdom is within you ;

even as the

King Messiah is in your midst : John i. 26 ;
xii. 35. Within

is here used, not in regard to the heart of individual Phari

sees (although Christ indeed dwells in the heart of his people :

Eph. iii. 17), but in regard to the whole Jewish people. The

King Messiah, and therefore the kingdom, is here : you see

and you hear. The Sept. has Ivrig, for what is in a man ;
but

in this text he speaks of more than one. So the Sept. edi

tion of Hervagius, Deut. v. 14, 6 Ivro; r&v cruX&y con, he within

thy gates. Raphelius compares the words found in Xenophon ;

whatever property and men were inside with them, in the

camp; Gr. svrbg a-jrw.

22. Disciples Who comprehended it better than the Pha
risees. Will come Jesus means that the time of the pre
sence of the kingdom of God will have passed away, while the

Pharisees are inquiring when it is to come. His reply in

cludes events distant, ver. 24, etc, as well as those nearer,

ver. 31. Ye shall desire Conditional language ;
for after

wards the Paraclete allayed that desire, but only in Christians :

chap. xxiv. 49, 52. [Make use of what you have! V.GJ\
One Such day, as you have now in numbers, Matt. ix. 15;
inasmuch as you now see me with your eyes (see on the

name Son of man, the note, Matt. xvi. 13); and heaven is

open, John i. 51. After his ascension there remains but one

such day, and that the greatest, viz., the last day : ver. 30.
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23. [Omit #, or. Tisch., Alf.] They shall say The reverse

of what happens in the kingdom of God, ver. 21. But it is

thus that men speak in the papacy, attaching grace to places.
The text treats especially of the apostolic age. Lo, he is

here, i.e., the Son of man, Jesus Christ. The false Christs

and their followers are not meant
;
but those who do not with

truth point out the true Messiah. Go not after, lit., away
Simply. [Not, go not after. ]

Nor follow With zeal. Eager
ness often impels us to that to which sound reason does not

guide us. [A warning to all so-called expositors and their

followers who cry, Lo, here ! lo, there ! whenever wars or

revolutions arise. Alf.]
24. That lighteneth While it lightens. It cannot be pointed

out. Part under heaven The earth is often called y IK

ovowbv, that which is under heaven, in the Sept. of Job and
elsewhere. So In suddenness and extent. [Omit xai, also.

Tisch., Alf.~\ Day The day of judgment : Matt. xxvi. 64.

25. First Before he enters the glory in which he shall

come. Be rejected Just as if he were not king. Again his

passion is mentioned immediately after his glory. This

Living in this age. It is implied that the day of the Son of
man would not come to pass in that age.

26. As The final scenes correspond with the deluge, in

universality; with Sodom, in respect of fire. Also in the days
At first, the day of the revelation of the Son of man, ver.

30, is called the day of the Son of man; then also the days,
which precede it; the last days of the expectation; Heb. x. 13.

Comp. the phrase, Ps. cxix. 84, how many are the days of
thy servant ? So also before his coronation or nuptials, some
time is allotted to the king or bridegroom. See a similar

plural, chap. ix. 51, and note.

27. [Comp. ver. 33. How greatly indeed do those who
are wholly immersed in temporal concerns, differ from those

wrho busy themselves wholly with this, that it may be given
to them to stand gloriously before the Son of man in the day
when he shall appear! V.G.]

28. In the days of Lot Gen. xix. 14. They bought
The world was already more motley in its employments in the

time of Lot, than in that of Noah
;
how much more so in our

own times, when the arts of merchandise, navigation, war, the

court, the school,the senate, etc., have been brought to perfection.
30. [For xara raDra, even thus, or in this way, read *ra rot,

aura, in the same way. Tisch.-, Alf.~\
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31. In that day That on which the kingdom of God shall

come. The day of the siege of Jerusalem is signified. Comp.
ver. 34, note; a day which has many relations in common
with the last day. Comp. ver. 22. After Jerusalem was

destroyed, Christianity was propagated with great freedom,

chap. xxi. 28.

32. Lot s wife Who did not do what was enjoined, ver. 31.

The strict sense of the words, Gen. xix. 26, weighed in the

balance of the various interpretations (they are carefully

enumerated by Wolf on this passage), amounts to this; Lot s

wife looked back, and fled more slowly than her husband
;
and

so, before reaching Zoar, she involved herself in the calamity

against which the angels had warned her, a death like that of

the people of Sodom; for the edge of the miraculous and

fearful storm struck and killed the wretched woman, and her

body was suddenly scorched, covered, discoloured, battered,

and changed; so that she, not running as she ought, stopped

altogether. Now her corpse, standing upright, and preserved, is

called a pillar or statue
;
and a pillar not of sulphur, but of salt,

which is milder than, though akin to sulphur. Comp. Deut.

xxix. 22
;
Mark ix. 49. The Asphaltic Lake, the sea of salt,

was similar. If she had fallen into the midst of the shower,

she would have been at once wholly consumed; but as the fire

played about her she became stiff. Doubtless her corpse was

either buried after a short time (as usual with those over

whelmed by snows, waters, and sands, and afterwards recovered,

or killed by the judgments of God, Lev. x. 5), or else, when
the salt melted, the body decomposed. Certainly, the pillar

is not said to have been standing in the time of Moses, nor in

that of Christ; and he says here, Remember, not, look upon.

[Her slowness to give up all interest in earthly possessions
ruined her. Remember her, and abandon all ! MeyJ]

33. Shall seek, lit., shall have sought [Not shall seek, as Eng.
Ver. ;

but shall have sought; i.e., during his preceding life,

Alf. or, perhaps, by striving to save his goods.] Ver. 31, 32.

[For cuffat, save, read vegiKoiqaaodai, preserve, or obtain. Tisch.,

Alf.~\ Life We must understand this of the whole man, as

distinguished from natural or spiritual life
;
when these are

alluded to, they are more closely defined by the context and

connexion. Shall preserve Acts vii. 19, note.

34. [Connexion; at the final decision, what a parting shall

there be ! MeyJ] In that, lit., this night [Not that night, as Eng.

Ver.] He does not say, h sxeivfi rfj rj^^a, in that day, comp.
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ver. 31; Matt. xxvi. 31. There are now, he says, some who
will reach those very different times. Comp. here, chap. ix.

27. The event followed in the same generation; Matt. xxiv.

34. [For o s*V, the one, read sic, one. Tisch., A If. So Beng.~\
36. [This verse, omitted in the best manuscripts, is doubt

less an interpolation from Matt. xxiv. 40, slightly modified to

suit the context here Mey., Alf. and is hence omitted by
most Edd. Tisch., etc. So Beng. in larger Ed., but in Gnomon,
and V.G., he retains the verse, because of the difference in the

words and in the order of verses, between it and Matt.]
Matthew has two periods; one of the field, the other of the

mitt. Luke adds a third, of the bed; just as in another pas

sage, Matthew has two sentences in respect of following Jesus

Christ, chap. viii. 19, 20; to which Luke adds a third, chap,
ix. 61, 62. So the former has two; of bread and of a fish,

chap. vii. 9, 10; the latter adds a third, of an egg, chap,
xi. 12.

37. Where Where will that occur, which is described in

ver. 34, 35? Wheresoever The Lord employs a circumlocu
tion to indicate the place where, when he is questioned on the

calamities, as, ver. 21, on the kingdom. [The body The
whole Jewish nation, assembled at Jerusalem at the feast of

the Passover. V.G. Add xa/ also, before o/ diroi, the eagles.

Tisch., Alf. The eagles The Romans. Y.G.]

CHAPTER XVIIL

1. And he spake. . . a parable Concerning the preparation
for the future. Comp. ver. 8. To this end Gr. XPOS TO, i.e.,

as concerns the important subject of prayer. Always Night
and day ; ver. 7. [After vig&amp;lt;Hfev%so$Gus

to pray, add avroitc,

they. Tisch., Alf. Render that they ought, etc.] To pray
There are two parables which treat of prayer : this in ver. 1,

etc., and the second in ver. 9, etc. The former instructs us

against indolence
;
the latter, reliance in ourselves : two note

worthy extremes. For the words, to faint, and trusted in

themselves, ver. 1, 9, are contrasted; just as proper confidence,
2 Cor. iii. 4, and to faint, 2 Cor. iv. 1; Eph. iii. 12, 13, are

mutually contrasted. Not to faint The cry of the elect, ver.

7, agrees with this. Ver. 39 affords an example.
2. Feared We usually fear power, and respect public

opinion. God . . . man Most men are unquestionably under
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the habitual influence of one or other of these motives
;

it is thus that injustice (ver. 6.) on the part of judges is

kept in check.

3. A widow A widow is easily oppressed, and not

readily protected among men. Such the Church appears to

the world. Avenge Gr. sxdr/,yaov, Hence the word k /.bl /.riaic,

is used in ver. 7. [See note.] Avridixog adversary, and

a8/x/a, injustice, are parallel terms. Adversary 1 Pet. v. 8.

4. Within himself Spontaneously. Though, etc. The

creed of an atheist in power.
5. / will avenge her For my own sake. [Lest striving for

ever she weary me, is the true rendering. Alf.] Weary Gr. i/^w-

cr/a^, beat Hack and Hue. An hyperbole suited to the per
son of an unjust and impatient judge. Kefer to this tho

words tic
re&amp;gt;.oj,

to the end, i.e., continually. For shop s M,,

coming, is so to say redundant, and may be omitted, the idea

remaining entire; its employment, however, makes the lan

guage sweet, expressive, etc. [See Appendix on Ethos.] The
widow s importunity in seeking help kept increasing.

6. Said After a proper pause, to sharpen the attention

of the hearers.

7. God The upright Judge. [This comparison of God to

an unjust judge would have been overbold on other lips than

those of the Son of God. Trench.] Avenge Gr. Koifay rqv

sKd/xqctv, effect the avenging of. These words are repeated
lower down with great force. His own elect He speaks in par
ticular of the elect, who were then alive and destined to escape
in spite of the destruction of the city. Which cry As in

straits to demand vengeance. [Being destitute of every other

aid. This was David s sacred anchor, Ps. Iv. 17, 18. Day and

night Individuals cry, some by day, some by night ;
but

the cry of the whole body is undoubtedly continuous, and

never ceasing. V.G. For ftaHocQufAuv, read fjtcx,K^Ov^i. Tisch.,

A If.,
and so, though in the margin of the larger edition he

judged it an inferior reading, Beng. in V.G. which follows the

margin of the second Ed. E. B. Render, and he in their case,

is long-suffering. This answers to the ahvays, ver. 1, and

amplifies it. Comp. also on the general dealing of God with

men, 2 Pet. iii. 9, 15. A
If.]

He bear long, lit., is long-suffer

ing A remarkable reading, the force of the construction re

quired by it we may easily perceive. The elect cry to God, but

God is long-suffering (/uax^olv^fs) in their case. The verb of

the former member of the sentence in the text passes into
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the participle ftouvruv, who cry ; the verb of the latter,

QvpsT, is long-suffering, remains unmoved. In my note on

Mark iii. 27, I gathered several examples of this construction,

which many have attacked. Moreover, in this passage that

long-suffering of God is commended which regards the injus

tice of the wicked, and the suffering of the saints (comp. Isa.

Ixiv. 11, 12) [Ps. Ixxxiii. 1, 2],
as not to terminate both immedi

ately, although men think that his wrath against the wicked

and his compassion towards the saints demand a speedy end.

Eventually what is said of the just, Sir. xxxv. 22, (or xxxii.

18) is accomplished; by no means shall the Mighty One be

long-suffering in their case.

8. Speedily He will avenge, and avenge speedily. Never

theless when the Son of man cometh, shall he find faith on the,

earth Nevertheless, not so much the prayers of the pious,
since their faith and cries will be marvellously lessened in

number and extent, as the goodness and justice of God shall

hasten it. The words KXyv, nevertheless, and the af, Lat.

num, [an interrogative particle expecting a negative answer,]
are remarkable for Ethos, [characteristic feeling] ;

the interroga
tive form, avoiding the harshness of a negative assertion. For

he will come, before the faith of the godly fails. He does

not say that faith will be universal
;
neither does he say that

there will be no faith on the earth, oppressed as it is with in-

quities and calamities; for that was not indeed wholly the

case, even at the time of the flood, Heb. xi. 7. It was right
that there should be some to receive the Messiah, with faith,

at his first coming, Luke i. 17. Much more then must there

be some faithful men, to await him at his second coming,

[Ps. Ixxii. 5, 7, 17
;]

Matt. xxiv. 31
;

xxiii. 39
;
xxv. 1, etc.

;

2 Thess. i. 10; 1 Thess. iv. 17; 1 Cor. xv. 51; Heb. ix. 28;
Pvev. xxii. 20. The Son of man To whom judgment is com

mitted, John v. 22, 27. Cometh From heaven. For the

antithesis, on the earth, follows. The future tense w^at, will

find, gives to the participle sXduv, the force of a future, cometh,

i.e., shall come, and he is speaking of his coming to avenge his

saints : 2 Thess. i. 8 : that is, of his manifest coming for the

last judgment : as the expression, Son of man implies. Comp.
chap. xvii. 24, 20. Shall . . . find Gr. zb^ffu, comp. chap.
vii. 9. The faith, by which the saints trust in the Lord, and

cry to him. The hope of better times is neither strengthened
nor weakened by this saying. The worst time, and that most
fall of careless security, most destitute of faith, will succeed
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the better time, and run on to the very coming of the Son of
man.

9. Unto certain Gr. xal vgo$ rtvag. He had before

spoken to the disciples, exhorting them to perseverance in

prayer : he now deters certain persons from rashness and per
verse self-confidence. Which trusted in themselves In them

selves, not in the grace of God, when they prayed, ver. 10.

The antithesis is KIGTIV, faith, towards God, ver. 8. So,
trusted in his own righteousness, Ezek. xxxiii. 1 3, Sept. That

For this is the very point in question, who, as he prays, is

counted righteous. Righteous Needing no justification, ver.

14. Contrasted with a sinner, ver. 13. Despised Made no

thing of in the opinion of unrighteousness. Others All and
each : ver. 11.

10. Went up From their own houses, ver. 14. The

temple was up on a hill. Comp. went down, ver. 14. [Once
going is certainly often of the greatest moment. V.G.] Topray

In prayer (the subject of discourse from ver. 1), the whole

;state of the soul is exercised. [Omit 6, the, before tic, one.

Tisch., A
If.]

A Pharisee ... a publican A marked ex

ample of each class.

11. Stood Comp. last,. Ixv. 5. A. E.
F.~\ Confidently, in

the usual place. Gr. erafois. This form, which has a middle

force, means more than icr&g, standing, said of the publican,
ver. 13. [The Pharisee stationed himself, the publican simply

stood.] With himself Gr. *$g savrbv, praying as one depen
dent on himself, giving ear to himself, as though he could bear

no man near him. Comp. in themselves, ver. 9. / thank thee

By this formula the Pharisee seems indeed to praise God

[for it is right and proper to thank God for freedom from

natural disadvantages, if it be done with truth and humility.

F.6r.] ;
but he is really congratulating himself only on his

good fortune : he speaks of himself alone. Other men The
Pharisee divides men into two classes

;
in the one, he places

the whole human race
;
the other and better class consists, it

appears, of himself alone. Extortioners He defines the chief

class of sinners to be that in which he believes the publican is

included
;

so that he may stigmatise him individually, and
the others of his class with him. The line of an old poet,

quoted by Gataker, harmonises with this notion : all are

publicans, all are extortioners. This This is indeed pointing
with the finger : Isa. Iviii. 9.

12. I fast The Pharisee boasts of his righteousness : to-
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ward God, by his prayers ; toward himself, by fasting ; and
toward other men, by tithes, etc. Twice On the second and
fifth days. The week Gr. ro\j 2/3/3arou, the Sabbath; Synec
doche. [The chief day for the whole week] All He men
tions his possessions in a spirit of pride.

13. Standing Gr. irfrwc, not tfra0e/$, taking his stand, ver.

11, nor falling on his knees, lest he should be observed whilst

praying. Afar of Not presuming to draw near. Heaven
In penitence, fear or shame may predominate. Shame is more

ingenuous than fear: chap. xv. 18, 21 Ezek. xvi. 52. A
heart is better melted, than one only crushed with terror and
fear. The sand into which the rock is crushed, retains its

hardness
;
the heart from stone made flesh, pleases God as

his work, and gives him greater glory. Smote Through pain
of heart. The hand goes where the pain is. [For what is a

penitent, but a man angered with himself? August, in Trench.]
Jer. xxxi. 19. Breast The seat of conscience. JBe merciful
to me He dares not mention God and himself in immediate
connexion. He trusted in the Divine mercy. [True peni
tents and hypocrites alike express themselves thus. In fact,

the latter steal from Scripture the words of devotion
;
and

when they meet there with familiar formulas, seek refuge

therein, however ignorant of their spirit. Thus they cite in

excuse the dying thief seeking grace at the last hour
; and

Paul glorying in his infirmity. V.Gf.] A sinner Gr. riu

apapruhp, the sinner. He is thinking of none but him
self.

14. To his house It is in the parable supposed to have
been at Jerusalem, or where the parable was uttered. Comp.
as to the house, chap. i. 56. Rather than the other Gr. v sxeT-

vo$, or %ireg ex&ivos. [But this has no manuscript support.
Tisch. reads % ya? sxsivoc, which is hardly intelligible (Trench.);

though Win. (p. 255) explains it as a strengthened interro

gative. This one went away justified ... or (went) than the

other ? Mey. and A If. (after Lach.) read &amp;lt;ra0 sxt/vov, above the

other.] In either case understand /uaXXov, rather, as in chap,
xv. 7; 1 Cor. xiv. 19, The Pharisee was not justified in any
sense ;

for he was abased. [See, brothers, a great wonder. God
is high ; exalt thyself, he flees from thee

; humble thyself, and
he stoops to thee. August, in Trench.]

15. Also infants [Rather, their infants also Gr. xa/ ra

jSogpjj.
The people not merely came themselves, but brought,

etc. Mey., Alf.] Thereby they acknowledged the kindness of
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Jesus. [These things occurred beyond Jordan, on his journey
towards Jerusalem : Matt. xix. 1,13. V.G.]

16. Galled . . unto him The more because of the dis

ciples rebuke, and with a loving tone and expression. Them
Great condescension : comp. ver. 19. With propriety he re

commends humility to us in ver. 14. [Persevering prayer is

victorious over evil
;

ver. 1
,

etc.
; humility in prayer obtains

mercy ;
ver. 9, etc. ;

but simplicity like that of children, gives
close union and familiarity with God. Q.]

17. A little child A little child can partially use his reason,
so as to receive; but an infant expresses even a lower degree,
suited to the Saviour s touch, ver. 15, 16. [The society of the

kingdom of heaven consists mostly of little children. V.GJ]
18. A . . . ruler And he a youth, Matt. 19, 20. [It

was not so much his high rank, as his wealth, that with

drew him, though a young man, from the Saviour. F.6r.]

20. Honour Even though a ruler : ver. 18.

21. [Omit /-toy, my. Tisch., Alf.]
22. [Omit raDra, these things. Tisch., Alf.~\

Distribute

Thyself. This usually affords great joy to the godly.
23. [He was very sorrowful The rich Zaccheus obtained,

in his joy, a richer reward, chap. xix. 6. F.6r.]

24. [Omit KSO/AV-TTOV ysvoftsvov, Tisch., Alf. Head, And when
Jesus saiv him, he said, etc. ; also for siffzXsuffovrai, shall enter,

read ifaxoziwvrai, (after Qiov),
do enter. Tisch., Alf.]

27. Possible Zaccheus affords an example in chap. xix.

2,9.
28. [For wdvrct, all, read rd

7&amp;lt;5/a,
our own, possessions.

Tisch., Alf.]
29. [Read, house, or wife, or brethren, or parents, etc.

Tisch., A If.]

30. Time Gr.
?ca/:&amp;lt;p.

This expresses something nearer,

than if he had said aiuvi, age.

31. Took unto him Privately, Matt. xx. 17. All things
that are written Jesus laid special emphasis on what had
been written. The Word of God, in Scripture, is the rule of

all that will come to pass, even in the life eternal. The Son
Gr. r& uiS), the dative expresses the force of the Hebrew prefix,

which is equivalent to, as concerns the Son of man : and
involves the notion of the dative of advantage. See end of

ver. 33.

32. Shall be mocked In jest. Spitefully entreated In

earnest.
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34. And . . . and . . . neither An ascending climax. This

saying Uttered by the Lord. Knew they They were shocked

at it, as something new and strange : so in Rom. vii. 15, ou

y/i/w&amp;lt;rx&amp;lt;w,
I do not recognise, [I allow not, Eng. Yer.] They

felt that they were in some measure censured, Matt. xvi. 22
;

but their consciousness of this did not go far enough.
35. [A certain blind man Concerning his companion, see

Matt. xx. 30, note. V.G.]
36. It Gr. rovro, this, this crowd.

38. Son of David The faith of the blind man is not

weakened by the fact that the Saviour was called Jesus of
Nazareth.

39. [So much the more It is good thus to repel interrup
tions of every kind. V.G-J]

41. [Omit Xsywv, saying. Tisch., Alf.~\
43. When they saiv The miracle of Jesus, and the holy

joy of the man who had received his sight.

CHAPTER XIX.

1. Passed through Zaccheus, therefore, lived in a distant

part of the town, and the tree was in the town itself.

2. [Zaccheus Heb. Zacchai, pure, as Ezra ii. 9 ;
a common

name in the Rabbinical books. Mey^\ Chief among the pub
licans A man of very high rank among his people j

his con

version was probably followed by that of many. Rich By
means of this man the evil, which another rich man had caused

by his example, is remedied ; chap, xviii. 23.

3. He sought He had therefore not known Jesus before by
sight.

4. Ran before Very eagerly. Climbed up Outward cere

mony does not usually allow a man of rank to climb a tree :

but faith conquers everything. A sycamore The sycamore,
a very lofty tree partaking of the nature of the fig and the

mulberry. Comp. chap. xvii. 6, note. [Gr. ffu/cw//,opsai&amp;gt;. This

tree is of the genus fig (ficus), but resembles the white mul

berry in leaf and general appearance. It is commonly known

(after Flint/) as Ficus ^Egyptia, the Egyptian Fig. Win. ii.

G2.] That Supply ofioS, or way, %w, place. There is an

ellipsis of did, through, as in chap. v. 19, note. Some have

supplied did.

5. Zaccheus Zaccheus could not have failed to wonder and

rejoice when addressed by name. To-day See ver. 9. /
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must For the sake of thy salvation. See ver. 10. At thy
house See again, ver. 9.

7. They all murmured Most of them from doubt rather

than from indignation. [Comp. chap. xv. 2. V.G.~\ He ivas

gone And that, too, self-invited, an unusual course for him.

[This is more significant than the eating with sinners, men
tioned in chap. xv. 2, 5, 30. V.G.}

8. Stood With deliberate and ready mind. The half
Gr. ra ripicq. The plural. So the Sept., Josh. xiii. 31.

Taken anything . . . by false accusation A frank confession,
a voluntary restitution. [Fourfold According to the law.

For Zaccheus was an Israelite, ver. 9. His Hebrew name
accords with this. V.G. Zaccheus seems to have been in

fluenced to this vow by the immediate personal impression
which the presence of Jesus made upon him. Mey.~\

9. Unto him Gr. CPO?. Yet riot directly. Comp. rgi,
Rom. x. 21. This day The day may be denoted, whereon one

heretofore lost begins to belong to Christ. See Phil. i. 5
;
Acts

ii. 41
;

xvi. 34. Comp. John iv. 52. Salvation So in ver. 10,

to save. The word accords with the name Jesus. To this house

Lately in bad repute. A household usually embraces the

faith of its head. He Himself, the head of the house. A
son of Abraham As even the Hebrew name Zaccheus show s.

10. [This verse justifies ver. 9. I am right in saying that

this day salvation is come, etc.
, for the Son of man is come, in

order to seek, etc.
Mey.&quot;]

That which was lost Gr. TO dcro-

&amp;gt;.&amp;lt;WAO,
both carelessly lost, and actually ruined. For the par

ticiple answers to the two verbs, to seek and to save. Hence
the Saviour came to the sinner, to his house.

11. He added and spake The following parable therefore

is very closely connected with what precedes ;
and with what

follows, ver. 28. Because they thought The Hebrews are of

opinion that the Messiah will assemble in Galilee the brethren

scattered throughout the world, and will lead them to the

city of Jerusalem, as the seat of his kingdom ;
that he will

thus commence his reign, arid will much frequent the Mount
of Olives. The aspect of things at that time seemed to favour

this notion. [Nor was their opinion essentially wrong ;
but

they had unseasonable views of the event. V.G} The Lord

gives them a correct view of the subject. See ver. 27, 41.

Appear Visibly on earth, in the city, and without human

power.
12. Nobleman Truly the nobility of Jesus was highest of all
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They did not suppose, however, that he had as much authority
as he gives even to his servants. See ver. 17. [We may
conclude, from the close connexion of the discourse in Luke
with what precedes, that this parable is distinct from the one

recorded in Matt. xxiv. 14
;
Mark xiii. 34. Harm.] Far

In heaven. Receive As if an Italian nobleman should seek,

in the Imperial Court of Germany,* the sovereignty of his

countrymen. For Himself by his own power. A kingdom
To this refer reign, ver. 14, 15, 27. Return From heaven,

to his servants. Ver. 15.

13. Ten To each servant a pound. Occupy Gr. vooLy-

/tanvffueQt, trade. This precept accords in sense with the

noted one, be good bankers. I come / come, he says ; not, /
return. The second coming is much the more solemn of the

two.

14. Citizens As the people of Jerusalem were. Hated
See ver. 47. Sent After his departure. This They speak

contemptuously.
15. When he was returned This refers to Christ s glorious

coming. The kingdom The actual government. To be

called By his angels.

16. Thy pound [Gr. pva, a mina, 3
]

The servant at

tributes the power not to himself, but his Lord s property.
17. Ten The reward given corresponds, not to the one

pound given, but to the ten gained. This implies degrees of

reward. Comp. ver. 19. Cities A city for a pound;
yet not even a cottage could be bought for a pound. [Ten
mince would scarcely have bought a house, and the super
abundant recompense of grace is ten cities ! Von Gerlach in

Stier.~\
The grandeur and variety of things in the kingdom of

God are great, though they are unknown to us.

20. Another Contrasted with the two former. In In a

napkin, where it could not increase.

22. [For Xeyst oz, and he said, read Xsys/, he saith. Tisch.,

AlfJ] Out of thine own mouth To the ungodly, the inner

causes of God s judgments are not revealed
;
but it is the

means of conviction which are adapted to their capacity.
23. The bank Gr. rgowsgav, the exchange table.

24. Unto them that stood by The angels.
25. They said In admiration, without envy.
26. For The interruption, in ver. 25, is passed by.
*

Beng. means the old Roman or German empire, which came to
an end in 1806. Ed.
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27. Enemies Now no longer citizens ; for they hated him,
ver. 14. For those [read rovrovg, these. Tisch., A

If.]
Join

this with enemies , comp. note 1 . For those, refers to ver.

14, and from it the name enemies is inferred. Slay Imply
ing degrees of punishment. Comp. ver. 26. .Before A
righteous spectacle.

28. Ascending up To meet the fulfilment of the parable.
29. When The several points in his journey are accurately

noted. So in ver. 36, 37, 41, 45. Of Olives See ver. 37.

[Omit ocuroD, his. Tisch., A If.] Read, Of the disciples.

30. [Add xai, and, before Xucram?, loose. Tisch., Alf]
32. found To the increase of their faith and joy. [Dis

appointment was impossible in obeying this Lord. V.G.]
33. [As they were loosing Publicly, without addressing

any one. V.G]
34. They said In the words they had been commanded

to use.

37. He was come nigh To the city. To rejoice and praise

Hymns arid rejoicings were united.

38. [Saying The very thing predicted by the Saviour in

Galilee, chap. xiii. 35, was here fulfilled. Harm.
] King It

was a noble impulse in the people, [though his outward

appearance was riot kingly. V. G.
;] yet they did not appreci

ate the significance of what they said. Comp. ver. 11, and
John xii. 16. Peace in heaven See note, chap. ii. 14.]

39. Of the Pharisees Troublesome meddlers. [Whatever
is not common, and of daily occurrence, seems excessive to

conceited and envious hypocrisy ;
but God s power cannot be

checked. Harm.]
40. [Omit auro/j, unto them. Tisch., Alf.] The stones

When power has once gone forth from God, it does not

return without accomplishing its purpose. Whatever be the

object, it finds something to do. There were stones in that

place. Cry out Gr. xexgd%ovrai. The Sept. translators use

this tense of the verb.

41. Beheld A new step of approach. The sight affected

him. On that very spot the Roman siege afterwards took

place. See on Matt. xxiv. 15. [Wept Behold the King of

peace amid the very acclamations of his disciples! Jesus

weeps over Jerusalem, and yet forces no man. V.G. But
who shall endure the sword which goeth out of his mouth,
when he shall appear on the white horse ? Rev. xix. 11, etc.

Harm.] Over it Not over himself. Comp. chap, xxiii. 28.
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42. If Gr. / . Tliou Jiadst known The things which belong
unto thy peace. Coinp. ver. 44. Eventhou After the example
of the disciples, ver. 37. At least Even yet, after so many
acceptable days. In this After so many other days, when
thou mightest have ensured thy salvation. Thy day A
very remarkable day. See end of ver. 44

;
Ps. cxviii. 24.

The things This depends upon hadst known. Peace Con
trasted with enemies, in the next verse. [The word includes

heavenly peace ; comp. ver. 38. V.G.~\ They are hid Also

by God s just judgments.
43. Days Many : because thou regardest not the one

day. Ver. 42. And . . . and . . . and Three degrees of

distress. Keep thee in Titus built a wall, and prevented all

egress.

44. Shall lay . . . even with the ground [Gr. iSap/oDcv, which

has here also the meaning usual in the Sept., to dash against
the ground. (Ps. cxxxvii. 9.) Mey. Shall level thy buildings
to the foundation, and dash thy children to the ground. A

If.]

Thy children The then present time is denoted, extending
to forty years, as in chap, xxiii. 28; Matt. xxiv. 34. Within

thee The people were assembled at the passover, when the

city was surrounded. [One stone upon another Even in the

very temple of the city. V.G. Then indeed shall the stones

cry out, ver. 40; each saying; I too am from the walls of

desolated glory; a witness that he whom this city rejected
was and is her King. Slier. Because The Jews have sought
in various sins, various causes for the destruction of their

city; the true cause is here indicated. Thou hieivest not

Rom. x. 19; nor even wished to know, chap. xiii. 34. V.G-]
45. [And A. noble zeal follows his tears. V.Gf.] The

temple The stronghold of religion, where, upon seeing his

zeal, they ought to have recognised the things which belonged
to their peace. [Omit sv aura xa,} ayoedtyrag, therein and
them that bought. Tisch., Alf.]

46. It is written See Matt. xxi. 13, note. [The reading

is, %ai sffroLt o oJxos jaou or/tog crgdtfio^Sjs.
And my house shall be

an house ofprayer. Tisch., A If.]

Al. [Taught This especially became the King. Daily
Gracious visitation ! V.G.]

48. Were very attentive Gr. i^iHgsparo, hung upon. For
his life is hung upon [Eng. Ver. bound up in] the lad s life,

Gen. xliv. 30. The constant attendance of the people pre
vented the abroach of his enemies.
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CHAPTER XX.

I. [Omit Ixs/vwv, those. Tisch, etc. Kead, of the days, i.e.,

of this, his being in Jerusalem, Alf. As he taught He
walked, taught, and preached the gospel in the temple, as in

a house wholly his own. V.G-. For f%/f/fe, chief priests,

read is&Tg, priests. Tisch., Alf.~\ With the elders They are

not mentioned in ver. 19.

3. [Omit eva, one. Tisch., Alf. Read, a thing,] Answer

me Corresponding to tell us, in ver. 2.

.5. [Omit (Zv, then. Tisch., Alf.]
6. Will stone The people ought never to have stoned the

priests or scribes for rejecting a prophet, however true; but

the misguided zeal of the multitude is frequently instrumental

in promoting a good cause.

9. Began he After the scribes had given him fresh cause.

People Whom it was necessary to guard against interruption
on the part of the chief priests; [and the sturnblingblock of

Ms approaching crucifixion. V.G. Omit ric, Tisch., Alf.

Read a man planted, etc.] For a long time After the entrance

of the people into the land of Canaan; [between this and

the destruction of Jerusalem, by the Romans, more than 1500

years intervened. V.G]
10. At the season Of fruits. Beat A climax: beat and

entreated shamefully, and wounded. So also they sent away,
and they cast out.

II. Sent Gr. ngoffeQero vi^ai, addressed himself to sending.
A Hebraism often found in the Sept.

13. It may be Gr. &quot;tug. &quot;Iffu$ occurs once in the New
Testament, and once in the Sept.; 1 Sam. xxv. 21. It de

notes, in a human sense, an opinion, conjecture, or reasonable

hope, in the same way profane writers use 7tfw; for perchance;

intrinsically, it denotes the all-wise sincerity of the Divine

goodness.
14. [For JauroSc, themselves, read dKl^Xous, each other. Also

omit Sgyrg, come. Tisch., Alf] Saying Scripture, in true and

impressive terms, describes the men s very feelings whose

depravity they themselves often do not realise. Comp. ver.

16. God, who judges us according to the truth, and men,
who natter themselves, estimate sins very differently. Let us

kill Chap. xix. 47.

16. God forbid So the Sept. render the Hebrew text. The
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meaning is, far be it from us to kill the heir. Comp. next

verse, and John xii. 34. [Men frequently refuse to acknowledge
the degree of wickedness with which God charges them.

7.Q.]
17. He beheld them Gr. fa/SXs-^aj, having looked upon, to

arouse their attention in reference to themselves. Accent,

gesture, expression, frequently augment the force of the words.
That is written See Matt. xxi. 42, note.

18. That That great stone, long ago predicted in the

psalm.
19. [Transpose and read, the scribes and chiefpriests. Tisch.,

Alf] The same hour With increasing hatred. Comp. chap,
xix. 47. For Refer this to they sought.

20. [Just men As if anxiously asking for conscience sake.

He who is thus concerned, really carries away with him a

clear reply. V.G. That they might Namely, the chief priests
and scribes. Mey.] Words Gr. Xoyou. The same case fol

lows the verb in ver. 26, g^aaroj, word. Power Of the

Jewish rulers, and afterwards to Pilate.

21. Rightly Strictly, inflexibly. [How much to be sus

pected are the praises of the world! Q.]
23. [Omit the clause, Why tempt ye me? Tisch., Alf.]
27. [Deny Truth is of highest antiquity; error is a recent

contradiction of it
; although those in error frequently regard

their own opinion as the more ancient. V.G.]
30. [Omit this verse, except the words xuj o dtv~:Po$, and

the second. Tisch., Alf.]
31. The seven also That is, the rest of the seven. [Omit xai,

and, before o-j xarsXi
Trov, they left; and punctuate thus: In

like manner the seven also left no children, etc. Tisch., Alf.]
32. [Omit vdvruv, of all. Tisch., Alf. Eead afterwards

the woman died also.]

33. [For tv rr\ out/, etc., read /i ywv\ ovv sv
rfi, etc. Tisch., Alf.

Bead the woman, then, in the resurrection, of which of them
is she wife ?]

34. [Omit acroxgids/V, answering. Tisch., A If. The children

of this world Who are mortal
;
not even all the pious being

excepted. V.G.] The contrast is the children of God, ver. 36.

35. Accounted worthy Truly a great honour, So chap,
xxi. 36. That ivot Id and the resurrection Even before the

resurrection there is an entrance into that world. From the

dead All will rise again; but the saints shall risefrom among
VOL. i 2 i
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the wicked, respecting whom a resurrection is not foretold, but
a more complete ruin in soul and body. So Acts iv. 2.

36. Neither Their body is so perfect, that they are subject
neither to the marriage law nor to death, which gave oppor

tunity for the succession of brothers. That will be a state

more durable than that of Adam, for they are equal unto

the angels An ^Etiology [expression assigning a reason]

giving the reason of there being no marriages there. Children

of God Just as the angels. Being Resolve this into, be

cause they are. Of the resurrection Which includes immor

tality. In opposition to die, an instance of Ploce. [That is,

the repetition of a word to express some attribute of
it.]

37. Even Moses Not merely the rest of the prophets, but

even Moses. Calleth In writing out God s words concerning
himself.

38. For This is the kind of conclusion where we might
have expected therefore. But in its place, we read for. as in

Rom. iii. 28, [where Seng, reads
ya&amp;gt;e,for,

instead of oOv, then:

and so, Alf. (after Griesb. and Lach.); but Tisch. retains the

oui*],
in this sense. Argument has been employed ;

for this

point of truth was to be demonstrated. All Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob, and all whose God is the God, but who are dead

to men. To men they are dead; to God they live. Live

With the soul; and will live too with soul and body. The
whole time of the separation of the soul from the body is as

a moment compared to the union originally intended, and des

tined to last for ever
;
and to God, to whom the future is not

distant, nay, to whom it is present; Rom. iv. 17. Unto him
To God, not to mortals. Moreover, they so live to God, as

to enjoy him [1 Pet. iv.
6.]

39. Thou hast well said For this reason, too, the truth

ought to be freely spoken, because, though it offend some, it

is nevertheless approved by others.

40. [For de, and, read yot,for. Tisch., Alf.~\

41. [How say they Commentators, teachers. V.GJ]
42. The Book of Psalms At that time, and long before,

the Psalms were read in a collected form.

45. [All the people To give public warning of dangerous

men, is an imperative duty. V.G. For ro% /ActQnraig avrov,

unto his disciples, read ergo? av-ovc, unto them. Tisch., Alf.~\

46. [Which desire The intention frequently spoils a thing
not bad in itself. V.G.]
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CHAPTER XXI.

1. Looked up From his hearers [the disciples, chap. xx.

45. Mey.], to others. [Whatever thou doest, Jesus looks at

thee also, thy action, and intent. V.G. Beholding as atten

tively as then, the visible hand and the invisible heart, both

of rich and poor. QJ\
3. [Of a truth Gr. a^&us. Luke often coincides with

Mark ;
but Mark is more partial to Hebraisms than Luke.

Luke uses the Greek aXjj05g, of a truth, more frequently than

the Hebrew, a/aviv, verily. So the rest of the evangelists con

stantly use the word Rabbi, but Luke never. As Paul was
the apostle of the Gentiles, so Luke, the companion of Paul,
wrote with especial reference to the Gentiles. Harm. A mis

take. Luke has dXrrfZx;, of a truth, but three times : chap. ix.

27; xii. 44; xxi. 3; and d^v, verily, amen, eight times;

chap. iv. 24
;

xii. 37 ;
xiii 35

; xviii. 17, 29
;

xxi. 32 xxiii.

43
;
xxiv. 53.]

5. Gifts Various costly memorials were dedicated to it for

ever. See Josephus. [Such as banners, tombstones, and
other similar things, which are nowadays usually hung up and
erected in churches. V.G. Omit roD

soij, of God. Tisch., Alf.~\

6. These things The subject. The predicate follows,

which is again subdivided into subject and predicate. Thest

things are such, that the days will come, when, etc. So tha

Sept. 2 Kings i. 4 : ^ ;cX/v?j ep yj$ dvsfirig sxsT, ou
?cara/3^&amp;lt;J?j acr*

awTTJs, the bed upon which thou hast ascended there, thou shall

not go down from it.

7. But when Gr. croYs
oui&amp;gt;,

when therefore; ovv, a particle

expressing wonder and assent. Sign Both parts of the

answer meet the question about the sign ;
ver. 11, 25.

8. The time draweth near The time of the Messiah. This

is truly the case in a general sense. Mark i. 15. The true

Messiah has many characteristics, one of which is, the true

time of both his advents. But false Messiahs and impostors
in a spirit of boasting assigned a false time for the exaltation

of Jerusalem by the kingdom of God, when its destruction

was imminent : ver. 24.

9. Wars Among equals. Commotions Of inferiors against

superiors, and civil strife, by which the constitution of states is

subverted. These are the preludes of ivars beyond. In this

chapter, especially, Luke renders the Lord s words in different

language from Matthew and Mark : ver. 15, 20, etc. So also,
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for the wars and rumours of wars of these evangelists, Luke

says here, wars and commotions.

10. Then said he unto them A short pause is shown to

have intervened : ver. 29.

11. [Add fs after
&amp;lt;rs/&amp;lt;r,ac/,

and place /.arcc roxovg after xcti.

Tisch., Alf. Head, And there shall be great earthquakes, ana
here and there famines and pestilences, etc.] Fearful sights

and . . . signs ffendiadt/s, [that is, the use of two nouns for

a noun and its limiting adjective; here for fearful signs.]
These appear to have been in the lower region of the sky.

Comp. ver. 25, where greater signs follow. Some omens are

not to be despised. See Josephus again.
12. Before Gr. Kgb, here, denotes not so much the time

(comp. Matt. xxiv. 9), as the importance of the events, as

1 Pet. iv. 8.

13. It shall turn With a saving issue : Phil. i. 19. To

you In Mark, chap. xiii. 9, it is them. The apostles were to

act as a testimony toward them.

14. Settle it Strive for this alone, that ye be not dis

quieted. [It is truly the best study to commit one s self to

GOD. V.G.]
15. /In Matt. x. 20, this is attributed to the Spirit of

the Father; Jesus now speaks in accordance with his own
exalted state. Will give Being with you always. A mouth

Refer gainsay to this. Some African, Belgian, and other

martyrs were enabled to speak, even after their tongues had
been cut out. [Comp. the observations on Markxvi. 17. E.B.~\
Wisdom To this refer resist. Wisdom is power. A dversaries

It is easy to be an adversary ;
it is not easy to gainsay or

resist. [Transpose, and read resist or gainsay. Tisch., Alf.]
16. Both, lit., even [Eng. Ver. wrongly, both ; Gr. xa/

1

.]

By parents, not merely by strangers. [This declaration less

properly refers to the parents of Peter or of John (Mark xiii. 3)
than to those of the remaining apostles or disciples. V.CrJ]

Shall they cause to be put to death Some : as James the

brother of John.

18. An hair A proverbial expression. Perish Without
the special providence of God unrecompensed, prematurely.

Most, or at all events, some of the apostles outlived the de

struction of Jerusalem. [It is better to understand perish in

a Messianic sense ; the perishing which is eternal shall not in

the least degree touch you. Mey. True, not corporeally, but

of the real and only life of Christ s disciples. AlfJ\
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19. In your patience To which ye have been called. A
paradox. The worldly seek their soul s safety by repelling
force with force. Not so the saints : Rev. xiii. 10. [For xrjj-

caffQi, possess ye, read KTqetaQs, ye shall possess, Tisch., Alf. So

Beng. Render, By your endurance ye shall possess your souls.

Alf.] Ye possess Beng., Ye shall possess In safety (Matt,
xxiv. 13), with the enjoyment of what you are. Souls Even
at the sacrifice of all else. [Patience is the most useful of all

things. In straggle and resistance is our worst course. V.G.]
20. With armies Legions. Know The siege will not be

raised. The stubborn Jews, when the siege was at its height,
nevertheless thought that it would be raised.

21. [Then Where all human wisdom fails, true Christians

are aided by the word and guidance of their Master and
Lord. V.G.] Of it The city: in which, meanwhile, they
were to tarry : chap. xxiv. 47, 49. That are in the countries

Who inhabit towns and villages: see on Matt. xxiv. 16.

[Gr. Iv raft ^w^a/g, meaning here rather, on their farms, Mey
in the fields, Alf.]

22. Of vengeance Gr. sKdi^ffsug, of full vengeance, Matt,
xxiii. 35. Vengeance seizes those who do not flee

; see ver.

23
; Exod. ix. 19, 20. If any man does not flee, after due

warning, and is thus involved, let him suffer. This word is

very emphatic, 2 Mace. vi. 14. Which are written As in

Daniel.

23. [Omit 8s, but. Tisch., Alf. On the earth Not in the

land, as Eng. Ver., but on the earth, opposed to this people.

Alf.] Even outside of Judea. The same phrase occurs, ver.

25
;
but more forcibly, ver. 35. [The omission of the particle

ev is favoured as well by the margin of both editions, as also

by the Ger. Ver. E. BJ\ Upon this people For despising so

great grace from heaven. [The name Israel is avoided in this

case. V.G.]
24. Shall be trodden down Gr. iffrai irarovfievij. This im

plies more than KaTTjQqasrai, shall be trodden down; it shall be

in a trodden down and desecrated state : comp. note on 1 Tim.
i 9. The derivation of Jebus, the ancient name of the city,
accords with this. So in Rev. xi. 2, etc. : the holy city shall

they tread under foot forty and two months ; although the

angel there speaks of a determined and notable time of its

degradation ;
whereas in Luke all the times of its abasement

are referred to. In point of fact, in whatever way we explain
the forty and two months, Jerusalem has been trodden down
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by the Roman, the Persians, the Saracens, the Franks, the

Turks, for a far longer period of time
;
and it will continue to

be trodden down until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled.

Moreover, the times of the Gentiles are those allotted to the

Gentiles to tread down the city : and they will come to an

end when the conversion of the Gentiles shall be fully con

summated : Rom. xi. 25
;
Rev. xv. 4

; for, while treading
down the city, the Gentiles are unbelievers. The expression,
the times of the Gentiles, is used as the time of figs, and the

time of the dead: Mark xi. 13
; Rev. xi. 18. We are not to

infer from it that the temple and its emblematical worship
will be restored

; yet many Christian worshippers will be there,

as even to-day there are some, and amongst them, Israelites :

and in the same last days Gog and Magog will assault it : Rev.

xx. 9. Until Tacitly concludes this part of the prediction.
From this verse to ver. 27, are summed up all the times which
are to follow the destruction of the city, up to the end of all

things. The times of the Gentiles Gr. xateo) t&tuv, peculiarly
theirs

; avru\&amp;gt;, their, is not used, but s&vuv, of the Gentiles, is

repeated, to show the agreement of the event with the predic
tion. The article is not added. The times of Israel, which

would have been perpetual if Israel had been obedient, Ps.

Ixxxi. 13-16, are interrupted by the times of the Gentiles. The
latter had intervals, as in the fourth and twelfth centuries.

Hence the plural, xaicoi, times. A time of the Gentiles was
fulfilled in the reign of Constantine ;

and then the treading
down of Jerusalem abated

;
but only for a time. The times

when the Christians held Jerusalem were brief intervals, if

compared with those in which the Gentiles occupied the city.

25. Signs Different from those in ver. 11. In the sun

The language is to be taken literally: because the earth, sea,

and heaven are separately enumerated. [Those things men
tioned in the first days of creation, are here placed in inverted

order : 1. The sun and moon with the stars
;

2. The earth

and sea ;
3. The heaven. Upon the earth See ver. 26, 35.

V.G.] Distress . . . perplexity . . .failing Form a climax. Of
nations With which are contrasted individual men, even

Jews. See next verse. [For fyouffrie, roaring, read #;/our,

roar. Tisch., A If. So Beng. Read, in perplexity at the roar

of the sea and waves; or (A If.)
in despair on account of the

noise of, etc.] But the idea is not that the sea and the waves

roar ; but there is an ^%of, a roar, of the sea, and a tfaXog,

agitation, which affect the ear and the eye. Comp. Ps. xlvi
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3, the ivaters thereof roar and be troubled.
r

H^or, roar, is

also neuter, as well as masculine. There are four clauses,

equally implying terror : 1. And there shall be SIGNS in the sun,
and in the moon, and in the stars; 2. And upon the earth DIS

TRESS of nations; 3. In PERPLEXITY at the roar of the sea and

waves; 4. Men s hearts FAILING them. The words in perplexity
are more closely connected with what follows, than with what

precedes, whether Jj;ou$ xa/ ffaMu, roaring and waves, be the

objective or temporal genitive. It may appear that the objec
tive genitive, in this passage, renders the construction strange
and forced, because uKogia, if it denotes want, usually takes

the genitive of the thing wanted, as want of food, of means,
etc. Similar phrases are not wanting as jj s^ovaia u/tuv, POWER
over you, 1 Cor. ix. 12; TO

vperegov sXsog, the mercy shoivn

towards you, &quot;Rom. xi. 31
;

o
&amp;lt;po@o$

rwv loudcc/cav, fear arising

from the Jews, John vii. 13
; raoa^ai ffxiag dai/drov, terrors of

the shadow of death, Job xxiv. 17, where raea%ai, terrors,

answers to [the Hebrew word which] is rendered by d-rog/a,

terror, in Lev. xxvi. 16. If this does not satisfy us, %%ou$ nai

ffaXoy, roaring and waves, ought to be taken as genitives of

time, as ^//AWVO;, in the winter, VUKTO;, at night, GafiSdrov, on

the Sabbath. [Of the sea For joy. Ps. xcvi. 11-13
; xcviii.

7-9. V.G.]
26. Fear and . . . looking after Fear, of the present ; expecta

tion, of the future. Not even the righteous will be altogether
free from a kind of terror : comp. chap. xxiv. 37, 38. But

they will soon recover themselves. For the powers This is

now not a bare sign, but one of those things which are coming
on the earth.

27. [Coming To judgment. See ver. 36. In a cloud

The singular. Comp. note on Matt. xxiv. 30. F.6r.]

28. When these things begin Comp. the beginning, Matt,

xxiv. 8. Therefore refer these things to ver. 8, 9, 10, etc., and
this passage treats of preparation for the nearer events

; but,

in ver. 34, 35, he treats of the preparation for the last day.
Look up, and lift up your heads So as to perceive the event

as soon as possible which answers to your expectation, and to

welcome it joyfully. Comp. chap. xxiv. 5. Job x. 15. In

the Sept. to lift up the head, is expressed by avcutv^cu, also

&amp;lt;jtoc/ xspaX/jv, Judges viii. 28. liedemption From many
miseries, ver. 12, 16, 17. Deliverance from the miseries of

the Jews. [Rather, the completion of your redemption by my
appearing. A

If.
While the Levitical shadows, with the city
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and temple, existed, the kingdom of God, or the free exercise

of Christianity, was as yet impeded. This is compared to the

beauty of summer, ver. 30, 31 : but old things must first be

abolished. V.G.]
29. The fig-tree A common tree, and early in bloom. All

Good and bad trees.

30. Of your ownselves Even without instruction. This is

also understood in the conclusion.

31. The kingdom To which the old city must yield. [See

chap. ix. 27. The wicked vine-dressers being slain, the vine

yard was let to others: Matt. xxi. 41, 43. V.G. Christians

should improve this hint, by viewing the resurrection of nature

in the spring as a foretaste of the resurrection of the just, and
a sign of the coming of the Sun of Righteousness. Q.~\

32. [This generation Forty years intervened between this

discourse and the destruction of Jerusalem.
V.6r.~\

Be fulfilled

He is speaking of what was embraced in the question, ver.

7, and is discussed from ver. 8 to ver. 24 ; though the addi

tion, ver. 25-27, is not altogether excluded
;
for the beginning

once made, the remaining events do not pause, but are con

tinually coming to pass, and rolling onward towards the end.

34. Lest . . . be overcharged Gr. /x-^-rors (Ba^duciv. f3deo$

expresses drowsy torpor : Matt. xxvi. 43. With surfeiting
and drunkenness Gr. xgaLiwdty *ai i&ty, is sickness produced

by the previous day s drunkenness. The cares of this life

In planting, purchasing garments, gardens, houses : chap,
xvii. 27, 28. That The last day. In contrast with this,

ver. 32. The universality of its visitation harmonises with

this. See ver. 35. Upon you With these are contrasted all

the rest of the world, mere dwellers on earth. The character

of the latter is expressed, chap. xvii. 27, 28. Unawares

Sudden, unexpected, unforeseen. The same term occurs, 1

Thess. v. 3. Refer to this for, ver. 35.

35. On all them that dwell on the face of the whole earth

Sept. in Jer. xxv. 29, has upon- all the inhabitants of the earth.

Comp. you, contrasted with this, in ver. 34, where see note.

36. Watch Mark xiii. 33. [For oiv, therefore^
read de,

but. Tisch., Alf.~\
And pray always chap, xviii. 1. At

every time, whether the things which are immediately to

happen are regarded, (ver. 31, 32), the nearer events, about to

befall the city, or that day, the day of the Son of man : ver.

28} 34. This conclusion includes the whole discourse con-
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cerning the city and the world. To escape Suddenly.
Stand For the force of this word, see on Matt. xii. 25.

37. [In the day time This refers to the days just preced

ing : comp. chap. xix. 47. For the Saviour, Matt, xxiii. 39
;

xxiv. 1, left the temple : a fact which Luke states later, as

closely connected with chap. xxii. 1, 2; although in Matthew
and Mark some of Jesus discourse is placed between. Harm.]

38. All the people came early in the morning Very differ

ent was their conduct a little later, chap, xxiii. 18.

CHAPTER XXII.

1. Which is called Therefore Luke assumes that those to

whom he writes do not all know what the Jewish passover
was. So John ii. 13. Add John xix. 40, 42.

2. [And the chiefpriests . . . sought Judas sought the same

thing, ver. 6. Vile pursuit. 7.6?.] For The reason why
they sought suitable means. [Most pitiable fear, succeeded

by atrocious joy, ver. 5. 7.6?.]

3. Entered The time of the fact is stated in John xiii. 27.

[The fearful event occurred before the day of unleavened
bread : ver. 7; John xiii. 1. 7.6?. There may be one Judaa
or more in the holiest company. We need not therefore

leave it. QJ\
4. The chief priests and captains Different classes of men

conspired ; ffTgarqyoi rov hoou, captains of the temple, were the

Jewish officers in command of the soldiers on watch at the

temple. See ver. 52. See Acts iv. 1, comp. 1 Mace. iv.

60, 61.

5. They were glad As at a thing desired and unexpected.
7. Came Sosinus Perastianus of Cephalonia explains this

of the near approach, not of the actual coming of the day of

unleavened bread, in order to push forward the passover to

the Sabbath. But this came is much more limited in mean

ing, than drew nigh, in ver. 1. Luke therefore, like Matthew
and Mark, clearly points out the actual arrival of the day of

unleavened bread. [Must According to the law.
7.6?.]

8. Peter and John Peter was first in dignity ;
and yet

John was the more intimate. [While both these were execut

ing his commands, Jesus was able, the traitor being now
excluded, the more to confirm the remaining nine in the

faith. V.G.]
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13. Found With the joy of faith.

14. [The hour At evening appointed for the eating of the

Paschal Lamb. V.G. Omit Mfaxu, twelve. Tisch., A If.]

15. And Verses 15-18 describe a kind of prelude, as it

were, to the Holy Supper. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 29. / have

desired For the sake of the disciples, to whom he wished at

length to reveal himself more openly in this leave-taking;
and for his own sake as well, because he was about to enter

into his glory immediately. This Peculiarly memorable.

Before Explaining this. [His enemies left him scarcely time

enough : yet they were forced to delay their deed until after

both the passover banquet and several other events. V.6f.]
16. Until Then shall the heavenly feast be celebrated.

See ver. 30. It be fulfilled The Paschal Lamb, the type of
the heavenly kingdom. In the kingdom Ver. 18, 30.

17. Took Gr. fa^dfttvot. As^o/tai is said of that which is

presented. Jesus acted as the head of the family : he
caused the cup to be handed to him. Yourselves He seems
first to have drunk himself. Comp. the preceding verses,

(note also ver. 20.) Comp. Matt. xxvi. 26, note.

18. For That is, do not wait until I drink any more
here. Drink An important body of manuscripts add dirb

D vvv, henceforth, corresponding to ovx sri, not any more, in

ver. 1 6. [But the reading is not sufficiently supported. Tisch.,

Alf., etc.] Henceforth is the expression in Matt. xxvi. 29.

19. This This cup, we read in ver. 20; but the bread is

not added
; because bread does not so well accord with the

complex term \my body which is given] as the cup [with the

New Testament in my blood, which is shed.] Which is given

for you As in the Old Testament, part of the victim was
offered to God, and part eaten by the Israelites : so Christians

receive, in the Lord s Supper the one body, which Jesus Christ

offered to the Father, for, that is, instead of, Matt. xx. 28. Given
to death. Do Eat. Do does not convey here the idea of

sacrifice. It is a wrong as against the only Priest of the New
Testament, to ascribe sacerdotal power and dignity before God
to the ministers of the Lord s Supper. Remembrance See
1 Cor. xi. 25, 26, note. [At the first celebration, Jesus was
still present, and, therefore, there was properly no occasion for

remembrance. The future therefore is contemplated in this

term. V.G.]
20. Likewise We should not therefore separate or confound

the two parts of the Lord s Supper; as if the bread sufficed
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without the cup, or as if the blood were received with the

body. The ancients thought it imcourteous to drink bread:

and it is not for us to eat the Lord s cup. The cup He took

and gave. The refers to ver. 17, where the cup is mentioned
with the wine. For a noun, when used twice, has frequently
no article the first time

;
it is employed, however, if the noun

be repeated. Matt. ii. 1, 7
;

1 Cor. viii. 1 ; Heb. ii. 8. After

supper, not the sacramental supper : thus passing to greater
arid final events. The new testament in my blood This is

equivalent to my blood, which is of the New Testament. Oomp.
note on 1 Cor. x. 16. So we read the promise of the Spirit,
that is, the promised Spirit, Gal. iii. 14. Which is shed for

you This belongs to the predicate, blood (for the full cup is

not shed, or poured out, but drained], and is in opposition to

the clause, in my blood; similar cases occur, 2 Cor. viii. 23
;

xi. 28, note
;
Kev. i, 5

; Sept. Lev. vi. 8, otherwise 15; Gen.
xxi. 33

;
Deut. xxxiii. 16.

21. Rut The contrast is between ro . . . btod^vov, which is

given, ver. 19, and ffaoadidovroc, that betrayeth, in this passage.

[But notwithstanding this very declaration of love, in giving

my body and blood for you, there is one here who shall be

tray me. AlfJ] But intimates that Jesus delightful converse

with his disciples [ver. 15-20] will soon be broken off. [And, at

the same time, he implies that he is forthwith to be withdrawn
from them, by the agency of a traitor, and that therefore his re~

membrance should be for the future celebrated by his disciples.

F.6r.]
The particle proves that Judas was present, and par

took of the Lord s Supper. Comp. ver. 14. That this was a

continuous discourse appears from the fact that Luke has not

even employed here the formula so usual with him, and he

saith. The hand Which has taken the holy Supper, and

pledged its treacherous faith to my enemies. [On receiving
the thirty pieces of silver. V. G.] So Ambrose said to Theo-

dosius, Wilt thou stretch forth those hands of thine, yet reeking
with the blood of unrighteous murder, and with them take the

most holy body of the Lord? \Witli me He does not s&yivith

you. Thus separating the traitor from the rest of the disciples,

and showing that now he alone has to do with that wretch,
as with an enemy. V.G.~\

22. [For xai, and, read In, for. Tisch., A If. As it was de

termined What was determined or appointed, we may know
from Scripture. See ver. 37

;
Mark xiv. 21. V.G.}

24. And . . . also Not merely the traitor, but also the
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eleven, troubled the Lord. A strife Fraught with danger.

Corap. ver. 31. [This contention certainly occurred within

the city : and to the words which Jesus spake to allay it,

Luke adds, besides other things, the prediction of Peter s

denial, which Matthew and Mark mention after his departure
from the city. Harm.] Which of them should be accounted

By unanimous consent. The, greatest Gr. /MI^UV, greater, as

the first, the second, the third, etc. The question did not con

cern the greatest alone.

25. Are called Gr. xaXovvrai. The middle voice
;

call

themselves. They assume this title. Benefactors So in 2

Mace. iv. 2, Onias is said to be the benefactor of the city.

26. [But ye Having humbled them by this address, he
exalts them by the other in ver. 28. V.G. He that is greatest,

lit., the greater Gr. 6
/jt,t&amp;lt;?uv, i.e., really greater, not he who

would be so
;

let him claim no more than the younger. Mey.~\

Younger In age or discipleship.

27. For He proves his statement by his own example.
/ Jesus speaks in the first person, where he treats of serving ;

before, in the third person. For whether is greater ? Among
you On equal terms. He appeals to the present. [Serveth
A clear allusion to the washing of their feet ly the Lord.

John xiii. 5, etc. De W., A If.]

28. But Gr. 8s [not rendered in Eng. Ver.] More shall

be given you than you hope for; not some precedency

among yourselves, but a kingdom to each. [The Lord well

knows how to promote his people to honour. He revealed to

them this very privilege, when the danger of its arousing their

pride was less imminent. V.G. Ye are they Whom the

heavenly Father would have to know and behold my obedience.

Erasm. Met/.] Temptations The disciples were called after

his temptation in the wilderness. Therefore the whole life of

Jesus Christ was full of trials [from Satan, the world, the

scribes, etc. V.G.], through which he entered into glory. So
is it with believers. Christ also tried the disciples. [They
stood firm at all points. John vi. 68. V.G. It is Jesus Christ

himself, who, through all time, endures, in his church, the

temptations of the world. Q.]
29. And I And in turn 7. The sense is : I also will

preserve you in your dangerous trials (comp. Rev. iii. 10)
until you enter the kingdom. But this is concisely expressed ;

for entrance into the kingdom presupposes preservation in

trials. [Comp. John vi. 39.1 Appoint Now by these very
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words. The promise precedes the warning. See ver. 31.

Flacius and Beza translate, / covenant to give. E. Schmid.,
/ assign by will. The word is appropriate to one dying.
Heb. ix. 15, 16. [However, the word soon has a wider mean

ing when applied to the Father. V. G.] A kingdom In a

kingdom there is usually a royal and splendid style of living
and food, with royal power and its exercise. Both are pro
mised in the next verse. [Then, indeed, the question, who
is the greater, will have been easily forgotten by all. He
who regards such great blessings as these which are promised
will easily disregard the world. V.G.] Unto me Who have
continued steadfast.

30. That ye may eat Not as attendants. See ver. 27. At
my table Contrasted with the landlord s table. See ver. 12.

[For sit, read xct6/(tea6s, ye shall sit. Tisch., Alf.~]
Sit In my

kingdom. See Matt. xix. 28. Tribes Each tribe, one by one.

31. [Omit stirs ds 6 Kvyiog, and the Lord said. Tisch., AJf.~\

Simon, Simon A most impressive Epizeuxis [repetition for

the sake of force]. Peter also had joined in the strife, ver.

24, which was hostile to faith, John v. 44. Behold That is,

the fact is in this instance clear from its manifest effect
;

Peter, however, did not suppose that it came from the Tempter.
Satan Not satisfied with Judas, ver. 3. Hath desired better,

hath sought you out Gr. s^r^ffctro [better than Eng. Ver., hath

desired], from your shelter. Satan demanded that Peter should
be given up to him, as Job was

; but the Saviour repulsed him.
The contrast is, / have prayed. You . . . for tliee Satan had

perceived the great faith of Peter, and that he was liable to

fall
;
he thought that, if Peter were once vanquished, all would

be overcome. But Jesus, by preserving Peter, whose fall would
have involved that of the rest, preserved them all. Indeed,
this whole discourse of our Lord assumes that Peter is chief

of the apostles, and that the danger of the others will be less

or greater according as he stands or falls. But he was first in

faith, not in authority. Whereas Peter s pretended successor,
after degenerating from the purity of the faith, whilst arro

gating to himself the sole supremacy in faith and in power,
fell wholly and miserably into the sieve. The other soldiers

usually follow the foremost
; the foremost are in greater peril

than the rest
;
the foremost need especially to be guarded by

their own care and prayers, and by those of the watchman.

Sift-r-Qr. oiudffou. 2/Wof, a sieve : corn is shaken and tossed

in a sieve ; and men do so to cleanse it. But Satan sifted in
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order to destroy the apostles faith, while bringing them into

mutual collision, by exciting confusion without and within, in

things high and low. As As easily.

32. Prayed A striking word. / have prayed, although

thou, Peter, wert ignorant of what was being done. Jesus

prayed for his disciples ; Satan, therefore, could not seek him
out. That thy faith fail not He does not say, that thou

mightest not be sifted. Though Satan sifted Peter, he did not

entirely deprive him of faith. Satan sought to obscure

Peter s faith
;
but the light of faith immediately shone out

again in him after the strife, and after the denial. Peter,

during his wavering, remained, in spite of it, still Peter ; just
as James and John, though their outward speech was refined,

were nevertheless truly the sons of thunder. [Faith Which

pride is assailing, and Satan is endangering. V.G.] When Gr.

R-ors (John ix. 13); xors is used even of a short interval.

Here it is indefinite, tvhenever, sooner or later. When thou

art converted, strengthen, Beng., strengthen in thy turn In

consideration of the fact that thy brethren are now endan

gered through thee : SKiffrgs-^ag, having turned, is here to be

construed as an adverb. Comp. turned, Acts vii. 42. [But
it seems better to give it the force, having turned to God.

Alf.] /Strengthen What I now do to thee, do thou to those

like thee, whom thou hast previously caused to waver. Peter

did so not long after, Acts ii., iii., iv., and in both of his

epistles, where this very word is often repeated ;
1 Pet. v. 10;

2 Pet. i. 1 2
;

iii. 16, 17; ii. 4. And we may often observe

that Jesus words were subsequently used by the apostles.

Thy brethren Not our brethren. For Peter s brethren were

such in a very different sense from the Lord s brethren. The
rest of the apostles were Peter s brethren, Matt, xxiii. 8

;
but

as they afterwards did not need Peter s confirmation, it is to

be understood of feeble believers.

33. Heady Peter is very self-confident. [Much readiness

and uncommon courage had been necessary. One may reason

ably suppose that Peter was so very self-reliant with respect
to those things which had been recently mentioned concern

ing the disciples constancy, and the Lord s intercession (ver.

28, 32). And doubtless both had their effect, but not that

which he imagined. V.G.] With thee These words are

emphatic, especially as they stand first. Comp. Ps. xviii. 30.

Into The heaviest trials are imprisonment and death. [But
it was not becoming that Jesus should be imprisoned. Hav-
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ing once begun, lie continued even until his last breath, amid
the very bands of his enemies, and on the cross, openly to

practise and teach virtue. V.G-J]

34. This day Although thou, Peter, mayest think thyself

ready. [For irgb % before that, read su;, until. Tisck., AlfJ]
35. And he said to them This is intended to arouse the

watchfulness of the disciples, that they might not rely on their

own strength. When Not, as often soever. For we read

that the seventy were sent but once, chap. x. 4
;
and the

twelve but once, chap. ix. 3. [Comp. the note on Matt. x. 1.]
/ sent The Lord fed them while they were present with

him. Purse and scrip On the difference between these

words, see note on Matt. x. 9, 10.

36. [But now When Jesus gave himself as a criminal into

men s hands, it was not fitting to afford the disciples extra

ordinary protection against the world. Therefore he permits
them to use the ordinary means of support and defence : in

forming them of the fact at this appropriate time.
F.6?.]

Scrip Likewise he that hath a scrip, let him take it. That is,

no one will be your friend, many your enemies. [A concrete

representation of the enmity which should exist between them
and the world : and the opposition and conflict of their apos
tolic career. Mey.~\ He ivho hath no Money [not as Eng.
Vers., He who hath no sivord, A/f.] wherewith to buy. Gar
ment Which is more necessary than a purse. Buy The

consequent for the antecedent. That is, you will find men
not only not liberal, but altogether your enemies. Hence
the apostles, from this time until the day of Pentecost, main
tained not only privacy, but sometimes entire seclusion :

John xvi. 32; xix. 27; xx. 10, 19. [SwordNot to kill any
one, but to restrain the sword of others. F.r.]

37. This .... yet Gr. in rovro, still this last prediction,
after so many others. (On the Gr. TO, Mark xv. 28, note.)
And This last step presupposes the rest. The things concern

ing me Those written of Messiah as suffering : comp. chap,
xxiv. 27, end. Have an end Have reached their consumma
tion. Just before we have rsXsadijvai, be accomplished, i.e.,

consummated. Among men, this is an act j but in reality it

is the consummation. End Rom. x. 4.

38. Here They had found them in the supper-room, or

had brought them, see ver. 49. [For before they had not

worn swords
;
otherwise the Lord would have forbidden their

use, when the disciples were sent, ver. 35. V.G-J\ Tiv^
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Comp. John vi. 9. It is enough That is, there is no need of

more than two swords. Jesus answered so briefly that the dis

ciples might clearly understand his opinion upon the question
of buying a sword, ver. 36. Comp. John xiv. 30. A phrase
not unlike occurs, 1 Mace. ii. 33

;
Deut. iii. 26, let it suffice thee.

39. As Ue ivas wont Thus the disciples did not immedi

ately notice anything new or striking. To the mount of Olives

A red heifer used to be led forth to this mountain for sacri

fice. [Omit ayr&D, 7m. Tisch., Alf. He id, the disciples. ]

Followed Of their own accord.

40. At the place The sight of the place moved Jesus.

[That ye enter not Prayers are not merely recommended

generally as a remedy for temptation ; but the subject of

prayer is herein indicated. F.6r.]

41. [Was withdraiun By deep emotion. Stone s cast

Near enough to be heard in the still night. Mey.]
42. If thou be willing, remove Gr. si (8o6Xc/ KapenyiteTv.

The infinitive is frequently used for the imperative in Greek.

See note Rev. x. 9. And here, indeed, such an Enallage

[change of mood] expresses the lowly reverence of Jesus to

wards the Father, which an Aposiopesis [suppression] of the

verb remove, will render still more notable.

43. And This appearance of the angel signified that He
was drinking the cup, and that his prayer was granted. So

utterly incapable is human reason of comprehending the depth
of his agony that some formerly omitted this entire paragraph.
&quot;When his baptism is mentioned with the cup, the cup signi

fies his inward suffering ;
for instance, his abandonment on

the cross
;
the baptism denotes his outward suffering : comp.

Mark x. 38, note. Where the cup is mentioned alone, his

entire passion is understood, at all events in such a way that

the inward includes the outward suffering. Strengthening
Not by encouragement, but by invigoration. The same verb

occurs, Acts ix. 19.

44. Agon}/ His greatest grief and anguish (comp. note on

Matt. xxvi. 37) arose from the offering of the cup. The same

word is found 2 Mace. iii. 14, 16, 21
;
xv. 19. It properly

denotes the mental distress and anxiety attendant on the be

ginning of a contest, and of a difficult undertaking, even with

sure prospect of a favourable issue. More earnestly [This
occurred at his second and third departures. The angel there

fore appeared on his first prayer, and after each prayer we

may suppose that the angel strengthened Him. V.G.] More
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earnestly with both, mind and voice : Heb. v. 7. Conse

quently not only the three nearer disciples, but also the eight
others could hear him. And his sweat was, lit., became Gr.

eyzv-ro, [Eng. Vers., was.&quot;]
The intensity of his agony is shown.

Sweat Although it was cold : John xviii. 18. [The sweat
was drawn out by the power received through the angel, by
the struggle, by the fervour of his prayers, and his eagerness to

drink the cup. V.G.] As it were great drops of blood Gr. ^O/A-

(3ot, dotted drops, from Qs
t-jsat,

that is, wvgai, to fix or coagulate;
QeopBot ai^nrcr, drops, thick and clotted, of real blood. The
force of the particle, /,

as it were, falls on fyopfioi, drops, .not

on uiparos, blood, as appears from its having the epithet,
and that in the plural, xara&aivovrte, falling down. The blood

flowing from the pores in smaller drops became clotted by its

abundance. If the sweat had not been bloody, the mention
of blood might have been entirely omitted, for Qo6fi(3oi, large
drops, even alone sufficiently expressed thick sweat. To the

ground On account of its abundance. Thereby the earth
received its blessing. [This was not mere sweat (so Oh., etc.),
or why allude to blood ? Nor was it blood, as uasi, as it were,
shows. But bloody sweat, drops of sweat mingled and coloured
with blood. Mey, So Alf.}

45. [And ivhen he rose up Kesigned to the Father s will.

V.G.]
46. Rise A posture suited for overcoming drowsiness.

47 [Omit $t, and, before eri, while. Tisch., Alf.] Went

before them Some read ogo^gxffv aurwp. But the same

phrase is found in Mark vi. 33. Kgor.XQov ajrot)?, outivent them.

By comparison with this passage, it appears that the traitor

reached the Lord before the band.

48. [Said unto him Amid the confusion (comp. ver. 51,

52), the very wise conduct of our Lord is worthy of observa
tion. V.G.] With a kiss The traitor, with the utmost pre
sumption, abuses the most sacred token of love. Couip. note
on Luke vii. 45.

49. What would follow Contrary to the opinion they
had heretofore held. [Omit avrtt, unto him. Tisch., Alf.]

50. And Without waiting for the Lord s reply. See
ver. 51.

51. Said To Peter and the rest, Matt. xxvi. 52. Suffer

ye So Acts v. 38. Thus far Go no further. So 1 Mace,
ii. 33, until now* Yet [Omit auroD, his. Tisch., Alf. Eead
the ear.]

VOL. i. 2 K
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52. Captains of the temple The Jewish captains of the

ivatches in the temple. Were come The servants had been

sent
; the priests had come voluntarily, Come out With

sudden tumult.

53. Your Not given you before [although long ago waited

by you. V.G.] Thepoiver of darkness John ix. 4
,

xiv. 30 :

of darkness, that is, of Satan. The abstract for the concrete.

[Better ; only the darkness gives you courage and might to

seize me. De WJ\ An allusion to the night time. [Perhaps
there is an allusion also to the brief duration of the power of

evil. Neand. But much more is this thy hour, Jesus;
thou who makest men s malice and the power of darkness

subserve thy great work. $.]
55. In the midst As the place admitted.

56. By the fire Gr. crjog
TO (pug, by the light. If he had

avoided the light, he might have been better concealed.

58. / am not Peter, in denying himself, denies his Lord
;

in saying, / am not, he ceases to be. His words disclose his

alarm.

59. Hour Once wounded, he did not recover himself for

a whole hour.

61. Looked upon By this one look, since there was no

opportunity of speaking, Jesus fully aroused Peter s mind.

Comj&amp;gt;.
John i. 42

;
a look, which also Peter may afterwards

have remembered. [After (pojv^cai, crow, add eqfisew, this day.

Tisch., Alf.]

63, 64. [Held All night. V. G. For rbv Ir^ovv, Jesus, read

,
him. Tisch., AlfJ\ Smote . . . struck . . . smote Gr. Sijov-

TSC, eruflrrw, ^aisag. ASPSIV, to smite the whole body ; TVKTSIV, a

part ; ra/g/, to smite with violence, giving pain. [No mortal,

not even the vilest malefactor, ever endured such wanton
abuse as Christ, the Just One, suffered. Harm.~\

64. [Ornit STWTTTOV O.VTOU TO
vgoffwir&v xa/, struck him on the

face, and. Tisch., Alf. Who is it? To not a few, who more

eagerly desire to escape notice than that wanton rabble, it

shall at last be said, THOU ART THE MAN : even though the

matter be postponed until the last day. F.6r.]

68. [Omit xai, also ; and omit pot % axoXvoqTs, me, nor let

me go. Tisch., Alf.] And if Comp. Jer. xxxviii. 15.

Ask Truth, in the form of a question, easily confutes the

insolent. [Chap. xx. 3.]

69. [After vtv, add ds. Tisch., Alf. Read but hereafter,

etc.] Hereafter Beng., from this time Gr. dvb TOU vw [not
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hereafter, as Eng. Ver.] When ye will not let me go. This
itself was his path to glory. The absence of a conjunction
makes the remark emphatic. The Son of man This is the

last place in which Jesus calls himself the Son of man.
70. Then They inferred it from what he had said of him

self, ver. 69, and that very strongly. Art thou ? say they ;

not, shalt thou be ?

71. [We ourselves . . . have heard They themselves

testify against themselves. V.G.~\

CHAPTER XXIII.

1. [The ivhole multitude We may compare this to a con

flagration sweeping away everything around it.
V.G.~\

2. We found A malicious expression. [Yet neither Pilate

nor Herod found, ver. 4, 14, 22. V.G. After rb ttvog, add
Ji(jt,uv. Tisch., Hey., not A

If.]
Nation Gr. Xo$, the people,

is applied to the Jews in opposition to the Gentiles ;
but

!&&amp;lt;$,

nation, to both. Aa.bg, the people, has a political, and at the

same time, a sacred sense : fQvog, nation, a genealogical or

physical sense : John xi. 50, 52. Comp. Rev. v. 9. Forbid-

ding As if hostile to Cesar. To Cesar Nothing rendered
them so devoted to Cesar as their hatred of Christ. The
transition from spiritual to political things is very dangerous.

Saying Thus they illustrate the words perverting, and for
bidding. From the name Christ a King, they infer as a con^

sequence a double slander. Dismissing the latter, Pilate

inquires into the former.

4. Then Pilate Pilate perceived that Jesus profession of

royalty was one which could not injure Cesar. For he was
now alone, deserted even by his disciples. [Again and again
Pilate asserted the innocence of Jesus; but in a peculiar manner,
three times in all, Luke xxiii. 4, 14, 22. Comp. Matt, xxvii.

24
;
John xix. 4. Harm.]

5. [Add Kai, and, before do^dpevoe, beginning. Tisch., not

Alf.] From Galilee While exaggerating the matter, they
afford Pilate a chance of escape.

7. lie sent Gr. at*s &amp;lt;r*
/
M,

4/i&amp;gt;,
sent up, as to his prince. Comp.

v. 11; or sent him to the upper part of the city.
8. Herod The powerful seldom meet Jesus : and are usually

the last to know the things of the kingdom of God. The
Christian faith was not originally propagated by worldly
rulers. [Omit croXXa, many things. Tisch., Alf. To have seen
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some miracle Wretched are they who seek in Christ nought
save the gratification of sense. Such gladness as that of

Herod is not profitable. V.G.]
10. [Stood That i$,ivere standing, after having brought him.

in. MeyJ] Vehemently Acts xviii. 28. Priests have often

false zeal
; courtiers, none at all : therefore the latter frequently

assail the truth more mildly than the former. Herod, at the

time, was able, and therefore ought to have set Jesus free.

11. Set him at nought He did not think Jesus of sufficient

importance to trouble himself about him, whatever accusations

the priests might make. He thought that our Lord s wisdom
and power had departed. A gorgeous robe A royal vest

ment. [Such as he himself may be supposed either to have

worn, or to have wished to wear. V.G.] It would seem that

Herod wished in a spirit of scorn to point out that he fears

nothing from this king. But in reality he honoured him

unconsciously by the robe, as Pilate did by the inscription on

the cross. [The elder Herod feared too soon : this one, when
Christ s kingdom was close at hand, is now self-secure. The

way of the world is perverse. V.G.] Sent him again He

might and ought indeed to have dismissed him. [Therefore
in sending back the innocent to Pilate, he involved himself in

Pilate s guilt. Acts iv. 27. Harm.
]

12. [Friends So that now neither desired to encroach on

the other. V.G.] Judaism and Heathenism began to blend at

the birth of Christianity,
14. Before you Whence you see that the case has been

carefully tried. I have found no fault Gr. ovdsv
sugoi/,

I have

found nothing. Refuting the we have found of the Jews, ver.

2. Therefore 7 is in contrast with them, comp. John xviii.

38 ;
and with Herod; see the next verse.

15. Done Render there is nothing worthy of death done ly
him. [So A

If.]

16. Chastise With scourges. A Meiosis [mild form of

expression.] Here Pilate began to grant too much, [and thus

let the attainment of his purpose escape him. &quot; Pilate was a

facile man, with little firmness for truth. For he was afraid of

^eing accused of setting free a traitor,&quot; says Theophyl. Meyl\
17. [Omit this verse. Tisch., Mey., etc., not Alf.~\

22. [This man Gr. 6ros. Eng. Ver., less forcibly, he.

Thus Jesus is compared with Barabbas the robber. V.G.]
23. And of the chief priests Forgetting even propriety,

they joined in the cry of the rabble.
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24. Gave sentence Gr. SKSXPIVS
,
that is, he confirmed their

judgment. The priests had given the previous judgment.

[Thus he who loves anything else more than truth, will sooner

or later forsake truth. QJ\
25. [Omit aurofc, unto them. Tisch., AlfJ] To their will

That they might deal with them according to their past or

future intention. [Had some of those who wished to be

called Christians the same power, what, think you, would

happen? V.G.]
27. [Mey., Stier, etc., reject xa/, also. But Tisch., Alf.

retain
it.]

Bewailed Either influenced by the common

feeling, or by peculiar emotion. Konrsafai, to beat one s self,

refers to the gestures; QgwiTv, to weep, to the lamentation, and
audible weeping.

28. [Not ... /or me Jesus already was going to his glory.
He does not forbid their mourning for him in the way
indicated, Zech. xii. 10. V.G.] For yourselves . . , your
children . . . behold It is indicated that the punishment is

close at hand. [Doubtless that calamity threatened the infants

especially, yet not so that the women who were lamenting
Jesus might not experience it in their life. HarmJ\ Jesus

also wept for the city, but not for himself. See chap. xix.

41; xviii. 31, 32. [How many men and women, who might
find very serious cause to weep for themselves, pass the pre
sent in security! F.6r. He vouchsafes to their women a word
he denied before king Herod. The first demand of Jesus from

us is, not our sympathy, but that we suffer with him. StierJ]
29. Shall say Your children. [For sdrjXadav, gave suck,

read Idgg^ay, nourished. Tisch., Alf.]
30. Then Then at last, more than now. Shall they begin
The barren shall begin, in answer to those by whom they

were called blessed. The same shall be said afterwards also,

Eev. vi. 1 Q, fall on us, and hide us from the face of him
that sitteth on the throne. So Hosea x. 8, Sept., and they shall

say to the mountains, cover us; and to the hills, fall on us.

To the mountains Men have often been buried beneath

mountains. It is fearful indeed when that which is dreadful

in itself is sought as a shelter. See Kev. vi. 16.

31. For By this proverb Jesus shows why he himself bids

the daughters of Jerusalem weep; or else, and this is the pre
ferable view, he brings forward the persons who desire to be
covered by the mountains, and states the cause of their terror.

The green trees therefore may represent the young, strong, and
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vigorous : the dry tree (comp. Isa. Ivi. 3
;
Ezek. xxi. 3

;
xxxi. 3,

etc.), old, feeble, barren. There is a remarkable passage in

Joseph., B. vi. de B. J. chap. xliv. When the soldiers were weary
ivith killing Jews, and there appeared to be a great multitude of

survivors, Cesar ordered that those alone should be slain who re

sisted in arms, and that the rest should be seized. But the soldiers,

contrary to orders, sleio the old and feeble, but imprisoned the

vigorous and serviceable. Therefore, in this crowning disaster,

they began to dispute, as is usual, which was the more
wretched. In accordance with this view, is the fact, that

guXov, tree, denotes either a standing tree or the wood of a

felled tree, which latter also must be either moist (for so

Erasmus renders 07* fo),
or dry. Elsewhere, indeed, Christ is

the tree of life in full vigour: men outside of him are dry
wood. See John xv. 1, 2. But he suffered far more severely
than any Jew after the city was taken. [Rather, the general
sense is, if they so treat the innocent and upright, what shall

befall the ungodly (themselves)? Mey. And in a deeper

sense, if his sufferings for redemption are such, what will be

theirs, who will not be redeemed? As Rieger says, Gods

wrath is heavier than Christ s cross. StierJ]
32. Other Amongst whom Jesus was reckoned. Comp. ver.

39
;
and Acts xxvii. 1. Yet the Greek STIPOI, others, is more

honourable than a\Xoi, other; for the former expresses a

greater dissimilarity. [Hence the rendering is, not two other

malefactors, but two others, malefactors, AlfJ\ Malefactors
Construe this, not with others, but with two (comp. ver. 31,

41).
33. Calvary [Theplace of a skull.] Places are often named

from parts of the human body.
34. Said This is Christ s first word upon the cross. There

are seven such words in the Four Evangelists, but they are

not all recorded by any one Evangelist. Hence it appears
that these four records are so to say four voices, which united

form one symphony ;
now a single voice is heard, now two,

now three, and then all in concert. The Saviour endured his

crucifixion in silence mostly ;
but his seven utterances contain

a recapitulation of doctrine designed to profit us in our last

hours. For his thoughts are turned to his enemies, to a

repentant sinner, to his mother, to one of his disciples, and
to his heavenly Father. These seven words may also be com

pared with the seven petitions in the Lord s prayer. Their

very order conceals mysteries ;
from which may be illustrated
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the steps of every persecution, affliction, and struggle of the

Christian. Father At the beginning and end of his cruci

fixion, he addresses God as Father. [And thus dies as the

martyr of his own divinity. Q] Forgive Had Christ not
uttered this prayer, the penalty might have begun during the

very perpetration of this heinous crime, as often happened in

the time of Moses, The sufferer s prayers prevent this, and
obtain full pardon for the future, as well as repentance for

those who would accept it. [Who knows but those four sol

diers received it ? Harm. Them His crucifiers. What they
do That they were crucifying, they surely knew, but whom
they were crucifying they knew not. Assuredly this was
awful ignorance ;

had it been removed, they would not have
crucified the Lord of glory ; yet even heavier guilt was in

curred by him who sinned knowingly. V.G.~\
35.

[
The people Not the common rabble, as in ver. 48,

but the Jewish people is here meant. V.G. Beholding The

people doubtless feasted their eyes with that fearful sight ;
for

Luke states that the rulers with them, namely, the people,
derided the Saviour. But soon after, their propensity to scoff

was checked, ver. 48. Harm.~\ With them Those who cruci

fied him. [Luke collects into one passage the insults heaped
upon Jesus during his crucifixion, ver. 35-39. The very
inscription was an insult in Gentile eyes. Therefore Luke
mentions the vinegar also, offered him by the soldiers, earlier

than the other evangelists. Harm. Reputable men do not

usually mingle in such scenes
; but wantonness and vindic-

tiveness in this case took away all regard for dignity. No
one ever suffered such insults as Jesus. Take care that you
are thankful to him, and learn to endure insults, especially for

his sake. He Gr. oSros, this man. Used demonstratively
in a contemptuous sense. The chosen of GOD It is unfit

ting, say they, that the chosen of GOD should die upon a cross.

V.G. But, the true reading is, roD 0soD 6 ev.\exr&f. Tisch.
t

Alf. Render The Christ of God, his elect one. A?/.]
36. [Ornit xai, and, before irgoaseyoftevoi, coming to him.

Tisch.
t Alf.]

37. And The soldiers ridicule the name King; the Jews
and their high priests other things besides. [The soldiers

made up this taunt from the inscription on the cross, and the

jeers of the high priests. V.GJ\
38. [Omit ysytuftfisw, written. Tisc/i., Alf. Read noiu there

luas also a superscription over him. So
l&amp;gt;eng.

Also omit
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EAXJK/XO% KUI Pu/j,aixcT$ nod EfBoaixofc, in letters of
Greek, and Latin, and Hebrew. Tisch., Mey., not Alf.] And
. . . also The mention of his kingship joins the 37th
and 38th verses. In letters There are still three languages
to which they who learn and preach Christ should especially
devote their attention : Hebrew, Greek, and Latin. Of
Hebrew In John xix. 20, the Hebrew is placed first in order.

Luke enumerates the languages in the order in which Pilate

had arranged them. That order was
[if

one may conjecture,

Harm.], Greek, Latin, Hebrew. John arranges them according
to Hebrew custom, in the order of their nature and dignity.

Both, however, adopt the order in which Christ and his cross

and kingdom were afterwards preached. The beginning was
in Hebrew

;
at the last the Hebrew will be first. The Latin

never was first
;
nor will it, after the destruction of Rome,

thrive very vigorously.
39. Railed The severest trials do not bend every one.

[Nay, indeed, so powerful is the disposition to sneer, that it

betrays itself even in the agonies of crucifixion. F.6r.] That
this robber was a Jew, and the other a Gentile, may be inferred

from the language of both, and from other circumstances ; for

the former, like a Jew, ridicules the name Christ; the latter

alludes to the name King, like the soldiers, but in a better

spirit^ We may add, that the Lord, in promising him bliss,

refers, not to the words of the promises made to the fathers,
but to the beginnings of history in which Paradise is described.

Nor is the penitent man s expression with reference to the

one God, an objection to this : for faith in Christ necessarily

implies faith in the one God. Consider, however, the Hebrew
term in ver. 43, verily, which nevertheless does not necessarily
assume that a Hebrew is addressed. Comp. Matt. xxv. 40.

Hence the old opinion, that the penitent thief was a Gentile,

remains plausible. I have said above, it may be inferred.

[But the contrary is more probable. Alf. Omit Xiywv, saying,
and for si, if, read

o-jp^/. Tisch., Alf. Reader Art thou not

the Christ 1 Save, etc., said in mockery. MeyJ\ Saying
With furious impatience and rage.

40. The other The painful cross greatly aided his repent
ance. Repentance on a bed of ease is rare. [For smfaa
avT Jj,

Xtyuv, rebuked Mm, saying, read sKiripuv airy gpjj, re

buking him, said. Tisch., Alf. You see united here
; penitence,

faith, confession, prayer, reproof, and whatever is worthy of

the Christian. The abuse of this very rare and precious
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example is fraught with, danger ;
its lawful use is very

profitable. V.G.] Dost thou not fear Not to say, desire.

[Fear is the beginning of spiritual improvement. V.GJ\ Fear

He himself therefore was afraid. Seeing This would have

been a sufficient cause for fear. The same As he and I.

41, Justly The penitent thief acknowledges the penalty of

his sin. This man He had seen and heard the course of the

Lord s suffering, at least from the time he was led forth from

the city : or he may even have seen and heard Jesus previ

ously. [Or we may suppose instruction from Christ to have

been given him at this time. But in any case, now, when the

apostles are not yet fully persuaded that Jesus will return,
this man s faith is astounding. De WJ\ Nothing amiss No
thing unseasonable.

42. [Omit Kug, Lord. Tisch., Alf.] Lord He publicly
calls him Lord; who by his own disciples had been aban

doned. Remember He asks modestly. Remembrance is

far-reaching. An exquisite prayer. Gomest Hereafter from

heaven. In contrast with to-day. \_In thy kingdom Gr. sv

rfi [Su&amp;lt;nXeiq GOV, not as Eng. Ver. into thy kingdom. Alf.~\ He
acknowledges him to be a king who is able though dead to

benefit the dead. The apostles had not at the time so clear a

conception of the kingdom of Christ. Kingdom Frequent
mention of his kingdom had preceded. See ver. 2, 3, 37, 38.

Faith earnestly accepts the truth, which is perverted by ad

versaries.

43, [Omit o lyffws, Jesus. Tisch., Alf] Read And he said,

etc.] To-day The penitent thief could scarcely have ex

pected death on that day. But the breaking of the legs was
made to subserve this end. Thus the promise of the Lord
was fulfilled. [The designation of the time, to-day, is not to

be referred to the verb, / say, as if the robber were to await

his entrance into Paradise for some long time. That the

words were uttered on that day, is self-evident. Jesus never

said, To-day, I say; but he repeatedly said, / say. There

fore we must read, To-day shalt thou be with me in Paradise.

Thus are the Lord s power and grace, and his own immediate

entrance into Paradise, declared. V.G. That was salvation

indeed, ver. 39. Harm.
]

With me Much more then, Jesus

himself enters into Paradise. [A fact which when communi
cated to them must have greatly consoled Mary, wife of Cleo-

pas, Mary Magdalene, the mother of Jesus herself, and the be

loved disciple, against men s bitter taunts. Harm.] hi Paradise
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In which there are more fruitful trees than in Golgotha, in

which there is immortality , Rev. ii. 7, note. Jesus, in his

severest agony, applies the grandest title to the blessed abode.

Comp. note on chap. xvi. 22. This departure to Paradise

differs indeed from the ascension to heaven, [John xx. 17, but

shows, notwithstanding, that his descent to hell is to be ex

plained in a good sense.]
44. [Add #&amp;lt;fy, already, after

ji&amp;gt;,

it was. Tisch., A If] All

Mid-day darkness from the sun obscured the whole upper
hemisphere; and the moon which was then in opposition to

the sun, and which did not receive the sun s light, left the

lower hemisphere in darkness.

4G. Father The father received the spirit of Jesus : Jesus

receives the spirits of believers
~,
Acts vii. 59. / Gr. cra^a-

I commend. Tisch., A If., etc., not as common text,

ofiai, ivill commend ; Beng. follows the latter.] Will

commend In the very act. [Commend The act of deatb,

strictly speaking ;
an actual delivering up of his spirit to his

Father; comp. John x. 18. Alf, In trust, at death. At this

most precious moment the atonement was made. V.Gf.]
47. [Render Truly this man was righteous. Alf.~\ Certainly

Before, it appeared to the spectators doubtful
;
he now affirms

it. A righteous This avowal of his righteousness involves

for the most part the maintenance of all our Lord s wrords.

even of the doctrine of our Lord s divinity, ver. 46. Matt,

xxvii. 54, inasmuch as this was the very subject in dispute
even before Pilate. John xix. 7 Comp. Isa. xli. 26, 23.

48. That Of the cross. Sight The mere spectators [who
had before been incited by the high priests to cry, crucify him,
but who now were very differently affected. Harm.] wrere now

entertaining saving thoughts, and were in a state of prepara
tion for the Pentecost, Acts ii.

;
but the perpetrators of the

deed were for the most part agitated. The things which

were done At the death of Jesus. The sight they had sought,
was attended with a sight they did not look for.

50. Good . f . just Rom. v. 7. Every good man is also

just ; but the converse is not true. Luke mentions the whole

[good] before the part [just.] Paul observes the difference

between these words more strictly.

51. The same He alone. [If anything wrong goes on with

out your consent, at least do not approve the act. V.6r.] Nico-

demus was a ruler indeed, but he is not called a counsellor.
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To the counsel See ver. 1. The phraseology resembles Ps. i.

1. Deed Ver. 33.

53. [For tdww av-6, laid it, read sdqxsv alrov, laid him.

Tisch., Alf.]
54. That day was the preparation The term preparation

is used as an epithet. Drew on Gr. eKspuaxs, began to dawn.
The Sabbath began at evening ;

and yet it is said, was begin

ning to dawn; for the night has its proper light, especially
at the full moon, as at that time. [Omit the second xa.i\

and. Tisch., Alf.}
55. [Omit %a/\ also. Tisch., Alf} Beheld In order the

more easily to anoint him the next day but one. The sepul
chre Ver. 53.

56. Prepared They lived in Galilee ;
ver. 49. The service

they rendered him is the greater, because it was performed
away from home, and attended with greater cost and trouble.

[You here perceive unwearied piety and zeal arising from

faith; this faith, however, forthwith became strangely
obscured in these women. Harm} Spices Which are

dry. Ointments Which are liquid. The Sabbath The
rest of the Sabbath was more important than that of the

feast. [Christ s rest in the tomb claimed only this whole

Sabbath, which is on that very account very worthy of con

sideration. What took place in the invisible world at that

time will greatly benefit believers, so long as aught of them
shall remain

; nay, indeed to all eternity. V.G. Doubtless the

rest of this Sabbath wrought most favourably upon those fear

ful but precious souls, nay, indeed upon the Saviour himself.

1 Pet. iii. 18, 19
,
Acts ii. 24. etc. Harm}

CHAPTER XXIV.

1. [Omit xa.i nvsg cvv, avrcug, and certain others ivith them.

Tisch., A If} Certain Other women, not from Galilee.

2. The stone Luke has as yet said nothing about the stone ;

but he assumes in his narrative that it had been rolled to the
mouth of the tomb. (Comp. John xi. 38.)

3. [Omit rot KveTou lycou, of the Lord Jesus. Tisch., not

Alf}
4. Men Angels. See ver. 23. Comp. Matt, xxviii. 5.

5. The living Him, who not only has revived, but is

absolutely the Living, [the Life itself. Ols. The truth of the
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resurrection is very certain. V.G.] Among the dead In the

condition and place of the dead.

7. The Son of man This is repeated from discourses

uttered before his Passion. But the Lord himself did not
call himself Son of man after his resurrection, but he spake
in the first person, or expressly employed the name Christ.

Of sinful men The Gentiles.

10. It was . . . which, [plur.] So Deut. xxvii. 9, and
Moses spake, and the priests . . . saying. So 1 Cor. ix. 6.

The names are given here as those of witnesses.

12. [Tisch. omits this verse; Alf. and Mey. retain
it.]

Departed Gr. uKqXfa
&amp;lt;ng&amp;gt;c, savTov, departed to his own home.

As to the fact, comp. ver. 34; concerning the phrase, comp.
note on John xx. 10.

16. Were holden The contrast is in ver 31, were opened.
17. lie said It is a mark of wisdom, to enter easily into

profitable conversation. John iv. 7, 8
;
Acts viii. 30.

18. [Omit 6, the, before sfg, one. Tisch., Alf.] The one

The other s name is not stated
; yet he was also dear to the

Lord. So too John i. 35, 40. The godly are mentioned not
for their own sake, but for that of others. [Long since Ori-

gen considered Peter as the companion of Cleopas ;
but in

that event, either Peter would have spoken, or at least Cleopas
would have appealed more distinctly to Peter s narrative, chap,
xxiv. 24. Moreover, both these disciples are expressly dis

tinguished from the Eleven, ver. 33. Hardouin suspects that

Cephas, Gal. ii. 9
;

1 Cor. i. 2, 9, 15, was a different disciple
from Peter

;
and from 1 Cor. xv. 5, that he was the companion

of Cleopas. But from 1 Cor. xv. 9, it is evident that Paul

speaks of Cephas as an apostle. We may very reasonably ask
whether the Simon to whom the Lord appeared was not a dif

ferent disciple from the companion of Cleopas, and from Peter

or Cephas (as he is otherwise called), since our Lord appeared
to the latter before Peter returned to the rest from the walk
mentioned in chap. xxiv. 12. Whichever view be correct, the

Saviour undoubtedly appeared to the women first; then to

some of the disciples not dignified with the name of apostles ;

at last to Simon Peter, who especially needed such a favour,
and to the rest of the apostles, who, with Peter, should have
entertained faith before all the rest, and that too of a loftier

character. Harm.
]

Art thou only a stranger Jesus here seems
to have retained the Galilean dialect, as Cleopas does not take

him for a citizen of Jerusalem.
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19. Concerning This clause, after the description of the

subject (Jesus) is explained in ver. 20
; comp. ver. 14, and 18,

end.

21.
[
Were hoping Gr. qXirifyfAsv, not trusted. A word of

weakened trust, and shrinking from the avowal that they still

believed this. A
If.]

Third Therefore after Jesus death they
seem to have entertained some hope on the first and second

day, which, however, they abandon on the very day of its ful

filment. Done Gr. aytt, used impersonally.
24. [Had said That the body was not in the tomb. V.GJ]
25. Fools In proportion to the sluggishness or activity of

faith, the worse or the better is the mind, Gal. iii. 1
; John i.

49. [A salutary reproof. Slow We should be quick to

believe where any word of God warrants faith. V.Gf.] On the

authority of [Gr. exf, not rendered in Eng. Ver.] You have
the words of the prophets, and yet you do not believe. A/a,
because of, is used very similarly in John iv. 41, 42.

26. Ought Because foretold. To have suffered On this

point of faith men s slowness is especially manifest. See Matt,

xvi. 22. [The Christ The redeemer of Israel, ver. 21. V.G.]
These things Which to you are grounds of doubt, are char

acteristic of Christ. To enter Which could not otherwise

have been accomplished.
27. [For sccuroD, himself, read auroD, him. Tisch., Alf.] The

things ooncerning himself Namely, what had been written.

They were doubtless the same passages which the apostles
afterwards used especially to quote.

28. He made as though he ivouldhave gone farther And he
would have gone if they had not constrained him, and would

perhaps have appeared to them in another way.
29. Abide They besought him, from love, for his own sake,

and from hospitality, not to venture on a journey by night.
30. Took As was his wont. [Thus assuming among his

disciples, as usual, the place, not of guest, but of householder
or host. Mey.~\

31. [Were opened Antithesis, were holden, ver. 16. Mey.~\
He vanished This too declared his identity. The first

appearances of Jesus after his resurrection were of short dura

tion, that there might be more room for faith.

32. Did . . . burn, lit., was . . . burning Gr, %v . . .

x-aio/Msvyi. Intensely and long. [A most blessed feeling. V. G.~\

Was They noticed it more afterwards than during the burn

ing itself. He talked with Beng., spake to us Gr.
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qptv. This means more than with us. [Omit xa/, and, after

60
&amp;gt;, way. Tisch., A If. lie opened Scripture is opened when

the understanding is opened, ver. 45. V.G.]
33. The same hour Of the night or the evening. They

do not now fear the journey by night, from which they had

previously dissuaded their unknown companion, ver. 29.

[They returned Without delay. V.G.] Gathered together
As if on a sudden emergency.

34. Saying He had appeared to both parties, so that

thereby they who had seen him mutually confirmed one an

other. So Acts ix., 10, 12; x. iii. 10; Exod. iv. 27, 28.

indeed They cast away their former doubt, but not com

pletely, ver. 37; Mark xvi. 13.

35. He was known Gr. syvufffy, made himself known. So

Sept., Num. xii. 6, I ivill make myself Icnoivn. So / caused

myself to be found, Rom. x. 20.

36. [Omit o
iTjffoDg, Jesus. Tisch., Alf. Also omit x.ai

t.sytt a-jro?g, eipqyr) v
tuTv, and saith unto them, peace be unto

you. Tisch., not Alf.] Stood Before they perceived his en

trance. In the midst This is more significant than into the

midst. Peace A form of salutation, applied by the Saviour
to higher things : Eph. ii. 17. [It is I, be not ofraid Gr. lyh-

/&amp;gt;,/, W pof3s?e0i. This is the reading of most versions, and of

the manuscript of Wolf : and they are in consonance with ver.

38, 39
;
but it is not genuine. Tisch., Alf., etc.]

38. T/iougJitsThe Lord discloses their thoughts. [The
general sense is : why have you not at once, without considera

tion, recognised me ? for I am. Mey.~\ Arise A well chosen

phrase. Our thoughts are hidden from us, before they arise.

39. / myself Jesus. A spirit See ver. 37.

40. [Tisch. omits the verse; Alf. with good reason retains

it.]
His hands Well known. Touch and sight assure the

soul.

41. While they yet believe not They doubtless believed,
otherwise they would not have rejoiced : but a full exercise of

faith was checked by their joy Strong emotion and earnest

inquiry mutually embarrass each other.

43. Did eat Voluntarily, without any necessity; therefore,
he did not also drink.

44. He said Namely, on the day of ascension. See ver.

50, comp. Acts i. 2, 5, 9. [Add ftov after Aoyo/, and read

ihtse are my words which, etc. Tisch., Alf,] Yet It was a

sad thing to hear before it took place ;
but a most joyful one
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now tliat it has happened. [Was yet with you For he had
now been severed frum them by death

;
and their former asso

ciation was not renewed by his resurrection. Mey. ]
In the law

Here we have the division of the Hebrew Scriptures. The

prophets Former and latter. In reference to the former, the

prophets are put before the Psalms. Concerning the twelve

especially, see Sir. xlix. 12. The psalms The Hagiograplia,

[sacred writings,] in which the Psalms occupy the first place ;

a remarkable portion of the Scriptures, in which Christ and his

kingdom are very fully discussed. See note on Heb. x. 8.

45. Opened Many obstacles in our mind must be removed

before we understand. See Acts xvi. 14. He opened as well

by his power as his word. The scriptures How powerfully

Peter, not long after, presented the Scriptures ; Acts ii., etc.,

and how wisely too, Acts i. 16, 20.

46. [Omit nod MTU$ son, and thus it behoved. Tisch., Alf.

Ptead it is written that Christ should suffer, etc.]

47. Beginning Gr.
ag&amp;lt;x^eiw.

The accusative absolute,
as in Acts x. 37-

48. 49. [Omit &, and. Tisch., Alf.] Witnesses . . . the

promise John v. 27, 26.

49. / send The present. Comp. John xx. 17, note. The

promise That is, the Spirit who has been promised ;
Acts i.

4
;

ii. 33, notes. This was clear to them from his conversa

tion with them, John xiv. 16, 17. For ctiroariXXeafai, to send,
is mostly used of persons ;

nwziadot.1, to send, of the person
and the thing. The abstract for the concrete suits those early
times of the Church

j comp. note on Matt. iv. 17. So, soon

after, poiver. Of my Father The Father promised and be

stowed through his Son. [Omit the word is^outfaX^/A, of
Jerusalem. Tisch., AlfJ] Jerusalem For there they were to

receive the promise. [\Vithout this instruction they would
doubtless have left the city. V.G.] Endued Suddenly and

completely. We are naked without the heavenly power.

They had heretofore been purified through the word, John xv.

3 : now clothing also is promised. From on high Whither
Jesus ascended. The height, for heaven, is an expression taken

from sacred poetry. See Eph. iv. 8, from Ps. Ixviii. 18.

50. [And he led them out Mark and Luke make express men
tion of the ascension in its proper place ; John (chap. xx. 17)
and Matthew (chap, xxviii. 18, 20) only incidentally. He who
believes Christ s resurrection believes all that follows it. There

fore the Gospel history properly extends to the resurrection :
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Acts i. 22
;
Eom. x. 9. Harm.] Out To the place where he

suffered. [A remarkable place was the Mount of Olives, Acts
i. 12, and Bethany especially so, as regards all the things
recorded in John xi. 1, etc.; xii. 1, etc.; Luke xix. 29, etc.;
Matt. xxi. 17

;
xxiv. 3

;
Luke xxii. 39. Comp. Zech. xiv. 4.

Harm.] Lifted up The gesture of one who prays or blesses.

He did not, on this occasion lay his hands upon them. Blessed

This blessing belongs to every believer
;
for the eleven, and

those who were with them represent the believers.

51. [While he blessed them The love of Jesus to his own
continues unto the end (John xiii. 1). He parts from them,
but to unite them more nearly to himself. Q. Tisch. omits nat

avipsosro sis rbv
ovgavov, and carried up into heaven. Alf. re

tains
it.]

52. [Tisch. omits
irgoffxvvqffGttrsf ayrov, worshipped him, and

Alf. retains
it.] Worshipped In the posture described in

Acts i. 11. Christ is God. Joy They no longer bewailed
the Lord s absence. This was a prelude to Pentecost. John
xiv. 28. [No doubt they rejoiced as well for the past as in

the promise^ for the future. Harm.
]

So concerning the Eunuch
and Philip, Acts viii. 39.

53. Continually in the temple Chap. ii. 37. Praising
Praise is the fruit of joy. [Tisch. (not Alf.) omits ate*/

1

eu

f, and blessing.]



THE

GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. JOHK

IN this book* is written the history of the Son of God while

he dwelt among men that

1. Of his first DAYS : where the writer, first giving a

summary of the whole, .... Ch. i. 1-14
Records the testimony which John the Baptist gave

after the Lord s baptism ;
and his attracting dis

ciples for the first time.

Here is noticed, what happened
On the first day, . . . . 15-19
On the second day, .... 29
On the second day, .... 35
On following day, .... 43-51
The third day, . . . . . Ch. ii. 1

* He is the chief Evangelist, the one whom we could least spare.

[Comp. Luther : John records feiver of Christ s works, which avail me
not, but more of his words, which give life, than the others; hence
Johns Gospel is the unique, true Head-Gospel, and is far to be preferred
to the others. Ernesti : John s Gospel is Christ s heart. Herder : It is

all heart and soul, the ABIDING Gospel ; all in Z., who says, John s Gos

pel is distinguished by 1. Its plan and unity, as a connected whole;
2. The charm of the noble and kindred spirit in which John enters

into and sets forth the facts
;

3. The satisfactory answer it affords to

several historical questions, which theo thers suggest, but do not

satisfy ;
4. The spiritual and living apprehension which John exhibits

of Christ s nature and teaching.] He takes for granted much that is

recorded in the three former Gospels ;
for instance, all the events which

preceded the Lord s baptism : first of all, the place of his nativity, comp.
ch. vii. 42; also, the name of the mother of Jesus ; his temptation in the

wilderness ; John s oivn name, and that of his brother and of the other

apostles; the circumstances ichich caused the Baptist to be imprisoned;
the Baptist s death ; the transfiguration, although John was himselfpre
sent at it ; lastly, the acjony on the Mount of Olives, and the prayer of
Jesus that the cup might pass from him. In modern phraseology, we
may call John s book the supplement of the Gospel History, as set

forth by Matthew, Mark, and Luke. And in this supplement we
may fix on four divisions, first, chapters i.-v.

; second, ch. vi.; third,
ch. vii.-x.; fourth, ch. xi.-xxi. Harm., pp. 38, 135.
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ST. JOHN SYNOPSIS.

After this, . . . . . . Ch. ii. 2
II. Of the intervening space of two years, which is occu

pied with our Lord s journeys, chiefly to Jerusalem.
A Journey to his first Passover, 13

1. His acts in the city :

(1.) His zeal for his Father s house, . . 14

(2.) His power and wisdom, . . . 23-25

(3.) His instruction of Nicodemus, . . iii. 1-21
2. His sojourn in Judea ; the crowning testimony

of John, ..... 22-36
3. His departure from Judea, through Samaria, to

Galilee, where he heals the nobleman s son, iv. 1, 4, 43, 46-54
-5. Journey to the feast of Pentecost, . . v. 1

Here are recorded his acts,
1. In the city. .... 2-47
2. In Galilee, before the second Passover, and

subsequently,... vi. 1, 4, 22-71 ; vii. 1

(7. Journey to the Feast of Tabernacles, . . 2-13
Here are recorded his acts,

1. In the city,

(1.) In the midst of the feast, and at its

close, . . . .14, 37-53 ;
viii. 1

(2.) Afterwards, .... 2-x. 21

(3.) At the feast of the dedication, . . 22
2. Beyond Jordan, .... 40-42

III. Of his last days, which were,
A. Before the great week

;
where we see,

1. Two days spent beyond the limits of Judea;
Lazarus sickens and dies, xi. 1-6

2. Journey to Judea
; the raising of Lazarus

;
the

counsel of Caiaphas ;
the sojourn of Jesus in

Ephraim, the commandment given to his ad

versaries, ..... 7-57
3. The sixth day before the Passover : the

supper at Bethany ;
the anointing of Jesus, xii. 1-11

JB. In the great week, his third Passover, there took

place,
1. On the first day, and afterwards, the royal

entry into the city; the desire of the Greeks;
the obstinacy of the Jews ; the testimony of

Jesus, ..... 12-50
2. On the fourth day, the washing of the dis

ciples feet, the indication of the traitor, and
his departure by night, . . . xiii. 1-30

3. On the fifth day,

(1.) The discourse,
a. Before the Passover Supper, 31, 36-38; xiv. 5, 8, 22-31

6. After the Passover Supper, followed by
prayer, ..... xv.-xvii.

(2.) The beginning of the Passion,
a. In the garden, .... xviii. 1-11

I. Before Caiaphas, . . 12-27
4. On the sixth day:
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(1.) His Passion under Pilate :

a. In the Judgment Hall, . Ch. xviii. 28-xix. 16

&. On the Cross, . . . 17-30

(2.) His death,

(3.) His burial,
C. After the great week :

1. On the very day of the Eesurrection,
2. Eight days after, . .

3. Later, . .

30-37
38-42

xx. 1

26-31
xxi. 1-25

CHAPTER I.

1. In the &quot;beginning
was the Word, and the Word was with

God, and the Word ivas God This is thunder brought to us

by the Son of Thunder
,

it is a voice from heaven, to which
human criticism objects in vain. Byno reasoning can the ortho

dox believer better confirm this essential reading, or more effec

tually refute Artemonism, than Samuel Crell, the most recent

follower of Artemon,* has himself done. He maintains through
the whole of the book, which he has entitled,

&quot; The Beginning
of John s Gospel Restored out of Ecclesiastical Antiquity.&quot; that

instead of so$, God, we should read soD, of God. [Crell s

book is quite forgotten ; and if such baseless conjectures ever

demanded an answer, they do not now. We therefore omit
so much of Bengal s comment on the first verses, as is mere

controversy with Crell
;
and substitute the following sketch

of the exposition of the term Xoyoc, logos, word :

1. Rendering. The general meaning of Logos in every such

connexion, is THE WORD
;

said symbolically of the law-giving,

creative, revealing activity of God. This is naturally suggested
here by the obvious reference to Gen. i. 1, 3.

Many have seen in this but a bold personification of the

Wisdom or Iteason of God, as in Prov. viii. 22. But this sense

of Logos does not occur in the New Testament, (so De W.),
and is excluded by the reference to the history of Creation.

(J/ey.) Besides, the repeated with God, ver. 1, 2, compels us

to distinguish the Logos from God
;
the words became flesh,

ver. 14, cannot be said of an attribute of God; and the

* Artemon, a heretic of the latter part of the second century, who
interpreted Scripture history capriciously, stigmatised the doctrine of

Christ s divinity as a new invention, claimed the apostles on his side

of the question ;
but he admitted the sinlessness and the miraculous

conception of Jesus, and his superiority to all other prophets, through
his righteousness. Dorner, i. 505, 506.
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Baptist s testimony, ver. 15, in direct connexion with this

introduction (comp. also such sayings of Christ as chap. viiL

58; xvii. 5), shows clearly that John attributes personal pre-
existence to the Logos. Similarly, every attempt to explain

away this profound sense of Logos is inadequate; and most
are ungrammatical.

Thus the fundamental thought of this introduction is, that

tJie original, all-creating, all-quickening, and all-enlightening

Logos, or personal Divine word, became man in Jesus Christ.

L. So Mey., De W., Neand., A If., Thai, Ols.

2. Origin and History of the Idea, (a.) John uses the term

Logos without explanation, assuming that his readers know it

to bear this sense. Accordingly, we find this conception of it

not new with him
;
but a chief element in the development of

the Old Testament theology. In the Mosaic account, God s

revelation of himself in the Creation was, in its nature, Spirit

(Gen. i. 2), in contrast with matter, and in its form, a word

(Gen. i. 4), in contrast with every involuntary materialistic or

pantheistic conception of the creative act. (Z.) The real sig
nificance under this representation of the invisible God s reve

lation of himself by speech, became the germ of the idea of the

Logos. With this thought all Judaism was pervaded; that

God does not manifest himself immediately, but mediately;
not in his hidden invisible essence, but through an appear
ance ;

an attribute, emanation, or being, called the A ngel of
the Lord (Exod. xxiii. 20, etc.), or the Word of the Lord.

Indeed, to the latter are ascribed as his work, all divine light

and life, in nature and history; the law, the promises, the

prophecies, the guidance of the nation. (Comp. Ps. xxxiii.

6, 9; cvii. 20; cxlvii. 18; cxlviii. 8; Isa. ii. 1, 3; Jer. i. 4,

11, 13; etc., etc. Even such poetic personifications as Ps.

exlvii. 15, Isa. Iv. 11, contain the germ of the doctrinal per

sonality of the Word.) L., Mey., Thol

(b.) Another important element of Hebrew thought was the

Wisdom of God. The consideration of it became prominent

only after the natural attributes of God, Omnipotence, etc.,

had long been acknowledged. The chief passages are Job

xxviii. 12, etc.
;
Prov. viii. and ix. Even the latter is a poetic

personification; but this is based on the thought that wisdom
is not shut up at rest in God, but is active and manifest in the

world. It is viewed as the one guide to salvation, compre

hending all revelations of God
;
and as an attribute, embracing

and combining all his other attributes. This view deeply
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influenced the development of the Hebrew idea of God. At
that stage of religious knowledge and life, wisdom, revealing
to pious faith the harmony and unity of purpose in the world,

appeared to be his most attractive and important attribute;
the essence of his being. One higher step remained; but the

Jew could not yet see that God is Love. L.

(c.)
In the Apocryphal books of Sirach, chap. i. and xxiv.,

and Baruch, chap. iii. and iv. 1-4, this view of wisdom is

developed yet more clearly and fully. The book of Wisdom

(written at least 100. B.C.) praises wisdom as the highest

good, the essence of right knowledge and virtue, and as given

by God to the pious who pray for it. (Chap, vii., viii.) See

especially chap. vii. 22, etc., where wisdom has divine dignity
and honours, as a holy Spirit of Light, proceeding from God,
and penetrating all things. But this book seems rather to

have viewed it as another name for the whole Divine nature,
than as a person distinct from God. And nowhere does it

connect this wisdom with the idea of Messiah. It shows,

however, the influence of both Greek and Oriental philosophy
on Jewish theology, and marks a transition from the Old
Testament view to that of Philo, etc. L., Dorner.

(d.) In Egypt, from the time of Ptolemy I. (300 B.C.) there

were Jews in great numbers
;
their head-quarters being Alex

andria (Philo estimates them at a million in his time, A.D. 50.,

Neand.}; and there they gradually came under the influence

of the Egyptian civilisation of that age, a strange mixture of

Greek and Oriental customs and doctrine. Aristobulus, about

150 B.C., seems to have endeavoured to unite the ancient doc

trines of wisdom and the Word of God with a form of Greek

philosophy. This effort, the leading feature of the Jewish-

Alexandrian school, culminated in Philo, a contemporary of

Christ; who strives to make Judaism, combined with, and

interpreted by, the Platonic philosophy, do the work of the

idea of Messiah, affording, by the power of thought, a complete
substitute for it. This attempt to harmonise heathen and

Jewish elements, while it led in him to a sort of anticipation

of certain parts of Christian doctrine, explains how he himself

vacillates between opposite and irreconcilable views. Dorner., L.

(e.) Philo represents the absolute God as hidden and un

known, but surrounded by his powers as a king by his servants,

and through these as present and ruling in the world. (These

powers, dvvdfMsig, are, in Platonic language, ideas, in Jewish,

angds.) These are different and innumerable; the original
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principles of tilings ; the immaterial world ; the type of which
the material is an image. The two chief of these in dignity
are the Qsog} God, the creative power, and the Kiwog, Lord, or

governing power, of the Scriptures. But all these powers are

essentially one, as God is one
;
and their unity, both as they

exist in God, and as they emanate from him, is called the

Logos. Hence the Logos appears under two relations
;
as the

Reason of God, lying in him, the Divine Thought ;
and as the

outspoken word, proceeding from him and manifest in the

world. The former is in reality one with God s hidden being ;

the latter comprehends all the workings and revelations of

God in the world
;
affords from itself the ideas and energies

by which the world was framed and is upheld ;
and filling all

things with divine light and life, rules them in wisdom, love,

and righteousness. It is the beginning of Creation ;
not un-

originated like God, nor made, like the world
;
but the eldest

son of the eternal Father (the world being the younger) ;
God s

image ;
the Creator of the world

;
the mediator between God

and it
;
the highest angel ;

the second God j
the high priest

and reconciler. L., Dorner.

(/.) LilcJce concludes that, such being the development of

the doctrine of the Logos when John wrote, although there is

no evidence that he borrowed his views from Philo, yet it is

impossible to doubt the direct historical connexion of his

doctrine with the Alexandrian. (So too De W.) And Meyer
thinks that if we suppose John s doctrine entirely unconnected

with the Jewish and Alexandrian philosophy, we destroy its

historic meaning, and its intelligibleness for his readers. It

must be admitted that the term Logos seems to be chosen, as

already associated in many minds with a class of ideas in some

degree akin to the writer s; and as furnishing a common

point of thought and interest with those speculative idealists

who constantly used it, while presenting them with new truth.

fleand., Ols., Thol.

(g.) But any connexion amounting to doctrinal dependence
of John upon Philo is utterly contrary to the tenor of Philo s

own teaching. For he even loses the crowning feature of

Hebrew religion, the moral energy expressed in its view of

Jehovah s holiness, and with it the moral necessity of a divine

Teacher and Saviour. He becomes entangled in the physical
notions of the heathen, forgets the wide distinction between

God and the world, and even denies the independent, absolute

being of God, declaring that, were the universe to end, God
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would die of loneliness and inactivity. The very universality
of the conception, its immediate working on all things, would
have excluded to Philo the belief that the whole Logos, not a

mere part or effluence of his power, became incarnate in Christ.
&quot; Heaven and earth cannot contain

me,&quot;
cries his Logos,

&quot; hoio

much less a human being&quot;
And on the whole it is extremely

doubtful whether Philo ever meant formally to represent the

Logos as a person, distinct from God. All the titles he gives
it may be explained by supposing it to mean the ideal world,
on which the actual is modelled. At most, we can say that he

goes beyond a mere poetic personification, and prepares the way
for a distinction of persons in the Godhead. Dorner.

(k.) John s connexion with the doctrines of the later Jews,

though less noticed, is at least as important as that with Philo.

In the Apocryphal books, as we have seen, the idea of the

Logos was overshadowed by that of the Divine Wisdom. But
it reappears, prominently and definitely, in the Targums,

especially that of Onkelos. These were written, indeed, after

John s Gospel ; (Onkelos, the earliest, wrote not later than

the second century, A.D.
j) yet their distinguishing doctrines cer

tainly rest upon ancient tradition. They represent the Word

of God, the Memrah, or Dibur, as the personal self-revealed

God, and one with the Shekinah, which was to be manifested

in Messiah. (Mey., comp. above a.) But it would be absurd

to claim that John borrowed his idea of Messiah from the

Jews ;
who in him looked for, not a spiritual revelation of

God in clearer light, to save men from sin by suffering and

love, but a national deliverer, to gratify their worldly and
carnal desires of power, (Neand.) Not even for the divine

Word become flesh, and dwelling among men, but for an ap

pearance, a vision, a mere display; or at most an unreal,

Docetic humanity. Ols., etc.

3. /Summary of the doctrine The Logos here is the real,

personal God, the Word ; who did not begin to be when
Christ came, but was originally, before the creation, with God,
and ivas God. He made all things, ver. 3

; (Philo held to

the original, independent existence of matter, the stuff, uX?j, of

the world, before it was framed). He is holy light, which
shines in moral darkness, though rejected by it. (Philo has

no such height of mournful insight as this.) This Logos
became man in the person of Christ, the Son of God. (Philo
conceives of no incarnation.) Thus John s lofty doctrine

of the Messiah is not in any way derived from Jewish or
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Gnostic speculations ;
but rests partly on pure Old Testa

ment doctrine, and chiefly on what he learned from Christ

himself. His testimony to this forms the historical part
of his Gospel. L., etc.] In the beginning The apostle s

style, especially in this passage, is pre-eminent for its sim

plicity, subtilty, and sublimity. That beginning is meant,
when all things began to be and were created by the

Word, ver. 3. Ev d^y, he says; that is, in the beginning,
as the Sept., Gen. 11, and Prov. viii. 23. That the be

ginning of no later period is signified, is proved by the

whole course of events ; for the beginning of the gospel took

effect when John went forth, Mark i. 1
;
but the beginning

here spoken of is older than the incarnation of the Word.
In its order, none is higher than this. In the beginning of

heaven and earth, God created the heaven and the earth: in

the same beginning of heaven and earth, and the world, ver.

10, the word already was, without any beginning or starting

point. [But while adopting this phrase from Gen. i. 4, John
elevates it, from its reference to a point of time, the beginning
of creation, to the time of absolute pre- existence; before any
creation, which is not mentioned until ver. 3. Mey. It is

therefore here equal to, before the world was, chap. xvii. 5. L.

Comp. xvii. 24
; Eph. i. 4. De W August, well reminds us

that this beginning had no beginning. Calv.&quot;]
The Word itself

is simply eternal ; for the eternity of the Word and that of

the Father are described in the same way. He was, when all

that began to be was first made. Artemonius *
declares that

John means the beginning of the Gospel ;
he thus explains

the verse : in the beginning of the Gospel was the Word ;

and the Word, through his first ascension to heaven, was, in

the same beginning, with God, etc. He attempts to support
this explanation by the authority of some of the ancients,

Photinus, and the like. This gives us no anxiety ;
error pro

duced error as much in former days as in our own. Crell,

throughout, argues that Justin Martyr was the first who taught
that Jesus was the Son of God before the world was made.

But Justin praises this doctrine as new, not because it had

been recently invented, but because it had been unknown to

Trypho, and such persons. We will bring forward in this

place one and but one testimony of Ignatius, who in his Ep. to

the Magnesians, 8, says, there is one God, he who mani

fested himself through Jesus Christ his Son, who is the Eternal
* That is, the aforesaid Crell. ED.
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Word of himself, who did not come forth from Silence* The

objections with which Crell meets this passage (p. ii. chap.

36, etc.) are so far-fetched, that they ought not to shake,
but to confirm the reader. Was Not, ivas made. See the

distinction between these words, ver. 10, 14, 15; chap. viii.

58. The Father is also called He that is, etc., Rev. i. 4. The
Word was before the world ivas made, in which he afterwards

was, ver. 10. The Word Gr. AO/OJ, Lat. Sermo, Verbum, or

even.Lof/os : that Logos of whom ver. 14 speaks. Whence is

it that John calls him The Word ? From the beginning of

his first epistle, says Crell (p. ii. chap. 14 and 19), it is

plain that the expression may be more properly regarded as

adopted from the gospel into the epistle. In both writings
he mentions the Logos before he comes to the name Jesus

Christ. But he so terms him, not in imitation of Philo, still

less of Plato
;
but by the same Spirit which taught the pro

phets of the Old Testament to speak thus. See Gen. i. 3 ;

Ps. xxxiii. 6, Sept., ly the word of the Lord the heavens were

fixed: Ps. cvii. 20, Sept., He sent his word: hence the very
frequent title, The Word of God, in the Chaldee paraphrase :

.Jtlso Wisd. xvi. 12
;

xxiii. 15. One and the same mystery in

the Old and in the New Testaments is expressed in similar

terms. God is a Spirit, or the eternal Mind : the Son of God
is the Logos, the inmost and yet the most express Word of

the eternal Mind. He who spiritually knows the spiritual
nature of God, knows also the spiritual nature of his Word:
he understands why Jesus is called the Word even before he
is called the Light and the life

; comp. 1 John i. 1, etc.

Hence just as the apostles, in speaking of Christ, often dis

tinguished between flesh and spirit ;
so he, whom John

calls Logos, is called Spirit by Clemens Romanus, an apos
tolic man, One Lord Christ, who hath, saved us, although he

was spirit before, yet was made flesh, etc. The Logos is he,
whom the Father has begotten, or uttered as an only-be

gotten Son, by whom the Father speaking makes all things ;

who speaks the things of the Father to us. Ver. 18 gives
the reason why he is called Logos, and the actual description
of what the Logos is. It is the only-begotten Son of God,
who was in the bosom of the Father, and has taken the part
of his declarer. This clause, in the beginning, etc., was fol

lowed by an explanation with an Epitasis [emphatic addition,]
in the two clauses that follow in this verse. With God-

* That
is, ctyr], silence, one of the Gnostic emanations. ED.
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Therefore distinct from God the Father. TLeoc, usually, unto,
for craga, with, as / $ for If, in ver. 18, denotes a perpetual

tendency, as it were, of the Son to the Father in unity of

essence. [This is at least doubtful. L., etc. But -raoa means

with, the idea of place being prominent; while crco; refers

rather to an inner relationship of nature. Br. in De IF.]
He

was with God in a peculiar sense, for there was then nothing
out of God. [The words are equivalent to ver. 18, tvhich was
in the bosom of the Father. TheophyL in L.] Again, John

speaks more absolutely here than in 1 Ep. i. 2, where he says,

the Eternal Life was with the FATHER, in contrast with the

manifestation made to believers, that they might become sons.

Thus we dispose of the difference, which Crell (p. ii. c. 18)
tries to establish between the phraseology of the epistle and

Gospel. In Diss. ii., too, and throughout, he expounds the

words, to be ivith God, of an ascension of Christ to heaven

before his baptism. But this interpretation, when once the

beginning is rightly explained, vanishes forthwith. If Christ

before his passion had trodden the way to life by such an

ascension, he would not have had to say, afterwards, THOTJ

HAST MADE KNOWN to me the ways of life (Acts ii. 28); and
his whole journey, from his birth to that ascension, would
have been of no benefit to us

;
the plan of our salvation would

begin only with the descent which followed. Thus the first

two chapters of Matthew and Luke would lose their force.

The words of Ignatius (Ep. to Magnes. 6) are clear : Jesus

Christ, before the ages, was with the Father, and in the end ap
peared; and of Hennas, The Son of God is more ancient than

tJie whole creation, so that he was present at his Fathers coun

selsforfounding the creation. The word Employed the third

time with very great force. The three clauses form a climax :

the article, Gr. 6 Xoyoj, marks the subject, [o Qsbc, God, with the

article would have meant the Father, as in the preceding clause,

and ver. 2. tbc, God, without it, means God as a nature or

essence, as here. TholJ] The Godhead of the Saviour had been

openly declared in the Old Testament : Jer. xxiii. 6
;
Hos. i.

7 ;
Ps. xxiii. 1

,
and its testimonies are taken for granted in the

New Testament, for instance, Heb. i Accordingly Matthew,
Mark, and Luke make it their aim, to prove rather that the

real man Jesus is the Christ. And when in consequence some
at last had begun to doubt the Godhead of Christ, John as

serted it, and wrote in this book a kind of supplement to the

Gospels, as in the Revelation he wrote a supplement to the
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prophets. Was Not made God, but true God. The word
was God, and that in the beginning. God Not only was
he with God, but he also was God, Gr. Qtbg. The absence

of the Greek article, especially in the predicate, does not

weaken it, for the meaning is the true God. Sept., 1

Kings xviii. 24. And when the predicate precedes the sub

ject there is an Epitasis, [an emphatic enlargement of the

subject,] chap. iv. 24. Further, that this is the sense of the

passage is clear, from the fact that then there was no creation,

in relation to which the word could be called God ; hence the

word God is here used absolutely, [0.%, therefore, means

strictly God; not merely divine, or a God in a lower sense ; of

which there is no instance in the New Testament, I/., Mey.,

Thol., De W.~\ The disciple of Artemon is hard pressed by
this

;
this fact, therefore, should make the reading (defended

in my Apparatus) [where Beng. shows that Crell s conjecture,

sou, of Gody for so?, God, is unfounded. So Mey., etc.,]
the more precious to us. In this stronghold of the faith, in

this surest centre, we stand unshaken, and we fortify ourselves

against all allurements which try to attract us to everything
but the subject.

2. The same, lit., he Gr. euro;, he alone. The word he

comprises the whole of the verse next preceding, as he, or the

same, ver. 7, comprises ver. 6. With God This is here re

peated, and is now put in contrast with his subsequent mis
sion to men. This verse repeats, and sums up in a single
statement the three clauses stated separately in the preceding
verse. The Logos, who was God, was in the beginning, and
was with God. A striking antithesis; comp. ver. 14, and 1

John ii. 1.

THE WORD
Was in the beginning God,
With God :

Was made flesh,

And dwelt among us.

Moreover, the very congeries of this second verse
[i.e.,

the fact

that it sums up what goes before] clearly supports the an

tithesis, the name Logos not occurring again until ver. 14.

[What does this verse add to the thought 1 John means to

say, the original Word is ivith God, i.e., in such intimate con
nexion and union with him, that it may properly be called

God, ver. 1, L., and the connexion of the phrases in the be

ginning, with God, expresses that the relation of the word to

God was his first and highest. Br. in De W.]
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3. All tilings Gr. wavra. A word of wide import, denot

ing the world, i.e., the universe of created things, ver. 10. All

things which are from God, were made ; and all things which
were made, were made by the Logos. [Comp. Col. i. 16;
Heb. i. 2. Mey.~\ Now at last John the divine passes from
the Being of the Word to the Being made of all things. In
ver. 1, 2, the condition of things is described before the crea

tion of the world
; ver. 3, in the creation of the world

;
ver. 4,

in the time of man s innocency ; ver. 5, in the time of man s

corruption. Were made Gr. jyci/gro. This in some measure
is earlier than the xr/ffig, founding, [rendered creation by Eng.
Ver. in Kom. i. 20, and Rev. iii. 14,] of all things, and evi

dently signifies, as an inference, the creation of all things
out of nothing. Thus the phrase all things conveys the im

pression of something earlier than the completion of the
whole xotr/Aos, ivorld, and especially than the creation of man
kind, which John discusses in ver. 9, 10. By him Opposed
to without him [/ avTov, by, in the sense, by means of, through.
Christ is not said to have created, but the Father by him. Ols.~\

And without This sentence expresses something more than
that which precedes. The subject is, not even one thing : the

predicate, without him was made, which was made. And the 8,

which, is evidently equivalent to 8, what, 1 Cor. xv. 10, by
the grace of God I am what I am. Anything, lit., not even one

thing Gr. ovds iv. However superlatively excellent, Which
was made After its kind

; Gen. i. 11, 21, 24. The preterite

yeyovsv [has been made, often used in the sense of
is] implies

something more absolute than the aorist eyevsro, was made,

though in Latin both are expressed alike. [All things, without

any exception, were made by him. This John explicitly affirms,

against the false philosophy which excepted matter from crea

tion. L., JDe W., Ols. Comp. note on Logos, ver. 1, (3.)]
4. In First, John says, In him was life: (comp. chap. v.

26.) Then he calls him the life. So in 1 John i. 1, 2, first

he calls him the Word of Life, then the Life; and ver. 5, 7,

God is said to be Light, and to be in the light. John ex

pressly imitates the expressions of the Lord Jesus. Life
Next to the idea of being, we dwell upon that of life. Then
there is no death, then no nature without grace. [Comp. vi
33

;
1 John v. 11, etc. The sense is, All life, physical, moral,

eternal, has its source and ground in the creative, divine word :

L., M., so that without his constant vivifying activity, all

things would forthwith fall back into nothingness. Calv.]
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And the life The subject : the Life, bestowing life on all

things, which were alive. Was the light Light and Life to

gether : chap. viii. 12; 1 Tim. vi. 16; Phil. ii. 15, 16. So
on the other hand, darkness and death. Yet quickening pre
cedes illumination. Of men All in the state of uprightness,
from which the idea of the Logos must not be severed. Men:
this nowhere means Adam and his wife; it denotes mankind.

The evangelist conies from the whole to the part, from those

things which were made, or which were alive, to rational

beings. In regard to each, the word \dyos, logos, speech,

has an appropriate meaning. [The general sense is : through
the creative energy of the word, consciousness and insight into

highest truth were unfolded in humanity. De W.~\

5. And From this verse the doctrine of evil and its ori

gin receives much light. iShineth The present tense, with

the same force as in lighteth, ver. 9. It always &amp;lt;pahei,

is shining. The light was always at hand, even in the Old

Testament, to remedy darkness and sin. The same verb pami,
shineth. is said of the New Testament, 1 John ii. 8. In dark

ness This darkness is not said to have been made. For it is

a privation incurred by men. [This word expresses that state

in which mankind lived from the transgression of Adam until

the appearance of the true light. V.G. It includes all stages
of intellectual and moral alienation from. God ;

from simple

blindness, chap. ix. 41, to wilful, obstinate, devilish resistance,

viii. 41, etc. Br. in De W.] In darkness the glory of the

light is more conspicuous. And . . . . not So and . . . . not,

ver. 10, 11. The darkness That is, men enveloped in dark

ness. Comprehended it not Men, it seems, disliked the light
too much, were too deeply sunk in darkness. When they did

not comprehend the
&quot;kbyov UGJ-MOV, the word without flesh, he

was made flesh, ver. 14. [The sad, almost tragic tone, of

these words runs through the gospel, iii. 19 ; xii. 37, etc.,

prevails in the first Epistle of John, and accords with the

apostolic view of the world. (Rom. i. IS, etc.) Further, this

introduces the special design of John in this book
; i.e., to

represent Christ the Light, in conflict with the darkness of the

Jews and of men in general. Just as the Light of God, from
the beginning, has not been received by the darkness prevail

ing among men, so Christ was not accepted by his own, ver.

11; chap, xii 37, etc. L.]
6. There ivas, lit., began to be Gr. lywtro, not %v. Not was,

the evangelist says of John, but was made. The question has
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been asked, how far the introduction of this book extends.

A nswer. There is no introduction
;
the treatise itself begins

with the beginning of the book. For in ver. 6, the Evangelist
describes John s office of bearing witness of the Light : and
in the first five verses, he records what had always been the

nature and principle of this Light. So far, then, the sum

mary is evidently one of things which preceded John ;
nor can

they by any means be referred to the action of Jesus immedi

ately succeeding John, as Crell refers it, and now the Evan

gelist commences a more copious description of recent events.

Each is altogether in its right place. A man God deals

with men through their like, men ;
that they may the more

readily take and accept [instruction.] Sent from God The
definition of a prophet. Comp. Matt. xi. 9, 10. The parti

ciple is here in immediate connexion with the noun, a man ;

and in mediate connexion with the verb, began to be. From
God, ver. 33. John That is, interpreter of the grace of God.

Intimating the greatness of John, who is mentioned immedi

ately after the preceding statements. Greater knowledge was

brought into the world through John than had existed in all

previous ages.

7. For a witness The evangelist again touches on this,

ver. 15, and again, ver. 19. But with the fullest and ten-

derest feeling he interweaves with this testimony of the fore

runner his apostolic testimony by noble digressions, in which

he declares the Baptist s office, explains the Baptist s brief

declarations, partly before, partly after he records them
;
and

adduces the confirmation of his testimony. [Thus forming
a kind of succinct introduction to our Lord s own speeches,
which were to be set forth in this very Gospel. Harm.~\ What

Matthew, Mark, and Luke call the Gospel, John usually calls

testimony or tvitness : the former expresses the relation to the

promise that went before, the latter, the certainty of the know

ledge of him who announces it
;
the former is said of Christ

manifest
;
the latter, of the glory of Jesus Christ, the Son of

God, who rose from the dead : accordingly, in the Acts and

Epistles of the Apostles, both are often employed. Testimony
is of that which is ascertained by means of witnesses ;

that

which does not fall under the eyes of those who hear it
;
and

yet is necessary to them
;
hence to it answers faith. Further

on follows the explanation, to bear witness of the Light ; and

the bearing witness is forthwith treated of : the words, of the

tj are discussed, ver. 9. To bear ivitncss The sum of
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his witness was : lie, who cometh after me, etc., ver. 15.

[Witness here, /uaervgiuv, as ver. 19, 32, 34, (record) is to be

understood as testimony to a fact ; not as instruction in gene

ral; and this testimony that the word had actually come,
rested on a revelation from God to him. Z.] Of the Light
John includes under the title Light, what he has written, ver.

1-5. That They who were in darkness require testimony.
All men To whom he had come. Through him Might be

lieve through John, not in John, but in Christ, ver. 12.

[Understand, then, after believe, in the Light. Comp. chap,
xiii. 36. How the Baptist prepared the way for faith in Christ

is shown by an example, ver. 35, etc. L., Alf., etc.] The
force of John s testimony extended itself even to the notice of

Gentiles, Acts x. 37. Through, Gr. did, in a higher sense, is

said of Christ, 1 Pet. i. 21.

8. He Some had supposed that John was the Light :

sxsTvoc, He, names him remotely, [i.e.,
stands for the name

John.]
9. [Render this verse, The true light, which lighteth every

man, came (or ivas coming, i.e., when John bore witness, ver. 7)
into the world. L., De W., Alf. So Beng. But the distance

between qv, was, and
fg^oftsvov, coming, renders this construc

tion of the words as a periphrastic form for J?A=, came, some
what doubtful ; ThoL, etc., and others render variously.]
Was But the Light itself was that true one which enlighteneth.
The effect makes the subject, to which the name of Light is

applicable, known. The true [Gr. aX?j0/ii, i.e., original, arche

typal, not partial nor derived. Com. chap. iv. 23
;
xv. 1 vi.

32. John was but a lamp, ver. 35. De W., Alf., etc.] The

declaration, which lighteth, etc., follows immediately, a contrast

to John, a lamp, a witness. Comp. on the Truth, ver. 14, 17.

Which lighteth He proves by its effect, that this is the true

light. It enlightens, the present tense, in reference to the time

when He came, in contrast with the former time, ver. 5. Every
Every one, and wholly, so far as a man does not withdraw

himself ;
if any man is enlightened, he is enlightened by this

Light. The singular number [every man, not all men] has

great force. Comp. Col. i. 28
;
Rom. iii. 4. Not even one

is excluded. Man Who is, of himself, in darkness : every
man has a nobler sound, than all men, ver. 7. John was a

man, ver. 6. The Light, as light, is contradistinguished from
man. That cometh, lit., coming into the ivorld Gr. I^O/M-SVOH

*/; 7ov xooftov. Coming is nominative, and depends on fv,
was.
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A striking antithesis is thus presented, was made, sent, ver. 6,

and was coming. Here, the present participle, as often, has
the force of an imperfect. Comp. uv, [literally, being, i.e., was

blind] chap. ix. 25, notes : and elsewhere. Among the He
brews a frequent periphrasis for a man, is one that cometh into

the world ; but in the New Testament, and especially in this

book, it is used of Christ alone, in a lofty sense. For lie was,
even before he came. Thus obviously, chap. iii. 19. Light
is come into the world : chap. xii. 46, / am come a, light into

the world. Presently this, ver. 9, is followed by a repeated
mention of the world and of his coming, ver. 10, 11. The
Son is also said to be sent by the Father, but not in the same

way as John. Furthermore the Son came, being sent and

given, Matt. xxi. 37 ; John iii. 16, etc. ; chap. xi. 27 ; Kom.
viii. 3, 32

;
1 John iii. 8

; iv. 9, etc. Consequently he was
not first made Son after his mission, but was clearly so before

he was born of a woman, Gal. iv. 4.

10. He was in the world The evangelist adds this, lest any
one should understand, coming into the world, as if the light
had not been previously in the world. The world is mentioned
three times in this verse

;
three times it is used of the human

race, as in the previous verse, but not to the exclusion of the

rest of created beings, at least in the first place. Was made

by him Gr. aurou, masculine, so further on, avrov, him. It

agrees in sense, though uc, light, is neuter. There is in this

verse a gradation ; the duty of recognising the light, is urged
upon the world, on the ground that he was in the wwld, but
more strongly upon the ground that the world ivas made by
him; or began to be. And And yet. The world The term

world in the sacred writings points out THE IMPIOUS VANITY
OF THE HUMAN RACE. [The love of the world hinders men
from, knowing its Maker, though he made it solely to make
himself known ! Q.]

11. His own Possessions. From the world, the whole, the

discourse descends to the part. Formerly Messiah s own, TO.

ibtu, were all that pertained to Israel, land, city, temple : 01

jdio/, his own people, the Israelites
; Matt. viii. 1 2. But the

times of his coming into the world and to his own is the same
after the coming of John ; ver. 6, 7.

12. As many as Even though they had not previously
been 7dioi, his own. [For he could not come into the world in

vain
; and though they who received bore no proportion to the

whole, yet the Divine energy within these gave them power
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to overcome the world. Ols.]
deceived Gr. sXa/Sov, took

This verb differs from x#raXa/w$&amp;lt;ivJ , comprehend, ver. 5, and

from cragaXa^d&amp;lt;,
receive or accept, ver. 11. KaraAa^/Safw,

/ comprehend, or ta&e Ao/c q/, that which is close at hand :

KagaKat&ftdw, I receive, accept, that which is offered : Xa#j8w,
/ a&e, of my own accord. HaoaKoc. ^dvziv, to accept, was for

the Jews, to whom tfAe Zn^A belonged ; Xa/tAjSaw*, to ta/ce, is

for the Gentiles ;
to whom #race belongs. In ver. 12 and 13,

external differences are most effectually removed. Gal. iii. 26,

etc. Gave The glory of Christ, the only begotten. It is an

act of divine authority to make SONS OF GOD : so it pertains

to the Light, to make children of light, chap. xii. 36. Power

The power does not precede the y sviciv remuv, begetting of

children, or the adoption of sons; as if they were two separate

things : but the adoption itself is this power, or dignity. A
great fact ! John viii. 36. [But it is better to understand

fiower, Gr. s^ouoia, as the capability, the inner enabling; for

by being sons of God, John means an actual partaking of the

divine nature. Comp. John v. 20.
Z/.]

To become Whereas

Jesus is the Son of God. Sons OF GOD .... to them that

believe Two important truths are set before us, the former of

which is elucidated, ver. 13
;
the second, ver. 14, in which the

manifestation of the Word in flesh is recorded rather as it was

believed, than as it was accomplished : as the course of facts,

from ver. 6 onward, proves. His name The name of the

only begotten. For to this is to be referred ver. 1 4. The
connexion is deduced from the kindred term rs/ci/a, children,

sons. [The whole content of faith lies in the name of the

Being believed in
;
the uttered name is the whole confession of

faith. Comp. chap. ii. 23, iii. 18, etc. Mey.}
13. [Since the heathen as well as the Jews (comp. chap.

viii. 33, 41
;
Matt. iii. 9. De W.) had the. idea of a divine

sonship, resting on human descent and the birth of the flesh,

John defines this becoming children of God more closely, in

opposition to that physical view. L.~\
Which This must be

referred to rsxva, children. For as the words received and to

them that believe, correspond one to another, and signify the

cause
;
so the effect is signified in the words to become sons,

and is further explained in this verse. Were born This

method of speaking of regeneration is not .a mere peculiarity
of the evangelist, but a doctrine frequent and prominent in

the Scriptures of the prophets and apostles. Believers are

Bons of God by a generation strictly so called, deriving life

VOL. I. 2 M
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from himself, reflecting his character, shining in his image :

how much more so the only begotten one, o /towy s^c? They
are such by adoption through him. In every way God claims

us for himself. Not ofblood Gr. a/parm, bloods [a Hebraism].
The Hebrew language often has the plural, bloods, even when
one man alone is spoken of : but when the subject is genera
tion, it does not say the blood or bloods of the parents. But
for the commendation of a noble lineage, the term blood is

frequent among ancient writers, as in our daily use
;
hence it

is that bloods signifies variety of origin, on the ground ot

which various prerogatives are either sought after in the world,

or, so to say, enjoyed. Nor of the will of the flesh Husband
and wife are flesh, and one flesh : and the mutual ivill of the

wedded pair produces children, who being born of the flesh

are flesh, and sons of flesh. John iii. 6
;
Rom. ix. 8. The

term will is suitably used as a middle term between holy
love and grovelling lust. John does not use the gentler word,
of which the flesh in itself is unworthy : nor the harsher, lest

the children of holy parents should except themselves. Nor

of the will of man The will of man is contained in the will ot

the flesh : yet it is mentioned separately, as if it were the

greater, and in a measure, the guiltier part. For Christ had
a mother, but one who knew not man. Luke i. 34.

These three, blood, the will of the flesh, the will of man,
bring to the sons of men l^ouff/av, power, rank, noble, but
natural and human. On these three the Jews used to lean,

for they were wont to boast either of their ancestors Abra

ham, Isaac, Israel, Judah, Benjamin, Levi, Aaron, David,

etc., or of both parents, but especially fathers, and supposed
that, owing to these, they could not but please God ; but

John declares that these things are of no value. But oj

God To the natural generation by man is opposed the gene
ration by God. And although the one is in reality single,

like the other, yet the former, having here a threefold ex

pression, implies a threefold relation in the latter also. We
are therefore taught, that they became Sons of God, who are

born, not as the sons of men (such as they also were by origi
nal descent), after the manner of man, but of God; that is,

1. Not of blood, but of the heavenly and supreme Father, from
whom the whole blessed and holy family is named, [Eph. iii.

15] ;
2. Not of the will of the flesh, but of that of love, whose

Son is himself the first born of every creature, Col. i. 13, 15,

[literally, the Son of his love, who is, etc.],
and of that will.
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which has begotten us as the first fruits of his creatures,

James i. 18, [In Heb.] father, he willed, he loved, are kin

dred words
;

3. Not of the will of men, but of the Holy Ghost.

A similar antithesis occurs, Luke i. 34, 35. They are indeed

sons of God ;
and of such sons Adam was a type, for he was

begotten, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the

will of man; and hence, in a peculiar sense, was of God.

Luke iii. 38. Also Isaac, Gal. iv. 23, 29
;
but John speaks

of sons of God in a higher sense.

14. [Word Here John repeats this name in the same sense
;

he who before was the Word, the Life, the Light, was now made
flesh. He did not cease to be what he had been before but he
became what he had not been before. V.G. After saying that

men were made sons of God, he tells us that the Son of God
was made man. Eutliym. in

L.~\
Was made Not was [he does

not say here, another man was made, sent by God, ivhose name
was Jesus, comp. ver. 6, but the Word was made flesh. John,
before he was born of Elisabeth, had no existence : but the

Word was, before his mother Mary was, before Abraham was,
before the world was made : and in his own time the Word
was made flesh, i.e., took upon him our human nature, yet in

such wise, that there were not two Messiahs, but one
;
not

two Sons of God, but one. F.6r.] Nowhere, in the wrhole

compass of literature, will any passage be found in which the

distinction of the words /
-/,

to be, and yivopat, to become, be

made, is more accurately observed than John i. If we read

from the beginning the whole context, from ver. 1 to 30, we shall

acknowledge this. Flesh Flesh (besides that, when said of

us, it signifies our corrupt nature, estranged from the Spirit of

God, ver. 13) means the human body, or, as here, man himself,
named from his visible part. Comp. 1 Tim. iii. 1G, [and
viewed especially on the side of his weakness and mortality.
In becoming man, says Luther, he has assumed our pitiable

nature, as it now is ; and hence, with it, all human infirmities

and accidents, and even the necessity of death.
Thol.~\ And

From this to the end of the verse there are four sentences, of

which the fourth, by chiasmus [a cross reference of pairs of

words or clauses], relates to the first; the third to the second;
a very appropriate arrangement. 1. And dwelt among us

;

2. We saw his glory ;
3. The glory as of the only begotten

of the Father
;

4. Full of grace and truth. Dwelt Sxjjyjj, a

tabernacle; whence cxrivou. He tabernacled, dwelt, as in a

tabernacle, with us; truly, but not for long, giving us the
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view of himself. The verbs agree in sense
; eaxrivuffsv, dwelt

in a 0xr,v7), our word scene, and eQsctffdfJieQat, we beheld, as in a
theatre. He who dwelt was 6 Xoyof, the Word: the flesh is

his tabernacle and temple : Heb. ix. 11
;
John ii. 21. The

same letters are found in [the Heb.] shekinah, and [the Greek]
axrw, scene, tabernacle. [This seems to be the technical word
for the dwelling of God among men. Comp. Lev. xxiv. 11,

12; Ezek. xliii. 7, etc. L.; and is here chosen as implying
the fulfilment of the promise that God should dwell with his

people. MeyJ] Us Men who are flesh. We beheld We
apostles, particularly Peter, James, and John, Luke ix. 32.

The apostles usually speak of that which they had seen, in the

plural number, and this tends to establish it more strongly :

I John i. 1
;
2 Pet. i. 16. Paul, 1 Cor. ix. 2, and John the

Baptist, ver. 32, speak in the singular. His glory His God
head, chap. ii. 11. As Gr. us, which here does not compare,
but declares. For he, the very Xdyo?, Word, is the only-be

gotten. Of Gr. vaod. Construe with ftovoytvovg, Only-begot
ten; not merely the Only-begotten, but even the Only-sent

by the Father : chap. vi. 46
;

vii. 29. [He is called the

only-begotten Son, as he, out of whom or apart from whom,
the Father has no sons.

Mey.&quot;\ Only-begotten Implying the

reality and unity of the divine generation. The reference is

chiefly to the baptism of Jesus Christ; ver. 34, Matt, iii 17,

although John very appropriately omits the narrative of the

baptism of Jesus, which has been sufficiently described by the

other evangelists. Comp. Matt. iii. 14. Full Not flwXj^c*-

plvof, filled, which, however, in another point of view, is said

of Jesus, Luke ii. 40. [We must translate thus, The Word
dwelt ivith us full of grace and truth: for this was properly the

point to be indicated in this verse : since the being made flesh
is repeated from the previous verses. V.G.] Grace and truth

All this is repeated, ver. 17 : grace alone is named, ver. 16

[without which we could not have borne his glory. V.G.]
Truth is grace clad in a promise, and displayed. Heb. good
ness and truth, Exod. xxxiv. 6. Thence Ps. xxv. 5, etc., 10

;

xxvi. 3
;
xxxiii. 4, 5

;
xxxvi. 6

; Ixxxv. 11; Ixxxix. 2, 3, 5,

8, 15, 24, 34, 49
;
xcii. 2; xcviii. 3

;
c. 5

;
cxv. 1

;
cxvii. 2. Add

Rom. xv. 8, 9
; Col. i. 5, 6. This grace and truth is by nature

unknown to the sons of wrath, and to the false, but it is ours

in the beloved Son, in whom the Father is well pleased.
Matt. iii. 17. It is called grace in truth, Col. i. 6

;
2 John

3; and the true grace, 1 Pet. v. 12.
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15. Bare, lit. bears witness From this point the testi

mony of John is described more at length ;
and the passage,

from ver. 15 to 28, though containing two paragraphs, com

prises in its entirety but one day : for ver. 19 does not say
on the following day, or any similar expression ;

the discourse,

ver. 29, etc., delivered by John on the following day, refers

rather to the former part of the passage than to the latter.

Moreover, subsequent days are so closely connected with this

one day, that the baptism of the Lord, and his sojourn in the

wilderness, cannot be considered as intervening cr following

this, but as having preceded it. John therefore when he tes

tifies of him, and cries out, This was he of whom I spake,
either had Jesus before his eyes, after he had returned from
the wilderness, comp. ver. 29, 36, or at least had heard won
derful reports about him. Cried This verb here has the

force of a present, as ver. 19, this is the testimony: because it

is connected with /u.agryag/5 bears witness, and which in its turn

is used for the past tense. Some compare with this passage

Aristides, who says, this city joins in confessing and has cried

&amp;lt;rut, (xsxoays). John cries with confidence and joy, as be

comes a great preacher, ver. 23, that all might hear and be

lieve, ver. 7. Saying After the baptism of Jesus. This

Jesus. Before the Lord s baptism, John had spoken indefi

nitely of Christ s following him, he had not himself known
Jesus by sight ;

but in his baptism he first recognised him,
and immediately bare witness that this Jesus is the Christ,
the Son of God. [Was Not is; because of the reference

back to the time of his former testimony. / meant this one.

TholJ\ I spake Before the baptism of Jesus. Matthew,
Mark, and Luke describe what John the Baptist said before

the baptism of Jesus : but John the Evangelist records what
John the Baptist said after that event, yet so that, at the

same time, he himself refers also to what had been previously
said. In ver. 15 the expression is ov sJvov, whom I said, not
irtol ou g/vTcv, concerning whom I said : hence there is no need
of considering the whole discourse which follows, as uttered

by John before the Lord s baptism. It is enough that he said,

a/ter him comes one much mightier, ia%v06regos. The other

words, is preferred, etc., are added by the evangelist inas

much as they were proclaimed by John the Baptist after

the baptism. The language is concise here as often used, the

sense is : / said there is one to come after me, and this is he
who cometh after me. This is he who is preferred before me.
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(A similar form of speech is found, Deut. xxxiii. 18, where,
under the heading, And of Zebulun he said, that also which

he spake to Issachar is stated.) But in ver. 30, it is ntgi

o-j, of whom : and in the same passage the eJ-irov, I said, sig

nifies that which John the Baptist said at the very time of

the baptism, immediately after and previously. Is, lit. was

preferred . . . was, lit. made Gr. ytywtv. This is said not of

his divine nature, but of his office as Christ : it is said again,
ver. 27, and a third time, ver. 30, where he is called civ/]*, a
man. The sense is : He who was behind me is now before my
face, and has outstripped me, and left me behind him. Jesus

obtained the priority in his baptism, [in which he was pro
claimed by God himself to be Son of God, before he had a

disciple, V. .] ver- 31 34
; chap. iii. 30

; comp. Phil. iii. 13,

where ocr/Vw, behind, and
sfAirgoafav, before, are opposed : g/cMrgof*

dsv never means before in regard to time : if it did, nothing
would be implied in this clause but that which is implied in

the following : it means before in position, and here, in rank.

YivsoQai or efta/, to become, or to be, with an adverb often gives
to the verb the force of a noun : chap. vi. 25

;
Acts xiii. 5

;

Eph. ii. 13; 2 Thess. ii. 7 ;
2 Tim. i. 17; Rom. vii. 3;

chap. xvi. 7. So 2 Sam. xi. 23, lywiifypw ex a-j-ovg ;
Acts

v. 34, %M votTjGai. For The sense is, he who ivas coming
after me outstripped and left me behind, because he ivas far
before me. The foundation of his precedence, so to speak, in

office, is the infinite excellence of his person. ^Before me

Nay, even before Abraham
; yea, the world, F. &.] A paral

lel expression : / am not worthy to unloose his shoes latchet,

ver. 27. [Thus this testimony, given by John, whose autho

rity was great even with Jews, and at the very beginning of

Christ s ministry, is the clearest possible proof that the glory of

Jesus was beheld and recognised by his own, ver. 14, Lampe.~\
16. And Gr. xa/ [for which Tisch., A If., etc., read

&quot;on, for.
The following words are those not of the Baptist, but of the

evangelist, (so Mey., De W., Alf., ThoL, Ols., etc.), who pro
ceeds to confirm from his own experience the witness of the

Baptist. Z.] The evangelist assures us that the event corre

sponded to the prediction of John the Baptist, and the priority
of office fell to Christ

;
for the words are those of the evangelist.

The Baptist would not have called Jesus the Christ, in plain

terms, ver. 17 : moreover, fulness, ver. 16, refers to full, ver.

1 4
; [hence ver. 1 6 seems to be a continuation of what is begun

in ver. 14. V.G.] All we Not all beheld, ver. 14, but all
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received. Apostles and tlie rest received, Jews as well as Gentiles.

Received The accusative is understood, all that is to be received

of his fulness, and grace for grace. Gh~ace for grace Gr. %uw
a IT? %doi7os. Each grace, though it be large enough when

given, is, as it were, overwhelmed by the accumulation and

fulness of that which follows. [This is unquestionably the

true explanation of this unusual expression. So essentially,

L., Meij., T/ioL, Ols., De JF., etc.] See an instance, ver. 51.

A very similar use of avrl occurs in JEschyl. Agam., [154]
Z sSidog yKst ro & air ovsifi Ms [this reproach comes in exchange

for reproach; hence this is not a parallel use of air/
1

],
and

Chrysostom, De Sacerd., chap, xiii., book vi., where he makes
Basilius speak thus : G\J ds [At s/CKs/ATrstg, ZTSOO.V faff STSPUC

pzovrida evdeifj thou dost send me away imposing one anxiety

for another: here, without removing the former and lesser care,

a new one had yet been thrown upon it, a care so great as to

overshadow the former, and appear, not to be added to it, but

to take the place of it. The Hebrews say upon, as destruction

upon destruction: Jer. iv. 20; comp. xlv. 3; Ez. vii. 26; Ps.

ixix. 27.

17. The law Which produces wrath, and has a shadow,

[so Rom. iv. 15; Col. ii. 17. The opposite of grace and truth.

Thol. The law is contrasted with grace, in so far as it merely

compels, condemns, and excites the want of grace without satis

fying it, with truth; as it affords, not indeed untruth, yet

only the type and preparation for its full revelation in Christ.

MeyJ\, moral and ceremonial. Was given No philosopher
observes the distinctions of the terms he employs so accurately
as John, especially in this chapter; he afterwards says eyevero,

came. The law of Moses is not his; grace and truth pertain
to Christ. Grace The conjunction is elegantly omitted

;
for

there was room for both an adversative and a copulative, f-*&quot;.d

Eng. Ver. supplies but.] The law yields to grace and truth,

chap. iv. 23. The grace has just been set forth, ver. 16 : the

truth afterwards, ver. 18, [comp. 2 John 3.] Came Into

being. The world had never known, nor possessed grace
before. Jesus John after once mentioning the incarnation,
ver. 14, never after uses the noun Xoyog, word, in this sense

in the whole book: comp. 1 John i. 1, 3, where also he begins
with the name Xoyos, ivord; but afterwards says Jesus Christ.

18. Hath seen No one hath seen; no one Lath declared :

The Son hath seen, the Son hath declared, chap. iii. 32. [For
wo;, son, which Tisch., Alf., etc., with the common text, retain,
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Tregelles reads 0^, God, a striking variation, found in several

of the best manuscripts and authorities. This reading may
be explained by Chrysostom s view of the text; that since the

absolute knowledge of God belongs only to the Son, by virtue

of his essential kindred and unity with the Father, John adds

the word so?, God, to point it out. TholJ] God Whom
grace and truth exhibit as love. No man Not even Moses.

much less those older than Moses; not Jacob, nor Isaiah, nor

Ezekiel : not even the angels saw him as the Son did. See
note on Rom. xvi. 25, etc. Which is, lit., who ivas Gr. 6

uv. Comp. v. 1, and still more, John vi. 62 : 1 John i. 2.

So w for was, chap. ix. 25. So Heb., that sucked, Song SoL
viii. 1. In the bosom [Gr. tig TOV

K(&amp;gt;\KQV,
into the bosom; i.e.,

who having placed upon the bosom, remains there. Win. 434,

similarly L.~\ Chap. vi. 46; Prov. viii. 30; Zech. xiii. 7.

The bosom here is divine, paternal, fruitful, kind, secret,

spiritual. Those are said to be in the loins, who are about

to be born
;
those are in the bosom, who have been born.

The Son was in the bosom of the Father; because he was
never born. The highest degree of unity, and the most per
fect knowledge are implied by immediate sight. He Gr.

sz&og, that one; indicating excellence and distance. [Its
force is rather He and no other.

L.~\
Hath declared Both

by his words and by his appearance.
19. The Jews Matthew, Mark, and Luke rarely use the

name Jews; John very frequently. The first three wrote for

Jews, as their first readers ; John, for believers of the Gen
tiles. [John usually means by the term the Jews, the oppo
nents of Jesus, as a body, v. 15 ; ix. 22 ; xviii. 12

; otherwise,
he adds something to qualify it, viii. 31. De W.~\ Priests

and Levites The testimony of John to the rulers is interwoven

with his testimony to the people. This embassy, sent forty

days at least after the baptism of Jesus, indicates that the

preaching of John began not long before the baptism of Jesus.

Otherwise the embassy would have been sent earlier. From
Jerusalem That home of religion. To ask In the public name,

chap. v. 33. Who art thou With thy baptism, [a question

relating rather to his office than his person. Lampe.] ver. 25.

20. He confessed The truth. Comp. ver. 8
; chap. v. 33.

[The reiteration here implies great stress on this confession ;

possibly because of errors on the part of later disciples of John ;

Ols. ; or else to show the vast importance of his testimony.
Denied not Whilst he denied himself, he did not
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deny Christ. [The common text reads ovx
?/,&amp;lt;/

*yw, / am not,
and so Tisch. ; but the true order is lyw OVK

g/&amp;gt;/,
/ am not,

with the emphasis on the word syw, /, L., A If., etc., not I
am he, but another whom I know. Mey.~\ I By expressly

limiting his language to his own case, he affords some ground
for the belief that Christ is not very distant. The Christ

They had imagined that John was the Christ.

21. Thou John had said, / am not the Christ. They con

tinued to enquire about the subject : they might better have

inquired about the predicate, Who is the Christ ? Where is he /

But John presently leads the conversation on to this topic. /
am not He was a second Elijah ;

he was not the Tishbite

himself, about whom they inquired. [For the popular expec
tation was that Elias in person should appear ;

and his denial

applies simply to this. But had the question been, Art iliou

come in the spirit and power of Elias ? he must have answered

yes. Luke i. 17. Comp. Matt. xi. 14
; xvii. 10-13. Z.]

He turns all from himself, that he may confess Christ, and

bring the enquirers to Christ. Art thou They reckon up all

whose coming had been foretold. That prophet That one

spoken of, Deut. xviii. 15, 18. The article refers to the pro
mise of the prophet, who was to teach all things ;

and to the

expectation of the people. Yet they supposed him not only
to be distinct from Christ, but even inferior to Elias, as is

evident from the gradually-descending climax in this passage,
and in ver. 25

; nevertheless, the people subsequently regarded
the prophet as the same as Messiah the King* chap. vi. 14, 15;
and again, as a different person from Christ, chap. vii. 40, 41.

22 [Who art thou The conjectures of rumour are ex

hausted
;
and hence they now demand a positive declaration.

TholJ\ May give an answer An answer had been demanded

by the people, and especially the Jewish chiefs. Of Every
man ought to know himself, [and if he enters upon any special

undertaking, he ought to be ready to give a reason for it.

23. / am the voice Concise language ; 7 am he, of whom
it has been said : the voice of one crying. [This is taken from
Isaiah xl. 3, where in the Heb. the words in the wilderness

belong to what follows
;
but in the Sept. and here, as in Matt.

iii. 3
;
Luke iii. 4

; Mark i. 3, to what precedes. By making
straight the Lord s way, John means preparing hearts by
repentance for his coming. Matt. iii. 2., Z.] John was also

himself crying out. Make straight Prepare, make straight.
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Luke iii. 4, note. The prophet Esaias Formerly, he says,
there were prophets: now the kingdom of God is nearer.

24. \_Tisch. (in former editions) and Alf., omit o/, so that

the meaning is, and they had been sent by the Pharisees. (A If.)

But Tisch. (1859) now restores the o/, agreeing with Eng.

Ver.] Of the Pharisees Who magnified Jewish baptism ;
and

acknowledged the baptism of John to be a thing of great

moment, not to be administered save by one sent of God.
The evangelist usually inserts certain parentheses as it were,

concerning causes, places, occasions, ends, effects, hindrances,
of things, actions, and speeches, and similar judgments, by
means of which the subject discussed may be more clearly
understood

;
ver. 28, 45

;
iii. 24

,
iv. 8

;
vi. 4

;
vii. 5, 39

;

viii. 20, 27
;

ix. 14, 22
;

x. 22, 23
;

xi. 13, 30
;

xii. 33.

25. [Why By what right, or what calling? A general

purifying of the people was expected in Messiah s time
; Ezek.

xxxvi. 24, etc., xxxvii. 23, etc.
;
but the right to baptize (the

symbol of sifting and purifying. Thol.) must, it seems, be

given only to him or his appointed prophets, those who were

expected to return as his heralds. L.]
26. [Omit ds, but. Tisch., A If. But The antithesis im

plied in this word is to be found in the superior excellence of

him who came after John. He it was who baptized with the

Holy Ghost. V.G.] Standeth Gr. sorrow, hath taken his

stand. Among you Especially at the time of his baptism.
Ye know not He addresses inhabitants of Jerusalem, who had
not been present at the baptism of Jesus : and arouses in them
a desire to know him.

27. [Omit a-jrog la-iv, he it is. Also, og epvooaQsv pov

ysyow, is preferred before me. Tisch., A /f.,
L. Kead, T/iere

standeth among you, (ivhom ye know not), he that cometh after

me, whose shoes, etc. To loose the shoe s latchet, or bear tlw

sandals, Matt. iii. 11, was the duty of a slave, perhaps too of

the disciples of Rabbins. Thol.]
28. [For {3r,i)a[3acqi, Bethabara, read /&j0av/a, Bethany.

Tisch., A If., Z.] In Bethabara Therefore they had come a

long way, ver. 19. Beyond In reference to Jerusalem,

Where Where he used to baptize.
29. [Omit o Iuawr,c, John. Tisch., Alf., etc. Read, he seeth,

etc.] Coming unto him After his baptism, as we have seen,

[not indeed on the very day of his baptism, for on that day
Jesus was immediately led into the wilderness (Matt. iv. 1).

In the wilderness, it seems, Jesus began to walk publicly, ver.
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So, 36, 43, 44, after his return from the wilderness in triumph ;

he came to John in such a way, that the latter could point
him out as close at hand : and yet Jesus did not begin the

conversation with him. V.G.] The Lamb He calls him the

innocent Lamb to be sacrificed : a lamb renders active and

passive obedience, 1 Pet. i. 19. The article 6, the, hints at the

prophecy which refers to him under this figure, Isa. liii. 7.

[eng. adds, also under the type of the Paschal Lamb. More
over the passover itself was then near, chap. ii. 13. But the

reference is not to the Paschal Lamb, but to Isa. liii., when
compare also ver. 4, 5, 6, 12. For the leading idea in the pass-
over has nothing to do with taking away sin. L., Mey., De W.
So Alf., who adds that this does not affect the fact that Jesus
was the true Paschal Lamb, as was afterwards revealed. 1 Cor.

v. 7.] John, through divine instruction, calls him the Lamb
of God; although at that early time the exact sense of the
term would escape, if not John himself, at least his hearers.

[Having first asserted his knowledge of the exalted nature of

the person of Jesus Christ, that is, of the Word which was
made flesh, John next describes his office and his chief gift.
In the same way Jesus Christ first presented himself to be

acknowledged by the disciples as Son of God
;
he afterwards

instructed them of his sufferings, etc. V.G.} Of God The
Lamb of God, given and approved by God

;
and of whom he

himself bears this witness : this is the only Lamb, this the

only victim pleasing to me, Heb. x. 5, etc. So Ps. li. 17.

sacrifices o/ God, those which God owns, Luke ii. 26, the

Lord s Christ. John says, afitov xai on a /osi, x.r.X., the

Lamb, and that he takes away, etc. The Vulgate has Ecce

agnus Dei, ECCE qui tollit, etc. Behold the Lamb, behold

him who takes away. Both understood the words o e^uv&g

6
a/guv, the Lamb, he that takes, not in agreement, as sub

stantive and adjective, but as nouns in apposition. This
second clause was added either by the Baptist or by the evan

gelist, as chap. iv. 25. The Lamb of God first took the load

of sin from off the world upon himself, he then rolled it from
himself. [The same verb, take away; 1 John iii. 5. F.6r.]
The sin The singular number, with the article, gives great
force. The one plague, which seized all. He bore the whole

;

he did not bear one part, and not the rest. The singular
number is also used in the midst of plurals, Isa. liii. 6, 8, 12.

Sin and the world are equally wide.

30. A man Great, unequalled. Before Ver. 15, note.
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31. / knew him not By sight, like you, ver. 26. [But he

means that he knew not his Messianic dignity, not his person ;

ver. 23, ThoL, and this does not exclude personal acquaint
ance with Jesus, or knowledge of his personal merit. JBr. in

De IF., etc. The point is the emphatic statement that his

knowledge of the Messiahship of Jesus was of divine origin.

And all that he may have thought or expected of him before,

in view of his birth and character, (comp. Luke i. 39, etc.),

was no knowledge in comparison with this divine testimony.

Neand.~\ When I said, there cometh after me, see Matt. iii.

14, notes. This clearly tends to prove that John was in

structed by God to testify of Christ Jesus. That Expresses
not the single, but the primary end, why he came baptising
with water

;
Acts xix. 4. Baptising This connects the words

of John the Baptist, after the parenthesis of the evangelist to

be observed presently.
32. Bare record As of a fact seen by himself and not by

the people. What follows [comp. ver. 34] belonged to his tes

timony or record; what is said in ver. 29, etc., [comp. ver. 15,

27,] belonged to his demonstration from the record. The

evangelist interposes this as a parenthesis in the midst of the

connected words of the Baptist, [not as a parenthesis, but to

give especial prominence to this testimony which follows,

Mey., Thol. The Spirit Not to be identified with the Logos,

Word, ver. 1
;
for the Word became flesh, ver. 14, which could

not be said of Spirit. Mey., Z.] From heaven Take this

with xaraSottiov, descending. The descent, at least in its last

and lowest part, was as definitely directed to Jesus, as its

abiding on him. Abode, For some time.

33. / knew him not Before I saw the Spirit descending.
He that sent me God.

34. / saw The Spirit descending. And Thence bare

record, or / became a witness. The Son of God And so the

Messiah. Eeferring to what is said, Matt. iii. 17. [That is,

how Jesus in his baptism was proclaimed the Son of God, and
in his temptation declared himself to be the Son of God : thus

this very truth, that he is the Son of God, is explained more
at length in the first verses. These verses have also an appro

priate place here, to designate the person, of whom John the

Baptist bare record, by the mission which was divinely in

trusted to him. The events which precede the appearance of

John the Baptist, such as the nativity and baptism of Christ,

etc., the evangelist has most skilfully interwoven with the
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rest. Harm. Thus it is evident that, at the very beginning
of Christ s ministry, his glory as the divine Mediator was

abundantly revealed to Israel. Lampe.~\
35. The next day Great days ! The first is the day of the

testimony to Jesus as the Messiah, ver. 15, etc.
;
the second is

that of the testimony to him and to his passion, ver. 29, etc.
;

the third, that of the three disciples joining him
, the fourth,

that of the gaining Philip and Nathanael, ver. 43, etc. Add
chap. ii. 1, 12. The evangelist evinces singular care in mark

ing time. Two To be witnesses. [One was Andrew, ver.

40; the other probably (certainly, says Mey.) the evangelist
himself. L. t etc.]

36. As he walked He was not now coming to John, ver.

29; for it would not have been becoming to do so often.

Once was condescension enough.
37. Followed Voluntarily, behind him. The very begin

ning of the Christian Church. At the first Jesus invited dis

ciples with a sweetness as of milk. [1 Cor. iii. 2. We shall

not find that he appointed fixed hours for instructing his

disciples ;
but all his conversation afforded continued instruc

tion and uninterrupted training, taking occasion now from a

marriage ;
now from great peril on the water ; now from

household necessity; now from a sick man; or from some
errors on the part of the disciples. Constantly, as it were, on
the corners of the roads, he taught, reproved, bent, bore with,

admonished, tried, strengthened, established them, and dis

played to them one part of the truth after another, and
delivered them from one false conception after another, from
the beginning of his ministry, up to the time of his ascension.

Ifarm.]
38. What seek ye He knewtheywere seeking him. He there

fore means, What seek ye with me 1 not, Whom seek ye ? By
this question he touched their hearts. He showed that he knew

they were seeking something ;
he gives them an opportunity

to ask what they wanted. RabU They at an early period

give this title to Jesus
;

ver. 49. [In after times, the title

Lord, one more expressive of his Messianic dignity, seems to

have been customarily given him by the disciples, chap. xiii.

13. Z.] And the addition of interpretation, shows that the

disciples at the beginning assigned it to him in the full sense

of its grandeur. Where dwellest thou t Gr. crou {JLSVSIS, as we
ask, where do you stay ? where hast thou thy ftovr], abode t TLey
desire intimacy.
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39. [For 73srf, see, read tyefffa, ye shall see. Tisch., Alf.]
Saw They might have seen proofs of the Messiah in his

dwelling ;
which was simple, peaceful, neat, quiet, an4 frugal,

without any beggarly array of vases and books, (comp. 2 Kings
iv. 10,) in a word, worthy of him and him alone. Abode

Constancy becomes disciples. Day Happy day ! [Omit d
s,

and. (Eng. Yer., for.) Tisch., Alf.] Hour Andrew made

haste, although it was evening, to tell the glad tidings to his

brother. [These incidents preceded sunset by two hours.

V.G. For John seems always to reckon by the Jewish method,

making twelve equal hours from morning to night. Alf]
41. First Both perhaps sought Simon, but by different

roads. [First is Gr. wwroz, an adjective, agreeing with he,

oSroc, not an adverb. He was the first to find. So L., Alf.]
Findeth With the festival freshness of those days beautifully

corresponds the wordjindeih ; it is frequently used here. Bro
ther He afterwards became superior to Andrew, who possi

bly was the elder
;
ver. 44. We have found Ver. 45. A

great and joyful e8*jj/*a, discovery , expected by the world for

about 4000 years. They had learned from John, that he was
near. Which An addition of the evangelist, ver. 42.

42. [Omit Kai, and, before yyaysv, lie brought. Also de, and.

Tisch., Alf.] Beheld An effectual look. /Simon, the son of
Jona [For Iwva, Jona, read Iwai/vou, John. Tisch., Alf.] No
one had mentioned these names to the Saviour. Hence by
this nominal address he took complete possession of Peter

;

comp. ver. 48. Cephas Peter was afterwards, especially
when in Syria, called by this name also

;
it is Syriac.

43. [Following Namely, following the day mentioned, ver.

39; and the fourth from ver. 19, etc. Mey. Omit 6 Iqaovs,

Jesus, Tisch., Alf. Read, he would, etc,] Would go forth
And went forth, chap. ii. 1. By comparing with this chap, ii.,

particularly ver. 11, it is evident that the word go forth is im

portant. He went forth to act, to carry on his work.

44. Bethsaida This appears to be mentioned, because

Nathanael s native country was near, ver. 45, chap. xxi. 2.

[Andrew and Peter Andrew was the elder brother. He did

not take offence at the great honour done to Peter
;
but he

came next to him. V.G.]
45. Findeth Philip, when called, immediately gains others.

Nathanael It is probable that he was admitted among the

apostles, and was the same who is called Bartholomew, a

second name derived from his father, Tolomseus, as Simon
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from Jona, Bar-Jona, James and John from Zebedee. For
Judas was called LebbaBus or Thaddaeus. Certainly in Matt.

x. 3, lie is joined with Philip ;
and in John xxi. 2, Nathanael

is enumerated among the apostles, immediately after Thomas;
coinp. Acts i. 13, and it would appear that his name must
have been submitted to the lots cast for the apostolate, Acts

i, 23, had he not been already among the apostles. He was

certainly just as dear a friend of the Lord, as a friend can be

dear to a prince who yet is not employed on his embassies.

Saith With a loud, ver. 48, and a joyful voice. [Moses
John v. 39, 46. V.G.] We have found Peter, Andrew, and

Philip. Of Nazareth Which was the residence of Joseph
and Mary, and was hence considered by the mass as the

native place of Jesus. Chap. vii. 41, 42. Z.]
46. Can there any There were therefore many worthless

characters there. Comp. as to that whole region, chap. vii.

52. In Nathanael it is more modest and cautious to put this

question, than to make a positive denial. Christ did not owe
his merit to his native land on earth. He came from heaven.

Good But how great a good, Christ! chap. vii. 12. Come
and see The best remedy against preconceived opinions.

Philip now makes the same reply to others, as Jesus the

day before had made to the disciples. See, i.e., you will see.

An imperative after an imperative often has the force of a

future
; Gen. xvii. 1 ;

Amos v. 4.

47. Of him Not directly to him. An Israelite Worthy to

see the angels of God descending, as Jacob did, ver. 51
; comp.

Gen. xxviii. 12. No creature could bear the name, Israel,

unless given of God
;
so comprehensive is it : the guileless,

adoXoi, are worthy of it. [Guilelessness is truly a pre-eminent
virtue. V.G.~\ This speech contains a proof: 1, of his omni
science

;
2. of his benignity. Nathanael had been hasty ;

ver.

46. The Lord shows himself a good to him. Indeed- An
affirmation showing intimate knowledge.

48. Whence Jesus does not answer this question, but shows

he knows even more of Nathanael. Fig-tree An emblem of

peace and gospel security. [1 Kings iv. 25
;
Mic. iv. 4. A.

IL F.~] Saw thee With the divine eye. Nathanael is re

minded of the meditations which he had then had, those of a

true Israelite without guile. [0 thou Israel without guile,

people that livest by faith, before I called thee through my
apostles, while thou wast under the shadow of death, and didst

riot see me, I saw thee. August, in Thai.
]
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49. [Omit xa/ \
?ytt ai/np, and saith unto him. Tisch., Alf.~\

Ansivered A deliberate swiftness to believe brings a splendid

portion ;
slowness is censured, Luke xxiv. 25. Thou art the

Son of God Chap. vi. 69. Nathanael now himself confesses

more than he had heard from Philip ;
he retracts his doubt of

the goodness of Jesus. The Son ... the King He con

fesses the person and the office of Christ. Thou art the King
of Israel And my king too, since thou dost acknowledge me
to be a genuine Israelite.

50. [Add on, that, before sJdov, I saiv. Tisch., (not Alf.)~\

Saw The repetition is a confirmation. Chap. iv. 17, 18.

Believest thou Others read without the interrogation, thou

believest; but it is required by the sentence following, which

has no ouf, then, nor any similar particle. Thou shalt see

greater things than these The same figure is found, Luke xxii.

52. At the same time it expresses the admiration of the Lord
at the ready faith of Nathanael

;
as Matt. viii. 10, at the faith

of the centurion ;
the Lord shows by a new proof, that Na-

thanael is intimately known to him, and he confirms his faith.

Shalt sec This word implies the abode of Nathanael with

Jesus. [To him that hath is given. There is perpetual
increase in divine gifts, works, and testimonies : chap. v. 20,

36; xiv. 12. Improve the beginnings; otherwise by delay

you are wanting to yourself. V.G.] Greater On which see

the following verse, and chap. xxi. 25. [See That thou may-
est also believe more greatly. For having as yet heard little,

he believed little. Euthym. in
L.~\

51. Verily, verily Matthew, Mark, and Luke, in the

speeches of Jesus Christ, usually write a.uijv, amen, or verily,

once, John twice. The others indeed do so in the passages,
which are not parallel ;

but yet in parallels too, Matt. xxvi.

21, 34
;
John xiii. 21, 38, hence it would seem that the

Saviour always prefaced d^v, amen, once, or, as we are dis

posed to think, always twice. At the time of Matthew, Mark,
and Luke, it was not yet full time to record this : when John

wrote, the time had come. But why twice ? Jesus spake in.

his Father s name and in his own : comp. note on 2 Cor. i. 20
;

his word is truth with the speaker and with believers, 1 John
ii. 8, both in word and in deed. Matt. v. 37. They are Xoyoi
d^divot jcai xiffroi, sayings true and faithful : comp. Rev. xix.

11. A Hebrew epizeuxis, [repetition for emphasis,] as Ps.

xli. 13, Ixxxix. 52, Ixxii. 19 : so very, very. You To thee

and the rest. [Alf. -(not Tisch.) omits affair/, (aV aV;
; )
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hereafter.] Ye shall see Answering to thou shalt see, ver. 50.

Great faith and great profession on a man s part secure greater

gifts for others also. Heaven That is, you shall see wonderful

signs, which will show that heaven is open. The Lord has

descended from heaven, he now dwells on earth
;
and there

fore his heavenly messengers will have much to do, for they
will attend their Lord. Open Gr. avsuyora, laid open. The

preterite in its strict sense, comp. Matt. iii. 16, continuing
also to the future. John iii. 13

;
Acts vii. 56; Kev. xi. 12.

[When Christ became man, and began to preach, heaven opened,
and remains open; and never since, at Christ s baptism in Jor

dan, it was opened, has it closed, rior will it ever close, though
we see it not with the bodily eye. Christ means : You are now
citizens of heaven, and your citizenship is the heavenly Jeru

salem, and you are in the fellowship of the dear angels, who

ceaselessly ascend and descend upon you. Luther in L.] The

angels of God Ministering servants of the only-begotten Son
of God. Ascending and descending Ascending comes first,

and therefore the angels will stay awhile on earth. Jacob saw
a similar vision, Gen. xxviii. 12. How much more the guile
less Israelite under the New Testament ! The Son of man
See note on Matt. xvi. 13. [Thus we see that from the be

ginning Jesus did not conceal his own glory. For he not only

accepted the splendid confession of Nathanael, but immediately
added an implication that, from the first, he counted it no

robbery to be equal to God. Lampe.]

CHAPTEK II.

1. The third day After the promise, chap. i. 51. Its fulfil

ment is now exemplified. [One day intervened between the day
on which Nathanael was won and the marriage-feast ;

on this

day it may be reasonably supposed, the number of the disciples
received some accession. V.G. Nor was this time too short

for accomplishing the journey from Bethabara to Galilee (and

especially to Cana.) Harm!} Marriage Christ does not

abolish but sanctifies human society. Water alone may quench
thirst, but at a marriage the Lord gives wine. On any other

occasion this would have been unnecessary. Mark the great

courtesy of the Lord. At the commencement of Ms ministry,
while attracting his disciples to future glory, he is a guest at

a marriage- feast, though his way thence to the cross lay

through rugged paths. [Cana of Galilee Still so called,

VOL. I.

&quot;
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Kana el Jelil. It is eight or ten miles north of Nazareth.

Mob. It was the native place of Natlianael, chap. xxi. 2.

Mey.~] The mother of Jesus John never calls her Mary ;

but assumes that the name is known from the other evan

gelists : comp. note on chap. vi. 67, vii. 42, xxi. 2. There

As a relative or intimate friend.

2. [Jesus And he went. For he came to sanctify all life,

its joys as well as sorrows. Trench.] His From this may be
inferred the piety of those who invited him. [But the invita

tion was certainly not because of Jesus public character : but
of some relationship or acquaintance. De W.~\ Disciples
There were now more disciples than they who had invited

Jesus and his disciples seem to have thought : the wine,

therefore, was exhausted very soon ; but Jesus very boun

teously compensates them with vessels of wine, nearly equal in

number to the companions he had brought.
3. Wanted We know not how many days the nuptials

lasted, nor on what day the Lord came and the wine failed.

They have no The bride and bridegroom. Her meaning is :

1 wish you to withdraw that the others may withdraw also

before the scarcity becomes apparent. Taking this to be the

meaning of Mary, the answer of Jesus does not seem harsh, but,
on the contrary, very affectionate. [More probably, Mary hav

ing now heard John s testimony, and seeing Jesus surrounded

by the disciples, clearly recognises, for the first time, the

Messiah in him, and infers his power to work miracles. L.~]

4. Woman Gr. yvvai. He does not say, Mary, or mother,
but woman, a word which holds an intermediate position,

especially becoming the Lord, chap. xix. 26, and possibly pe
culiar to him. The Lord considered the Father above all

things : and he knew not his mother according to the flesh :

2 Cor. v. 16. Comp. note on John xx. 13. The word
mother was especially unsuitable to the sentence, What is there

to me and to thee. At all events the Greek yuva/, which has

no synonym in our language, has a more courteous sound

than woman, German weib as distinguished from femina,

female, German frau; woman is used for mother, Isa. xlv. 10.

What have I to do with thee lit., what is there to me and
thee Thy thoughts, he says, and mine differ. The dis

ciples are disciplined in a similar way, chap. vi. 6 ; xiii. 7.

Hour Of doing what you suggest, that is, of withdrawing.
His hour of assisting was assuredly come. [He rather means,
the fixed time for manifesting forth his glory, ver. 11. L.~] Is

not yet come The same word is found in chap. iv. 47 ;
viii. 42.
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5. Saith As yet Mary had not seen Jesus work a miracle,

ver. 11
;
but from his answer she wisely concluded that he

was now about to perform one. Whatsoever he saith unto you,
do it She sees that he is on the point of doing something :

and therefore she entrusts to him the whole management,
which devolved on her, and the servants also. Comp. Gen.

xli. 55, what he saith to you, do.

6. Waterpots Broad rather than deep : for they were

lying, xsfftsmi, [Eng. Vers., set] : they were capacious, long,
broad and deep, suited to draw from, ver. 8. The Jews~-
Who frequently washed. [Especially before eating, Matt,

xv. 2, etc. These may have been emptied by use before the

meal. Thol.~] The evangelist did not write among the Jews;*
ver. 13, chap. v. 1. Firkins [About nine gallons] Contain

ing three thousand baths; 2 Chron. iv. 5, Sept. Twelve gal
lons of ivheaten flour andforty sheep and six firkins (baths, Gr.

(*6rgi)rai) of wine; Bel and the Drag., v. 2. By these seventy

priests, besides women and children, were liberally maintained.

See the same passage, ver. 9. It is not doubtful that much
remained over. According to this view the fifteen firkins in

Cana might have furnished drink enough for upwards of 175

men, and to an equal number of women and children
;
to feed

whom 360 gallons and 100 sheep would be required. I say

expressly according to this view, and further on refer the words

to feed whom to upivards of 175, not to 175 thereby greatly

enlarging the sense of the word upivards. Comp. 1 Esdr. viii.

22 (20).
7. [Fill The moment of the miracle seems to lie between

this and the following verse. The servants poured in water,

they drew out wine. L., De TF.]

8. They bare, That is, they drew and bare. Beautiful

obedience. \Made wine He who made the wine at this

wedding does the same thing every year in the vines. Just

as the water which the servants put into the water-pots was
turned into wine by the Lord, so that which the clouds pour
down is turned into wine by the same Lord. It excites no

wonder in us, because it occurs every year. August, in L.~\

9. The ruler of the feast Who was governing the whole

feast : skilled in determining questions of taste. \Which had
drawn the water, not which drew, as Eng. Vers. Trench, Alf.~]

The water The article points out the subject. Knew not . . .

knew The ruler s ignorance proves the excellence of the

wine : the knowledge of the servants, the reality of the mir

acle. Called It is not said to himself.
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10. Saiih So that all present might hear : see ver. 9.

Good The bridegroom therefore, in the opinion of the ruler,

had furnished wine sufficiently good, but Jesus gave better.

Have well drunk [So Eng. Vers. properly renders with De
W., etc., though others understand it to mean, when men are

well drunken. So Beng. The language of the governor of

the feast is half sportive. L.] The ruler s observation is re

peated and the Jewish custom noticed : drunkenness is not

approved. TJiou hast kept He speaks as if he were ignorant
of what had happened, ver. 9.

11. [Omit rr,v before d^/jv. Tisch., Alf. Render, This

wrought Jesus as the beginning of miracles. Mey., Alf. ] This

Our Lord s early miracles are narrated with great fulness :

for the beginning of faith rested on them. [Indeed the first

miracles, here and chap. v. 8; Matt. viii. 13; he did not

work by his hand, but by his ivords : that it might be mani
fest that his power was divine. Men sometimes have a natu

ral strength, so that even severe bodily infirmities yield to

their hands. But the power of Jesus was different
; since,

when he afterwards stretched out his hands, or used other forms

in miraculous cures, he did so for the sake of those who were

benefited, Mark vii. 33, etc., chap. viii. 23. Harm.] Begin

ning From which it might be gathered that more would

follow. And manifested And thus began to manifest his

glory. He had not previously wrought any miracles. [He,
it appears, taught before showing signs. When he made this

beginning of signs, his teaching had been previously com
menced with his disciples, whose teaching faith was confirmed

by this miracle, and with others through John the Baptist, as

well as through Jesus himself : John i. Harm. His glory
Words which could be used of no being less than the Son.

For others would have manifested another s glory ; only he his

own. Trench. On this glory, see chap. i. 1 4. Alf.] Disciples

His mother had already believed : Luke i. 45. Believed

More fully, chap. i. 50. Even at a marriage feast we must

seek to increase our faith. Henceforward the disciples were

prepared to accept whatever the Lord should do or say.

12. He ivent down From Cana [in the country, to Caper

naum, on the lake-shore. Alf.] And a holy family. His

brethren are placed before his disciples. The privileges of his

brethren would have been very great if they had made use

of them. These are first mentioned here : Joseph is not

now added. We may reasonably suspect that Joseph died
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between the twelfth and thirtieth years of Jesus, and that his

brethren were not the children of Joseph, (for Jesus, as he
was reputed the son, so was he regarded as absolutely the

first-begotten of Joseph), but the sons of Mary s sister.

Harm. ] Not many days He accustomed them to travelling,
and his journey to Jerusalem drew nigh. See ver. 13.

[Manifestly by this phrase (comp. Acts i. 5, xiii. 31) this con

tinuing is distinguished from his abode at Capernaum. That

preceded, this followed the imprisonment of John. Harm. }

1 3. T/ie Jews&quot; Passover The work of Christ was particularly
fruitful at the time of the passover.

14. Oxen, and sheep, and doves Used in sacrifices. Sitting
In the act of bartering : [business was the more brisk, as

the passover was at hand. Harm.]
15. A scourge Admirable zeal ! Of cords Scourges were

formerly thus made. No material inflicted less injury on the

body than this. It is not said that he struck one blow

against the men : he accomplished his object by terror. [The
scourge was not used to force them to go; for his human arm
was nothing against so many; but rather as a symbol of God s

judgment soon to fall on the corrupters. Neand. This cleans

ing of the temple is different from that recorded Matt. xxi. 12,
etc., the one occurring at the commencement, the other at the
close of his ministry. Mey., A If.]

1 6. My Fathers house Wonderful authority ! [The Savioui

proved himself on this occasion Lord of the temple, and all

its feasts
;
men therefore had no reason to wonder, either if he

did not then tarry until the end of the feast, or if afterwards
he did not attend all the feasts, or if he failed to be present
at the beginning of the feast. Harm.]

17. [Answered To his act; i.e., it gave them occasion to
demand his testimonial of authority for such a violent pro
cedure. L. Omit &, andTisch., A If.] Remembered Comp.
ver. 22, chap. xii. 16. Concerning the time of remembrance,
chap, xiv. 26. [For xaTtpay s

/AS, hath eaten me up, read,

xara&amp;lt;pdy&raj ^ eateth me up. Tisch., A
If.]

Zeal . . hath
eaten me up So Sept., Ps. Ixix. 0. Indeed his enemies
afterwards killed Jesus for his zeal for his Father s house.
House See ver. 16.

18. What sign Yet this very act was a sign, which Jesus
had miraculously wrought. [How many armed men, think

you, would be required immediately to drive all the buyers
and sellers from any market-placet V.G.] Hence indeed
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this act vvas the more remarkable, since Jesus, having just
come from his baptism, was still a stranger to the inhabitants

of Jerusalem. Harm.] They require signs to be proved by signs.

They evinced the same obliquity, chap. vi. 30; Matt. xxi. 23.

19. Destroy For this deed, the cleansing of the temple,

they subsequently destroyed the temple of his body ; destroy,

i.e., if you destroy; or better, you will destroy. We find a

similar use of the imperative. Ecclus. xxx. 9; xxxiii. 26,
soothe your little son, etc. This No doubt that Jesus sup

plied what the evangelist adds, ver. 21, by a nod or a gesture,
which the Jews did not observe. Temple The body of Jesus

will be raised again ;
it is the temple and abode of the God

head. Jesus, therefore, is Lord of the temple at Jerusalem,
which temple was a type of the Lord s body. / will raise it up
A word suitable both to the stone, the buildings, and the

temple of his body. It occurs again, ver. 22. I can do, he

says, and the remark is a noble one, what I will with the

temple of my body, chap. x. 17, 18, and with this temple of

stone and wood. He evades their demand of a sign ; comp.

chap. viii. 28. But even at that time he wrought miracles,

ver. 23. [Such seems to be the true exposition of this much-

disputed saying. By this temple, Christ means his body;

calling it by that name, because the temple was the shadow
and type of the body of Jesus, and of his church. In crucify

ing his body, the Jews destroyed their temple, their whole

typical economy. In raising up his body, he built up the

temple of God in his church, in a new, spiritual, and glorified

form. Stier.. so Alf.]
20. In building By Herod the Great, and afterwards.

And wilt thou They seem to have taken the words of Jesus

the more literally, because he was called a workman. Mark
vi. 3; comp. Matt. xxvi. 61; xxvii. 63. Stupidity often aids

malice. [But Semler properly remarks that their question
does not show malice.

L.~\

21. Of the temple of his body That is, of the temple, which

was Jesus body; cornp. chap. xi. 13. [Neither disciples nor

Jews understood Christ s word at the time; but he was scatter

ing seeds of truth for the future, ver. 22. Mey.~\
22. Was risen His resurrection, and not his glorification,

is quoted because the sign was fulfilled in his resurrection.

Comp. / will raise, ver. 19. Remembered Faith and memory
mutually assist each other here

;
and chap. xii. 16, xvi. 4 : they

also work together; Matt. xvi. 8, 9; Ps. cvi. 13; comp. ver. 12.
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[Omit avroT:,unto them. Tisch., Alf.~\
The scripture . . . word

Relating to the raising of the temple again; both of God.

23. In the feast-day The people being assembled, chap. iv.

45. Believed As those in chap. viii. 30; xii. 42. Miracles

The evangelists record more miracles in Galilee than in

Judea and Jerusalem; ver. 1 and chap. iv. 46. For he wrought
a great number in Galilee; Matt. xi. 20. Those wrought at

Jerusalem were of themselves very well known.

24. Did . . . himself He did not condescend to too much

familiarity with them, (Sept. Job xxix. 24, If I laughed with

them, they believed not.) He did not reveal to them that which
it was not as yet full time to reveal. [Rather, he did not

account them tiue disciples, disciples indeed, chap. viii. 32.

Euthym. in De W. In fact he left the city, when the pass-
over was not yet, or scarcely, concluded; because these men
were already meditating the plots, which broke out more

openly, chap. v. 16, 18; vii. 1; it was not yet time to

encounter their hatred. Doubtless Nicodemus came to him

by night, because he surmised this. Ifarm.~\ The antithesis

is ev/ffTtvffav, many believed, ver. 23. He Of himself he knew
all men. Kneiv John frequently uses to know, in reference

to the knowledge of all things, which Jesus, without human
instruction, had, chap. iv. 1

;
v. 6.

25. Of man . . . in man This is said of all mankind
;
in

ver. 24, of the individuals included under this term. He
Himself, without other evidence. What For example,

treachery: every man is deceitful. John employs a Euphemism
[that is, a mild expression for something bad.] In man exists

what is human; in the new man, what is divine, Christian,

spiritual. [John often makes prominent the immediate, super
natural knowledge of Jesus. Comp. chap. i. 48, 49; iv. 19;
vi. 61, 64; xi. 4, 15; xiii. 11; xxi. 17. Mey\.

CHAPTER III.

1. There was Eleven conversations of Jesus are narrated in

detail by John : the first of these now commences. A man
One of those of whom see, chap, ii., at the close : but con

siderably better than many. [There can be no doubt of the

sincerity of Nicodemus in his inquiries. He seems to have
had his attention attracted to Jesus by his miracles, (comp.

chap. ii. 23), and perhaps he had before been watching for the

signs of that kingdom of God, heralded by the Baptist. Z.]
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2. [For rlv Jqaoijv, Jesus, read avrov, him. Tisck., AIf.~\ By
night Christ always receives those who come to him. We
know I and those like me : the rulers rather than the Phari

sees, chap. xii. 42. To this plural, the plural of ver. 7 cor

responds. Nicodemus states the antecedent as the consequent.
Therefore I wished, he says, to confer with thee. He wished to

hear of heavenly and sublime things, ver. 1 2, [but Jesus brings
him down to first principles. V.GJ\ Miracles Chap. ii. 23.

3. Except a man An indefinite expression. Nicodemus,

however, properly applies it to himself. Comp. ver. 7, ye.

The sense is : Thy opinion, Nicodemus, respecting Jesus is

not enough ;
thou must believe absolutely, and submit to God s

ordinance of baptism. Comp. Matt. xvi. 16. [Rather, My
doctrine is not of doing or leaving undone, but of becoming;
of a change in nature. Luther in Thol.~\ A necessary doctrine

for Nicodemus. Jesus therefore began at this point, as Nico

demus had afforded an opportunity. Be born At first this

is stated metaphorically, in harsh language, to convince Nico

demus of ignorance : it is subsequently explained, in a literal

sense, when he has been humbled, ver. 15. [Comp. 1 John
v. 1.]

The same truth is here expressed, which Matt. iii. states

under the term
,uravo&amp;lt;ag, repentance, a word which is not read

in the Gospel of John. [Think not that the work of faith is

accomplished without trouble
;
for it is a creation from above.

On the other hand, regard not regeneration as more difficult

than it is; it is simply accomplished by faith. V.GJ] Again,

lit., from above Gr. civudzv. [Not as Eng. Ver. again; but

from above, i.e., from heaven, of God. L., Mey., De W.] Comp.
ver. 2, 7, 11, 31. Above, that is, whence the Son of man has

descended. Cannot Nicodemus had not comprehended what
he had said, ver. 2. See Even now and after this life, [with

understanding and clear perception; StierJ\ See with enjoy
ment. The kingdom of God He who sees Christ, sees the

kingdom of Christ. The new birth and our knowledge of him
are derived from the same source. [To this Nicodemus was

aspiring ;
he was yet ignorant of the importance in this respect

of faith in Jesus. V.GJ]
4. How How and why frequently impede faith; ver. 9,

chap. vi. 52. Nicodemus marvels, ver. 7. It is well that he

simply asks. Be born Nicodemus should have added from
above: this he omits: he therefore says, a second time. [Not
misunderstanding the civood-v, from above; but receiving no
idea from it at all. Mey., etc.] Old Not merely adult. Nico
demus therefore, being an old man, asks for his own sake ;
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lie came to Jesus, who was mucla younger. Can he Gr. fj^n

ovvarai, surely he cannot ? Nicodemus objects spiritedly,

[and in such a way, that his words appear to border on deri

sion. Hence Jesus makes his next answer a little more distinct,

as well as somewhat more paradoxical and severe. V.GJ]
5. [Except Nicodemus doubted the possibility; ver. 4;

Jesus reiterates the necessity, which presupposes the possibility.

TholJ] Oftvater and of the Spirit Jesus makes his remark the

more difficult, in order to discipline Nicodemus. At the same
time he states the difference between the heavenly and the natu

ral birth
;
and he defines the former as a communion with him

self and with the Spirit, (for he speaks of himself and of the

Spirit in ver. 11. Comp. 1 Cor. vi. 11.) No one can enjoy
God without the Son and the Spirit. Water signifies the bap
tism of John into Jesus Christ, ver. 22, 23; by omitting this

baptism, the colleagues of Nicodemus despised the counsel of

God; Luke vii. 30. Nevertheless the Jews were accustomed
to baptism: Heb. ix. 10. Nicodemus appears to have thought
too little of John and of his baptism, for John had wrought
no miracle. Comp. ver. 2. Communion with the Spirit of

Christ is needed, as well as communion with Christ; Acts ii.

38. Because the same Spirit glorifies Christ, the Spirit alone,
of whom we must be born again, is mentioned, and nothing
is said of water

;
he does not say in ver. 6, that which is

lorn of water is water. The necessity, therefore, of regenera
tion first, and of baptism second, is here confirmed, (comp. a

similar and, chap. vi. 40) : otherwise there would be little hope
for infants dying unbaptised. Comp. on water and the Spirit,
Tit. iii. 5. Enter This corresponds to enter of the foregoing
verse. He speaks with more severity; comp. see ver. 3. He
cannot enter, still less see. He who wishes to understand the

internal structure of a house, must enter it. That which is

not born, uses neither eyes HOY feet.

6. That which is born This being neuter, has a more

general sound. It denotes the rudiments of new life : comp.
Luke i. 35

;
or even the whole body of the regenerate :

comp. John vi. 37, 39. The masculine is subsequently em
ployed, every one that is born, ver. 8

; signifying matured
birth. Flesh Truej^esA/ but also mere flesh, void of spirit,

opposed to spirit, of an old creation. Spirit That which is

born of the Spirit is spirit : he who is born of the Spirit
is spiritual. [Like produces like. That which is fit for

God s kingdom cannot come of the flesh
;
but of the Spirit

alone. Z.]
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7. Ye Thou, and those in whose name thou hast spoken,
ver. 2. Jesus says ye, not we.

8. The wind
\f&amp;gt;eng.

would translate xvevfta in a limited

sense : the Spirit breatheth where it will, and thou hearest

its voice, but knowest not whence it cometh, and whither it

goeth ! So is every one that is born, etc. This is literal, and
makes good sense, the emphasis falling on every one. But
all recent commentators adopt the more common rendering of

Eng. Ver. Yet the usual arguments are not conclusive. The
word O JTOJC, so, does not require us to understand a comparison
between different things. Nor does the last clause become

superfluous, on BengSs view, if proper emphasis is observed.

On the other hand, breatheth (wsT,) will, (teXzi,) voice, (Qwriv,)

seem more appropriate to Spirit than to wind. But the in

terpretation on Beng. s view, is difficult; and the authority
for the common rendering is overwhelming ; including L.,

Mey., De W., Thol., Stier., Alf., Ols., Robinson, Schleusner,

etc.]
For the Spirit, not the wind, (concerning which comp.

Eccles. xi. o,) has a will and a voice ; of him we are born, and

he who is born of him, is such as he is. It is not the person
born again who should be directly compared with the wind,
but the Spirit himself. Bloweth (lit., breatheth) In the word
and. sound of the gospel. 1 John v. 6. Where Where,

whence, and whitJier, above the flesh, above the earth, above

nature. Flesh and spirit are antithetic, so earth and heaven,
nature and grace. Thou hearest Even now while hearing

me, thou hearest on earth the voice of the Spirit; comp.

earthly things, ver. 12. Whence From heaven. From
above. So Like the Spirit, whom thou hearest and knowest

not. What the Spirit does of himself, he also does in him
that is born of the Spirit. The Spirit quickens a man. He
in whom, the Spirit breathes, in his turn breathes of the

Spirit, and sends forth the voice of the Spirit, his will being
freed through the Spirit.

10. A master, lit., the master A teacher with many hearers,

an experienced man, somewhat better than the others, who
are altogether corrupt : chap. x. 8, notes. The article is

emphatic. Mcodemus, of all the Jewish teachers alone, came

to Jesus, and was able to teach Israel the knowledge of him
;

subsequently, indeed, he acted the part of a teacher in Israel,

defending the Just One, both by his opinion, chap. vii. 50, and

by his act, chap. xix. 39. In these two passages the evangel
ist repeats the notice of this interview by night. These things

Which make Israel divine.
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11. Verily, verily, I say unto thee This is said three times

to Nicodenms. [We I, with John the Baptist, and all the

prophets. Luth. and TholJ] We speak That only. Do
know Jesus does not associate John or any one else with

himself: chap. i. 18; vi. 46. He speaks of himself and of

the Spirit. Comp. on the Son, ver. 32, on the Holy Spirit,

ver. 8, 34, chap. xvi. 13, [also chap. v. 30. Ye Balers

of that period among the Jews. TkolJ\ Receive not [In
faith. V. G. But the difficulty was the exceeding slowness of

Nicodemus to understand Christ s words. He means : although
what we declare is the sure truth of God, yet ye accept not

our testimony to it. LJ\ The plural, as in ver. 2, we know.

12. Earthly things To the divine perception of the Lord

Jesus, the things which must be done on earth are earthly ;

to us grovellers they appear supremely divine. The whole

style of Scripture is full of condescension. Regeneration is

from but not in heaven : it is, however, on the verge of

heaven. [But this is metaphorical. Earthly means easy to

comprehend ; heavenly, difficult to comprehend. To a mas
ter in Israel, such doctrine as the ne.iv birth should be easily

intelligible, being in substance accessible in the Old Testa

ment. But ver. 14, etc., belong to another class of truth,

new, remote, and such as might be difficult even to a master.

L.~\
How The reason why Scripture is silent on many sub

jects. Shall ye believe The less anything appears credible to

reason, the more celestial it frequently is. Heavenly things

The inner principles of the kingdom of God, ver. 3
;
Wisd.

ix. 16. He does not in ver. 13 speak, but rather hints at

heavenly things.
13. [This verse proceeds to affirm that no one has risen to

the knowledge of these heavenly truths, so as to reveal them,
but this Son of man himself; who yet, though he has de

scended, abides also in inmost union with the Father in

heaven. LJ\ And If the question in ver. 12 be changed
into a positive assertion, it will be seen, on slight reflection,

that this is a correct statement. In the foregoing verse, and
in this also, we are described as by nature aliens from heaven.

Without faith in my words and in me, says our Lord, you can

not understand, or reach the things of heaven. The antecedent

is put for the consequent. In the same way xa/, and
\_for]

is employed, chap. xii. 3o. No man Born on the earth.

Angels, it is clear, are not excluded, chap. i. 51. The faithful

do not ascend, but are drawn by the Ascender [the Saviour]
after him.. Him they have put on in their baptism. [Hence
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appears the absolute need of faith. V.G.] To heaven -He

speaks in particular of the heaven of God s majesty. But
Here change the perfect Kva(3e;3rl -/.sv,

hath ascended, into the

future, [middle] and supply aoafiqffzrai, shall ascend : comp.

chap. vi. 62. Before his passion the Lord has nowhere spoken
more clearly of his ascension, than in this and in the parallel

passages, chap. vi. 62
;
in which he also refers to his ascen

sion, as an object of faith, much more incredible than those

things which to his hearers appeared so difficult of belief. On
the whole, the two conversations in chapters iii. and vi. bear

a striking resemblance to each other : the one treats of the

commencement, the other of the sustentation of the new life,

each instinct with divine truth. How is the objection which
our fSaviour meets with. He dwells upon the whence and the

^vhither. lie . . . heaven The Son of man took our nature,

having been previously the Son of God in heaven, and began
to dwell on earth. He alone then, says Jesus of himself, can

and will ascend to heaven. Prov. xxx. 4. Which is, I&amp;gt;eng.,

was [Gr. o uv, better than ivhich
is.]

Who was in heaven,
and with God before the heavens were made, chap. i. 1, notes.

Thus, we see, he descended, and will ascend. Comp. simply

was, chap. vi. 62 : so who loas [Eng. Ver. which
is,~] chap. i. 18 :

, being, is often used of past time, chap. ix. 25
;

xix. 38
;

Luke xxiv. 44
;
2 Cor. viii 9.

14. And Christ, after mentioning his glorification, fre

quently hinted at his passion. Moses This is the first

recorded mention of Moses by our Lord. The serpent, This

serpent was innocuous to counteract those that were venomous :

in the same way the man Christ was sinless to counteract the

old serpent. [So A If. As the brazen serpent was made in the

likeness of those which spread the poison, so Christ was made
in the likeness of sinful flesh.] In the wilderness Where
there was no other remedy. Must For this purpose he came
down from heaven. Be lifted up On a cross towards

heaven. [Lifted up First in crucifixion, then in exaltation.

Yea, there is before me an exaltation, but (says Jacobi) it will

take the form of most profound abasement. Stier. Jesus did

not yet, at this early period, speak distinctly of his suffering
on the cross; see ver. 16. V.

6r.]

15. That The goodness of the Son in ver. 15, and of the

Father in ver. 16, is described in the same words. [The
Son s grace and the Father s love are extolled. V.G.] Comp.
chap. vi. 37, notes, chap. x. 28, 29. Whosoever believeth
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Jesus now begins to speak more plainly. Faith, to those who
need salvation, is what gazing on the uplifted serpent was to

those who suffered from the plague. In him As lifted

up. The cross is the ladder to heaven. [Omit i^r\ avoXqTai

aXX
,
not perish lut. Tisch., Alf.] Should not perish By the

venom of sin. Eternal life. By regeneration and faith. In

every case, eternal life is mentioned early in our Lord s dis

courses. Here it is found for the first time. He takes it foi

granted as a fact well ascertained from the Old Testament :

chap. v. 39. See Dan. xii. 2
;
Luke x. 25.

16. [What follows, to ver. 21, seems to be a continuation

of the words of Jesus, added by the evangelist. Thol. This

appears from the fact that the reference to Nicodemus is

dropped, and the thoughts of the prologue, chap. i. 1-18, are

taken up. OlsJ] Loved The Son knows the Father, and the

love of the Father : he alone bears the best witness of him :

comp. ver. 35. The world All men under heaven, even those

on the verge of destruction (comp. tie, moreover, Eng. Ver., and,
ver. 19,) with whom he had otherwise been wroth : ver. 36.

But for this, unbelief would not properly be a ruinous error

in unbelievers
; they were required to believe that the Son

of God was given for their sake
; he was therefore given for

their sake. Comp. by all means chap. xii. 47. Gave [To
be crucified.

V.Gf.,~\ really, in truth and in earnest : Horn, viii.

32. Christ gave himself, Gal. ii. 20, really, and in earnest.

In him As having been given by God in love.

17. To condemn, lit., judge Although men accuse God of

this. To judge, signifies judicially to abandon to merited ruin.

18. Is condemned This word is employed to suit human
notions. The unbeliever is under that condemnation which he

supposes the Son of God has brought upon the world. [Such
an one has already, by not believing, chosen his own miserable

portion. De WJ\
19. Condemnation The cause of judgment. [Rather, this

is, not the cause, but the condemnation; it consists in this,

that men, who receive not the light, are condemned to the

darkness they love better. Comp. 1 John v. 11, chap. xvii. 3.

Z.] That light After life light is named, as in chap. 1. The

light is Christ. See what follows. In ver. 19, Light, the person,
is praised : further on, in ver. 19, in opposition to darkness,
which is not personified. In ver. 20, 21, the subject treated

of is light indefinitely in the thesis, but in such wise that in

the hypothesis, it answers mainly to the hypostatical [personal]
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light. Loved They did not return love for God s love, ver.

1 6. Rather than The comparison is very appropriate. The

beauty of the light aroused their wonder; but they were bound
down by the love of darkness. Comp. John v. 35, we find a
similar comparison, chap. xii. 43. Evil Gr. Kovqgd, wicked.

This is in sense worse than paDXa, vile, ver. 20.

20. Doeth Gr. ^atfffwv, but wo/SJp, ver. 21. Evil is ever

restless and busier than truth. They are therefore signified

by different words. His deeds Gr. ru ioya criroD, the works

of him. These words, which refer to him who flees from
the liuht, are skilfully put first; then in ver. 21, ccurou ra

iyu, his works, in reference to him who knows that he will

not be ashamed. Should be reproved Gr. iKvy/jfy, convicted

of being what they really are : against the will of the evil

doer. Opposed to this is may be made manifest, ver. 21.

21. That doeth Gr. cro/s/i/,
to do, is frequently used of a

constant occupation; as with the Romans, mercaturam facere,
to carry on a trade. May be made manifest Even Nicodemus

subsequently acted with more openness. Deeds .... wrought
Gr. stya .... e/eyaffpsva,. Kindred terms. In God In

the light, by the power and love of him from whom all truth

originates.

22. Into the land of Judea From the Jewish metropolis.

[He did not, however, remain there long, (comp. on the word,
&amp;lt;3/

grg/j8g, tarried, ch. xi. 54; Acts xvi. 12, xx. 6
3 )

and that

because of the Pharisees, who were even less favourable to

Jesus than to John, chap. iv. 1. Harm.] Baptized Chap,
iv. 1, 2. John did not obstruct those who came spontaneously
while Jesus was baptizing ;

but now he no longer invites them.
23. Enon From [a Heb. word signifying] fountain.

Salim Gr. rov 2aXr/
(
a. The masculine article implies a

district. Much As the rite of immersion needed.

24. For John therefore ceased to baptize when he was

imprisoned, but not before. Not yet The apostle takes that

for granted which the other evangelists have recorded of

John s imprisonment.
25. Then, lit., accordingly There is a reference to ver. 22

;

comp. ver. 26. A question A dispassionate one : not a quarrel.
Between Gr. Ix, on the part of. The question was raised by
the disciples of John. [For loySa/wy, the Jews, read lovduiov,

a Jew. Tisch., Alf.~] Jews Those who now resorted to Jesus

and not to John
;
while the disciples of John maintained that

purification should be sought from him. Purifying From
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sin. [It is thus no new thing for men to dispute about repent

ance, instead of performing it in love. Q.~] Mark i. 4
; comp.

Eph. v. 26. A word in common use among the Jews. Comp.
Heb. ix. 13, 14; 2 Mace. i. 36, ii. 16. John nowhere uses

the words a baptism, a baptizing, the Baptist; see ver. 5
;
even

for Levitical baptism he uses the word purifying, chap. ii. 6.

26. Came The disciples of John were not with him so

habitually as the apostles were with Christ. He that He
does not mention Jesus by name ; they speak of him as of one

who was not so well known as he ought to have been.

27. A man 7, says John, who am but a man. lleceive

Take to himself. Can .... nothing Gr. oy dvvarau
[lit.,

cannot.] How can I dare, says he, to bind men to me ?

Nothing Still less the name of Messiah, [A man can of

himself receive nothing of heaven or of God. Eutliym. in L.~\

From heaven That is, from God. This use of a general for

a special term implies meekness.

28. Before him Of whom ver. 26 treats. So ver. 30. John

did not in set terms call Jesus the Christ : but he spoke of him
in such a way that he might easily be recognised [as Christ.]

29. He that hath Or he whom the bride follows. All

come to Jesus : from this it is evident that Jesus is the bride

groom. See Song of Solomon. The friend Who loves and

is beloved by the bridegroom. The derivation of the name
John is in accordance [with this view,] It is the duty of a

friend to rejoice. Standeth As his attendant. Heareth

Heareth, him speak with the bride, ver. 32, 34. These two

[Gr.] participles belong to the subject
- the predicate is re-

joiceth. Voice By which the bridegroom testifies his presence,

ver. 32. This voice gently attracts the bride. Joy Without

sorrow and without envy,
30. Increase . . . decrease So that all are hereafter to come,

not to me, but to him : Josh. iv. 14. Not even death was to

hinder Christ s increase
;
for this reason the evangelists speak of

his death in a very different way than they speak of that of John.

31. He . , . . from .... above It appears that the evan

gelists appended these words as far as the end of the chapter.

They are suitable to the Baptist s tone of thought : comp.

notes, chap. i. 7. [So L., De W., (who, however, supposes
the passage based on remarks of the Baptist;) Thol., OlsJ\

Furthermore, the proposition he that cometh from above is

above all, although clear enough from the kindred words civu-

Qiv, s&amp;lt;ryta. from above; above is soon made clearer by the anti-
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thesis, lie that is of the earth. Above all In dignity, power,
and speech. He therefore is above John also. John is included

in the word all, ver. 26. That is of the earth is earthy Gr. 6 wv

sx r^c, yr,$,
sx T^C, yn* e&amp;lt;rr/. Place [repetition of the same ex

pression in a different sense :] the former is used of the natural

birth, the latter of disposition and condition
;
and the latter

is followed by a corresponding method of expression. The
contrasted proposition, which likewise consists of three

members, corresponds. It is not said, lie that cometh from
the earth; because he was on the earth, but he that cometh

from above, that cometh from heaven to the earth : for he was

previously in heaven. Is of the earth The contrast is, is

above all. Speaketh of the earth For this reason those who
dwell on earth hear him with greater willingness. The spiritual

excellence of a teacher must not be measured by the pleasure of

his hearers. [The Baptist himself then, even in his office of fore

runner, is of no importance, in comparison with his Lord. Z.]
32. [Omit the first r.ai, and. Tisch., (not A if.)]

Re testifieth

This is far more impressive than he speaks. No man So

ardently does John desire the supremacy of Christ, that

instead of all, (a word which his disciples use, ver. 26). he

says no man. Comp, chap. xii. 38. Eeceivetli A form of faith.

There must be a reception, not a mere bodily approach.
33. He that hath received As John had. Hatli set to his

seal Hath affixed his seal, and, as it were, subscribes the

fact : he acknowledges for himself and has confessed to others,

that God, in whose word he confides, is faithful : and he gives

him the glory. Rom. iv. 20. Comp. 1 John v. 10. See on

sealing, Neh. ix. 38. It is called 6/ioXoy/a, profession, in the

Epistle to the Hebrews. A metaphor taken from contrasts.

God Whose word is that of Messiah : see the following verse :

chap. xii. 44.

34. Hath sent From him. [Omit 6 Qsog, God, in the last

clause. Tisch., A If. Read, For not by measure giveth he the

Spirit (unto him).] For . . . not . . . by measure There is one

gift of the Spirit which is made by Christ ;
under this gift we

who receive a measure are included, Eph. iv. 7 ;
John i.

16. In order that we might be able to receive a measure,

there must have been some one to take, and before taking,

to receive without measure, with the view of baptizing
the rest with the same Spirit : moreover, we shall hereafter

receive the Spirit without measure : 1 Cor. xiii. 10, 12. The

Hebrews observe that the Spirit was given to the prophets in
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measure. Even the Holy Ghost, they say, ivhich rests on the pro
phets, rests only in measure. Even the words of the law which
was given from above were given in measure only. Gartwright.
Again, since Christ received the Holy Ghost without measure,
he speaks most perfectly the words of God.

35. All things See ver. 29, 36. Both the Bride (ver. 29)
and the Life (ver. 36) belong to Christ. Into his hand He,
then, who does not submit to the Son, who does not through
faith receive from the hand of the Son, does not experience
his grace. The same phrase is found chap. xiii. 3. Sub

sequently we have, under his feet : 1 Cor. xv. 27.

36. Hath The present, which includes the future. See on

chap. v. 24. [Thus the life given by Christ is a present posses
sion of believers, to be completed and glorified at his appear
ing. Mey.] Shall not see The future which includes the

present. Wrath For he has no experience of the love with
which the Father loves the Son, and those only who believe

in the Son. Abideth Gr. [j, ~vzi. Others read
/&amp;gt;t=v/;

shall

abide, but see ver. 18. He is condemned already The wrath
of God abideth on him : there is no need of its coming at last.

CHAPTER IV.

1. Knew Even though no one told him. Had heard

Comp. chap. iii. 25, 26. The Pharisees Who were likely to

be displeased at it
; chap. i. 24. For they were anxious to

make proselytes, Matt, xxiii. 15, [and expected in the Messiah

worldly splendour and entire cordiality towards them, as the

protectors of the theocracy and the law, L.] More See

again chap, iii, 26.

2. Jesus So the Vulgate. Gr. iTjffofe auroV, Jesus himself.

Baptized not To baptize, a ministerial act ; Acts x. 48; 1 Cor,

i. 17. John, his minister, baptized with his own hand : it

appears that John s disciples did not baptize any one. But
Christ baptizes with the Holy Ghost.

3. [Omit flr
?./v, again. Tisch., not

Alf.~\
4. Go through In the very journey he did great things.

Samaria An admirable arrangement, especially at that early
time. Jesus here avoided doing that which he afterwards
forbade his disciples to do, Matt. x. 5. The Samaritans went out
to him, ver. 30

;
nor did he, except when solicited, give them

two days, ver. 40. Nay, he so regulated his conversation with
the woman of Samaria, that he bestowed his grace upon her

VOL. i. 2 o
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at her request only, ver. 15. [He adopted a similar method
Sowards the Gentiles: Matt. xv. 21, etc., Mark vii. 24, etc.

UarmJ]
5. Sychar Formerly called Sichem ; subsequently by the

change of a [Heb.] letter, /Sichar, wages, that is, of Joseph s

expedition ;
Gen. xlviii. 22. Thus Jacob was able to bequeath

this district to Joseph, over and above the land which God

promised. To this derivation, ver. 36 appears to allude.

/AiffOov, wages. Such a derivation is not despised : chap. ix. 7.

Gave Jacob had dwelt in this place, ver. 1 2
;
and had given

it as an estate to Joseph out of special love.

6. [Jacob s ivell Still knowrn and honoured as such. Mey.
It stands at the mouth of a valley enclosed by high mountains ;

and has Gerizim, the mount of blessing, on the left, and Ebal,
that of the curse, on the right, to one entering the plain.
Schubert in Thol.] With his journey He had made a long

journey on foot. Thus According to the convenience of the

place, such as it was, without display, alone, as in no wise

showing any expectation of the woman of Samaria, but wish

ing in mere weariness to take some repose. The popular and
courteous character of our Lord s life deserves admiration;
the early Christian imitated this disposition. It was, more

over, very proper that Christ should not at that time openly

present himself to foreigners, but, as it were, casually only.
Matt. x. 5, xv. 23, etc. O :

JTU:, thus, must be explained by
the word with which it is joined, as chap. viii. 59 ;

Acts xxvii.

17; 2 Pet. iii. 4; Sir. xxxii. 1, xai OVTU xddiiov, sit so at the

banquet, as to regard nothing else. So here, he sat so, as he

sat. Chrysostom explains it, simply, and as it chanced. On
Gr. -/. Upon (the well was enclosed with a wall or curb) ;

or at all events, near: as Mark xiii. 29, eni Queaig, at the doors.

A bout the sixth Mid-day. The reason why Jesus was weary ;

why the woman sought water, and why the disciples sought
bread.

7. Of To be taken with, a woman. [The outward con

veniences of ordinary life serve to advance the kingdom of God.

F.6%] Give me to drink Reckoning from this address, there

are seven subsequent changes in the conversation which,
until the disciples arrived, might have appeared to be of no

great importance. Jesus marvellously leads the subject on to

the great consummation, / am the Messiah, ver. 26. This the

apostles were long in learning, [chap. xvi. 31.] In point of

fact the tree is longer in growing than the ear of corn. In
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the same way he led the nobleman to faith by two remarks,
ver. 48, 50.

8. For If the disciples had been present to draw water,
Jesus would not have asked the woman for any. [His disciples

The twelve had not yet been chosen
;
nevertheless they pro

bably accompanied him on this journey. Not only two, but

all, entered the town
;
the novelty of this fact appears to have

induced the men afterwards to listen to the woman with more
readiness. F.6r.] To Gr. /V, in order that. In order that

they might purchase food. When they were in after time

sent to teach, they did not enter the Samaritan towns to do
this.

9. How is it Openness and simplicity is seen in the

woman s first words. A Jew She drew this inference from his

dress or dialect. For . . . no These words are introduced by
the Evangelist to explain the woman s surprise. The Rab
binical maxim, it is unlawful to eat the bread or to drink the

wine of a Samaritan, coincides with the woman s thought.

Dealings with It is riot intercourse but intimacy between the

Jews and the Samaritans that is denied, (comp. the preceding

verse).
10. [Jesus Forgetting his thirst, and seizing the oppor

tunity for words of awakening. De TF.] If thou Jcnewest

Her ignorance is an impediment : the disclosure of it shows
the compassion of Jesus and awakens a desire in the woman s

heart. The gift This gift is the living water. [Rather, the

gift of God here, is the interview with Jesus, which his pro
vidence gives her. Mey.~\ Who it is He speaks modestly in

the third person. It belongs to him who speaks to give this

living water. He afterwards explains who it is, ver. 26. Thou
wouldest have asked . . . given That is, not only wouldest thou

not wonder at my request, but thou wouldest even have of

thine own accord asked of me. The pronoun ou, thou, used
in this place, rather than with the verb

&amp;gt;)*&quot;/,
hadst known,

forms an emphatic contrast to aireTs, askest. John ordinarily

employs the imperfect with the particle av, where the sense

requires that tense : eT/&amp;lt;rrusrg civ, yea ye believe ; vyattar* av,

ye would love, chap. v. 46, viii. 42, ix. 41, xv. 19, xviii. 36.

But the aorist has the same force as the pluperfect, oia civ end-

vqxzi, had not died, ovx civ axtdavs, had not died, chap. xi. 21,
32. The meaning, therefore, in chap. xiv. 2, 28, arid here,

chap. iv. 10, might seem doubtful, sJ~ov uv : sT~ov
civ, I would

say, or / would have said ; s^d^rs civ, ye would rejoice, or ye
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would have rejoiced ; r\rrt Gu^ av, sdu /.sv av, thou wouldest ask,
and lie, would give ; or, thou wouldest have asked, and he would
have given. But, inasmuch as he might have written, though
he does not write, gXsyop, l^a/osri, j~/s, eftidov, we consider the

aorist as a pluperfect, as also in chap, xviii. 30, ovx civ &amp;lt;ffaotd&~

%a.tjt,v avrov, we would not have delivered [him] up: Gal. iv. 15,
eduxare av, ye would have given. The Lord therefore says,
thou ivouldest have asked of me, before I said to thee, give me
to drink. And he said, give me to drink, that, conversely,
the woman might learn to ask of him the living water. He
would have given Gr. eduxsv a. The force of av is, if thou

hadst asked. Living Which is living, and consequently life-

giving. Living water here has a nobler sense than running
(living) water in Lev. xiv. 5. Water In the same way Jesus

derives an allegory from bread, chap. vi. 27, etc., and from

light, chap. viii. 12. Bread and light are in nature the first,

the simplest things : they are needful, common, and salutary.
11. Sir Gr. xu^/g,

Lord. She had not before called him
Lord; but she now does, because he, although to her unknown,
speaks reverently of God, ver. 15, 19. So, chap. v. 7, a man
who knew not Jesus, calls him Lord. In some way or other

they were sensible of his grandeur. [Living water By which
she understands only water fresh from an earthly fountain. Z/.l

12. Greater To ask or to be able to give greater blessing.

Comp. chap. viii. 53. Our father The Samaritans had per
suaded themselves of this : but falsely, Matt. x. 5. Jacob

Who had a perfect knowledge of pastoral life, who knew where
to find water, and was moreover very wealthy. Us In the

person of Joseph ;
ver. 5. She speaks falsely under the im

pression that Jacob was their father. Drank The patri
archs drank water rather than wine. The woman s meaning
is, the patriarch was satisfied with this water and asked not

for better. And his cattle Oxen and sheep. The male and
female slaves, who usually feed the cattle, of course drank
likewise. Therefore the well, which was an ancient one, was

abundantly supplied with water.

14. Shall never thirst Is he then, who has once drunk the

water which Christ gives, free from all thirst? Assuredly
that water has a perennial virtue; and when thirst returns, the

fault is in man and not in the water. But if we drink natural

water, our thirst is but allayed for a few brief hours. But

Comp. chap. vi. 27. Shallbe Gr. yzr/ifcTai, shall be made. From
water shall be made a fountain, as a tree from a shoot. The
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fountain suffers no thirst. Well, lit. fountain The antithesis

of ^rr/rj, fountain, is pgsag, ivell, ver. 11. In believers there

is a spring : the Pope is not the spring from which alone faith,

holiness, blessedness, and valid ecclesiastical orders must even

tually be derived. Of water springing up The fruitfulness

of believers. To spring up, applied to water, an exquisite

phrase. Into All things come from God, and tend to him.

Life Everlasting life (comp. on this ver. 36), the confluence,

nay, the ocean, of these fountains. May I attain it. [Thus this

second clause, but the water, etc., is not merely the denial of

thirst
;
but carries out the contrast to thirst beyond the ana

logy, to the spiritual gifts of his kingdom. Comp. chap. v.

24, 25. L.]
15. Give me The woman asks for water as the Jews had

asked for bread, chap. vi. 34, to sustain the body. Things
have now gone so far that the woman, to whom the same
words had been previously addressed, says, give, ver. 7. Hither

Laboriously. She wishes to have the fountain at home.

16. [Omit o lyffovs, Jesus.
Tisch.,^ Alf. Eead, he saith.}

Saith He now opens a way for giving the woman who
had asked for water a better kind than she requested.

[Thus the oft-disputed connexion with the preceding verse is

simply that Jesus begins to fulfil her request, ver. 15, by con

vincing her of sin. So AlfJ\ Husband It appears the

woman thought that she was desired to call her husband, in

order that he might help her to draw the water, ver. 15,
which had been promised, ver. 14, and carry it home. But
Jesus by these words uncovers her inmost conscience, and

brings her to repentance and confession, ver. 29. He does

not say this altogether abruptly ;
but the words neither come

hither, ver. 15, and come hither, ver. 16, coincide. In the

place which the woman hopes hereafter to abandon, the living
water is bestowed upon her.

17. Well In truth. The Lord speaks very impressively
and very courteously. This plain statement convinced the

woman of Samaria.

18. Five Five marriages included almost the whole life of

the woman : by mentioning them he recalled all her past life

to her recollection. Husbands That he means husbands is evi

dent from the subsequent antithesis. Whether they all died,
or whether she lost any in other ways, was known to her own
conscience, which the Lord aroused. Is not This sixth mar

riage was either unlawful, or was not consummated
; either
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desertion, or some other impediment on the part of one of the

parties, had prevented it. The woman is not said, in ver. 28,
to have made any announcement to her husband.

19. / perceive From thy knowledge of things most se

cret.

20. Our fathers The woman immediately avails herself

of an opportunity to propose a difficulty, which she seems re

cently to have experienced on a religious question, and she

eagerly desires instruction from the prophet. The Lord meets

minds of this class. A desultory question does not always
deserve censure. By our fathers, she means not only her

nearer ancestors, but the patriarchs also. The Samaritans,
even as against the Jews, relied upon their antiquity. The
Jews in their turn appealed to the fathers, chap. vi. 31. Wor

shipped All religion may be reduced to worship. In this

The woman pointed to Mount Gerizim.

21. [Tisch., Alf., put yvvai, woman, after /aou, me.~\
Believe

me Often Christ, in his addresses to the Jews and to his dis

ciples, said, I say unto you, ver. 35. This is the only passage
in which, in speaking to the woman of Samaria, he says, be

lieve me. They were more bound to believe than she was.

The methods of expression are adapted to the respective de

grees of religious privilege. The hour It is called the hour,
not because the whole time is short, but because the com
mencement of it is near : chap. v. 25, xvi. 2. Neither . . . nor
He does not say, both hfre and there, but neither here nor

there. [Gr. *tJre . . . ours. Hence the sense is : Ye shall worship
the Father, but not (only) in this mountain, nor in Jerusalem.

Alf.] The Samaritans were not forced to go to Jerusalem,
Acts viii. 1 4. What need was there of the crusaders of after

times 1 What need is there of pilgrimages ? Distinction of

places, which the ancients observed with great strictness, is

here done away. Num. xxiii. 27 ;
1 Tim. ii. 8. If any dis

tinction remains, the words imply that we should worship not

at Jerusalem, but elsewhere. Ye shall . . . worship You
Samaritans and Jews [and all mankind. StierJ] He properly

employs the second person, not the first : there is a Prother-

apia [anticipatory caution], and, as it were, a correction of his

next remark, which is in the first person, to suit the woman s

understanding. The Father He admits the woman most

kindly into the citadel of faith. Comp. Matt. vi. 9. The
contrast is ver. 20, 21.

22. Ye know not what He shows how great is the ignor-
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ance under which they labour, and therefore adds, the Father;
this the woman had not done. Although ivhat, inasmuch as

it is not repeated in the following clause, appears to signify not

the object but the form of worship ;
in this sense, you knoiv

not what worship you practise, we know what our worship is.

We He speaks as an ordinary Jew, for he is as yet unknown
to the Avoman of Samaria. Salvation In truth it is : the

meaning of the word Jesus, whom she calls a Jew, ver. 9.

Comp. ver. 42. 7s For the promise was that the Saviour

and the knowledge of him would originate with the Jews, and

from them would extend to others. [Jesus speaks more boast

fully of the Jews to foreigners than to the Jews themselves.

V.G.]
23. But Jesus is not content with having preferred the

worship, the knowledge, the religion of the Jews, to those of

the Samaritans, but he further shows that a worship superior
to that celebrated on the mountain, yea even to that celebrated

in Jerusalem, is near at hand. And now is This [not in ver.

21] is added that the woman may not meanwhile suppose that

she must seek a dwelling in Judea, It was fulfilled soon after,

ver. 39, 41. The true worshippers As the Samaritans, ver.

41. In spirit and in truth In these words we have a testi

mony to the Holy Trinity. Those who worship the Father as

sons in spirit and truth are independent of place and of cir

cumstance. [In truth Not merely sincerely, but so that the

worship is in harmony with its object, with the character and

attributes of God. MeyJ\ Seeketh For they are few in num
ber. The same word is found, Ezek. xxii. 30.

24. A spirit When God is called a spirit, we must imagine
a being not only without body and place, but having also spirit

ual attributes, truth, wisdom, holiness, power, etc. Our wor

ship should correspond to this nature of God : to the living

God living gifts should be offered, Heb. ix. 14
;
Rom. xii. 1.

A profound and striking conversation with an ordinary woman
whom he had scarcely seen. He did not communicate loftier

truth even to his disciples.

25. Saith With joy at the truth she had learned, and with

the desire and hope of fully knowing it from the Messiah him
self. [Or perhaps she will say, all this may be true, but I can

not comprehend it. It belongs to those things of which Messiah,
whom we are expecting, will inform us. LJ\ Which is called

Christ This is an addition of the evangelist by way of inter

pretation. Whence did the Samaritans expect the Christ, since
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they admitted the authority of Moses only ? From Moses him

self. Chrysost. on this passage.
26. Saith He made haste to say all before his disciples

arrived. John did not hear the whole conversation
;
he wrote

it afterwards by the dictation of the Holy Spirit, chap. xiv.

26. I Nowhere has he spoken of himself more plainly even

to his disciples.

27. Upon this The time was fitly suited to the conversa

tion. Marvelled Wonder furthers progress. With the woman
In that place. What seekest thou They could with diffi

culty believe that Jesus had bestowed a spiritual blessing on
a woman of Samaria.

28. Left Either to fill her vessel afterwards, or forgetful
of lesser things, in her joy; and to run more quickly. The
woman disregards the water as Jesus did bread, ver. 32. [At
once, and spontaneously, faith, and the joy and certainty of

faith, are applied to lead others also to the discovered good. F.(r.]
29. All things No doubt the woman frankly explained

these things to the citizens, although most of them were pre

viously known. Is not She herself entertains no doubt; but

she invites the citizens to make his acquaintance until they

say, this is indeed the Christ, ver. 42.

30. [Omit ouv, then. Tisch.,Alf.] They went out They will

ingly granted her request, and perhaps left their meal. Others

might have considered it beneath them to abandon their homes
so readily, and go out of the city gate. [Indeed they might
have made many plausible objections : was it probable that just
at that instant, and in that very place, the long-expected Mes
siah had appeared to a woman of this stamp ? V.G.]

31. Mean while Between the departure of the woman and
the arrival of the Samaritans.

32. But he He therefore dispensed with refreshment, his

spiritual zeal banishing hunger. Ye know not of This aug
mented their amazement and their eagerness to learn. A
sweet enigma!

33. [What wonder that the woman did not understand the

water, ver. 11, just as the disciples themselves did not under
stand the meat ! August, in Thol.~\

34. Meat And with that my appetite is satisfied. Finish

Jesus had not as yet arrived at the middle point of his

career, nevertheless he is already thinking of the end, with

such earnestness did he act. The same verb is found, chap.
v. 36. On the work itself, comp. chap. vi. 38, 39, end.
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Work One work, a great one, embracing Israelites, Samari

tans, arid all nations.

35. Four months Gr. rsrgdfAqvos. Very few copies have

rsrgdfAqvov. TiTgdfAqvog is of the common gender, as S/^i/oj,

two months, exfAqvos and s^d/JMjvof, six months. And then cometh

harvest And is equivalent to until; as chap. vii. 33, xiv. 19;
Gen. xl. 13, 19 ; Jonah iii. 4. The four months are, the latter

part of Nisan, the whole of Ijar, the whole of Swan, and the

earlier part of Thammuz ; [which correspond to our April,

May, June, and July. V.G.] The wheat harvest, which is pre

eminently called the harvest, differs from the barley harvest.

The one began about the passover, the other some time later,

Exod. ix. 25, 31, 32, viz., in Palestine, about Pentecost, Exod.

xxxiv. 22. Moreover, the harvest was later in Galilee than in

Judea, (in the same way the feast proclaimed by Jeroboam was

later, 1 Kings xii. 32. Comp. Lev. xxiii. 34). Again, they
were mostly Galileans to whom it is said, say not ye. Finally,
in the year in which this was said, the first day of Thammuz
was the 1 3th of June, which was very early, for the next year
Pentecost fell on the 6th of June, when the wheat harvest

commences. In point of fact, then, the wheat harvest of the

Galileans, in the fourth month after this discourse, began
somewhat early in the month Thammuz. I say unto you
This formula shows that his language is figurative. The
antithesis is, say ye, who prefer to look on outward things.
So ver. 32. Fields The Samaritans who were seen on the

plain, ver. 30, are described as ripe for belief, ver. 39. The
harvest of nature, says Jesus, is more distant than the har

vest of the gospel. [Already Gr. %or\, which ends the verse.

Tisch., with the most ancient authorities, joins it to what

follows; already he that reapeth, etc. But A If.
well objects,

1st. That punctuation must rest not on manuscript authority,
but criticism

;
2d. That the sense requires this word to be

joined with ver. 35.]
36. [Tisch. (not Alf.) omits xa/, and, at the beginning of

the verse.]
. And And now. The time of the New Testa

ment is the harvest. lie that reapeth The harvest speedily
follows the whitening of the fields. Receiveth Already, at

this present time. Wages The fruit itself : great reward for

labour, great gain; Matt, xviii. 15. Fruit Many souls.

[That Because it is unto life eternal, both he that soweth, etc.

Z.] He that soweth The sowing in Israel brought about a

harvest in Judea, in Samaria, and throughout the earth. To-
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getfier In the same everlasting life ; not the one without the

other. Heb. xi. 40.

37. That saying The subject is the true saying ; the pre
dicate appears. [Herein this true saying stands, holds good,
and that in its fullest, highest sense. Stier, At/., etc.] A
proverb current among the Greeks also. One With great
wisdom has God established a succession in his dispensations:
in reference to the future harvest, every earlier event is a sow

ing. The sower and the reaper are frequently the same. But
the same person, by reason of the intermedi ite period, becomes
in some degree distinct from himself. Assuredly every man
is a sower in respect to his successors, and a reaper in respect
to his predecessors : but the distinction miinly contemplated
in this passage is that between the ministers of the Old and
New Testaments. Another Seek not to ?rnow why the Mes
siah did not sooner come. The answer is ready. The sowing
comes first by a long interval : the harvest ripens speedily.
God s dispensations have their appoint ;d delays. Comp.
Rom. v. 6, notes.

38. / The Lord of the whole harvest. Sent I have

begun to send
(ver. 2) you to the Jews, and my purpose is to

send you throughout all the world. Other men The prophets.

[And especially Christ himself. He has prepared the Samari
tans to receive their word, and their labour will be light in

comparison. Mey.~\ Ye He does not say, we, but you. Christ

is the Lord. Labours The results of their labours : Neh. v. 13.

39. Believed Marvellous promptitude ! They had not as

yet seen Jesus
; comp. ver. 40. The woman must have testi

fied with great power [among those thirsting souls, who were

hitherto inexperienced in these things. F.6?.]
40. Tarry For ever, or at all events for a long time. He

abode We do not read that the Samaritans were baptized on

this occasion. It wTas not as yet time for the Church to be

formally established beyond the limits of Judea. Many of

them were, in all probability, baptized at a subsequent period,
Acts viii. 16. Two days Consequently he passed the night
there. They were by one draught of the living water sup

plied unto eternal life, ver. 14. So also Acts viii.

42. Not, lit. no longer The true progress of faith. Ourselves

In his comment on this passage, St Augustine admirably
remarks : [They believed] first by report, subsequently by his

presence. Thus those who are abroad, who as yet are not true

Christians, are dealt with to-day. Christ is proclaimed by
Christian friends ; the woman, that is, the Church, proclaiming
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him. Men come to Christ, and believe in consequence of the

report. He remains ivith them two days, that is, he gives them
the two precepts of love, and many more have implicit faith in

him, since he is himself the Saviour of the world. It is hence
clear in what sense we must take the trite quotation, I
should not believe the gospel, unless the authority of the Catho
lic Church admonished (others read moved) me so to do. In

this passage St. Augustine is not teaching, but opposing the

Manicheans. [Omit 6Xg/&amp;lt;rro g,
the Christ. Tisch., Alf.~\ Of the

world And not of the Jews only. Faith frees us from party

spirit : they believe in Jesus, for he is the Saviour of the world;

they cease to boast of the fathers, v. 12.

43. [The reading is, after the two days; ver. 40. Alf., etc.]
He departed The departure of Jesus was useful to the Sama
ritans, considering their customs, which in many respects dif

fered from those of the Jews. [Tisch. (not Alf.) omits /ta/

d-rrr^.div, and went.]
44. [Hath no honour Jesus was anxious, not for his own

honour, but for the salvation of men. How can any man
be saved who lightly esteems Jesus? F.6?.] His own coun

try John takes it for granted, as a circumstance well

known from ch. i. 46; xix. 19; and from the other evan

gelists, that Nazareth was the country of Jesus. Hence he

infers, from our Lord s testimony, why he went into Gali

lee generally, and not to his own country, Nazareth. [But
flrarg/g

means the country of his home, not the city; Galilee,
not Nazareth. Mey., De W., etc. It is best to understand the

ya, for or now, as explanatory of what follows; the Galileans

indeed received him well this time, but only because of the

miracles he had wrought at the feast in Jerusalem. De W. t

Thol, Alf., etc.]
46 [Tisch. and Alf. omit o

Ijjtfofc, Jesus. Read, So he

came.] Where By this miracle faith was awakened in the
nobleman. Whose son His only son, as the article seems to

imply.
47. Out of Judea No doubt the nobleman had seen or

had heard what Jesus had done at Jerusalem, ver. 45. That
he ivould come down Cana was situate in the hill country of

Galilee.

48. Except Jesus implies that, although he is absent, he
can restore the nobleman s son to life. He requires the noble
man to believe this, and not to ask our Lord to accompany
him, so that he might see the cure at the son s bedside. Ye
see Ch. xx. 29. Ye will not believe That is, disease has
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attacked thy son, that there may be an opportunity for

miraculous assistance
;
thou hast not seen this [neither have

those around thee], and therefore thou believest not [neither
do they.] Comp. ch. xi. 4, 40

;
the address to the noble

man is given in a somewhat inverted order. If thou believ

est, thou shalt see the glory of God. The nobleman who, it

would seem, was a Jew, showed the Jewish disposition to

make faith dependent upon miracles. This is implied by the

second person plural. But, at the same time, a miracle is

promised faith, being a condition precedent, and whilst faith

is required, it is awakened; comp. ch. x. 37. The reply,
which in some measure resembles a repulse, at the same time

involving a promise of help, coincides with the feelings of the

suppliant, which include faith and weakness.

49. Gome down The weakness of the suppliant is twofold.

It implies that the Lord must necessarily be present, and,

again, that he could not revive the dead. Yet, even before

the father went down, the son was restored to life.

50. [Omit the first xa/, and. Tisch., A If.]
Liveth Opposed

to ere my child die, ver. 49. [Certainly these are not words of

information merely ; of knowledge from afar
;
but words of

power ;
at this moment, through my ivill, he is made whole. De

W., etc. Note then a double miracle wrought by this word of

Jesus
;
on the distant body of the son, and on the invisible

heart of the father. Q.]
51. Now He was, then, making haste to see that which

he had believed : nevertheless the trial of his faith lasted till

the day following. He believes his servants before he sees.

Servants They also afterwards believed. Met The patient
had very speedily recovered, and therefore they desired to

know what had come to pass, and to gladden their master.

Their joy was mutual. No doubt the servants said, at the

seventh hour our master spake with Jesus. Liveth They
proclaim the fact in the very words that Jesus had employed.

52. Hour The more carefully we consider the works and
the blessings of God, the more nourishment faith requires,

[For Kai
tT/rov, and they said, read UTTOV ovv, they said therefore.

Tisch., Alf. Yesterday He seems to have trusted Christ s

word fully, and to have gone sloivly home ; for though the

cities were not many hours apart, he arrived there only the

next day. Maldonatus quotes Isa. xxviii. 1 6, He that believeth

shall not make haste. Trench.] Amend Gr. xop-^OTzgov sff^s,

became better. A delightful word to use of one recovering
from illness, and particularly of a boy. The nobleman thought
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that the peril of death only had been overcome
; but it is

said that afterwards the fever was entirely removed. The

fever Disease which usually subsides by degrees. [The
seventh Immediately after rnid-day : it is incredible that the

nobleman or his servants loitered. He therefore came by a

long route to Jesus.
V.G-.~\

53. [And his ivhole house Can anything pleasanter than
such tidings be imagined? F.6r.]

54. The second He had wrought miracles at Jerusalem,

chap. ii. 23. This, therefore, is the second which he per
formed in Galilee, after his return from Judea thither. [It is the

method of John, to classify his incidents by threes. He relates

three miracles wrought in Galilee
; first, at the marriage, chap,

ii.
;
the second, on the nobleman s son, in the text

;
the third,

in feeding five thousand men, chap. vi. Three also in Judea :

the first, at the feast of Pentecost, on the impotent man at

Bethesda, chap. v.
;
the second, after the feast of tabernacles,

on the blind man, chap. ix.
;
the third, on the dead man

Lazarus, before the Passover, chap. xi. So also after the

ascension, he has described, in all, three appearances of the

Saviour to the disciples : chap. xxi. 14. Harm.]

CHAPTER V.

1. A feast The following authorities maintain that this

feast was that of Pentecost : Epiphanius, Chrysostom, Cyril,

Euthymius, Theophylact, the old Gospel harmony published
by Ottomarus Luscinius, Lyranus, Stapulensis, Erasmus, in

his paraphrase, Maldonatus, Calvin, Piscator, Bullinger ; comp.
Hunnius and E. Schmidius, also Brochmandus. Add Pflacher.

That this was Pentecost, I have proved, as I hope, in my Ordo

Temporum. [The Passover would be y goar^, the feast; see

chap. vi. 4
;
and so some copies read here (and Tisch. 1649);

but the common reading, gosrsj, a feast, is right. Tisch. (1859),
A If., Mey., etc. And from chap. v. 1 to vi. 4, would then be
an entire year, which seems improbable. It is impossible to

determine what feast is here meant, with probability. L., Thol.,

Alf., etc.]

2. There is John wrote before the destruction of Jerusalem.

[This is very doubtful
;
nor can the use of this tense be pressed

so far. Alf. and many] He says, there is, not was, a pool. Even
at that time his hearers remembered the treasury which was
situate in the temple, chap. viii. 20

;
those among the ancients

who assert that this gospel was published thirty, thirty-one, or
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thirty-two years after our Lord s ascension, support this view.

[The sheep-market Gr.
irgofioirixfj. Many supply trvty, gate :

in fact
&quot;/] &amp;lt;irv\vi q KgofiartKvi, the sheep-gate, is read, Neh. iii. 1,

32; xii. 39. But although the gates of Jerusalem are fre

quently mentioned in the books of the Old Testament, and the

gates of Rome in Roman history, yet nowhere or rarely is the

noun X?j, gate, omitted. Nonims has iv hvdw
ffgoftanxfj, in

the sheep-pool; here Kgofianxf, with the penultima lengthened,
is equivalent to a substantive. Camerarius understands %w?,
place, or a similar word. So Chrysostom, in De Sacerd., B. li,

chap, iv., 120, writes TT,V vroipuvrixjiv, the pastorate. It is

credible, that near the sheep-gate was a pool, likewise by itself

named after the sheep ;
for sheep often wash in a pool : Song

of Sol. iv. 2. Thus xoXquj&jlga em rf KgojSarixf, a pool by
the sheep-market, which the Greek text has, the order of the

words being elegantly varied, is equivalent to
xoXu/A|3jj0ga crgo-

/3ar/x&amp;gt;j, as the versions and the Fathers explain it. A pool
The divine aid is not unfrequently bestowed in those places
where there are baths. In the Hebrew tongue Consequently
this Gospel was not written in Hebrew

;
if it had been, this

[Gr.] adverb would be superfluous. It was therefore for the

use of Hellenists that John wrote this book in Greek, and, it

may be, sent it from Jerusalem to Asia. Comp. chap. i. 38, 41,
42

;
ix. 7. \_Bethesda Place, or house of mercy. MeyJ] Porches

Built by the sick, or for their service near the pool.
3. Lay Consequently many were always there. At least

this was the case with the sick man whom the Lord healed
;
for

he had no one to put him into the water, ver. 7. [Omit roXi&amp;gt;,

great; also sHdsftopsvuv rqv roD Metros xhqffiv, waiting for the

moving of the ivater. Tisch., Alf., Mey.~\ Moving By which
the mud was stirred up.

4. [This verse is not genuine. Tisch., Alf., Mey., ThoL,

Ols.~\ Angel This event, no doubt, appeared to many to be
a natural phenomenon because it happened at certain seasons.

Went doivn The past tense. The phenomenon therefore was
no longer visible at the time when John wrote. At a certain

season Gr. Kara, xaigov. Were these intervals equal
1

? Did

they take place at Pentecost in particular? Who knows?

Troubled, Beng., was troubled Gr. haotiffffiro ; [and so many
copies; but in Tex. Rec. the active er&gaffffs, Eng. Ver.

troubled.} The phenomenon, as it appeared to the eyes of all,

is expressed by the passive voice, although they were ignorant
of the angel s act. First To him that hath shall be given.
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5. [For atf&vs/a, an infirmity, read aoQ^siq ayroD, A^s &%-

firmity. Tisch., A If.]

6. Zie The sick man appears by this time altogether to

relinquish the attempt to anticipate the others. And kneiv

Although no one informed him. He saith Of his own ac

cord. Christ not only gives aid, but the opportunity of seek

ing it.

7. Answered He says nothing in reference to his wish to be

healed. The surer and the nearer our hopes are, the greater are

our wishes
\
when our hopes are small, our wishes are dormant.

I have no man He was a very poor, and apparently a very

unpolished man. See ver. 11, notes. To put To take me

up quickly, and to put me down gently. Before me Love
would have urged all the other patients unanimously to give
him precedence ;

but they were all eager to be cured. [Oh
that there were as much anxiety for the healing of the soul !

V.G.] [Many similar phenomena to this troubling have been

observed. A daily and repeated rise in the water, at the fount

of the Virgin (which Robinson identifies as Bethesda), was
noticed by Woolcot (Biblioth. Sac. i. M), but instead of the

angel, the Arabs substitute a dragon writhing in the depth.
It would seem, then, that De W. is right in calling the trust of

the sick in the troubling of the water, superstitious. ThoL]
8. Rise Jesus heals the sick man, who does not enter the

pool. Consequently he was greater than the angel. Take up
This miracle, which was all the more conspicuous on the

Sabbath-day, tended to augment the glory of God in Jesus

Christ [as well as to dispel the Sabbatical errors of the Jews,
and specially of their teachers. Harm.]

10. Said An unseasonable interruption.
11. Said He had a right to say so, as the facts proved.

Jesus, in healing the sick man, gave him discrimination also.

12. [Omit o5i&amp;gt;,
then. Tisch., A If. Eead, they asked him.

Also, omit rlv Kod(3[3aTbv oov
} thy bed. Tisch., Alf. But these

words must be understood. Note the malicious cunning of

these men ! They say not, Who healed thee ? But, Who bade

thee take thy bed ? They are in search, not of something to

honour, but of something to blame. Grot, in
Trench.&quot;]

13. [For jetQsic, healed. Tisch. (not Alf., etc.) reads aaQe-

vuv, sick] Wist not For he was intent on carrying his bed,
and was perplexed at the interruption. Had conveyed himself

away The Sept. use this verb for the [Heb.], depart and turn.

Jesus avoided confusion, Matt. xii. 16, etc. [But Alf. renders
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it, escaped his notice, or passed on unobserved.] A multitude

Many were witnesses of the cure.

14. Afterward Either on that or on another day, or on a
Sabbath. In the temple Any one, who has been ill for a

long time, is more deeply impressed, when he takes part in

the public service of the Church, than other people are. No
more The man, then, had been previously guilty of sin . and
he wras not free from the great danger of future sin. Comp.
ch. viii. 11. This warning, given some time after his cure, was
now all the more needful. A worse thing Something still

more grievous than a sickness of thirty-eight years. Come
unto From a new visitation of God s anger still heavier

than this. [A more terrible disease, or even the loss of the

kingdom of Messiah. Mey. An awful glimpse of the severity
of God s judgment. Trench.

]

15. Told And therefore he did not tell his story from evil

motives. He wished to please the Jews, who had questioned

him, ver. 12. He had said, ver. 11, lie that made me ivhole,

and n?ain, take up. Theformer of these sentences is favour

able to Jesus, whereas the latter may appear prejudicial. The
Jews eagerly caught up the latter, ver. 12, but the man him
self dwells emphatically upon the former.

16. And sought to slay him Gr. XKI
styro-jv avrbv a^ox-

rstvai. More modern copies have inserted this here from ver.

18. [Tisch., At/., etc., omit these words.] The attempt to

fall is contrasted with persecution, properly so called.

17. My Father The Jews better understood the sense in

which Jesus said my Father, than the Photinians, ver. 18.

We have here the leading point of our Lord s discourses which
John afterwards records : those statements must receive special
attention which Jesus has occasionally and spontaneously
made the texts of longer addresses : as chap, vi 27 ;

vii. 37 ;

viii. 12. Worketh Admirably said of the works of God.

Hitherto From the creation without any interval on the

Sabbath. God is not bound by the Sabbath : he enjoys per

petual rest. If he worked not, where would the Sabbath
itself be 1 And /-The Father does not work without the

Son : nor the Son without the Father, ver. 19. This is the

proposition which is explained from ver. 19 to ver. 30 (and
for this cause, ver. 19 is repeated at ver. 30). It is also con

firmed and vindicated, ver. 31, etc.

18. Therefore For this very reason they should have

been content. The Jews turn his defence into a graver
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charge against him. The more There is a gradation : just
now they persecuted : they now go so far as to seek to put
him to death. Had . . . broken By word, ver. 17, and by
deed, ver. 8. Said Jesus really did say what they thought
he had said. [Just as two men, one of whom is the father

of the other, are of equal nature, so he alone, whose Father is

the Supreme God, and who is the very Son of the Supreme
God, is equal with God. V.G.], but they unhappily took this

for blasphemy. His Father . . . equal Gr. /diov . . . /W ;
his

awn . . . equal. Horn. viii. 32. It is the only-begotten alone

who can say my Father : it is of the only-begotten alone that

the Father says my Son. Jesus has not only very frequently

repeated the names of Father and Son, but he has also men
tioned the strict equality and oneness of the Father and him
self : and I, ver. 17; are one* etc., chap. x. 30, 38. The
Jews conjointly made an attack on these declarations.

19, 20. [A beautiful apology, says Luther, which makes
the case worse. Jesus states yet more strongly the very

tilings which offended them. Thol.~\ Verily . . . you This
affirmation is thrice repeated in this discourse, ver, 24, 25.

Nothing of himself This is a glory, not an imperfection.
It is impossible that the Son should do anything of himself,
or that he should judge, will, testify, or teach anything sepa

rately \seorsum, BengJ\ from the Father, ver. 30, etc. ; chap,
vi. 38, vii. 16, 17, 28, xii. 49, xiv. 10, or that we should

believe him, and that he should be perceived separately
from the Father

; chap. xii. 44. These declarations issued

from his profound sense of unity with the Father by nature

and by love. The Lord defended the work he had done on

the Sabbath, by the example of his Father, from which he does

not depart. So of the Holy Ghost, chap. xvi. 13, where there

is also a contrast very like that of the text. But the devil

speaks of his own, chap. viii. 44, and it is the mark of a false

teacher to come in his own name, and to speak or act from
his own heart : chap. v. 43

; Num. xvi. 28, xxiv. 13. These

All these, and these only : [which are obnoxious to no cen

sure whatever. V.G.] Likewise Forthwith.

20. Loveth A man who loves conceals nothing. Showeth
In heaven. Comp. seeth, ver. 19. He shows that the Son

may do the same. This act of showing is a mark of the pro-
foundest unity. The words of Psalm xlv. 4, thy right hand

* That is, of one substance, as the Athanasian creed has it. Gr.
fr. ED.

VOL. I. 2 P
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shall show [Eng. Vers. teach] thee terrible things, are compared
with this. Will show In act. The Father at the same

time showeth and doeth : the Son seeth and doeth
;
not at

different times. Works Our Lord calls them works oftener

than signs, for in his eyes they were not miracles. Ye Who
now abhor will honour them with wonder and with faith.

This was especially done at the resurrection of Lazarus, John

XL 43, 48.

21. For He declares what these greater works are : for he

quickeneth and judgeth. His power to quicken emanates

from his power to judge : whomsoever and whensoever he will.

Ponder well the ya%, for. ver. 22. But the quickening of

the dead is a proof of his judicial power, not yet manifest.

Ponder the yao, for, ver. 21. But the quickening of the dead

arouses admiration more than the act of judging. The two

notions, quickening &ud judging, are set forth in ver. 21, 22
;

and, inversely, by a Chiasmus, [cross reference,] ver. 24 dis

cusses the exemption of the faithful from condemnation.

This exemption presupposes a judgment: ver. 25 discusses

the quickening of some of the dead : a wonder, it is true,

but one which the general resurrection surpasses. [Thus
Jesus is speaking of his resurrection power in a moral and

spiritual sense, up to ver. 27 ;
and in ver. 28, 29, he speaks

of the actual, general resurrection of the literally dead, as the

consummation of his work of quickening and judgment. Mey.
So L., Alf., etc. This explains Christ s allusion, ver. 28, 29,

to the resurrection as the higher stage of spiritual quickening.

Comp. chap. vi. 54. In the words of Kling : thus the resur

rection of the dead appears, not as something done to them

from without, but, like Christ s resurrection, as their own
loftiest achievement, proceeding from the profoundest depth
of their new life. Thol.~\ Raiseth up This proposition, which

consists of two parts, may be thus understood : as the Father

raises the dead (whom he will) and quickens them, so also the

Son (raises the dead) whom he will, and quickens them. The

dead Nobody : for bodily death is properly opposed to dis

ease, ver. 5 : and everlasting life, into which we enter through
the resurrection of the body, is opposed to the judgment, ver.

22. [This reference of these words to the dead in body con

fuses and weakens the whole passage : not until ver. 28, is

that thought introduced. Mey., etc. See above.] Whom he

will The effect always follows his will; A universal propo
sition.
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22. For The Son by his own judgment determines upon
those whom he will quicken. [The dead are raised to the end
that theymay be judged. F..] TheFatherjudgeth The Father
does not judge alone apart from the Son: yet he does judge;
ver. 45; Actsxvii. 31

;
Rom. iii. 6. The use of the verb dsduxt

is not repugnant to this view : comp. ver. 26 with ver. 21.

23. All men Rom. xiv. 11. Should honour Of their

own accord, and thus by faith escape the judgment, or else

unwillingly, thus experience the wrath of the Judge.
24.

[ Verily, verily This solemn introduction to this verse,

and ver. 25, mark them as those of leading weight in this

discourse. Z.] My word A proposition which consists of

two parts, and signifying : he that hears (the word of him that

sent me and) my word, and believes (on me and) on him that

sent me, etc. Hath Jeremiah, the patriarch of Constanti

nople, in his letter to the people of Tubingen, says : He
hath everlasting life, and cometh not into judgment. Seest

thou ? He hath thisforthwith, not shall have. Ispassed agrees
with this view. The unbeliever is already condemned, chap,
iii. 18. From . . unto A great spring.

25. The dead Properly ;
that is, corporeally : like the

daughter of Jairus, the young man of Nain, and Lazarus :

chap. xi. 23, who were all restored to life after these words
had been uttered : comp. Matt, xxvii. 52, etc. A gradation

follows, all, ver. 28
;
in which the hour, the time that now is,

is not repeated : [but the word graves is mentioned, which,
since Jairus daughter and the young man were still alive, is

in this ver. omitted. V.G. The reference, however, is not to

those named above, whose resurrection was to natural life
;

but- of those raised to the life here spoken of; ver. 24. This

time continues until his appearing. MeyJ] Shall hear Gr.

axovffovrai. Middle voice : so also in ver. 28
;
a rare form.

[Voice His call to life ; for he quickens by his word. De
JF&quot;.]

26. 27. [Ver. 25 assumes that the Messiah has the same
fulness of life and judgment power with the Father; and these

two verses make the thought prominent. L.~\

26. To have . . . in himself Chap. i. 4.

27. Because he is the Son of man There is no article here

[in the Greek.] The power of judging has been given him
because he is the Son of man. The man Jesus saves men : he

judges men : Dan. vii. 13, etc.; Acts xvii. 31 ; Heb. ii. 5,

etc. [The sense is, because he is . . . not the Son . . . but a
Son of man. This is not the same as, becaus? he is man; for
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Son of man denotes but the relative humanity, the human ap

pearance, of him who is Son of God. De W.]
28. Marvel not at this From ver. 21, the sayings are great

and wonderful ;
but greater and still more wondrous are the

things which follow
;

this must be referred to what precedes.
Jesus knew the feeling of surprise which had arisen in the mind
of the Jews. The hour See note on chap. v. 21. Voice

1 Thess. iv. 16.

29. The resurrection of life Which bestows life. [Omit tie,

and. Tisch., Alf. Eead, life; they that, etc. JSvilDost
thou wish to know whether thy lot will be life or condemna
tion 1 Examine whether thy course of life be good or bad.

But remember to examine thy career, not according to thine

inclinations, but according to the truth of the case. V.G. The

resurrection of damnation It would be inappropriate to call

it the resurrection of death, yet it is opposed to the resurrection

of life. Sinners therefore will indeed rise again, but from

death to death. Their resurrection will not be a regeneration,

but an abortion. V.GJ]
30. Do Understand, and judge. As I hear From the

Father. Comp. ver. 19; seeth: [chap. xvi. 13.] I judge
Understand and do. But the will Which is just. [Omit

Ilargds, Father. Tisch., Alf. Read, of him that hath sent me.~]

31. If I Alone; but this cannot be; comp. chap, viii

16 with ver. 13. [In giving the testimony to himself in the

preceding passage, Jesus knew that the Jews purposed casting
it in his teeth, with the reproach of chap. viii. 1 3. For he

who witnesses to himself is suspected of self-seeking, and dis

believed. Hence he anticipates here what they were about to

say, and answers it, ver. 32, etc. Euthym. in Hey. True

True witness, that is, strong, irrefragable.

32. Another Of whom, see ver. 37- There is a plurality

of persons. Comp. that One, he, sxsTvog, and this One, him,

rovru, ver. 38 ;
and another, said of the Holy Ghost, chap,

xiv. 1 6. Beareth witness Now at present ; chap. viii. 1 8.

33. Ye He shows how the Jews endeavoured to fix their

hopes anywhere, rather than on Christ himself. I. You, he

says, supposing John to be the Messiah, sent to him, and

inquired concerning the truth. When this opportunity was

afforded John, he testified to the fact that I am the Messiah,

and that he is not. II. You likewise believe that in the

Scriptures you have everlasting life, and that nothing more is

required : for this reason you are wont, and justly wont, to
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search them ; for they testify of me. The Lord, in these

words, approves that which is praiseworthy, in reference to

John as well as to the Scriptures ;
but he demonstrates that

the Jews made an erroneous and perverse use of them; he

asserts, moreover, that his own authority and that of his

Father is per se greater, while the testimony of John and of

the Scripture in reference to himself, the Christ, is, as it were,

subsidiary. The similarity in the form of both paragraphs
should be noticed :

ver. 33, etc.

ye:
and lie bear witness:

but I:

but:

ye were willing for a season.

ver. 39, etc.

ye:
and which testify.

honour:

but:

ye will not.

The paragraph in reference to Moses also is not dissimilar,
ver. 4547. You rest your hope in Moses: but he is with me,
and against you.

34. Testimony Which honours me (comp. ver. 41) with
reference to yourselves. From man Even though that man
be John. [The matter must not be finally referred to man.
Whatever I am, I am independently of the favour of human
authority. V.G.] These things Concerning John. That
His earnest wish for the salvation of man. Ye Who thought
so highly of John. The antithesis is /. Your own interest is

at stake.

35. Burning Intensely (comp. Ecclesiastic, xlviii. 1. Elias

arose as fire, and his word burned as a torch), and soon dying
out. And a shining And signifies concomitancy : whilst it

burned it shone
;
no longer. Light Gr. 6 Xv-^vo:, the lamp.

The article extends the meaning, and alludes to the Old Testa

ment prophecies concerning John. Comp. the passage about
Elias just quoted from Ecclus. Ye were willing for a season

Your willingness did not last very long. To rejoice With

penitential sorrow, and without coming to me. A choice term.

They should have used, not enjoyed John. The Jews looked

upon the means as the end. Those who seek in the ministers

of God, and not in Christ himself, the gratification of their in

ward or outward senses, are greatly in error, [those who, when

they are delighted with the gifts of ministers, fancy themselves

religious and devoted, and yet do not follow their instruction.

V.G.I His Without going forward to me, the Light, the Foun-
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tain ofjoy. Light You were attracted by his brilliancy, not

by his warmth, [and in this ye would rejoice, without its proper
uses of illumination and conversion. L. So the Athenians

sought amusement in Paul s preaching, Acts xvii. 19-21. Mey]
36. Greater Than the testimony which John bore to me.

After the sun has risen, the lamp does not lend it light. To

finish To do even to the end. The same works An appro

priate and emphatic repetition.

37. Himself Independently of his works. Hath borne

witness The perfect tense. This witness is recorded, chap,
i 32, 33. [But a past reaching over into the present ;

hath

ever and still doth. Comp. chap. xx. 29. L. And the wit

ness thus given by the Father is the inner witness, the learning

of the Father, chap. vi. 45; comp. viii. 47; xviii. 37. TholJ]
Neither In the beginning of ver. 36, 37, the witness con

cerning Jesus Christ is described; in ver. 37 (end), and in ver.

38 the unbelief of the Jews. His shape This agrees with

the first chapter of Ezekiel, in which the appearance of the

likeness of the glory of God, which the prophet saw, is

described at full length. Ezekiel heard tlie voice of God soon

after, ver. 28. The whole of this chapter was the Haphtara,

[Scripture lesson fox the day] of the feast mentioned in ver. 1.

[They had never seen or heard him as the prophet Ezekiel

(chap. i. 28) had, much less as Christ had. Comp. John i. 17,

vi. 46. V.G.]
38. [Word His inward revelation in the conscience. Ols.

9

etc.] For Those, then, who believe in hearing the Son, hear

the Father also, chap. vi. 45
;
and in seeing the Son, they see the

Father, chap. xiv. 9
; although previously they have neither seen

nor heard him, chap. i. 18. They have the word of the Father,
which is the same as the word of the Son, abiding in them.

39. Search, lit., ye search Hafenre/er, in his edition of the

New Testament, in Greek and Latin, renders, inquiritis Scrip-

turas, ye inquire into the Scriptures. He has guarded against

any one s taking search for the imperative mood. Of the

ancients, Athanasius and Nonnus take it for the indicative.

Cyril, therefore, ought not to have feared that he was the only
commentator who has thus, or was about thus, to explain this

verb. Brentius asserts that there are some very judicious

interpreters who adopt the indicative; assuredly the whole

structure of the discourse confirms this view; comp. ver. 33,

etc., and particularly, because ye think. [So. Z., Mey., De WJ\
Jesus applauds them for searching the Scriptures. In this
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they were not deficient, for at this very feast, they read many
of them publicly : in the same way he applauds their embassy
to John, ver. 33, and the high opinion they had of Moses, ver.

45 : but he adds, none of these things in themselves suffice.

This explanation therefore does no injury to the sense
;
those

who prefer the indicative, search the Scriptures, as diligently,
to say the least, as those who adopt the imperative. The

clause, Ye search, and ye will not come, Paul has rendered by a

synonymous expression; 2 Cor. iii 15, 16. Some one has

asked if there be any similar examples of the second person

plural indicative at the commencement of a paragraph. See

chap, vil 28, xii. 19
; Matt. xxii. 29, xxiv. 6, xxvii. 65 ; 2 Cor.

viii. 9
;
James iv. 2, 3. On the other hand, the imperative is

found with y,as/c, ye, Matt, xxviii. 5; Mark xiii. 23. The

imperative, search ye, occurs, Isa. xxxiv. 16. Our Lord s

hearers (even if they had not heard the witness of John, who
was greater than the prophet, even if they had not read the

Scriptures) might have derived faith from his discourse alone.

[And the assertion was true. Never was there a people who
searched their Scriptures more diligently than the Jews at

this period. On this search rested all their religion. But
the letter mastered the spirit; learned curiosity drove out

spiritual life, then as often. L.] The Scriptures Of Moses,
ver. 46, and of the prophets. In them From the mere fact

of searching them, you think that you have life. Ye This is

joined with think, and not with search: it contains the proof,
and is used as it were by Anaphora [repetition of the same
word in the beginnings of clauses] : comp. notes, ver. 33. So
also ye, ver. 45. Think ye have [Or, ye imagine that in them

(emphatic) ye have, etc. A
If.]

In opposition to tlwt ye might
have, ver. 40. The clause of ver. 45 resembles this. Moses,
in whom ye trust. Life Why. O Socinian, dost thou deny
that the ancients were acquainted with the hope of eternal

life? And they . . . ye will not [Ver. 40.] A double Epicrisis

[an addition to a sentence to elucidate the subject], the one

approves the search and confidence of the Jews; the other

points out wherein they came short. They Gr. ex&ai, joined
to avraTc, in them, expresses something more distant. Life is

to be had nearer in Christ than in the Scriptures.
40. Come So the witness of the Scriptures in reference to

me requires. [That ye might have life What follows below
is more severe : if ye believe not that I am he, ye shall die

in your sins. V.G.]
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41. [Honour Jesus had here spoken great things of him
self. He now states why he does so

;
that he might bring

wretched souls to the blessed knowledge and love of God.

V.GJ] From men Even from those who wrote the Scriptures ;

comp. ver. 34, concerning John, who was greater than the

prophets, from whom nevertheless Jesus received no witness.

42. / know you By this ray he penetrates the hearts of

his hearers. His meaning is; I know the Father, ver. 32;
and / know that you are strangers to him. Jesus said this in

a spirit of tender compassion. I grieve, he says, not for my
sake, but for your sake. The love By which I am recognised
as the Son of the Father s love, ver. 20; which would teach

you to seek glory from God alone. [Things divine are dis

tinguished from things foreign to God, only by this love:

ver. 43. F.6r.] In you Gr. ev savToTz, in yourselves. An
emphatic phrase which contains the reason why it is necessary
to refer the Jews to those who in Scripture testify of Christ.

43. Ye receive me not By faith. Another Any false

Christ and Antichrist. From the time of the true Christ to

our own days,* there have been sixty-fourt false Messiahs by
whom the Jews were deceived. So says Schudt.

44. Honour one of anotJier You severally think that you
are righteous : you do not strive to be approved by God alone.

Comp. Horn. ii. 29. Seek not This agrees with the article
t,

understood in /.a.a/Savomj, receiving, that is, who receive. The

honour Which belongs to the sons of God, chap. i. 12. From
God only, lit., from him who is God alone, the only God

[This is right; the Eng. Ver. is ungrammatical. Mey., Thol.,

Br. in De W., AJf.}
45. Do not think A new argument against the unbelief of

the Jews, one especially adapted to his conclusion. / Alone,

just as if Moses were on your side. 1 am a reconciler. Yon
Who believe not in me. Moses That is, the Scriptures of

Moses. Luke xvi. 29; 2 Cor. iii. 15. In whom ye trust

[Or, have rested your hopes. MeyJ\ ver. 39.

46. Ye would have believed It was of no use for the Jews
to say, we believe that all which Moses wrote is true. Implicit
faith was necessary. Wrote ofme Everywhere.

47. His writings In opposition to words. A writing pre

viously received is ofttimes more readily believed than words

*
Beng. wrote early in the eighteenth century. Ed.

t On this subject comp. Dr Jortin s Notes on Ecclesiastical History,
vol. iii. Ed.
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heard for the first time. My Speaking heavenly things, in

comparison with Moses.

CHAPTER VI.

1. After these things John implies that the other evangel
ists furnish the history of many months. [The feeding of

5000 men is the only miracle between the baptism and pas
sion of Christ, which John describes in common with the other

evangelists ; confirming the truth of their narrative by this

fact. However he sets forth some things, which the rest do

not notice, chap. vi. 22-70 ;
and especially, there is an inti

mation of the intervening passover (ver. 4), which if we ne

glect, the leap from the preceding pentecost to the following
feast of tabernacles would have been too great (as it would
have omitted an interval of a year and a half), and no harmony
of the evangelists could have possibly been constructed. This

is the only passover, between the Lord s baptism and passion,
at which he did not go up to Jerusalem, John vii. 1, 2, etc.

Harm,, p. 331.] The Sea of Galilee The whole sea : the Sea

of Tiberias, apart.
2. [Omit avrov, his. Tisch., Alf. Read, the miracles, etc.]
3. Went Not after the people had arrived, but while they

were approaching. He sat He did not summon the people
to him

;
but received them graciously.

4. Nigh There was a great concourse of men at that sea-

eon of the year : chap. xi. 55. [The passover A year before

his passion. V.G.]
5. Come Jesus had already provided food against the

coming of the people : comp. ver. 6. Moreover he fed im

mediately before he dismissed them: Matt. xiv. 15. Philip
It is the duty of a good teacher occasionally to call out

from the whole body of his hearers one who needs this. Pos

sibly Philip had charge of the provisions.
7. [Sufficient Yet far, far less will satisfy them all

; for

He who made them all of nothing, can also feed them out of

nothing. Q. Omit avruv, of them. Tisch., Alf.] A little

Sept. ^oayjj /ASA/, a little honey, 1 Sam. xiv. 43.

8. Brother Peter, then, was better known than Andrew
at the time when, and place where, John wrote. It may be
because he was the elder brother, or because he survived

Andrew.
9. A lad Consequently the five loaves and the fishes were
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not very heavy. [One Lad, not rendered in Eng. Ver. There
was no other supply.] Barley loaves Barley loaves appear to

have been smaller than wheaten. Judges vii. 13. No doubt
all who ate perceived the taste of the barley bread. What
are they A deprecatory formula. Who are ye Acts xix.

15.

10. [Omit 3e, and. Tisch., Alf] Male . . . down The
faith of the people and of the disciples is tried. Grass

Convenient for sitting. The men The number is reckoned

to the exclusion of women and children. Ver. 11. Distributed

Through the disciples. As much as Referring to the loaves

and fishes. They would Comp. Ps. cxlv. 16.

11. [For ds, (the first), and, read ouf, then. Also omit roT$

/j,ct6rira7;, u 6s (j,a6i/)Tai ; to the disciples, and the disciples.

Tisch., Alf.]
12. That nothing be lost The Lord easily makes

;
but he

does not wish the things he makes to be wantonly destroyed.
13. [Gathered Jesus will have nothing lost, and each

apostle fills his pilgrim basket with the fragments. Mey.
Note, a reference to the twelve tribes of Israel also, the type
of the church, to be fed with the bread of life to the end of

time. Alf.]
14. [Omit o iTjffoD;, Jesus. Tisch. (not Alf.) Read that he

did.] Miracle . . . that prophet Chap. iii. 2
;

ix. 17.

15. [Come The transition from a spiritual impulse to tem

poral affairs, is very easy. V.G.] Take Forcibly. A king
To make him a king, belonged to the Father, not to the

people ;
it was not yet time. [This they wished to do, being

influenced by their political hopes of Messiah. It furnishes a

reason why Jesus will not have his miracles noised abroad

promiscuously. Thol. This very circumstance is perhaps the

reason of our nowhere reading that Jesus, during his stay on

the earth, entered Bethlehem, the native town of David, even

though it was very near Jerusalem. Harm] Jesus, to avoid

the people, frequently at that time changed his place. [Alf.
omits craX/v, again, (not Tisch.)] Again Comp. ver. 3.

Himself alone After having desired the disciples to cross

over. Himself is, elegantly redundant. Chap. xii. 24.

17. [Alf. renders : They were making for the other side of
the sea, in the direction of Capernaum]

19. Or The Holy Ghost knew, and could have told John,
the precise number of furlongs, but in Scripture the popular

way of speaking is followed. [And they were afraid The
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dark night, the boisterous wind, the stormy sea, and the near

ness of the supposed spirit, terrified them. F.6^.1

21. They willingly received Gr. qdsXov Xapift, they ivere

willing to receive. An abbreviated sentence : supply and did

receive. Immediately A new miracle.

22. Saw [Alf. renders well : The people, having been aiuare

that there was no other ship, and that Jesus did not, etc.] This

is repeated with a slight change in the words, after ver. 23

(which is not dependent on 6V/, that, but forms a parenthesis)
at ver. 24. It is connected with fotfarjav, they embarked.

[Omit eKtuo E/$ o hs(3y)Gav o/ {AaQqral a jrou, that whereinto his

disciples had entered. Tisch., A If. Bead none other but these,

save oneJ\

24. [Omit xa/, also. Tisch. AlfJ] They also In contrast

with Jesus, the people observed our Lord s route directly j

that of the disciples indirectly. Shipping, lit., ships The

apostle termed them irXo/ao/a, small vessels, a little before.

Both names are correct. Capernaum Ver. 17.

25. When In so short a time, so great a distance. The

question when ? includes how ?

26. / say The people did not know their own character

as our Lord shows it. Up to this time he had gathered

hearers; but on the present occasion, which is the central

point of his ministry, makes a selection by means of a meta

phorical address referring to his passion and to the blessings

which follow its acceptance through faith. Not because ye
saw the As yet they had not been led by miracles to

faith : ver. 29, etc. ;
if they had faith, not the desire of

food would have induced them to seek Jesus. Miracles

Wrought on the sick, ver. 2
;
that of the loaves, ver. 14. Ye

did eat The people, anxious for food, wished to receive it

day by day in the same manner. They were now no longer,

as in ver. 2, drawn to him by the sight of his miracles, but

on the contrary by the desire for food. Comp. Matt. xiv. 20,
note. The barley harvest immediately succeeded the passover,
and food is usually dearer at the time just preceding harvest.

At this time of the year, therefore, he had rendered an appro

priate service to the five thousand.

27. Labour not for, lit., busy not yourselves about Or trade

not in. So rriv ddXaffaav igydQmQai, trade by sea, Bev. xviii. 17.

Labour, he says, for the everlasting food: just as you earnestly
seek me for the sake of bread. Our Lord does not reply to the

question of the Jews, (When? ver. 25). And so, very fre-
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quently, in his addresses, he pays heed to the things which
circumstances and the state of men s souls require, rather than
to the unseasonable interruptions of his hearers. Not Simi
lar things are contrasted, chap. iv. 10. That perishcth Ver.

12
;

1 Cor. vi. 13. Bodily food perishes ;
it does not, therefore,

confer immortality. Which Meat. You ought not, he says,
to ask me for bodily food, but spiritual. It is first described

as meat, ver. 27 ;
then as bread, ver. 32

; then, expressly the

flesh and blood of Jesus Christ, ver. 5153. Shall give
Ver. 51. For This ^Etiology [enunciating both the pro

position and its reason] refers to fj.svouffav, which endureth.

[That is, endureth for ever, for . . . hath given him. etc. But
it is more natural to refer the ya, for, to the preceding clause :

the Son shall give it,for . . . hath given him, etc.
L.~\ God the

Father Jesus Christ, therefore, is the Son of God. Sealed

Has pointed him out and distinguished him by this very

miracle, ver. 14, and by his whole witness, which in its turn

required to be sealed by the faith of the hearers, ver. 29, chap,
iii. 33. That which is genuine is approved by means of a seal ;

that which is spurious is excluded.

28. What shall we do What work do you desire us to per
form

1

? ver. 27. [So much they understand from his words,
that he requires a moral activity of them. Thol., Mey^\ The
works of God Works approved by God, and uniting us to him.

29. The work of God The work which God approves :

comp. chap. iv. 34. Jesus opposes the singular number to

the plural of the Jews, who had said, the works of God, ver.

28, He uses, however, the same word. [Thus the multiplied
and various wrorks of the law, which were a shadow of Christ,

are now reduced to a single means of salvation.
Q.&quot;]

The
work of God is used in another sense, Bom. xiv. 20. That y&
believe The matter is plainly stated, and subsequently de
scribed in metaphorical and simple language in succession.

30. Sign They do not recognise the seal mentioned in ver.

27. Thou They speak thus by way of contrast to Moses,
who gave them manna and had this sign : they ask of Jesus

something of a greater and more heavenly nature
; they do

not think he can give this
;
and they do not recognise him as

greater than Moses. We may see That thou art sent by
God. And yet they had seen his miracles, ver. 14, 26, 36.

Thee Jesus had said ver. 29, on me. It is frequently the

same thing to say, I believe in thee, and / believe thee : but the

Jews here weaken our Lord s thought. What dost thou work
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They answer Jesus in his own words, to work. Thou com-

mandest us, they say, to work What ivork dost thou thyself do ?

31. [The extracts of Lightfoot and others, from the Babbi-

nical writings, help to show the force of this verse. The Jews
viewed Moses as so peculiarly a type of Messiah, that they
said : As was the first redeemer (Moses), such shall be the last

redeemer (Messiah). And again : The first redeemer caused

manna to come down for them, and so shall the last redeemer

cause manna to come down as is written; Ps. Ixxii. 16. Be

sides, the Jews gave especial weight to the miracle of manna,
and called it the bread of heaven; Ps. Ixxviii. 24. L.~\ Did
tat Their language is apparently more moderate than if they
had said : Moses gave us a sign, and consequently our fathers
believed him : do thou give us a sign, and we will believe thee :

comp. next verse. He gave them bread from heaven to eat

Sept., Exod. xvi., bread from heaven : Ps. Ixxviii. 24, had given
tJiem the corn of heaven ; Exod. same chap., ver. 15, hath given
to eat. If the small round thing, Exod. xvi. 14, were true bread,
Num. xi. 7, why should not circular loaves also be the same ?

From heaven Heaven, as opposed to earth, is in the psalms
taken in the widest sense : for this reason manna is called the

bread of angels, or of heavenly beings: but Jesus opposes heaven

to the highest heaven. With reference to this he says, seven

times, that he came /row heaven, ver. 32, 33, 38, 50, 51, 58, 62.

32. Verily ... - you Very forcible, particularly in this

passage, for the Jews had objected to him, what was written,
ver. 31. Moses gave you not the bread from heaven Supply
in this place also, the true. It was not Moses who gave you
or your fathers the manna. Manna was not the true bread
from heaven, for that is incorruptible. Exod. xvi. 20. Giveth

In opposition to gave. The bread was now present : comp.
ver. 33. True If any man taste this bread, he will no

longer seek a sign ; for the taste of bread is in itself a test,

and the truth of that test shall hereafter be made manifest :

ver. 39. The truth and the life are frequently mentioned in

this chapter.
33. He which cometh, Beng., that which cometh [The Eng.

Vers. is wrong. A If., etc.] Supply bread : comp. ver. 41, 58.

Unto the world Not merely to one people, or to one age, as

the manna fed one people of one age, ver. 51.

34. Lord- They speak with a degree of reverence, as in

ver. 25 : faith itself might have sprung up among them, ver. 35,
but they soon withdraw from it, ver, 36, 42. We must pay
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particular attention to those statements, which inclined the

Jews to believe, when they heard them made, chap. vii. 40,
viii. 30. Evermore, To this refer the close of the next verse.

This bread They are still under the impression that he is

speaking of bodily nourishment : it is this they seek, ver. 26.

35. [Omit os, (the first),
and. Tisch., Alf. I Gr. eyw, with

strong emphasis. Mey.~] I am To those who seek him, he
offers himself at once. Of life As well living, ver. 51, as

life-giving, ver. 54. He that cometh to me So ver. 37,

44, 45, 65. The parallel soon follows, he that believeth on me,

chap. vii. 37, 38. Shall not hunger Supply, ever, from the

end of the verse. Shall never thirst He alludes to the sub

ject of drink, which he subsequently discusses with greater

fulness, ver. 53.

36. 7 said unto you In ver. 26. You still are, he says, what
I said you were : you have seen me, and have not believed : you
see, and you do not believe. What they had said in ver. 30 is

refuted : work a miracle, that we may see it, and we will believe.

37. All A very impressive word. In connexion with what

follows, very deserving of attention
;

for in the discourses of

our Lord Jesus Christ, that which the Father has given to

the Son is called, in the singular number and neuter gender,
all

[&amp;lt;rai&amp;gt;.]

Those who come to the Son are spoken of in the

masculine gender or even in the plural number, every one, they.
The Father has given the Son the entire mass, so to say,
that all whom he has given may be one ; this entire mass the

Son, in carrying out the Father s plan, develops individually.
Hence the sentence, chap. xvii. 2, that ALL which

[TCCI/ o] THOU
HAST GIVEN him, TO THEM (auro%) HE SHOULD GIVE everlast

ing life. In the Greek style of the New Testament, and spe

cially in the style of John, there is usually, in the construction,
which fastidious persons would call inaccurate, a substratum
of elegance, in itself divine, and by no means objectionable
to Jewish ears. This remark is specially true of the text. It

is for this reason that in ver. 37 there are two members, which
are treated of further on, and the same words are repeated.
The first in ver. 38, 39, where all is mentioned with the Fa
ther: the second in ver. 40, where the every one is mentioned
with the Son. The first by means of on, because, the second

by means of 70:0, for, are connected with ver. 37. [The gene
ral sense is : if you will not yourselves believe, go your ways j

nevertheless I know what I am preaching. It sounds strange
to you that I am the Son of God, and the object of faith.
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Nevertheless there shall yet be some to believe. Luther in TholJ]
Giveth me By means of the drawing, ver. 44. The present
tense. Afterwards the past, ver. 39, with reference to their pre
servation. The Father giveth to the Son : the Son chooseth, viz.,

gives, so to say to himself, ver. 70. JSelievers are given: the true

bread is given to believers, ver. 32, 62. To me Gr. veb$ spe.

The emphasis is on the pronoun ;
in other places the usual read

ing is |o$ pe. Shall All shall come to me.* If the Jews
will but receive the word of Jesus, they will in fact be real

believers : now that their unbelief has been clearly proved, he
offers them faith : what he had said before in a figure, he now

plainly states. / will in no wise cast out This signifies not

merely a first reception, but a lasting preservation, through all

changes and steps, even to the resurrection, the goal which
takes for granted all previous to it, ver. 39, 40

;
ver. 44, 54.

There is a Litotes, [a stronger meaning than the words literally

convey.] / will not cast him out, I will preserve him to the

end, chap. x. 28, etc., a passage which has a close correspond
ence with this. Comp. ggw, out, chap. xv. 6.

38. [For For how could I cast him out ] since I am come

only to accomplish the will of God, and his will is, not to cast

out, but the blessed opposite, ver. 39. Mey.~] I came down
This remark in many respects issues from Christ s hypostatical

[personal] union with the Father. For Christ s descent from
heaven refers to his nature, prior to his birth from Mary accord

ing to the flesh.
39. And The will, mentioned in ver. 38, is here more

fully explained. [Omit Karris, the Father s. Tisch., Alf.

Beng. incorrectly retains it. Read, of Him that hath sent

me.] The Father s will, which hath sent me, Beng., of
the Father, who hath sent me Such is the most ancient

reading. In ver. 39, it is said that he is sent, and in ver. 40
also. The Father s name comes first and very appropriately,

for, (ver. 39, and comp. ver. 38,) the mission of the Son pro

perly answers to the will of the Father ; but in ver. 40, the

name of the Father, and the name of the Son, properly refer

to one another. [The correlatives are in ver. 39, the sending

(of the Father,) and the care of Christ ; and in ver. 40, the

Father s will, and salvation in the Son. Not CritJ\ The chief

varieties in the readings, which are noticed in the Introduc

tion, do not affect the chief argument of this comment. All

See note on ver. 37. Hath given me They are given to
* That is, the all only of whom I am speaking. Ed,
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the Son to whom faith is given. Comp. the next verse, i&quot;

should lose nothing To lose is opposed everlasting life, vep

40; chap. iii. 15, etc. [Of it Gr. s% avrou, not rendered in

Eng. Vers.] Of all that, which the Father has given ma
Raise it up again To life, ver. 33. So ver. 40, 44, 54.

This is the end, beyond which there is no peril. The Saviour

vouches for all things previous to it. He gives a sign in this

ver., and in ver. 62, but a sign which will hereafter be, while

the Jews were eager for a present sign, ver. 30. The resur

rection which presupposes death, is frequently mentioned in

this chapter, because the Lord was to die and to rise again :

comp. note, chap. xi. 25, etc. Subsequently the apostles
rather placed his glorious second advent before believers.

40. [For ds, and, read ya?, for. Tisch., Alf.] For this . . .

of him See notes on ver. 37, 39. [Seeth Gr. Qeuow, behold-

eth, discerneth. This is more than the mere seeing, ver. 36.

Mey.~\ Seeth and believeth The Jews saw, but did not be

lieve, ver. 36. Those who beheld Christ had a great oppor

tunity of belief
;
and those among them who believed were

pre-eminently blessed. Matt. xiii. 16. Everlasting life

Even before the last day, the mention of which immediately

follows, as in ver. 54. Human reason transposes these two

things. I Gr. l/w. This pronoun, not used in ver. 39, is

now employed : there the preceding verb is also in the first

person ;
but here, in the third person, as ver. 44, 54. Will

raise .... up The future, as in ver. 44
;
and chap. xv. 8.

41. Murmured But Jesus knew this, ver. 43. The bread

They seize upon the allegorical phrase ;
but disregard the

explanation appended in plain words.

42. We know Joseph was dead; but the remembrance

of him remained. [They object to his denial of earthly origin.

They thought the Messiah was to be of unknown descent, chap.
viL 27, without father, without mother, without genealogy ;

Heb. vii. 3. L.] How So ver. 52. [For ouv, then, read
&amp;gt;D&amp;gt;,

now. Tisch., AlfJ\ Then On this account they ought to have

thought that there was in Jesus something of a higher nature.

43. [Omit ovv, therefore. Tisch., Alf.]
44. 2V

r
o man Jesus, before he removes errors from men s

minds, usually rebukes the perversity of those who commit

them. This is his object, ver. 44-46 : at the same time, he dis

regards all that was inopportune in the interruption of the Jews,

appeases their murmurs, ver. 43, and then continues to discuss

the truths which he sooke in ver. 40. He does not omit to con-
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firm his descent from heaven : he simply does not reply to the

question, How. Can The Jews depended on their own

strength : Jesus overthrows this notion, and teaches them the

necessity of paying heed to the Father s drawing. Come to

me To come to Christ, is, to understand, to recognise his

divine mission, and by faith to throw ourselves on him.

Except He then, says Jesus, does right who comes to me
;

for in so doing he obeys the Father s drawing. Draw The
Father has sent us his Son : he draws us to the Son, raising us

by the power of his love both to see and to hear. [The phrases,
to give us to the Son, and to give it to us to come to the Son, are

the same, ver. 39. V.G. If the poet could say, every man is

drawn by his pleasure ;
with how much greater propriety may

we say, that men are drawn to Christ, when they are allured

to him by truth and blessedness ? August, in
Thol.~\ Peter is

an instance of this drawing, ver. 68
;
and Paul, Gal. i. 15. This

word [draw] is found in Sept., Song of Sol. i. 4; Jer. xxxi. 3.

45, 46. [These verses explain the drawing, ver. 44. Meyl\
45. Written He refutes the Jews who perverted /Scrip

ture, ver. 31, etc. Isa. liv. 13, all thy cJiildren shall be taught

of the Lord. (Sept., all thy sons). All From this is inferred

further on the word every one. Taught of God Comp. pre

sently after, wagd, from. The correlatives are, every one ivho

hath heard and learned ; and taught. The former implies the

act
;
the latter, tne state resulting from it. Every man

And he alone. [Omit out/, therefore. Tisch., Alf. Also for

dxovffac, hath heard, Tisch. (not Alf.) reads dxovw, heareth.]

Of The Father concerning the Son. Matt. xi. 27.

46. Not that By the addition of these words it is implied
that the Father is heard when the Son is heard

; and that he
is seen when the Son is seen, and then alone

; chap. xiv. 9.

Hath seen Supply, and hath heard. Comp. the preceding
verse, who hath heard (and hath seen). But inasmuch as to

see is a more intimate perception than to hear, the former is

exquisitely attributed to the Son, the latter to the believer.

Comp. chap. i. 18. He which is of God So chap. vii. 29.

47 [Omit tic, fas, on me. Tisch., Alf.~\

48. [7 am Since he that believeth on me hath everlasting

life, ver. 47, hence, / am the bread of life. De W. Christ is

life in all respects, and everything is life in him. Q.]
49. Your He says your not our : showing that he has a

higher origin than they had imagined, ver. 42. Fathers Of
whom you spoke, ver. 31. Did eat manna in the wilderness

VOL. i. 2 o
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The words which the Jews used were retorted against them,
see ver. 31. And are dead, lit., and died [Gr. /tea airsdavov,

Eng. Vers. not so forcible, are dead.] And yet they died, and
died too by a fearful death.

50. This Namely, bread. A man Any one. And not

die Spiritually, for this food refers to spiritual life ; the

resurrection of the body being added.

51. The living The participle augments the force of what
he says, and shows that he is not speaking of ordinary bread.

My flesh A new step in the argument. The intensive par
ticle be, but, [indeed, not rendered in Eng. Ver.] and the fu

ture tense, / will give, agree with this : for hitherto there had

been no mention of flesh in this discourse. So also ver. 53,
of blood. The Father gives the true bread, ver. 32 : namely,
Christ himself, ver. 35. Christ gives the living bread, his own
flesh. The language in reference to the bread is allegorical,

and suits the preceding miracle : that in reference to the flesh
and blood is literal. [The words qv lyu dwcu, which I will give,

are omitted by some manuscripts and editors
;
not by Tisch.,

(1859) and Alf. Jesus means that, not his living bodily sub

stance, but his life given to die, is nourishment. ThoL, etc.]

For the life of the world And so, for many, Mark xiv. 24.

Jesus so framed his wr

ords, that at the time they were spoken,
Mid ever after, they might be literally applied to the spiritual

enjoyment men have in him
;
he so framed them that in after

time they might consequentially and appropriately express the

most holy mystery of the Lord s Supper, when it was subse

quently instituted. For to the holy Eucharist he applied the

very subject of this discourse : so important is this sacra

ment, that we may easily conceive that Jesus, one year before

it took place, foretold it, just as he foretold the treachery of

Judas, ver. 71, and his own death in this verse. There can

oe no doubt he was thinking of the Last Supper when he

spoke these words. He wished his disciples subsequently to

remember the prediction he had made. All that our Lord

says respecting his flesh and blood is said with reference to his

passion and to the holy Eucharist. Hence it is that the flesh

and the blood are invariably mentioned separately, for in his

passion the blood was drawn from his body, and the Lamb
was slain.

52. The Jews Note the successive steps : the Jews here ;

the disciples, ver. 60, G6
;

the apostles, ver. 67. Strove Not

murmuring only now, as in ver. 41. lloiv How again : comp.
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ver. 42. Jesus replies to neither of these questions, but con
tinues his own discourse and says, thus it must be : ver. 53.

Mesh Again they fasten on the statement, which appears

particularly difficult to them.

53. Except The Jews questioned the possibility : Jesus

replies as to the necessity : for in point of fact the latter

implies the former. [JVo life Nay but death, spiritual and
eternal

;
nor can life come into your being, save through that

eating and drinking. Mey.~\
55. [For dXri6w$, indeed, read aAjj%, true (twice). Ti&ch.,Alf.

Head is true meat, is true
drink.~\ This statement is opposed to

the doubt of the Jews. Meat . . . drink By which the believer
is as truly fed, as food and drink feed the body, ver. 56, end.

56. He that eateth He who eats, and that which is eaten,

are, by the very act of eating, brought into the closest union.

57. Hath sent me He that eateth me through faith, must
be referred to this. The meat of Christ was to do the will of

him by whom he was sent, chap. iv. 34
;

the meat of the be

liever is, to eat Christ, and to feed on him, by the Father s

will. And I The apodosis [conclusion] of as is in the sen

tence so he that eateth me. By the Father For I am in the

Father. He that eateth me Who live through faith, ver. 29,

35, 40, 64. We eat the flesh of Christ, and we believe in

him, because he was sent by the Father.

58. This That is, I myself,
ver. 57. Bread His discourse

returns to the things set forth in ver. 32. [Omit vpuv, your.
Read the fathers. Also omit TO /^ai/i/a, manna. Tisch., AlfJ\

59. Said he . . . as he taught Comp. chap. viii. 20, vii. 28.

60. Hard No doubt there are many things from which
the carnal mind must necessarily shrink in this discourse,
which in itself is very beautiful. It is difficult, but not stern ;

by it the wicked are affrighted, but the true disciples are

proved, disciplined, and strengthened. There is scarcely a

passage in the New Testament, even where our Lord conversed

privately with the apostles, in which he spoke with more sub

limity. Let us admire it, with all reverence. Who can Peter

spoke differently, ver. 68. It, lit., him Their meaning is

apparently who can hear Jesus ? Comp. chap. x. 20. This

is the climax of their misery : they refuse to hear.

61. In himself Without intimation from without. Doth
this offend you Enallage [change of expression] : for, are

you offended at this ? Christ s passion was to the Jews a

stumblingblocK
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62. What and if, lit., if then After sav, if, understand
the conclusion, what shall be ? [or, what will ye say, if, etc.

Euthym. in
L.&quot;\

That is, there are far greater things to fol

low : if you do not believe the one, how can you believe the

others, if I should declare them 1 (A similar passage is found,

chap. iii. 12.) And yet, when you see the one, you will ac

knowledge that what I have spoken is true
; you will wonder,

not at my doctrine, but at your own dulness : chap. viii. 28
;

Matt. xxvi. 64. Ascend See on chap. iii. 13, note. He/ore
Before he descended.

63. The spirit It is not the Godhead of Christ alone,

neither is it the Holy Spirit alone that is here meant : but
the spirit generally as opposed to the flesh. That which is

spirit giveth life. The flesh Jesus does not here speak of the

corrupt flesh, which profits nothing, as is clear to all, nor does

he take from his own flesh the power of giving life : if he did,

he would set aside all that he has been saying, for his words

assuredly refer to his flesh, ver. 51, 53-56, and to the whole

mystery of his incarnation. The sense is : the mere flesh pro

fits nothing, namely, such as the Jews believed that flesh of

which our Lord spoke, to be. Comp. 2 Cor. v. 16. He
speaks on the supposition of an impossible condition, if he

were mere flesh : as also he speaks, ver. 38, of his own will.

Comp. note on chap. v. 31, 19, 22. [Christ s flesh profiteth

nothing, in the sense in which they understood it : as torn cm

the cross, not as quickened by the spirit. August, in Thol.
]

The flesh is the means by which all divine life-giving power
in Christ and in believers is bestowed : and after Christ was

put to death in the flesh and quickened by the spirit, he

especially displayed his power, 1 Pet. iii. 18
;
John xii. 24,

xvi. 7. Profitelh nothing To quicken. Where the life does

not come from God there is no real profit. The words And
that which they comprehend. [General sense: These words of

mine, so far from being just cause of offence, are rather spirit

and life, (i.e., they convey the Divine Spirit and the life that is

in me), but the fault rests with you, for many of you believe

not. Meyl\ The correlatives are, the words, and to believe, ver.

64. [For XaXw, 7 speak, read XeXa^xa, 7 have spoken. Tisch.,

Alf. So Beng.~\ Speak, Beng., have spoken He says not, 7

speak, but 7 have spoken. For they were disaffected, ver. 60, 61.

Spirit Although they speak of theflesh. And And therefore.

64. But there are You are to blame. Some Who
harass others also. Believe not And therefore twist into a
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carnal what has been spoken in a spiritual sense. From the

beginning The time of the discourse is marked, although
Jesus, even before that time, had always knoivn. It was deli

vered a year before his passion, but the choice of the twelve

apostles did not precede it by an entire year. Consequently
the beginning was at that time. Who Of the multitude of his

disciples. And ivho Of the twelve disciples. Consequently
Judas already cherished the unholy feeling from which his

treachery afterwards sprung. He did not even then believe,

and, with many other disciples, was offended at the words of

the Lord. The bad are soon bad, and the good are soon

good. John has carefully traced the steps of deadly sin in

Judas, chap. xii. 4, xiii. 2, 27, xiv. 22 ; he had a marked
aversion for him.

65. [Given By the drawing of grace. [Omit ^\j, my,
Tisrh., A If.

Read the Father.]
66. Many Thus the more select number was cleansed

;

[and this, in the very place (Capernaum, we may suppose)
where he had remained longest. Harm. Then spiritual

guides may be deserted, without blame to them. Q.] A pro
miscuous multitude is not so important as is sincerity. [This
was a most important purification. V.G.~\

67. To the twelve John takes it for granted that theii

names, nay, that the term apostles, are known from the other

evangelists. Will Jesus compels no one, and thus attaches

his followers more closely to him. Ye also It was almost

so. It was well that the decision depended on this moment.
Otherwise Judas might have carried away the others with him.

[But the question is one, not of suspicion, but of trial. L.]
68. 69. [Omit ovv, then. Tisch., A If. To whom It is well

for us if nothing else slips into our mind, even though we see

the door open. V.G. To whom Dost thou drive us from
tliee ? Then give us thy second self ! August, in Thol.~] We

Whatever others may determine. The words Although the

disciples do not as yet comprehend the special doctrines of

Christ s discourses, they nevertheless understand the general

principles on which they are founded. A very noble ex

ample of faith implied in faith expressed. The entire phrase

ology, the words of eternal life . . . we believe . . . the Son of
God, is repeated from ver. 63, 64, 65. So Martha, chap. xi.

27, maintains her faith in Jesus Christ, although as yet she
did not perceive the grounds of the resurrection. Believe and
are sure Gr. iyvunapt v,

we know, according to the words of
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our Lord, knowledge follows faith : 2 Pet. i. 5. They who
demand knowledge first, are in error. Knowledge follows

faith and obedience : chap. vii. 17. We are sure, we consider

it fixed and settled. [For 6 X^srog o viog, that Christ, the son,

read o ayiog, the holy one; also omit r&D tyi/To:, the living.

Tisch., A If., Me?/., etc.]

70. [Omit o IqffMG, Jesus. Tisch., (not A/f.J] You twelve

Gr. T-MZ dudtKa. The article is very emphatic. / have chosen

There is therefore a kind of election, from which we may
fall away. Of you &quot;Who are so few in number. One This

indefinite prediction excited the others, and proved the truth

of their confession, made by Peter. Although Judas did not

contradict this confession, he is here excluded. Judas ought
now to have repented. [The wretch had been offended, ver. 61.

Therefore the words, To whom shall we go ? did not after this

suit him. Doubtless he did go, but to the chief priests. V.G.]
Devil Not merely evil to himself, but dangerous to others.

71. Of Simon The other evangelists say nothing of the

name of the traitor s father. John gives it. [For laxcteiurw,

read Iffxaoi Jjrov, Tisch., Alf. Head Judas, Son of Simon of
Keriotfi. Alf. So Eeng.\ The article is opposed to the reading,

IffxaeiuiTw, for in that case it would be lovdav 2//*wos rbv

laxaziurriv, not rov Irjvdav 2/,awi&amp;gt;og Iffxa^/wnjv. The article is put
between the name and the surname. On Matt. x. 4, I quote
but do not approve the derivation given by Louis de Dieu.

Judns and his father were both named Iscariot. [Alf. (not
Tisch. 1859) omits dv, being. The wonderful contrast is

stronger without the word. MeyJ]

CHAPTER VII.

1. Walked For some months after the second passover.

[Mentioned in chap. vi. 4.] The Jews Unbelieving. To
kill [From the hatred they had conceived against him at the

Pentecost of the preceding year, which revived at this feast of

Tabernacles, and broke out afterwards with still greater

vehemence. Harm.] See ver. 19, 30, 44; chap. viii. 40, 59.

3. His brethren Cousins. [Or perhaps sons of Joseph and

Mary. Alf., etc. They seem to have first believed after

Christ s resurrection, Acts i. 14; 1 Cor. xv. 7. Mey.] Depart

Permanently. Hence From this obscure spot of Galilee.

Into Judea They refer the Messiah from Galilee to Judea,
and again from Judea to Galilee, ver. 52. Thy disciples also
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Thus proving themselves not to be his disciples see ver. 5.

There were many disciples of Jesus at Jerusalem, particularly

at the feasts. May see At Jerusalem, during the feast.

4. And . . seeketh An affirmative expression, as if the

word but occupied the place of and. Every man who doeth

anything exceptional, lets his works be seen. Himself As
contrasted with his works

; so, Thyself, further on. These

things These miracles. To the world To all men. Seek

some wider sphere of work, they would say, especially at the

feast.

5. Neither Better, not even. So few believed ! It was

only by divine support that faith in Jesus of Nazareth was

established
;
those of his own family opposed him.

6-8. [The sense of Christ s answer is : My time to show

myself to the world is not yet come ; but you can show your
selves always without danger, for you, as disbelievers, belong to

that world, and it cannot hate you. Me, hoivever, since I am
not of the world, it hateth, etc. L^\

6. [Not yet Jesus knew that the hatred of the Jews would

be more violent at the beginning of the feast than a few days
later. V.G.] Alway Your time does not necessarily come

at all.

7. Tlie world See ver. 4. [But here the word world has

a moral force ; unbelieving humanity. MeyJ\ You Who are

of the world. Me Comp. ver. 1. Ilateth Christ s followers

also are pursued by men either with the utmost love or the

utmost hatred. Those who always please others, have good
reason to be in doubt of themselves. I testify This was

Christ s peculiar work. Thus he had testified, chap. v. 33-47.

Evil From the evil one
;

see 1 John v. 1 9. [The worldly
themselves all confess that the works of the world are evil

;

but every one takes pains to except himself from the rule.

And to this is added the hateful sin of hypocrisy ; every one

wishing to appear utterly incapable of hatred against Jesus

Christ. V.G.]
8. [Omit ravrqv, this. Tisck, Alf. Read the feast Also

for ouvTw, not yety
read O-JK, not. Tisch., Alf. So Beng.~\ Not

Not at present, along with you, (ver. 10), in pursuance of

your advice, that I may be seen on the way, and in the city.

Hence he abode yet, etc., ver. 9. The words / go not up yet

are to be taken strictly in the present tense, / am not yet

going up. Comp. Matt. xi. 11, where the perfect also must

be strictly interpreted So not, for not yet, Mark vii. 18, etc.;
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comp. Matt. xv. 17. He who was not present on the first day
of the feast, was not held to have observed it. Our Lord did

go up later to the feast, but, as it were, without being known,
and rather to the temple than to the feast. See ver. 10. 14.

Our Lord at this time had but one especial going up in view ;

namely, that to the passover when he was to suffer
;
and of

this he speaks in enigmatical terms. Time Wisdom takes

note of time. The words my time is not yet come, in ver. 6,

refer to his going up to this feast
; but those not yet full come,

in this verse, seem to refer to the period of his suffering.

Comp. ver. 30. This journey to the feast of tabernacles was
the last but one he made to Jerusalem.

9. [For ayro?;, unto them, read avrbg, he. Tiscli. (not A If.)]

Abode He did not wish to go up with those who believed

not on him
;
but did not however, on their account, neglect

the feast itself.

11. [Jews The same mentioned, ver. 1. They sought him

only to seize and slay him. Ver. 25. L.~\ Where is he ?

Truly no feast is really such without Christ.

12. Murmuring Their language not daring to break out

on either side. Comp. ver. 13
;
the same word occurs, ver. 32.

Among the people .... the people Lit., among the peoples . .

. . the people The word peoples implies the multitudes* who
murmured

;
the word people, in the singular, the class whom

lie was said to deceive. Some Chiefly from Galilee, as ap

pears from the contrast of the Jews, next verse.

13. \_No man Of those favourably inclined. Enemies had
no reason to conceal their views. L., De W.

t
A

If.]

14. The midst This feast of tabernacles is fully described;
the beginning, ver. 10 ; the midst, here ; and the end, ver. 37.

The feast days were fitting occasions for edification. Went

irp The first day of the feast had been the eleventh of Octo

ber (see Harm,}, and therefore the third day of the week (the

Sunday letter having been B in that twenty-ninth year of the

Dionysian era). Therefore the Sabbath-day was in the midst

of the feast, and on that day the assemblage of hearers were

greater than on others about the midst of the feast, and the

discourse on the subject of the Sabbath (ver. 21-24) was

specially appropriate. Up into the temple Straight there,

without previously visiting any other place.

15. [For xai t&avf&afyv, and marvelled, read ttccvficefyv eu^
marvelled therefore. Tisch., A

If.]
Letters That is, lite-

*
Or, the numbers collected from different directions at the feast. Ed.
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rary knowledge; for he taught, ver. 14. Never learned
He had required no schooling, a clear mark of the Messiah.

[Their feeling is merely curiosity as to the source of his learn

ing. They care not to ask at all what his doctrine is. MeyJ\
16. [Add ovv (after airexoiQui), therefore (after Jesus). Tisch.,

AlfJ] Is not mine Has not been acquired by me at the ex

pense of any labour. His that sent me Therefore, he says, I

had no need to learn in any human way ;
the Father taught

me. See chap. viii. 28.

17. If any man A most fair and most joyful condition.

Understand the word therefore. The doctrine of the Father
and of the Son is identical

;
therefore he who conforms to the

will of the Father shall acknowledge the teaching of the Son.

Will .... his will A pleasing harmony of sound and sense.

The will of God first kindles the will of man
;
and then the

will of man essays to concur with the will of God. Do The
best way of learning the truth. His will Declared by pro
phetical Scripture. Shall know Shall take pains to know ;

or rather, shall attain to knowledge; comp. chap. viii. 12, 28,

31, 32 ; xii. 35, 45
; x. 14

; Matt. vii. 24
;

1 Cor. viii 3. See
also Isa. Iviii. 2. Comp. shall know, chap. viii. 28, 32; xiii. 7,

35
; xiv. 20

;
Rev. ii. 23. Of the doctrine The article refers the

language to ver. 16. Of God Of God and from God, ver. 16.

1 8. He Unmistakable characteristics. The argument is :

He who speaketh of himself is false and unrighteous, seeking
his own glory ;

but Jesus seeketh not his own glory, but that

of the Father which sent him
;
therefore Jesus doth not speak

of himself, but is true and worthy of credit. His glory that

sent him Two things are here included
;
the fact of his being

sent, and of his seeking his glory that sent him ; the one is the

test of the other. The same And he only. True And
should be esteemed as true. No unrighteousness No false

hood; comp. ver. 24. True Righteous.
19. [Did not Here Jesus assumes the offensive, and ex

poses the unjustifiable hatred of his foes. MeyJ] Moses In
whom ye believe. You To you, not to me, The law The
law is here frequently mentioned, see ver. 23, 49, 51, and pro
perly so

;
for the festival of Simchat Thora, the joy of the

law (that is, the joy caused by the completion of the public

reading of the law, which used to be read through every
seventh year, in the feast of tabernacles), was celebrated on
the day immediately following the last clay of the feast of

tabernacles. See Deut. xxxi. 10. This Simchat Thora waa
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variously regarded, either as forming part of the foregoing

feast, or as being a separate feast in itself. The former view

is that held by John in the present passage. None None of

you keepeth the law, though ye accuse me, ver. 31, etc., of

violating it. Why .... me As if a Sabbath-breaker. Go

ye about Better, seelc ye, to kill me
;
herein ye violate the

law
;
therefore ye do not God s will

;
therefore ye cannot

receive my teaching, because ye are altogether unlike me, arid

because ye hate rne.

20. [Omit xai gfof, and said. Tisch., Alf.] Said There

seem to have been at Jerusalem some plotting against Jesus
;

others actually cognisant of their designs ;
and others, like

those speaking here, further removed from the rest, but little

better at heart. Jesus shows how thoroughly he knows them,
and pierces them with this flash of his omniscience. Thou
hast a devil The worst term of reproach ; they were possessed
and mad

; they fancy that Jesus can only have obtained his

knowledge of their plots through the devil.

21. / have done On the Sabbath-day; see ver. 23. One
work Out of multitudes whereof ye know nothing. [The

healing of the man at the pool of Bethesda. F.6r.]
And

This is here relative in force
;
/ have done one ivork, whereat

ye all marvel. If ye can find nothing to blame in any other

work of mine, ye ought to think highly of this one. Ye . . ,

marvel Without believing; see Acts ii. 7, 12, for an instance

of such hesitating wonder.

22. Therefore This is directly explained by not because.

Comp. chap. viii. 47; x. 17. A like expression occurs in

Mark xii. 24, where the force of the word because is con

tained in the participle. Gave See Gen. xvii. 10; Exod.

xii. 44; Lev. xii. 3. Not because By this clause the im

portance of circumcision is upheld, as compared with the

Sabbath, than which it was an older, and in so far, a higher
institution.

23. That should not be broken Bengel would interpret this

as equivalent to without the act of circumcision violating the

Sabbath law; [but the Eng. Ver. is better, signifying that tJie

law of circumcising on the eighth day should not be broken. Ed.~\

Are ye angry This word angry means also, in the Greek, an

enduring anger. This resentment of the Jews had already
lasted sixteen months; and kindled into fresh flame at sight

of Jesus. At me As if I had broken the Sabbath. / have

made I, by my own will; by supreme power. Whole The
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sentence literally is: / have made an entire man every whit

whole: that is, not merely the entire body of a man, as con

trasted with that part which undergoes circumcision
;
but the

entire man, body and soul together (see chap. v. 14), the doing
which is a good work, far more appropriate to the Sabbath,
and conformable to the law, than the performance of circum

cision, whether that be regarded merely as an external cere

mony, or as a sacrament. For circumcision is a means to an

end; but the saving of a soul is that end itself. [Besides,
circumcision was not performed without a wound being in

flicted; therefore healing is still more proper to the Sabbath-

day. V.G.]
24. Judge not according to the appearance, but judge right-

ecus judgment On that Sabbath in the feast of Tabernacles,
on which our Lord was speaking, the Book of Ecclesiastes

used to be read, a large part of which consists in advice to

avoid superficial, and to exercise righteous, judgment. [To
follow the letter, rather than the spirit of the law, is to judge
according to appearances, or, in other words, to judge after
the flesh; see chap. viii. 15. Christ himself judgeth with

righteousness; see Isa. xi. 3, 4. V.GJ] Righteous judgment
Lit., the righteous judgment The definite article shows that

the righteous is the only judgment.
25. Them of Jerusalem Who knew what was going on in

the city.

26. Boldly Comp. Ps. xl. 10. Indeed The people might
have doubted whether the rulers would declare Jesus to

be the Christ; bat, without entertaining this doubt, they

begin to talk as if some such declaration had been made.
Know Both in heart and lips. [Omit aXqQu;, very, before

6 XPIGTOC, Christ. Tisch., AlfJ\
27. Howbeit They took the word of man as their authority

for refusing Christ, where they would not take it for accept

ing him. Hence may be noted how prejudiced the Jews were
;

they reasoned thus : No man knoweth whence Christ cometh ;

we know this man, whence he cometh
; therefore, this man,

Jesus, is not the Christ. Our Lord replies to this in ver. 28,
29. We know this man See chap. vi. 42. No man This
held true in the Lord s case

;
see next verse, and chap. ix. 29;

for they did not even know his country; see ver. 42
; whereas

Jesus was actually born at Bethlehem. [Whether the origin
of Christ be known or unknown, might seem to some an idle

question ; but an erroneous opinion, even though entertained
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upon a trifling point, might prove a great impediment to faith.

The same remark may apply to many unsound maxims by
which the world still allows itself to be guided. F.^.]

28. Cried In ardent desire for the salvation of men
;
and

also to be heard by the multitude assembled. Christ cried

out very seldom
;
see Matt. xii. 19. [Isa. xlii. 2. Ed.] There

fore, when he did, there were good reasons for his doing so
;

see ver. 37
; chap. xi. 43

; xii. 44
;
Heb. v. 7 ;

Matt, xxvii.

50. Both . . . me Some consider this to be ironical
;
but

our Lord nowhere uses irony. The Jews spoke of two things,
his man, and the Christ, ver. 27

;
and in answer to these, our

Saviour respectively says me and myself. The former is as it

were a concessive expression, leaving the question of Jesus

outward origin much as he found it
;
for to this he himself

was not wont to refer
; comp. 2 Cor. v. 16; but he denies

their having any just idea of himself as sent from the Father.

Comp. ver. 33, 34
; chap. viii. 14. And I am not Besides,

I am not come of myself, as ye suppose. True This truth

is of more importance than that they questioned about in ver.

26, do the rulers know indeed, lit., truly. [True Not in the

sense of truthful, but real; a sender in highest reality. Mey.,
A If., Thol.

y etc.] Whom ye know not Supply the statement

that follows, for I amfrom him, and he hath sent me. The very

peculiarity which the Jews took for granted in the Christ (ver.

27), existed in Jesus.

29. [Omit 01, but. Tisch., Alf.] I am from him This

denotes his being begotten from eternity ;
whereof his being

sent is the consequence. There are two points here ; the first

referring to the me, and the second to the whence. I am, ver.

28. The words / am, in this and the preceding verse, refer

to is twice occurring in ver. 27.

30. Not yet See chap. viii. 20.

31. [Omit ro jrwv, these. Tisch.
y Alf.~\

32. The Pharisees and the chief priests To this ver. 45 re

fers, where the Vulgate translator himself reads chiefpriest and
Pharisees. The Pharisees are named first in this verse, as

they were the more bitter and excited the chief priests against
the Lord.

33. [Omit auro%, unto them. Tisch., Alf.} Yd He con

tinues his discourse, which had been interrupted by (the effort

recorded in) ver. 32. [A little while Truly a little while
;

for scarcely half a year elapsed between the speaking of these

words and the passion. V.G.]
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34. Ye shall seek me Me, whom ye now behold and despise.,

These words supply, as it were, the text of his discourses in

this and the following chapter. Another similar text is

found in chap. xvi. 16. And slmll notfind me He afterwards

says, with greater sternness, ye shall die in your sins; chap. viii.

21. Where Lit., ivhither (see note on / am, below); that is,

to heaven; chap. iii. 13. Our Lord s words sometimes have,

besides their direct application to his immediate hearers, a

deeper future one. Comp. with this passage, chap. xiii. 33.

Such appears also from a comparison of chap. xiii. 16 with

chap. xv. 20.

34. 36. / am Bengel would here read, / go, but incor

rectly.

35. Whither They afterwards ask, more rudely, will he

kill himself ? chap. viii. 22. Dispersed Lit., the dispersion.

Comp. Deut. xxviii. 25; xxx. 4, Sept. Of the Gentiles Lit.,

Greeks, that is, to the Jews beyond the confines of Palestine.

[But &quot;EXXjjyg?, Greeks, will not bear this meaning. It is simply

mockery ;
will he, if rejected by the Jews, go where the scat

tered exiles are, and teach Greeks ? L., etc.] They imagine

they can discredit him by letters, in whatever part of the

world he may associate with Jews.

36. Manner of saying They remember his saying the

better for its rythmical structure. Comp. chap. xvi. 17.

37. In the last day This was the seventh day, not the

eighth, which was a separate festival. The seventh was the

most important day of the whole feast
;
see Lev. xxiii. 34, 36;

Num. xxix. 12, etc.; Neh. viii. 18; 2 Chron. vii. 8, etc.

And Jesus himself made this a great day. No other day was

equally remarkable, or brought such a concourse together, till

the time of the Passion. Therefore he made use of the oppor

tunity. [Before the types were entirely extinguished the

antitypes of the Passover and the Feast of Pentecost appeared
in the sacrifice of Christ, and the outpouring of the Holy
Ghost at Jerusalem. We may in the same way see an anti

type of the Feast of Tabernacles in this very feast, on which

the Saviour shed such glorious light at Jerusalem, where he

repeated the remarkable promise of Zechariah, chap. xiv.

17, 18, and comforted the minds of its believers by declaring
the near approach of its complete fulfilment. Harm.] If any
man thirst [Some imagine these words to imply only thirst

ing for miraculous powers ;
now none can deny such powers to

be meant here, (see ver. 39, 40) ;
but it cannot be right to
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interpret thus to the exclusion of those gifts of the Holy Spirit
thirsted for by every soul that is weary of vpjiities. For a com

parison of Zech. xiv. 8, with chap. xiii. 1, shows that those gifts
of the Spirit are intended here, which are necessary to every one

who desires true tranquillity and a better life. E. B.~\ If any man
thirst, is an appropriate expression as alluding to the custom

upheld of drawing water from the pool of Siloah on that last day
of the feast, and pouring in on the altar of whole-burnt offering.

[To thirst thus is the first indication, and at the same time a

sure proof that a soul is panting for salvation.
V.G.&quot;]

Let

him come Comp. Rev. xxii. 17. [And drink This must be
done

; many come to Jesus
;
but so far from enjoying that

delightful refreshment which others gain from their approach,
are entirely wanting to themselves. V.G. That is, they come,
but do not drink. Ed.~]

37, 38. Some have proposed a different punctuation here,

reading : If any man thirst, let Mm come unto me; and let him
drink that bditveth on me. But the cross reference would be

rather a harsh one. The usual reading is unstrained and flows

naturally. Comp. chap. vi. 35. Moreover, it does not injure
the construction of the subsequent words. The subject is the

believer on Jesus; the predicate is, out of his belly shall floiv

.... water. Nothing requires to be supplied except the word

is, or rather shall be, in the same way as at chap. vi. 39; xvii.

2 ; Luke xxi. 6. Only in the present passage the language is

continued by the quotation, and the believer is compared to

the Lord of all believers, of whom the quotation treats.

38. He that believeth on me This word is parallel not with

thirst, but with come. See chap. vi. 35. To this refer

they that believe, ver. 39. As the Scripture hath said The

Scripture often refers to the promise of the Holy Spirit, under

the figure of water. See Isa. xii. 3
;

Iv. 1
;
Ezek. xlvii. 1,2;

Joel ii. 23
;
and in the present passage Jesus Christ declares

the same thing in words most fitted for the occasion. But
the words of Zech, xiv. 8, Living waters shall go out from
Jerusalem, are most appropriate to this passage, for that very

chapter of Zechariah, the xiv., had been publicly read as the

Synagogue lesson on the first day of the feast, which Jesus,

who arrived during its continuance, refers to here again at

Jerusalem in the last day of the feast. He had not been pre
sent on the first day; he had never learned to read; ver. 15;
and therefore his quotation of that Scripture lesson must have

surprised his hearers all the more. Jielly Sonething inward,
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capacious, and productive. The allusion is to the jars, wide
of girth, which used to be carried full of water from the pool
of Siloam, through the city, to the sanctuary on the last day
of the feast. His The Messiah s. He is the fountain of

whose abundant waters the faithful receive ; see next verse.

Living ivaters Comp. Zech. xiv. 8.

39. Spake Jesus. For . . . was not yet (given.) Bengel
would read, was not yet to be, or to be present, Matt. ii. 18;
Gen. xlii. 36

; comp. 2 Chron. xv. 3. The for refers to should,

which in turn refers to flow, ver. 38. [The Evangelist does

not deny the eternal existence of the Holy Spirit ;
nor that

he was actively manifested in particular instances
;

in the in

spiration of the prophets (2 Pet. i. 21), and the sanctification

of the pious (Ps. li. 13), during the Old Testament period;
but merely affirms that his abiding and controlling agency had
not yet assumed its place in the church. De W. Omit dyiw,

Holy. Tisch., Alf.]
40. [Omit flro&amp;gt;.Xo), many. Tisch., Alf. Kead some of the

people. Also for rov
/.oyov, this saying, read ruv Xdywv, these

words. Tisch., Alf.]
41. For oiXXot &, read aXXoi. For but some said, read others

said. (Alf. and Tisch., ed. 1849.) Tisch, now reads o/ &, but

some said.

42. Hath not And this was fulfilled in Jesus himself.

Why had they failed to perceive it ? especially after the warn

ing they received, see Matt. ii. 1
,
etc. Thirty-two years was not

long enough to cause oblivion, especially when such a fresh

reminder had been given them by our Lord when twelve years
old. See Luke ii. 42. Out of Bethlehem John assumes the

fact of Jesus birth at Bethlehem to be well known through
the writings of the other evangelists.

43. Division So chap. ix. 16; x. 19. Divisions are apt
to be very various ;

sometimes on a single point, sometimes

on several
;
sometimes between good men, sometimes between

bad men, sometimes between both classes.

44. [No man They were restrained invisibly. Euthym. in

Mey.]
45. They The chief priests ;

whom the Pharisees (ver. 47)

interrupt.
46. Like It is a mark of the truth that it should convince

the lower orders even in spite of their superiors. [It often

happens that the uninstructed are penetrated by the word of

Christ sooner than the most learned. V.G. Mark how the
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power of Jesus words not only restrained their hands, ver. 44,

but even made every excuse or subterfuge on their part morally

impossible. Mey. His life is lightning, his words thunder.

August, in TholJ\
47. [Omit ouv, then. Tisch. Alf.]
48. Have any Their inference is, no one is worthy of

credit on whom the rulers do not believe. Modern zealots,

Romanists especially, use the same cry and argument. Pha
risees Who knew the law.

49. This Contemptuously said. The law This expres

sion, amongst the Jews, was a frequent equivalent for the word

Bible, among ourselves. See 1 Cor. ix. 8. Cursed Great

was the bitterness of these wretched men. They regarded
the people as cursed in any case

;
and would have them re

main so, for believing in Christ.

50. Saith Oftentimes persons who have been timid before

trial, have proved in trial bold defenders of the truth. [For
vuxrog by night, read irftfaeoov, before. Tisch. But Alf. omits

both. Comp. chap. xix. 39.] Being one This clause is con

nected with saith.

51. Our law Which ye consider yourselves alone to know,
see ver. 49. Judge That is, does it teach us to judge?

Any man Consequently this man. Hear Understand he

who judgeth. [This maxim, that a man should be heard be

fore being judged, is plain to the comprehension of a child
;

and yet it is often violated by men in the highest positions.

Were it only observed, much of the injustice which abounds

in the world would be banished
;
and in truth this rule is no

where less regarded than in matters of religion. V.G.]
52. Art thou Lit., whether They feel the justice of his

w^ords, and therefore make no reply to them ; but from the

inference which follows, they conceive ill-will to Nicodemus,
and turn upon him, as if all the Galileans, and none but they,
were followers of Jesus. Of Galilee The Vulgate reads a

Galilean; and that was what the Pharisees meant. The
more modern copies seem to have read of Galilee, from the

immediate recurrence of that word. And look That is, thou

shalt easily see. They challenge him to make a search, which

was by no means made universally by themselves. [Here
again a common phrase recurs to their minds, which, however

generally unimportant, caused great mischief by its misapplica
tion. Out of the vast multitude of those wTho perish, there

will scarcely be found any who have not permitted the effi-
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cacy of saving truth to be impeded in their hearts by false

maxims of one sort or another.
F.6?.]

53. [See, as to the genuineness of this verse, note on chap,
viii.

l.J
And every man Blackwall considers that these

words should begin the next chapter. If any change, how
ever, be made, it would be better to end chap. vii. with the

words Mount of Olives, thus denning the acts of each day, and
the words of each paragraph. The matter is of no consequence ;

yet the old order may as well be retained, so as to connect

Jesus going to the Mount of Olives with his entry into the

temple on the following day.

CHAPTER VIII.

1-11. The wisdom and power evinced by Jesus in the story
of the woman taken in adultery are such as to make it sur

prising that this part of the Gospel history should be con
sidered doubtful by many in the present day. [Tisch., Ols.,

Mey., L., ThoL, Neand., etc., agree that the passage, chap. vii.

53, to viii. 11, is no part of Johns Gospel. A If., though un

decided, is strongly inclined to reject it. Yet it is certainly a

traditionary document, dating from the apostolic age, and con

taining (says Calvin) nothing unworthy of the apostolic spirit.

Hence, though not John s, it may with some confidence be ac

cepted as a true history. Mey.} Went As having no house
of his oivn ; com p. chap. vii. 53. Unto the Mount of Olives

The same mountain where they were afterwards to take him.
See chap, xviii. 2; a thing they had vainly attempted, see

chap. vii. 30.

2. Came As was expected. Taught Which made his

interrupters more troublesome
;
see ver. 3.

4. Master Lit., teacher; implying their reason for asking
his opinion. In tlie very act Such disgraceful doings were

very apt to occur in the time of feasts ; comp. chap. vii. 37.

What follows confirms the authenticity of this narrative : as,

for instance, the mention of darkness, ver. 12, and of adultery,
a work of darkness here

;
and the reference to judgment, in

ver. 15 and 11.

5. Should be stoned Either this was a betrothed woman,
or the language of the Scribes and Pharisees amounts to this :

Moses commanded adulteresses to be put to death, (Deut.
xxii. 22, etc..) and our forefathers have appointed the manner of

VOL. i. 2 E
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execution to be stoning. But Lit., therefore, which shows
more subtlety in the question than but would do.

6. To accuse Of breach of the law. [If he should decide

for stoning her, they could accuse him to the Roman autho

rities
;

or perhaps to the people, as contradicting himself
;

Matt. v. 31, 32. Dieclc, in L. ; if against it, to the Sanhe

drim, for contradicting Moses. Mey.~\ They knew how
lenient Jesus was towards the guilty, since it was not to exe

cute judgment he had come into the world. But Men im
mersed in deep thought often make various gestures ; some
even appearing as if writing, which gestures they cease upon
their attention being challenged by anything else. It is no
such gesture as this which our Lord continues to use after the

subject has been brought before him by the Scribes and
Pharisees. Stooped down, and with his Jinger ivrote on the

ground God wrote once, in the Old Testament
;

Christ

wrote once, in the New. But it was with a finger, not with

a pen, that the Divine Wisdom wrote
;
on the ground, not in

the air, or on a tablet. He wrote or drew either letters form

ing words, (possibly the same as those he spoke, ver 7,) or

lines and characters without distinct meaning ;
whether they

remained or disappeared after he ceased writing. See Dan.

v. 5. Writing is generally used as a record for the future.

Therefore it seems clear that this action of our Lord should

be interpreted by the words he spoke after the writing, in this

sense : Moses wrote the law
;
I can also write

;
in fact it is

my law which Moses wrote. Ye, Scribes, write judgments
against others

;
I can write them against you ;

see ver. 26.

Your sins are written in your hearts
;
and your names in the

earth
;

see Jer. xvii. i. 1 3. (It may be that he wrote the

names of the woman s accusers.) Ye do not now understand

my writing ;
but the day shall come when that which I have

written shall be manifest to all the earth, and your iniquities
shall be all exposed. Therefore, our Lord I. By his silent

action fixed the vague, rash, and careless thoughts of his

adversaries, and awakened their consciences. II. He indi

cated that he was not come as a judge at that time
;
and that

he preferred acting in a manner which might seem rather

slack to these unreasonable accusers, to entering upon such a

case as that brought before him
; [and to this the old Gloss,

which reads, he wrote on the ground not claiming, refers, im

plying that this is not his affair
;] moreover, that the time

for him to act as judge over the culprit before him, and over
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her prosecutors, and over all mankind, righteous and unright

eous, for their every act, had not yet come, but should come ;

that meanwhile all things are recorded
;
and that a day shall

come when the earth shall not be able to conceal the crimes

of the hypocrites. Comp. Tsa. xxvi. 21
;
Job xvi. 18. For

writing is generally used to preserve remembrance for futu

rity ;
Ex. xvii. 14; Ps. cii. 18. This action of Jesus Christ

clearly resembles in some degree the ceremony usually ob

served in the case of an adulteress, see Numbers, v. 12-23,

etc., but not altogether ;
for the law quoted applies to a

woman suspected ;
but the present passage refers to a woman

caught in the act. The law required that the accused woman
should drink words written by the priest in a book, and
washed out with water, and mingled with dust from the

ground ;
but those words which Jesus wrote on the ground

the woman could not drink with, much less without, water.

Hence we easily observe that in this act of Jesus, so far as it

affected the woman, there was something left, as it were, in

complete and in suspense, as implying that Jesus was indeed

a judge, but that he would not exercise his office as such then,

but at some future period, when the woman before him
should either receive punishment or pardon. (For the same

reason he lets off the accusers for the time with only a wound
of conscience.)

7. When they continued Most of the Latin copies read

therefore for when. He that is without sin Either he who is in

capable of sin, or he who hath not sinned. See Deut. xxix. 19,

Sept., and comp. 2 Mace. viii. 4
;

xii. 42. The witnesses were

generally thefirst to stone the condemned. [Hence the first stone.

V.
.]

All the witnesses in this case had incurred guilt deserving
of punishment, either in the same or similar crimes. [Thus with

out sin means, without sin of this kind, unchastity. L., Mey.]
9. Beginning at the eldest [Eldest in years ;

not the elders

of the people. Mey., etc. But the whole clause is simply

equal to, from first to last, i.e., every one of them.
Thol.~\

These had been most stricken. Great is the power of Jesus !

[To penetrate men s inmost thoughts. V.G.~\ Alone None of

his questioners remaining. Some other persons, even of the

Pharisees, did remain. See ver. 2, 12.

10. But The Greek word, irXqv, thus translated is one never

used by John in any of his writings, he always expressing its

sense in a different form
;
this proves the word to be a gloss

unknown to the ancients. Those They had already fled away.
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11. Go He doth not say, in peace; nor thy sins be for
given thee; only, sin no more. See chap. v. 14. [But dost

thou, Lord, show favour to sinners ? Nay : note what follows :

go, henceforth sin not. The Lord did condemn, then, not the

women, but the sin. August, in ThoL He reformed the culprit,
without acquitting her of crime. Ambrose in Z.]

12. Again As in chap. vii. Jesus generally begins his

discourses with the doctrine of salvation
;
then on meeting

contradiction, he proceeds to reproof. Light An expression

appropriate to the morning, and contrasting with works of

darkness, such as adultery. Of the world Of the whole world.

[Light, says Augustine, reveals both itself and other things.
It bears testimony to itself, opens sound eyes, and is its own
witness.

L.~\
He that folloiveth By this he showed that he

by no means allowed the adultery, though he did not condemn
the adulteress.

13. Said With evident acerbity. Of thyself They retort

upon the Lord his own words, chap. v. 31, but in a strained

sense. True A concise expression. A man s testimony of

himself might be true, but was not esteemed valid; but the

Jews, to make their objections to Jesus stronger, declare his

testimony altogether void of truth.

1 4. Though This expression is assertive, not conditional
;

it affirms that he does bear record of himself; see ver. 18.

After teaching his hearers many things, he makes additional

claims upon their credit. [See ver. 13, note. The apparent
contradiction to chap. v. 31, is explained by remembering that

there it accorded with his design to follow the usual course of

men, and rely on the testimony of others
;
while here -he

follows the higher principle, that the divine can receive testi

mony and proof only from itself. Moreover his testimony to

his own consciousness of his divine mission (comp. chap. vii.

29) is in accordance with the witness of his works, (ver.

36,) which presuppose that consciousness. De TF.] / Icnoiv

True testimony is based upon certain and assured know

ledge. Whence . . . and whither All teaching concerning
Christ may be referred to these two heads; the former is

treated of in ver. 16, etc.
;
the latter, in ver. 21, etc. Ye

You are yourselves to blame for not receiving the truth of my
words

; you require me to tell you what no mortal man can.

/ come As distinguished from / came, just before. By the

latter expression, Jesus implies that he had always known, by
the former, that the Jews did not know even
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15. After the flesh And consequently after the appearance;

chap. vii. 24. [In contrast to from above, ver. 23. V.G.] I
judge no man Comp. ver. 11.

16. My judgment His judgment and his testimony have
the same basis; see ver. 14, 17

; chap. v. 30, 31. His testi

mony is of God and of God s Son
;
his judgment is of man.

True And not after the flesh
;

see ver. 15. I am not alone

In judging; comp. chap. v. 19. He that sent me He
thus signifies whence he is come.

17. In your law Quoted by you, in ver. 5. Of two men
How much greater then that of God, and the Son of God ?

Since these witnesses are spoken of as being two, the proof is

of the same sort as that required by the Jewish law. As to

these two, see Zech. vi. 12, 13. True Irrefragable.
18. [And Here two are specially mentioned as bearing

witness
;
the testimony of a third, the Holy Spirit, is added

;

1 John v. 7. V.G.]
1 9. Where They ask where, to find out ivhence Jesus has

come at his Father s sending. [But their question seems to

be mere mockery ;
where then is this second witness, this Father

of thine? Not here! Mey.] Neither . . . me Jesus does

not directly answer the Jews question, Where is thy Father ?

but continues the discourse he had begun, preparing the way
at the same time for his reply. For he shows the perversity
of their interrogation, and teaches them that if they wish to

know the Father, they must begin by knowing the Son, whom
they could behold and hear in the flesh. For he that knoweth
the Son knoweth the Father; comp. v. 16, 18, where the Son
is mentioned before the Father

;
also Matt. xi. 27 ;

John xiv.

7, 9. Verse 23 plainly shows where the Father is. And in this

passage, our Lord being asked, Where is the Father, answers

concerning himself
;
while being asked about himself, ver. 25,

27, he answers concerning the Father; because he and the

Father are one. Also Comp. chap. xiv. 7, 9. Ye should
have knoivn And not have needed to ask where he is. This

passage testifies most clearly to the unity of the Father and
the Son

;
for which reason ver. 20 notes as an extraordinary

thing that they did not lay hold upon Jesus.

20. [Omit 6 Ijjcrofc, Jesus. Tisch., Alf. Read, spake he.]
In the treasury A place where one might be most easily
arrested

; being a place of continual resort. Taught We may
here note the system of Christ s teaching, particularly as set

forth by John. Christ, the only teacher, true, and good. The
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only (see Matt, xxiii. 8-10), as being highest in dignity, ver.

8; in power, ver. 9; in authority, ver. 10. True, see John

vii.; as being sent from God, and teaching truth. Good;
apt to teach; see 2 Tim. ii. In Matt, xxiii., three kinds of

teachers are mentioned, prophets, wise men, and scribes. He
did not himself bear the title of scribe, but left it to his

disciples, Matt. xiii. 52. He had no need of instruction, John
vii. 15; he is only recorded to have read once, Luke iv. 17;
and to have written once, John viii. 6. Therefore he wrote

no books in his own name, as the apostles did; nor did he
make use of books

; yet he dictated some epistles ;
see Rev. i.

The two titles, wisdom and prophet, remain. That of prophet
is ordinarily greater than that of wise man; but in Christ the

name wisdom is in some sort greater than that of propliet. He
prayed, in obedience to the Father s command; he gently
drew disciples to himself; see John i. 38, etc.

; comp. chap,
viii. 2. He taught them systematically concerning his own per

sonality and Messiahship: I. In the presence of the people;
II. In the presence of his opponents; III. In private; again,

concerning his death and resurrection. He taught first in

plain terms, and afterwards in parables; first at a marriage
feast, afterwards on various occasions. He used different

methods with the people, the Pharisees, John s disciples, and
his own. He taught on the subjects of John s disciples fast

ing, of John s baptism, of the tribute money; he taught by
actions still more than by words, and even taught by look and

gesture. See Luke xx. 17. He avoided celebrity, Matt. xii.

He taught by questions, and he taught by answers; he ob
served a distinction between his disciples; he taught in a
different manner before and after his resurrection. He fore

told his passion both in enigmatical and in distinct terms.

He bid them farewell, and took his departure, first at his

passion, and again at his ascension; he did not cease until he

said, Noiv ye believe; John xvi. 31. He proved his teaching
both by Scripture and by miracles; he enjoined on the dis

ciples the teaching of experience, John xvi. 22. 23
;
he made

the wisest use of opportunities; John iv. In a brief interview

he taught Nathanael and the woman of Samaria what the

disciples took years to learn
;
to his hearers of superior rank

he set forth sublime truths; John iii; he revealed the whole
matter gradually ;

John xvi. 4, 12; xi. 1 3. He did not ex

pound everything in plain terms; but veiled them in appro

priate enigmas. Many err by indiscriminate plainness; let not
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our writing change the usual course of teaching; however it

vary, let it lean to Scripture, not to philosophical refinement.

Christ did not always remain in the same place, or with the

same persons; see John iv. 44. He had the powers of a good
teacher, and showed them with gentleness and kindness; see

Matt. xL, Luke iv.
;
he sent forth at one time twelve, at an

other seventy disciples; he gradually taught them how to

pray; Luke xi. 1; John xvi. 24. No man laid hands on
him. Even though they attempted, they did not succeed.

21. [Omit o IqffoZg, Jesus. Tisch., Alf.~\ Again He had
said so before at chap. vii. 33, etc, when they had plotted

against him, as in the present passage. Ye shall die By
death of every sort. Sins Lit., sin, the singular; the ruin

is single and complete, which springs from unbelief, through
which all sins nourish; see ver. 24. The emphasis here is on
the word sin, but in ver. 24, on the words ye shall die. [Thus
the force is here, in sin shall ye die, carrying it with you to

death and judgment. Slier.
,]

I go See ver. 22; chap. xiii.

33, 36; xiv. 4.

22. Will he kill himself- The worst they could conjecture ;

no, the Jews themselves were to kill him. They meant to say,
that they could find him anywhere. [Or, rather embarrassed

by his declaration, which they understood well enough, they
meet it by retorting on him, with most bitter sarcasm, his say

ing, ver. 21, Ye shall die in your sins; if, namely, you be

come a self-murderer, you shall indeed go where we cannot

come ! L.~\

23. Ye Jesus again passes over their interruption, and

proves his words spoken in ver. 21
; comp. chap. iii. 13.

From beneath From the earth. [Not merely by birth, but

because the birth from above, chap, iii. 7, etc., was strange to

them. Mey.~\ I He shows whence he is, whence he hath

come, and whither he will go ; namely, from the world to the

Father. Of this world This addition proves the existence

of another world; see chap. ix. 39.

24. [For if ye believe not Believers cling to Christ and

through him advance to a point not otherwise attainable.

V.G.} That I am Gr. on eyw tip, i.e., the Christ. The

ellipsis renders their ignorance, ver. 25, more explicable. LJ\
Ye shall die The Jews had paid no attention to these weightier
words of ver. 21

; they had laid hold on all the rest; there

fore our Lord here repeats the weightier words again.

25. 26. Who art thou ? They refer to his words, I am (he).
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They question him, but in such perversity of mind, as to be

predetermined to disbelieve his reply. [Omit xa/, and;
Tisch., Alf.~\ Saith Not replied. The Lord does not directly

reply to the question of the Jews
;
but meets the fact itself

distinctly, and in such a way as to advance his own discourse.

A like question and answer is recorded, chap. x. 24, etc.

Even the same that I said unto you from the beginning

[Bengel would read, In the beginning, since I also speak to you,
but this rendering is untenable. Read, In very deed that

same which I speak unto you. Alf., and nearly so, De W. If

read as a question, the meaning is, (Do ye ask) that which also

I say unto you from the beginning ? They ought to know

already what they are asking, since it had been the subject of

all his discourses. Mey.~\
26. Many things . t . of you On account of your great un

belief. This was the continual complaint Jesus Christ made

against the Jews, as in other passages, so in this one, where
he begins to speak of his departure. But he that sent me is

true That is, though ye be so hard of faith that your unbe
lief gives me the strongest reason for judging you; yet he who
hath sent me into the world is true

; your unbelief cannot
make him unfaithful. And I speak to the world those things
which I have heard of him That is, I speak those things,
which he that is true hath committed to me, to save, not to

condemn you ; the main purport of which things is, that I am
sent by him

;
these things only I speak, not others which con

cern your being judged. See chap. iii. 17, v. 45, xii. 47.

To the ivorld A short way of saying : These things, hitherto

unknown, I have brought into the world, and I speak in the

world
;
that by means of my witnesses they may be spread

throughout the world, now alien to the faith, but hereafter

destined to believe, whether ye do so or not
;
I regard not

your obstinacy.
27. They understood not By this addition John expresses

his surprise at the blindness and unbelief of the Jews so also

in chap. xii. 37. The Father Who had sent him
;
see ver.

26. Had they known the Father they would have known

(without having to ask) who Jesus ivas, ver. 25.

28. Omit avro?$
}
unto them. Tisch., not Alf.~\ Ye have lifted

up Upon the cross. Then And not till then. See 1 Cor.

ii. 8. Shall ye know From actual fact, what ye do not now
believe on my word. See ver. 24. The fulfilment of this

appears from Matt, xxvii. 54
;
Luke xxiii. 47, 48 ;

Acts ii.
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41; xxi. 20. And The connexion is as follows: I am he,

(as ye shall one day know,) and I do nothing of myself, etc.

From this to the end of the next verse, there are four state

ments, the first beginning, and . , , / do nothing, etc.
;
the

second, and he that sent, etc. ;
the third, the Father hath not

left, etc.
;
the fourth, for I do, .etc. Of these, the second is

parallel with the third, and the first with the fourth. / do

Understand, and speak. [Omit /aoy, my. Tiscli., A If.]
Read

the Father.] As , . . these things A like expression occurs

in Num. xxxii. 31. / speak Understand, and do.

29. And And therefore. [Omit o Ilar^, the Father.

Tisch., A If. Read, he hath] Hath not left me The use
_

of

the past tense here implies that he had never been left ;
with

this the word always agrees. For Comp. ch. xv. 10. Those

things that please him This argument, used to convert Jews

to the faith of Christ, tends to establish the whole authority

of Scripture and Christianity. Everywhere, at all times, in

all ways, he requires from all, and teaches to all, all those

things which are pleasing to God and worthy of him. A Iways

Our Lord spoke these words with the utmost gentleness.

30. [Believed This was, as it were, the tender germ of

faith
;
but the sharp conflict between good and evil soon fol

lowed; see ver. 44. V.G.]
31. Ye Who have begun to believe ;

even though others

believe not. Ye continue See Acts xiii. 43. Are ye Even

now ; only persevere. Indeed It is not sufficient merely to

begin.
32. The truth As to my being sent by the Father, and

your being my disciples. The truth Both that which is true

concerning me, and I myself, personally [who am the Truth.

JSd.] For the Son maketh free, see ver. 36 (comp. ch. i. 12), and

is Truth; ch. xiv. 6. Shall make you free We need not be

surprised at Jesus having suddenly thrown out this statement,

as sure to be contradicted by the Jews. For, in his infinite

wisdom, he always made a point of saying whatever was most

likely to assail man s prejudices and promote man s salvation,

even though men might find occasions of quarrel in his words.

The freedom here spoken of is the exemption of the sons of

God from all adverse power. [Such as sin, and bondage unto

sin, ver. 34
;
and death, ver. 51. V.G.]

33. Abraham s They again appeal to Abraham, ver. 52.

[Seed That seed which is destined to possess the earth (comp.
Gen. xxii. 17, xvii. 1

6),
and knows no slavery. Mey.] Were never
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in bondage to any man They mean, in their own lifetime
;

for their ancestors had been in bondage to the kings of Egypt
and Babylon. Made free This expression only they seize

upon ; they do not dispute that the truth maketh free. Simi

larly, in ver. 22, they had wrested the words of Jesus. The

assemblage was a mixed one, consisting partly of men well

disposed to Jesus, partly of adversaries. Some of these,
moved by his previous discourse on the subject, had begun to

aspire to faith; but at this juncture went back.

34. Answered Jesus replies to the Jews twofold objection
in inverse order, first completing his discussion on the subject
of making free, and then entering on that of Abraham s seed,

from ver. 37 on. Whosoever committeth He that practices sin,

which is opposed to truth. Is the servant By the very act.

See 2 Pet. ii. 19; Rom. vi. 16.

35. Servant Being a servant (or slave) by position ; and
servile by disposition, and therefore practising sin. In the

house Of the Father. The son The only-begotten. Comp.
next verse. The article has a stronger definite force here

than it has before the word servant. Abideth From the

question being about Abraham, the allusion is to Gen. xxi.

10 ;
xxv. 5. Comp. Gal. iv. 22, etc.

36. The Son The only-begotten.
37. But Ye are cherishing a sin in desiring to kill me.

My word The word of truth and liberty. Hath no place
Unbelievers have a dislike to Christ and his word. Comp.
next verse. The words continue, ver. 31, and hath place, here,
are correlative.

38. / speak And do ; see below. [Omit /aou, my. Tisch.,

Alf. Read, the Father, Also, for euodxare va^a, r& vargi
v,u,uV) have seen with your Father (Tisch. omits

II/AUV), Alf. (not

Tisch.) reads, jjxoutfars craea rov -rc^oc. have heard from your

Father.] And This follows from the ordinary idea, assumed
in the former part of the verse, that children will do as their

fathers. Ye do And speak; though, in the present passage,
the speaking is more specially referable to our Saviour, and
the doing to his adversaries. But the expressions supplement
each other. So Mai. i. 14. Which hath in his flock a male

(without blemish), and voioeth, and sacrificeth a (female, or

otherwise unfit) thing (victim). [The Greek xcti vp,e7$ ovv, and

ye accordingly (by the same rule, Alf.), and just so ye, after

my example of dependence on my Father, do, etc., is bitterly
ironical. Mey.~\
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39. Abraham They endeavour to defend their words in

ver. 33
;
for they are conscious that Jesus speaks of their

having some very different father.

40. To kill . . . a man Jesus generally calls himself the

Son of man; but here, a man, to accord with his calling the

devil, in ver. 44, a murderer (Lit. man-slayer). Therefore

the word that in this verse refers rather to me than to man.
The truth A precious truth, otherwise unknown to men, and
detested by you. The expressions truth and life, falsehood
and death are often combined

;
the former applying to Christ

and believers, the latter to the devil and the ungodly ;
see

ver. 44. This did not Abraham Clearly not
;

he did do

something very different, and worthy of one who loved Christ.

See ver. 56.

41. Of your father Whose name is not yet stated; but

who, a little further on, is expressly called the devil, on the

Jews presuming to call God their Father. Of fornication
A fresh paroxysm of Jewish unreasonableness. One Fully
ascertained

; they affirm their physical legitimacy. [L., Alf.,
understands this of idolatry, or spiritual fornication. (Comp.
Deut. xxxi. 16

;
Ezek. xvi. 15, etc.; and especially Hoseaii. 4.

L.) And so Stier, who thinks the Jews, as well as Christ, are

speaking of spiritual paternity, and De W., who makes the

sense, our Sonship to God is defiled by no idolatry. But this

seems a little forced. Better Mey., we are not born, offornica
tion, (as you seem to suppose, denying Abraham to be our
father

;)
we have one father, (not two, the real and the puta

tive, as children of adultery,) and he is, if not Abraham, as you
assert, then God. Speech Gr. XaX/a, is the uttered word,
that which is spoken, (Mark v. 36;) while Xoyoj, ivord, is the

thoughtword, the contents of the speech. The Jews under
stood not what Jesus had said, (from ver. 34,) and why?
Because they had no ear, no capacity, for his doctrine. See
ver. 37. L.}

42. Ye would love me And not pursue me with such

deadly hatred. Proceeded forth from This implies whence
he is. Came Lit. am. come. This implies whither he goeth.

43. Why Ver. 44 gives the answer. My speech Which
is most true. Because This explains the preceding clause.

Comp. for, chap. xi. 47 ; that, chap. ix. 17. Ye cannot hear
On account of your inborn hatred. Comp. 1 Cor. ii. 14.

44. Ye are A most public reproof. And And therefore.

The lusts Which from the beginning he has been unable to
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gratify as against the Son of God. Ye will
&quot;Lit., ye wish,

pertinaciously. From the beginning Ever since he has

known anything of human nature. And . . . when These

two sentences express contrary things j
the reason of each of

which is added. Abode not [not abode not, as Eng. Vers.

In apostasy from the truth, he stands. Alf.~\
The meaning is :

he did not attain to fixedness in the truth
; (comp. Rom. v.

2,) he was a liar from the beginning as well as a murderer.

For this clause follows that which mentions his lust for mur
der. Is not There had been truth in him

;
but now there

is none. Moreover, when truth ceased to exist in him, it did

so from his own fault
;
the lust of murder found place in him,

and he resolved to destroy man for being in the truth. Hence
it appears that the devil s fall took place not long previous to

man s, and his creation not long previous to his fall. A lie

Scripture frequently uses this strong term to denote not

merely wilful falsehood but even error itself. See Rom. i. 25
;

2 Thess. ii. 9, 11
;

1 John ii. 21, 27. Of his own So he is

the source of evil. The contrary applies to Christ
;
see chap,

vii. 17. And the father of it Lit. and his father. [Eng.
Vers., the father of it, is wrong. Thol, Mey., A If., etc.]

That

is, the devil is both a liar himself, and the father of every liar.

For the contrast is being set forth between God and the devil.

and sons of God and sons of the devil. A liar is a child of

the devil. It is the liar, not the lie, which is here spoken of

as the devil s offspring.
45. Because It is characteristic of truth to be disbelieved

by the wicked. [He implies ;
had I spoken a lie ye would

have believed me ; for it is your father s own. Euthym. in
.L.]

/ Emphatic, being placed (in the Greek) at the beginning
of the sentence. The truth To which a lie, ver. 44, is op

posed. Not Ye hearken to the devil, but not to me.

46. [Omit ds, and; Tisch., Alf.] Convinceth Jesus ap

peals to the consciences of all. Of sin That is, of being in

error, and deviating from truth
;
who dareth assert this 1

[Not that afjiiaerioi means error, but strictly sin, (so L., etc.)

The argument is, if I am without sin, then I lie not
;
but if

not, then I speak the truth, and your unbelief has no justifi

cation. Mey^\ Why To this why, the word because, in the

next verse, answers. Comp. why, ver. 43.

47. Of God As of a father. Words Only he that is of God
heareth God s words. Therefore The inference in ver. 42, ye
are not of God, is proved by the result; because ye do nqt hear.
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48. [Omit eu, then, Tisch., Alf.] Answered As usual,
with a most unfair retort. Say we not well- They show some
little hesitation in uttering this dreadful insult. Thou They
say thou, when they might better say, we. A Samaritan

Estranged from the true God of the true Israel. Jesus

answers this in ver. 54, 55. Devil This was said by those

who attributed Jesus discourses to foolish pride and presump
tion

;
and shows the view entertained by those to whom he

replies in the 49th and following verses.

49. / honour my Father In showing forth his name. And
ye Nevertheless. Do dishonour me As they had done, see

ver. 48.

50. 7 seek not As ye imagine ; making that idea the

ground of your insults to me. There is one I seek not mine
own glory : nor need I

; for my Father upholds it.

51. If a man Jesus proves, by the honour which God
will do him, that he and his word have nothing in common
with the proud and murderous devil. [The immediate con

nexion is, this judgment (ver. 50) between me and my adver

saries, will be death to them
;
but if, etc. Mey. Keep As I

keep my Father s word, ver. 55. We should keep Jesus

sayings by believing what he says, by hoping for what he pro

mises, by obeying what he commands. Shall never see A
most forcible argument against the annihilation of the soul.

Death Jesus here refutes the assertion that he was a Sama
ritan, ver. 48. The Samaritans, we are told by Epiphanius,
held the doctrine of the Sadducees, entirely denying a future

life. The language of the Jews, here referred to, certainly seems

to charge the Samaritans with holding this opinion, though
it may have been held only by a minority of them.

52. [Omit CUK, then. Tisch., Alf. ]
Now we know In ver.

48 they had spoken with a certain degree of doubt
; but now

declare the same opinion boldly in answer to the Lord s asser

tion in ver. 51.

53. Art thou greater ? As being in a position to promise

immortality to whomsoever keepeth thy word ; a thing which
Abraham and the prophets, great though they were, could

never do. And the prophets are dead That is, art thou greater
than the prophets who are dead? And truly Jesus is far

greater than Abraham or the prophets.
54. Answered He refutes the words, makest thou thyself,

[For do^dgu, glorify, read do^dffu, shall glorify. Also for

your, read, VKAUV, our. Tisch,, Alf., ena. also has r
tf/,uvt
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Of whom ye say that he is your God A like construction

occurs in chap. x. 36; Gal. i. 23
;
James i. 13; and Josh,

xxii. 34, Sept. Ye say Falsely.
55. / know He had just said ye have not known him ; he

does not now say / have known, but / know him. He knows,
and knows from everlasting, both his Father and the honour
wherewith that Father honoureth him. A liar He is a liar

who either affirms what is false or denies what is true. 7
knoiv him, and keep his saying He says first, / know, then /
keep ; but believers, under his guidance keep his saying, and
so obtnin knowledge. See note on chap. vii. 17.

56. Your father Abraham Ver. 37, 39. Rejoiced to see

[In the hope oj seeing, A
If., etc. How different was his

conduct from yours ! Ghrysost. in Z.] Desired longingly.

Coinp. Horn. x. i. He rejoiced before seeing, and rejoiced in

seeing. My day The day of Christ s majesty. See Phil. i.

10; [1 Cor. i. 8;] which includes all Christian times, even in

Abraham s sight. The days of Chris?s flesh, [Heb. v. 7. Ed.}
and the day of Christ and his glory, are different. The latter

day referred to here was still to come; therefore Abraham s

joy was a joy of anticipation. He saw it He saw it, already
in the revelation of my divine glory. See verses following,
and Heb. xi. 13. He saw the day of Christ, the greatest and

brightest star of that seed which should be as the stars of
heaven. And inasmuch as he beheld that day, which is essen

tially a day of life, he did not see death. See ver. 51, etc.

Thus the persistence of the Jews is checked. Abraham, how
ever, did not see Christ s day in the sense in which the

apostles did. See Matt. xiii. 17. [He saw it, doubtless means

saw, in the sense in which he had rejoiced that he should see it.

And who can doubt that Abraham, and the fathers with him
in Paradise, knew of Christ s advent? (Maldonatus.) Thus
the text is a protest against supposing Abraham to be dead

;

and an example of the truth of ver. 51. Stier^ L. So De JF.,

ThoL, (who compares 1 Pet. i. 12, and the appearance of Moses
and Elias, Luke ix. 31.) Alf. t etc.] And was glad At the

fulfilment of his wish.

57. Fifty For argument s sake they use the larger num
ber. Had they not forgotten all about Jesus birth at Bethle

hem, they might have said, thou art not much more than thirty

years old; but what they do say is, thou hast not yet reached fifty

years of age, the time of superannuation ;
see Num. iv. Hence

this is, as it were, a proverbial expression. It is not likely that
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through sufferings Jesus had a prematurely old appearance.
See Heb. i. 9; Matt. ix. 15; xi. 19. Hast thou seen They
argue, (and rightly enough,) if Abraham hath seen thy day,
thou hast seen Abraham. Comp. chap. xvi. 16, 22. Abraham
Who had died eighteen centuries and a half before this.

58. Before A Graham was, I am This refutes the Jews denial

of Abraham s having been able to see the day of Christ. Jesus

says, &quot;7 was, even in Abraham s day; I saw Abraham, and
Abraham saw my day ; and so far from my existence having

begun later than Abrahams time, I existed before he ivas

created. Note that the words was and am in this text are

different verbs in the Greek, the former implying creation, the

latter existence. Mark vi. 52 ; Acts xxvi. 29 ;
1 Cor. iii. 18.

Thus the clause is a short way of saying, / was existing before

Abraham was created, and I still exist, though Abraham is dead

so long. John s sentences are often thus interdependent ;
see

notes on ver. 28, 38; chap. v. 21, 30; xi. 8; xiv. 10; xv.

27 ;
Rev. xiv. 10. Thus the word before accords excellently

with the present tense, / am. Comp. also Col. i. 17. He is

before all things And yet Artemon, following the bold ex

ample of Enjedin, calls this a barbarism; although the present
tense is so often used in a sense which includes the past. See

Luke xv. 29, these many years I serve (and have been serving)

thee; . . . thou art (and hast been) ever with me. Comp. Ps.

xc. 2, Before the mountains were brought forth . . . thou art

God, in which passage Artemon cannot change the punctua
tion

; and, however he may explain away Prov. viii. 25, I

should like to see how he can get over Jer. i. 5. Before I

formed thee in the belly, I knew thee. Artemon s explanation
of the words before us is the same as that of Socinus namely,

before Abraham becomes the father of many nations, I, Christ,

exist; and he takes the words I am in the same sense in which

they occur in ver. 24, 28, of this chapter, and in chap. xiii.

19
;
Mark xiii. 6. To this we reply, 1. The Jews had drawn

their objection from the fact of Abraham being far more than

fifty years dead
; they had not in view the Abraham of the

New Testament [become in Christ the father of many nations.

JUd.] ;
2. This view could not outweigh the solemn expres

sion : Verily, verily, I say unto you ; for in such a sense the

Jews also existed before Abraham
;

3. The verb I am, in this

discussion, is used in reference to time and age, and in con
trast to was created ; but contrasted words should be treated

alike, and therefore both these verbs should be taken abso-
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lutely, as was in chap. i. 1, etc.
;
but the absolute meaning

includes the other by consequence ;
thus : before Abraham

was created, the speaker existed, and was the same person as

he declared himself to the Jews to be. Before Abraham was

Some of the old fathers quote this clause without using the

word was; but the use of the adverb before will not allow the

omission. At all events, it is quite certain that those old

fathers never dreamt of the Socinian interpretation of the word

was, and the consequent strain put upon the whole passage.

[Modern scholars agree that no honest exposition of these words
can possibly deny that Jesus here affirms his essential pre-
existence. L., etc.]

59. Took they up Regarding him as a blasphemer. Stones

The weapon of a crowd. Hid himself Not by betaking
himself to a place of secrecy, but by disappearing from their

sight in a miraculous manner, while passing from the temple.

Comp. Jer. xxxvi. 26. [Omit all in this verse after /gou, temple.
Tisch. Alf. The addition was occasioned by the idea that his

departure was miraculous (comp. Luke iv. 30), which the word

?cgu/3jj,
hid himself, excludes. Mey. But in both passages we

must suppose the providential protection of God
;
as chap. x.

39. TftoL] Going through . . . passed by A like structure

appears in Acts xxvii. 44
; xxviii. 1. So As if none were

assailing him.

CHAPTER IX.

1. Passed by Immediately after his enemies attack upon
him. Blind Begging at the temple gate. Comp. Acts iii. 2.

2. Asked They were aware of their master s omniscience.

This man The inquiry made by the disciples, whether, and

when, (if ever,) this blind man might have contracted his blind

ness as a penalty for sin, need not be deeply entered into here.

A question, and especially one capable of different answers,
asserts nothing ;

and even were this an assertion of the dis

ciples, it need not bind us. That lie was born The disciples
had heard from others that the man had been blind from, his

birth.

3. Answered Jesus was wont to give more distinct answers

to his disciples than to the unbelieving Jews. Sinned Repeat
here, that he was born blind. [He does not pronounce them

absolutely sinless, but says their sin did not cause the blind

ness. Euthym. in Mey. Human reason delights to infer special
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fault from special misfortune : Luke xiii. 2, 4
;
Acts xxviii. 4.

V.G.] utComp. chap. xi. 4. That This shows God s

power. The works In the plural; one work of God fully

known gives the key to them all. God s power, glory, and

grace shine forth in his works.

4. The night Christ is the light ;
at its departure night

comes, which does not obstruct the light, while darkening the

earth. No man He does not say, when I cannot, but, ivhen

no man can. He could have worked at any time
; but he

used fitting occasions. John often represents our Lord as

speaking thus indefinitely of ordinary occurrences, much as

any godly person might in his place. See chap. xi. 9
; xii.

24, 25. In fact, Jesus was tempted in all points, like as we

are, yet without sin. [Jesus speaks of his earthly walk and

work, and its end. Conscious of approaching death, he says,

for me, too, comes the night in which no man can work. L.

Night and day are life and death. ThoL, MeyJ]
5. The light An allegory from the gift of vision, which he

was about to bestow on the blind man. Comp. made mani

fest, ver. 3, and day, ver. 4.

6. Spoken In the blind man s hearing ;
ver. 31 implies

that Jesus also prayed. [For rbv crTjXov, the clay, read, OAJTO\J

rbv flTjXAv, his clay: Tisch., Alf. ; that is, the clay ivhich he had
made. Mey. The words rou rupXoD, of the blind man, are

omitted by Alf., not
Tisch.&quot;] Clay Clean spittle, mixed with

clean dust, made a clean medicine. Man was made from the

dust ;
and from dust sight was made too on this occasion.

The eyes The idea entertained by Nonnus, that there was no

vestige of eyes in this man s face, is a mere imagination ; see

ver. 10. [The design of this application is obscure. No one

can assign a physical reason, hence it seems necessary to sup

pose a moral one. Lampe. Perhaps to approach and awaken
the blind man s faith, (Stier, L., etc.,) while avoiding the use

of means to which any one could ascribe real efficacy.]

7. Wash Thy face. Siloam A name long before given to

this place, because Jesus long after was to send the blind man
there. So from that time the name of the pool continued as

a testimony to the miracle. [The Evangelist finds in this

name a typical reference to Christ, the Sent of God. Mey., Alf.,

etc.] Which is by interpretation These words were added

by the Evangelist. Comp. ver. 11. Went Before seeking
his parents.

8. [Neighbours The miracle was publicly performed. V.G.

VOL. i. 2s
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For rypXoj, Hind, read, itooacuriK, a beggar. Tisch. So Alf.,

who remarks that the question would be of identity ; whether
he was really the same person who had sat and begged because

of blindness.]
9. [Read, aXXo/ sXeyov w%it

XX O/AO/OC, etc., others said, No,
but he is like, etc. Tisch., A/f.] Like him Human reason

will invent and conjecture anything rather than believe in a

miracle: see ver. 18; Acts ii. 13. But this secures all the

more the establishment of the truth. [Like him A sinner,

changed by the grace of God, is not easily recognised. Q.]
11. [Omit xai tlxev, and said. Tisch., Alf.] A man that is

called Jesus Lit., a man called Jesus. Comp. chap. xi. 54.

The blind man had been ignorant of the fame of Jesus. [For
rf

t
v xoXy,tt/3?302av rav

2&amp;lt;&amp;gt;v&&amp;gt;a//,,
the pool of Siloam, read, TOV 2/Xw-

a,a, Siloam. Also for aKsXQuv
tie, and I went, read ansXduv

o5
v,
I went therefore. Tisch.

,
A

If.]
I received sight Lit., I saw

again; he had never seen before
; but, as sight is natural to

man, he says, / recovered my sight.

12. [Omit ouv, then. Tisch, Alf.}
13. To the Pharisees As if to inquisitors.
14. [For ore, when, read, lv p ti.usoci, on which. Tisch., Alf.]
1 6. Of God The expressions contrasted are : to be of God

and to be a sinner. [A noteworthy contrast. One or other

description applies to every man. V.G.] Because Theology
should not be rashly applied to character.

17. Prophet And therefore, of God ; ver. 16, 33; comp.

chap. i. 6
; iii. 2. [Jesus had prayed in undertaking the

cure, see ver. 31, and thence the blind man perceived him to

belong to God. V.G.] It is delightful to note how this man s

faith rises gradually in proportion to the contradictions of the

Pharisees. [Harassed by their repeated queries, he learns- at

length to cast off all authority of man. Thus the perversity
of some tends to the blessing of others, V.G.]

19. How . . . doth he noiv see How has his seeing been

brought about. [Their question is threefold ;
and in legal

form : Is this your son ? Was he born blind ? Who has

given him sight ? The parents answer the first two fearlessly,

but cautiously leave the answering of the third to their son. L.]
20. [Omit a-jToTc, them. Tisch., Alf.]
21. [Place, he is of age, after ask him. Tisch., Alf.] We

know not They had not seen their son since his sight was
restored ; but they immediately conjectured the gift to have

come from Jesus ; the first part of this verse, therefore, was
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not dictated by fear. See ver. 22, 23. We Emphatic ;
in

contrast to he, more than once repeated. Of age Competent
to testify.

22. They feared To such a degree, that [though unques
tionably rejoicing at his restoration to sight. V.G.] they left

their son alone in his peril ;
and not only did not confess the

Messiah ship of Jesus, but even the fact that proved it. Put
out of the synagogue A most severe punishment.

24. Again He had therefore been let go, after speaking
the words in ver. 17. Give glory to God This was a plau
sible commencement

;
but confession of the truth, especially

in a serious and difficult matter, is giving glory to God.

[And this is an adjuration, give glory to God, Le., speak the

truth, Josh. vii. 19. L., Thol. Not as Eng. Vers., give God
Hie praise, i.e., of healing you. Alf. They do not admit that

any cure has taken place. Trench.] We know They endea

vour to prejudice this simple man, and to induce him, instead

of pronouncing Jesus the Son of God, to call him a sinner.

[They say, we see ; see ver. 41. V.G.~\ A sinner See ver. 16.

25. [Omit KO.I tTxsv, and said. Tisch., Alf] Whether In
a case wherein he has as yet no certain knowledge, he does

not yield to the false dictation of others ; and is more in

clined to believe Jesus not a sinner, than to admit that he is.

/ was blind Lit., being blind. The participle here has the

force of the past tense (as in Eng. Vers.) ;
this appears from

what follows, now I see. Comp. Gal. i. 23.

25. Said they These wretched men torment themselves

strangely. [
What . . . hoiv They were determined, if pos

sible, to suppress the fact of the miracle. In all ages many
strange things take place ;

and many are cited as such without

good grounds. Therefore in such matters it would be well to

sift the true from the false, and the certain from the doubtful,

by the most diligent investigation possible. And yet the un

believing world considers it well for its own sake that nothing
should be made quite clear and plain ;

thus it happens that

truth itself may be rejected on the ground of the number of

deceptions which exist. V.GJ]
27, [Did not hear Ye had no ears for it, ye would not

hear. 2)e W.] Will A becoming and kindly irony. [And in

fact it is right that any who desires to become a follower of

Christ should investigate the matter carefully. The truth

courts inquiry. V.GJ] Ye also Thus he confesses his own
desire to become a disciple of Jesus.
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28. [Omit OUK, then. Tisch., A If.] They reviled Am Con

sidering it an insult to call any one a disciple of Christ. His,

lit, that man s; by this expression they put Jesus, as it

were, away from themselves.

29. We know By testimonies which are immovable, even

to the present day. Whence he is Or whence his doctrine is.

30. Why, herein is So, and herein is that saying true, chap,
iv. 37. The why sometimes adds grace to a rejoinder. Mar
vellous Their ignorance is marvellous, ver. 29. Wonder is

akin to ignorance. Whence Surely from God : see ver. 33,
16.

31. [Omit fa, now. Tisch., Alf.] Sinners The man s faith

advances : comp. ver. 17, 24, 25. His will God does the

will of any praying man who doeth his will.

33. Nothing Not only of those things which he doeth,
but of those which are done by other good men. Jesus had
none of those external advantages on which men are apt to rely.

34. In sins They cast his former blindness in his teeth ,

see ver. 2. [Forgetting that their accusations, of having been

blind, and being an impostor, are contradictory. Trench.]
And .... thou And dost thou, notwithstanding, teach us*

Teach Truly, ver. 30 to 33 contain an excellent sermon.

They cast him out As a confessor of Christ ;
see ver. 22.

This was an act greatly to his advantage ;
but it showed by

what hatred of the truth they were influenced. Out From
the place where they were assembled.

35. When he had found Therefore he sought him out,
after allowing him to be persecuted by the world for a space.
Dost thou believe Though others disbelieve. The exceptional
use of the pronoun here (in the Greek) makes this question
akin to an affirmation.

36. [Add KM, and, before rig, who. Tisch., Alf.] Who
Lit., and ivho. Comp. in the Greek, and see notes on Luke
x. 29 John xiv. 22. That This depends on tell me, which

request is implied in the question, Who is he? I might believe

His accounting of Jesus as one whose every word must be

believed was a further step in faith.

37. [Omit ds, and, before Jesus. Tisch., Alf] Thou hast

.... seen Thou hast begun to see with those eyes which
were opened for thee. It is he that The third person is used

from humility.
38. Lord He uses this word now in a higher sense than

he had done in ver. 36. Worshipped&quot;
1

Acknowledgment*. Qf
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Jesus is followed by ready worship ; [which Jesus never de

manded from any one
;
the spirit of faith teaching believers to

offer it. V.G.}
39. Judgment Just and sound judgment, better than that

of the Pharisees. Might see Physically and mentally. They
which see They who fancy they see, and will not admit their

blindness. See ver. 41. Blind In heart.

40. [Omit xai, and, at the beginning. Tisck., Alf.~\

41. Sin If ye had said we are blind, ye would have

sought sight, and your sin would have ceased. [But since,

saying we see, ye do not seek the physician, ye abide in

your blindness. August, in Thol.~\ And the sin here men
tioned is mental ;

for blindness affects the vision, and is syno

nymous with sin.

CHAPTER X.

1. [The new chapter should begin at ix. 35. Here the con

nexion with what precedes is immediate. Mey., L., Alf., etc.]

Verily These words are closely connected with the last

chapter; for the word they, ver. 6, refer to chap. ix. 40. [And
indeed this parabolic discourse may be considered as having
been delivered between the Feasts of Tabernacles and of Dedica

tion; since ver. 21 refers to the miracle worked immediately
after the Feast of Tabernacles, while the language used in

the Feast of Dedication, ver. 26-30, refers to this parabolic
discourse. (See ver. 15.) Harm.~\ By the door Through
Christ; see ver. 9. There is but one lawful entrance; all

others are closed. Into the sheep-fold On which, see ver. 16.

The allegory is continued to ver. 30. And some sheep seem
to have been before his eyes. Climbeth up Over the barriers.

A thief and a robber See ver. 8.

2. He that entereth Through Christ; ver. 9.

3. To him As to one he knows. The porter In ver. 11,

Christ is regarded as the shepherd; in ver. 1-10, as the door.

As it is no derogation to Christ to be called the door, so it is

no derogation to God to be called the porter. See Acts xiv.

27; Col. iv. 3; and comp. Rev. in. 7; Actsxvi. 14. C. Weiss,
a Leipsic divine, held the Holy Ghost to be the porter. The

sJieep . . . his own sheep So in ver. 4, in inverse order, his

own sheep . . . the sheep. They hear, and he calleth, are cor

relative terms. His own They are all his own sheep, comp.
ver. 12: but this epithet accords better with his calling them
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by name, than with their hearing him. [He is known to be
the shepherd by all rightly disposed hearts; but is peculiarly
manifest to those whom he especially aids. V.G.~\ He calletk

. . . by name Even sheep were distinguished by name among
the ancients.* And And so, whilst he is calling.

4. [Omit the first xctl, and. Also for ret ibia K^lfiara, his

own sheep, read ra /diet, Kavru, all his own. Tisch., Alf.~\
He

putteth forth A term synonymous with leadeth out, but wider

in signification.
5. From him As from a plague. [Nor can that be rea

sonably called pride, or obstinacy, nor an offence against order.

V.G-.~\
For they know not Well enough to follow; they know

the stranger s voice well enough to flee from it. [Besides, it

is not well to accept things we know nothing of, however good
they may be, without examination. V.GJ]

6. [This allegory Gr. craoo/.a/a, not parable; but a general
word for all out of the way (Gr. oJ/j.o$) speaking; hence usually

proverb, in the classics. The sense here cannot be parable,
which implies a story, but strictly allegory. Mey., etc.] They
understood not And this might have proved to them their

blindness; see chap. ix. 41.

7. The door Christ, and none other, is door and shepherd,
and all. Of the sheep To the sheep. [And so Thol, De W.,

Mey., etc., but the same door which admits the sheep (ver. 9),
admits the shepherd to them. This door is Christ. A1f. y

etc.]

8. All that ever came before me are The word are, in the

present tense, shows that all that came refers to the period imme

diately preceding our Lord s coming to earth
;
and to the course

pursued by others, as contrasted with by me, ver. 9. All that

ever came, is said in the same way as he that cometh, in 2 Cor.

xi. 4. Nor does the language here exclude those thieves and
robbers who doubtless came after, as well as before Jesus

;
as

many, namely, as, resembling their predecessors, had taken

upon themselves the office of teaching among the Jews, be
tween the commencement of Christ s ministry and his utter

ance of this allegorical address shortly before his passion.
Thieves Secretly; of other men s goods, for their own gain.
Robbers Openly; of life, to the destruction of the sheep.

* And are still so in many parts of Germany, where one shepherd
has during the day charge of all the sheep &quot;belonging

to a village. I
have seen such a shepherd call individual sheep to him by name out of
a flock of three or four hundred. Ed.
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But . . . not But, even though thieves and robbers presented

themselves, the sheep did not hear them. See chap. vii. 46;
Matt. vii. 29

;
ix. 36.

9. By me Who am the door, who am the Christ whom
they know, and whose call they hear. Comp. Jer. xvii. 16.

Any man As a sheep; [or as a shepherd. F.6?.] For every

shepherd is a sheep in Christ s general flock. Hence the con

trast between shepherd and sheep is lost in these verses. Ols.

So Thai, A
If.]

He shall be saved From the wolf. The

security and pasture are mentioned together, as life and abun
dance are, further on, (ver. 10.) Shall go in and out This

Hebraism implies intimate association with the shepherd and
master. Comp. Acts i. 21; Num. xxvii. 17, 21, Sept. Shall

find Whether he goes in or out; though the pasture be un
known to others. Comp. Exod. xvi. 25, 26.

10. To steal The special work of a thief, which leads to

worse. The thief, 1, steals for his own gain ; 2, he inflicts

injury on others
; 3, by destroying the sheep ; 4, by wasting

the food that remains. There is a climax in the division here,

not in the subdivision. The destroying mentioned is properly

civil, not spiritual ; but it figuratively describes spiritual in-

jury, just as stealing and killing do. And to kill Contrasted

with life. And to destroy Contrasted with abundance ; see

Ps. xxiii. 1. [/ am come / is strongly emphatic, in contrast

to the thief. This forms the transition from Christ s repre
sentation of himself as the door, to that as the shepherd. L.,

Mey, etc.]

11. The good shepherd Whom the prophets foretold. The

shepherd, whose own the sheep are
;
the good shepherd, who

giveth his life for the sheep ; who careth for the sheep, ver.

13. [The whole office of Christ is expressed in this para
bolical discourse. V.Gf.] Giveth This is five times stated,

with the utmost force. All other benefits conferred by the

shepherd are presupposed, included, and inferred by this one,

the greatest of them all. [See Isa. liii. 10, 6.] For the sheep
Christ s purpose here is to show how he treats his sheep ;

therefore we cannot argue from this passage that he did not

die for other men as well as for them.

12. A hireling Who only herds them for his own advan

tage. Catcheth them He worries all he can, and scatters the

rest ;
two ways of injury. The good shepherd, on the other

hand, collects them, see ver. 16. The sheep All the sheep.
13. The hireling Lit., but the hireling The but explains
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the word fleeth, repeated from the preceding verse. Because

he is an hireling He cares not for the sheep, but for his

own gain. And careth not for Take after fleetli. Remark
the following contrast between this verse and ver. 14, 15.

The hireling I

is a hireling the good shepherd
careth not for know
fleetli lay down my life.

14. And . . . . and All good originates with God and
Christ. Christ, like any good shepherd, knows his sheep and
is known by them.

15. As This is connected with ver. 14. The believer s

relation to Christ is often to be learned from considering
Christ s relation to God; chap. xiv. 20

;
xv. 10.

;
xvii. 8, 21;

Matt. xi. 27
;
Luke xxii. 29

;
1 Cor. xi. 3

; xv. 28
; Rev. iii

21. And Therefore. Hereby the sheep know how good
the shepherd is. Lay down Present tense. [Expressing a

near and certain future. Mey.~\ Christ s whole life on earth

Was a journey to death. [A man may well be said to lay
down his life, when he lays down all love of it.

Q.~\

16. Other sheep Already called his sheep, because foreseen

by him. Comp. chap. xi. 52, where he speaks of children of
God in the same way. He does not say another fold, but

other sheep. For they were scattered over the world. 7 have

A most forcible expression. Of this fold The Jewish. /
must Because of the Father s command. Bring By my
death. He does not say, lead out, as in ver. 3; nor briny
into this fold ; but simply, bring. They need not change
their abode, [for the shepherd of the Gentile flock, too, is to

be the exalted Jesus. Bring, as ver. 4. Mey. ] They shall

hear This is correlative to / must. One fold .... one shep-
herd Lit., one flock .... one shepherd. One flock, that

there may be no false and scattered sheep ;
one shepherd,

that there may be no hireling, false, and wicked ones, no

Pseudo-Peter, &c. Comp. Ezek. xxxiv. 23
;

Zech. xiv. 9.

This oneness of the flock and of the shepherd began when the

good shepherd laid down his life
;

see chap. xi. 52
; and,

all obstacles being removed, shall be perfected in due time.

Jesus is always the only rightful shepherd; but he will be at

last the only actual one too. The terms, I must, bring, and
one flock, are interdependent, as are also shall hear and one
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shepherd. The shepherd will gather all into one flock ; the

whole flock will hear the voice of one shepherd.

17. Doth . . . love And lovingly enjoins, nay, even lov

ingly persuades me ;
and I, though I must lay down my life,

remain certain of his love
;

for I lay down my life that I

may take it again ; furthermore, the Father, in love, giveth me
the sheep as mine own, because I keep his commandment in

laying down my life
;

see ver. 18. A supervenient love is in

dicated. The Father s love, not to us only, but to Christ as

well, may be seen in the passion of Christ
;
which was not in

flicted in a mere exercise of revengeful severity.

18. No man Comp. ver. 29. Tdketh Of his own will

and motion. From me Jesus voluntarily submitted to cap
ture by his enemies

;
and yielded up the ghost on the cross,

not from exhaustion, but with a loud cry. And There is

the closest possible connexion between his laying doivn, and

faking again, his life, both which things are in his own power.
/ have power The words that they might have are similarly

repeated in ver. 10. See also chap, xix, 10. Of my Father

He attributes his own supremacy to the Father.

19. Division It is from ignorance of Christ s personality
that so many different reasonings concerning him arise.

20. Many They usually took his kindest and most exalted

teachings in the worst possible way. [ Why hear ye him It

must be a dangerous thing, which people should fear even to

listen to. V.G.]
21. Words Comp. what precedes and follows.

22. Feast of the dedication Instituted by Judas Macca
bees. See 1 Mace, iv. 59. [Our Lord did not go up to

Jerusalem for the express purpose of keeping this, as he did

in respect of other feasts; but circumstances brought about

his presence on the occasion. He remained but a short time

at Jerusalem, after the Passover, mentioned, chap. ii. 3; some
what longer after the Pentecost (chap, v.); but, having com

pleted his journey to the Feast of Tabernacles (chap. vii. 8), he

tarried there longer to complete his work, from the Feast of

Tabernacles till after the Feast of Dedication. Harm. Omit

xai, and, before it was winter. Tisch., Alf.~\ Winter John

presumes that the fact of there being a winter feast was not

known to all his readers.

24. Came . . . round about him How welcome would this

have been to the Saviour, had they come in faith ! And snid

Under the pressing impulse of a rebellious nature. Dost
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thou make us to doubt Lit., dost tJiou raise (excite) our minds.

How long dost thou wear out our lives with suspense 1 Comp.
the language of ver. 18. Unhappy men ! They were wear

ing out their own lives. He had spent considerable time

among them, especially since the Feast of Tabernacles. Tell

us As if he had never told or shown them yet. See ver. 25.

He does tell them plainly in ver. 30, 36, 38. We often fancy
that if we could hear or read of some particular thing expressed
in some particular way, we might believe. But God alone

knows what terms to use in fostering and disciplining our

faith. Plainly Openly, roundly.
25. I told you That is, / am the Christ. Thou hast said,

in Matt. xxvi. 64, is a similar expression. Jesus said the

same thing several times over in this chapter. / told you (and

ye believed not
;
I tell you), and ye believe not. And For

but. Ye believed Lit., ye believe. The ivories Which might
have convinced those who disbelieved my words. Of me
That I am the Christ.

26. Ye believe not And the fault is your own. Because ye
are not of my sheep which do believe. See ver, 3, 1 4, 1 6, 27.

This discourse, spoken in the Feast of Dedication, refers to his

discourses spoken before it.

27. 28. My sheep out of my hand These verses contain

three pairs of sentences, each of which expresses by correla

tives the faithfulness of the sheep, and the goodness of the

shepherd.
28. And I There is a close connexion between the follow

ing of Jesus, and the life he gives. See chap. viii. 12.

Shall never perish Middle voice, in the Greek
; signifying

they shall not destroy themselves, from within. Comp. chap,
xvii. 12; Luke xv. 24

; Jude, ver. 11. See notes on 1 John
v. 18

;
John xvii. 12. Neither shall Nor shall they be

plucked out of my hand, from without. Shall . . . pluck
This future includes the force of is able to pluck. Comp. next

verse.

29. Gave, Understand the sheep. Greater than all Than
all enemies ;

than the sheep themselves, and even (in a differ

ent sense) than me. See chap. xiv. 28. To pluck Them, the

sheep. [Omit ^ot;, my. Tisch., Alf. Head, the Father
s.]

30. 7 and my Father are one Not only in unity of will,

but in unity of power and of nature. For omnipotence is an

attribute of a nature
;
and our Lord is speaking of the unity of

the Father and the Son. The blind Jews saw more meaning
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in these words of Jesus than the anti-Trinitarians do in the

present day. If the Jews had thought he only wished to be

thought a divinely-inspired man, and not as much the Son of

God as men are sons of man, they would not have accused

him of blasphemy, in that he being a man made himself the

Son of God. The word are, here refutes Sabellius ;
the word

one, refutes Arius. See ver. 33, 36, 38, 29, 28. The first

person plural is especially forcible, as used of the Father and

the Son ;
Jesus early used it of himself and men. See note

on Matt. v. 11.

31. Took . . . up Lit., carried ; therefore these were large

stones. [But the word means here, lifted, as in the act of

throwing. Mey.~\
32. Good works Jesus shows that he may be judged by

his works; ver. 37. [Omit //.on, my. Tisch., Alf. Bead, the

Father.] Do ye stone This the Jews had determined on.

See ver. 33.

33. [Omit Xsyovrs;, saying. Tisch., Alf.]
34. Answered The Jews had said, Thou callest thyself God,

and that by nature, (for their blindness made them confound

this Godhead with his manhood) ;
and Jesus, without denying

his manhood, asserts his Godhead, and so far from detracting

from, actually defends it. Comp. ver. 39. Which shows how
the Jews took what he said. These considerations render

the refutation of Artemon easy. They had surrounded

Jesus, ver. 24, and were compassing his death; yet his wis

dom and presence of mind remain unshaken. / God. For

this inference follows from the use of the first person in the

quotation ;
see next verse, Unto whom the word of God came.

God See Ps. Ixxxii. 6
;
where the parallel, children of the

most high, is added
; similarly in ver. 36, the word God should

precede the expression, Son of God. The Jews not admitting
Jesus to be the Son of God in any sense, he quotes the psalm
to refute them. But no analogy drawn from the psalm shows

Christ s Godhead to be more closely allied to that of men (re

ferred to) than the eternal Father s is
;
and our Lord never

quoted this psalm to believers.

35. Pie called God, who declared the psalm to be spoken

by himself
;
whence it is immediately after called the word

of God. Comp. 1 Kings xviii. 31. Them Who were weak
creatures and required censure in this very psalm. Unto

whom This gives the reason for their being called, and that

in a low sense, gods. Comp. Mark xii 12, against, with re-
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ference to. Some translate the word here against. The word
And in truth that very word in the psalm censures them

while it speaks of them as gods. And . . . cannot The

Scripture cannot be broken, even in the minutest particular.
This is a fixed axiom. Once the title of gods, however un

suitable, has been given in Scripture, it cannot be done away.
36. Whom the Father hath sanctified This sanctification

is mentioned as preceding his being sent into the world;

(observe carefully John xvii. 17-19; and 1 Pet. i. 20); and

implies Christ s existence as God, at an infinite distance of

time before those to whom the word of God only came.

Although, as by reason of their high position, they were called

God s, so, by reason of his sanctity, Jesus is called the Son of
God. Therefore Christ is holy, is sanctified, set apart, Rom.
i. 4, and is sealed, John vi. 27, as the Son of God. This

appears from the expression which he here so forcibly uses,

the Father. He proves it unnecessary that the word of God
should have come to him at any time

; comp. ver. 30. Under
stand with him here, the word me, with which the words,
because I said, agree. Sent This sending presupposes, and
therefore proves the Godhead of the Son. [The synagogue
lesson for the Feast of Dedication contains the words from
Zech. vl 15, The Lord of hosts hath sent me unto you. Not.

Grit.}
37. The works of my Father The very works which my

Father doeth. Chap. xiv. 10, 11. His works form a com

mentary of his words.

38. Though . . . me Though they might have believed hi3

words, apart from the consideration of his works. [The con

nexion between believe me, believe the worJa, shows that Jesus

regarded the former as the higher, more spiritual, and more
difficult. L. For yvure %ai xiarsvarirs, May know and believe,

read yvurs xai y/i/w^jjra. Tisch. Also Alf., who renders, that

ye may perceive, (the introductory act), and know, (the abiding

state), after Mey.~\ In persons slow of apprehension, knowledge
precedes faith. The Father . . . in me, and T in him &quot; I

am identical with the Father, though remaining the Son
;
and

the Father is identical with me, though remaining the Father.

He that knoweth me, knoweth the Father and hath learnt to

know the Son. If the power of one were less than that of

the other, this knowledge would cause confusion, since in such

case neither the essence nor the power of the one could be

known by that of the other.&quot; Chrysost. The two expressions, I
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and the Father are one, and, the Father in me and I in the Father,

explain one another. Comp. chap. xvii. 11, 21. [For airp,

him, read r
flrarg/,

the Father. Tisch., Alf.~\

39. Escaped Without any effort.

40. [And went away Immediately after the Feast of De

dication; as appears from the omission of the phrase after

these things, and of the name of Jesus. Nor was it to the

region beyond Jordan only that the Saviour went
;

for he

afterwards went to Galilee, and from Galilee came again into

the borders of Judea. Comp. Matt. xix. 1 ;
Mark x. 1.

There was no necessity for John to mention this, since the

other evangelists, especially Luke, had recorded at sufficient

length all he then did in Galilee. Harm.] John Thus John s

ministry bore fruit after his death.

41. John did Lit., John truly did. The contrast is

between John, and this man, Jesus ;
not between John s

words and works. Of this man Of this man who showeth

such signs. Were true The truth is true, even before it be

acknowledged.

CHAPTER XI.

1. Lazarus We may gather, from various considerations,

that Lazarus was younger than either of his sisters. The village,

for instance, is named after them, ver. 1
;
and Lazarus is named

third in order, ver. 5. Church history states Lazarus to have

lived as long after our Lord s ascension as he had done before

namely, thirty years. Of Bethany, the town Lit., of Beth

any, out of the town, etc. A preposition, or its synonym, is

often repeated in apposition. See 2 Cor. i. 19. Mary
Mary was better known among the disciples, from the things
recorded in ver. 2. For this reason she is named first, though
Martha was the elder sister. See ver. 5, 19.

2. It was that Mary John shows the godly affection of

Mary to Jesus at the time he is writing of, by referring to a

subsequent act of hers, see ch. xii. 3
;
in like manner, he

proves the disloyalty of the betrayer Judas. [A man may
become noted for evermore by some one prominent act, whether

good or evil. V.GJ] It was not by the raising of her brother

alone that Mary was moved to the act she performed. The

Lord An appropriate title. Whose The language here is

very plain.

3. Whom thou lovest This was more modest than saying,
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He who loveth tJiee, or thy friend. Comp. v. 11. Is sick

With great delicacy, they avoid adding come to help us

[ver. 31, 32. They did not say, Come. He who loves needs
but know. This suffices; for thou dost not love and for
sake. August, in Trench. Truly, greater things were now at

hand. V.G.] Comp. chap. ii. 3. The sisters strong love for

their brother appears from this.

4. He said Jesus method of preparing his disciples, the
sisters of Lazarus, and the people, for witnessing to their best

profit his mightiest miracle, is worthy of observation. This
Thus sickness does not disprove God s love. Unto death

Whereby the sisters should lose their brother. [Death is

used emphatically ; that death which is unto the common re

surrection. Euthym. in L.] Comp. 2 Kings xx. 1, Sept. For
the glory of God The glory of God and that of the Son of

God is identical. Might be glorified In truth. So strong a

proof of the truth of Christianity is the raising of Lazarus,
that Spinoza declared he would abandon his entire system if

he could believe in that miracle. And yet the truth of Laza
rus death and resurrection is shown by 1. The deliberate

delay of Jesus
;

2. His telling the disciples of the death, and

prediction of the resurrection of Lazarus
;

3. The variety and
number of the witnesses present ;

4. The faith which ensued
in many Jews, not otherwise credulous, and the perversity of

others; see ver. 46, 47. Thereby Through this sickness of

Lazarus Jesus was glorified to such a degree, that many imme
diately acknowledged him to be the Son of God, ver. 45 j

and that the rest of the Jews determined to slay him, ver. 46,
47 ; whereby he was to enter into glory.

5. Loved As all might see, ver. 3. [Therefore the death
of those whom Jesus loves is nothing greatly to be dreaded.

F.6r.] This love was the motive of his raising Lazarus, and of

all his conduct before doing so. And . . . and Happy family !

6. He abode Lit., then he abode. Although others might
have considered the utmost haste necessary. Death is not so

greatly to be dreaded. Lazarus was dead for some time, as a

means of promoting the glory of God.
7. Then after that After those two days ; comp. after

that,v. 11, and then, ver. 14. Jesus gradually strengthened
the disciples faith, so that they proceeded without fear into

Judea, to behold his greatest miracle.

8. Of late sought That is, they are seeking now, for they
were doing so lately. To stone thee See chap. x. 31.
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9. Hours Jesus had already advanced far in his course ; it

was already late, but it was still day. In the day Or, of the

day. The whole course of life, with all its divisions, is spoken
of as the day. Different conditions are supposed to exist in

different subjects, but all have to walk. Any man Again
used indefinitely. Comp. chap. ix. 4. This applies to the

disciples, who were in fear even for themselves. He stumbleth

not Amidst the snares of the world. The light of this world

Which streams from the sun. The Saviour refers to the

Father s providence as regards Jesus ;
and the Son s provi

dence as regards believers. Supply here, and there is light in

him : and in the next verse supply, and he seeth not the light

of this world. In both cases each clause expressed especially

suits its own passage ; for, in the day, the light of this ivorld,

which we see, absorbs, as it were, the sense of light, which a

man has in himself. At night the light of this world, not being

seen, increases the sense of deprivation experienced by one who
has no light in him.

10. In him Who walketh in the night.

11. These things said he, and after that These words were

what he said, and, after he had done speaking them, he saith.

Comp. ver. 7. [After that i.e., After an interval or pause,

separating the discourses. L., MeyJ\ He saith At the very
moment when Lazarus died. Comp. chap. iv. 52. The dis

ciples also had heard of Lazarus illness, ver. 3,4; they had

had no message announcing his death, and yet Jesus knew it.

Qur With what kindness Jesus makes his disciples partici

pate in his friendship. Sleepeth In the heavenly language
death is the godly man s sleep. But on this occasion the dis

ciples did not understand that heavenly language. The free

dom of divine language is matchless ; but man s slowness of

heart often obliges Scripture to descend to our sadder forms of

speech. See Matt, xvi 11, 12.

12. [Read eJvov o5i&amp;gt; uvrti, Then said they unto him. Tisch.,

Alf.] If lie sleep A long sleep often tends to restore

health. The disciples supposed our Lord to have sent sleep

upon Lazarus, in order to accomplish the words spoken in

ver. 4.

15. That I was not there It accords strikingly with our

ideas of divine propriety, that we read of no one having died

in the presence of the Prince of life. It gives a sublimer sense

to the words of the two sisters, ver. 21, 32, and shows a rea

son for the Lord being glad at not having been present, to
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suppose that death could not have assailed Lazarus had Christ

been by. Unto him To where he lies dead.

16. Which is called Didymus John wrote in Greek. Let

us also go Perhaps Thomas was specially intimate with Laza
rus. That we may die Thomas seems to have understood

the words of Jesus immediately preceding to mean, that Jesus,
had he been present, would have died with Lazarus, and that

now, having still more firmly established the disciples faith,

he would die at Bethany, and that through the plots of the

Jews, ver. 8. Thomas was prepared to die, balancing, as it

were, without joy or sorrow, between life and death
;
but yet

was not without faith
; comp. chap. xiv. 5 ; and so he took

Jesus words (let us go) unto him, in the same sense as they
are used in 2 Sam. xii. 23. With him With Jesus. Peter s

meaning, in Luke xxii. 33, was much the same.

17. [Four days Lazarus therefore had been buried on the

very day he died. F.6r.]
19. Many Because they lived so near. To Martha and

Mary Lit., to those about Martha and Mary. An idiomatic

expression. See Acts xiii. 13
;

xxviii. 7, [implying here

that the women were not alone when these Jews came. LJ\
To comfort them To condole with them

;
some days after

the burial.

20. But Mary Either as unwilling to leave the Jews by
themselves, or as preferring to sit there till she should be
called. She was the more quietly disposed of the sisters.

Comp. Luke x. 39.

21. If thou hadst been here Mary used the same words,
ver. 32

;
whence we may gather that they had said to one

another before Lazarus died, ivould that the Lord were here !

The Saviour himself fans the slight spark of faith which un
derlaid these words.

22. / know . . . even now Martha had drawn some hope
from our Lord s words in ver. 4

; for they were unquestion

ably reported to her. [An instance of praiseworthy readiness

of faith. F.6?.] Thou wilt ask Our Lord, when speaking of

his own praying, uses the word / have prayed, Luke xxii. 32 ;

I will pray, John xiv. 16 : (comp. John xiv. 13
;

xvi. 26;
xvii. 9, 15, 20

;)
but never the word ask, crave. The Syriac

version uses a different word for the first two of these, and
for the third. Though Martha did not speak in Greek, John
marks here her inexact expression, which the Lord graciously

passed over.
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23. Shall rise again Jesus, to exercise the faith of Martha,
abstains from immediately saying ivhen he should rise.

24. In the resurrection The Jews therefore believed in the

resurrection. The last Martha regards as remote that which
the connexion, ver. 22, 23, shows to be immediate, 25, 26.

[Here is the centre of the chapter, and of the history. The
miracle which follows is the confirmation of this testimony of

Jesus. Stier.~\

25. I am / am, not merely 7 shall be. Think not, Mar

tha, that thy hope is to be far deferred. Death yields at

once to life, as darkness does to day. [What you say is true,

but he who shall raise him up then, can do it now : for I am,
etc. August, in TkoL] The resurrection and the life The
former expression referred to the immediate occasion and pur

pose ;
the other was more general. The rest of the verse ex

plains the former, as the following verse does the latter. I

am the resurrection of those who die, the life of those who
live. The former statement refers to believers dying before

the death of Jesus ; as Lazarus, for instance, (since in Christ s

presence death could not retain its prey), and the daughter
of Jairus and the widow s son

;
and we may believe all whc

looked on Christ in faith, and died before his death, to have

been amongst those who rose, as related in Matt, xxvii.

52, 53
;
the latter statement (/ am the

life) refers to believers

dying after the death of Jesus. Christ s death took away the

power of death. The death of believers was death before

Christ died, but, since his death, is death no more. See

chap. v. 24
;

viii. 51. Shall live Even in body.
26. Whosoever Lit., every one who This expression, not

used in ver. 25, leads up to higher statements. Liveih This

physical life
;
in contrast to though he were dead, ver. 25.

This refers particularly to persons then living and beholding
the Son of God. See chap. vi. 40. Shall never die Shall

be for ever exempt from death
;
in contrast to yet shall h*

live, (return to
life), ver. 25. There is a great difference be

tween the death of believers before, and the departure of be
lievers after our Lord s death. These last are manifestly

exempt from judgment. JBelievest thou this An address tc

all couched in the second person is not uncommon, and on
this occasion the suddenness of the question made it all the

more searching. Thus Martha is quite won over to believe.

27. / believe Martha answered readily, 7 believe this. Thou
Art the Son of God which art come into the world. This

VOL. I.
. 2 T
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acknowledgment of Christ includes all else. Martha shows
that she believed, though she did not fully understand, all

Jesus words. [Peter s faith, recorded in chap. vi. 68, 69, re

sembles this. This is a far clearer answer than to say, / be

lieve, because the Church believes. V.
G.~\

Which should come

Lit., coming See Matt. xi. 3. For he was still becoming
known.

28. When she had so said Her faith and her profession of

it made her active. Secretly Unknown to the Jews. See
ver. 31. The master Lit., teacher Under this name they
used to speak of Jesus. Calleth for thee Either Jesus ex

pressly desired Mary to be called, or Martha called her with
the Lord s permission, and in such a way as to make her come
the quicker. Mary s sedate disposition was no hindrance to

her being summoned to witness the miracle.

30. Not yet Jesus did all things with due delibera

tion.

31. To weep there It was an excellent custom for the

mourners, after all the funeral arrangements were over, to give
themselves up to affectionate regrets.

32. She fell down at his feet This Martha had not done.

Thus Mary makes up for the tardiness of her approach. [An
instance of the deepest faith-begotten reverence. V.Gf.]

33. Which came with her See. ver. 31. He groaned*
Thus Jesus from his grave disposition restrained his tears here,

and checked them in ver. 38; which gives ail the more force

to the fact of his shedding them in ver. 35. Was troubled

Lit., troubled himself This reflective phrase is wondrously
chosen. Comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 15. Our Saviour s emotions, so

far from being passions, were voluntary, and under his con

trol ;
and the trouble here recorded was consistent with the

utmost order and reason. The word troubled, chap. xii. 27,

xiii. 21, is harder to understand, yet may be explained by the

present passage. [Thus Christians are no Stoics; but they
do not succumb to their feelings ; they are not shaken by
passions, strictly so called. F..]

35. Wept Not cried aloud ; he did not even weep at once
;

nor did he do so only at sight of Lazarus
;
but at the fitting

moment. He wept lovingly, for the death of Lazarus ;
not

for his coming to life.

37. Some Less disposed than others to believe. Could
not Jesus weeping led them to argue that he would have

preserved Lazarus life if he could. If he could, he ought,
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they say. So might, Matt. xxvi. 9. They argue from the greater
to the less. But to raise the dead to life is something greater
than to heal the sick, or give sight to the blind. They should

have argued : He hath given sight to the blind
;
therefore he

can raise the dead. But unbelief perverts everything. [Many
think this question to be ironical and scoffing. So Mey., Alf.,

etc. But the words do not imply this, and it is unlikely that

scoffers were among the intimate friends of this household.

Thol. The question seems to be a reproof, but one spring

ing from confidence and belief. Comp. ver. 21, 32. Z.]
Even this man This Lazarus, young and beloved.

38. Again groaning By this groaning Jesus also turned

aside the gainsaying of the Jews, lest it should tempt him not

to raise Lazarus. He refutes them by actions, not by words.

Comp. note on ver. 33.

39. Sister of him that was dead This explains her greater
dread of the stone being rolled away, from the nature of the

case, and her relationship to the dead. He stinketh Even
the nearest kindred loathe corruption. Here was a contest

between reason and natural feeling on the one hand, and faith

on the other. [It is wonderful that these words should be so

often understood to affirm that which they only conjecture,

and, it would seem, erroneously. Trench., etc.] Four days
Lazarus seems to have been entombed on the day of his

death; see ver. 17. For a like expression, three days ago;
see 1 Sam. ix. 20; xxx. 13, Sept.

40. Said I not I See ver. 25. The glory The very op

posite of corruption.
41. [Omit ou %t o rsdtvjx&z PCS///-JVOC, ivhere the dead was laid.

Tisch., Alf,] Up He turned his eyes from the object of

mortality to heaven. [Father A short, yet perfect prayer.

V.Gr.] I thank thee Jesus approaches to his greatest miracle

with the fullest certainty of the result. Thou hast heard me -

Therefore he had prayed on hearing of the death of Lazarus,
ver. 4.

42. And I Jesus seems to have said this after a pause.
Knew Jesus shows the people that that for which he thanks

his Father is no new thing to him. His filial intimacy with

the Father was something far beyond human speech. Thou
hearest The Father, who heard him, answered sometimes

by a voice from heaven; but generally by an instantaneous

accomplishment. Aliuays Even after the death of Lazarus.

/ said Said this, and gave thanks. So in chap. xv. 15, the
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word e/jjxc, I have called, is said of something just said.

[That they may believe As they did, ver. 45. F..]
43. With a loud voice Not in a whisper, like the wizards.

All the spectators heard this loud voice. [This cry presigni-
fied that greater one, which all shall hear. AlfJ] Come forth
Jesus summoned Lazarus from the tomb, with as much ease

as if the man had been not only alive, but awake; see ver.

11
; chap. xii. 17.

44. [Omit the first xal, and. Tisch., Alf.] Foot The two
feet had either been bound together, or each in a separate
swathe. Grave-clothes The same word is used in Prov. vii.

16, Sept.
45. Which came See ver. 19, 31.

46. Went their ways As strangers.
47. What do we? They should have believed, instead of

debating ;
but in truth, death yields more readily to Christ s

power than unbelief does.

48. Thus As we have hitherto done. All men will believe

And very rightly. The Romans They thought the Romans
would consider such belief seditious. And notwithstanding
their debate, the Jews did not escape this object of fear. [In
fact, they brought it on themselves by pursuing this very
course. F.6r.] Both our place and nation A form of saying
all that we have. [Gr. rovov, De W. understands ciytov, holy

place, or temple. So L. But the word is more naturally re

ferred to the holy city, the local habitation of the Sanhedrim,
and the whole hierarchy. Mey.~\

49. That same year A memorable year, which was to

witness the death of Jesus. It was the crowning and chief

year of the seventy weeks, the fortieth before the destruction

of Jerusalem, and celebrated in Jewish history for other

reasons besides. Caiaphas was high priest also in the pre

ceding and subsequent years. At the time of John s writing
his Gospel, men still remembered what a special and memor
able year this had been, and how prominent Caiaphas had
been amongst the adversaries of Christ. The Evangelist
thrice mentions the fact of Caiaphas being high priest that

year; here, at ver. 51, and at chap, xviii. 13. Comp. Acts

iv. 6. Ye The high priest blames the tardy council of his

colleagues ; and, determined on a certain course, declares how

easy of accomplishment it must prove : he holds that no

proceedings should be taken against the people, but that

Jesus should be removed. For a political object, Caiaphas
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abuses the mental vigour conferred on him by the gift of

prophecy.
50. It is expedient Caiaphas has only political expediency

in view, but the spirit of prophecy leads him to use words

adapted to express a spiritual expediency too. Caiaphas and
Pontius Pilate condemned Jesus

; yet both gave testimony

contrary to their own intention; Caiaphas, in the passage
before us, testified to the sacerdotal death of Christ

;
as

Pilate, in the inscription over the cross, did to his kingship.

[For ^&wt, for us, read vftfv, for you. Tisch. (not Alf)~] One
See 2 Cor. v. 15. And that the whole nation perish not

Referring to ver. 48.

51. Spake he This explains said he, ver. 49. Not of himself
As men in a council generally do. For that nation

Caiaphas had said for the people, but John no longer uses the

term, as the Jews political existence was expiring at the time
he wrote.

52. And not John is continually guarding against un
favourable intepretations ;

see chap. xxi. 23
; thus, in the

passage before us, he warns readers not to infer from the

words of Caiaphas that Jesus died for the Jews only. The

apostle of Christ can see further than the Jewish pontiff.
But that also It is noteworthy that the word also is omitted

by nearly all the Latin manuscripts, by Augustine, and by
Luther. The children of God Both as being such in God s

foreknowledge, and as being destined also to become actually
his children, [even though not the offspring of Abraham, after

the flesh. V.G.] Were scattered abroad The perfect tense,
not merely persons in a state of dispersion, but who had

undergone dispersion. See Gen. x. 32
;

xi. 8. The things
contrasted are the people, ver. 50, and the scattered abroad,
ver 52. In other respects, the people and children of God are

synonymous. See Horn. ix. 26. Therefore Christ s making
a people of those who were not a people, was no injury to the

people. Comp. chap. xii. 20, 21.

53. Then This refers to ver. 50, and those which precede
it. [Took counsel Strange employment for the ministers of

the true religion, the guardians of the oracles of God !

Q.~]

54. No more This was not from fear. Ephraim See
2 Sam. xiii. 23. [And there continued This retirement was

previous to his coming to Jericho. For before he came to

Jericho, he was alone with his disciples ;
but a great multitude

of people, who had assembled to him, accompanied him from
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Jericho in his solemn entry into Jerusalem, and escorted him
to meet the multitude that went out from Jerusalem to him.

See Matt. xx. 17, 29
;

xxi. 8
;
Mark x. 46. Harm.]

55. Out of the country From that region, ver. 54, as well

is from others. To To purify themselves, and remove all

objections to their eating the passover.
56. Then These persons specially knew that Jesus could

riot be far absent.

57. Now They were not satisfied with the course taken in

ver. 53.

CHAPTER XII.

1. Six days before the Passover Comp. Greek structure in

Amos i. 1
;

iv. 7 ;
2 Mace. xv. (36), 37, Sept. The previous

day had been the Sabbath, called by the Jews the great

Sabbath, as the Greek Church distinguishes the subsequent

week, and each day of it, by an epithet signifying great.

[Therefore it was on the first day of the great week, that the

Paschal Lamb was set apart ; comp. Exod. xii. 3
;
and an

exact week elapsed from the Supper, during which Jesus was
anointed against his burying, to the supper during which he

appeared to the disciples, on the day of his resurrection.

Harm.] To Bethany Therefore he had left Bethany after

the raising of Lazarus, chap. xi. 54. [The Saviour, having

passed the night at Bethany, (whither he had arrived by way
of Jericho from Ephraim), left Bethany the following day ;

came to Bethphage, which was nearer to Jerusalem
; procured

the ass and colt from a village thereabouts, and made his

solemn entry into Jerusalem. Harm. Add 6 JjjffoDj, Jesus, at

the end. Tisch., Alf. Read whom Jesus raised.]
2. They made The people of Bethany. Him In his

honour. A supper Of state. This banquet, W7hereat the

risen Lazarus was present, may be compared with the great

heavenly feast, whereat the risen dead shall one day be pre
sent. Martha Martha proved her zeal in one way, Mary in

another
;

ver. 3.

3. [Pound. . . . costly The extravagance of love. Ols.,ThoL]
With the odour The very smell whereof offended Judas.

4. [Omit S/ awvoff, Simon s son. Tisch., Alf. Which should

betray Mentioned here, because this language of Judas is a

mark of the traitor s character. MeyJ]
5. For three hundred pence About .9, 7s. [A covetous

man counts all lost that is not sacrificed to his avarice. Q.]
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6. Not because It is hypocrisy to say one thing arid mean
another. Avarice so hates even true liberality as sometimes

quite seriously to make the poor its pretext for censuring it.

A thief It is sadder to say one of his disciples .... a
tkief,

(ver. 4),
than simply a thief; comp. a brother, a fornicator, 1

Cor. v. 11
;
and similar expressions. Had Either always,

or in his turn after the other apostles, at that last time. This

office appears to have been taken upon himself by Judas, arid

to have been left to him by the others, notwithstanding his

being a thief
;

see chap, xiil 29. The lay The Greek word
thus translated is used by the Sept. in 2 Chron. xxiv. 8, 10.

And here we must observe a peculiarity in the apostolic style.

The sacred writers cared little whether fastidious ears would

classify their every word as Attic or as a barbarism
;

this fact

is established by a single argument, that the main part of

those terms which Attidsts criticise is to be found in the

Greek Testament. Comp. the present passage ; Rev. xxii.

14
;
Matt, xxviii. 20. On the other hand, the sacred writers

most scrupulously adhere to the strict meaning of words
;
see

note on John i. 1, 17, since accuracy of language conduce to

express the divine meaning more than purity of form. J3are

what was put therein For the Saviour s sustenance
;
Jesus was

poor.
7. Said Jesus does not openly reprove the motive of

Judas
;
he rather addresses himself to the matter of fact.

The day This very day ;
see note on Matt, xxvi 12. His

death and actual burial were to follow this preparation for

burial, at a distance of six days. Comp. ver. 1. [Insert 7&amp;gt;a

before e/?, and for
rgrr^Tj/cgx, read rjjJj. Tisch., A If., so as to

read Let her keep it for the day of my burial. This is said

of her whole act, in the abstract, as a thing to be allowed.

Alf. Beny. adopts the same reading.] This appropriately
answers Judas question, while the reference to Christ s death

gives him a warning ;
for his treachery it was that brought

that death about. Hath she kept Lit, let her keep Thus
there was no waste. She had been ready to give it to the

poor if necessary, but was led by God s counsel to preserve it,

though unconscious of the purpose for which it should be used.

9. Knew The odour of the ointment, and the report of

the anointing might have informed them. See ver. 3. Laz
arus Who would not go to Bethany to see him ?

10. Took counsel Lit., purposed. Put . ... to death To
recall to life was indeed somewhat

;
but what avails killing 1
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It was principally because of one doctrine, and one miracle,
that the Jews put Jesus to death ; the doctrine was, that

Jesus is the Son of God
;
the miracle, that of raising Lazarus.

[To such lengths will the bitterness of a faithless spirit go,
when there is no other means of escape. F.6%]

11. [By reason of him No one ought to grieve at dying,
if by his death many can be gained to faith in Christ. V.GJ\
Went away To Bethany.

12. [On the next day The events comprised between this

and the fiftieth verse occurred on one, and that a most event

ful day. Harm.~\ That ivere come Therefore these were
Galileans rather than inhabitants of Jerusalem. When they
heard Jesus coming was all the more welcome from being

unexpected.
13. Took Regardless of the prohibition published; see

chap. xi. 57. Branches of palms [Lit., of the palms, pro

bably actually growing in the place. MeyJ\ This use of

palms was common among the Jews. See Lev. xxiii. 40.

1 4. When he had found He was poor. A young ass

This is said, not as contrasted with a full-grown ass, but with

a spirited horse, which our Lord did not use.

15. Fear not The majesty of so great a king might have
caused fear ; but his gentleness, with which the manner of

his entry was so much in keeping, dispelled any such feeling.
16. These things This solemn entry, and the fact of its

having been prophesied. Understood not The meaning of

divine measures and statements is generally obscure at first.

Our duty therefore is to believe and to obey, surrendering
ourselves to the guidance of God; see chap. xiii. 7, 36

;
xvi.

4
;

ii. 22. Faith consists entirely in laying hold on matters

which, though we do not yet comprehend, shall be one day
clear to us. At the first In the time of their discipleship,
before their Lord was glorified. When .... was glorified

By his resurrection and ascension
;

for after those events the

disciples understood many things clearly. Then And this

formed afterwards a great support to their faith. These ....
these A repetition, admirably expressing the agreement be

tween the prophecy and its fulfilment. Had done Both the

disciples and the people ; see ver. 12.

17. [For ors, w/ien, read 6V/, because. Tisch., A
If.]

Called

. . . out of his grave The greatness of the miracle and the

ease with which it was effected are here admirably expressed.
The style of Scripture, even when recording the most im-
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portant events, is simple, yet more sublime than the grandest

eloquence. The raising of Lazarus was the crown of Christ s

miracles
;
the order of its accomplishment may be compared

with the order observed in the restoration of the race of man.

Compare the word called here, with said, Gen. i. Bare record

Of the miracle which they had witnessed.

18. The people The people who heard of the miracle from

the people who saw it. Matthew and Mark speak of those

that went before, and those that followed ; hence we may infer

that some of those who had seen the miracle went and pub
lished it in the city, and accompanied by many others went
to meet the Lord

;
while others still, in greater number, hav

ing waited outside the gates, followed our Lord in his entry
into the city.

19. Perceive ye ? Lit., ye perceive; the simple indicative.

Comp. Acts xxi. 20. Thus they give their adhesion to the

counsel of Caiaphas. Ye prevail nothing [It is well, when
matters come so far. V.O.] The world An indignant hyper
bole

; equivalent to saying, if the whole world were ours, it

would go after him. These words also contain a sort of covert

prophetical sense. Comp. chap. xi. 50; xix. 19, etc. Is

gone From ns
;
how can we restrain the ivorld ?

20. Greeks A presignification of the future passing of the

kingdom of God from the Jews to the Gentiles. See ver. 37.

It is not clear that these Greeks were circumcised
; though it

is evident that they worshipped the one true God. Among
them that came up Ordinarily. At the feast The feast re

ferred to in chap. xi. 55.

21. Bethsaida Possibly, these Greeks used to lodge at

Bethsaida on their way to Jerusalem
;
or probably they knew

that Galileans would be of more service to them in this matter

than they of Jerusalem. [Or, having accidentally fallen in

with adversaries of Jesus at Jerusalem, they may have been

warned by them not to seek him out. Harm.] Sir They
address him thus as an almost total stranger; comp. chap,
xx. 15

;
but not without a certain respect. Acquaintances

were generally addressed by name. We would This is both

a result and an illustration of the Saviour s words in ver. 31,
32. [This was a better desire than that of Herod

;
see Luke

xxiii. 8. V.Gr. [These men from the West represent, at the

end, what those from the East did at the beginning of Christ s

life. But these come to the cross as those came to the cradle.

Slier.] See A modest request. There was no time for Jesus
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to speak mucli with them. They must have either seen or

heard of Jesus at Jerusalem before this occasion. He chiefly

frequented the inner part of the temple, to which Greeks were

not admitted. Jesus Lit., the Jesus.

22. Telleth Philip shrunk from introducing these Greeks
on his own responsibility ;

but not in company with a friend.

[He considered the matter worthy of consideration. V.G.]
Omit xai vdXiv, and again. Tisck., Alf.~\

23. [We are not expressly told how Jesus met their re

quest ;
but it seems to be implied that the Greeks were pre

sent at the following discourse. L., etc.] The how There is

frequent subsequent mention made of this hour ; see ver. 27 ;

chap. xiii. 1
; xvi. 32

;
xvii. 1. That . . . should be glorified

With the Father (see John xvii. 5), and in the sight of the

universe. The glorification of Christ coincided in point of

time with the conversion of the Gentiles.

24. It abideth alone Christ, even had he never died for

us, might have been in himself the same as he is now. Die
. . . fruit These words give a previous proof of both the ex

pressions in ver. 27, 32. The many ages since elapsed record

and exhibit this bringing forth of much fruit. [And amongst
those living in our own day some grains of such seed remain.

Happy are they who can be so accounted. V.GJ]
25. His life That is, himself. Shall lose it Everlastingly.

He that hateth Such hatred may be attained to by a soul

penetrated by the words of Christ in ver. 24. In this world

Visible, vain, vanishing, and wicked. This is not expressed
in the former sentence

;
for this world naturally draws us to

love of life
;
but to hate life in this world is a great thing.

[Shall keep it Lit., shall guard it This is prudence of the

right kind. V.G.]
26. [Me This word is used twice, and very forcibly. V.G.

]

Any man This word, placed (in Greek) at the end of the

clause in the first part of the verse, is placed at the beginning
of the clause in the latter part, for emphasis sake. [But the

second any implies, how muchsoever he may have been

despised by the world. V.G.] Let him follow On that

course which I have to tread. This is an imperative of pro

mise, and specially inviting, as dictated by a sense of approach

ing glory. Shall . . . be A promise. Comp. Rev. xiv. 4.

[The simple following of Christ brings the servant to the place
where his master dwells

;
but by deviating to one side or the

other, the servant fails of the expected end. V.G.] Him As
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joint-heir with his Son. See Eom. viii. 29. Will .... hon

our A wide expression, corresponding with should be glori

fied, ver. 23. [Such an one is treated with higher honour

than the mightiest potentate of earth can devise, or than can

be bestowed on any men, alive or dead, for the highest merits

as statesmen or as warriors. V.Gr.]

27. Now Jesus had several preparatory foretastes of his

passion. The now here mentioned, and the other at ver. 31,

were important moments. [So also chap. xiii. 31. In both

cases an intimation follows of how short the remaining time

was. See ver. 35, and chap. xiii. 33. V.G.] Troubled A
becoming declaration. His dread of death conflicting with the

ardour of his obedience. [Truly, both the glory and the

humiliation of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, surpass all com

prehension. Hence arose that marvellous attempering of his

holy emotions, thoughts, words, and whole course of action

towards his Father, his disciples, and mankind. At one time

his glory, at another his humiliation, becomes more prominent,

subject to this rule, that in either case a certain propriety,

worthy of his own divine majesty, wondrously combines and

harmonises with his condescension to his unhappy brethren.

No human wisdom or skill could have succeeded in expressing

these; but the complete success of the evangelists in doing so,

proves them to have used a style indubitably divine. Harm.]
And what shall I say ? Jesus immediately fortifies his soul

in the very moment of his trouble. A double-membered sen

tence follows this expression; and the expression itself (what
shall I say ?) makes us regard his thought as having in one

moment comprehended his entire speech, though human

tongue could not in one moment have accomplished its utter

ance
;
therefore he says, what shall I say ? not, what shall I

choose ? Comp. Phil. i. 22. Save me An expression akin to

let this cup pass from me. From this hour Of suffering ;

for the soul of Jesus was face to face with suffering then
;
see

ver. 23. But This expression, again, is akin to, nevertheless,

not as I will, but as thou wilt, ffor this cause I came to

this hour for the very purpose of doing so, and of draining

(its bitterness) to the dregs. [The same expression repeated
to express an attribute. And that the words for this cause,

refer to the words save me. To enter into this hour is to

escape from it; the endurance is the deliverance. Stier.

Fully persuaded that he is come to this hour only to be saved

from it, he yields himself up to his Father. The words are
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those, not of agitation, but of full reliance on his Father s

faithfulness. Lampe.~\
28. Father This address, affectionately repeated, accords

with the change of subject. Glorify At any cost to me.
The Father soon grants this

;
I will glorify it again. The

trouble is already departing. Thy name Thy name of Father,
which I bear, (see Exod. xxiii. 21), as thine only-begotten
Son. Comp. Matt. iii. 17

;
xvii. 5. Thus the voice from

heaven thrice declared him Son of God. / have both glorified

My name. See chap. xvii. 5. I will glorify it again See

chap. xvii. 5, 1. The words / have glorified, confirm the state

ment of Christ s having entered upon the hour, (as well as of

his having come into the world, which this also refers to.

V.G.) The words / will glorify it again, promise that the

Father s name shall be glorified by the glorification of Christ,

through and after his passion. Thus the Father gives a two
fold answer to the twofold invocation of the Son.

29. Heard it They had heard the sound, but not the

words. In the greatest revelations there is always something
left to exercise faith. [How unusual it is to recognise the

voice of God, especially amid the noise and hurry of the

world. Q.] Thundered It was spring time.

30. Because of me He and the Father being one, Jesus

needed not to be strengthened by any external proofs. It is

probable that, at the periods when Jesus withdrew himself, no
miracles were wrought in private. So also in remarkable in

stances of happy death, incidents which happen occur not for

the sake of the departing, but of the survivors. For your sakes

See chap. xi. 15, 42. [This was certainly a remarkable

testimony, no less important than those given at Jordan and
in the mount. V.G.]

31. Now At this moment. The word now must be here

taken in its strict sense, as contrasted with the lifting up from
the earth, which was to occur a few days later. From this

moment Jesus, with sweet toil of spirit, pressed forward with

increased speed towards his glorification. See chap. xiii. 31;
xiv. 30; xvii. 1. Comp. Rev. xii. 10. World Not the judg
ment this world judges; no? judgment against this world; but

the judgment (or decision) concerning this world, as to who shall

possess it. Comp. chap. xiii. 3
;
xvi. 11 ; Col. ii. 15

;
Heb. ii. 14.

The prince of this world This title, nowhere else used, is re

ferred to in chap. xiv. 30; xvi. 11. Comp. 2 Cor. iv. 4. He hath

beau rather this world s foe than this world s prince, through
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sin and death. Shall be cast A short way of say

ing, shall be judged, condemned, and banished from his old

possessions as a criminal. Afterwards, having been triumphed
over, he is cast out as an accuser, Rev. xii. Out From the

confines of that kingdom which is given me on high. With
this correspond the words lifted up in the next verse. Satan

never possessed the actual kingdom given to Christ on high :

but he is to be cast out from its bounds and precincts, which
he had occasionally entered. [Then it was not, as it seemed
to be, the world that was about to judge the Son of God, and
cast him out of it !

Q.~\

32. And I I truly ; contrasted with the prince of this

world. Lifted up See ver. 33, and chap. iii. 14. From the

earth Comp. Acts viii. 33. In his very cruciiixion itself,

there was something tending to his glorification. Will draw
From earth, heavenwards. This word implies a force

directed against the prince of this world, who shall no longer
be able to retain his captives. All Even the Gentiles

;
see

ver. 20. Satan shall not be able to keep them
;
and he him

self must yield. This is an answer to the request of the

Greeks, made in ver. 21. [This is the completion of the

glorifying of God s name, ver. 28, through the Redeemer. But
this drawing implies no violence. L.~\

33. [By what death Yet not signifying this alone. The

being lifted up from the earth includes his glorification. Alf.,

ThoL, etc.]

34. We This word is somewhat ironical here. Out of the

law Which includes the Psalms and the Prophets. Abideth

See Ps. xvi. 10
;
xlv. 6

; Ixxii. 5
;
Ixxxix. 29

;
Isa. liii. 8.

[For ever They held therefore an exalted idea of Christ.

V.G.] And The Jews confuse ideas here, which should be

kept distinct. See Isa. liii. 8. The very death of Jesus was
the means to secure his abiding for ever. How * , . who
Their question is twofold ; firstly, as to his lifting up, from
ver. 32 j secondly, as to the Son of man, from ver. 23. FComp.
chap. viii. 28.] Who Who is this Son of man, they say,
unless he be the Christ? And yet thou sayest the Son of

man shall be lifted up ;
whereas Christ does not die

} Who,
here means, Of ivhat nature ? [Their language amounts to a

confession that Jesus set himself forth to them as the Christ.

V.G.]
35. Yet Jesus does not reply to their interruption, but

continues to set the most essential truths before them. [And
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directs them to the one thing which, if they follow it, will

solve all their doubts and inquiries. Mey.] A little while

Contrasted with for ever, ver. 34. The Jews supposed that the

Christ, once come, would abide with them for ever. [For^
lfjt,Z)v,

with you, read sv vpTvj among you, or in you. Tisch.,

Alf.] With you The light remains, but not always ivith

them. Comp. chap. xv. 24. Walk We must advance rather

than dispute. Faith is active, not slothful, in the light ;
see

ver. 36. Come upon you Unawares. For Lit., and The

conjunction is used for the relative, thus
;
in which darkness

he who loalketh, etc.
;
the same form occurs in Luke xxiv. 18.

36. Ye may be Lit., ye may become Not being so by
nature. The children of light Who always abide in the

light ; see chap. viii. 35. Departed and did hide Intimat

ing by this very act what should happen to them afterwards;
see Matt, xxiii. 39.

37. So many [Gr. roffavra, which Alf. after L., De W., etc.,

would render, ,so great. So Rob. But Mey., Thol., etc., render

so many. ] Before them Before their very eyes. They believed

not Something more follows, they could not believe; ver. 39.

38. He spake Thus not only words spoken by the Lord to

the prophets, and spoken by them in the Lord s name, but
also words spoken by the prophets in their own names to the

Lord are prophetical. Lord . . . revealed Isa. liii. 1. These
words are exactly quoted from the Sept. The word Lord is

not expressed in the Hebrew. A comparison of the following
verse will show that the arm of the Lord signifies the Messiah

himself. Our The prophets. Report-Lit., the sense of hearing
Thence that which is heard, a report, etc. [Comp. familiar

Irish and Scotch phrase, that s a good hearing, good news.

EdJ] The correlative of the hearing is faith. To ivliom . , .

revealed It hath been actually stretched forth; but the blind

have not seen it. Who is the happy man who hath, but he
to whom that arm of the Lord is revealed. The arm of the

Lord Stretched forth in miracles, in the work of redemption,
in the preaching of the gospel.

39. Therefore Because this just judgment had been fore

told. Here the Evangelist stops short ; who can presume to

question the point further ? [They disbelieve, at first, from

obstinacy, afterwards from inability. Those are wrong who
would reverse the order of these causes. Their having been

unwilling was what made them unable to believe. V. 6?.]

40. Hath blinded God hath, in just judgment; the per-
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son is changed in the following words, / (the Messiah) should

heal them. Hardened The subjects of comparison are hard
ness of heart, and understanding with the heart. Cora p. 2

Cor. iii. 14. That . . . not Comp. chap. v. 20. Understand
ivith their heart, and be converted The Hebrew accents in

Isaiah show that these two clauses are more closely connected

with each other than with the remaining ones.

41. [For OTS, when, read, 6V/, because. Tisch., Alf.~\ When
he saw his glory Some copies read God s instead of his,

here
; introducing it from ver. 43. But this weakens the

force of Isaiah s prophecy as applied to the time of Christ.

The divine glory of Christ (John i. 14; xvii. 1, etc.) was seen

by Isaiah (see Isa. vi. 1) in such form as it was to be re

vealed in the New Testament, and as the Jews should not

recognise. And spake That is, and when he spake. The
reference is to the words spoken by Isaiah on beholding the

vision. Isa. vi. 5.

42. [Chief rulers Members of the Sanhedrim
;
the power

of truth showing itself over those in whom it was least to be

expected. _.] Also Not from among the common people

only. Pharisees These were the most acrimonious of all,

and feared even by the chief priests; [for the Pharisees,

especially those filling any public office, actuated by perverse

zeal, were aiming at the chief power. F.^.] They did not

confess him Although their consciences, convinced by faith,

urged them to confess. There is some difference between

denying and not confessing.

43. They loved The gospel requires and compels a renun

ciation of human things. The praise of man Such as syna

gogue-association. [And what is this worth, as compared
with the privilege of being fellow-citizens with the saints, and

of the household of God ? V.G-J\ Whosoever shuns reproach, is

a lover of the praise of men. Glory of God Glory is vouch
safed by God to those who believe and declare their belief.

See ver. 26
; chap. i. 12.

44. Jesus This is the summing up of all our Lord s public
discourses

;
he therefore says, (ver. 48, 49), Ihave spoken, as of

a thing past. Cried In his desire for man s salvation. [The
words, ver. 44 to 50, He that believeth on me, etc., he spoke in

the very act of departing, while already at some distance from
his hearers ;

for which reason he is stated to have cried, in order

that those with whom he had been speaking, as well as others

then in the temple, might hear his words. John mentioned
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his hiding previously, (ver. 36), in connexion with the words

yet a little while, etc., ver. 38, 36. Harm.] Believeth not on
me That is : believeth not only on me ; see 1 Pet. i. 21.

Christ refers and commits all things to the Father. But on
him that sent me Faith in the Son is faith in the Father,
because the Father sent the Son, and because the Father and
the Son are one. Comp. ver. 45, chap. xiv. 9, 10.

45. He that seeth With the eye of faith
; chap. vi. 40.

Me The Light, ver. 46. Seeth In beholding me, he reaches

to the Father see chap. xiv. 9. Here the words seeth not

me, but are not added, for though mentioned together, faith

and sight are not identical
; hearing is mentioned too, ver.

47. Him that sent me This passage may be commended to

those who hesitate as to how they may regard God in prayer.
See chap. xiv. 9.

46. A light The subject in ver. 36 is continued. Should
not abide Therefore we were in darkness.

47. [For Kiffrevffr], believe, read puXag?j, keep. Tisch., AlfJ]
I judge him not This has limitations of three sorts : 1. /,

alone; 2. Now; I am not j udging now -

} 3. Causally; I judge
him not, but the unbeliever, by his unbelief, brings himself

into judgment. Not to judge . . . but to save Remark that

the unbeliever is a part of that world which Christ came to

save
;
this is evident from the structure of the sentence.

48. Me . . . my words Because the Jews rejected Jesus

himself, they failed to receive his words
,

see chap. viii. 43.

Hath Even now. The same This pronoun has a very ex

tended sense. In the last day See chap vi. 39. The day
of resurrection and of judgment shall be one. The mention
of the last day here is very forcible both as regards believers

and unbelievers.

49. For* This assigns the reason for his word judging the

unbeliever; because it is the Fathers word; see chap, xiv,

24. He Lit., himself. What I should say and what I should

speak The word here translated say, (XaXw), implies the use

of brief and colloquial language j that translated speak is used
of copious and set speech.

50. Life everlasting Therefore he that despises Christ s

word despises life everlasting. For everlasting life consists in

the knowledge of the Father and the Son. See chap, xvil 3.
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CHAPTER XIII.

1. Before Immediately, on the day before. [The fourth

day of the week. F.6r.] This gospel is in three parts, which

these three expressions summarise : / came from the Father;
I have been, in the world ; I go unto the Father. [Knew
Comp. v. 3. F.6% His hour Which he had spoken of in

chap. xii. 27. Harm. Out of . . . unto From this evil world

to his eternal joy. F.6r.] Having loved [This short vers$

contains a sort of general introduction to all matters recorded

in this and the following chapters. Harm.~\ His own As
contrasted with strangers; chap. xii. 3741. [Unto the end

Till his very departure. The Saviour having ended his in

struction to the multitude,exhibits all the closer familiarity with

his disciples. F.6r.] He loved (showed his love) in conferring
on them perfect purity and lowliness .of mind, as qualifications

fitting them to discharge their mission in the world, after his

departure ;
ver. 10, 14, 20.

2. Supper This was the day before the passover. Being
ended, lit., taking place. [For ysvo/Msvov, being ended, Tisch.

reads, ywoftsvov, going on, or during supper. But Alf. retains

yswptvov, giving it the latter sense. Supper was not ended.]
Therefore the washing of the disciples feet took place shortly
after the commencement of supper. Comp. he riseth from
supper, ver. 4, and was set down again, ver. 12. The ordinary

usage of the Jews also accords with this view. Now Some
omit this word

;
but it should be retained. The word then,

ver. 27, corresponds to it. [Read, 7 Traeado? alrbv lobdug

S//tuvoi; Iwag/wfjjgy Tisch., Alf.: render, The devil having by
this time suggested (to Judas) that Judas Iscariot, the son of

Simon, should betray him. Alf.] Put into A very forcible

expression; the Greek words translated devil and put into are

cognate. The heart Judas design was still secret. Judas
The washing of the disciples feet was a precaution against

Judas pollution contaminating the hearts of the rest. Comp.
ver. 11. Iscariot This was Judas surname, not his father

Simon s. Chap. vi. 71; xiv. 22.

3. [Omit o IqffoiJs, Jesus. Tisch., Alf. But it must be un

derstood.] Knowing This knowledge of his glory coincides

strikingly with his undertaking the servile office of washing
the disciples feet. The mention of this knowledge of the

Saviour s forms a sort of protest against the supposition that

VOL. i. 2 u
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the washing was an act unworthy of the Lord. All things
The nearer Jesus approached to his passion, the more he

himself thought, and the more distinctly Scripture speaks, of

his glory. So also in ver. 30, 31. It is as if the Father said

to the Son, I give unto thee all things which have departed
from me

;
win and claim for thyself whatsoever thou wilt,

chap. xvii. 2, 3.

4. Riseth Jesus always showed some proof of humility in

conjunction with his reference to the glory whereon he was
about to enter. [See how this is shown, not only in washing
their feet, but in all the circumstances

;
he does it when all

are reclining ;
he lays aside his garments, and girds a towel

about him
,
he himself fills the basin, arid does all without

calling for aid. Chrysost. in ThoL] His garments Any of

them which could impede his action of washing. [Rather, he

literally divests himself, and takes the guise of a slave. De

5. After that The disciples were doubtless very curious

as to what he would do. A basin Lit., the basin. There

was usually a footbath in the supper-room, made of metal or

wood. To this the definite article refers. Began A novel

and surprising proceeding. The word is seldom used by John.

To wash A great but becoming condescension. The angel
did not do so to Peter

;
Acts xii. 8.

6. Cometh he He seems to have come to Peter if not first,

at least among the first
;
to show the disciples by the example

of Peter, that they should make no opposition. The simple,
artless obedience of believers is a beautiful grace. [Omit xa/,

and. Also
?/2/t&amp;gt;o?,

that one, or he, rendered Peter, in Eng.
Vers. Tisch., Alf. Ptead, he saith unto him.

]
Lord Peter

speaks thrice on this occasion
;
he addresses Jesus as Lord the

first and third time
;
the second was a sort of continuation of

the first. Thou .... my Peter objects to the act as one

unworthy of Christ.

7. What A most evident axiom. Not now .... hereafter

Cornp. ver. 36. Hereafter See ver. 12, (which shows how

closely the words thou shalt know, here, and know ye, ver. 12,

are connected) ;
see also ver. 17, and even Luke xii. 37. The

fulfilment of this promise begins not merely at some remote

time, but immediately, sooner even than the words of the

promise declare.

8. Saith [In passionate haste, as if he had not heard the

last worcU of Jesus. L.] Peter should not have added any
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second protest. Never This Peter opposes to the hereafter,

in ver. 7. It is an emphatic expression. See 1 Cor. viii. 13.

Tf We should yield to the Lord s will. Thee A concise

expression for thy feet, he whose feet are not washed is re

garded as altogether unwashed. Thou hast The necessity of

humility was shown them by Christ s washing of their feet.

The wondrous humility of the Lord unquestionably affected

ind softened the disciples minds. Peter especially required
,he lesson. With me Therefore Jesus remains their Lord

still.

9. Not only If the washing give me part with me, let me
be washed all over. Hands .... head These words wero

dictated to Peter by an overwhelming sense of his own un-

cleanness in view of such condescension from Christ s majesty.

Comp. Luke v. 8.

10. He that is washed needeth not save to wash The word
translated washed, means bathed, while that translated ivash,

applies rather to the washing of a part of the body, the hands

or the feet. [Hence the meaning is, he that has bathed (the
whole body) needeth not afterwards to wash more than his feet,

(on which he has walked from the bath home), and is clean,

etc. This is the outward sense. But the whole is proverbial.
L. And the especial lesson here, beyond that of humility and

brotherly love, ver. 15, seems to be their daily need of

cleansing at Christ s hands, even after spiritual regeneration.

Alf,~\
The words needeth not, bring Peters feelings to proper

bounds, fleet Which are washed last, and soiled first. Clean

See chap. xv. 3. Every whit Once his feet are washed.

11. Who should betray him One whose feet he had
washed.

12. After On this the two verbs washed and had taken

depend, as in chap. xii. 41. Their The disciples ;
fresh

water having been used for each. Was set doivn Lit., re

clined. In this place as their Lord. Luke xxii. 17. What
And why.
13. And They sometimes called him Master, sometimes

Lord ; thus showing themselves to be his disciples and his

servants. Lord See ver. Q, 9, 25, 36, 37 ; chap. xiv. 5, 8,

22.

14. [If I If holiness itself stoop even to the feet of Judas,
what ought not a Christian minister to do for souls ? Q.] Ye
also Our Lord s washing of his disciples feet was meant
both to give them perfect purity and also to teach them a
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lesson of humble love. See ver. 34, and comp. ver. 1. Hence
that the disciples should wash one another s feet, means that

they should in every possible way assist one another to attain

purity of soul ;
and that they should wash one another s feet,

either 1, literally, if need be
; (for this is an affirmative precept,

always binding, yet not requiring to be always exercised), see

1 John iii. 16; or 2, figuratively, in an extended sense, by
every kind of service, even mean and servile, if needed, which
one can render to another. Our Lord therefore purified the

disciples by the very act of washing their feet, and this was
his reason for constraining Peter ,so lovingly ;

but he did not
desire his disciples to wash each other s feet for the same pur
pose ;

nor is there any such necessity as some have imagined
for a literal imitation of the washing of feet

;
since John, for

instance, never washed the feet of Thomas. And yet there is

a stronger resemblance than most men remark between the

washing of the disciples feet by our Lord, and the washing of

one another s feet among brethren. In modern times, pontiffs
and princes imitate the washing of feet to the very letter

;

but a pontiff, for instance, washing in serious humility, the

feet of one prince, would be more deserving of admiration

than if he washed the feet of twelve beggars. [The feet-

washing seems to have been practised privately in the ancient

church
;
but as a formal church service, it was not introduced

until the fourth century. TholJ\ Ought Following my ex

ample. Comp. /or, ver. 15.

16. Verily, verily The force of this affirmation belongs
to ver. 17. Greater And therefore has no right to refuse

doing or bearing what his Lord does.

17. These things Which I have done. [Eather, the minis

tries of humble love, of which I have given you an example.
L., Mey.]

18. 7 speak not of you all In pronouncing you happy.

[For there is among you one who shall not be happy, nor will

do these things. August, in Thol.~\ I know Though ye do

not, more specially as to one another. Heel This word is

specially appropriate to the washing of feet, and the reclining

posture used when eating bread. Comp. heel, Gen. iii. lo.

19. Noiv Lit., henceforth; for he soon repeats this, and still

more forcibly ;
see ver. 21. Before it come See chap. xiv.

29. That This word has the same force as in chap. xiv. 29
;

xvi. 4. Ye may believe The fulfilment of predictions is a

great test of truth. [The order is xiarsvarjTs orav yz^ru.i, w
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may believe, when it is come to pass, that, etc. Tisch., A If.

The treason of Judas is so monstrous that the disciples might
stumble at the failure of Jesus to provide against it. He pro
tects them from this danger. L.]

20. Verily, verily Jesus having, in the first and following

verses, conferred on the disciples his own disposition and

purity, for the purpose of their sanctification, now honours

them also with his own authority. He who hath beautiful

feet, see ver. 5
;
Kom. x. 15

;
and abaseth himself, see ver.

14; Matt, xviii. 4, 5, may act as an ambassador for Christ,

ver. 16.

21. Testified Solemnly ;
as of a something mysterious.

One of you His saying this at first indefinitely, was good
for them all. [This is not so much an exposure of the traitor

as the expression of his own deep affliction. Luthardt in

T/wL]
22. [Omit ouv, then. Tisch., Alf.]
23. [Omit ds, now. Tisch., Alf.} Whom Jesus loved [See

chap. xix. 26
;
xxi. 7, 20. V.G.] John studiously avoids any

express mention of himself. It is more desirable to be loved

by Jesus than to be celebrated by name
;
and yet this passage

contains an indication of John s actual name. See note on

Luke ii. 11
;
Rev. i. 4. The word John implies one specially

favoured by the grace of God. Accordingly this appellation
is used, even when not required by the context ; as, for ex

ample, in chap. xx. 2, where Peter s name is expressed. More

over, on this occasion, just before our Lord s passion, the first

sign of special love was vouchsafed to John, in the telling him
of the secret

;
he does not appear to have been previously

aware that he was so beloved.

24. Beckoned From behind Jesus. The middle place was
that of honour ; which Jesus occupied ;

Peter appears to have

reclined above him, and John below. These two were very
intimate. See chap. xx. 2

;
xxi. 7, 20. A sign was more

appropriate than a request on such an occasion as this.

That he should ash The convenience of the position John

enjoyed permitted him to do this. [For KvQwfku ric, av
/j,

that he should ask who it should be, read xai teyti avr& sTxi

rif eariv, and saith unto him, tell ivho it is. Tisck., Alf.~\

25. [Omit Ss, then. Add, after sxsTvog, he, ourwf, thus. Tischa,

Alf.] Lying on Lit., throwing himself upon This was a new
freedom used on no other occasion either by John or any other

disciple. See chap. xxi. 20. John was reclining, as it were,
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next the Lord s lap ;
whence he leaned back familiarly to his

breast, concealing by that very act his purpose of asking the

betrayer s name, which he did secretly. Comp. ver. 28. He
Some used to add thus; which is a good gloss. Comp.

note on chap. iv. 6. [Saith unto him John s love for Jesus

made this question allowable, which otherwise could scarcely
have escaped reproof as being inquisitive. V.G.~\

26. [After dwox^/vgra/, answers, add ouv, then. Tisch., Alf.~\

Answered Lit., answereth In John s ear. A sop Lit., the

sop; which he took in his hand as he spoke. [For xai ep(3u-

vj^ag, and when he had dipped read jSa-vJ/a; oyi&amp;gt;,
then having

dipped. Also, before dtbuffiv, gives, add Xa,a,jSdig/ xa/, he takes

and. Tisch., Alf.~\
He gave it Jesus gave it with the utmost

forbearance
;

and doubtless the other disciples considered

Judas highly favoured. But when Judas, notwithstanding
this, repented not, he became the special instrument of Satan,
most hostile to Christ. [How close to Jesus Judas then had
been ! And shortly afterwards, how far were they parted by
the glory of Christ, and the ruin of Judas ! F.6?.]

27. After the sop Lit., after the sop then, not along with

it. This moment is accurately marked
;
see Luke xxii. 3, 7.

[The gifts of God, received by hypocrites, admit the devil

into their hearts. Q.] Entered Perhaps he had only sug

gested the thought before; ver. 2. [Chap. xii. 4; vi. 71.

After this he was possessed by the devil. Mey.~\ As the whole

nature of good and evil may be compared as contraries in all

respects, so may the degrees of satanic influence and action

be compared with degrees of divine. Him Lit., that one.

This word designates Judas as already parted from the Lord.

What thou doest Our Saviour does not command Judas to

betray him, but tells him if determined on the act, to use no

delay ;
this intimates the Lord s willingness to suffer. This

flash of omniscience might have shown Judas how fully he

was known. Quickly So immediately, ver. 30. Jesus reason

for haste is shown in ver. 31.

28. No man Except Jesus, John [but John cannot have

known at this time how near the catastrophe was. L.], and

Judas.

29. Against the feast These things occurred very shortly

Before the feast, on the day preceding the passover; nor did

the disciples imagine how near the Lord s passion was at hand.

These events make against the view of this having been the

paschal supper.
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30. Went . . . out But returned afterwards
; comp. Matt,

xxvi. 20; otherwise he could hardly have betrayed him. And
it ivas night A like expression occurs in chap. ix. 14. The
words spoken by our Lord on the following day, begin in ver.

31. [Bengel would read, and it was night ivhen he went out ;

but here the punctuation of the Eng. Ver. is right; and it ivas

night. Therefore, when, etc. Tisch., Alf. 9 L., Met/., etc. And
it was night -This close of the narrative concerning Judas has

something awful, and the very simplicity and brevity of the

expression are profoundly impressive. Mey. Night suggests
that this was the season of the power of darkness.

(9/5.]

31. Said Lit., saith; on the following day, the morning
of the fifth day of the week. Comp. ver. 1, 38. Another

abrupt commencement of a discourse may be noted in chap,
xviii. 26; comp. Luke xxii. 59. The Lord begins to give
utterance to the great things which, his heart revolved

;
and

this passage, as it were, opens the discourse which is continued

in the subsequent chapters. Now is [Now, as if the barrier

were broken down, torrents of grace pour from the lips of

Jesus. Lampe.~\ The use of the present tense precisely marks
the time. Comp. notes on chap. xii. 27, 31. The word
now defines itself. Now, he says, while I speak these words;

though the exact time when the words were spoken is not

stated by the evangelist, but left to be inferred by the context.

So to-morrow; Exod. viii. 10, 20, 29; ix. 5. The word now
has no reference to the departure of Judas. [Though we may
easily imagine Judas at that very moment to have done that

which Jesus, in ver. 27, told him to do quickly, and the chief

priests to have made all their arrangements for Jesus capture.
Harm.

]
/.... glorified Jesus regards his passion as a

short race to run, and rather looks to the goal than the course.

In him Something peculiarly real, moved the Lord s heart

at this time; nor was he only regardful of what should im

mediately happen, but he experienced a deep realisation and
foretaste of them, while preparing himself for the utmost suf

fering. That glorifying whereof Christ spake on the morning
of this day, was something antecedent to what he asked of the

Father in the evening. See John xvii. 1, 2. Remark how
emphatic the word now here is; and how different from the

words in (John xiii. 31, 32), and on, with, (chap. xvii. 4, o).

[This is the glorification of the Son of man, that God be glori
fied in him. For if, not he in himself, but God in him, is

glorified, then God glorifies him in himself; so that the very
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human nature assumed by the eternal Word, receives deathless

eternity. August, in TholJ]
32. [This verse is a climax after ver. 31, passing from the

glory Jesus has on the threshold of death to the heavenly glory
which God will give him straightway. Mey.~\ Shall . . .

glorify By his lifting up. The connexion between the if
and the also is striking. Gomp. Col. iii 3, 4. In himself

Referring to the words in him.

33. Little children He calls them by name for the first

time, in enjoining upon them the law of love. Comp. chap,
xxi. 5. Unto the Jews This is the only passage in which he
mentions the Jews, in speaking to his disciples; and he other

wise used the word only once to the woman of Samaria, once

to Pilate, once to Caiaphas; see chap. iv. 22; xviii. 20, 36.

From chap, xiv.-xvii. inch, use the word Jews or Israel.

Ye shall seek me He does not add, to the disciples, and shall

not find me. Ye cannot They were not yet fully fit. Now
He had been unwilling to say this to the disciples before.

He had already said it to the unbelievers.

34. A new commandment This commandment is called

neWj not so much in relation to the Old Testament as to the

teaching of Christ ; and to the new standard it sets up, namely,
that love should go so far as even to make one lay down life

for those one loves, or ought to love. Comp. 1 John iii. 1 6.

[Thus the newness consists in adding, as I have loved you.

Chrysost. in TholJ] Hitherto to follow Jesus, step by step,
had been the disciples rule of conduct, and this implied love;

but now they could follow him no longer, since he was leaving
them

;
and therefore he lays before them a summary of duty.

Comp., as to praying, chap. xvi. 24
;
as to the calling them

friends, ch. xv. 15
;
as to the hatred of the world, ch. xvi. 4.

Hence the law of love is called the law of Christ, Gal. vi. 2.

Thus the commandment they had heard from the beginning
and the new commandment are contrasted, in 1 John ii. 7, 8.

The word commandment
(lit., injunction) is used as signifying

its application to free men rather than to slaves. At the

same time, a sweet savour of its newness is added to this

commandment by the thought of the glory mentioned imme

diately before. As, in Deuteronomy, Moses, just before his

death, recommended love to God more strongly than he had
ever done before, so Jesus, before his departure, gives the dis

ciples a new commandment : that ye love one another. Thus
the second laiv and the new commandment may be compared*
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That ye love . . . that ye, also love These words are twice

used
5

first simply, afterwards with the emphatic addition

also. A similar instance, peace, my peace, occurs in ch. xiv.

27, Comp. Gen. xlviii. 5; Ps. xxvii. 14, xxxvii. 20, xlvii. 6,

Ixviii. 24, cxviii. 16; Ezek. vii. 2, An end, the end is come.

35. Shall . , . know Thus love is a mark of Christianity.

See Rom. xiv. 18; conip. ver. 15 with 1 John iii. 10. My
disciples Disciples of me, who love even unto death

;
see ch.

xv. 8. Love one to another Both because, and as I have had
love to you. [Worldly men have love one to another

;
see ch.

xv. 19
;
but the disciples of Christ have more. The worldly

hate Christ s disciples ; therefore, he who loves the worldly
who hate him, is himself a disciple. V.Gf.~\

36. Peter Peter speaks here
; Thomas, Philip, and Judas

in ch. xiv. 5, 8, 22
;
and all the disciples in ch. xvi. 29. The

very conversations mentioned in ch. xiv. seem to indicate

that Peter and John had not returned from making ready the

passover. Yet John seems to have had no more difficulty in

describing them than Luke had in relating the particulars
contained in the first chapter of his gospel. Who could under

take an exact setting forth of those colloquies, even had he heard

or read them a hundred times 1 This power, then, was divinely
conferred on the sacred writers. But supposing the conversa

tion mentioned in ch. xiv. to have taken place before Peter

and John went into the city, the order of the remaining nar

rative remains undisturbed
;
but in this case the rest of the

discourse must be separated from the short clause, Arise, etc.

Harm.~\ Whither See ver. 33. Peter asked, in the hope
that he might be able to follow. Peter s heart clave to Jesus,

ch. vi. 68; xxi. 7. Answered Jesus answers this question
at intervals, in ch. xiv. 2, 12, 28

;
xvi. 5. Thou canst not

Neither the state of the case nor the weakness of Peter per
mitted it

5
but it was the latter objection only to which the

words referred. Peter did follow Jesus, ch. xviii. 15
;
but at

a distance, and not unscathed, Matt. xxvi. 58. Thou shalt

follow Ch. xxi. 19, 22. [Omit the last poi, me. Tisch.,

Alf.}
37. [My life Peter saw that Jesus meant a following by

the sacrifice of life. De IF.] For thy sake Nay, Jesus did so

for Peter s. [And this must be before Peter can die for him.

38. [For avsx^Q^j ansu*ered, read Kcrox^mra/, answereth.

mit aura), him. Tisch., Alf.~\ Thou hast denied me
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From fear. So far art thou from being ready to die. This

threefold denial was thrice foretold
;

in this passage, in Luke,
and finally in Matthew and Mark. The connexion between
this prediction and the first verse of the next chapter is mar
vellous

;
for therein the Lord replies in the most gracious

manner to the inquiry whither he was going, although Peter,
and the rest with him, were in such a state of vacillation.

CHAPTER XIV.

1. Let not Some would here prefix the words: And he

said unto his disciples, but wrongly. Be troubled At my
departure, chap. xiii. 33

;
xvi. 6. The Lord comforts the

disciples trouble before referring to its causes. But he knew
what those causes were, (chap. xiii. 33,) and set them forth

openly in what follows. This encouragement is reiterated

and intensified in ver. 27. [The question of Peter, asked in

chap. xiii. 36, is not answered in that chapter only, but also

in the present one. V.GJ] Ye believe .... believe Lit.,

believe ye, believe ye. These are both imperatives, as let

not . ... be troubled. This whole address is an exhortation

to faith, and the imperative believe here, at ver. 11, and

throughout, is urged until, in chap. xvi. 31, 30, it changes to

the indicative, ye now believe; and, this being effected, the

Saviour prays and departs. [This shows the close connexion

between chaps, xiv., xv., xvi.] We might punctuate the pas

sage thus : Believe ; believe in God and also in me, making
the verb first stand as a summary of the rest, as in chap,
xvi. 31, and then repeating it for explanation s sake. Comp.
note on chap. xiii. 34. But the ordinary punctuation is pre

ferable, which throws the emphasis in the former clause on

the word believe, and in the latter on the words in me, thus

showing their old faith in God to enter, as it were, on a new

phase, by their believing also in Jesus Christ. In me As

having come out from God, chap. xvi. 27.

2. My Father In the beginning of this discourse Jesus

frequently prefixes the word my to his mentioning of the Fa
ther

;
but as it proceeds, and towards its close, having suffi

ciently guarded his own pre-eminence over believers, and
exhorted the disciples to faith, he speaks of the Father in

more general terms, as being not merely his, but their Father.

House [Here is already an indication of whither he is goin^.

V.G.] This is an unusual epithet, as applied to the heavenly
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abode
;
a home, where a, father dwells, and where children aiQ

received. Jesus looks past his sufferings to the goal. Comp.
Heb. xii. 2

;
2 Tim. iv. 7. Are Even now, from the outset.

Many For the angels, and your predecessors in the faith,

and yourselves, and any number. The plural seems to imply
variety as well as number of mansions, many mansions, rather

than a great mansion, being mentioned. Mansions, lit.,

abiding-places. This word is used of space, not of time, and

placed in the plural to signify the multitude of those whom
that one place can contain. / would have told you. See note,

chap. iv. 10, on the use of the pluperfect tense. What would
he have told ? The very fact which follows, I go, etc. The very
similar sentence in chap. xvi. 26, will illustrate the meaning
hero, thus : I do not say that I will prepare a place for you ;

for there are already many mansions prepared. [Add or/, for,
before wogsuo^a/, / go, Tisch., Alf., etc. Beng?s rendering is

not the best. Jesus means, / would have told you that it was
not so, for I go, etc. L., Alf., etc.] / go To my Fathers
house. To prepare He does not say he will not prepare a

place, while in the next verse he affirms that he will; but the

two statements qualify each other. And observe the order of

the Greek words : in ver. 2 he says, a place for you ; in ver.

3, for you a place, the first word in each clause being em

phasised. See note on 1 Cor. vii. 22. The place is already

prepared, but has still to be prepared for you ; the one prepar
ation is absolute, the other relative. The beginning of the next

verse, and I go, etc., is independent of / ivould hive told you.
3. If- A gentle expression for when. I will come Lit.,

I come, in the present tense, referring to his speedy coming,
referred to in ver. 18. Our Lord s saying / come in the pre
sent tense, even though a future tense is used further on in

the same connexion, is a Scripture idiom. Comp. Matt. xvii.

11, as to the forerunner, and 2 Sam. v. 3, Sept. And The
fact of my departure involves that of my coming again. Unto

myself A majestic expression. The Father s house is the

Son s chap. xvi. lo.

4. [Omit the second xal, and, and the second o/7icm, ye
know. Tisch., Alf. Read, And whither I go, ye knoiu the way.

Mey., etc.] Whither I go This is a summary of what pre
cedes. The way This is a statement of what follows. [Fe
know More is attributed to believers than they give them
selves credit for. Comp. ver. 5. V.G. But the apostles must
have known, from all that had passed, and especially from
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these last words of Jesus, that their way to heaven is fellow

ship with him in faith and love.
L.~\

5. Thomas The disciples question him, one after another,

reverently and affectionately, see ver. 8, 22, and chap. xiii. 36.

And how Thomas logically reasons, that if they know not

whither he goeth, they cannot know the way. [And Jesus

replies as to both points, but in inverse order
;
he himself is

the way , whither can we go by him 1 To the Father. V.G.

For Swaps da, Tr
t
v S8bv eidsvai, can we know the way, read

o&quot;da(/,ev

77^ odov, know we the way. Tisch., Alf.}
6. The way, the truth, and the life Augustine calls him

the true way of life ; but the text is more forcible than this,

and comprises a summary of all Christian doctrine
;
for the

words / am the way answer the question as to what the way
was

;
I am the truth answers as to how they can know the way;

and / am the life answers to the question whither
r
f [The

more literal expression, / am the truth and the life, is added
in explanation of the figurative one, / am the way. He and
he only who walks in this way uses the right path in truth ;

and he who remains steadfastly in that way has life for ever

more. V.G.
}

At the same time three statements are made,

(comp. the three in chap. xvi. 8.) whereof the first, as to the

way, is handled immediately in this verse
;
that as to the truth,

in ver. 7, etc., 17
;
and that as to the life, in ver. 18, 19, 20.

Unto the Father This replies again to the question, Whither

goest thou ? But This replies again to the question as to

knowing the way. There is but one sure way. By me This

replies to the question, What is the way ?

7. If This does not deny their knowing him; but it points
their minds to higher faith : see ver. 28. Comp. Luke xvii.

6. Ye . . . have seen The perfect tense : ye have begun to

see and still see.

8. It sufficeth To prevent our questioning or being
troubled any more in mind. They attain to this state of

satisfaction in chap. xvi. 30. Comp. Ps. xvii. 15; xxii. 23,

26;lxix. 30,32.
9. Saith The Lord replies to the show us in ver. 9,11;

to the it sufficeth us, in ver. 12. etc. Hast thou not known
me ? This is expressed by its consequence. If you deny
knowing the Father, you deny knowing me ;

but you do know
me, and so intimate is our oneness, that in knowing me you
must know the Father. He that hath seen me hath, seen the

Father Just as the soul, though unseen, is known by its in-
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fluence on the body, so he beholds the Father who beholds the

Son. In our every thought of God we should set the Son be

fore us: see note on Col. L 15. Comp. Ps. cxxxix. 7. Chry-
sostom says : In looking on a creature one does not behold

the essence of God ; but our Lord saith, He that hath seen me
hath seen my Father, therefore, were they not of the same

essence, the Saviour would not have spoken these words. No
one who knows not what gold is can see in silver the essence

of gold. And This word seems to have been repeated from

ver. 5. Many copies omit it.

10. / am in the Father, and the Father
(lit., is) in me

This implies the utmost unity. The word is (not inserted in

English version) should be emphasised ;
for his speaking and

doing is the consequence of his being, and his being is known

by his words and deeds. Thus the unity of operation shows

a foregoing unity of essence. The ivords that I speak And
the works that I do. He Himself. The works And the

words I speak. [Our Saviour, in speaking to his disciples,

simply designates as works what he speaks of as signs and
wonders to those who knew him less intimately }

and in fact

such works were ordinary and common in our Lord s own

sight. V.G.]
1 1. Believe me The Vulgate reads ye do not believe; a mis

take arising by alliteration from the words in the preced

ing verse, believest thou not ; for the same reason the copyist
has omitted the word me, in the latter part of this verse.

There is here an epanalepsis (in the Greek
;)

that is, the word

beginning the one clause concludes the other. Believe . . .

believe. That Lit., because; comp. for the works sake, a little

further on. Believe for my very assertion s sake, which

should be sufficient for believers. This is the highest motive

for faith
;

a motive which Christ alone could propose : a

second one is supplied by the miracles, whereby credence

might be gained by the apostles for their preaching of Christ.

Believe me See believe on me, in the next verse. He who be

lieves Christ speaking of himself, believes on Christ
;
he who

believes Peter speaking of Christ, believes not on Peter but on

Christ. Works Those which ye have seen, and those which

ye shall see ; see ver. 12, 13. [For these could only be of

divine origin ;
see Ps. Ixxii. 18

;
cxxxvi. 4. The character

of false miracles is very different. See 2 Thess. ii. 9.
F.6r.]

12. Verily, verily Here follow promises and counsels
;

most sweetly blended
j
and that in such a way as occasionally
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to touch upon topics &quot;which give occasion for discussion as he

proceeds ; such, for instance, as that of love, ver. 15
; comp.

ver. 21
;
and some of these he recapitulates. This course

the evangelist and apostle imitates in 1 John ii. 20
,
where

see notes. The works that That is, works as great as;

comp. chap. v. 20, 25. Greater As, for instance, in Acts

v. 15 xix. 12
;
Mark xvi. 17. Shall he do By faith in me.

[Omit /M-J, my. Tisch., A If. Ptead, unto the Father. Greater

For Jesus limited his work to the Jewish nation, and the

beginnings of his kingdom ;
but the apostles taught all na

tions, going through the whole world. L., etc. He sowed,

we reap, and the harvest is greater than the seed-time. Peter s

Pentecost sermon converted more in a day than Jesus in three

years ! Stier.]
13. Whatsoever This differs from if . . . anything, in ver.

14
;

in the mutual reference the whatsoever and the if have

in this verse. Ye shall ask A vast promise. See ver. 14,

chap. xv. 7 ;
xvi. 1G

;
xxiii. 26. In my name As Son of

God. This refers to he that believeth in me, ver. 12. In the

Old Testament the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob

used to be adored : in the New he is invoked as the God and

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. That will I do So / will-

do, in next verse. He declares both what shall be done and

who shall do it. The reference in both is to he shall do, in

ver. 12. In Ver. 10, 11,

14. / This already indicates the glory referred to in ver.

13.

15. If ye love me He exhorts them to love, immediately
after exhorting them to faith. See ver. 21. [Let us not

vainly natter ourselves that we love Christ, if we keep not

his commandments
;
nor that we keep these, if we love him

not. Q.]
16. And I The 21st verse shows the connexion between

this and the preceding one. Another Therefore Jesus Christ

is one Comforter, (lit., advocate.) Let it be considered whether

the passage in Zech. ix. 12 is parallel to this
;
for in this very

passage the Lord says, I will pray. The one advocate is dis

tinct from the other, and the office of the one from the office

of the other. Therefore the advocacy of the Holy Spirit im

plies something peculiar to himself. Comp. chap. xvi. 7, 8.

Comforter Lit., advocate. This word does not occur in the

Septuagint, and is used by no New Testament writer but

John. The verb whence it is formed means to call to one s
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aid, and so the word itself signifies one called to help; a

defender, a patron ; one who speaks for another, and suggests
to him what to say ;

see ver. 26. Comp. ver. 13, as to what

we should say to God ;
and chap. xvi. 8, as to what we should

say to the world. The titles Comforter and Spirit of Truth

occur together in chap. xv. 26
;
the former in reference to

Christ s economy , (comp. 1 John ii. 1
,
an advocate

Christ Jesus;) the latter to that of the Father
; (comp. chap,

iv. 23, on worshipping the Father in spirit and in truth.

The meaning advocate is more in accordance with the strict

usage of the word paraclete than any other. Mey, etc. But

in John s use the word seems to mean both advocate and

comforter. So Alf., etc. The fullest promises here succeed

one another : of the Holy Spirit from ver. 15 to 17 ;
of the

Lord Jesus himself, from ver. 18 to 21
;
of the Father, from

ver. 22 to 24; of the Holy Spirit again, chap. xvi. 12-15;
of the Lord Jesus, ver. 16-23; of the Father, ver. 23-28.

V.G-. For fj.svrh abide, read p, be, Tisch., Alf.] That he may
abide Comp. abode Lit., lasting stay, ver. 23. For ever

Not merely for a year or two.

17. The Spirit of truth A most exquisite appellation ;
seo

chap. xvi. 13. The Spirit who hath the truth reveals it, by

knowledge, in the intellect
,

confers it, by practice and ex

perience, in the will
;
establishes it in others by the testimony

of those to whom he has revealed it, and defends that which

is spoken of in chap. i. 17, as grace and truth. Wherefore

also he is called the Spirit of Grace, in Heb. x. 29, where

previous mention is made of the covenant, that is, of the New
Testament. The truth makes all our virtues true

;
for in

other respects knowledge, faith, love, and hope may all be

false, but truth must be true. Whom the world With the

first mention of the Holy Spirit begins the oft-recurring dis

tinction between believers and the world. The Son is said to

have been sent into the world ;
not so the Holy Spirit. The

world, according to this passage, does not see the Holy Ghost ;

nor does it see Jesus any more, see ver. 19. Cannot receive

Though God is willing to give him to all. Because The

world receiveth him not, because it knoweth him not
; ye

know him, because ye have him
;
and knowing and having the

Spirit are so conjoined as to make not knowing a hindrance

to having, and having a reason for knoiuing. Comp. chap. iv.

10. The world knoweth him not
;
therefore doth not seek

him; he is given to others. Seeth him i.ot Do believers
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then see him ? Yes, in his works
;
and in this way unbe

lievers see him too, but without recognising his existence as

the Spirit of truth
;

for which reason unbelievers cannot

receive him, while believers not only see him but recognise
him as that Spirit. Ye Emphatic. [Omit de, but. Tisch.,

Alf.~\
Know That is, ye shall immediately know him. For

From this indwelling comes our fullest knowledge; see ver.

21, 22. With you . ... in you To dwell in is more than

to dwell with.

18. / will not leave However ye may fear it; ye shall

have joy from me and from the Father
; this was a consola

tion for those who feared being left comfortless. You Little

children/ chap. xiii. 33. Comfortless Lit., orphans. The dis

ciples were of kin to Christ, not to the world. / will come

Lit., / come; the present tense implying speed ; / come after

the resurrection, my presence after the ascension not being
removed but confirmed. [Thus the coming here spoken of is

the spiritual manifestation of his person, in the fellowship of

the Comforter. L., Me.y., etc.]
And the Lord says not / re

turn, but / come. His subsequent comings were rather con

tinuations than repetitions of the first. The words / come,
and shortly after, ye see me, and / live, are spoken in the pre
sent tense

,
from the sense our Lord entertained of what was

soon and certainly to happen ;
see ver. 27.

19. No more See Acts x. 41. Ye see me And shall see

me, alive. For the contrast of the words no more makes the

future sense necessary. [The force is rather, Ye shall have an

open eye for me. TholJ] because The reason why they shall

see him. / live Not only / shall, but / do live
; Eev. i. 1 8.

Ye shall live This is the future, not the present; for the life

of believers follows that of Jesus
;
and springs not from

themselves, but from him. Comp. chap. vi. 57.

20. At that After a short interval. Day Of the resur

rection. [Better, on the day of Pentecost ; Mey.; but the

reference seems to be to no definite day, but rather at that

time; De W. ; i.e., the time of spiritual experience, by which

the Christian becomes assured of his fellowship with Christ,

and in him with the Father. Thol,, Alf.~\ Ye shall know
Better than now. Ye Of whom the following verses are

spoken. In my Father The living Father; see chap. vi. 57
;

understand the words, and my Father in me ; and thence

infer, the Father in you, and ye in the Father.
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21. / As well as my Father. Will love him, and will

manifest, etc. Comp. Exod. xxxiii. 13.

22. Not Iscariot The evangelist designates the godly

Judas, (Jude), not by his own surname, but by contrast with

that of the betrayer, thus showing that the latter, having
transacted his negotiation with the Lord s adversaries, had re

joined the company, though no longer interested in such a

question as the present. How is it ? lit., what hath happened ?

Judas seems to have imagined that something had occurred

to deprive the world of that manifestation
;

but modesty
hinders him from hinting at his own superiority to the world.

To us Who love thee. And not unto the world See ver.

17, 19. Thus the expectation which the disciples had in

dulged of a worldly kingdom was destroyed.
23. He ivill keep In ver. 21 the keeping of his command

ments is placed before love, but in the present passage love

before keeping of commandments. In one respect love precedes
the keeping of commandments, see ver. 15, but follows it in

another, inasmuch as love increases and gains strength in pro

portion as commandments are kept. Therefore, the keeping

of Christ s word is a middle term between love towards Jesus

Christ and the love the Father hath for him who loveth Jesus

Christ. My words Lit., my word; the singular is used here, as

applied to believers, who keep the word in its entirety ;
the

plural is used in ver. 24, as applied to unbelievers who break

it up ; comp. notes on chap. xv. 12, and 1 John ii. 4, 5. We
will come I and my Father. The singular number, used in

/ ivill manifest, here advances to the plural, we will come

Take up our abode See the correlative to abode, in mansions,
ver. 2. Comp. Rev. iii. 20. One who makes an abode is either

an architect or an inhabitant; in this case inhabitants are

meant. This is very sublime language ;
it is cut short at ver.

25. [The language here is of dwelling with, not in the Chris

tian. L. It is the fellowship of God and Christ with a man,

through the Paraclete, symbolised as abiding in his dwelling,
under his roof. As wanderers from their heavenly home, they
come and accept shelter with him. Mey.~\

24. He that loveth me not The world, for instance, ver. 22.

Keepeth not And therefore is not loved, and experiences in

himself no abiding of the Father and the Son. My words
The righteous is said to keep both the word, the words, and
the commandments of Christ and of God, the hypocrite is

said not to keep them
;

it is only the word or words of Christ

VOL. I. 2 X
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winch, are professedly alien to him which he is said not to keep.
To keep his word is a whole

;
to keep his commandments, a part.

[Therefore it is, Jesus would say, that I will manifest myself
unto you, and not unto the world, ver. 22. LJ\ And the word

This passage not only refers to the first part of the verse,
but also, and perhaps still more, to verse 23, as appears from
the ivord being in the singular. Which ye hear Which ye
hear even now while I am speaking to you. But This shows
how it is that according as a man keeps Christ s word or not,
he hath or hath not the Father.

25. These things And no more. Have I spoken The
word of Jesus Christ is the word of faith

;
and that was why

he so frequently said / have spoken. He told his disciples
different things when about to leave them than he had done
while remaining with them. See chap. xvi. 4.

26. He So chap. xv. 26
; xvi. 8, 13, 14. Shall teach

you all things The words ivhich I have spoken to you are not
added to this part of the verse ; for it was other things than

these that the Paraclete (or Comforter) taught them. See

chap. xvi. 12, 13. Nor even afterwards were all doctrines

given in a mass to the apostles ;
but as often as occasion and

circumstances required, the Paraclete instructed them in the

whole course of apostolic duty. Shall bring . . . to your
remembrance John s power of writing down this very dis

course with such accuracy after the lapse of so long a time,
affords a proof of this declaration. Add Acts xi. 16.

27. [Peace These are last words, as if he were about to

leave them, and said his good night, or his benediction.

Luther in Mey.~\ Peace generally; the peace of reconcilia

tion. [Such as ye might have enjoyed as Israelites. F.6r.] /
leave At my departure. The same verb occurs in ver. 18,

and Matt. xxii. 25. My peace Peace specially, the peace of

sons. So my joy, chap. xvii. 13. In Christ all things are

new
;
even the commandment to love one another, chap, xiii.

34, and to a certain extent, faith itself
;
see note on ver. 1.

Give I Already now. See chap. xvi. 33. The gradation in

/ leave, I give, corresponds with that in peace, my peace.
Not as the ivorld giveth The world giveth empty salutations,

or outward benefits which do not affect the heart, and

which depart with the presence, sight, and life of men. The
world only gives to take away again j

it does not leave what
it gives. Be troubled From within. Be afraid From with

out.
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28. Ye have heard On other occasions he used to say, /
have told you; but this which he had told them of his depar
ture the disciples had heard with great attention and sorrow.

/ go away, and come again unto you With regard to the

world, he says, I came . . . I leave; chap. xvi. 28. And
And immediately. Ye ivould rejoice Or rather, ye would

have rejoiced; see note on ver. 2, as to the pluperfect tense.

Ye would have rejoiced that I should be near the departure I

desire, and that love made you able to understand how my
departure was beneficial to you. Love begets joy, both from
its own nature and because it keeps the word of Christ which
reveals all gladdest things. Greater than I Disputations on
this passage have been many and great. Many of the Greeks

and Latins answered the Arians thus ; namely, that the Father,
not as being God, but as being unbegotten, is called greater
than the Son, not as being God, but as being begotten; and
that this distinction does not affect their unity of essence.

Others consider Jesus to be called less than the Father here,

in respect of his human nature
;
which comparative idea

involves no absurdity; comp. 1 John iii. 20. Jesus enter

tained in his most sacred soul, and expressed in his discourses

different views, both of his glory and of his humiliation at

different times. Comp. note on Mark xiii. 32. In the passage
before us he is speaking in contemplation of his hifmiliation ;

and his language was perfectly suited both to the then com

prehension of his disciples, and to the immediate occasion and

subject, which was that of his going unto the Father. Before

that departure he had been lower than the angels, Heb. ii. 9
;

after that departure, greater than himself, ver. 12, and equal
with the Father, chap. xvii. 5. Nor was he speaking of his

humiliation alone
;
but as the Son of God in the flesh, yearn

ing for his Father. Greater than I That is, more blessed
;

compare, on this expression, chap. iv. 12
;

viii. 53
;

1 Cor.

xiii. 13; xiv. 5; and, as to the matter of fact, Mark x. 18.

It was this specially which made it desirable that Christ

should leave the world and go unto his Father.

29. / have told you Of my departure and return. Christ s

word is the seed ; the disciples faith [with peace and joy,

F.G.Jis the fruit. That This is the object of the whole
discourse. So chap. xv. 11, 17; xvi. 1, 4, 33. [Believe

Absolute, and so expressing what is more closely defined by,
that I am he, chap. xiii. 19. Mey. They believed before that

he was the Son of God, but the fulfilment in him of what he
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had foretold, revived -and multiplied that faith, which was
small while he was yet talking with them

;
and had almost

expired, during the interval of delay. August, in
Alf.~\

30. Hereafter For which reason ye ought to take more
earnest heed to what I tell you. For Either the approach

ing enemy suffered Jesus not to speak further, by reason of

the shortness of the time, or was not meant to hear more, or

might have snatched away any further words from the dis

ciples memory. [Omit TO-JTOV, this. Tisch., Alf. Read, of the

world.
] Of this world Even then the prince of this world

agitated the world, since it was the world which, in obedience

to its prince, crucified Christ. Cometh Even now ; though
cast out, chap. xii. 31, yet he assails me. So also in the case

of the woman, Rev. xii. 9, 13. And And cannot hinder my
going direct from the world to the Father. No part Neither

right nor power over me. Christ s righteousness was perfect.

This declaration was a proper one
;
thus in this passage Christ

disposes of the prince of this world
;
in the closing part of

this discourse, of the world itself. See chap. xvi. 33.

31. But that This shows that the wrord and in the pre
vious verse signifies and indeed. The world may know That

the world, which is possessed by its prince, may, by casting
him off, cease to be the world, and may acknowledge to its

salvation that the Father s good pleasure is in me. So I do

From love. See chap. xv. 10. The period is rightly placed
here ;

nor do the previous words but that make against this

view, the sense being, but ... I await the assault of the prince
of this world. (Examine carefully but that in chap. i. 8

;
ix. 3 ;

xiii. 18
;
xv. 25

;
1 John ii. 19

;
Mark xiv. 49.) The punc

tuation with a colon is not ancient. If the word arise were

the conclusion, the connexion would be obscure, and involve

many considerations. How much intervened between this

going and the world s acknowledgment ! Arise A word ex

pressing activity ; he himself, rising before his disciples, set

vigorously about his work. Let us go hence Into the city,

to the Passover; comp. chap. xiii. 1
; xviii. 1. The things

related from chap. xiii. 31 to the present point were done

and spoken on the Thursday, without the city ;
but those

which follow, in chapters xv., xvi, and xvii., were spoken and

the customary hymn was sung in the city, on the actual even

ing of the passover, and immediately before his going forth to

the brook Kedron. Thus this break separates two different

discourses. [With the general scope, meaning and argument
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of which, however, the intervening Paschal Supper beautifully

corresponds. HarmJ]

CHAPTER XV.

1. I Jesus Christ. Vine This idea is amplified in ver.

5. [This image introduced so suddenly, may have been sug

gested by something at the moment ; perhaps by a glance at

the cup of wine, (comp. Matt. xxvi. 29), which, at this meal, had
been so important. Mey.~\

2. Branch A charming simile. See Rom. vi. 5; xi. 17,

18; 1 Cor. iii. 6, 7. Tdketh away . . . purgeth The Greek
words for these two expressions, though not from the same

root, are very similar in sound. Eustathius remarks on that

signifying to purge as a divine and holy expression among the

ancients. Our heavenly Father will have all this pure and

productive. Purity and productiveness promote each other.

Beareth fruit, lit., beareth the fruit; the article before fruit

being emphatic, and not inserted in the former part of the

verse. More Redundancies are removed by inward and out

ward afflictions
;
and thereby the fruit is the more increased.

[But if thou refuse to have thine evil part removed, thou thy
self must be taken away. F.6r.]

3. Glean This is taken from the verb translated purge in

ver. 2. Through the, ivord Which is most pure. The word
is altogether pure, and therefore confers purity or holiness

upon the disciples. Comp. through, Luke i. 78. [Being
therefore clean, ye shall not be cut off as useless branches.

Fear not therefore !

L.~\

4. And I Paraphrase, see that ye abide in me, and that I
abide in you. As This passage admirably describes the dif

ference between nature and grace. Of itself The reason why
is declared in the next clause, except, etc.; so without me,
ver. 5.

5. The same And he only. [Without Separated from;
out of my fellowship. Mey.] Bringeth forth, lit., beareth;
and the word should be taken in its strict sense of bearing,

carrying; elsewhere the phrase to produce fruit is used, but
here to bear it.

6. In me As in the vine. He is cast forth By the very
fact (of his not abiding) he deserves rejection and shall be cast

out. The expression if a man abide not, etc., refers to future

time, and he is cast forth (lit.,
he has been cast forth) to im-
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mediate consequence (of not abiding.) A similar use of a

past tense occurs in Matt, xviii. 15. Forth From the vine

yard. Is withered As a branch thrown out on the path.
See Matt. xiii. 12. Gather See Matt. xiii. 40, 41. Them
All the rejected branches. Burn A simple verb forcibly and

powerfully placed. [The sense is, he that severs himself from
the inward communion of Christ shall be cut off

; the fountain
of life will cease to flow for him who does not actively draw
life from it. Z.]

7. My words Which make clean, ver. 3
;
and I myself.

The words of Jesus which are obeyed, arid the prayers of

believers which are heard, are here correlatives. Ye shall ask

Ye shall be both able and willing to ask. Prayers them
selves are fruit, and tend to produce more fruit.

8. Is . . . glorified And hath decreed his glorification.

That This word depends on herein. Much The abundance
of grapes is creditable to the vine-dresser. Shall ye be The

Vulgate reads ye may be made; but it does not appear what
Greek reading the Latin translator followed. The same remark

applies to other variations of the passage ;
the construction that

ye may bear, and shall be, would not be improper; comp. note

on Mark iii. 27; but we prefer to construe thus: In this,

(your productiveness), both my Father is glorified, and I shall

have disciples who shall be a glory to me. Disciples This

must be taken in a weighty sense, as disciples worthy of me; see

chap. xiii. 35. The foundation of Christianity is to become, as

the summit of Christianity is to be, a disciple of Christ.

9. / Lit., / also. In my love To youwards. [Continue
By keeping my commandments. L., etc.]

10. / have kept Even till my leaving the world; 1 John
iv. 17. He remains evermore what he was when he left the

world. [Omit /aou, my. Tisch., A If. Bead, the Father s.
]

11. Myjoy Which I entertain at the thought ofgoing to my
Father

;
a joy springing from love. Might remain [For psfofo

remain, read
fi,

be. Tisch., A If. So Beng.~\ See chap. xvii.

26. Your Your joy, which is kindled by mine. Might be

full This is said of the disciples joy only; that of Jesus

needs no completion.
12. CommandmentRe had used this word in the plural,

in this and the preceding chapter. All his commandments are

comprehended in one, that of love. That . . . as As I have

loved you is treated of in ver. 13
;
and thence that y& love one

another is inferred in ver. 17.
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13. Love Towards friends; he is not here speaking of ene

mies. [Than this With which/ have loved you, ver. 12. MeyJ\
14. [For offoc., whatsoever, read o (Tisch.) or d (Alf.) what.]

Whatsoever All, not merely some of the things.

15. /Servants As, for instance, in chap. xiii. 16, 13; and

in ver. 20 of this chapter, though indirectly. For The use

of this particle twice over in this single verse renders the con

trast very striking. Knoweth not He is treated as a mere

instrument. What What and why. I have called you friends
Just now, by a new title, ver. 1 3, and in a choicer sense

than that used in Luke xii. 4, where there is no contrast in

stituted between servants and friends. For Comp. Gen.

xviii. 17; Ps. xxv. 14. Which I have heard And which I

have to do.

16. Ordained Castellio elegantly interprets this, I have set

you in appointed places, thus continuing the arboricultural

figure. Ye should go This is a Hebraism, denoting gradual

advance, not in place, but in time and degree. Comp. Heb.

in 2 Sam. iii. 1. Your . . . give it you For you it is sown,
and for you it is reaped.

1 8. Hate Instead of loving you. [We have here set before

us, I. The unjust hatred of the world in general ;
ver. 18, 25,

II. The comfort which is the opposite of that hatred
;

ver.

26, 27. III. The hatred breaking out in fiercer attacks, chap,
xvi. 1-4. IV. The greater power of comfort; chap. xvi. 5-11.

V.G-. \ Ye know Rather, knoiv ye. [Know this consoling

example set before all who are persecuted for the gospel s

sake. L. So Mey., Alf., etc.] They did know it
; chap, xi,

8
;
and yet are commanded to ponder still more over it. See

ver. 20
; chap. xvi. 4. [Before And where is now that world

which hated and slew Christ 1 And what did its hatred ac

complish, save his glory? Q.]
19. Of the ivorld And on its side. Its own The world

would love you, not for your sake, but for its own. He says
the worlds oivn, not you, thus showing the world s interest in

the matter. / have chosen you As my own, chap. xiii. 1.

Believers are intrinsically no better than the world, they are

only so by election. This it is which makes the great dis

tinction between the classes.

20. I said In chap. xiii. 16; Matt. x. 24. If they have

persecuted . . . if they have kept The if here is rather affirma

tive than conditional. [Bengel would read they have watched

as foes, for they have kept, but the Greek word, rrioilv, cannot
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be so translated. Mey., Alf. Jesus implies what there was
no need of telling them, that the persecution far outweighed
the keeping of his word. Their experience was to be like his.

Thus he means : Ye shall meet with both success and persecu
tion

; and, indeed, in like proportion with myself. L.] Also

See Matt. x. 25. Both are included in all things, ver. 21.

21. My name Which they know not. Understand and
his that sent me after my names sake. After him that hath

sent me, supply and me, chap. xvi. 3.

22. Not Now they have sin, they have no excuse; it had
been better for them to have seen nothing. Sin the sin of

unbelief in addition to that of hate against me.

23. He that hateth Love accompanies faith
; hatred ac

companies unbelief, chap. iii. 18, 19. Also This shows the

greatness of their sin.

24. They have seen The works. [So L., Mey., who com

pares ch. x. 25
;

xiv. 10. Better in the sense of chap. xiv. 9.

A If. Me To see and yet to hate ! A God-hating world re

conciles these irreconcilable things !

Stier.~\

25. The word The true word of prophecy. In their law

Which they so constantly read and boast of. The Psalms
formed part of the law taken in a general sense, as we say
the Bible. See Matt. v. 17, 18.

26. But The testimony of the Comforter and of the dis

ciples is contrasted with the ignorance and hatred of the

world. Proceedeth See Eev. xxii. 1. This verb does not

necessarily denote separation. See Exod. xxv. 35. Sept.
From the Father The Spirit of God is also the Spirit of

Christ Rom. viii. 9 ; Gal. iv. 6. Both are here implied j

for as saying that the Son sends the Comforter does not

deny that the Father does, so saying that the Spirit pro
ceedeth from the Father does not deny that he proceedeth
from the Son.

26, 27. He. . .ye also Bee Acts v. 32.

27. And The contrast lies between he shall testify, and

ye do testify. Shall bear witness, lit., bear witness concerning
me. Ye have been, lit., ye are. From the beginning See

chap. xvi. 4
;
that is, ye have been and still are with me from

the beginning. A like phrase occurs in 1 John iii. 8 : see

note.
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CHAPTER XVI.

1. That ye should not be offended By the world s hatred.

2. That Even to the degree mentioned in ver. 32. Will

think, lit., will seem ; to himself and such as he. That he

doeth . . . service To this day, Hensius remarks, the Jews

regard their crucifixion of Christ as a service which needs no

expiation.
3. [Omit vf&Tv, unto you. Tisch., Alf.~\

4. Ye may remember With faith, ver. 13, 19. [The fact

that the abundant persecutions and afflictions of believers had
been foretold by Jesus, was one of the chief supports of Chris

tians in martyrdom. Z.] / said not Though I knew them.

Christ s method was one of perfect wisdom. He had shortly
before spoken of the world s hatred, but in few words and
with less detail. [He now speaks more openly on the sub

ject, after having strengthened the disciples by the promise
of the Holy Spirit. V.G.] See Matt. x. 17, 21, 25 ; xxiv. 9.

5. [But now Now, at the fit time, he saith, this matter is

declared to you. V.G.~\ None None of you now goes on to

ask me, though this be just the time ye should. They had
often questioned him on other subjects ;

and on this one too,

in chap. xiii. 36
;
but more with regard to the fact than the

place of the Lord s departure. They afterwards ceased ques

tioning, wherefore the Saviour here actually invites them to

such questioning as would have greatly pleased him if spon

taneously made.

6. Sorrow That sorrow they already felt was increasing,
and hindered them from questioning. Heart See ver. 22.

7. / Who cannot lie, tell you without being asked. Tlte

truth Though ye cannot comprehend the truth of what I

tell you. All truth is good for the saints. It is expedientfor

you. See as regards the Comforter, ver. 7, 8
;
as regards me,

ver. 16, 17
;
and as regards the Father, ver. 23, 24. For

The twofold office of the Paraclete is set forth
;
as concerns

the world, in the present passage ;
and as concerns the faith

ful, in ver. 12, 13. / go . . . away . . . I depart There is a

difference between these two verbs
;
the one referring rather to

the point of departure, the other to the point of arrival. Not
It was not fitting that the Holy Ghost in power should be

present at the same time as Jesus in weakness. See chap,
vii. 39 ;

Acts ii. 33 ; and it was for Jesus to send rather
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than to summon him. Unto you Not unto the world;

though the world shall feel his reproof ;
ver. 8.

8. [Here we have the threefold work of the Comforter on
the unbelieving world. Thus shall he be your helper against
the world. MeyJ] He will reprove [Gr. IXsyfyi, with a double

meaning : convince unto salvation, convict unto condemnation.

Convince is the best rendering. A
/f,] By your preaching, and

by works of conversion and healing effected by your hands
;

which reproof the world will partially submit to, and partially

resist, though such resistance be but kicking against the pricks.
The word reprove is fitly placed after the word testify, chap,
xv. 26. Ammonius says, the word witness is used in a good
sense, the word reproof in a bad one. Christ is good, the

world evil. The world The whole world which is hostile to

you, including the highest and holiest men in worldly estima

tion, who do not believe on me
;
Jews and Gentiles alike. Of

The reproof is divided into three heads, touching sin, righte

ousness, and judgment. Righteousness is opposed to sin, and
comes from Christ ; Satan falls by judgment. He who is

convinced of (reproved for) sin, either passes over into Christ s

righteousness or shares Satan s judgment. The Acts of the

Apostles show the fulfilment of our Lord s words here. See
instances of reproof of sin

} chap. iii. 13, 14
;
of righteousness,

chap. xiii. 39, and 38; and ofjudgment, chap. xxvi. 18.

9. Of sin This is not sin in general, but the sin of unbe

lief; see chap. xv. 22
; as a departure from primitive truth.

.See note on chap. viii. 46. And again unbelief is a concen

tration of all sins and worse than any. See note on Matt. x.

15. By unbelief man falls entirely away from the will of

God. See Heb. iii. 12. because That is, in that; the same
remark applies to the use of the word in the two following

verses, as is evident from the connexion.

10. Of righteousness The world had regarded Jesus as a

most injurious person, (comp. ver. 2, 3). Because I go I,

the righteous one (1 John ii. 1), go to prepare a place for

believers. Christ s departure to the Father was confirmed by
the coming of the Comforter. [Omit ,uov, my. Tisch., (not
A If.) Read,.^e Father.

~\
And ye see me no more That is,

I enter on a state wherein ye no longer behold me. There is

here a change of person : but the sense is, I am no longer
seen. Nor is the change to the second person made without

reason
;

for if any could see Jesus, it would have been the

apostles ; and yet they themselves were required to exercise
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faith, and to enjoin its exercise upon others. Acts x. 41
;

Luke xxiv. 52; Rom. iv. 18, 19; Heb. xi. 1, 27 ; chap. vi.

19; 1 Pet. i. 8, 21
; 2 Cor. v. 16, 21, wherein the word

righteousness should be carefully weighed. On the other hand,
so long as Christ was visible among men, righteousness was
not yet made ready. Heb. ix. 26, 28; 1 Tim. iii. 16, note.

[Justification and glory are mentioned together in Rom. viii.

30. F.6r.]
Before his death Jesus was exhibited before the

eyes of men
;
not in the same way, however, after his death,

when he was only manifested so far as was necessary to furnish

witnesses of his resurrection ;
and he was not seen even of

these, much less of the world, throughout the whole time

(between his resurrection and ascension, Ed.), but only occa

sionally. And the sight of his glory, combined with his

righteousness, could not be endured by those living in the

fiesb. [Better Stier, etc., The Spirit convinces the world of

righteousness : first, that it needs a righteousness ;
then that

this must be sought in another; in Christ (liieger). The
Lord our righteousness must ever be the centre of all the

preaching of the Holy Ghost in this sinful, self-righteous

world.]
11. The prince of this world Satan is judged as having

been the prince of this world. Is judged, lit., has been

judged; all the power whereby he once held the human race

being taken from him
;
and a way of return to the allegiance

of Christ s righteousness being revealed to men, even to nations

the most estranged from God and sunk in idolatry. Those
who will not use that way of return must share the lot of the

prince of this world. Execution of sentence follows this most
solemn judgment.

1 2. Many things About the passion, death, and resurrection

of the Lord, and about such things as are referred to in the

8th and following verses. These many things do not consist

in Romish traditions, which are more than elementary mat

ters, and which those who have the Spirit are still less able to

bear now ; but we may find many of them in the Acts and

Epistles of the Apostles, and in the Apocalypse, which are to

be highly valued for this very reason. These things are in

dicated in the end of ver. 13; [comp. chap. xiv. 16, note.]
Ye cannot Either because they are so numerous, or so weighty.
Bear Endure the things I have to say ;

the Comforter shall

tell you them.

13. Will guide Gradually, as need shall be. All truth,
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lit., all the truth. Not only all that I now speak, as suited

to your comprehensions, ver. 7
;
but also all that whereof the

Paraclete shall convince the world. See ver. 8, 9
,

1 John ii

20
;

1 Cor. i. 5
;

ii. 9, etc. The article, prefixed in the

Greek, has a demonstrative force, all the truth meaning : all

that truth which I just now stated I had to say unto you.
The same phrase occurs in Mark v. 33. Truth Scripture

rarely uses the word truths, in the plural. Truth is a

single and perfect thing. Whatsoever he shall hear, and things
to come, are altogether true. [But are not called truths, in the

plural. Rev. A. R. Fausset. He will not teach you less truth

than I do ; but you may safely entrust yourselves to his

guidance. LJ] For he shall not speak of himself The Son

applies the same statement to himself, in chap. xii. 49
; comp.

chap. viii. 40, as to hearing. Will show This gives the rea

son for Jesus, before his passion, having foretold scarcely any
future events, except in the principal and extreme cases of the

destruction of Jerusalem and the last judgment. The shout

ing of the Holy Spirit is the source of prophetical theology.
The word show is thrice repeated. Things to come Lit., coming
things ; which are also true

;
otherwise they would not come

to pass. The Saviour s crucifixion, death, and glory were

among these things. The word to come (coming) is in

the present tense, as referring to events predicted by the

prophets. Acts iii. 21. Wonderful works of the Holy Ghost
were even then impending. The apostles themselves, espe

cially in their epistles, foretold many things ;
but the Revela

tion of St John is what is most fully signified here.

14. He shall glorify me This is the method of the Three

Witnesses : the Son glorifies the Father
;
the Holy Ghost the

Son; chap. xiv. 13; xvii. 4. Of mine Hence the Holy
Ghost taught the disciples to speak and do all things in the

name of Jesus Christ.

15. [All things As much as to say, I may properly call

that Divine truth which he shall declare mine, for all that

the Father hath is mine
;

all riches of heavenly wisdom and

knowledge. Meyl\ He shall take Many copies read he taketh;

with this striking sense of the present tense, the words hath

and are in this verse correspond ;
and unquestionably the

taking precedes the showing.
16. A little while . . . and again a little while Supply it

is ; altogether it was four days. Comp. the words hour, ver.

21, arid now, ver. 22. He speaks in the gentlest terms of his
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passion. Ye shall not see me . . . ye shall see me Lit., ye see

me not . . . ye shall see me. The first verb, see, in the Greek,
is not so forcible as the second, which is more expressive of

feeling, see ver. 22. Because This is the reason both of

their not seeing, and of their seeing him again. Comp. ver. 10.

17. And because The disciples, from not understanding

them, separate two statements which should be taken con

jointly.

18. They said Each for himself; since they were perplexed
when speaking among themselves, ver. 17, they doubted sepa

rately. This The demonstrative pronoun is very forcible

here
;

it is as if they said they had never understood any

thing less than this. We, after the event, find it easy to un
derstand

,
but it was otherwise with the disciples at the time.

We cannot tell what he saith They abandon at once the hope
and effort to understand.

19. [Omit otv, then, (Eng. Ver., nwo.) Tisch., Alf.] That

they were desirous With a laudable desire
;
and therefore the

Saviour in his goodness anticipates their inquiry. A little

while There wras good reason for the frequent repetition of

these words.

19-28. [The answer to the difficulty of his disciples. First,

he says, his death, so incredible to them now, will throw them
into great affliction ; but the hostile world shall rejoice. But
this affliction shall be turned into joy, as quickly as that of a

woman in labour, when her son is born. Yes, he says, (ver.

22,) your present sorrow shall become, when ye see me again,

the most abiding joy ;
a joy of spiritual vision, which none

can take away, etc. Z.]
20. Into Not only shall your sorrow beget, but shall become

joy, even as the water (at Cana) became wine. The very thing

you now think sad shall be acknowledged as joyful.

21. In travail Lit., bringing forth. The word offspring is

not here added, because the actual suffering itself is the point

regarded. A man A human being. Into the world How
much greater shall your joy be at seeing Jesus restored alive

to you !

22. / mil see yow Correspondingwithye shall see me, ver. 1 6.

Your lieart shall rejoice Comp. Isa. Ixvi. 14. No man taketh

The present tense, implying their joy to be assured, and not

to be obstructed by any enemy, whatever perils may threaten.

23. At that day This expression is also used in ver. 26, in

reference to the prayer here spoken of. Ye shall ask me no-
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thing And this, not from sorrow (as in ver. 6), but from joy.
A foretaste of this satisfaction and assent follows in ver. 30.

Ye shall need to ask nothing ; ye shall know all things clearly.

Comp. ver. 19, 25 ; chap xxi. 12. Reality shall be at hand
;

ye shall address the Father himself. Nothing As to these

subjects; in Acts i. 6, they did ask about the kingdom.
Verily, verily He had touched once and again on the subject
of prayer; stating, in chap. xiv. 13, that those who should

pray in the name of Christ should know by experience the

unity of the Father and the Son
;
and in chap. xv. 7, 1 6, that

those who abide in Christ and bring forth fruit, should receive

whatsoever they should ask. He now enters specially on the sub

ject of prayer. Whatsoever [For oda av, whatsoever, read av r/,

if anything. Tisch., Alf.~\ We have carte blanche, as Spener

says. Ye shall ask Even on points as to which ye now de

sire to question me. Prayer is, as it were, something more
evident and palpable than faith

;
and therefore Christ, in in

structing the disciples to pray, leads them on to faith. The
Father Contrasted with me, above. Jesus teaches the dis

ciples to lay aside their desire for his presence and to address

themselves to the Father. He will give, it you In chap. xiv.

13, 14, speaking of seeing the Father in the Son, Jesus had

said, / will do it ; here, speaking of the Father s love to be

lievers, he says, lie will give it.

24. Hitherto As often as they used the Lord s prayer, they
should do so in the name of Jesus Christ. Ask In my name.
That This gives a reason why they should ask,

25. In proverbs Contrasted with plainly Such was his

speaking of a little while, ver. 1 6, which made the disciples ex

claim, What is this that he saith? ver. 18. [Omit aXX
, but,

(before ieyjrat, the time cometh). Tisch., Alf.] Of Concerning ;

the same word is used in the next verse, (but there translated

for), the two expressions, / shall show you of the Father, I
will pray the Father for you, have a sweet connexion.

26. In my name Knowledge leads to prayer. / say not

Comp. / do not say, 1 John v. 16, and see note. Jesus de

clares that it is not requisite for him to gain the Father s love

for them, in order to their being heard
;

it is rather from the

very fact of their belonging to the Father, that he prays for

them
;
see chap. xvii. 9. [It is equivalent here to, / do not

now state it in this form, or (as Grotius) I pass by that, as not

in point just now. AlfJ]
27. Himself Of his own accord. Loveth And therefore
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Iieareth. Because This is the reason for the Father s loving
and hearing them. Ye have loved me and have believed Ye
have laid hold on me by faith and love. Love both precedes
and follows faith; for they mutually sustain one another.

Therefore the fact of faith implies also love and a laying hold

on the heavenly gift. Love is mentioned before faith in tha

present passage, the better to show the correspondence between

the words loveth and ye have loved. Ye believe that I came

out from God The Lord puts these words in the disciples
7

mouths, that they might re-echo them in their own words, We
believe that thou earnest forth from God, ver. 30. [For @2oD,

God, A If. (not Tisch., 1859) reads, rarg^, the Father.

28. / came forth This verse forms a most important reca

pitulation the Socinians erroneously regard these words as

spoken in a proverb, or figuratively.

29. [Omit avrSj, unto him. Tisch., Alf.] Now They no

longer have to wait for the hour mentioned in ver. 25
; they

see Jesus to have fulfilled his promise earlier than they could

have expected him to do.

30. All things Even the state of men s hearts; even though
thou be not questioned, thy words are suited to all mankind.

And needest not, etc. There is but one teacher who could

satisfy his disciples even without being questioned. Many
now-a-days fail to learn much, by neglecting to question their

teachers, even though not omniscient. We believe that thou

earnest forth from God That is, we believe in God, and in

thee. Therefore Jesus has thus convinced them. Comp. the

words ye believe, etc., chap. xiv. 1.

31. Do ye now believe Lit., ye noiv believe [Not a question ;

Do ye now believe, as Eng. Vers., but acknowledging their pre
sent faith. Hey., so L., Alf.] This declaration, subjoined to

the disciples summary of Christian faith, was doubtless uttered

with high gratification by our Lord. Your faith is perfect,

suitable; now I have gained what I desired, (chap. xiv. 1),

and still desire; ye believe; see ver. 30, 27, chap. xvii. 7, chap,
xx. 29

; now I proceed. [The imperative mood is used from

chap. xiv. 1, to this point, where the absolute indicative takes

its place. Not. Crit. A turning point of this kind may be

remarked in any instance of God s Spirit manifesting itself

in a human soul. F.6?.]

32. Behold The Saviour fortifies the disciples faith against
the coming storm. [Omit vuv, now. Tisch., A/f.] To his own
T Which ye had previously left for my sake. The perfidy of
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Judas, who had the bag, doubtless contributed, with other

stronger reasons, to their dispersion.

33. That This was the purpose of these discourses. [Thus
he closes most forcibly with that for which the whole discourse

was designed. This is the last gift, handed them for good
night. Luther in MeyJ\ Peace The peace of an untroubled

heart. See chap. xiv. 1. [For s^ere, ye shall have, read

/JTS, ye have. Tisch., Alf.~\
I have overcome Even for you.

The world And with the world your troubles. V.GJ\

CHAPTER XVII.

1-26. [This is called the High-Priestly Prayer of Jesus ;

both as his preparation for his sacrificial death, (ver. 19,) and
as an intercession ; for intercession and expiation are the High
Priest s duties. So great a master, says August., makes not

only his discourses to them, but his prayers for them, edify his

disciples. Thol. No more worthy, holy, or fruitful or more

touching voice, said Melancthon, was ever heard in heaven

and earth, than this prayer of the very Son of God. LJ\
1. These words He prays for himself, ver. 1, 2

;
for the

apostles, ver. 6, 7 ;
and again, ver. 24, 25

;
for those who

should believe, ver. 20-23. In his prayer he includes all

that he said from chap. xiii. 31, and seals all that he had pre

viously done in reference to the past, the present, and the

future. There is a tacit reference here to the new Pentecost.

Who does not exult that these words of Jesus to the Father

are extant in writing? This chapter is the simplest in

language, the profoundest in meaning, in all Scripture.
And lifted up Immediately. To heaven [Not because

heaven contains God ;
who tills the earth also

;
but be

cause his glory is especially manifested there
;
and because

the sight of heaven reminds us that the Godhead is far, far

exalted in majesty above all creatures.
Calv.~\

Thither he was
now tending. Said He prays the Father and teaches his

disciples at the same time. Father So in this sweet and

prolonged prayer, Jesus addresses God as Father, four times

absolutely ; and twice, with an epithet ,
in all only six times,

and that in a general way at the beginning of a new part of

the discourse Tver. 1, 5, 11, 21, 24, 25. The names of God
should not be massed together in prayer, but addressed to

him sparingly and reverentially. Hottinger, in his treatise

on the names of God among the Orientals, shows that the
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Hebrews also thus teach. This simplicity of address became
the Son of God above all

;
and just as each believer has his

soul best prepared for confidence in prayer, he can best imi

tate that simplicity. The hour Of glorification. Glorify
This verb and the noun

&amp;lt;5&Ja, glory, have throughout the

prayer the same force, that is the highest. Both before and

after his glorification, the Son glorified the Father. Hence
the varied and mutual glorifying, ver. 4, 5, and ver. 1. Thy
Son By this title it is expressed that Jesus is to be glorified,

as becomes the Son, simply because he is the Son. Here, in

dealing with the Father, he does not call himself the Son of
man. [Omit xa/, also. Tisch., Alf.~\

2. As This clause corresponds to the former, glorify.

Power Against the enemy, who had subdued all flesh, Col.

i. 13. That This clause answers to the former, that thy
Son may glorify. Should give The future* subjunctive, as

6sug?]Gu(H, may see, chap. vii. 3. For were it not the future, the

evangelist would probably have written Qtusuffi, may see, after

the present, D^aye, go. So we have ^ffw, may place, say, may
be, xavdqeu/JMi, may be burned, xspdqQfiGufAai, may be won, used

as future subjunctives. Comp. 7va sarai, that there may be to

them, [Eng. Vers., that they may have,] Rev. xxii. 14. Others

read
3w&amp;lt;rs/,

shall give. As many as Lit., all . ... to them

See note on chap. vi. 37. The collective singular KO.V, all, and
the et, one, ver. 11, agree.

3. Is Not merely brings. That they might Tcnow Know
ledge in the matter of salvation is of the utmost importance,
ver. 26. The only It is not the Son and the Holy Ghost who
are excluded; comp. alone, chap. viii. 9

;
but the false gods,

with whose idolatrous worship the world was crowded. Jesus

here speaks of himself, as the apostle of the Father. [And
To know God without Jesus Christ, is to know life eternal,

without knowing the way to it.
Q.~\ Christ A very plain

title, which afterwards prevailed universally. Whom thou hast

sent The reason why Jesus Christ is to be acknowledged. His
mission takes it for granted that the Son is one with the Father.

4. The earth In contrast with thine own self, in heaven,
ver. 5. The earth had revolted from God. / have finished

Hereby is explained I have glorified thee. [These verbs should

be rendered indefinitely, / glorified thee, I finished. Alf.~\

5. [Glorify thou me The man, with thyself, by giving me
the royal seat with thee, of which the prophet spoke, Ps. ex.

* That is, 1st aorist subjunctive. Ed.

VOL. I. 2 Y
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1. Euthym. in
L.~\

I had He does not say here, I received.

He always had it
;

lie never began to have it. With thee

Because there was then nothing outside of God. Taken with
/ had. Before the world was In the expression world, angels
also are included. Even before the world ivas made, the Son
had this glory, ver. 24; but when the world was made, it

began to manifest itself. Herein is implied the eternity of

the Son of God. The beginning of the world and of time
were coincident. Whatever is before the world is before time.

Whatever is before time is eternal.

6. / have manifested In a new way, chap. i. 18. Thy
name That of Father, ver. 11. Which The apostles are

meant, as in ver. 12, [whose selection Jesus had prefaced with

especial prayer, Luke vi. 1 2. After these prayers, the Father

gave them to him. And these very persons form, as it were,
the basis of the whole multitude of believers, even to the end
of the world. V.G.] Thine As in ver. 9, 10. They were
thine by the faith of the Old Testament. Me Thou hast

given them to me, that they may be New Testament
believers. They have kept This is an honourable testimony.

[To this refer keep, that thou shouldest keep, ver. 11, 15. V.G.~\
7. All things This is resumed in the next verse, the words.

Of thee And therefore true and firm.

8. They have received By faith. They have believed

Thrice in these prayers faith is mentioned: that of the apostles
here

;
of those who are to believe through their word, in ver.

20; of the world, ver. 21.

9. For them Jesus prays for believers; he and they for

the world. Not for the ivorld This ought not to be taken

absolutely; comp. ver. 21, 23. But Jesus does not pray for

the world at this time and in this place, and in these words,
which applied to believers alone, ver. 11, 15, 17. Christ says
the same, Ps. xvi. 3, 4. He does not, however, exclude the

world, when he commends the disciples, who were chosen from
the world. [Who shall say that he who bids us pray for our

enemies (comp. Matt. v. 44), excluded the world, out of which
his church should be gathered, from his own prayers ? His
whole life and work was a prayer for the world. And who
can read Luke xxiii. 34, and say, with the rigid Calvinists,

that Christ could pray only for his chosen ones ? L. Here
he means, / am praying for these, not for the world. Mey.,
A If. In ver. 20, he does pray for those who are yet of the

world. Thol.~\
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10. Mine All things and all persons that are mine. Are
thine Are from thee, and are referred by me to thee. Mine

Because thou hast given them to me. [It would not have

been so much to say merely, all mine is thine. That every
man can say. But it is far greater to invert this, and say, all

thine is mine. This can no creature say to G-od. Luther in

Mey.~\ I am glorified Such have they shown themselves

that I might be glorified in them ; they have recognised my
glory ;

that is, they believe that all mine are thine, and all

thine mine. In them In their case. So among them, ch.

xv. 24.

11. Are And that, too, with danger. Therefore keep
follows. I come to thee With priestly access, ver. 19. Holy
Father A most fitting expression, Jude ver. 1, note. God s

paternal holiness, and his holy paternity, made the approach

delightful to Christ and sure to believers, ver. 17, 19, closed

against the world, whilst it remains in evil. He addresses

him as righteous Father, ver. 25. [The reading is, h r ovo-

fAurf aov w (instead of cue)
dsduxac poi, Tisch., Alf. Eender,

keep them through thine own name which thou hast given me,

tiiat, etc.] Through thine own name That they may still

continue thine, and be reputed as given by thee to me. Whom
The Cambridge Manuscript, with others, reads o, which

(singular), giving an excellent sense avroi); o, those ivhieh is

used as crai/ . . . avroTc, all . . . to them. [Eng, Ver., to as

many as.] Ver. 2, see note, and the &v, one, soon after agrees
with this. From not understanding the phrase, some have

changed o, which (singular), into o jg, whom (plural), the sense

differing but little; others have changed it into f, which, ag

if referring to ovopan, name, as the antecedent. In like man
ner, in ver. 24, the Cambridge Manuscript, and the Coptic,
and the Gothic Versions, have a, not 01)5; and in ver. 12, some,

including the Coptic, read w, not 08$, unless that also crept in

for o. Jesus does not ask that he himself may be one with

the Father, but that believers may be one. The former unity
is of nature, the latter of grace ;

the latter, therefore, is like

to the former, net equal to it. Comp. even as, ver. 16 and

18, and, on the same subject, ver. 21. We So also he

speaks in ver. 21, 22. The Son is of the same essence as the

Father. Moses could not have said we, in speaking either to

God or to the people of God or of himself. Nor does it

appear proper that, because of this, consubstantiality, be

lievers should say in praying to- the Father and the. Sou,
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Ye ; this expression, however, some practical theologians
use.

12. [Omit sv r& xoffftw, in the world. Also for cue, whom,
read w, which, and add xa/, and, after A^O J

me. Tisch., A If.

Render wldle I ivas with them, I kept them in thy name, which
thou gavest me, and preserved them, and none, etc.] / kept . . .

I have kept Lit., guarded [Eng. Vers., kept, loses the dis

tinction.] Jesus accounts to the Father : / kept, refers to keep,
ver. 11. What I have hitherto done, he says, do thou hence

forth
;
I kept, by power : I guarded, by watchfulness. The

same verbs occur in 1 John v. 18, 21. None This too refers to

the future
; chap, xviii. 9. But A sad exception. The son of

perdition The article has a strongly demonstrative force, that

son of perdition ;
he of whom prediction was made

;
who has

destroyed himself, Acts i. 25, for whom it had been good that

he had not been born. He does not mention Judas name.

Com p. Ps. xvi. 4. We indeed will have to render an account of

those who perish by our neglect. \The scripture So impor
tant is the Scripture, that Christ himself appeals to it, even in

his address to the Father. V.G.]
13. And Lit., but Antithesis, / was ivith them but noiv.

come I to thee ... 7 speak The disciples doubtless heard him

speaking. In the world Now, before my departure. They
might have While I teach and pray for them. My joy

Chap. xv. 11, note.

14. And The things connected are, to receive God s word,

and, to be hated by the world.

15. Take them out Now at present ;
for hereafter, 7 wish

it, ver. 24. From the evil [Not neuter, from the evil, as

Eng. Version. John always means by this word, the devil.

Comp. 1 John ii. 13, 14, iii. 12, etc. L., Mey., Thol, etc.]

That is, the wicked one, in whom the world lieth
;
who is in

the world, 1 John iv. 4. The world is estranged from the

truth, ver. 17.

16. Of This sentiment is expressed also in ver. 14, but in

a different sequence of words, which simply shows the cause of

the world s hatred, and accords with the next verse, 15. But

here, of the world, coming twice in the first place, is emphatic in

contrast with sanctify. From ver. 16, ver. 17 is deduced; and
from ver. 18, ver. 19.

17. Sanctify Claim wholly for thyself.

18. Thou hast sent The basis of the sending is sanctifica-

tion ; chap. x. 36. Have I also sent I have begun to send, I
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have bestowed the apostleship [chap. xx. 21
; Matt, xxviii.

19
;
Mark xvi. 15.]

19. / sanctify myself I dedicate and consecrate myself

wholly to thee. [This is the actual consecration, completed

by Christ in presenting himself through death a sacrifice to

God. MeyJ} They for my sake are going into the world, I

for theirs am going to thee. A Euphemism [substitution of

an agreeable for a disagreeable phrase] befitting the love of

Christ : I sanctify myself in undergoing death, and this a

death upon the cross. Sanctified Only of such as these is a

true canonisation made by the Lord himself: 1 Pet. iii. 18;
2 Cor. v. 15. Through the truth Though it may not appear

outwardly. This is contrasted with ceremonial sanctity.

20. But . . . also Christ, the Wisdom, is the Preacher

in the congregation. [For T/ffrguoviyrwv, shall believe, read,

vffuon-y, believe. Tisch., Alf. Which shall believe Those
about to believe, are here included as believers. Similarly it is

in ver. 22, / have given them glory ; comp. chap. xi. 52.
V.G.&quot;]

21. That they all So, that they may be, ver. 22, 23. All

Who believe through the word of the apostles. [Those are

included who were led to the faith, otherwise than by the

ministry of the twelve
;
as Paul and the multitude won by

him. V.G.
}

The same blessedness which the apostles enjoyed
is destined for all believers. That they also That is here

repeated from the beginning of the verse as if after a paren
thesis. [Omit iv, one, before ev y^Tv, in us. Tisch., A

If.&quot;}

One
in us The words in us add emphasis to one, repeated; and
in us is deduced from even as, etc. The world The whole

world at last. May believe When it sees believers full of us.

There follows by gradation, may know, in ver. 23. Comp.
ver. 8. With the world, the basis of faith precedes the fur

ther and fuller knowledge. With actual believers, full faith

closely follows genuine knowledge. [Church history, especially
that of the early centuries, shows how much was done to

convince the world of the superhuman origin of Christianity,

by the spirit and union of brotherly love among Christians.

Thus the history of the Church is the best comment on these

words. Comp. Acts ii. 47, iv. 32, etc.
L.~}

22. Glory The glory of the Only-begotten shines forth

through the believing sons of God. / have given Oh ! how
great is the dignity of Christians ! / have given, already,

though secretly.

23. / Supply am [Omit xa/, and, before 7a, that. Tisch.,
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Alf.~\ Made perfect in one Being led on to perfect unity.

[Which is perfect charity. Q.~]

24. [For ous, they whom, read, o, that which. Tisch., Alf.~\

Whom He reverts to the apostles, ver. 25, these. I will

He had said in ver. 9, 15, 20, huru, / ask; his language now

grows stronger. It must be interpreted. / will, for / would
desire is too weak. Jesus asks with right, and demands with

confidence, as a Son, not as a servant. Comp. Ps. ii. 8, etc. ;

Mark x. 35, vi. 25.

25. [Not as he asked for himself on the Mount of Olives,

Matt. xxvi. 39. V.G. How shall we not be with Christ,

where he is
; when we shall be with him in the Father, in

whom he is? August, in Thol.~\ May behold And enjoy.

Before Construe with, thou lovedst me. The economy of

salvation flows from eternity to eternity. There is no interval

between eternity and the foundation of the world. For in

the beginning God created, etc. [ver. 5.]

25. Righteous Father In his righteousness originates the

admission to God through Christ, of believers, as preferred to

the world.
\_Botli\

. . . and Gr. xai 6 xoffpoc, both the world

hath not, etc., and these have, etc.

26. Will declare As, for instance, chap. xx. 17 ; comp. Heb.
ii. 12. Thy name That of Father, the most loving. The
love .... and I That is, thou and thy love ; and I and my
love. May be in them That thou mayest love them in them

selves, with the same love with which thou lovest me
j
that

their heart may be the theatre and arena of this love.

CHAPTER XVIII.

1. He ivent forth Straightway. Consequently the words
recorded in the preceding chapters were spoken in the city.

Cedron Gr. ruv Kedguv. The Latin Vulgate has Cedron, not

cedrorum. [Tou Ks3gw, is the true reading. Tisch., Alf., etc.]
The Greeks declined several Hebrew nouns, according to the

sounds of their own language ;
ruv K

edguv, therefore, might
thus occur. But the Septuagint never has it so, except in

1 Kings xv. 13, where, however, the Turin edition, as well as

the Alexandrine Manuscript, have If rti yjiiLw&y TOU Ksdwv.

2. The place And the plan of the whole place. [To mis

use for an evil purpose the knowledge we have gained of a

good cause is assuredly the extremity of wickedness. V.G.]
Thither At the place of his approaching agony.
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3. A Lit., the land Gr. rnv ffxtfgav. A cohort of Roman
foot soldiers, with the captain ;

from them the officers of the

Jews are distinguished, ver. 12.

4. Went forth Even then he might have departed. Said

To divert the violence of the cohort from the disciples, ver. 8.

5. [Omit o IfjffoDr, (the second) Jesus. Tisch., Alf. Read,

he saith.~\

d. ]?eii After this, especially Judas, ought not to have con

tinued to kick against the pricks. [This can only be ascribed

to the supernatural power of Jesus ;
not (with L., ThoL, etc.)

to the natural effect of sudden terror and reverence. Mey., etc.

If he did this when just about to be judged, what shall

he do when he shall sit in judgment 1 If he did this on

the eve of death, what shall he do when reigning ] August.
in Alf.}

7. [And they said The violence of their furious attack

made them reckless of so great a sign. V.G. Indeed, it is

part of this blindness, not to know that itself is blind. Q.]
8. Answered Twice he says, / am he : had he said it the

third time, they would not have taken him. He will say it

the third time hereafter. These The disciples ; whom they
were blindly attacking.

9. Might be fulfilled Jesus was a prophet ;
so ver. 32.

Have I lost none Not even in this, their greatest danger.

10. Simon John alone tells us that Simon did this
;
the

other evangelists forbear mentioning the name of Peter. [No
doubt they wrote at a time when Peter might easily have been

in danger from the world. John, writing last of all, supplied
the omission without risk. Harm. Comp. chap. xxi. 19,

note.] Having Even to have a sword was dangerous. Cut

off With a dangerous stroke. Malchus Probably this man
continued for a long time after to be known among Jews and

Christians. The servant s name is given in the sacred narra

tive as is that of the maid, Acts xii. 13.

11. The cup Jesus refers to what he had said, Matt. xx.

22; xxvi. 39. John therefore presupposes a knowledge of

what the other evangelists had recorded, and omits what

Matthew had written in those passages. ShaM I not drink

To this Peter s resistance tended !

13. First Only by way of honour. Comp. Acts iv. G.

John intimates that the Saviour was presently after led thence

to Caiaphas, by saying that the latter was the high priest, and

that Peter entered his palace with Jesus, ver. 15, end.
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14. Gave counsel And therefore was eager for the death of

Jesus.

15. [Followed How vain to follow Jesus, guided only by
presumption, sustained only by nature ! QJ\ Another Gr.

XXo, without the article, anotJwr, indefinitely in this the

first mention
;
for presently after o, that, has a relative force,

ver. 16. [This cannot well be understood to refer to any but

John himself. Comp. chap. xx. 2, 3, 4. In the moment of

danger all the disciples had fled, Matt. xxvi. 56, etc., but

afterwards Peter and John ventured to follow afar off. Z.]
To the high priest And on that account they were admitted.

16. Without The disciple, although he is well known

(John has not added secretly here, as in chap. xix. 38), who
walks in openly, is safer than Peter, who acts timidly though
he is unknown. General hatred of religion often admits of

exceptions among friends, ignoring their existence. Spake

Asking leave to bring in Peter.

17. Thou also As many others, and as thy companion.
If the maid had been ignorant of the fact that the other was a

disciple, no doubt she would have questioned him also. There

fore the maid had not asked for the purpose of harming him,
but to keep herself out of danger. [She had before permitted
the unnamed disciple to introduce Peter

;
then at last, fearing

that she had admitted a strange man at an unsuitable time,
she approached the light, and having found Peter, who, after

sitting a short time, had risen up again, she accosted him,
and gave occasion to further inquiries among the other ser

vants. Peter answered the maid and the servants in the nega
tive. This was the first denial. The same damsel began the in

quiry which impelled Peter to a second denial, after he had
meanwhile warmed himself in the palace, and had afterwards

gone into the hall. Some of the servants, naturally, were

sitting, some standing ;
Peter both by turns. His first denial

was while sitting; the second, while standing. During the

events recorded in chap, xviii. 19-23, he stood near the fire
;

hence John twice mentions his standing : ver. 18, 25. Harm.]
Peter was not in greater peril than the other disciple.

18. Peter He had become cold on the Mount of Olives.

19. Doctrine The high priest asks the question, as if the

doctrine of Jesus had been propagated secretly. So the world

often wishes to make the truth a thing hidden in a corner.

Jesus answers as to his doctrine : there was no need of an
answer as to his disciples.
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20. [For iXd\7jffct, spake, read XgXaXjjxa, have spoken. Tisch.,

A If.]
To the world Very comprehensive language ; openly,

signifies the manner
; ever, the time

;
in the synagogue and in

the temple, the place. [But ragjtf/9 means, not openly, but

freely, fearlessly. Mey., A
If.] Synagogue Gr. isvmyuyf.

Some editions have rf ffwayuyfi : as presently after, we have

the expression, sv ru /&amp;lt;. But the evangelist had good reasons

for omitting the article. Father Hardouin asserts that there

were only two synagogues at Jerusalem, one for natives, and

the other, that of the Libertines, Acts vi. 9 ;
he endeavours

to infer from this passage of John, that there was but one

synagogue of native Jews. But the Lord is speaking of the

synagogues of the whole country, not merely of the city ;
and

so the existence of only one synagogue in the city can neither

be proved nor disproved by this passage. The noun in

the singular number, sv away(ayft, acquires a distributive

force [as the Eng. in synagogue, i.e., in any and every

one] : and thence the article rw, the, with temple, forms

an Epitasis [an emphatic edition.] In secret Nothing,
in respect to my doctrine among the people. For he also

taught his disciples many things apart; the highest aim of

which, however, he now confessed, even before the Sanhedrim.

Matt. xxvi. 64. [For cravrcrg, always, read, Kdvrs$, all.

Tisch. (not A If.)]

21. Why . . . me Whom thou dost not believe ? [Neither
time nor place were suitable for proclaiming the particular

dogmas of faith. V.G.] What Gr. ri. This second ri de

pends on iowrjjtfov, ask. They Gr. euro/, these. He points
to the multitude present, even these know.

22. With thepalm of his hand, Beng., a stroke Gr. gdvifffAa,

with a rod or stick [Eng. Ver., with the palm of his hand.

The true rendering seems to be doubtful. A
If.] Comp. chap,

xix. 3, note ; Matt. xxvi. 67. So In such a manner. He
could not impugn the truth itself; he wishes to show that

Jesus erred in manner, as is often pretended by the unjust of

every innocent man. But Jesus defends his manner, declaring
that he has spoken not ill, but well.

23. Him Gr. aJAW, is omitted by some authorities
; [but

is genuine. Tisch., A If., etc.] Bear witness If I have

spoken evil, then, and not till then, if your conduct is just in

other respects, bear ivitness, etc. The officer had attempted to

bear witness by the blow itself, but wrongly. But if This

has an affirmative force.
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24. [Omit i/Dv,
now. Tisch., Alf. So fieny.] Sent [Not

had sent, as Eng. Ver. Gr. avsarsiXsv, he sent him noiv, and
not before ver. 15, as Beng. supposes. Mey., Alf., etc.]

That
Jesus had been led by Annas to Caiaphas, had been implied

by John in ver. 15, by the verb avvtiaijXQs, ivent in with, and

by the frequent repetition of the term high priest. But now
he takes up this very fact again, and records it more expressly,

mentioning with it his bonds, in which the Saviour [ingenu^

ously confessed the truth (Harm.,} and] received a most un

worthy blow. Sometimes in a narrative a fact is told out of

the order of time, and connected with others which it illus

trates : chap. v. 9; ix. 14; xi. 30; Acts iv. 22; Jer. xxix. 29;
with the preceding and following verses. The three denials of

Jesus by Peter took place in the same palace of the high

priest, although in different parts of it. Bound Ver. 12.

25. Thou also Who art here, a stranger to us. [/ am not

How clearly such an answer from Peter shows that the

spirit of the martyrs was more than human. QJ\
26. Whose . . . cut

off-^
Peter struck the man; he is assailed

by his relative. A sad retaliation.

27. CreivA.s to the repentance of Peter, John assumes

what the other evangelists record. Add chap. xx. 2, 3.

28. Lest they should be defiled As Pilate s house was not

cleansed of leaven; Deut, xvi, 4. Eat the passover So 2

Chron, xxx. 22, and ate the feast, [This observation of John
is not opposed to the supposition that the Jews, as we have

shown, ate the passover on the evening which ushered in the

Friday j i.e., Thursday evening. (See Matt. xxvi. 17, note.)
In fact, the word catf^a, passover^ strictly means only the

passover lamb, not the bid
I,

etc. But when the passover in

general is mentioned by the word passover lamb, as the prin

cipal part (Deut. xvi. 1
; comp. ver. 2,) the whole feast is meant,

just as
2a/3/3arot&amp;gt;,

the Sabbath, means strictly the seventh

day of the week, and thence the whole week. To this Light-
foot adds, that the defilement by entering the judgment-hall
would last only until evening, and therefore would not prevent

them, after purification, from eating the Paschal lamb. Since,

then, the evangelist here speaks of an eating of the passover,
from which uncleanness would have excluded the Jews before

evening, a part of the feast other than the actual Paschal sup

per is meant. Harm.] To ^atrp/a, cannot be the accusative

of time, during the feast. For the defiled could yet eat com
mon food.
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30. If . , . not [Appealing to their own authority and

dignity, to supply their want of proofs. Grot, in Mey. ]
It is

a monstrous calumny to treat a harmless circumstance as a

case of notorious crime. They wish to relieve Pilate of the

labour of inquiry, so that he may not trouble himself about

their law, but only inflict the punishment. He Gr. ot-roj,

tfiis man, answering to against this man, ver. 29.

31. Take Pilate means, if you have no definite complaint,

according co the Roman laiv, what have I to do with the

affair? If he has broken your law, judge him by it. L.

Omit ou^ therefore. Tisch., Alf.] Your Pilate seems to have

said this with some contempt; comp. ver. 35, and not, like

the Jews, to have considered the charge brought against Jesus

a capital offence. It is not lawful [That is, we have judged
him by our law, and find him guilty of death

;
but thou knowest

well, we have no authority to slay him. L. No limitation of

this want of authority to slay is implied ;
it was not merely

on the feast day, nor for political offences, nor by crucifixion,

that they could not put to death; but since the Roman

supremacy began, they had entirely lost the right to put to

death. The stoning of Stephen was the act of a mob. Mey.,

etc.] It is no easy matter to interpret the feeling of a riotous

crowd. Pilate speaks of himself, with whom the power rests,

ver. 39. They might certainly have killed Jesus by his

permission ;
but they are unwilling to make use of this con

cession, and therefore refer to the fact of their having lost the

power of life and death. Jewish history tells us that it had
been taken away in that very year, the fortieth before the over

throw of the city. See also chap. xix. 31; Matt, xxxvii. 62.

32. He spake Chap. xii. 32, 33. By wJmt Such a

death as the Romans used to inflict. The Jews would have
stoned him.

33. Art thou the King of the Jews John represents Pilate

in his vacillation, as always pressing on this point.
34. [Omit aur5, him. Tisch., Alf.~\ Others This was to

arouse the conscience of Pilate, that he might not believe

the Jews. [Let thy conscience, yea, thine own eye, answer thee.

Luther in T/ioL] Others, that is, Jews, had said this out of

doors, when Jesus had already been led into the judgment
hall. Jesus wished the latter part of his question to be noted

by Pilate ;
Pilate seized on the former, and that not without

anger. [Judges ought to examine everything, their own hearts

above all. .
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35. Am I That is, certainly it is not of myself that I say
this : the Jews have told me. Thine Of which thou art

called king. The chief priests The chief ministers them
selves. What hast thou done Pilate touches on the question
of Jesus kingship.

36. Kingdom Jesus thrice names his kingdom. Not
Jesus says only whence his kingdom is not, namely, not of

this world
;

but he does not expressly say whence it is,

namely, from heaven. This, however, he intimates by saying,
that he came into the world, ver. 37. Of Gr. ex. This par
ticle of or from should be observed. See Rev. xi. 15, note.

For sv, in, and x, of, differ : above, chap. xvii. 11, 14. Of de

notes the origin, as presently after sVgD&n, hence. [But here \
of, unites the notions of origin and nature ; comp. chap. viii.

21, xv. 19. Though in the world, it has not the characteristics of
an earthly kingdom. Gerhardt. Unlike this, it has not come
to him by descent or conquest, nor is to be defended by arms.

Thol.] This world Therefore Christ did not stay long in this

life. //&quot;... of Of this world is placed emphatically [in the

Greek] at the beginning of the clause. The world defends its

kingdom by force of arms. My servants Who are not of this

world. [Nay, but they are the legions of angels, of whom he

thinks, recalling what he had said when apprehended. StierJ]

Fight Each agent acts in his own sphere. Be deli-

vered Pilate was already contemplating this, ver. 31. Now
This is a particle of contrast, not of time.

37. / ... / A strong^??.adiplosis [the same word ending
one clause or sentence, and beginning the next. Here the Greek
order is, eyot . . . tyu ; that a king am 7. / to this end, etc.]

To this end . . . for this cause Gr. e/g roDro, twice. The first

tic, rovro may be referred to the preceding clause, respecting a

king, to intimate that he was born a king ; Matt. ii. 2. The
second to the subsequent one respecting the truth. Comp.
Deut. xxvii 12, 13 : These and these. Was I born His
human birth is here meant. Pilate did not comprehend the di

vine. Yet it is declared here that the whole origin of Jesus is

not comprised in his human nativity, since, / came into the

world, is added. The truth The truth, which had been told to

the people before, is preached also, in his passion, to princes
and the Gentiles. This, then, is the climax of his preaching.
All heard and saw the Christ : even to Pilate the truth was
offered. With the kingdom of this world the kingdom of the

truth is contrasted. [And in bearing witness to the truth,
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he bears witness to himself ; for he says, / am the truth.

August. iuThoL] Everyone Jesus appeals from the blindness of

Pilate to the understanding of believers. That is of the truth

To be of the truth, comes first
;
to hear, follows. Heareth With

gladness and understanding. And these are citizens of Christ s

kingdom. Voice Which speaks truly concerning the kingdom.
38. What is truth Pilate thinks that the mention of truth

does not accord with Jesus language concerning his kingdom.
He can only connect the idea of a kingdom with power, not

with truth. Yet the kingdom of truth is a kingdom of free

dom, for the truth makes free. [Chap. viii. 32, 36.] This

question Pilate should have asked in sincerity, but his manner

of asking proves him not to be of the truth. The words of

Jesus were an enigma to Pilate; and Pilate confesses this.

Only at the end of the conversation, he asks r} SGTIV, ivhat is

truth ? Ecclesiasticus xxii. 8.

39. At the passover Therefore the passover was on that

day. And on that day the assembled people made their

request of Pilate.

40. [A robber Tragic addition ! Pilate offers Barabbas and

Jesus
;
for their choice, Matt, xxvii. 17. Mey.]

CHAPTER XIX.

1. [Then . . . scourged Korte thinks the supposition that

the scourging was repeated, may be traced to the two pillars,

one of which is shown at Jerusalem, the other at Rome.
When the Jews were urgent for the crucifixion, which, as

usual, was preceded by scourging, Pilate conceived the design
of scourging Jesus, and either letting him go (Luke xxiii. 22),

or sentencing him to be crucified, as circumstances might

suggest. The latter course prevailed, through the violent soli

citations of the people, yet not once for all, or suddenly, but

by degrees. Hence, Luke xxiii. 24, we read, not simply exgivs,

gave sentence, but sVsxg/vs, gave sentence according to the wish of

the priests and people. Pilate yielded to the Jews, and un

willingly delivered up to their will one whom he would have

preferred to liberate ;
the scourging, however, with the mock

ing that attended it, came after he had delivered him up.
Then Pilate, moved with fresh pity, tried to let Jesus go ;

and

when, for the last time, he had taken his seat on the tribunal

(Matt, xxvii. 19), and had been frustrated, he at length deli

vered up our Lord by final sentence. Harm.]
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2. The soldiers The delivering up of Jesus by Pilate was
done by successive steps.

3. [Prefix to this verse, xai
jjoftov-ro vfa avrbv, and came to

him. Tisch., Alf. A pictorial touch. He stands robed before

them
; they come up to him, and mock him with obeisance.

Mey. The cry, hail, Caesar, %/ Ka/fra^, was usual in public

processions, to the Roman emperors. Here the mockery of

the words applies to the Jews as well as to Jesus. The cry,

King of the Jews, is less in derision of him than of the nation
;

and its empty hope of a coining Messiah. Lampe.] Smote

Beng., gave strokes With a reed j [but see note, chap, xviii.

22], Mark xv. 19.

4. [Omit OUK, therefore. Tisch., (not Alf.}~\ Behold, I bring
As though he would not again lead him in. Pilate wishes

to appear deliberate in his proceeding.
5. Wearing Pilate did not check the wantonness of the

soldiers. There was here a strange mixture of jest and earnest.

Saith Pilate. For they answer Pilate, ver. 6. Behold the

man So ver. 14, behold your King. An ascending climax.

A similar nominative in ver. 26, 27.

6. When Pilate had wished to excite their compassion,
but he augments their cruelty. Saying, Crucify Matt, xxvii.

22. For they rejected Pilate s appeals one after another, with

this mob-cry, crucify. [They conclude that he will be cruci

fied, from his having been scourged, according to custom.

V. G. Our sins cry crucify him, louder than did these Jews.

Q-]
1. A law A part of which was the commandment to slay

blasphemers. He ought They denote his guilt. Nay, but

another duty underlay all. Heb. ii. 17. Son of God Pilate

had called him man, ver. 5. The Jews seem now to have laid

hold on this.

8. The more [Gr. /xaXMv, which Beng. renders rather.

But Eng. Vers. is better. The dread which he had felt from

the first in Christ s presence now increased. Stier.] He did

not give assent to the Jews to put Jesus to death, but rather

feared to sin against the Son of God. [Or against a God s

Son. This fear was heightened by the warning of his wife,

occasioned by her dream. Matt, xxvii. ID. Z.]
9. Whence Dost thou ask, Pilate 1 He was of God and

from above, as he intimated, while seen to give no answer,

ver. 11. Com. chap xviii. 36, 37.

10. [Omit ouv, t/ten. Tisch., Alf.] Unto we Said with
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severity. [And the me, is emphatic. Hey. Transpose, to

release thee before to crucify thee. Tisch., A If.]

11. No None either to crucify or to dismiss, or any other.

Given It had been given him to have power. Therefore

Because thou dost not know me at all. [Or, more fully, be

cause thou knowest not at all, me, nor thy power, nor what is

given thee from above. Caiaphas knew in part, ought to know

altogether, all this. Thus he brings Pilate within his prayer;

They know not what they do. StierJ] He that delivered me unto

tlue This was Caiaphas. Pilate, whenever he heard the Son

of God mentioned, was afraid. When Caiaphas heard from

Jesus himself that he was the Son of God, he called him a

blasphemer, and adjudged liim guilty of death. [Matt. xxvi.

65, 66.1

12. [Cried out They called from the open air to Pilate,

who was within the praetorium ;
ver. 9, 13. V.G.~] Whosoever

By not adding /or, they make their language stern and

forcible. [Speaketh against The world often attempts to

oppress the kingdom of Christ under political pretences. V.GJ\
13. [For rovrov rbv Xoyov, that saying, read ruv Xoyuv rovruv,

these words. Tisch., A If. These words were true
; but, as ap

plied to Christ, false. But tyrants weigh words, not facts ;

and Pilate knew it. AlfJ] In the judgment-seat The judg-
ment-seat was outside the praetorium, in Gabbatha. Called

In Greek, is not added, for John wrote in Greek ; comp. ver.

17. Pavement The Gr. Xid^rgfttrop,
is a tesselated stone

pavement, laid with various kinds of stones, thus resembling
a picture. Gabbatha An elevated and conspicuous place.

14. And it was The reason why both the Jews and Pilate

wished the affair to be brought to an end. The preparation
was close at hand. So yv, was, chap. v. 1. Every Friday is

called the preparation. [Mark xv. 42
;
Luke xxiii. 54 : there

fore by the Rabbins the whole day which precedes the Sab

bath is called the eve : Harm.~\ As often as the passover
fell on the seventh day, it was the preparation of the passover.

[But in this passage, when the passover fell on the Friday, the

preparation was not that of the passover, or before the passover,

but rather on the passover, a preparation for the Sabbath (as

Luther rightly renders it).
Mark and Luke, in the passages

referred to, carefully guard against this being understood of

the preparation for the passover ; and even John himself, ver.

41, 42, expressly mentions the preparation for the Sabbath.

The passover fell sometimes on one day of the week, sometimes
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on another
;
but just as in the exodus from Egypt, according

to the most ancient Hebrews, the passover fell upon the be

ginning of the Friday, (Thursday evening,) so, as often as the

passover fell on that day, the fact was considered noteworthy.
Christ is our passover : the first passover in Egypt, and the

passover of Christ s passion, have corresponded in a manner

worthy of being noted by John by means of this particular

phrase. Harm. For bt, and, read rjv, it was. Tisch., Alf.] Sixth

Beng., third Gr. rg/rj. Most copies read gxnj, the sixth. [And
so Tisch., Alf., L., etc., with the common text.] Which is cer

tainly an error
;
as the learned Hofmann acknowledges. The

evangelists, John included, everywhere speak of the same kind

of hours
;
and in this passage especially, where he is treating

of the preparation, the Jewish hour is meant. Now the Jews

did not calculate or name any other hours than those from

one in the morning, to twelve in the evening ;
John xi. 9 ;

and thus the sixth, seventh, and tenth, are mentioned, John iv.

6, 52
;

i. 39. The third hour was obviously that in which

the Lord was crucified
;
and afterwards darkness prevailed

from the sixth to the ninth hour. Mark xv. 25, 33. [But
the reading rg/nj, third, is too feebly supported to be adopted.
The apparent contradiction between the sixth here, and the

third hour of Mark xv. 25, seems to require us to suppose that

the two evangelists used different modes of reckoning. But
we know nothing of this, and hence are without the means of

removing the difficulty. Alf., etc.] We piously and gratefully

acknowledge, Lord Jesus, the protracted time, which Thou,

hanging on the cross, didst for us accomplish ! And he saith

Pilate did not speak in derision, nor yet in faith
; but in

every way endeavoured to move the Jews.

15. [For &e, but, read ouv, then. Tisch., Alf.] Answered
And yet if possible they would gladly have set aside Csesar.

They go so far in denying Jesus, as to deny the Christ alto

gether. Acts xvii. 7. [No king but Caesar Blasphemous
and hypocritical subversion of the proud words of the Talmud,
Israel has no king but God ! And this from the chief priests

of God s own people. Stier, Alf.]
16. [Omit xai avrqyot.yov, and led him away. Tisch., Alf.]
17. [Searing his cross The true Isaac bears the wood of

his sacrifice
;

the conqueror, the arms of his victories ;
the

king, the sceptre over his people. Q.]
19. Wrote Not caring what would please the Jews. Jesus

of Nazareth the King of the Jews Gr. iTjffoyg 6 Na^cuoj a
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ruv lovdotiuv. Mark gives the predicate alone, the

King of the Jews f Luke the predicate also, prefixing, This is ;

Matthew, This is Jesus the Xing of the Jews. John gives the

very words of Pilate, which doubtless were the same in the

three languages.
20. Many For a testimony to them. [We are not told

when the inscription, nor indeed, when the cross itself was

removed. V.G.] For For few could have gone far. [Trans

pose Latin and Greek. Tisch., Alf.~\

21. The chief priests So the Syriac, Arabic, and Anglo-
Saxon Versions have it, without the addition of ruv loifoaiuy,

of the Jews, read in other copies. The chief priests very often

mentioned, but they are never called the chief priests of the

Jews; and in this passage transcribers very easily caught up
of the Jews from the following words. If, however, John

wrote this, it was to mark the hatred with which the chief

priests of the Jews abhorred the King of the Jews. He Gr.

?xfi?&6, that one. They now speak of him as removed. In

chap, xviii. 30, they had said, ouVoc, this man.

22. What / have written Pilate thought to care for his

own authority; he really subserved that of GOD. [In the

person of the procurator himself something here occurred of a

prophetical character, as in the case of the high priest, chap.
xi. 51. V.G.I ^ have written -Ploce, [The same word re

peated in a modified sense.] / have written, i.e., I will not

write otherwise.

23. Soldiers Four. Also his coat They took. Without

seam Appropriate to the holy body of the Saviour. He never

rent his garments, [though some, more cruel than these soldiers,

rend his church.
Q.~\

24. [Cast lots An exceptional event, yet not unforetold.

V..G,~\
These things Which they had spoken of among them

selves.

25. There stood John, through modesty, does not mention
his own mother Salome, who also stood by, [Mark xv. 40.]
Sister No brother of Mary is mentioned. She herself was
heir of her father and transmitted to Jesus the inheritance of

David s kingdom.
26. The disciple It is probable that Thomas also stood at

a distance, chap.
xx. 25, and the others. He saith He makes

no long farewell, as he shall shortly see them again. Thy son

Thus Jesus honoured John by conferring on him, as it were,
his own title

; thy son, saith he, to whom thou may&t entrust

VOL. i. 2 z
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thyself. Jesus afforded an example of love towards surviving
friends ;

but having accomplished that loving office, he dis

missed his mother, and was engaged with his Father alone to

the last.

27. Thy mother Both by natural and spiritual relation

ship; take care of her in my stead. This consequence love

easily deduced from the brief sentence of Jesus. Deeply

enough now the sword had pierced the soul of Mary : now
care is taken that she may not see and bear the most terrible

of all, the darkness, desertion, and death. Took Perhaps
would not have dared, if he had not been bidden. To his own
- Gr. ei$ TO. jdia, home. Great was the faith of Mary, to stand

at her son s cross, great her obedience, to depart before his

death. [At least the disciple showed forthwith that he would

comply with the wish of Jesus, he took our Lord s mother to

his own home : either in the very hour, before the death of

the Lord and the piercing of his side, (in which case John

must have returned to the cross, ver. 35); or, afterwards.

The house of John therefore was at Jerusalem, and in that,

house the mother of Jesus abode subsequently. V.G. It is

best to take from that hour strictly. He took her to his

home at once. Comp. chap. xvi. 32. Ewald well remarks

that these circumstances prove that John alone could have

written all this. Meyl\
28. After this After this one event, immediately preced

ing. [After the parting of the garments, by which the scrip

ture, just before quoted by John, was fulfilled. V.G. The

conjecture in the Harm, is different : namely, that the phrase
after this refers to the whole crucifixion. For John took Mary
to his dwelling, and then returned to the cross, ver. 35

;
from

which we may infer, that she was not only brought into the

house out of the open air before the darkness, but also that

after the first word of Jesus on the cross, which was addressed

to the Father, the second word related to his mother, whom
he saw beneath his cross. E.U.] ToDro, this, differs from

raDra, these things, chap, xi 11, in being never taken adver

bially. Knowing Believers also, in the agony of death, may
feel their end near. All things Even of minor matters, for in

stance that recorded in ver. 24. Accomplished Gr. rgrlXsara/.

Fidfilled Gr. rsXeiuQfi. The former verb applies to events ;

the latter, to Holy Scripture. The verb di^u, I thirst, and

the verb rereXewa/, it is finished, are closely connected. The

thirst, v;as to the body of Jesus, what the desertion by the
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Father was to his soul. He had experienced fatigue in his

journey on foot (chap. iv. 6); been overcome by sleep in his

voyage (Mark iv. 38); he had felt hunger in the desert before

(Matt. iv. 2) ;
and now, finally, on the cross, extreme burning

thirst, after the sweat, wanderings backward and forward,

conversations, scourgings, and nails. Amidst all these he had

not said, / am in pain; for the fact itself spoke of his pains,

which had been foretold in Scripture; but he speaks of thirst,

in which all the rest meet and end, asking drink. For the

scripture had foretold both his thirsting and drinking. Thirst

is usually felt, and only then quenched, when toil is com

pletely ended
; iva, that, may be joined with \tyii, saith. [The

proper connexion; he saith that the scripture, etc., L., Alf.

Some (ThoL, Mey., etc.) strangely connect the clause with the

preceding ; accomplished, that the scripture might be accom

plished; rsrzXzffrai /vet,
rs\tiu8fj.~\

29. [Vinegar Has the world no return to Jesus but sour

ness and ingratitude for his wondrous love? $.] Hyssop
The hyssop in those countries being larger than in ours, could

hold with its small branches a sponge full of vinegar.
30. It is finished This word was in the heart of Jesus, ver.

28 : here it is uttered by the mouth
; [and uttered, too, before

his death, which, however, was itself the head and chief of those

things which were to be finished. Now his toil was accom

plished; the prophecies, even, to that concerning the drink,

were fulfilled
;
and so now all things were tending towards

the point when he should deliver up his spirit by death into

the hands of the Father. With supreme truth, therefore, in

one joyful word, he summed up the past in a very sure and
immediate future. HarmJ\ Boived With full consciousness.

Gave up That which is delivered up abides.

31. On the Sabbath-day The special reason includes the

general reason, in Deut. xxi. 23. [Splendid worshippers of God,
after storing up in their consciences the blood of the righteous
one! Rupert in MeyJ] For The reason why the preparation

urged them to haste. That Gr. txetvov. A more appropriate

reading than exe/ vy) ;
for the word &amp;lt;r/3/3aVw precedes, and exsf-

VM is to be referred to it. [So Tisch., Alf., etc. The literal

rendering is, The day of that Sabbath was, etc.
; but the

sense is the same as the common text.] High The Sabbath

and the feast falling on the same day : note also that the rest

of the Lord in the sepulchre added to its importance. Might
be broken The breaking of the legs was formerly effected
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by a club, as* now by the wheel. Be taken away The
bodies.

32. The first, and of the other Even for the converted,

sufferings are often stored up, and outward misery equal to

that of the ungodly. &quot;AXXo$, the other, not, the second ; from
which we may perhaps infer that the first, who was earlier

released from sufferings, was the converted thief.

33. Jesus The intended breaking of whose legs they had

postponed, to protract his suffering. When they saw Unex

pectedly. Therefore the soldiers, busy with their own affairs,

had not noticed the death of Jesus.

34. With a spear Which could not affect t the bones. Yet
the wound was wide enough to hold, not merely a finger, but

the hand, ch. xx. 27, and it would obviously be fatal, if in

flicted on a living person. Side The left side perhaps.

Comp. Ps. xvi. 7. Forthwith came thereout blood and water

That blood came out was strange ;
that water also came

was stranger ;
that both came forth at once, and yet distinct,

was strangest of all. From what quarter of the body it came,
the chest, the heart, or some other part ;

who shall deter

mine 1 The water was pure and real, just as the blood was

pure and real
;
and the water is said to have flowed after the

blood, to show that the Saviour had altogether poured himself

out, Ps. xxii. 14. The asseveration of one who was at once a

spectator and a witness, shows the truth and the greatness of

the miracle and of the mystery. Comp. 1 John v. 6, 8,

note.

35. He that saw it John, as apostle ;
Acts i. 21, 22.

Bare record John, as evangelist [by this very writing, comp.
ch. i. 34. De If.] He saw it when it was done : John, there

fore, after having taken the mother of Jesus into his own

house, speedily returned to the cross, profiting by this won
drous spectacle. And And therefore. True Irrefragable,
in the presence of all. And he An eyewitness knows that he

speaks the truth. Knoweth Not only physically, but morally
certain. Saith In speech and in writing. Comp. ch. xxi. 24.

That The purpose of the strong affirmation
; /Va, that, de

pends on f&tftu0rvor,its, bare record. [For v^tfc, ye, read xa/

vfjtisTs, ye also. Tisch., Alf.] Ye Who read this book, ch. xx.

31. Might believe Not merely that these things are true,

*
This cruel punishment has long been abolished. Ed.

t Beng., tangeret, touch; but is not this probably an error for fran-

geret, break? Ed.
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but that Jesus is the Christ. The correlatives are, bear

record and true ; hioweth and believe. He Jcnoweth that he

sakh true, he declares that he saith truth, that ye also may

36. A bone of him shall not be broken Gr. OffroZv oO

Pifftrat airoD. Instead of auroD, of him, some Greek manu

scripts, perhaps also some versions, have a&amp;lt;r auroD, from him,
from the Sept. The former accords best with the subject in

John, and with the Hebrew [prep.] in Moses : the Sept., in

Exod. xii. 46, has xa.i oorovv ou (swrotysre dcT* auroD
;
in Num.

ix. 12, xai oarovv ou ffvvrgtyouffH (Alex, ou
&amp;lt;ruiTg/

&amp;lt;

4/cra/) T airoD.

But also in Ps. xxxiv (xxxiii.) 20, sv eg avrut (ruv offr
euv) ou

6vvrpij3j}&amp;lt;rerai,
John agrees with Moses in using the singular

number, otrroDv, a &owe / with the psalm, in omitting the par
ticle xal, and, which he would not omit if he were referring to

the Mosaic expression : comp. ch. vi. 45, And they shall be, etc.,

Isa. liv. 13
;
and in that he says, ou

ffwrgifiriffSTOu.
The psalm,

therefore, refers to Moses; John both to the psalm and to

Moses. The passover was a type, 1 Cor, v, 7
;
and the type

is fulfilled in Christ s passion. The bones of Jesus Christ

were not broken, and his flesh saw no corruption. The cross

was the most fearful of punishments ,
and yet any other

would have been less suitable to a body which was soon to be
raised again.

37. They shall look on him whom they pierced Zech. xii.

10. Sept., And they shall look unto me, in return for their

insults (dancing). The translators seem to have read, danced
for pierced* though Lampe denies this. The piercing has
taken place on the cross

;
the looking on him, together with

either repentant sorrow or terror, will happen in other times.

Therefore it is with reference to the piercing that John quotes
this passage. [Both verbs speak of the Jeivs. The whole ex

presses their future believing acknowledgment of him they had
murdered. Mey.~\

38. [Omit &, and. Tisch., Alf.] After this Nothing was
done tumultuously. /Secretly Gr. Xfx0u^^o(. So the Sept.,
Ezek. xii 6, 7, 12, xsxgv/jt,(&t.vos.

Neither Joseph nor Nicode-
mus remained hidden, ver. 39.

39. \_And . . . Nicodemus Whose faith had already blos

somed in a kind of confession (ch. vii. 50) six months before
;

but now it is manifested by a prominent act. Harm. Hundred

* By transposing two Hebrew letters. Ed.
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pounds In permitting this costly burial of his Son, God
sanctions the last respects paid the dead. $.]

41. In the place The cross itself was not in the garden.

CHAPTER XX.

1. Unto the sepulchre . . . the stone Which had been rolled

to it, as usual : chap. xi. 38.

2. And . , . to From the repetition of the preposition, we

may infer that the two disciples were not together. [It does

not prove this, but only that the writer thought of each disciple

separately. Mey.~] Yet they went forth together, after one
had sought out the other. It is said that Mary Magdalene
brought the tidings to the mother of Jesus. She remained in

the house. Loved Gr. gp/Xs/. In other passages the word
used is riyaira. [The former expressing personal love as of a

friend, the latter the love that honours another. L., etc.]

Comp. note on chap. xxi. 15. The Lord She retains her

high estimation of Jesus : ver. 13. We know not She speaks
in the name of the other women also, or of the disciples, whom
she knew to be distressed on the same account. [She perhaps

suspected that Joseph had laid the body of Jesus in his own

sepulchre only for a time, until he should find another place.

V.G.]
3. Went forth From the city.

4. Did outrun Here may be beautifully observed the

spiritual characteristics of faith in Peter, and of love in John.

[
More swiftly Gr. rdp^/ov, ran forward more swiftly.^ It was

becoming that John, the younger, should excel in speed ;

Peter, the older, in gravity. Neither, in his movements, has

regard to the other
;
both only to the matter in hand.

5. Yet went he not in And therefore did not see the napkin,
etc. He seems to have been kept back through fear.

6. The linen clothes lie The Greek order is xeifAtvu rot,

60ov/a, in ver. 5
;
but ra odoma xetpevct, here

;
the clothes are

named first, in antithesis to the napkin. The use of the same

participle three times, signifies that they were not thrown
aside in a confused and hasty manner. Angels without doubt

ministered to Jesus at his resurrection ; and one of them

arranged the linen clothes, another the napkin. Comp. ver.

12. For we may well believe that angels were present,

although Peter and John did not see them. Comp. Matt,

xxviii. 2.

8. Saw and believed He saw that the body of Jesus was
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not there, and believed in its removal, as Mary Magdalene had

said, ver. 2. Comp. ver. 10. [Nay, the resurrection of Jesus

is the theme of all this part of the history. In this John

believed. What he saw in the sepulchre was rather a proof
that the body had not been removed. Mey., L., Thai, etc.

Did Peter believe too 1 It seems not, and that John modestly

suppresses the fact. A
If.]

9. [Knew not John s ideal of faith in Christ s resurrection is

that which rests on Scripture ;
and the purpose of God. Had

the disciples had this faith before the resurrection, they would

not have needed this sight to assure them that the Holy One
of God should not see corruption. L., etc.]

10. The disciples Peter and John, who were to bear the

tidings to the rest. Went away As if nothing remained now
to be done in this matter. Again As before. Comp. chap,
xvi. 32

;
Matt. xxvi. 56. Unto their own homes Gr. sr^oj

lauTovg, to themselves, ver. 2.

11. [Had] stood With greater perseverance. Without

This denotes deeply pious feeling ;
for usually those who weep

find solitude when they can. At the Gr. Kgbs T&. The
dative

;
ver, 12.

12. Sitting As if they had performed some service, and

expected some one whom they might teach.

13. Woman They address her respectfully, as if unknown
to them. So ver. 15, yvvai, woman; xvgis, Sir, or Lord.

Comp. ver. 16, Mag/a, Mary ! Why weepest thou She would
have had more reason to weep, if she had found him dead.

14. [Omit not!, and. Tisch., A If.]
When she had thus said,

she turned She heeds not what any one in the sepulchre

might say. She is seeking Jesus.

15. The gardener The article indicates that the garden
was large, so that it could not be kept without a gardener.
Sir Q r. xt//g, Lord

;
since she gives this title to a gardener,

it would seem that she was in humble life. Him She sup

poses that the gardener will understand at once whom she

wants. / will take Out of the garden. She is ready to

seek a new sepulchre. [Her overflowing love, in its sorrow,
does not stop to weigh its own strength. Mey.~\

16. Saith With his usual look and accent. [With what

sweetness must we riot suppose this voice to have overflowed

her pious soul! F.#.] She Believing instantly. [Add
g/^a/Vr/, in Hebrew, after aura, unto him. Tisch., A If. In all

the fulness of joyful surprise, she is able to utter but this

word, Master. Mey.~\
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1 7. Touch me not She would have done so in adoration
;

but Jesus forbids it : for, 1, there was no need to touch him,
since she already believed

; 2, close at hand, in his ascension,
was a state of loftier faith, requiring no assurance of touch

;

3, the tidings were to be borne without delay to the dis

ciples ; comp. Luke x. 4. For The ^Etiology [the reason.]
Do not touch me: for thou oughtest to depart quickly to

announce this fact
; afterwards thou, and those to whom thou

shalt announce this, will be able to see and to touch me.

[This passage is one of the most disputed in John. It should
be remembered that anrw means not merely to touch, but to

cling to, seize. Cling not to me, he means, with expressions of

affection, for the time has not yet come when I shall be glori

fied, and shall abide in loving fellowship with you ;
but go,

etc. TkoL] Not yet By this particle the Lord indicates the

nearness of his ascension, and the need of haste on the part
of the disciples ; though he could ascend immediately, he yet

delays doing so for their sakes. But An antithesis, I have not

yet ascended; I ascend. My brethren See Matt. xxv. 40. [The
words in Matt. xii. 50 rest on a different principle. V.G.] He
calls them brethren : for his Father is also their Father

; and

by the term brethren, he intimates his favourable disposition
toward them, though by their flight and denial of him they
had become unworthy of all their former rank, and he offers

to them all the benefit of his resurrection
; being about also

to renew and even to enlarge their commission: ver. 21. /
ascend Another advance. He does not say, / have risen

again; nor, I shall ascend ; but / ascend. The time of the

ascension is already viewed as present. Luke ix. 57, note.

So the mention of his coming in glory is immediately con

nected with his ascension. See Acts i. 11. Where he shall

come, is written once
;
afterwards always, he comcth, in the

present. Hence the disciples of themselves would infer, that

to see Jesus they must make haste. He had often spoken of

this ascension as near in the word vxdyu, I go aivay. Unto

my Father and your Father, and to my God and your God
Christ called God his God thrice

;
on the cross, Matt, xxvii.

46
;

after his resurrection, in this passage, and in the Revela

tion, chap. ii. 7, note. Elsewhere, he is wont to call God
his Father. This passage is the first wherein he unites both

titles. He calls him his Father, since he derives his origin
from him

;
his God (never his Lord) since he has him for his

end ; and shows that every kind of kindred binds him to
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God. Moreover, he confers on his brethren a like relation

ship with the Father and God. Yet he does not say our,
but my and your. We through him : he most peculiarly and

originally. Here, too, the saying holds good : that God (and the

Father), belongs not to the dead, but to the living : comp. chap,
xiv. 19. [Mary left him, at his request, without a murmur

;

for she had sought him, not from love to herself, but from love

to him. Q.]
19. \T1w first day of the week Not the Sabbath, but the

day of the resurrection, Sunday, V.Q. Omit (nvq/AUMM, assem

bled. Tisch., A
If.]

For The reason why the disciples were

together, and the doors shut. Came The disciples having
no thought of it, much less opening it. [The language plainly

points to a miraculous appearance. T/wl., Mey.] Peace be

unto you A most seasonable salutation, dispelling fear of the

guilt incurred by their night, and healing their offence. A
usual formula, but of unusual force. [The same formula is

repeated thrice, ver. 19, 21, 26. Choice passover gifts, peace,
the mission, the Holy Ghost for remission of sins. At his

departure he had left and given peace to them, chap. xiv. 27 ;

xvi. 33. He now brings peace to them.
V.Cr.]

20. He showed Immediately. [Add xa.i, both, before rag

%/, his hands. Tisch., A If.]
Were . . . glad The style of

John is refined. For their joy was great. Saw Ver. 18. The
Lord Saw and restored him to life.

21. [Omit 6 lyzouc, Jesus. Tisch., Alf. Read, said he, etc.]

Again They had not yet comprehended the full force of his

former salutation
,

it is therefore repeated, with an amplifica
tion. Peace The foundation of the gospel minister s mission,
2 Cor. iv. 1. As Christ is the apostle of the Father, Heb.
iii. 1

;
Peter and the others, of Christ. He does not discourse

at length of his resurrection, but takes its self-evidence for

granted, and he gives further instructions. Hath sent . . .

send Gr. amffru^xs . . . KI^KM. The two verbs differ. The for

mer depends on the will of both the sender and the person
sent

j
the latter, on the sender, apart from that of the person

sent. Send 7 This, with what precedes and follows, is pa
rallel to Isa. Ixi. 1.

22. And Forthwith. Breathed on With the fresh vigour
of life. This was more distant than a kiss, yet very effective.

After his resurrection he did not touch mortals, although he
allowed his own to handle him. So Ezek. xxxvii. 9, Come,
breath, and breathe upon the dead, and let them live. And
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saitk As ye receive the breath from my mouth, saith he, so

from my fulness receive the Holy Spirit. [Which they pre

viously had, but afterwards received in larger measure. The

breathing here is midway between those manifestations.
F.6r.]

The, Holy Ghost Under whose guidance you may exercise your
mission, Acts xiii. 9. An earnest of Pentecost. [Indeed,
without an earlier inspiration like this, the disciples could not

have received the full outpouring of the Spirit then. Pente

cost works not a sudden beginning, but rather the consumma
tion of the conscious partaking of the Holy Ghost by them. L.~\

23. Ye remit . . . ye retain See note on Matt. xvi. 19. Are
remitted .... have been, lit., are retained Gr. dpisvrai ....

The former is present ;
the latter preterite. The

under sin. Comp. chap. iii. 18, 36
;
xv. 6. No pro

phet of the Old Testament ever received such wide power as

the apostles in this place. [These by their profound insight
into men s minds, and the extraordinary measure of their

power, as well as by their working manifest and soul-striking

miracles, were able, in a peculiar manner, either to remit or to

retain. Yet power of this kind belongs to all, who are taught

of the Holy Spirit, whether or not they discharge the public

duty of the ministry of the word. Nay, the word of the gos

pel can avail for the remission of sins to those who yield to

the Holy Spirit, even though this be done without the media
tion of ministers, Mark xvi. 16; Luke xxiv. 47. V.G.]

24. Called A formula of interpretation equal to that in

ver. 16, o Xtysrai, which is to say. Thomas was better known

among the Greeks by his Greek name. [Didymus Aifofiog, a

twin, Heb., Thomas, Rob.] Was not with them Perhaps
from living at a greater distance, and only hearing later of the

resurrection, afterwards, however, he became partaker of the

gift mentioned, ver. 21-23. For neither time
;
nor place, ex

cludes the Spirit. Num. xi. 29.

25. Said He seems to have come a little later. We have

seen Without doubt they also spoke of his hands and side.

Except Avowed unbelief. [How far, then, had he been from

expecting Christ s resurrection ! Meyj\ He insists on seeing
and touching, to judge by two distinct senses. [He refuses

at least to be inferior to the other disciples, ver. 20. V.Gf.]

He does not say, &quot;If I see, I will believe,&quot; but only,
&quot;

Except
I see, I will not believe.&quot; He does not expect to see, though
the others say that they have seen. No doubt he thought his

views and words very judicious j but unbelief, whilst attribut-
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ing error of judgment to others, often itself cherishes and be

trays hardness, and in hardness slowness of heart. [He
doubted that we might not doubt. See Mey. in Z.] Mark
xvi. 14

;
Luke xxiv. 25. In his hands He uses the words

of the disciples, ver. 20. [For eis rev rvwov, into the print,

Tisch. (riot
A If.)

reads sig rov TO--OV, into the place. The change
of words answers to the change of sense, from seeing to feeling.

Comp. Grotius: the print is seen, the place is filled. Mey.~\

26. After eight days The first day of the week again

(Sunday). During the intervening days, therefore, Jesus had

not appeared. [But for how many weeks, not to say weeks

of years, hast thou cherished unbelief? V.GJ] The doors being

shut Not yet had they altogether ceased to fear. Peace

The third time : ver. 19, 21, 27.

27. To Thomas He had previously believed
;
therefore he

is not even now cast away. Reach Apply to. Hither

Demonstrative. Thy finger His own words are returned to

Thomas. How he must have wondered at the omniscience

and goodness of the Saviour ! If a Pharisee had thus spoken,
unless I shall see, etc., he would have obtained nothing ;

but

from a disciple once approved, nothing is withheld. Behold

Touch and see. Thomas had said, sav w J

/du, except I shall

see. Relieving He had said, / will not believe.

28. [Omit the first xai, and. Tisch., A/f.] Unto him

Therefore he called Jesus his Lord and God: in accordance

with the language in ver. 17 : these words are not a mere ex

clamation. The disciples had said rbv xfyov, the Lord, ver. 25;

now Thomas, recalled to faith, not merely acknowledges Jesus

to be Lord, as he had before, and that he was risen, as his

fellow-disciples declared
;
but he even makes a loftier confes

sion of his godhead than any one had made before. The

language, moreover, has the abruptness of sudden emotion, in

the following sense,My Lord and my God, I believe and acknow

ledge that thou art my Lord and my God : the term standing

absolutely has the force of a declaration. A like vocative occurs

twice in ver. 16, also in Hosea ii. 23. Crell offers a new ex

planation, that Thomas calls Jesus Lord, and the Father, who

inseparably exists in him, God: but if this were so, Thomas
would not have addressed both titles unto him, Jesus; but

would have addressed one to Jesus, the other to the Father,

by a sudden Apostrophe [abrupt address to a third person],

by no means in harmony with the astonishment of Thomas.

Had this been the idea of Thomas, John would not have
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added ur&, unto Mm. Thomas had before expressly rejected
faith not in God the Father, but in Christ

;
therefore he now ex

presses his belief not in the Father, but in Christ, [This con

fession is approved, ver. 29. F.67.]

29. [Omit w/Aa, Thomas. Tisch.,AlfJ] Thou hast seen And
touched. Thou hast believed Dost exercise faith [in my resur

rection.] Blessed The blessedness of Thomas is not denied, but

a rare and glorious lot is ascribed to those who believe without

seeing. For even the rest of the apostles only believed when

they saw. [There is hardly a doubt but that the apostles

placed the faith of believers who had not seen Jesus, higher
than their own. V.

6f.~]

30. Many Chap. ii. 23
,

iii. 2
;
vi. 2

;
vii. 31. Did Be

fore the passion, and after the resurrection for in the presence

of his disciples is added. The disciples, more than others, saw
his miracles before his passion ; [yet so that any one of the

disciples was a spectator of nearly all the signs, and therefore

a legitimate witness. V.G.~\ They alone saw them after the re

surrection. Both are treated of in this gospel ;
but this sum

mary [Symperasma ; see Append.] refers especially to the

latter class
;
and appropriately, after mentioning Thomas s

faith, commends faith to all, as the scope of the book. [Omit
ai/roD, his. Tisch., Alf. Read, the

disciples.] This book

John s. Add, those of the other evangelists also.

31. That The scope of the gospel. These signs, which
have been written in connexion with those written by Matthew,

Mark, and Luke, abundantly demonstrate Christ s glory.*

* The proofsof Christ s omniscience are given in a note to chap.xxi. 17.

He gave proofs of his omnipotence when he turned the water into wine,
John ii. 6, etc.

; purified the temple, chap. ii. 13, etc. ; Mark xi. 15,
etc.

;
drove off fever, chap. iv. 47, comp. ver. 52; Matt. viii. 14, 15;

cleansed the leper, Matt. viii. 2, 3, nay, even ten lepers at once, Luke
xvii. 12, etc.

;
healed paralytics, Matt. viii. 5, etc.,ix. 2, etc.

;
restrained

and cast out demons, Mark i. 23, 24
;
Matt. viii. 28, etc., ix. 32, 33, xii.

22, xv. 22, etc.; Mark ix. 17, etc.; Luke xi. 14; healed diseases of

years continuance, xii. 18, 38
;
Matt. ix. 20, etc.

;
Luke xiii. 11, etc. ;

John v. 5, etc.
; gave sight to the blind, Matt. ix. 27, 28

;
Mark viii.

22, 23
;
Matt. xx. 30, 31

; nay, even to one born blind, John ix. 1, etc.
;

restored the withered hand, Matt. xii. 10, 11
;
commanded the wind

and sea, Matt. viii. 26
;
Mark vi. 51, also the fishes, Luke v. 4, 5

;
Matt.

xvii. 27 ;
John xxi. 6

;
satisfied at one time five, at another four thou

sand with a few loaves, Matt. xiv. 18-21
;
xv. 34-38; raised the dead,

Matt. ix. 18, etc.
;
Luke vii. 11, etc.

;
John xi. 1, etc.; gave to the dis

ciples also power to perform miracles, Matt. x. 1, xiv. 28, 29
;
Luke x.

9-17, 19
;
Mark xvi. 20. To these are to be added the cursing of the

fig-tree, Matt. xxi. 18
~,
the might of his word, / am he ... let these yo
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[These last two verses are a formal close of the whole gospel.
L., Mey, Thol, etc. See chap. xxi. 25, note.]

CHAPTER XXL

1. [This chapter is evidently an appendix. See chap. xx.

30, 31. Alf. y etc. So Beng. in V.G.] After these things

Apparently after an interval of more than eight days, for they
had not expected another manifestation : ver. 4. John proved
by an example how he might have recorded more miracles :

chap. xx. 30. [Omit o Iqffove, Jesus. Tisch., Alf. Read,Ae

showed.] Showed himself Gr.
e&amp;lt;pav&t&amp;gt;uffev

securer This has
a grander sound than spdvvi, appeared. At the sea Yet so

that he did not enter the sea after his resurrection. Comp.
Rev. xxi. 1.

2. Together In one place, in the house, seven. Thomas
All the less willing to be absent now, all the more strong,
and to be strengthened. Nathanael Chap. i. 46, note. The
sons of Zebedee John wrote this book

;
for any other writer

would have named him and his brother immediately after

Peter. He assumes, too, as a thing known from the other

evangelists, who the sons of Zebedee were, as well as Zebedee

himself. Of his disciples Apostles or others.

3. I go a fishing By necessity, not for gain : ver. 5. A
remarkable example of auroucy/a, manual labour, without de

rogating from apostolic dignity. We also They were now not

so much afraid. Into a ship Called in ver. 8, a little ship.

[Omit elQiif, immediately. Tisch., Alf.]
4. The morning When they had toiled long. [Knew not

So changed in appearance was the risen Saviour. Mey.~\
5. Children A title referring to age. He addresses them

as a stranger, in loving condescension, as the eternal wisdom

their way, John xviii. 4, etc.
;
the healing of Malchus, Luke xxii. 51

;

the miraculous meal, John xxi. 9. Very often crowds of sick were

healed, Matt. iv. 23; Luke v. 17; Matt. ix. 35, xii. 15; Mark vi. 5;
Matt. xiv. 14

;
Mark vi. 54, etc.

;
Matt. xv. 30, xxix. 2, xxi. 14; espe

cially demoniacs, Matt. iv. 24, 25, viii. 16
;
Mark i. 39

;
Luke vii. 21,

viii. 2. In general even immediately after his ministry began, many
miracles are recorded, John ii. 23. In the Saviour himself very won
derful ones occur : his fasting, Matt. iv. 2

;
his escape from the hands

of his enemies, Luke iv. 29, 30
;
John viii. 59

;
his walking on the sea,

Matt. xiv. 25; his transfiguration on the mountain, Matt. xvii. 1, etc.;

his death, resurrection, appearances, ascension, Matt, xxvii.
;
Mark xv. ;

Luke xxiii.
;
John xix., etc. Jesus is Christ, the Son of God. Harm.
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might. Meat As a fish. No Art varies in its result : but

ver. 6, the divine blessing is ever the same.

6. Right A most precise direction. The Lord s power
collected the fishes there. Draiv Gr. KVGOU. The verb

cvesiv, drag, ver. 8, implies greater force.

7. [That disciple . . . to Peter Again the peculiar disposi

tions of Peter and John show themselves. For the former

was fiercer, the latter loftier; the one had more zeal, the

other keener insight. Hence John first recognises Jesus, but

Peter first conies to him. Ghrysost. in MeyJ\ Saith A quiet
life observes the things of God more quickly than an active

one ;
and yet the latter affords opportunity to do so, and

does not fail of fruit in the case of saints. Fisher s coat Gr.

svsvoorviv, which Suidas explains to mean, the inmost garment.
But the Septuagint renders it by [a word which means] a long

upper garment or robe. Girt Peter treated with reverence

the presence of the Lord, though previously clad in a more

homely manner among his fellow disciples. Naked, lit.,

in undress. [Not naked, but Gr. yvftvbs without the outer

garment^ He had thrown off his robe or outer coat. Cast

himself into the sea To reach the Lord sooner by swimming
than on the ship, Comp. Matt. xiv. 28. The love of Jesus

draws through fire and water.

8. For They, too, could come quickly. The net Left by
Peter.

9. They saw Unexpectedly. A miracle. Fish, Beng., a
small fish Gr. o-v^ag/ov. [This word, however, has no diminu

tive force in the New Testament; but means in general, a

nsh.~\
But one. Bread (a loaf) Gr. agrov. One, ver. 13.

Jesus gave his disciples a feast
;
and filled all with the food

which one guest might have eaten.

10. Bring Thus the disciples clearly saw that that fish

was in reality a fish like the rest. Of They were permitted
to keep the remainder of the plentiful supply. Have ....

caught By the Lord s gift they had caught them
;
and yet

he courteously says that they have caught them. Now
Demonstratively, to impress their attention. The antithesis

is, they caught nothing, ver. 3.

11. Great fishes Which just now the great Lord had

called little fishes, ver. 10. These supplied their livelihood

until their journey to Judea. A hundred and, fifty and three

It is wonderful that the actual number is thus expressed

here, and not in Luke v. 6 (since the count might have im-
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pressed the disciples more deeply then), though it is so near

the round number one hundred and fifty, to which, too, the

word, u;, about, might have been added as in ver. 8. The
number one hundred and fifty-three is memorable. Jerome
on Ezek. xlvii. remarks : Those who have, ivritten on the nature

and peculiarities of animals, ivho have learned Halieutica,

[the art of fishing, the title of a poem by Oppian,] in both

Latin and Greek, of ivhich the very learned, Oppian, a Cilicianj

is author, assert that there are one hundred and fifty-three

kinds of fish, which were all taken by the apostles, no species

remaining uncaptured, while both the noble and the low, the

rich and poor, and every class of men, are being drawn out of
the sea of this world, for salvation. Comp. Matt. xiii. 47. For

all, Beng., of every kind .... ivas not broken Another miracu

lous circumstance. [However right our occupations, they are

truly successful only in proportion as Jesus is in them. Q.]
12. Gome The Lord receives his disciples at the banquet.

Ver. 9 gives the preparation for the meal. Dine Gr. d^arrr

cars, i.e., ye. Jesus had no need of eating. Dinner (comp.
ver. 4) implies that he shoived himself for many hours. [But
the word properly means breakfast. Alf., etc. For ov&sig ds,

and none, read ovdeis, none. Tisch., Alf.] None durst ^-The

great solemnity of this feast. Knowing Syllepsis. [An in

terruption of the grammatical construction. Here knotving,

Gr. sidorsg, is plural ;
while no one, oufls/V, is singular.]

13. [Omit ovv, then. Tisch., Alf.]
14. The third time He is speaking of the more solemn ap

pearances, recorded here, vouchsafed to the disciples together.

[In fact John had already, in chap. xx. 14, 19, 26, recorded

three appearances of the Saviour, if that to Mary Magdalene
be taken into account. But in this chap, xxi., deeming it

advisable to add, by way of appendix, some particulars con

cerning Peter and John, he adds one appearance also, in order

that of those vouchsafed to a number of the apostles together,

three might be recorded in this Gospel. Harm.] Thomas also

was present twice. [Omit auroD, his. Tisch., Alf. Read, the

disciples.]

15. When Their eating had been chiefly silent. Silence

at the beginning of a feast is not only a sign of politeness,

but of moderation and temperance. Jesus Gr. o lqffov$.

The Byzantine and Latin manuscripts formerly omitted these

words, as appears from Augustine. Nor were they in the

Eeuilingen manuscript, at first hand. [For lw/a
;

Jonast
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read Iwavvou, John. Tisch., Alf.~\
Lovest tliou me The Lord

asks three questions : Lovest thou me more than these ? Lovest

tliou me ? Lovest thou me ? Gr.
&amp;lt;piXe?c,

dost thou esteem ?

Thrice Peter answers, / do esteem thee. Ayavrav expresses
the love of relationship and affection : p/Xgft, that of the judg
ment. Others make this distinction, that ayaxav is. simply
to love , /Xg?i&amp;gt;,

to love so that we could embrace
;
and this

Eustathius upholds ;
but Peter s answer, p/XS, / love, does

not seem to have been more emphatic than the question of the

Lord, a~/a&amp;lt;7rag ps, lovest thou me ? Where the difference is

not expressed, the one includes the other. [Aya^af seems to

express rather that reverential love given to both God and
man

; 0/Xs/i, the personal human affection. Peter s use of the

less exalted word, therefore, implies, at once, a consciousness

of his weakness, and strong personal love to his Master. A
If.

He does not answer the more than these. His fall has made
him lowly-minded. Mey.~\ Jesus, now that Peter s faith is

established, questions him about his love : which is the cha

racteristic of a shepherd. On this condition of love depends
all mentioned in ver. 15, etc., and ver. 18, 19. More than

these Thy fellow-disciples. So ovroc, this man, ver. 21.

Peter had said before that he would excel these : Matt. xxvi.

33 ;
but now he simply says, / love thee : he does not add,

more than these. Yet he had lately shown himself eager for

the Lord, above others, ver. 7. Thou faiowest Peter had

given a proof of the contrary by his late denial : now, instead

of argument, he appeals to the knowledge and omniscience of

Jesus. Feed The words, more than these, indicate the restora

tion of Peter to that place which he had lost by his late denial
;

and at the same time the assignment to him of something
above the other disciples, from which, however, they were not

excluded ,
for in truth they also loved Jesus, chap. xvi. 27.

Let him who neither loves nor feeds, but devours the sheep,

cease, under pretence of being Peter s successor, to arrogate
this to himself, and himself alone. Rome can no more claim

Peter as her own, than Jerusalem, or Antioch, or any other place
where Peter exercised his apostleship ; nay., Rome, the capital

of the Gentiles, least of all. For Peter was one of the apostles
of the circumcision. One (sad) privilege Rome possesses, that

the blood of the apostles, Peter s included, shall be found in

her : Rev. xviii. 20, 24. My lambs Jesus is the Lord of the

sheep and of the lambs. He loves his floes, and entrusts it

to one that loves him.
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16. [For Jonas, read John, as ver. 15. Tisch., Alf.&quot;\
Feed

This verb Peter repeated, 1 Pet. v. 2. Sheep The Latin

Vulg. has, agnos, lambs, again ; although it comes to the same

thing, as we shall presently see. By far the most frequent

quotation among the ancients was, Feed my sheep. Thus
later transcribers have introduced into John the form em
ployed by ancient writers

;
John seems to have written agvja,

lambs, in this second place, and the ff^/3ara, sheep, appears to

be a later insertion. [But in his Testament, and in V.G., the

common reading is adopted. E. B. So all editors.] Thus
there are three different stntences in ver. 15, 16, 17, fioexe ra

asvia ftov, feed my lambs; iroifAaivs ra aav/a pou, shepherd my
lambs; {36ffxe TO, Kgofiara, /AOV, feed my sheep. In these three

sentences the flock committed to Peter is distributed into

three ages ;
and the flock of the first age is called lambs; that

of the third age, sheep, (among which, however, lambs are

always growing up) ;
therefore the flock of the second age

may be considered as sheep still somewhat tender, or lambs

already somewhat hardy. The distinction between the nouns,
which the Greek language hardly admits, is compensated by
the distinction of the verbs, (Boffx;, feed, and KOI/AUIVS, shepherd;
the former is part of the latter. And, though the Hebrew

language did not admit of these distinctions in the words, it

does not follow that John could not have expressed our Lord s

meaning by the appropriate distinctions which the Greek
words afforded. It is with this meaning that the Syriac Ver
sion puts, in ver. 15, 16, 17, after the veibfeed, three different

nouns, corresponding to lambs, young sheep, sheep. And
similarly Ambrose writes on Luke xxiv., finally, in the third

instance, Peter is desired to feed, not the lambs, as in the first

instance, nor the little sheep, as in the second instance, but the

sheep ; that when they have become more perfect, he should

govern the more perfect. Maximus, in his discourse on Peter

and Paul, says, that the little sheep and the sheep were entrusted

to Peter. Neither of these writers, indeed, reads in ver. 16,

&amp;lt;reo(3dria, little sheep; as Bellarmine contends, seeking to find

marvellous classes of sheep, subject to the Pope : but assuredly
the ancient writers acknowledged the climax in the three

sentences, which accords exquisitely with 1 John ii. 13, etc.

Thirty-six years elapsed between this discourse and Peter s

death : and it divides that space of time into three nearly

equal periods. First, Peter fed the tender Christian Church,
or the lambs; a title harmonising with that in Acts, disciples,

VOL. I. 3 A
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to which afterwards the title brethren succeeded. See on

Matt. x. 1, 2. In the second period, he brought, ruled, and

assembled, the sheep. In the third, he fed the Church
collected out of Jews and Gentiles, up to the time of his

martyrdom.
17. The third time Comp. chap. xiii. 38. The decisive

number. [For Jonas, read John, as ver. 15. Tisch., Alf.~\

Was grieved Thus he felt suitable distress. And he said

At this point, as if wearied out, he pours out his whole self.

[Lord, thou knowest all things Peter, with the other disciples,

had had abundant proof of the OMNISCIENCE of the Lord
Jesus. Notice first the proofs in John s Gospel. Jesus knew
who Simon was, chap. i. 42 : the mind and action of JSTathan-

ael, ver. 47, 48 : what is in every man, chap. ii. 25 : the

doings of the woman of Samaria, chap. iv. 29 : what he him
self was about to do, chap. vi. 6 : the treachery of Judas and
of others, chap. vL 64, 70 : the death of Lazarus, chap. xi.

1 1 : that his hour had come, chap. xiii. 1 : the treachery of

Judas, ver, 18 : the denial of Peter, ver. 38 : the disciples

desire to question him, chap. xvi. 19 : and all things, ver. 30 :

the several things which awaited him, chap, xviii. 4 : and
their consummation, chap. xix. 28. Moreover, according to

the report of the other evangelists, he knew the thoughts of

men, Mark ii. 6, 8
;
Luke vi. 8, vii. 47 ; (comp. ver. 39

;)

Matt. xii. 25, xvi. 8; Luke ix. 47, xi. 17. Also, what was
Solomon s raiment

;
Matt. vi. 29 : what Sodom, Tyre, and

Sidon would have done had they seen the works of Christ,

chap. xi. 21, 23. He foretold his passion, Matt. xvi. 21
;

Mark viii. 31
;
Luke ix. 22, etc. : the destruction of Jeru

salem, Luke xix. 43
;
Matt, xxiii. 35, etc., xxiv. 2, etc.

;
Luke

xxiii. 28, etc. : the circumstances which should accompany his

entry into the city and the Paschal feast, Mark xi. 2, etc., xiv.

13, 15, 27 : and many other similar things. Harm^\
18. Verily verily Even after the resurrection, the Lord

used this most weighty expression.- Young Gr. vswreeos,

younger. The comparative, comprising the years of Peter, up
to the threshold of old age. Thou girdest thyself As ver. 7.

Walkedst As ver. 3. Whither thou wouldest So he had

done, ver. 7. Shalt be old It is implied that Peter should

reach old age, 1 Pet. v. 1, but not a great age. Shalt stretch

iforth After the manner of those crucified, thine hands, to be

bound to the transverse-beam of the cross. Gird thee With
a rope. Carry To the stock of the cross, to be fastened to
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it with thy whole body. Men were bound to the cross, while
the nails were being driven in. Antithesis, didst walk about.

Whither Namely, to the place where the cross is set up.
This passage must be so explained as not to apply to every
punishment. Wouldest not Naturally.

19. Signifying Such predictions are sometimes given to

those who excel in love and faithfulness. By what John
wrote this book before Peter s death

;
and the event, a few

years after, corresponded to the Lord s prediction through
John. Comp. chap. xii. 33. Should glorify The saints

glorify God not merely by their acts, but chiefly by their

sufferings. He saith Forthwith. Follow me Aside, to hear
what I have to do with thee alone

; also, to undergo the cross,
ver. 18, 22, chap. xiii. 36. [This secured to Peter alacrity to

follow Christ the whole course of his life. V.G.] This follow
ing implied not so much the already intimated resemblance of

Peter s death by the cross to that of Christ, as the fact that

Peter s death should be separated from that of the Lord by
no very great interval, compared with the long stay of John.
For what is that to thee ? follows. He had first said to the

disciples, follow me, [chap. i. 43.] The continuation of the

beginning completes Christianity. This was especially the

disposition of Ignatius, to follow on to Christ.

20. [Omit oe, then. Tisch.,Alf.] Turning about Peter had
therefore begun to follow. No prediction is given to James,
who was to die before Peter and John

; and from this very
fact he might have inferred his speedy consummation. Which
also As before at the supper, so now also he sought the
same place,* and was leaning on Jesus bosom, almost with
more familiarity than Peter liked. Leaned on his breast

Abbreviated for he had lain in the bosom of Jesus, and lying
there, had turned towards his breast, chap. xiii. 23, 25.

Supper Gr. ru&amp;gt;

dtfirvtfj,
the supper. The memorable one on

the day before the passover supper.
21. Saith Supposing himself alone commanded now to

follow. What We find it an easier matter to devote ourselves

to the divine will, than to divest ourselves of curiosity concern

ing others, especially concerning those who are quite or almost

our equals.
22. Saith The divine counsels respecting brethren are

more hidden than those respecting the ungodly. Comp. ver.

* But our Lord was evidently moving at this time, Peter following
him, and observing John following them both. Ed.
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20, of the traitor. If However unseasonable their question

ings, our Lord never gave an unqualified repulse to his friends.

Hence, even here he does not repress Peter with simple stern

ness, but darkly gives an intimation of kindness: just as the

relative ceirii/, he or him, is more gentle than the demonstra

tive rourov, this man, would have been in his reply. There

fore there is an ambiguity, both weighty and pleasing. For if

we interpret our Lord s words as referring to his final coming,
the conditional if makes no affirmation ;

it does, if the words

be held to apply to the first beginnings of his advent. In

deed, the brethren felt that the if (since) was not employed

altogether strictly by the Lord : although they ought not to have

set it wholly aside ; ver. 23. That he So an intimation of

what should befall himself is given to John, who was less for

ward in asking (for before, too, he had not asked until prompted,
ver. 20). but yet wished to ask. More is revealed to the less

envious. / will The power of Jesus over the life and death

of his people : Rom. xiv. 9. Tarry Remain on earth. 1

Cor. xv. 6. On the other hand, the dead are termed aw&X-

dovrsc, the departed. Augustine interprets it expectare, to

await: awaiting, no doubt, accompanies tarrying ; but the

notion remaining continues without sacrifice of truth. Till

I come That is, until I shall in very deed be coming in glory,

so that John will be able to testify of me in the present, Be
hold he cometh [Rev. i.

7].
The time of the Lord s coming

immediately follows the destruction of Jerusalem ;
Matt, xxiii.

39 xxiv. 29, note : and John was permitted to describe this

coming in the Apocalypse. The chief of the twelve apostles

were the two, Peter and John : the one, the foundation ;
the

other, the key-stone : if a third is to be added, it is James, the

first martyr of the twelve,who was present also, but rather at the

repast, than at the conversation here described. Here, in a

figure, Peter received the promise of the cross; John of his

great Apocalypse, and Peter s martyrdom was, as it were, the

middle point between this discourse of the Lord and John s

death : the years 30, 67, and 98, of the received era, claiming
these three important events. Thus only is the antithesis to

be perceived more fully : Peter through death follows Jesus on

his departure out of the world; ver. 19, note: but John

remains in the world, until he come. In truth, John s ministry,

in writing and sending the Apocalypse, is an equivalent to the

cross of Peter, because of the very severe trials to be endured

by John meanwhile; Rev. i. 17; x. 9, 10. Nor was the
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writing of the Apocalypse less fruitful for the Church. John
was to survive all dangers, and remain alive, until after the death

of almost all his colleagues, and the overthrow of the Jewish

state, and the foundation of the Christian Church, the fit time

should come for him to be minister of the Apocalypse, which
has for its prow and its stern the frequent and solemn cry,

he cometh, I come, come ye; chap. i. 7
;

xxii. 20, etc. For it

was becoming that the Apocalypse should not be published
too soon, and yet should be published by an apostle. There
fore the promise which was formerly given to John, in common
with others, Matt. xvi. 28, note, is now in this passage limited

to John alone, in a manner remarkable, pre-eminent, and new.

A thing is often then said to come to pass, when represented
as future

;
see note on Acts xiii. 33 : hence the Lord is said

to come in that vivid, prophetic, and apocalyptic representa
tion. And not only in the vision, but from the time of that

most solemn declaration onward, and especially at the period
of John s departure, the Lord, in John s eyes and feeling, was
much more actually coming than expected to come. For whilst

John remained, the fulfilment began, the trumpet having been

given even to the seventh angel; Rev. XL 15, note. And as

all the forty days after the resurrection were days of ascension,

(John xx. 17, note), so the period of coming to judgment
immediately succeeds the ascension, for there is no interven

ing stage ;* Acts i. 1 1. For the sitting at God s right hand, only
differs from the ascension, as the state from the act. Therefore

Christ expects, is ready ; Heb. x. 1 3
;
1 Pet. iv. 5. The mention

of his coming includes all the antecedent events which the

Apocalypse contains. There is one last hour, with which also the

coming of Antichrist coincides
;

1 John ii. 1 8. Immediately after

the Apocalypse, John departed and died, (comp. Luke ii. 26,

29), after great afflictions, by a natural death, like Daniel, chap,
xii. 1 3

;
with whom he had much in common. In fine, the

statement, until John shall write the Apocalypse, could be ex

pressed in the words, until I come, with the same truth and

propriety with which John, Avhen writing the Apocalypse,
wrote the Lord comes. Thus the forerunner and the messenger
of the Lord s first and second comings, John the Baptist and

John the Apostle, bore one name. The history of the Old

Testament is calculated by the lives of patriarchs and kings,

*
Bengel s meaning is, from the resurrection to the ascension, was

our Lord s ascension period, from the ascension to the final judgment
is his judgment period. Ed.
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and by the weeks of Daniel : but the Apocalypse has pre-

appointed the periods of the subsequent New Testament

history. The whole golden chain is completed in the middle,
first by the life of Jesus Christ, then next by the tarrying of

John, who is also the only evangelist that has recorded all the

passovers and the years intervening between the baptism of

Christ and the date of this discourse : the only one who has

given a chronology of all the times of the New Testament.

See how great dignity was conferred on the loved disciple.

What is that to thee This calls the curiosity of Peter to order;
but it more especially intimates, that his race would be already

run, while John was still doing his work, and subserving the

advent of the Lord. Peter was perfected by martyrdom
several years before the destruction of Jerusalem : that de

struction was before the Lord s advent. Follow . . . me The

imperative implies the future : attend to this thy part ;
leave

his own part to thy survivor. Similarly the language relating
to John, intimated not only what the Lord wishes done, but

what should be. Thou A grave yet merciful command.
23. /Saying Observe how much more trustworthy is writ

ing than word of mouth. Even amongst the brethren this

saying was, without any fraud, interpolated by mistake. The

handwriting of the apostle heals this, and remains secure to

this day. The patrons of tradition are themselves at war
both with ancient and modern books, brethren The seven,
ver. 2, and the rest of that age, or rather those living when
John wrote. Otherwise there would have been, at so late a

day, no need of refuting an error, which seemed to be con

firmed by the apostle s living so long. They learned the

appellation, brethren, from chap. xx. 17. That disciple Gr.

sxwoc, which has the effect of giving distinction. Should not

die They substitute this for different words, omitting sv,

swg, if, until) and overstraining the antithesis, between follow
and tarry. Yet they recognised the fact, that at the actual

coming of the Lord, all death shall be done away. An in

stance of the weakness which remained in the understanding
of the disciples before the coming of the Holy Ghost

; nay
more, of the universal clumsiness of men, in receiving the

words of Christ, especially those of the Apocalypse, of which
there is here an abbreviation. Not John carefully obviates

the forced and erroneous explanation, lest an utterance should

be attributed to Christ, not his own. For it might appear at

John s death, that one thing had been foretold him by the
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Lord
,
and that a different thing came to pass. In the divine

words, all the points must be held with precision ;
and we

must strictly guard against adding anything : Rev. xxii. 18.

[For by a very slight and apparently unimportant change of

the words, the genuine sense may be distorted. V.G.] Such

care was used by John and the other evangelists in relating the

words of Christ. They have not reported them all in pre

cisely the same number of words ; altogether according to the

Lord s meaning ;
so that they may and should be regarded

just as if they were the very same words.

24. This Therefore at that time, the disciple still tarried,

and his tarrying after the lapse of so many years was a proof
of the truth of the Lord s words, and the power of his will.

Testifieth In word, surviving. The participle yga-v^ag, having

written, corresponds to this. And we know Perhaps John him
self prescribed this clause to the Church, which would willingly

read it in public, and accord it a believing assent. But if the

Church has added this, it no
%
more derogates from the autho

rity of the work, than the little verse which Tertius interwove

with the Epistle to the Romans ;
or

(if
I may so say) than

the little clause on the death of Sleidan added to his com

mentaries, which was perhaps begun by himself and finished by
a friend.

25. There are The present. They were present to John s

mind ;
and no doubt he used to relate many such things in

conversation. Other things Christianity suffers no detriment

from the fact of some of the apostles writings being no longer

extant; since it suffers none from the (greater) fact, that many
of the doings and sayings of Christ himself are not recorded.

Every one The facts and all their attendant circumstances. /

suppose By this word the amplification is modified. The sin

gular number proves that John wrote this verse. The world

John had a most exalted opinion of the multitude of Christ s

miracles. Contain Gr. y^uoyaai, comprehend. This is not to

be taken of geometrical, but moral capacity. Believers would

comprehend : but for them enough has been written : chap,
xx. 31. The world would only perplex itself further : the

moderate brevity adopted is therefore for its interest. Such
books as this which John wrote would of themselves equal

many libraries : (but how much less would the world compre
hend books on the other things which the exalted Jesus is

doing ?)
and very many copies of the books would have ex

isted : critics and commentators would have fancied that much
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more work had been given to them to do. Already at that

time it appears as if this Epiphonema [an exclamation after

an important history or argument] was suggested to John by
the diligence of many in multiplying copies and the pious
admiration of believers, expressed in ver. 24 : so that he says,

Your admiration would be much greater, if you could know not

only these things which I have written, but also all the rest. I
have not told you all. [Omit a^v. Tisch., Alf. The authen

ticity of this twenty-first chapter has been much disputed.
The evidence of all the Greek manuscripts is in favour of its

genuineness; but chap, xx, 30, 31, is so evidently intended as

the conclusion, that chap. xxi. can only be viewed as an ap

pendix. The question is, whether by John or a later hand.

L., De TF., etc., think the whole chapter an addition by an

other. But ThoL, Mey., Bruckner, (in De IF.) successfully
defend all save ver. 24, 25, which are omitted in some manu

scripts, and are generally thought to be by a disciple of the

Ephesian church. Alf., however, is fully convinced that the

whole chapter is an appendix added by John, in a second man

ner, a later style.]



APPENDIX.

HARMONY OF THE FOUR GOSPELS.

(FROM TISCHENDORF.)

PAET I.

THE FIRST EVENTS.

CONCERNING THE BIRTH AND INFANCY OF CHRIST. 1-13.

1. The preface of John the Evangelist concerning Jesus

the Son of God; the testimony of John Baptist is also

added. John i. 1-18.

2. The preface of Luke addressed to Theophilus. Luke
i. 1-4.

3. The twofold genealogy of Jesus Christ. Matt. i.

1-17, Lukeiii. 23-38.

4. An angel promises to Zacharias a son whose name
should be John. Luke i. 5-25.

The destruction of the temple happened on the

ninth day of the month Ab, A.D. 70. The first

course, namely that of Joiarit, was, according
to Josephus, upon duty. From this fact may
be deduced the period of John and Christ.

Comp. Luke i. 24.

5. The annunciation to the Virgin Mary, that she should
be the mother of Jesus. Luke i. 26-38.

6. Mary and Elisabeth. Luke i. 39-56.

Some are of opinion that Elisabeth dwelt at Jeru

salem, others at Hebron. She probably dwelt
at Bethlehem.
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7. The birth of John and the prophecy of his father.

Luke i. 57-80.

8. Joseph learns from the angel that Mary has conceived

of the Holy Ghost. Matt. i. 18-25.

9. The birth of Jesus Christ at Bethlehem, an angel an

nounced to the shepherds. Jesus is circumcised on
the eighth day. Luke ii. 1-21.

Comp. respecting the taxing, Tac. Annal. i. 11;
Sueton. Octav. 101. Some difficulties have

been raised, upon the question of the shep
herds keeping their flocks by night, Luke
ii. 8; but (1.) we have the evidence of St Luke
that Bethlehem was full to overflowing; and

(2.) the temperature of those regions is very
different from ours.

10. Jesus is presented to the Lord; the prophecies of

Simeon and Anna. Luke ii. 22-38.

What is here narrated by St Luke must not be

placed after the adoration of the Magi, or after

the flight into Egypt. Comp. Wieseler, p. 155.

11. The wise men from the east worship Jesus at his birth

at Bethlehem. Joseph with Jesus and Mary flee into

Egypt. Herod slays the children of Bethlehem.

Matt. ii. 1-18.

12. Joseph with Mary and the infant Jesus return from

Egypt and dwell at Nazareth. Matt. ii. l9-2o.

Joseph and Mary leave Bethlehem and return to

Nazareth. Luke ii. 39, 40.

13. Jesus at the age of twelve in the temple. Luke ii.

41-52.

PART II.

INTERMEDIATE EVENTS.

FRO?,! THE PREACHING OP JOHN UNTIL THE LAST JOURNEY OF
JESUS TO JERUSALEM. 14-121.

A. Includes the period up to Jesus departure into Galilee

after John s imprisonment, and the feast of Purim at

Jerusalem. 14-28.

|
14. John Baptist by his preaching prepares the way for
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Christ. Matt. iii. 1-10; Mark i. 1-16; Luke iii.

1-14.

15. John Baptist announces the near approach of Christ.

Matt. iii. 11, 12; Mark i. 7-8; Luke iii. 15-18.

16. Jesus is baptized by John. Matt. iii. 1317. Mark
i. 9-11; Luke iii. 21, 22.

17. Christ is tempted by the devil. Matt. iv. 1-11; Mark
i. 12, 13; Lukeiv. 1-13.

18. The testimony of John Baptist concerning Christ at

Bethany (A. V., Bethabara) beyond Jordan :

(a.) in answer to the questions of the priests and

Levites, 19-28;

(6.) concerning the baptism of Christ, 29-34; John
i. 19-34.

19. Two disciples of John follow Jesus, one of whom is

Andrew; the calling of Simon also. John i. 35-43.

20. Jesus on his departure into Galilee receives Philip and

NathanaeL John i. 44-52.

21. Jesus is present at the marriage at Cana. From
thence he departs to Capernaum. John ii. 112.

22. Jesus goes up *-o Jerusalem for the feast of the pass-
over. He purges the temple. Comp. 124. John

ii 13-25.
This purification of the temple took place on

two separate occasions.

23. The discourse with Nicodemus. John iii. 1-21.

24. John Baptist extols the divinity of Jesus, baptizing in

Judea. John iii. 22-36.

Comp. Matt. iv. 12
; John i. 44.

25. (a.) John is cast into prison. Luke iii. 19, 20 ; Matt.

xiv. 3-5
;
Mark vi. 17-20.

(6.)
After the imprisonment of John, Jesus departs from

Judea and returns to Galilee. Matt. iv. 12 ; Mark i.

14 ;
Luke iv. 14

;
John iv. 1-3.

Comp. Eusebius, Eccles. Hist. iii. 24
; Weiseler, p.

163, etc. The journey in Matt. iv. 12 and

John iv. 1 is the same.

26. The discourse of Jesus with a woman of Samaria, as he

passes through Sychar, a city of Samaria. John iv.

4-42.

27. Jesus is received by the Galilseans at Cana, where he

heals the ruler s son that lay sick at Capernaum. John
iv. 43-54.
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The words, his own country, ver. 34, refer to

Galilee. It was in Galilee that Jesus experi
enced the truth of the proverb. The healing
of the ruler s son at Capernaum must not be

confounded with that of the centurion s servant

at Capernaum. Comp. 42.

28. Jesus goes to Jerusalem and cures the sick man at the

pool of Bethesda (Tisch., Bezatha) on the Sabbath.

The Jews being greatly oifended at this, Jesus sub

limely proclaims his mission. John v. 1-47.

B. Intermediate events in Galilee ; our Lord s journey to

Jerusalem to the feast of tabernacles. 2978.

29. Jesus comes forth publicly in Galilee. Matt. iv. 17;
Mark i. 15

;
Luke iv. 15. He teaches, and is rejected

in the synagogue of Nazareth. Lake iv. 16-30.

John appears to have been cast into prison towards

the end of 781 A.U.C.
;
about six months after

the passover of that year. Comp., however,

Wieseler, pp. 223-251.

30. He leaves Nazareth, and proceeds to Capernaum. Matt.

iv. 13-16; Lukeiv. 31.

31. He calls four disciples. Mark i. 16-20 ;
Matt. iv. 18-

22. Peter s draught of fishes. Luke v. 1-11.

There can be no doubt that the calling of the

four disciples in Matthew and Mark syn
chronises with Peter s draught of fishes.

32. He heals a man possessed of a devil at Capernaum.
Luke iv. 31-37 ;

Mark i. 21-28.

33. In the same place he cures Peter s mother-in-law and
others. Luke iv. 38-41 ; Mark i. 29-34; Matt. viii.

14-17.

34. He goes into a desert from Capernaum, and travels

through Galilee. Luke iv. 42-44
;
Mark i. 35-39 ;

Matt. iv. 23.

35. He cleanses a leper. Luke v. 12-16
;
Mark i. 40-48

;

Matt. viii. 1-4.

36. He heals one sick of the palsy. Luke v. 17-26 ;
Mark

ii. 1-12. Matt. ix. 1-8.

37. He calls Levi (Matthew), whose guest he becomes.

The disciples do not fast. Luke v. 27-39 ;
Mark ii.

13-22; Mattix. 9-17.
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38. The disciples pluck the ears of corn on the Sabbath.

Luke vi. 1-5 ;
Mark ii. 23-28 ;

Matt. xii. 1-8.

Wieseler is of opinion that the ffu(3{3a.Tov dsvTteo-

vwrov is the first Sabbath of the second year
after the end of the Sabbatical year, which fell

on the sixth day of the month Nisan, A.U.C.

782. See Alex. Clem. Strom. 65, p. 760.

Comp., however, Tischendorfs notes on Luke
vi. 1, and the opinions of Epiphanins, Chry-

sostoin, Isidore, and Ambrose, which he there

quotes.
39. He heals the withered hand on the Sabbath. Luke vi.

6-11; Mark iii. 1-6; Matt. xii. 9-14.

40. Jesus renowned on account of the fame of his miracles
;

he chooses the twelve. Luke vi. 12-19; Mark iii. 7-

19; Matt. x. 2-4; iv. 24, 25.

41. Sermon on the mount. Matt. v. 1-7, 29, with the

parallel places of Luke.

42. At Capernaum he heals the centurion s servant. Luke
vii. 1-10; Matt. viii. 1, 5-13.

43. He restores the son of the widow of Nam to life.

Luke vii. 11-17.

44. The messengers of the prisoner John. The testimony
of Jesus concerning John. Luke vii. 18-35; Matt. xi.

2-19.

45. Jesus and the sinful woman at the house of Simon the

Pharisee. Luke vii. 36-50.

There is no reason for supposing that Mary
Magdalene is the same as this sinful woman.

46. Jesus and the twelve traverse Galilee; certain women
minister unto him. Luke viii. 1-3.

47. He casts out a devil, and rebukes the blasphemy of the

Pharisees. Mark iii. 19-30; Matt. xii. 22-37; (Luke
xi. 17-23; vi. 43-45).

48. He is interrupted in his discourse by the approach of

his mother and brethren. Mark iii. 31-35; Matt. xii.

46-50; Luke viii. 19-21.

49. Parable of the sower, and of the different kinds of

ground. Matt. xiii. 1-23; Mark iv. 1-25; Luke viii.

4_18: (a.)
the introduction ; (6.)

the parable; (c.)the
reason why he spoke in parables :

(d.)
an explanation of

the parable; (e.)
the lamp and the measure of meal.

50. Various parables: (a.) the tares and wheat (Matt.);
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(b.) the sower and reaper (Mark); (c.)
the grain of

mustard (Matt., Mark, Luke) ;
the leaven, (Matt.,

Luke); (d.) the use of parables (Matt., Mark); (e.)
the

explanation of the parable of the tares and wheat

(Matt.) ; (/.) parables of the treasure, pearl, net (Matt )

Matt. xiii. 24-53; Mark iv. 26-34; Luke xiii. 18-21.

51. Jesus calms the tempest on the lake of Galilee. Luke
viii. 22-25; Mark iv. 35-41; Matt. viii. 18, 23-27.

St Mark accurately defines what St Matthew
and St Luke have left uncertain; the evening
of the day on which he instructed the people by

parables, he crossed the lake of Tiberias, and

while crossing, appeased the tempest.
52. He heals the Gerasene demoniac (Gadarene demoniacs).

Luke viii. 26-39; Mark v. 1-20; Matt. viii. 28-34.

53. He heals the woman with an issue of blood, and raises

Jairus daughter to life. Luke viii. 40-56; Mark v.

21-43; Matt. ix. 18-26.

54. He again teaches in the synagogue of Nazareth. Mark
vi. 1-6; Matt. xiii. 54-58.

This is a different event from that narrated in

29.

55. Jesus takes compassion upon the people as he teaches

throughout Galilee. Matt. ix. 35-38; Mark vi. 6.

56. He sends twelve apostles as ambassadors to Israel.

Matt. x. 5-15; Mark vi. 7-13; Luke ix. 1-6. He
appoints the twelve to the office of apostles. Matt. x.

16; xi. 1. (With parallel places).
There is no doubt that S. Matthew has massed

together many statements of our Lord, on ac

count of their similarity, and combined his

various discourses under one head.

57. John Baptist is beheaded by Herod. Mark vi. 21-29 :

Matt. xiv. 6-12.

58. The opinion of Herod concerning Jesus after the death

of John. Mark vi. 14-16; Luke ix. 7-9; Matt. xiv.

1,2.
59. On the return of the twelve, he retires across the lake,

and there feeds five thousand. Luke ix. 10-17;
Mark vi. 30-34; Matt. xiv. 13-21; John vi. 1-14.

There are good chronological grounds for believing
that this great miracle happened on the even

ing of the fourteenth day of the month Nisan,
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(17th of April), that is, about the time when
the Jews were eating the Paschal lamb. Comp.
John v. 4. The mountain on which this

miracle happened is situated in Perea.

60. He dismisses the five thousand, and departs alone from
the mountain towards the disciples, who were des

patched in advance, and walks upon the lake. Matt,

xiv. 22-33; Mark vi. 45-52; John vi. 15-21.

Gl. The miracles of healing wrought by Jesus in the land

of Gennesaret. Matt. xiv. 34-36; Mark vi. 53-56.

62. The discourse of Jesus concerning the bread of life.

John vi. 22-65.

This discourse took place in the synagogue of

Capernaum, fifteenth of the month Nisan.

Comp. John vi. 22.

63. Jesus rebukes the Pharisees, who complained of the

unwashed hands of the disciples. Matt. xv. 1-20;
Mark vii. 123.

64. He heals the daughter of the woman of Canaan. Matt.

xv. 21-28; Mark vii. 24-30.

65. He heals the deaf and dumb man, and others. Mark
vii. 31-37 ; Matt. xv. 29-31.

66. He feeds four thousand. Matt. xv. 32-38
;
Mark viii.

1-9.

67. Pharisees and Sadducees demand a sign from heaven.

Matt. xv. 39
;

xvi. 4; Mark viii. 10-12.

68. He teaches them to take heed of the leaven of the

Pharisees. Matt. xvi. 4-12
;
Mark viii. 13-21.

69. He heals the blind man at Bethsaida. Mark viii.

22-26.

70. Christ, after Peter has confessed that he is the very
Son of God, predicts his passion, insisting on firmness

of faith. Matt. xvi. 13-28
;
Mark viii. 27-ix. 1 ;

Luke ix. 18-27 ; John vi. 66-71,
71. Transfiguration of Christ on the mount. Luke ix.

28-36
;
Mark ix. 2-13 ;

Matt. xvii. 1-13.

The scene of the transfiguration must be sought
in the region Csesarea Philippi. It is not Mount

Tabor, as is usually supposed.
72. He heals the lunatic. Luke ix. 37-43 ;

Mark ix.

14-29
;
Matt. xvii. 14-21.

73. He predicts his o\vn end. Luke ix. 43-45
;
Mark ix.

30-32 ;
Matt. xvii. 22, 23.
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74. He commands them to pay the tribute with money
(a stater] taken out of a fish. Matt. xvii. 24-27;
Mark ix. 33.

75. (a).
He rebukes the ambition of the disciples by the

example of an infant, and gives a reply with reference

to a stranger healing in his name. Luke ix. 46-50;
Mark ix. 33-41

,
Matt, xviii. 1-5.

(6).
He tells them to avoid offences. Matt, xviii.

6-9
;
Mark ix. 42-50

;
Luke xvii. 1, 2. He adds

the parable of the lost sheep. Matt, xviii. 10-14
;

(Luke xv. 3-7).
76. (a).

He discusses our duty towards an erring brother.

Matt, xviii. 15-20.

(6).
He commends mercy by the parable of the king

who took account of his servant, and the servant

who took account of his fellow-servant. Matt, xviii.

21-31
,
Luke xvii. 3-5.

C. From the Feast of Tabernacles until our Lord s journey to

the last Passover. 77-121.

77. Jesus and his brethren on the point of celebrating the

feast. John vii. 1-10.

Jesus on his journey through Samaria is ungratefully
received. Luke ix. 5156.

78. In his journey, new disciples are added. Luke ix.

57-62 ;
Matt. viii. 19-22.

79. Jesus coming forth in the midst of the feast declares in

the temple that he is the ambassador of God, and that

he will shortly depart. John vii. 11-36.

80. On the last day of the feast he treats of the Holy
Spirit. The opinion of others, besides Nicodemus.

John vii. 37-53.

[81. Jesus and the woman taken in adultery.- John vii. 53
;

viii 1-11.]
The best commentators are of opinion that this

passage is spurious ;
and Tisch., therefore,

places it between square brackets.

82. In the temple he treats of his own witness and of that

of his Father. John viii. 12-20.

83. He discusses his own origin and departure in reply to

the Jews, who vainly boasted of their descent from

Abraham. John viii. 21-59.
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84. (a.)
At Jerusalem he heals on the Sabbath the man who

was born blind. John ix. 1-41.

(5.)
He tells them that he is the good shepherd. John

x. 1-21.

85. The sending away of the seventy disciples. Luke x.

1-6 ;
Matt. xi. 20-24.

Comp. &quot;Wieseler, page 326, note 1. The position of

this passage in any harmony is a very vexed

question. Comp. Tisch., Introduction, p. 39.

86. The return of the seventy disciples. Luke x. 17-24 ;

Matt. xi. 25-30.

87 The parable of the good Samaritan. Luke x. 25-37.
88. Jesus is a guest at Mary s house at Bethany. Luke x.

38-42.

89. He teaches his disciples to pray. Luke xi. 1-13 (Matt.
vi. 9-13; vii. 7-11).

90. He heals two blind men. Matt. ix. 27-31.
91. (a.)

He heals the man possessed of a dumb devil.

Luke xi. 14, 15; Matt. ix. 32-34.

(b.)
He rebukes the blaspheming Pharisees. Luke xi.

17-26; Matt. xii. 43-45.

(c.)
He explains to the woman who is happy. Luke

xi. 27, 28,

(d.) He repulses those who sought a sign from heaven.

Luke xi. 16, 29-36
; Matt, xii. 38-42.

92. In the house of a Pharisee he reprehends the Pharisees.

Luke xi 37-54.

93. He tells them whom they must fear, and treats of the

sin against the Holy Ghost. Luke xii. 1-12.

94. He refuses to settle the dispute respecting an inherit

ance. Luke xii. 13-21.

95. Various discourses of Jesus concerning fruitless cares,

eternal riches, the watchfulness of the good servant,
and the signs of the times. Luke xii. 22-59.

96. He treats of the murder of the Galilseans, and of the

fruitless fig-tree. Luke xiii. 19.
97. He heals a woman on the Sabbath. Luke xiii. 10-17.

(He adds the parables concerning the kingdom of

heaven. Luke xiii. 18-21
; Matt. xiii. 31-33; Mark

iv. 30-32).
98. He comes to Jerusalem during the feast of the dedica

tion; he is exposed to their plots. John x. 22-
39. SB
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In the year 782 A.C., tins feast fell upon the 20th

of December, and lasted to the 27th (25 Chisleu

to 2 Thebet).
99. He departs across Jordan, and tarries there, many

believing on him. John x. 40-42.

100. On his journey to Jerusalem he answers one who ques
tioned him about the fewness of the blessed. Luke
xiii. 22-30.

101. He answers those who announced the plots of Herod,
and threatens Jerusalem. Luke xiii. 31-35.

102. He heals a man with the dropsy on the Sabbath at the

house of a Pharisee, and gives various instructions.

Luke xiv. 1-6, 7-24.

103. He shows them who ought to be his disciples. Luke
xiv. 25-35.

104. He vindicates the publicans from contempt, and deli

vers three parables : (a.) of the lost sheep, 17 ;
(&amp;gt;.)

of the lost piece of money (drachma,} 8-10
; (c.)

of the

prodigal son, 11-32. Luke xv. 1-32.

105. (a.) He delivers the parable of the unjust steward to the

disciples, 1-13; (5.)
he rebukes the discontented Pha

risees, 14-18; (c.)
he delivers likewise the parable

of Lazarus and the rich man, 19-31. Luke xvi.

1-31.

106. He gives instruction to his disciples concerning offences,

mercy, faith, and humility. Luke xvii. 14, 5-10.

107. Jesus departs to Bethany, and raises Lazarus from the

dead. John xi. 1-46.

108. He avoids the plots of the Pharisees, and retires into

a city called Ephraim. John xi. 47-54.

According to Jerome this town is twenty, accord

ing to Eusebius eight miles north of Jerusalem ;

it is believed to have been situated between

Shiloh and Bethel.

109. He enters upon his last journey to Jerusalem. Luke
xvii. 11; Matt. xix. 2; Mark x. 1.

110. He heals ten lepers. Luke xvii. 12-19.

111. He treats of the kingdom of heaven and the coming of

the Son of man. Luke xvii. 20-37.

112, The parable of the judge and the widow, and of the

Pharisee and publican. Luke xviii. 1-8, 914.
113. He replies to those inquiring about divorce. Mark x.

2-12; Matt. xix. 3-12.
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114. He suffers children to come to him. Luke xviii. 15-

17; Mark x. 13-16; Matt. xix. 13-15.

115. (a.)
He discourses with a rich young man; he shows

him the dangers of riches and the rewards of faith.

Luke xviii, 18-30; Mark x. 17-31; Matt. xix.

16-30.

(6.)
He adds the parable of the labourers in the vine

yard; Matt. xx. 1-16.

116. On his journey he again foretells his passion to the

disciples; Luke xviii. 31-34; Mark x. 32-34; Matt.

xx. 17-19.

1 17. He rebukes the ambition of the sons of Zebedee. Mark
x. 35-45; Matt. xx. 20-28.

118. He heals a blind man near Jericho (two blind men),
Luke xviii. 35-43

;
Mark x. 46-52

;
Matt. xx. 29-34.

Wieseler is of opinion, page 332, that there were

two miracles, upon one and upon two blind

men respectively.

119. He visits Zaccheus at Jericho. Luke xix. 1-10.

120. The parable of the ten pieces of money (mince, talents).

Luke xix. 11-28; Matt. xxv. 14-30.

121. Mary anoints him during the feast at Bethany. John

xiL 1-11
;
Mark xiv. 3-9

;
Matt. xxvi. 6-13.

PAET III.

CLOSING EVENTS.

FROM THE SOLEMN ENTRY OF CHRIST INTO JERUSALEM UNTIL HIS
RETURN TO HEAVEN. 122-183.

A. From the solemn entry to the last supper. 122-152.

122. He solemnly enters Jerusalem. John xii. 12-19;
Mark xi. 1-11

;
Luke xix. 29-44

;
Matt. xxi. 1-11.

123. The cursing of the fig-tree. Mark xi. 12-14; Matt.

xxi. 18, 19.

124. The cleansing of the temple. Mark xi. 15-19
;
Luke

ix. 45-48; xxi. 37, 38; Matt. xxi. 12-17.

125. The fig-tree is withered by his word
;
he treats of the
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power of faith. Mark xi. 20-25
;
Matt. xxi. 20-22 ;

(vi. 14-15).
126. Tlie elders of the people trouble him with questions

concerning John Baptist. Mark xi. 27-33 ; Matt.

xxi. 23-27
;
Luke xx. 1-8.

127. The parable of two sons sent into a vineyard. Matt.

xxi. 28-32.

128. Parable of the vine-dressers who slew the heir. Matt.

xxi. 33-46
;
Mark xii. 1-12

;
Luke xx. 9-19.

129. The parable of the marriage of the king s son. Matt.

xxii. 114.
130. The Pharisees question him concerning paying tribute

.
to Csesar. Mark xii. 13-17; Matt. xxii. 15-22;
Luke xx. 20-26.

131. The Sadducees also question him about the wife of

seven brothers. Mark xii. 18-27 ;
Matt. xxii. 23-33;

Luke xx. 27-39.

132. After explaining the first commandment he is no
more disturbed. Mark xii. 28-34

;
Matt. xxii. 34-

40
;
Luke xx. 40.

133. He himself questions the Pharisees concerning Messiah

the son of David. Mark xii. 35-37 ; Luke xx.

41-44
; Matt. xxii. 41-46.

134. He censures at length the customs of the Pharisees

and lawgivers. Mark xii. 38-40 ; Luke xx. 45-47 ;

xiii. 34, 35
; Matt, xxiii. 1-39.

135. He praises the mite of the poor widow. Mark xii.

41-44
;
Luke xxi. 1-4.

136. On the approach of certain Greeks he foretells the

nearness of his death. The voice from heaven. John
xii. 20-36.

137. The stubbornness of the Jews and the divinity of

Christ. John xii. 36-50.

138-141. The prophetic speech of Christ concerning the

destruction of Jerusalem and of the world, and of his

own coming. Matt, xxiv., xxv. ;
Mark xiii. ;

Luke
xxi. 5-36.

138. (a.) The signs, and the beginnings of deceit. Matt.

xxiv. 1-14; Mark xiii. 1-13
;
Luke xxi. 5-19.

139. (6.) Further discourse on signs. The abomination of

desolation. The danger of following false prophets.
The sign of the Son of man. Matt. xxiv. 15-42 ]

Mark xiii. 14-37 ; Luke xxi. 20-36.
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140. (c.) &quot;Watchfulness is commended because of the sudden

approach of Christ, in the parable of the ten virgins

(and others). Matt. xxv. 1-13.

141. (d.) Concerning the coming of Christ to the last judg
ment. Matt. xxv. 31-46.

142. The priests conspire to put Jesus to death two days
.before the passover. Matt. xxvi. 1-5; Mark xiv. 1,

2
;
Luke xxii. 1, 2.

143. The traitor Judas makes a treaty with the priests.

Matt. xxvi. 14-16; Mark xiv. 10, 11; Luke xxii.

3-6.

144. Jesus commands them to prepare the last supper.
Matt. xxvi. 17-19 ; Mark xiv. 12-16; Luke xxii

7-13.

145. He reclines at table with the twelve. Matt. xxvi. 20
;

Mark xiv. 17; Luke xxii. 14-18. He checks the

ambition of the disciples. Luke xxii. 24-30, and with

the same intention washes their feet. John xiii. 1-20.

146. At supper he points out who should betray him.

Matt. xxvi. 21-25; Mark xiv. 18-21; Luke xxii.

21-23
;
John xiii. 21-35.

147. He institutes the holy supper. Matt. xxvi. 26-29 ;

Mark xiv. 22-25; Luke xxii. 19-20, (1 Cor. ii.

23-25).
148. He foretells the dispersion of the twelve, and the fall

of Peter. Matt. xxvi. 31-35
;
Mark xiv. 27-31 ;

Luke xxii 31-38 ; John xiii. 36-38.

149. He talks about his departure to the Father, and pro
mises the Comforter. John xiv. 1-31.

150. He tells them that he is the vine, the disciples
the branches. Likewise he treats of the hatred and

persecution of the world. John xv. 1-27.

151. He tells them of future tribulations, and of the aid of

the Comforter; likewise of prayers made in his name
;

likewise of the flight of the disciples, which is close at

hand. John xvi. 1-26.

152. The priestly praj
rer of Christ. John xvii. 1-26.

B. From his apprehension until his death ami burial.

153-170.

153. The agony of Jesus in Gethsemane. John xviii. 1 ;

Luke xxii. 39
;
Matt. xxvi. 30

;
Mark xiv. 26

; Matt,

xxvi. 36-46
;
Mark xiv. 32-42

;
Luke xxii. 40-46.
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154. He is taken in Gethsemane. John xviii. 2-11
,

Matt

xxvi. 47-56 ;
Mark xiv. 43-52

;
Luke xxii. 47-53.

155. He is led to Annas (Caiaphas) the high priest. Peter s

fall. John xviii. 12-18, 25-27
;
Luke xxii. 54-62 :

Matt. xxvi. 57, 58, 69-75
;
Mark 53, 54, 66-72.

156. The decision and the mocking of the Jews. John

xviii. 19-24; Matt. xxvi. 59-68; Mark xiv. 55-65;
Luke xxii. 6371.

157. Jesus is delivered to Pilate. John xviii. 28; Matt.

xxvii. 1-2
;
Mark xv. 1

;
Luke xxiii. 1.

158. Desperation and death of Judas. Matt, xxvii. 3-10.

159. Jesus is accused before Pilate. John xviii. 29-38
;

Matt, xxvii. 11-14; Mark xv. 2-5; Luke xxiii. 2-5.

160. Jesus before Herod. Luke xxiii. 6-12.

161. Pilate endeavours to release Jesus. Matt, xxvii. 15-23;
Mark xv. 6-14; Luke xxiii. 13-23; John xviii. 39-40.

162. Barabbas is released; Jesus is scourged and led away
to be crucified. Matt, xxvii. 24-30 ;

Mark xv. 15-19 ;

Luke xxiii. 24, 25; John xix. 1-16.

163. He is led to the cross. Matt, xxvii. 31-34; Mark xv.

20-23; Luke xxiii. 26-33; John xix. 16, 17.

164. His crucifixion. The title. His garments. John xix.

18-24; Matt, xxvii. 35-38; Mark xv. 24-27; Luke

xxiii. 33, 34, 38.

165. They mock him as he hangs on the cross. His mother

and John close beside the cross. Matt, xxvii. 39-44 ;

Mark xv. 29-32; Luke xxiii. 35-37, 39-43; John

xix. 25-27.

166. The darkness. His death. Matt, xxvii. 45-50; Mark
xv. 33-37; Luke xxiii. 44-46; John xix. 28-30.

167. The wonderful signs. The centurion. The women.

Matt, xxvii. 51-56; Mark xv. 38-41; Luke xxiii. 45,

47-49.

168. His pierced side. John xix. 31-37.

169. His burial. Joseph of Arimathsea. Nicodemus. The

women. Matt, xxvii. 57-61 ;
Mark xv. 42-47 ;

Luke

xxiii. 50-56; John xix. 38-42.

170. The watch over the sepulchre. Matt, xxvii. 62-66.

C. From the resurrection to the return to heaven.

171-183.

171. The women early in the morning visit the sepulchre

and see that the stone has been rolled away. John
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xx. 1; Luke xxiv. 1-3; Mark xvi. 1-4; Matt, xxviii.

1-4.

172. The angels appear at the sepulchre and address the

women. Luke xxiv. 4-8
;
Mark xvi. 5-7 ; Matt

xxviii. 5-7.

173. The women return and announce what they have seen

to the eleven disciples. John xx. 2
;
Luke xxiv. 9-1 1

;

Mark xvi. 8
;
Matt, xxviii. 8.

174. Peter and John visit the sepulchre. John xx. 3-10;

[Luke xxiv. 12.]
175. Jesus after his resurrection appears to Mary Magda

lene. John xii. 11-18; Matt, xxviii. 9-10; [Mark
xvi. 9-11.] .

176. The watch at the sepulchre is put to flight and bribed.

Matt, xxviii. 11-15.

177. He accompanies the disciples who are going to Em-
maus. Luke xxiv. 13-35; [Mark xvi. 12, 13.]

178. He appears in the midst of the disciples. Thomas
alone is absent. Luke xxiv. 36-43; John xx. 19-25;

[Mark xvi. 14.]

179. He again appears to the disciples. Thomas is present.

John xx. 26-29.

180. He appears near the Lake of Tiberias to seven dis

ciples who are fishing. John xxi. 1-24.

181. He appears to the disciples on a mountain, of Galilee.

Matt, xxviii. 16-20; [Mark xvi. 15-18.]
182. He bids his disciples farewell, and is borne away.

Luke xxiv. 44-53; [Mark xvi. 19, 20;] Acts i. 3-12.

183. The conclusion of the Gospel of John. John xx. 30,

31; xxi. 25.
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